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PRESBYTERIAN REVIEW .

VOL. XIV . — NO. 1.

APRIL , MDCCCLXI.

ARTICLE I.

THE PRINCETON REVIEW ON THE STATE OF

THE COUNTRY.*

The appearance of the above named article in the

Princeton Review , for January, 1861, has excited the pro

foundest emotions of astonishment and grief in theminds

of all in the South, and many at the North, who care for

the interests of our beloved Church . The standing and

influence of the Biblical Repertory, as well as the character

of the article itself, require us to give it our special atten

tion . The chief end that we propose is the vindication of

Southern Christians from the, no doubt honestlymistaken ,

yet most amazing misrepresentations of the writer. Many

God-fearing men have gone heart and hand with the politi

cal movements of the Southern States, and we desire to

show that in so doing they have not proved themselves to

be either mad men or dishonest demagogues.

* This article comes to us from a much respected correspondent in one of

the border Southern States, and we very willingly admit it to our pages,

although , of course, it does not look at the subject from exactly the same

point of view occupied by ourselves in these Confederate States. - EDs. So .

PRES. REV.

VOL. XIV., NO. 1. - 1
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Great and radical changes in the social or political insti

tutions of a people are always the result of corresponding

changes in public opinion ; " and no revolution in public

opinion is the work of an individual, of a single cause, or

of a day. When the crisis has arrived, the catastrophe

must ensue ; but the agents through whom it is apparently

accomplished, though they may accelerate, can not origi

nate its occurrence." * There are points in the downward

progress of men and nations from which they may retrace

their steps. There are also points from which there is no

return . There is an unseen line crossing every path ,

whether of individuals or communities, beyond which , if

they go, they are lost. , It is, however, contrary to all the

facts of history, as well as subversive of the whole science

of human life and conduct, to attribute the whole power

decisive of the destinies of nations to the happenings of one

brief hour. To the recluse, unobservant of the mighty

sweep of events through years and centuries, or unaware

of their true signizance, it may seem very natural to refer

the final catastrophe to its immediate antecedents of a few

days, or even of an hour ; but hewho would truly estimate

the forces which overthrow the loftiest structures ever

reared by human genius and human might, must trace the

streamsback to their fountains, in distant years, and per

haps in the far past ages. This would be a trivial error,

were it not for its influence upon all the efforts made to

avert disaster, and upon the judgments of men as to the

parties whomust bear the responsibility of its occurrence.

The article under review affords a very striking instance of

the evil influence of this error in both particulars.

Another error, at the very outset, has led the writer into

still greater mistakes. He says : “ There are occasions

( when political questions rise into the sphere of morals and

religion ; when the rule for political action is to be sought,

* Sir W . Hamilton .
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State of the Country .

not in considerations of State policy, but in the law of God.

On such occasions, the distinction between secular and

religious journals is obliterated.” But the distinction

between things religious and things secular exists in

the very nature of each , and can , therefore , never be

obliterated , nor even forgotten, without injury . The

rule of political action is always to be sought in the ,

will of God, and sound reasons of State policy must uni

formly be coincident with that will. There is an Atheistic

politics. There is, also, a Deistic , as well as a Theistic,

politics. The Theistic is the only true political science,

because it alone corresponds with existing realities. It

does not admit of the total forgetfulness ofGod at all ordi

nary times ; but, on great occasions, the removal of politi

cal questions from their own proper domain to themore

elevated sphere of religion . Occasions neverdo,and never

can occur, where political questions rise into the sphere of

religion. They always belong to the sphere of ethics.

This very confounding of religion with politics has been

the most fruitful source of the evils which have overtaken

the nation. It has not been , however, the elevation of

politics, but the degradation of religion ; and this has uni

formly been the result of every attempt to combine the

two into one system . Politics and religion move in differ--

ent orbits. Each has its own definite relation to a com

mon centre. They deal with the samemen , and often with

the same subject matter, but upon principles and for ends

wholly diverse. They can never come into collision with

out mutual injury. Like two planets, they exert upon each ,

other a beneficial influence,while each fills its own peculiar

sphere; and this is not an occasional, but a constant power.

It might just as wellbe said that there are occasionswhere

the harmony and well being of the physical universe re

quire that the Earth should rise to the orbit of Jupiter or

Saturn . Nothing but the crush of worlds and dire confu

sion could result from such a disturbance of the order of
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nature. And a like catastrophe has always followed a

similar derangement of the relations between politics and

religion. Would thatthe Princeton Review had treated the

state of the country from a religious stand-point. There

the well known piety of the Editor, and his acknowledged

ability as a theologian , might have done most efficient ser

vice in calming the minds of the people wherever his wide

spread influence extends. He might have done much to

restore harmony to our greatly distracted country, or, at

least, to avert the civil war which he deprecates as earnestly

as we do. At the very worst, he might have done much

to preserve the unity and harmony of our beloved Church.

This part was not chosen , and the political article now

under consideration could hardly fail, as the event has

proved , to stimulate passions already too much excited,

and to exasperate still more the animosity which has long

been growing between two sections of the country .

We are, therefore, constrained to treat this article , in

accordance with its real nature, as a discussion of the po

litical questions which now so deeply agitate all parts of

this great continent. Werepeat, that our main design is

to prove that Christian men at the South have not been

given up to delusion, nor are they destitute of virtue.

When we think of the Union of the States of North

America as it was constituted by our fathers, we can go as

far as the farthest in extolling the grand conception. Many

stirring and many gentle thoughts cluster around our

memories of the olden time, when , shoulder to shoulder,

themen of the Northern and Southern colonies fought to

achieve their independence as sovereign States. Imperfect

asthe Union has always been, under it our people have

accomplished great and glorious things ; and but for the

black spirit of discord , which some thirty years ago began

its destructive work , it might have realized the wildest

dreams of the fathers, or the brightest hopes of themen of

later generations. We feel the full force of all the tender
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associations connected with our common kindred and com

mon Christianity ; and for these, and many other reasons,

we do not undertake to estimate the value of the Union in

dollars and cents, any more than we would to estimate

“ the value of a father's blessing or a mother's love." It

must be remembered, however, that great questions of po

litical freedom are sometimes necessarily brought to a

pecuniary test, as was certainly the case in our contest with

the mother country , which resulted in the independence of

these States. There is, moreover, a still higher example .

Our Lord Himself refers the paramountconcerns of religion

and the life eternal to the same standard : “ One thing thou

lackest," etc. — (Mark 10 : 21.) It would not be difficult,

therefore, to answer the reproach , even though considera

tions of dollars and cents were as prominent as they are in

fact insignificant,amid the causes which have dismembered

this nation. We understand fully the reasons for Union ,

arising out of the geographical relations of the various

sections of this vast country. The courses of its rivers,

the direction of the mountain ranges and valleys, as well

as the artificial means of intercommunication , all indicate

that the States of North America should live together in

harmony and the interchange of mutual benefits, if not

absolutely under the same political Constitution . But hu

man interests and human passions are greater powers than

geographical boundaries. Persistent fanatical hate can

raise higher barriers between two peoples, than the Andes

on the summits of the Himalayas.

We do not intend to follow the reviewer through his

exhibition, in contrast of the reasons which , he says, the

politicians have assigned as producing the present state of

things. It is not difficult to see which set of opinions

meets with the hearty concurrence of the writer. We shall

simply content ourselves with saying thatwe have not so

read the history of the country, and especially ofthe Terri

tory of Kansas. We do not believe that the Republican
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party had its origin in the outrages perpetrated in the set

tlement of that Territory, as he says, by the South, and as

we say , by the North . That party which has destroyed

our Union has an older date , and a more enduring founda

tion, than the transient disturbances in Kansas.

We come now to the questions which he rightly regards

as of paramount importance.

“ What are the grounds on which the cotton-growing

States advocate the dissolution of the Union ? or what are

the reasonswhy they desire to secede ? ”

These questions are propounded as though they were

identical. They are, however, very different,and we shall,

therefore, give them separate answers. To the first, we

say, that neither the cotton -growing States, nor any others

of the slaveholding States, nor any considerable number of

the prominent citizens of either of them , have ever advo

cated the dissolution of the Union in any such sense as that

contemplated by this question. The secession of the South

ern States is not the expression of a wish. It is simply the

declaration of a fact. It does not mean that they desired

the dissolution of the Union . It only shows that, in their

deliberate judgment, the Union has been dissolved , not by

them , but by the so -called Republican party of the North .

Many of the leaders ofthe secession movement have loved

the Union as their own lives. Truer patriots never gov

erned the counsels of any people. If the sacrifice could

avail any thing, they would gladly have emulated the con

duct of the noble Roman youth ,who, clothed in his richest

armor, and decked with his mostprecious jewels,leaped into

the yawning gulf of the Forum . Some of these long ago

abandoned the hope of preserving the Union against the

growing power by which it has at last been destroyed. But

a vast multitude of them continued to hope against hope,

until the fatal blow was struck . It is well that the Prince

ton writer did not strike out the comparison between the

disunionist and Benedict Arnold , as certain pencil marks
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in the pamphlet edition indicated his intention of doing .

No Southern man need be offended. Let the guilt of the

disunionist bewhat it may, the South disclaimsthe respon

sibility . It is true that someof the political economists of

the South have thought, for a long time, that the material

interests of their section would be greatly enhanced by

separating from the North and forming a Southern Con

federacy. They have believed , very sincerely, that they

were impoverished by their connection with the Northern

States; but these have never been the opinions of a great

majority, and they have had but little to do with the seces

sion of the Southern States . The South has always re

sisted partial sectional legislation, designed to make her

tributary to the North, as South Carolina did in 1832,when

she constrained , not from the fears, but from the justice

of the whole nation , a compromise of the tariff question.

But if the whole South had been ,as one man, fully per

suaded that their continuance in the Federal Union would

deprive her of uncounted thousands of dollars, they would

never have dissolved the Union so long as the injury was

wrought under the operation of the great laws of political

economy, without the unwarrantable interference of par

tial legislation. They are a people who “ swear to their

own hurt, and change not.” They would, therefore, have

continued to bear the burden which was laid upon their

shoulders, not by the tyranny of men , but by the stable

laws of a great natural economy. The insinuation, or

rather the bold assertion, therefore , of the Princeton Re

view , that the leaders of the Southern movement are ac

tuated only by the sordid love of gain , and that they have

taken advantage of the excitement of the people on

another and very different subject, to precipitate them into

unjustifiable revolution for their supposed advantage, can

only be excused on the ground of profound ignorance of

the whole subject of Southern principles, Southern inter

ests, and Southern men . The arguments of Southern states
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men, to which he refers, havenever been intended to stimu

late the people, and to furnish the motive, to secession .

They were designed to encourage the timid to stand for

their rights, by assuring them that they would not be ut

terly ruined, but might even enjoy greater prosperity out

of the Union than they ever had while in it. They were

given in answer to such fearful predictions as those of the

Princeton Review , and to the taunts of the North , when they

say, “ You had better submit to our rule. Wedo not in

tend to make it very oppressive. Wewill impose theyoke

upon you very gradually , and it shall not gall very severely ;

but if you resist us, and prove stubborn and rebellious, it

shall go hard with you . Wewill whip you back to the

yoke. We will subdue you by force, as we do our unruly

cattle ; but even though you should succeed in breaking

away from us, and we should leave you to roam wildly in

untamed freedom , you will find no fat pastures— you will

surely starve to death.” In reply to all such predictions,

or threats of evil, the Southern statesman demonstrates

that the threat to employ force is nugatory . The South can

notbe subdued by arms,and her material wealth may even

be greater than ever it was before. The South does not

look upon disunion as the precursor of inevitable and total

ruin ; but, even though all the prophecies and threats of

ruin should be fulfilled to the very letter, she says, “ Let

come whatGod may send of evil.” She will never submit

to the rule of a dominant section of the country, North ,

East or West, no matter how mildly they may promise to

exercise their despotism .

Whatever benefits are to follow disunion, it is said , are

to accrue only to the slaveholders — a small minority of the

Southern people , not more than three or four hundred

thousand of the whole population . The secession move

ment is, therefore, characterized as invidious, class legisla

tion. All this sounds as if the writer in the Princeton Re

view had read the celebrated “ Helper's Impending Crisis."
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We can only say that, if any man who reads that book

gives it one particle of his faith — if he does not reject it at

once, as false in its statements, false in its arguments and

inferences, fiendish in its spirit and in its design - he is

himself beyond the reach of argument, and impervious to

the force of truth and evidence on the whole subject of

which it treats. There is no greater folly than this talk of

class legislation for the small minority of slaveholders .

The institution of slavery is so interwoven, yea, entwined ,

with the very texture of the social, political and religious

life of the Southern people, that there is no diversity of

interest among them . Whether they be rich orpoor,white

or black , bond or free, their interests are one. The non

slaveholders of the South , agriculturists, mechanics, mer

chants or professional men , would be the first ruined, and

the most completely , by the abolition of slavery ; and, for

the most part, they have the sense to know it, and to show

that they know it by their acts.

Let us proceed to the second question : Why do the

cotton -growing States desire to secede ? What reasons

have induced them to brave all the real difficulties, and all

the possible dangers, of secession ? Among the reasons

assigned by the Princeton writer ,only one is true,and that

one is stated as it never entered the mind of any Southern

man, living or dead , and could not, therefore, be sub

jectively a motive for their conduct.

The fierce ravings of the Abolitionists have not caused

the secession of the Southern States. This has, formany

years, been a great annoyance ; but it could hardly be

called a grievance. The wild outcries of the Abolitionists

have excited very various emotions in the breasts of differ

ent Southern men. Some have been aroused to anger and

scorn ; others have been amused ; while those who agree,

with the Princeton Review , that their language and spirit is

execrably wicked, have heard them more in sorrow than in –

anger. They have felt that the danger to be feared was

VOL. XIV ., NO. 1.-— 2
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for those in whose hearts these fierce fires were burning,

and by whose lips such words of blasphemy were 'uttered .

The high -spirited and fiery Southerners, as they are called ,

have borne for thirty years all that the fanatics could say,

and they might very well have endured it a little longer.

The proceedings of the incendiaries sent to the South to

entice the slaves to abscond, or to stir them up to revolt

and massacre, have not caused the secession of the South

ern States. This is undoubtedly a very great grievance,

but by no means so formidable as the people of the North

generally suppose. It is a great mistake to think that the

Southern people feel like “ personswho live in a powder

magazine, into which others insist upon throwing fire

brands.” Their great fault is,that they feel entirely too

secure. They know that the blacks are a loyal race, and

that they are bound to them by ties of interest and affec

tion . In the African, the affections predominate over the

intellect more than in any other great division of the hu

man family ; yet many of them have intelligence enough

to see that the problem of their condition as sláves in this

land, so far removed from the native homeoftheir fathers,

can not be solved by any schemeof abolition or emancipa

tion , and that it would be very fearfully complicated by

discontent or any violent outbreak on their part. Yet even

this gentle, loyal people may be made the dupes of crafty

villains. Reckless efforts, long continued ,may seduce even

them from their allegiance to their truest friends. There

fore, this sending of cruel and fiendish emissaries is a

grievous wrong ; but this, too , has been suffered for years,

and the patience of the South might have held out a little

longer.

Here let us pause a moment, to ask the solemn question :

If the same assaults had been made upon the social system

of the North by the pulpit and the press of the South ;

and if the same efforts had been made, for a period of

thirty years, to excite the poor against the rich , to stir up
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the laborer against the capitalist, would the labor of the

South have proved so utterly fruitless as have been those

of the Abolitionists ? We think not.

The nullification of the fugitive slave law , and of the

constitutional provision upon which it is founded , by the

formal legislation of ten States, and the intense anti-slavery

sentiment of the whole North, is surely a good ground of

complaint, not so much on account of the actual evil which

it works, though even in this respect the South are heavy

losers, but because of its significance, as showing how ma

jorities can , by law and against law , subvert the Constitu

tion , which is the only defence of minorities against the

worst despotism to which man can subject his fellow man .

It is only in this aspect of the case that Northern nullifica

tion has any direct bearing upon the secession of the

South .

The last reason assigned by the Princeton Review as in

fluencing the cotton -growing States to desire to secede, is

“ the complaint that the South has lost its equality in the

Union , or that they are denied equal rights.” This com

plaint is then examined and dismissed as wholly ground

less. This is the part of the Princeton Review article

which has caused us the greatest sorrow . Wehave read

these four pages but once, and we are thankful that the

exigencies of our argument do not require us ever to turn

to them again . Wedo not care to characterize these utter

ances as they deserve. We need only to quote the sen

tences that linger sadly in ourmemory :

“ In the past history of the country the South has been dominant.

Although in a minority as to population , it has shaped the whole

policy of the country.”

“ This state of things is passing away. By the inevitable progress

of events, the sceptre is changing hands."

" Southern statesmen have predicted that the timemust comewhen

the South could no longer control the policy of the country.”

“ Not to command , however, is , in their estimation , to submit. Not

to be masters, in the logic of the extremists , is to be slaves."

· " The thing complained of is not the irresponsible power of a ma

jority ."
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These have been selected from four pages of similar as

sertions, filled with intense, exultant, defiant sectionalism .

Wedo not intend to review the whole history of the United

States, to prove that all this is utterly without foundation.

The writer admits that it can not possibly be true, in ac

knowledging that the South has always been in a minority.

In what possible way could a minority , however compact,

dominate over a majority ? Wedo not, however, intend to

follow the Princeton writer through his honest, no doubt,

yet total perversions of the plainest facts of history . We

shall simply answer assertions by counter assertions, and

we do it without fear of successful contradiction . The

South never has been dominant in the government of the

country. The South , though always in theminority , have

never been a compact minority . All the Southern States

have never been united in either of the great national par

ties which have alternately governed the country. Alas !

they are not even now agreed as to the time and mode of

resisting Northern domination, though they are united as

one man as to the necessity of resistance. There never

has been a sectional party organized at the South. Up to

this very hour it has never been done. The Princeton

writer does not hesitate to say that the party which nomi

nated and supported Mr. Breckinridge was a Southern sec

tional party ; yet, in another place, he admits that it would

be wrong to affirm this of Mr. Breckinridge, or his party.

We affirm that nothing can be further from the truth . The

simple fact that John C . Breckinridge, a Union man, from

the most Union-loving of all the States, was the candidate,

is of itself the complete refutation of the charge. He was

nominated as a national man, and, so far as the so -called

Southern extremists supported him , it was on their part an

effort, however hopeless, in good faith , to save the Union

under the Constitution. We say, again , that up to this

very hour there has never been a sectional party organized,

or attempted to be organized , in the Southern States.
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Whatever influence Southern statesmen have had in shaping

the policy of the country, has always been the legitimate

effect of their genius, talents, or political sagacity , and

always in connection with one or the other of the great

national parties. We can not, however, pursue this sub

ject. Alas ! for the day when the Princeton Review is

found joining in such party cries as would never have been

uttered by the more high-minded and honorable of the

political leaders .

We are now ready to answer the question : Why have

the Southern States seceded from the American Union ?

It may, however, be as well to premise that it is a very

great mistake to suppose that the Southern people are a

fiery , excitable race — a nation of hotspurs. They may,

perhaps, be more excitable by nature than their Northern

neighbors, though we have never seen the proof of the

fact. Wedo know that they are ordinarily men of earnest

thought and deep convictions. The views which they now

take of public affairs have not been suddenly conceived,

nor are they lightly held . They have been the slow growth

of years. Indeed, the portentous shadows of these times

loomed upon the vision of the great propheticminds of the

revolutionary era, and had assumed distinct shape before

the minds of men contemporary with the adoption of the

Federal Constitution . The present attitude of the South

has not been assumed in a fit of transient resentment, nor

are they acting under the morbid influence of disappointed

ambition . Whether they are in error or not, the men of

the South are acting under an awful sense of their respon

sibility to God and man, as well as the profoundest convic

tions of rightand duty that ever sunk down into the depths

of any human soul. But are they in error ? Is their whole

course a tissue of mistakes and blunders ? This brings us

back to the question : Why have the Southern States se

ceded from the Union ?
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It is because they are fully convinced that they have lost

not only equality, but liberty , in the Union. The true

cause of Southern discontent is the deep and solemn con

viction that, in the Union and under the forms of the Con

stitution , they are a “ conquered people.” These are the

very words of one of their leading men .

The South maintains that the following is a self-evident

proposition, which needs only to be stated to command the

assent of every man who knows the meaning ofthe terms:

Make any question whatever a permanent political issue

between geographical sections of a great republic, and the

union between those sections is ipso facto dissolved . If

one of the sections is numerically weaker than the other,

there remains for it nothing but resistance or vassalage.

The only possible hope of the restoration of the Union is

in the recession of the dominant majority tendering the

issue. The Princeton writer seems to be aware of the in

fluence of geographical considerations upon the political

and social interests of men. It is passing strange that he

did not see the dissolution of the Union in the very forma

tion of the great sectional party which has at length given

its death blow . We assert, with perfect confidence, that

the judgment of impartial history will confirm our views,

that the separation of the American States was begun

when the so -called Republican party was organized as a

sectional party, and that it was consummated when that

party triumphed over the combined Union men of its own

section , in the election of Abraham Lincoln to be President

of the United States. The Northern Republicans are the

real disunionists. The dissolution of the Federal Union

was accomplished by them , and by them alone. They have

subverted the Constitution in itsmost essential principles.

The South has only declared that they will never submit to

the usurpation .

It is thought to be a perfect answer to all this, to say

that the Republican party triumphed under the forms of
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the Constitution , and that the election of Mr. Lincoln was

strictly legal. What do men care for the casket, after it

has been rifled of its priceless jewel ? The empty coffer of

the Constitution , from which liberty and equality have been

extracted , can serve only for the coffin of freedom . What

does the fond wife care for the form and features of her

husband, if the body, once so dear, has become the posses

sion of a demon, which may, at any moment, use her hus

band's hands and teeth to tear and rend her ? She would

feel such keen sorrow asmen at the South now feel for the

ruin of our Government; but she could not lie down in

peace and security by the side of the once loved form , now

become the abode of a fierce and malignant spirit. Neither

can the South hope for safety under the mere formsof a

Constitution , however grand and noble,when a great domi

nantmajority have infused into it the fanatical spirit of

Abolitionism , or the more comely, but no less cruel, spirit

of sectionalism .

We shall inquire, presently ,how far the Republican party

is to be regarded as an Abolition or anti-slavery party .

Whether it be distinctively such ornot,webelieve that Aboli

tionism has mounted it, as the old man of the sea upon the

shoulders of Sinbad, and it can notbeshaken off. Whether

the great dominant majority of the North be abolitionized

or not, there can be no question that it is a sectional party,

claiming to govern, not only the minority of its own sec

tion, by laws operating equally upon themselves and the

minority ,which is essential to the very idea of free govern

ment; but also challenging the right to rule over the whole

people of another section of the land, by laws affecting the

interests of that section alone, and having no sort of bearing

upon the law -makers themselves, except to promote their

wealth at the expense of the subject States. In this point

of view , itmakes no kind of difference on what subject the

issue is joined, or whether there is any issue made up

between them , other than that of power on the one side,
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and subjection on the other. It is, therefore, evident from

the very nature of the case, that under the permanent

domination of a sectional party, the South are a perma

nently subdued people . This may be made perfectly clear

by an illustration , supposing the subjugation of another

section of the Republic. Suppose that an effective majority

in all the other States should organize themselves into a

great political party , inimical to themanufacturing interests

of New England. They obtain possession of the Govern

ment of the United States, by regular election , under the

prescribed constitutional forms. They soon obtain all the

offices ofGovernment - legislative, executive and judicial

and proceed to enact laws forbidding New England mechan

ics to carry their mills and machinery , or their handicraft

tools, to any territory of the United States, or any where

beyond the limits of the six States. They then employ all

the patronage and power of the Government, under the

forms of law , to repress and, finally , to extinguish the

manufactories in New England . Suppose that the history

of the origin and progress of this party was such as to ren

der it certain that its power would be permanent. What,

under such circumstances, would New England do ? Would

she say : Freedom to move - the very life of the Yankee

nation - is lost. The sources of our wealth are dried up .

Our country is utterly ruined ; but it has all been done

under the forms of the Constitution, and we must cheer

fully submit ; we must give up our manufactures, and turn

our industry into other channels ? Would the sons of the

men who threw the tea into Boston harbor reason thus ?

Would the children of those whose blood flowed at Lex

ington and Concord submit to such tyranny ? No — they

would never submit. Wedo not believe that they would

endure half as long as the South has borne inconceivably

greater wrongs and perils. The case supposed is evidently

exactly parallel with the issue actually made between the

great dominant party at the North and all of the slave
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holding States. We have only to substitute slavery for

manufactures, and the Southern for the New England

States, to show that the correspondence is perfect. If there

is any difference, it can only be found in an assumed dis

tinction between slavery and manufactures. We have no

space to enter upon the discussion of the many questions

here suggested. It is referred to, only because it leads to

the inquiry : How far is the great dominant Northern

party to be regarded as an Abolition or anti- slavery party ?

Wethink that we are as fully competent to answer this

question as the Princeton writer, or any other Northern

man. We have had much more imperative reasons for

studying the history of the origin and progress of aboli

tionism , and we think that we can state the results of our

observation so as to defy contradiction .

There are, first, the Abolitionists proper, relatively not

very numerous, but absolutely a very large body of intensely

earnest men and women , embracing a considerable variety

of opinion , from the extreme views of Garrison and Phil

lips, down through the Beechers and Albert Barnes, to the

mildest form of the doctrine. These are all agreed that

slaveholding is a sin of the deepest dye. They all feel

bound in conscience to bear testimony against it, and, by

somemeans, to cause it to cease from the earth . Some of

them would employ fire and sword, and even the coward

murderer's weapon, poison. Others content themselves

with railing and fierce denunciation . They all believe that_

they are under solemn personal obligations to labor for the

extinction of slavery from this land, and from the whole

earth .

The second class feel what the Princeton reviewer calls

“ a moral disapprobation of the system of slavery.” The

formula in which they sum up their views is : “ Slavery is a

great political, social and moral evil.” What they mean

by moral evil, as distinguished from sin , we know not.

Wegive them , however, the benefit of the distinction . It
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is not a sin , but a moral evil, to be discountenanced,

repressed , and gradually, but as quickly as possible, abol

ished. There are various opinions among this class of

persons, as to the nature and extent of the moral evil of

slavery . Someof them can hardly be distinguished from

the genuine Abolitionists, while others shade off gently

into the next' class. There is, however, among this great

body of Northern men , one broad,wellmarked distinction ,

which is very pertinent to our present discussion . There

are many whose moral disapprobation, like that of the

Quakers in the South , does not demand an expression in

outward word or action . Others, and, we think, by far the

largest part, think that it is their solemn duty to prevent

the extension of the great moral evil, and, by all lawful

means, to labor for its extinction . These are the men who

have swelled up the fearful majorities of the great sectional

party.

There is a third class, who think that slavery is a social

and political evil, analagous to despotic government, in the

State . They contend , very earnestly , that it is not a sin ,

and, therefore, no bar to Christian fellowship in the

Churches. They regard slaveholders as men who ought to

be pitied, rather than condemned — as unfortunate , but not

criminal. It ought to be said , here,that someof the “ moral

disapprobation ” men, however, inconsistently take the

same view as to Christian fellowship with slaveholders .

Multitudes of this third class feel bound,not in conscience,

but as wise and prudent men , to prevent the extension of

slavery beyond its present limits, for the advantage of the

white race.

There is a fourth class at the North, who look at the

whole subject of slavery with the eyes of Southern men .

If these statements are even approximately correct, then

it appears that the Republican party is composed of all

who feel that they have any duty to perform with respect

to the repression or extinction of slavery, either on religious,
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moral, social, or political grounds. There are , therefore ,

two spirits, so blended that they can hardly be distinguished

even by the analysis of thought, which constitute the life

and soul of the great political party which has subverted

the Constitution and dissolved the Union of the American

States . They are abolitionism and sectionalism . The

dominant party is manifestly a sectional party, and slavery

is the subject upon which it has joined issue with the

South , and upon which it has finally and fatally triumphed .

In political union with such a party ,and under its uncon

trollable domination , the Southern man feels that he is sub

jugated. He is the citizen of a conquered province — con

quered in and under, through and by the forms of the

Constitution, but in defiance of its essential spirit, and in

spite of the solemn prophetic warnings of the great Wash

ington . Under such rule the Southern man sees clearly,

not only that he can never be a dominant power in the

country , as he never has been , but that he can never again

have any part in the Government. IIe can have no effective

voice in making the laws which he and his children are to

obey . No Southern man ,nor his descendant to the remotest

generation, except by being a renegade to his own section ,

can ever again aspire to the office of Presidentof the United

States, or Vice President. He can never again occupy a

seat on the bench of the Supreme Court, nor hold a place

in the Cabinet. Never more can he represent his Govern

ment at the Court of any foreign Power. In the halls of

Congress he can do nothing but utter unavailing remon

strances, or make a factious, but helpless and hopeless,

opposition to the designs of his oppressors. He can fill the

offices of the Customs in his own State , or occupy the place

of village Postmaster, but it will be upon the samecondi

tion of inevitable degradation which attended the Jewish

Publican under the Roman domination . Under these cir

cumstances,he feels that he can have no security for life or

property, except in the forbearance of his rulers, or in his
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own right arm . He sees that he is for ever shut up in his

present home; that he can never emigrate to any other

part of this vast uņoccupied continent, unless he will con

sent to sacrifice his worldly wealth , and sunder domestic

ties which wind around his heartwith a tendernessand power

not dreamed of by those who dismiss their domestic help

with less regret than they sell a horse or part with a favorite

dog. It is in no caviling spirit that he asks: How long will

the Constitution retain its present form , to remind the

oppressor of his wrong , and to recall thememory of those

days when, for the maintenance of that Constitution as the

fortress of his liberties, the Southern man poured out his

blood, like water, upon every battle field where the armies

of the Republic met a common foe ? The Southern man

sees that all this happens to him at once, under the Consti

tution as already subverted by the dominant sectional

majority . All this was upon him , or in immediate pros

pect, on the very day that the fatal tidings thrilled along

the magnetic wires, all over the land, that Abraham Lin

coln had been elected byan overwhelming sectionalmajority,

as a Northern, sectional, anti-slavery President of the United

States.

There is but one other point that we need examine to

complete the answer, under the first head, to the question :

Why the Southern States desire to secede ?

It is the deliberate conviction of the great majority of

Southern statesmen , that the conflict of opinion in the

Union is over. The last battle has been fought, and the

combined forces of abolitionism and sectionalism have tri

umphed , finally and fatally triumphed, over the Constitu

tion, over the principles of the fathers, over the rights and

liberties of the South , and over the hopes of mankind .

Southern men have watched, with intense solicitude, the

rising from the abyss, first, of the spirit of abolitionism ,

and then of the spirit of sectionalism . They have seen

them expand separately, and then coalesce . They have
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anxiously watched their embodiment, and have beheld

them , with unspeakable horror and grief, looming up into

a gigantic living organism in the self-styled Republican

party . They have seen the rapid growth of this giant in

four short years, between the defeat of Fremont and the

amazing success of Lincoln ; and now they behold it, with

one huge hand repressing national men and parties at the

North , while the other is stretched out to subjugate and

crush the South . So far as the Southern man can judge,

this giant is destined to a long and vigorous life . The

causes which have led to the origin , growth and final suc

cess of the great sectional party , are notmerely constant

in their operation ; they act with accelerated force. Viewed

in this aspect, the pervading and growing anti-slavery sen

timent of the North becomes terribly significant. If other

evidence were wanting of the prevalence of the sectional

feeling, we have it sadly enough in this article of the

Princeton Review — the very last placewherewewould have

expected to find it. In this point of view , the denuncia

tions of the Abolitionists ; the John Brown invasion, and

his canonization as saint and martyr ; the activity of the

under -ground railroad ; the sending of incendiary emissa

ries to the South ; the nullification of the fugitive slave

law ; the violent rescue of apprehended fugitives by mobs

of free negroes and white clergymen ; the rupture of the

Democratic party, and, still more , the division of the great

Methodist, Baptist, and New School Presbyterian denomi

nations— together with a thousand minormanifestations of

the anti-slavery and sectional spirits — have a profound and

fearful meaning . The South believes that no power can

exorcise these twin spirits of abolitionism and sectionalism

but the mighty power of God. No power on earth can

stem this flood . The conscience, the pride, the fanaticism ,

the sense of duty, the prejudice, the envy , jealousy and

resentment of supposed Southern assumption , as well as

the hatred of various persons and various classes against
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the South, all have contributed to swellthis ever-rising tide ,

which has, at last, in the triumph of the Republican party ,

overwhelmed the rights and liberties of the Southern States,

and threatens to sweep away into indiscriminate ruin their

whole social fabric . Is there any hope that this tide will

recede ? Does the history of the world present an instance

where men who have, for years, with mingled prayers and

curses, toiled for the possession of power, have, when the

sceptre was within their grasp, voluntarily laid it down ?

What hope can the South cherish that the great sectional

majority will not be permanent ? She sees that Territory

after Territory iş ready to wheel into the line of this great

host, while the fiat has gone forth that never again shall a

slaveholding State be admitted to the Confederacy ; and

that the States where slavery now exists shall be surrounded

by a cordon of free States, and , like a girdled tree, shall

die .

The reply to all this is, that the Constitution is the safe

guard of minorities . It may, perhaps, protect the rights of

minorities, in the proper sense of that term ; but, in the

nature of the case , it can afford no security to a subjugated

section of the country. It must be apparent to the dullest

comprehension, that there is a radical and essential differ

ence between the attempt of a majority to oppress the

minority, when the two parties are intermingled in all the

various relations of life , and an effort to subdue and tyran

nize over a great geographical division of the land . If the

majority should control all the departmentsofGovernment,

the judicial, as well as legislative and executive, constitu

tional protection would amount to very little in either case ,

but it would be utterly nugatory with respect to the weaker

geographical section . Besides , it has been loudly pro

claimed that there is a higher law than the Constitution ,

which controls the consciences of the dominant majority to

set at naught the stipulations of that solemn compact. We

- freely admit that there is a higher law than any earthly con
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stitution, but it is not registered in the moral instincts of

fallen man . It is found only in the revealed will of God ;

but, find it where wemay , it can never authorize men to

swear to support a Constitution , and then to disregard its

compacts,or, by false interpretations, to abrogate its plainest

provisions. It never gave any man a warrant to add the

baseness of fraud to the guilt of perjury . Such a law would

have furnished a conclusive reason for not entering into the

covenant, or it might now justify the Northern States in

seceding from the Union , to which the South would most

cordially yield her assent. When , therefore, the South is

told that the Constitution is her security against the tyranny

of the majority, they point to the nullification of the fugi

tive slave law ; they listen to the wild outcry against the

decisions of the Supreme Court, and , above all, to the sol

emnly declared purpose of the dominant party to reverse

the judgment of that Court, and, by legislative enactment,

to wrest from them the whole common territory of the

nation . Who will stay the hand of this great party, when ,

clothed with the ermine and wielding the sword, it holds

the Southern States as victims in its grasp ?

It is said that the only use that will be made of power by

the dominant section , will be to restrain the evil of slavery

from spreading, by preventing its extension beyond its

present limits. This, it is contended, is a very righteous

course, of which the South has no right to complain ;

because, forsooth , “ slavery is not natural or national, but a

local institution , the creature of municipal law .” If this

were not so, it is argued that the slaveholder would have

the right to residewith his slaves in England, or France, or

any other State, in defiance of public sentiment and the

laws of the land. This seems to be regarded as a reductio

ad absurdum ; and this is the reasoning by which the tyran

nical majority think to justify the spoliation of the South

of those lands for which they paid their money and shed

their blood. If put to the proof, they would find it very
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difficult to show the absurdity of the claim of the slave

holder to reside in England or France . If right prevailed

overmight, and, with respect to the true interests of the

African race, mercy triumphed over judgment, it might

well be that the Southern gentleman would be allowed to

dwell securely, with his domestic circle of whites and blacks,

within hearing of the eloquence of Exeter Hall. The South

ern States, however, have made no such claim . They have

never demanded such a privilege, as due either by right or

courtesy. The South has always contended earnestly for

the rightof sovereign States to determine all such questions

for themselves. Massachusetts or New York have the

right, in their sovereign capacity, not by an ex post facto ,

but by a prospective law , to declare that,within their bor

ders, there shall be no more property in horses or cattle , in

sheep or swine, as well as in the services of the African

slave, or in the services of any man by contract of hiring.

If it be said that property in the beasts of the field is a

natural right, by direct grant from their great Creator, we

reply , that a right of property in the service of man ,

whether by hiring, by purchase, or hereditary descent, is ,

also , by the direct and positive permission of the Sovereign

Lord. Though the conditions of the grant differ, according

to the nature of the subject, the right is no clearer in the

one case than in the other. Asthis right of property in

any subject is simply by permission , and not by command ,

it may, perhaps, be true that earthly sovereignties,within

their own jurisdiction , may modify its exercise , or abolish

it altogether, for reasons of mere policy ; but in no case

can any right of property , in any subject whatever, be the

creature of municipal law . If this were the only title of

the Southern man to the services of his slave, he would

have no right at all. If it could be made clearto Southern

men that their right to hold their slaves had no other founda

tion than the laws which they themselves have made, there

are thousands upon thousandswho would at once abandon
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all claim to their services. This favorite dogma of the

Republicans, and also of multitudes of others at the North ,

is more erroneous than that of the Abolitionists . The only

fault of their reasoning is, that the minor premise is false ;

but this statement, that slavery is only the creature of

municipal law , involves the same false premise, with a fal

lacy besides. No honest man at the South would hold

any property upon any such terms. The Southern Chris

tian will thank no man for absolving him from sin in hold

ing slaves, when he is told that the standard of absolution

is not the law of God, but the municipal law of his own

enacting. If he holds his slaves by no other right than the

might of human law , or the might of arms, he will not

hold them at all. Itwould be interesting to discuss the

right of human sovereignties to abolish the right of prop

erty without the consent of the individual holder, except

for public purposes and with due compensation made ; but,

for all the purposes of this argument, it is admitted.

There is nothing in the nature of slavery to restrain its

movements, any more than the possession of flocks and

herds. So, when the patriarch Abraham emigrated to the

new territory which God had given , he took with him not

only his cattle , but his servants , born in his house and

bought with hismoney. If, therefore, there is nothing in

the nature of slavery to restrain him , the Southern man

demands : What sovereignty under heaven prevents him

from emigrating, as Abraham did , with all his household

and all his wealth , to the land which the Lord has given

him , as tenant in common with his Northern and Western

neighbors ? What power undertakes to deprive him of

his just proportion of the land, for the acquisition of which

he contributed not only his money, but the lives of his

sons ? Thinking thus, there is no logic, however specious,

which can convince the South that the doctrine of “ Free

Soil ” is any thing else than the doctrine of robbery .

Both in what it grants and in what it denies, it is the old
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principle, as old as Nimrod, that " might makes right.”

The great dominant majority have the might, and they

have solemnly declared that they will make it right.

When the Southern man complains that he is thus deprived

of his equal rights of property in the Territories, he is

answered by the puerile fallacy, that he can move into the

common Territories with all the property that any North

ern man can carry with him . Suppose that the dominant

majority should declare, that no Southern man should

settle in any of the Territories with more than two coats ,

ormore than fifty dollars in his pocket. Why should they

not ? There would be more reason and right in it, than to

forbid him to take with him all themembers of his family.

Suppose that he should have no more sense than to com

plain , would not his mouth be for ever stopped by the

answer , You have all the rights that your Northern neigh

bor has ; he is the possessor of only one coat, and has no

money at all ; you have, therefore , more rights than he has,

and aremore than his equal, by the full sum of fifty dollars?

If the dominantmajority was with the South , and the law

should be enacted prohibiting the establishment of any

sort of manufactories throughout the whole public domain ,

how would the sturdy New Englander look when told by

the South , We do you no wrong, you are equal in all

respects to us, we have no manufactures, and we do not

desire to have any, so you have all the rights that we have ?

Would he,with a quiet smile, respond : You are right,and

I must go back to Lowell, or Worcester, where alone I can

pursue my avocations? No ! Hewould say as the South

says, Out upon such logic, and out upon such political

morality ! That honest, and even truly pious men can

reason thus, can only be accounted for on supposition of

\ an intense “ moral disapprobation of slavery," deep down

in their hearts, depriving it of all the incidents which per

tain to every other human interest.
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It thus becomes as clear as the sun at mid -day, that the

great dominant sectional party was organized , either upon

deep convictions of the immorality of slavery - upon the

basis of the higher law of their own moral instincts, regard

less of the covenanted rights of the South - or else it is a

great robber-party , banded together with the intent to

despoil their brethren of their share of the joint property,

by the strong hand . Were we to emulate the charity of

the Princeton Review , wemight say that the latter was the

motive of the leaders, and that they had taken advantage

of the conscientious convictions of the multitude to secure

the rich spoil. But no , we will not follow the example .

We believe that the “ moral disapprobation ” of slavery,

however wickedly erroneous, is, for themost part, honest ;

we believe that anti- slavery is the spirit, the soul and vital

breath of the great sectional party , which has subverted

the Constitution and dissolved the Union of the North

American States. Webelieve that this “ moral disappro

bation ” is increasing at the North, and that it is seeking

more and more to find its expression in political action .

We see it pervading the logic, the ethics , and the politics

of the Princeton Review , and going far to neutralize its

religious opinion that slavery is not sinful.

We come now to the second and last reason why the

Southern States desire to secede. It is that the issue made

up between the great Northern majority , and the Southern

States, now in a hopeless minority , relates chiefly to the

subject of slavery, a social institution existing at the South ,

and not existing at all at the North . In order to the full

comprehension of this point, of transcendentmagnitude

and importance, it would be necessary to study, minutely

and comprehensively , the history of the origin and progress

of African slavery in North America . Then we must exam

ine, carefully, the nature of the institution, and its vital

relation to all the interests of the States in which it now

exists . Wehave space only for a very brief, but we hope
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that it will prove a satisfactory , glance at either of these

topics.

Theslavery of the African race in North America had its

origin in what men call an accident ; its beginnings were

very small, and, humanly speaking, fortuitous. In the year

1620, a Dutch vessel, driven by stress of weather, entered

the Capes of Virginia, having on board twenty heathen

Africans, who were sold as slaves to the Virginia colonists .

Within the next twenty years slaves were found in Massa

chusetts and Connecticut, and soon after in most of the

British colonies on this continent. Very soon it became

apparent that the African laborer could not be made

serviceable, under the rigorous climate of the Northern

colonies, and that the tendency of the system was, by a

great law of nature, towards the more genial skies and

balmier breezes of the South . This gave rise to very grave

apprehensions in the minds of Southern men . The rapid

natural increase of the blacks under the fostering wing of

Christian civilization ; the influx from the North , where

their labor was not remunerative ; as well as the direct

importations from Africa, seemed to threaten that the

white race would soon be overwhelmed by a countless

horde of heathen negroes . These things excited the fears

of the far-seeing statesmen of those days, and they made

strenuous efforts to arrest the tide, which threatened to

engulph all the dearest interests of the white colonists .

The Southern colonies enacted laws to prevent the impor

tation of slaves from the coast of Africa , and many very

anxious thoughts were expended on the question, how they

should dispose of those who were already in the country.

All were agreed that the prospect was very gloomy, and

that some thing must be done. The colonial laws prohibit

ing the African slave trade were annulled by the authority

of the British crown, and this is one of the most prominent

grievances assigned in the Declaration of Independence as

the reason for the secession of the colonies from the British
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empire. The importation of slaves, through the agency

of British merchants and the people of the Northern mari

time colonies, in which New England took the lead , was

continued until after the acknowledgement of the indepen

dence of the United States. For a time the apprehensions

of the South appeared to slumber , but as the numbers of

the slaves continued to increase, they were again aroused ,

and by the earnest efforts of Southern men , against all the

influence of those engaged in the traffic, the slave trade

was finally abolished. The Northern States afterwards

gradually abolished slavery. They were enabled to accom

plish this, because the South afforded a market for those

who were unwilling to sacrifice their money invested in

slaves, and the scheme of abolition was carried outwithout

difficulty, because the number upon whom the ordinance

of emancipation took effectwas too insignificant to render .

them a formidable element in the social state ; while ,

scattered through the rural districts, the freed negroes could

do but little harm , and caused , therefore, but little uneasi

ness. The natural tendency , however, of this class is to

congregate in towns and cities, and they have since become

a very troublesome element of crime and pauperism , caus

ing much anxiety to the municipal authorities of Northern

cities . After the line was distinctly drawn between the

States employing hired labor and those in which slavery

continued to exist, the still rapid natural increase of the

greatly exceed the possibility of their profitable employ

ment, and even go beyond the productiveness of the soil,

so that starvation stared them in the face. By natural

causes slavery was confined to certain definite limits, just as

the Free Soil party would confine it now . The prospect

before the Virginia planter was gloomy enough , and his

experience is too recent to make the South willing to

repeat the experiment. The danger was, not that slavery

would die of inanition, but that the lack of bread would ,
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as it always has, among all people, produce destructive con

vulsions, ruinous alike to the black and white races ; the

peril would have been much greater if they had had any

other race to deal with . The fears of the slaveholders were

greatly exaggerated, and wemust confess that they were

enhanced by an underlying moral disapprobation of the

system of slavery , and an undefined dread that they were

exposing themselves to the judgment of God.*

It was under these circumstances, and in view of these

dangers, which were real, but not near so great as they

appeared to them , that all those utterances of condemna

tion , and expressions of fear of the system of slavery ,

fell from the lips and pens of Southern men , which the

Abolitionists of our day have quoted so dishonestly, yet

with such telling effect upon the minds of the Northern

people .

It was during this period that the various religious bodies

made their deliverances on the subject of slavery, and

among them the General Assembly of the Presbyterian

Church adopted , in 1818, a series of resolutions looking

very earnestly toward the gradual emancipation of the

slaves. These resolutions were drawn up by Southern

men , who were themselves slaveholders, and they were

passed by the votes of Southern ministers and elders.

With reference to other denominations, a rigid adherence

to the modes of thought and feeling of those days has led

to the disruption of the Churches ; while the Old School

* There is some apparentdiscrepancy between some of the statements in

the preceding historical sketch and some that appeared in the concluding

article of the last number of this journal, in reference to the abolition of the

slave-trade. The disagreement, however, is not real, for with reference to

the States of South Carolina and Georgia , that distinguished writer and

ourselves are speaking of different times. Moreover, we have, for the most

part, had Virginia in our mind. The only points we wish to make are :

First, the experience of some of the slaveholding States as to the confining

of slavery ; and secondly , the true historical and ecclesiastical status of the

action of 1818, by ourGeneral Assembly.
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Presbyterian Church, commonly regarded as so tenacious

of the past, and even reproached as a fossil Church, and

her doctrines derided as fossil Christianity , has had the

wisdom given her to understand the progress of events,

and to keep fully abreast of the age. The action of 1818

still stands upon her records, not as the law , butthe his

tory of the subject ; and Southern Presbyterians are well

content that it should so stand. It is, for them , the incon

testible evidence that their fathers did , in good faith , and

in the exercise of all the wisdom and philanthropy that

God had given them , make an earnest and persistent effort

to solve the problem of African slavery in America by

some feasible and safe method of emancipation . In this

they were joined ,with all their force of talents, genius and

virtue, by both Christian and infidel statesmen . Their

combined power could accomplish nothing. The oldermen

of that day continued to dream of emancipation as long as

they lived. They all seized upon the scheme of African

colonization , as opening a door of hope. Somewere very

sanguine ; all were willing to give it a fair trial. It was, at

last,made perfectly manifest, not only by their utter ina

bility to discover the way, but by the fearful failure of the

experiment, on a small scale, in the British West Indies,

that the problem of slavery could not be solved by any

scheme of abolition , emancipation or colonization . The

two first could only complicate it,while the lastwas utterly

insufficient. Still, the slaves continued to multiply , and

the danger of over population grew apace.

When hope began to depart, and the evils of shutting

up slavery within narrow limits began in somemeasure to

be realized , the providence of God opened the door of

safety, by the operation of causes originating at points

distant from each other by the whole length of the conti

nent and the width of the broad Atlantic. The invention

of the cotton -gin in Connecticut, and the spinning-jenny

in Britain , almost simultaneously with the opening for set
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tlement of the vast region of the South suited to the pro

duction of cotton , were the instruments by which the

safety-valve of the huge machinery was raised . These

things came just when Southern Christians and statesmen

were at their wit's end. The hope of relief from emanci

pation had faded away, and all were dreading a terrible

explosion from the pent-up elements of unknown power

confined within limits too strait for them . From that day

to this, amazing progress and prosperity have blessed the

Southern States, threatened only by the foolish and wicked

meddling ofmen , like silly boys, who know nothing of the

nature and powers of the vast machinery which they so

recklessly handle , the explosion of which would as surely

cause their destruction as that of the men to whom God,

in His providence, has committed its guidance and control.

The South has great reason to be thankful that the great

enginery that propels the bark which contains her social

fortunes is so hard to disarrange, else ruin might have

ensued long ago. We have before intimated our belief

that one-half as much reckless and wicked interference

with the social machinery of the North would, in much

less time than thirty years, have produced an explosion ,

scattering it to the four winds of heaven . Its fragments

could only be cemented again by the blood of untold thou

sands of people , and under the iron sceptre of a single

despot.

The lesson which the South has learned from this whole

history is,never to consent that her social system should be

confined and restrained by any other limits than such as

the God of nature interposes ; and , above all, not to sub

mit to the imposition of such restraints by another section

of the country, whose fortunes are not embarked in the

same vessel,whosemotives can only be a spurious, fanatical

philanthropy, or the lust of power ; and whose domination ,

from the nature of the case, can be nothing but a fearful
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and hateful tyranny - the tyranny, not of one man, but of

a many-headed monster.

Wecome now to the nature of the subject on which the

great dominant party have joined issue with the Southern

States. Slavery has been very variously defined by dif

ferent writers on the law of Nature and of Nations. Jus

tinian defines.it as “ a constitution of the law of nations by

which aman is made subject to another,contrary to nature.”

In the sense in which nature is here used , all human gov

ernments, and the more complex laws of the social systems

of men , are constitutions of the law of nations contrary to

nature. According to Grotius, “ slavery is an obligation

to serve another for life, in consideration of diet and other

common necessaries.” Rutherforth makes it " an obliga

tion to be directed by another in all one's actions ; ” and

Montesquieu says it is “ the establishment of a right which

gives one man such power over another as renders him

absolute master over his life and fortune." These defini

tions are all framed with reference to the system of slavery

as it existed in the Roman Empire, and it is not a little

remarkable that the mildest in its conception of the sub

ject is that of Justinian , to whom alone, of them all, the

system was a matter of personal observation and expe

rience. They are none of them applicable to slavery as it

exists in America. We shall endeavor to give a succinct

description , rather than a formal definition , of the system

as actually existing at the South .

Slavery, then, is a constitution of the law of nature and

of nations, by which, under certain providential conditions,

one man has a right to incorporate into his family institu

tion, and to hold under his rule , as the head of the house ,

a class of persons of a different, and, in all the attributes

which fit men for self-government, an inferior race ; and to

exact from them , while in health and vigor, service and

labor suited to their strength and capacity. In return for

this service, he is to exercise over them a just and equal

VOL. XIV ., NO. I. — 5
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authority , restraining them , by appropriate rewards and

disciplinary inflictions, from idleness, vice and immorality.

He is to protect them from wrong and outrage on the part

of others; to nourish them in helpless infancy and feeble

old age ; to treat them with kindness, and to feel towards

them the regard to which they are entitled as the servants

of his house and the subjects of his family -government.

He is to afford them the means and opportunity ofbecoming

acquainted with the Gospel of God 's grace, in its purity

and power,and to guard them , both by precept and author

ity , against the errors and heresies which would destroy

their souls, or make them turbulentmembers of his family.

The providential conditions, mentioned in the descrip

tion ,may be various. With reference to slavery in America,

they are the historical eventswhich we have briefly detailed .

Now , it is true that very few slaveholders fulfil all theduties

arising out of their relation as masters. Neither do the

slaves perform their obligations so fully as they ought.

We frankly confess that there are occasional instances of

caprice and cruelty. The same things must, also , be said

of all the relative social duties which men owe in the

various relations of life .

The conclusion to which we come, from this very imper

fect exhibition of the history and nature of slavery in the

South , is, that it is emphatically a domestic institution .

The relation of master and servant is a family relation .

Questions relating to slavery are almost all social ques

tions. The great problem which the system of slavery

presents for solution to the Christian, the philanthropist

and statesman , is preëminently a social problem . As a

vital social interest, it has very few points of contact with

politics , even in States where it is recognized by the laws ;

and it touches the general politics of the United States

only at the two points specifically mentioned in the Consti

tution . The Federal Government has, therefore, no more

right to abolish slavery, by direct or indirect legislation,
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either in the States or Territories, than it has to divorce,by

general law , every husband and wife in New York or Penn

sylvania. From the very nature of social institutions, the

Congress of the United States has no more right to forbid

a Southern man to settle in the common Territories with

his slaves, as part of his household, than it has to enact

that a Southern man shall not go thither with his children .

The ground upon which we maintain this is not that the

relation of parent and child is, as to all of its incidents, the

sameas that ofmaster and servant. We only contend that

they are both lawful social relations ; and, therefore, it

would be just as proper to make one the subject of political

strife and political domination as the other. The territo

rial question , therefore, upon which the issue is specifically

joined, is, not merely what property, the Southern man

shall or shall not take with him to the common heritage of

the nation ? but, Whatmembers of his househoid shall he

be compelled to leave behind ? From the nature of the

case, as well as by the laws of the States where slavery

exists , servants are both persons and property.

As a social institution, moreover, slavery has very close

affinities with religion. The social and the religious life of

man have ever been inseparably blended , while , even under

the old Jewish Theocracy, they were related in a compara

tively slight degree with the political constitution of the

nation. Social questions, therefore, involve the conscience

almost as much as those which relate to religion . And

this furnishes an imperative reason why the subject of

slavery should never have been drawn into the vortex of

political strife . Above all other questions, this oughtnever

to have been made the issue between two sections of the

nation. It would have been exceedingly dangerous, even

if slavery had existed in every State of the Union ; but, in

the actual state of things, it might easily have been fore

seen , as the event has proved, that it would be fatal. We

are sorry to say it, but we honestly believe that it would
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have been safer for the perpetuity of the Union if the

great dominant party had been organized upon a distinctly

religious basis. We have neither time nor inclination

to pursue the subject here suggested ; but the political his

tory of the country, embracing the period between the dis

appearance of the Whig party and the rise of the Repub

lican , has very profound lessons for the statesmen of all

free countries.

Such are the considerations which , in the minds of South

ern men, give such terrible significance to the triumph of

the sectional party . They feel that, under the government

of the dominant sectional majority, they are reduced , not

only to political subjection ,but to social slavery. The very

sanctity of their hearthstone is invaded . So faras the prin

ciple is concerned, they can see no difference between the

abolition of slavery in the States, and their exclusion as

slaveholders, and because they are slaveholders, from the

lands to which they have equal title with their Northern

neighbors. The right to do the one involves the right to

do the other, and it is the certain expectation of the North

ern anti-slavery men that, if they restrain the extension of

slavery ,they will thereby constrain its abolition . In either

case, the Federal compact is broken , the Constitution sub

verted, and the Union dissolved, by that party which , by

the mere force of numbers, has seized upon theGovern

ment with the boldly avowed purpose of domineering by

the very firesides of the Southern people. Since the days

of Papal interdicts and the Spanish Inquisition , no nation

under heaven has ever quietly submitted to such tyranny.

Did the Princeton writer think that the men of the South

would submit ?

Wewill now briefly sum up the causeswhich have driven

the Southern States to secession.

First: The triumph of a great sectional party , which, if

it be permanent, will for ever exclude the Southern people

from all participation in the government of the country,
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and from having any voice in making the laws by which

they themselves are to be ruled.

Secondly : The certainty which they feel, from the history

of the rise and growth of that party, that its power will

last; the causes ofwhich are still at work , with accelerated

force, and there is no opposing power that can withstand

their progress.

Thirdly : The basis upon which that party rests , is

hostility ,more or less violent, agaipst an institution which

exists at the South, and does not exist at all at the North ;

an institution in which the North hasnomanner of interest,

and for which they sustain no sort of responsibility ; an

institution guaranteed to the South, by the compact which

constituted the Federal Union ; an institution which has

been thrown upon the South by the inscrutable providence

of God , and which , in the course of events, has become so

interwoven with the warp and woof of Southern society ,

that they can not get rid of it, if they would .

Fourthly : This institution of slavery is social, and not

political, and , therefore, the last of all subjects for political

domination . As a social institution it has very close rela

tions with the religious life of the people, involving grave

questions of conscience, for the decision of which they

are answerable only to God. This institution , therefore ,

belongs, not to the outward form of the State , but to its

inner life , and, like the vital parts of the human frame, can

not endure the delicate touch of the skillful surgeon, much

less the rude handling of the ignorant quack .

The subject matter, therefore, cortcerning which the

sectional party has declared its purpose of dominating over

the South , is no mere question of political expediency or

inexpediency ; it is no mere question of right and wrong.

It is the simple question of existence , both for the master

and the slave ; it is a matter of liberty or subjugation , of

life or death. Submission to the plans and purposes of the

Northern majority is death - death with dishonor ; resist
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ance may be death , if the Northern rulers should be so far

given up as to attempt to subdue the South by force ;

resistance may be death , but it will be death with glory

the glory of the patriot. If resistance should be successful,

the pen of history will inscribe the names of the great

Southern statesmen by the side of Hancock and Henry ,

Adamsand Jefferson , while their great captains will rank

with Washington and Green , Putnam and Marion . But

should the South be finally crushed , under the weight of

superior numbers, her general,whose lot it shall be to hold

the last citadel, and to fall in the final ruin of his country,

may well claim brotherhood with Kosciusco . Wetrust that

she will not fail ; we trust that the good and righteousGod

who has protected her, lo ! these many years, will shield her

head in the day of battle , and that lie will enable His

beloved Church in these Southern lands to fulfil the mission

upon which IIe has sent her, to white and black , to bond

and free.

After all that has been said , it is hardly necessary for us

to discuss the right of secession . We are constrained, how

ever,to offer a few wordson this subject, because the conduct

of the Southern people hasbeen stigmatized as treason , and

as involving “ manifold absurdities, abnormities and evils,"

subversive of the laws ofGod , and destructive of the rights

of man . Southern Christians, who have taken part in this

great movement for liberty, are called traitors, and de

nounced as guilty of the highest crime that can be com

committed against man , and one of the most heinous

against the authority of God .

Until this new conflict between liberty and despotism

began, we had always thought that the American Revolu

tion had for ever settled the great principle , that government

wasmade for man, notman forgovernment, and, therefore ,

both as a historical fact and a necessary logical inference,

the Union was made by and for the States, not the States

by or for the Union . It seems, however, that we were
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mistaken ; the war of the American Revolution settled

nothing. The despotic theory is now held more tenaciously ,

and exhibited more offensively, by men calling themselves

Republicans, than by the ministerial party under Lord

North . The great question of self-government is yet to be

determined . The only change which eighty-four years of

the conflict of opinion has made, is simply the substitution

of a tyrannical sectionalmajority, for a tyrannical King and

Parliament. If we had space, it would be very instructive

to exhibit, in parallel columns, the absolute identity of the

principles of governmentmaintained by the ruling powers

of Britain in that day, and by the leaders of the sectional

majority of our own times. The only difference that we

can see is, thatour British masters were content with politi

cal domination , while our American rulers would extend

their authority over the social life and consciences of the

Southern people . If other evidences were wanting that

the Republicans of our day have not receded a single step

from the positions of Lord North and his fellow -coercionists ,

it may be found in the preposterous comparison of a State

of the American Confederacy, with a county or district of

a consolidated empire. This is a favorite illustration of the

ruling party, and the Princeton writer can boast of the

endorsement of President Lincoln himself, for he rang the

changes upon it during his recent triumphant progress to

his capital city . Now , even if this comparison were well

founded , it would not prove that the people of the so -called

Southern counties or districts were traitors , as tried either

by the law of God or the principles of the Revolution .

They would stand justwhere our fathers stood, with all the

rights that they ever had to resist oppression, whether of

monarch , parliament or sectional majority . In that case

· their resistance might be properly termed revolutionary,

and then the lessons of the old war of Independence might

well teach the Northern rulers to consent to the peaceful

dismemberment of their empire. There is , however, no
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sort of analogy between the sovereign States of North

America and the counties or provinces of the British

Empire ; the former are manifestly organic bodies politic,

possessing each its own political life, the latter are simply

convenient divisions for municipal purposes. They differ,

therefore, in their essential nature, as widely as a livingman

differs from one of the phrenologist's divisions of the human

cranium . This is an existing reality, palpable to the eyes

of all observers ; it is a fact founded upon great historical

verities, and not the out-growth of subtle political theories.

The wonderful providence of God,which determined the

circumstances of the settlement of this continent by Euro

pean colonists, and which decided the manner and the

result of their struggle for independence, settled the ques

tion of the nature and condition of these States upon a

basis which no constitution could materially alter, and

which nothing but an absolute conquest could entirely

change. The only possible union between States of such

an historical origin must be founded either in compact or

conquest. If, then, as all men know was the case , the

union of these States wasformed by agreement,any attempt,

by the majority ofthe States or people, to change its essen

tial nature from a union by agreement into one of con

quest, does of itself break up the Government and resolve

it into its constituent elements. The original contracting

partieswere not individuals or households, but independent,

organized States. The right of secession , therefore, as

exercised by the Southern States, is nothing more than the

declaration that, the essential nature of the Union having

been changed from compact to conquest, they will not sub

mit to the usurpation . Who, then, are the traitors ? Surely

not the men of the South .

Besides, it is clear that in a Government having such a .

historical origin , and such an inherent nature, a revolution ,

wrought, not by the people as an aggregate of individuals,

but by the people as organized sovereignties, must be spe
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cifically different from a revolution accomplished under any

other system . This manifest difference is expressed by the

right of secession , as distinguished from the right of revo

lution . The chief characteristic of the difference is peace.

The right of secession may, therefore, be called the right

of peaceful revolution . The circumstances under which

this right ought to be exercised, as determined by great

moral principles, are the same that, in any other kind of

government, would justify an appeal to arms. We have

always thought that the one great benefit which our fa

thers secured for themselves and for us, their children , and

which, under God ,they were able to secure by the peculiar

conditions of their colonial history , was the right, and the

possibility, of maintaining their liberties in any future

contingency , without the disintegration of society, and

without a resort to war and bloodshed .

It is a faint and dim recognition of this great principle,

as involved in the essential nature , as well as in the whole

history, of the Government, that compels the advocates of

“ coercion ” to resort to the miserable quibble about " en

forcing the laws and protecting the public property .” So,

also , those opponents of coercion who fail to recognize or fear

to acknowledge this principle, are reduced to the necessity

of special pleading on the tremendous issues that now

divide the country. They contend that the laws can only

be enforced, or the possession of property recovered, by

regular legal process, in execution of the judgment of a

Court of competent jurisdiction , and that the military

power can only be called in to aid the marshals in the law

ful service of judicial writs . All this is true ; but it ren

ders the Government a nullity , and stultifies its makers

inconceivably more than the doctrine of secession . If the

dominant party should send fire and sword to desolate

peaceful Southern homes, and slaughter unoffending peo

ple, themost horrible feature of the hideous attempt will

be that it is done under cover of a mere subterfuge. This

VOL. XIV., NO. 1. - 6
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is a terrible example of the fallacy called ignoratio elenchi.

The thing supposed to be proved is : The laws must be

enforced . The real conclusion : A noble people must be

subjugated, or at least punished, for daring to assert that

freedom is their birthright.

The right of secession, as we have thus briefly defined it,

is the right of peaceful and orderly revolution , by the

organized States, for adequate cause. The possibility of

capricious, unreasonable secession , without the right to

coerce by the remaining confederates, and without the pos

sibility of coercion, except under the fallacy and subterfuge

which we have now exposed , is one of the dangers incident

to a free Government constituted as was ours. The Con

stitution of the United States was the best system of gov

ernment for a free people ever devised byman ; but, like

all human things, it was imperfect. Like its authors, it

contained in its own nature the seeds of death. The dan

gers to which it was exposed were just two — separation and

consolidation ; the possibility of secession, and the possi

bility of sectional domination . The danger arising from

these two sources was by no means equally great, for seces

sion was a moral impossibility so long as liberty and pros

perity were enjoyed in the Union . Secession, therefore,

from mere caprice or passion , has always been a possible,

but by no means a probable, result. Massachusetts is said

to have voted to secede upon the admission of Texas, but

she had the good sense not to carry it into execution . If

she had fulfilled her passionate threat, it would have done

little or no harm . The Union would hardly have been

jostled by the recoil. All the movements of the Govern

ment could have been easily and safely adjusted to the new

state of affairs. The right of secession , therefore, involved

only a remote possibility of danger, and that of no great

magnitude; while, at the same time, it contained an ele

ment of safety, inasmuch as it was an effectual check upon

the tendency to centralization and tyranny of the General

Government.
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On the other hand , the danger of consolidation and

sectional domination was always imminent,and, if it should

at any timebe realized , fatal. This was the dangeragainst

which Washington so solemnly warned his countrymen ,

and all true patriots have feared it ever since the ratification

of the Constitution . The right of secession , if it had been

generally acknowledged, would either have prevented the

attempt, or would have averted mutual slaughter, in a vain

effort to maintain sectional authority . But, whether the

Governmentwere a Confederacy or a consolidated Empire;

whether the States were sovereignties or only counties of

one great nation ; the successful effort of any one large

section to rule over any other smaller section , by the mere

power of numbers, must always have proved fatal to the

perpetuity of the Government, unless the people had for

gotten the deeds and principles of their fathers, and had

lost the very memory of freedom .

This danger, so long apprehended, has come at last ; in

this the point of its greatest weakness,the Constitution has

given way. Upon their heads must the guilt of this ruin

fall, whe, seeing the danger, have, with insatiate lust of

power, broken through the only defence of the weak against

the strong, at the only place where a breach could have

been made, and where, if once made, it is irreparable .

The only alternative left to Southern freemen is, forcible

resistance in the Union , or secession . Some of the States

have chosen the latter ,because they believe it to be the way

of peace, others are hesitating between the two ; none of

them propose to submit. The seceded States declare,with

a solemnity befitting the momentous occasion , that it mat

ters not to them how their course is characterized. Call it

the right of secession or the wrong of secession — the right

of revolution or the wrong of revolution - call it sedition ,

insurrection , rebellion, treason , or by any other namedrawn

from the vocabulary of reproach, they never will submit to

be governed by any section of the country on any issue
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whatever, great or small. Above all things, they never will

submit when the subject matter of the sectional domination

is in no sense a matter of political concern , as between the

North and the South , but a question involving the social

- life and the consciences of the people of the Southern

States.

ARTICLE II.

COLERIDGE.

An attemptwas made, some thirty years ago, by Prof.

Marsh and others, to introduce the writings of Coleridge,

and to give them currency and favor, in this country . A few

young ministerswere taken with them , and, for a time,were

greatly injured by them . Their thoughts were confused ;

their style became inflated, obfuscated, filled with outland

ish words and strangely constructed sentences, and the

complaint among intelligent hearers was, that they could

not be understood . They seemed conscious of having great

thoughts, and of being the subjects of somespecial illumina

tion , but few could tell in what the illumination consisted ,

or what benefit it was likely to be to the world . Cole

ridgeism had its run in those days, and after a little time it

measurably ran out. It was not congenial to the taste and

habits of the American people , and, consequently, did not

prevail. Most of those who were infected by it, especially

if they were pious and sensible men , recovered themselves

from it, and returned to the plain teachings of the Bible

and of common sense .

We then confidently hoped that our danger from this

source was over, and that Mr. Coleridge would never again
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be brought forward as a guide, in metaphysics or religion .

But in this we have been disappointed . A new edition of

his works has since been published, accompanied by an

elaborate and commendatory introduction , by Prof. Shedd,

of Andover. Mr. Shedd does not, indeed, become respon

sible for all thestrange opinions of Coleridge, yet he highly

commendshim : first, as “ the foremost and ablest opponent

of Pantheism ;” and, secondly, as “ an able defender of the

doctrines of Christianity , on groundsof reason and philoso

phy.” What we now propose is, to look into this matter,

and see how far these commendations are just. Will it be

safe for our Christian youth, youngministers , theological

students and others , to accept the guide which is here

proffered them ?

However much may be said in honor of Coleridge, as a

man of genius, we hold that he is not to be trusted as a

teacher and guide; and we shall endeavor to show as much

as this : first, from his manner of life ; secondly , from his

intellectual character, studies and pursuits ; and thirdly ,

from his latest and most mature opinions on the subject of

religion .

Werecur, then , first of all, to his general course of life .

Wenaturally wish to know something of the characters of

those with whom we converse, and who are commended to

us for their wisdom .

Samuel Taylor Coleridge was born at Ottery, England, in

the year 1772 . His father, Rev. John Coleridge, was a

clergyman of the Church of England, who died when

Samuel was eight years old . By the assistance of friends,

the child was placed at a public schoolin London , where he

continued for several years. He was distinguished, at this

time, for precocity of genius, which showed itself in the

ardent and indiscriminate devouring of books. While the

otherboys were at play, “ My wholebeing,” sayshe, “ was,

with half-closed eyes, to crumple myself up in a corner, and

read , read, read .” Nor was he an inattentive or forgetful
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reader . His young mind was laden and overladen with the

contents ofbooks, crowded together withoutmuch order or

skill, and about which he could converse , to the admiration

of those who heard him .

At the age of nineteen, he became a member of Jesus

College, Cambridge ; but so bent was he upon indiscriminate

reading and conversation, and so averse to the prescribed

routine of study, that his connection with the University

was of little avail to him . While here , he became a Socinian

in religion , and became involved in pecuniary embarrass

ments. He was also disappointed in an affair of love, and

in his desperation he ran away from College, and enlisted

in a company of cavalry. After a few months his friends

found him , procured his discharge, and got him back to his

place in the University ; butthe confinement did not suit

him , and he was soon dismissed .

Fired with French notions of liberty and equality, his

next plan was, in connection with several other enthusi

astic young men, to migrate to America and set up a new

social organization, somewhere on the Susquehanna river,

which they agreed to call Pantisocracy . But this project

ended, as it began , in talk . It was never consummated .

Within a year of this time, he was married to Miss Sarah

Fricker, a sister of the wife of Robert Southey, expecting

to support himself and her by his literary efforts. And

this he could easily have done, if he had been at all relia

ble ; but, as Mr. Southey says, “ No dependence could be

placed upon him .” Whether he announced a lecture, or

promised an article for the press, or accepted an invitation

to dine, he was very likely to fail, and thus disappoint and

provoke his friends. It was at this timethat the Unitarians

persuaded him to preach ; and he did preach two sermons

one upon “ the Corn Laws," and the other upon “ the Hair

Powder Tax.”

In theyear 1798,being supported by some liberal friends,

hewent to Germany, where he continued between one and
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two years . Here hedrank in , with great avidity , the phi

losophy of Kant and Schelling, of which he continued to

be the admirer and advocate as long as he lived .

At an early period of his life — it is not certainly known

how early — Mr. Coleridge became addicted to the use of

opium . He commenced taking it to relieve a painful swell

ing of the knees, and continued it formany years, until he

was all but ruined by it. Mr.Southey informsus that “ his

ordinary consumption of laudanum was from two quarts a

week to a pint a day ! ” Norwas this all. He was addicted

to the use of ardent spirits, and “ drank them in prodigious

quantities.” * In these ways, he not only ruined his health ,

but wasted his substance, so that he entirely neglected his

wife and children . Hedid not even write to them , or so

much as open their letters to him . They were kindly

taken in and provided for by Mr. Southey, at his own

expense.

Through the kind care and ever watchful restraints of a

benevolent physician (Dr. Gilman ), to whom Coleridge was

induced to commit himself, he was enabled to overcome

his intemperate habits, but he never recovered from the

effects of them . He remained in the family of Dr. Gilman

some eighteen years ; but they were years of disease, and

often of exquisite suffering, and here he ended his life, in

the year 1834, at the age of sixty-two.

If it be asked , here, What have Mr. Coleridge's habits,

and his course of life, to do with his opinions, and with

his qualifications as a teacher in philosophy and religion ?

we answer, Much , every way. Who would be willing to

commit himself to such a teacher ? Who can have any

confidence in opinions formed and uttered under the hallu

cinations of opium , or flowing from a mind disturbed and

broken down under such an influence ? In the language

of another : “ Mr. Coleridge's intemperance had much to

* See Cottle’s Reminiscences, pp. 289, 376 .
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do with his mental idiosyncracies, and with the incomplete

and fragmentary character of his published writings; and,

beyond a doubt, aggravated those fitful and desultory intel

lectual habits, which were inherent in him , and ever fos

tered by him . Nor were the effects of this intemperance ,

either on his mind or body, ever wholly obliterated , even

after he abandoned it.”

We comenow to speak of the intellectual character and

pursuits of Mr. Coleridge, and inquirewhether they were of

a nature to inspire confidence in him , as a guide.

Thathewasendowed with intellectualabilities farbeyond

the average of his race, there can be no doubt ; his percep

tions were keen and quick , and his memory retentive, so

that he was enabled to acquire knowledge with great

rapidity, and to hold it fast when he had gained it ; his

thoughts flowed easily , and in channels of their own ; they

were original and striking , often , and his imagination enabled

him to combine them in all the forms of beauty and of art.

Nor was he wanting in emotive energy. His feelings were

impulsive and strong — too much so , often , for the other

parts of his mental constitution ; and then, his powers of

conversation were unrivalled. All his acquaintances speak

of him with admiration in respect to this ; the principal

difficulty was, he talked toomuch and too long ; he engrossed

conversation , and had it all to himself. “ Did you ever hear

me preach ?” said Coleridge, one day, to Charles Lamb.

Answer. “ I never heard you do any thing else .” He could

talk with equal fluency and earnestness, whether he had

any thing to say ornot. Says Carlyle : “ I have heard Cole

ridge talk with eager, musical energy, two stricken hours,

his face all the while radiant and moist, and communicate

no meaning whatever, to any individual of his hearers,

leaving it most uncertain to our ears whether he was utter

ing oracles or jargon.”

Coleridge's great weakness seemed to be one of will. He

had comparatively no power of will ; no power to restrain
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himself from indulgences to which he was prompted , or to

carry outthe purposes which he had formed. Hence, the

ease with which he ran into intemperate habits, and the

invincible control which such habits held over him . He

saw the gulf of ruin which yawned for him , and yet he had

no power to withdraw , or to stay his footsteps ; and hence

themany projects — some of them wise, and some foolish

which, in the course of his life , he formed and abandoned ;

hence the repeated literary efforts which he undertook , and

in which he failed , not from any lack of intellectualability ,

butsimply from the want of a persevering executivepower ;

hence, too, the fragmentary, unfinished character of nearly

all his publications, little more than prefaces, introductions

to great works which he had in his thoughts, but which he

had no power of will to execute ; hence the truth of what

his brother, Southey, rather pettishly said of him : “ There

is no dependence to be placed upon him .”

This original infirmity of Mr. Coleridge's mental consti

tution ,which might have been remedied by early discipline,

was greatly strengthened by indulgence. Instead of sub

mitting to be directed in his studies, he preferred to direct

himself ; instead of pursuing any thingmethodically, and to

the end, his habit was to “ read, read , read ,” just those

things which pleased him , or which chance threw in his

way .

Almost the only thing to which he adhered with unfalter

ing tenacity , was the German transcendental philosophy,

and this, though quite adapted to his genius, was vastly

more an injury than a benefit. Itwas, to his dreamy and par

tially diseased mind, about the same as opium to his body.

The truth is, we have no faith in this transcendental phi

losophy ; we have no patience with it. It has deluged half

Europe with Pantheism and infidelity , and unless stayed in

its progress , it would soon deluge the earth . It has cor

rupted the entire field of German literature, so that, as

Mrs . Austen says : “ There is not a fairy tale of Tieck , nor

VOL. XIV., NO. 1. — 7
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a song of Goethe, nor a play of Schiller, nor a criticism of

Schlegel, nor a description of Humboldt," nor ( she might

have added) a history , ecclesiastical or civil, “ in which the

under current of speculative philosophy is not visible.”

Mr. Coleridge's great teacher and guide, while in Ger

many, was Schelling. And who was Schelling ? What

was he ? He certainly was, in those times, whatever he

became afterwards, an open Pantheist. He held that “ the

universe is God , andGod the universe ; or thatGod, develop

ing Himself in various forms, and according to general

laws, is the only existence.” “ God ,” he said, “ is theabsolute

identity of nature and thought, of matter and spirit. Nor

is this identity the cause of the universe, but the universe it

self — a God — a universe.” “ In this philosophyofSchelling,"

says Mr. Coleridge, “ I first found a genialcoincidence with

much that I had toiled out for myself, and a powerfulassist

ance in what I had yet to do.” Somuch wasMr. Coleridge

enamored of Schelling, that he translated from him , not

only entire passages, but whole pages, and published them ,

without acknowledgment, ashis own. Thus, thediscussion

in the Biographia Literaria , on the reciprocal relations of

the esse and the cogitare, is a literal translation, without

acknowledgment, from the Introduction to one of Schel

ling's works.*

Prof. Shedd thinks that Coleridge renounced the philos

ophy of Schelling, and fell back upon that of Kant. But

we find no formalrenunciation of Schelling. Or, if he did

renounce him , and return to Kant, it is not certain that he

gained much by the change. Kant was the great leader

and head of the transcendental philosophers of Germany ;

he gave the initiative, and those who came afterbut carried

* That Coleridge plagiarized somewhat extensively ,not only from Schel

ling , but from theGerman poets, is now pretty generally acknowledged .

His friends attribute it to inattention and carelessness; others , to design .

See Tait's Magazine for September, 1834 ; Blackwood, vol. 47, p . 287 ; and

Sir William Hamilton's Notes on the Works of Dr. Reid , p . 890 .
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out his plan . Kant all but ignored the outer world ; they

ignored it quite. Kant called it, in his algebra , an x — an

unknown quantity ; they called it nothing. Kant said that

neither the understanding nor the speculative reason can

give us any knowledge of God ; they said , there is no God

— no personal God - none butthe universe. Kant held that

“ it is of no importance, whether our notions of God are

theoretically correct ; it is enough that wehave a subject

ive knowledge of Him , in the idea of duty ." His followers

insisted that it is of no importance whether we believe in

any God, or not. Kant was undoubtedly an infidel, and if

his followers pushed their infidelity to a greater logical con

sistency, it is not certain that they weremuch worse than he.

From these statements , our readers will decide whether

Coleridge's change was very much to his advantage, on sup

position that he did retreat from some of the extremeposi

tions of Schelling, and take his stand upon the doctrines of

Kant. Beyond all question , Kant laid down the principles,

he opened theway,which led to the Idealism and Pantheism

of his followers. How , then , shall theman ,who is set before

us as a disciple of Kant, be regarded and trusted by our

young ministers and Christians as “ the foremost and ablest

English opponent of Pantheism ?”

It remains thatwe speak of thematured opinions ofMr.

Coleridge,more especially on the subject of religion. Prof.

Shedd tells us, that his opinions are not to begathered from

his works generally , but only from his later works ; since, in

the course of his life , they underwent important changes.

And this is undoubtedly true. Herenounced Socinianism ,

and embraced a form of evangelical religion ; and it is only

ofhis opinionssubsequentto that event that we propose to

speak .

Nor are we to expect consistency even in these , for Mr.

Coleridge was not aman of consistency. It did not enterinta

his nature to be consistent. He had bright thoughts, and

was able to present them in striking attitudes and lights ;
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but he had no capacity for contemplating them in their

several relations, and uniting them harmoniously into a sys

tem . Instead, he seems to have had a singular facility for

entertaining propositions that are destructive of each other,

without being aware of their inconsistency. From many

passages in his writings, it would seem that he believes in

a personal God , the creator and sovereign of the universe ;

while in others, his God is but an idea,and that, too, ofhis

own creation .

The Apostle Paul tells us that “ the invisible things of

God are clearly seen, being understood by the things that are

made ;” or, in other words, that the existence and perfec

tions ofGod may be demonstrated from His works. But

Mr. Coleridge, like Kant, utterly denies this. “ Assume the

existence of God ," says he, “ and then the harmony and

fitness of the physical creation may beshown to correspond

with it, and support it ; butto set about proring the existence

of a God by such means, is a mere circle — a delusion. It

can be no proof to a good reasoner, unless he violates all

systematic logic , and presumes his conclusion." *

Nor can the intellect or reason arrive at the knowledge of

a personal God in any other way. “ The dialectic intellect

may enable us to affirm the reality of an absolute being gen

erally, but here it stops. It can command neither insight

nor conviction , concerning the existence , or even the possi

bility , of the world ,as distinct and different from the Deity.

It finds itself constrained to confound the Creator with the

creation ,” ¥ and so ends in Pantheism .

But, if the existence of God can not be proved from His

works, nor established by dialectic reason in any other way,

how is a knowledge of Him to be gained ? By direct intu

ition, says Mr. Coleridge, in one place. The mind has a

power, which “ bears the same relation to spiritual objects

* Table Talk , vol. 2 , p. 429 . † Letters, 28, 29 .
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- the universal, the eternal and the necessary — which the

eye bears to material and contingent phenomena.” *

In other passages, Mr. Coleridge represents the idea of

God as one " commanded by the conscience , and required

by the interestsofmorality.” For, says he, although reason

can not itself demonstrate the existence of a God , it can

furnish us with “ the assumption or hypothesis of a One, as

the ground and cause of the universe , which is eternal and

immutable.” Well, the idea , which is thebasis of religion ,

commanded by the conscience, and required by morality,

contains the same truth ,” viz : that “ there is a One, the

ground and cause of the universe, which is eternal and

immutable.” “ But this idea presents itself to the mind

with additional attributes,” such as “ holiness, providence,

love, justice and mercy. It comprehends, moreover, the

independent existence and personality of the Supreme One,

as our Creator, Lord and Judge. The hypothesis of a one

ground and principle of the universe is thus raised ,” by the

command of conscience and the requisitions of morality ,

“ into the idea of the living God,the supreme object of our

faith , love, fear and adoration .” +

What will devout Christians among us think of this

mode of coming to the knowledge of God ? A mere

hypothesis of the reason , raised by the command of con

science , and the requisitions ofmorality, after having been

clothed with somenew attributes, into the ideaof the living

God ! And how much better is this new mode of coming

to the knowledge of God , than the old Pauline method of

inferring His existence from the things that are made ?

Mr. Coleridge's Trinity is no other than his idea of God

in three different aspects, or as exerting the three attributes,

of will, reason and love . Thus, he says: “ The distinctive

title of the Father, as the supremewill, is the Good ; thatof

the only begotten Word, as the supreme reason , is the

* Aids, pp. 142, 308. † Ibid ., pp . 110 , 111.
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True ; and the Spirit, proceeding from the Good , through

the True, is the Wisdom .” Again , he says,more expressly :

“ The Trinity is, first, the Will ; secondly , the Reason, or

Word ; and thirdly, the Love, or Life. Aswe distinguish

these, so we must unite them , as one God." * Is this the

Christian doctrine of the Trinity ? Or is it a specious form

of Sabellianism , alias Unitarianism ?

We comenow to Mr. Coleridge's doctrine of the Will,

which his followers regard as the key to his whole system .

That he not only rejects, but grossly misrepresents, Presi

dent Edwards' doctrine of the will, is certain . “ The

doctrine ofmodern Calvinism ,” says he, “ as laid down by

Jonathan Edwards, which represents a will absolutely

passive - clay in the hands of the potter - destroys all will ;

takes away its essence and definition, as effectually , as in

saying, “ This circle is a square,' I should deny the figure to

be a circle at all.” + Themost charitable conclusion is, that

· Coleridge had never read Edwards on the will, and knew

nothing about it, except from its enemies. For, if he had

read it and understood it, he could not have so grossly mis

represented it. Does Edwards make the human “ will

absolutely passive — clay in the hands of the potter ?” No

man ever. urged more forcibly than he the unembarrassed

freedom of the will, or vindicated it more successfully .

As might be expected , from the above statement, Mr.

Coleridge holds to the self-determining power of the will, and

that in its most offensive form . The will, he says, “ Orig

inates its own acts , or is the cause of its own state ;'' else it

is not a will. “ This is the essential character by which will

is opposed to nature , and is raised above nature ; its power

of originating an act or state.” “ The will is ultimately

self-determined , or it is no longer a will under the law of

perfect freedom , but a nature under the mechanism of cause

and effect.” I

* Table Talk , vol. 1, p . 99. † Aids, p. 206 . 16., pp. 263, 272, 285 .
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And yet, after all these high -sounding statements as to

the self-sovereignty and independence of the human will,

they have no application , on the theory of Coleridge, to

human beings in their natural state. For we are a fallen

race of creatures, and by the fall have utterly destroyed our

freedom , and can hardly be said to have any will left. We

have received a nature into ourwill,” and so come“ under

themechanism of cause and effect.” By his fall, says Mr.

Coleridge, expressly, man “ receives a nature into his will,”

and “ a nature in a will is as inconsistent with freedom , as

a free choice is with an incapacity of choosing aught but

evil.” It follows, therefore, notwithstanding all that has

been said about self-determination, that there is no freedom

in this fallen world , unless it be among the regenerate, and

it can hardly be said to have an existence there. The

depraved human will is utterly bound and helpless, and has

no freedom except to do evil.

Mr. Coleridge has much to say of original sin ; but by

original sin he means, not the sin of our first parents , nor

any thing which has come to us in consequence of their sin ,

but it is, to each individual, his own firsttransgression . Every

one commits original sin for himself, and so plunges himself

into the state above described . Hethus " receives a nature

into his will,” after which he has no liberty except to do

evil. But why it is that all men , from the first, commit

original sin , and so plunge themselves, one after another,

into this deplorable condition , Mr. Coleridge does not

inform us.

Mr. Coleridge's doctrine of regeneration, in which he sup

poses the whole of redemption to consist, will be readily

inferred from the foregoing statements. “ A spiritual seed

is impregnated and evolved — the germinant principle of

spiritual life .” It is the work of an Agent, who can atonce

act on the will, as an exciting cause, and in the will, as the

condition of its potential, and the ground of its actual,
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being.” * Regeneration, according to Mr. Coleridge's prin

ciples, is the raising of a man from a state of hopeless,

helpless bondage, to one of comparative liberty. It is the

giving back to him of free will, after it had been by his own

act destroyed. The subject of it can have no responsibility

in regard to it, except to rejoice in the gift when it is

bestowed , and endeavor, henceforward , to use it properly .

I said that regeneration, as above described, is, with Mr.

Coleridge, the whole of redemption ; since he not only

ignores, but utterly rejects, the doctrineofatonement by the

death of Christ. IIe regards all those Scriptures in which

this great doctrine is set forth , much after themanner of

modern Unitarians — as figurative. They merely denote,

under a variety of high-wrought, Oriental imagery,recovery

from sin . " Is it possible,” he asks, “ to assent to the doc

trine of redemption , as at present promulgated, that the

death of an unoffending being should be a consequence of

the trangression of humanity, and its atonement?” As

much as to say, that such an assent is impossible. Accord

ingly, his editor adds, in a note upon this passage : “ Such

were the opinions which Mr. Coleridge ever expressed

to me; and they are to be taken as evidence, not of

doubt, but of disbelief, in the corruptions of the vulgar

Christianity in vogue,” i. e., in the atonement. †

It may moderate our surprise that Mr. Coleridge should

have rejected the doctrine of atonement, when we learn

that he scouted the idea of God's having any right of prop

erty in creatures, or any rightof dominion over them . “What

is this,” he asks, “ but flying to the old supralapsarian

blasphemy, of a right of property in God over all his crea

tures, and destroying that sacred distinction between person

and thing, which is the right and the life of all law , human

and divine ? Right of dominion , nonsense ! Things are

not objects of right and wrong . Power of dominion I

* Aids, pp. 194, 318 . † Letters, p . 116.
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understand, and right of judgment I understand ; but right

of dominion can have no immediate, but only a relative

sense. I have a right of dominion over this estate , that is,

relatively to all other persons. But, if there be a right of

dominion over rational and free agents , then why blame

Calvin ? For all attributes are then merged in blind power,

and God and fate are the same."'*

If Mr. Coleridge believed as he here wrote , we do not won

derthathe rejected the doctrineof atonement. IfGod hasno

right of dominion over His rational creatures, then He has

no right to institute a government over them . Hehas no

right to give them laws, or claim their obedience, or punish

them for disobedience. His whole attempt to act as a moral

governor is a usurpation , and all necessity for an atonement

is taken way.

Among other essential doctrines which Mr. Coleridge

rejected, was that of the inspiration of the Scriptures. On

this point, he accepted the loose and dangerous positions

of Eichorn. He denounced the common veneration for the

letter of Scripture as bibliolatry .

Mr. Coleridge had no faith in the Scripture account of

the origin and apostasy of our race. The Adam and Eve of

Genesis he regarded as mythical personages, and the first

chapters of the Bible as an instructive allegory. “ No

unprejudiced man can doubt,” says he, “ that if, in any other

work of Eastern origin , he should meet with trees of life

and of knowledge, or with talking and conversible snakes,

he ought to regard it as an allegory he was reading, and

intended to be understood as such .” +

Mr. Coleridge taught that men would have needed a

Christ, an incarnate Divinity, even though they had never

sinned . “ Man must have had a Christ,” says he, “ even if

Adam had continued in Paradise ; if, indeed, the history of

† Aids, p . 267.* Lit. Remains, vol. 3, pp. 330, 331.
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Adam be not a myth ." * The reason he assigns is, that

otherwise God had been “ but an ether, or gravitation,”

and we could have formed no idea of His personality.

Like most of theGermans, Mr. Coleridge denied that we

have any scriptural authority for infant baptism , though he

regarded the observance of it as suitable and useful. “ The

texts appealed to, ascommanding orauthorizing infantbap

tism , are all, without an exception , made to bear a sense

neither contained nor deducible ; and there exists no suffi

cient positive evidence, that the baptism of infants was

instituted by the Apostles, or was practiced in the Apostolic

age." †

Among other strange ideas, Mr. Coleridge insisted that

“ if human nature would make itself sinless and perfect,

itwould become, or pass into, God. Or, if God should abstract

from human nature all imperfection , it might, without

impropriety, be affirmed , even as Scripture doth affirm , that

human nature is God .” ! If this be true, then the spirits of

the just made perfect in heaven either become so many

gods, or, losing their individuality , they are absorbed -

swallowed up, in the sense of the Pantheists — in the great

ocean of being out of which they came. It is said , in the

above extract, that the Scriptures affirm as much as this.

Wewish Mr. Coleridge had given us the chapter and verse.

Butwe will not pursue the vagaries of this bewildered and

eccentric genius further. That hewas a genius, and that,

too, of an high order, there can be no doubt. That his pages

abound with the flashes, the coruscations of genius, allwho

have studied them willagree. And it is chiefly on account

of these that he is worthy to be studied, and is so much

admired. His thoughts often are striking and suggestive.

They may well be entitled “ Aids to Reflection .” Nor

would we deny that Mr. Coleridge has some sensible

* Lit. Remains, vol. 3, p . 319.

† Aids, p . 337.

Lit. Remains, vol. 3, p . 79.
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thoughts. Some of the essential truths of morality and

religion he inculcated in an original and forcible manner.

In particular, his refutation of the Paleyan utilitarian theory

of virtue is complete.*

But his style is one of the worst conceivable, and consis

tency of thought he never aimed at ; or, if such were his

aims, it is certain that they were not realized. Heknew

not how to connect one thing with another, and conse

quently ran into perpetualinconsistencies. For example, his

doctrine of the will would naturally lead to the boldest

Pelagianism ; and yet he insisted on the fallen, ruined state

of man by nature, and on the necessity of the direct inter

position of Divine power in order to his recovery . He

discarded what he called the Necessitarianism of Edwards,

and yet, without seeming to know it, he advanced the same

thing. « The elements of necessity and free will are

united,” he says, “ in the higher power of an omnipotent

Providence, which predestinates the whole, in the moral free

dom of the integral parts. It is God every where, and all

creatures conform to his decrees ; the righteous by perform

ance of the law ; the disobedient by the sufferance of the

penalty.” † Again . Mr. Coleridge represents obedience as

following from faith and love, by " thatmoral necessity , which

is the highest form of freedom ." ! If Mr. Coleridge had care

fully examined Edwards, he would have found that he con

tended for no other than a moral necessity in the acts of the

will, and that this was “ the highest form of freedom .”

That view of the will which admits of its becoming so

enslaved to evil, or so attempered to goodness, as to sin or

obey, by a moralnecessity, which is compatiblewith a pre

destinating Providence, to whose decrees “ all creatures

conform ,” is quite as high a style of Necessitarianism as

has ever found favor among reputable Calvinists.

* See Friend , Ess. 11.

+ Statesman's Manual, p . 42.

| Aids, p . 185 .
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Butwestop here. Wecannotpursue the subject further.

Wewould not dissuade from the reading of Coleridge, if

he be read with caution, discrimination , and prayer. But

to accept of him as a guide, either in thought or expres

sion , in style or system , in morals, metaphysics, or religion ,

is what we can neither do ourselves, nor recommend to

oʻhers. Wewould as soon think of following a Will-o '-the

Wisp, or a Jack-o'- Lantern.

ARTICLE III.

FEMALE EDUCATION .*

Youth is universally and rightly regarded as the most

critical period of human life. But I think many go too far

in regarding youth as , beyond all others, theperiod in which

the character for good or bad is formed ; and for this reason ,

early childhood is too apt to be neglected . My own belief

is, that character, in all its main points, is already formed

before youth — that youth is the period , not so much of the

formation, as of the developement, of character — that 'the

seeds, whether good or bad, are planted in very early child

hood , yea, even commencing within the first year, but

remain more or less dormant until youth ; when , feeling the

warmth of passion , and illuminated by the light of reason ,

they expand into leaf, flower and fruit, filling the air with

* This article was delivered as an Address at the Annual Commencement

of the Laurensville Female College, in this State. It appears on our pages

as a further exposition of the writer's views on the subject of education,

which he partly unfolded in two previous numbers of our journal. See Vol.

XII., p. 310 ; and Vol. XIII., p . 39. — [ Eds. S. P . R . ]
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fragrance and beauty , or poisoning it with noxious odors.

Youth is, then , thecriticalperiod — the period whichdevelopes

character — which shows ofwhat stuff we are made. Every

parent, therefore,watches with trembling anxiety the period

of youth, because the period of planting is passing away

for ever, and the period of fruition is commencing ; the

period of plasticity — ofmoulding influence, is not yet gone,

but rapidly going, and the process of setting into compara

tive rigidity and permanence of form has begun . Wemust

wait now , not idly, true , but in much anxiety , to see what

is the result of all our labor and pains. When we recollect,

then , the moulding influence of woman on the plastic mind

of childhood — when we reflect that the character of every

one of us has been in a great measure formed at ourmoth

er's knee — when we reflect, further, that the influence of

woman is not confined to this most important period, but

mingles with every phase of human life, and permeates every

fibre of human society - when we see how the rudeness of

the young man is subdued, his character elevated and

refined , by contact with pure -minded, cultivated women

how the coarse jest and the vulgar oath is exchanged for

expressions of noble sentiment ; and , more than all, when

we reflect,when we feel and know that, next to the love of

God, the noblest, the purest, the holiest feeling of which our

fallen human nature is capable , is the ardentand virtuouslove

of a noble woman - when we feel, as every manly heart

must feel, the thousand ways in which woman influences

human society for good — the holy influences which ever

attend her steps, like nymphs which attend the steps of

the chaste Diana – when we feel and reflect upon all this,

surely it will be superfluous to say any thing on the impor

tance of female education — the importance of training

woman to fill the glorious sphere which Providence has

assigned her. A noble, cultivated woman ! ah ! who is

worthy to speak her praise ? Let not folly , with its simper
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ing flatteries and affected gallantries, dare attempt it. Even

wisdom approaches with mute admiration and holy fear.

Leaving aside, then , as self-evident, the transcendent

importance of female education, let us attempt to explain its

principles - let us endeavor to show in what consists its

distinguishing characteristics. Now , as the object of all

education is not to change, destroy or distort our nature,

but to develop it to the fullest in its normal direction - not

to fit us for impossible spheres of activity ,but for that sphere

of activity to which our natures have been adapted by

Providence — it is evident that the distinctive character of

female education must find its basis in the distinctive nature and

sphere of woman . Our first object, therefore, will be to

show , as briefly as possible, what is the distinctive nature

and sphere of woman .

Within the last twenty or thirty years, there has com

menced and rapidly developed , particularly in sections of

our own country, a movement, called “ the woman's-rights

movement," the ostensible object of which is to assert the

dignity of the female sex. Its watchword is equality of the

sexes in mind, character, dignity, rights, and sphere of

activity — meaning by equality , identity. Not content with

her own distinctive character and sphere of activity ,woman ,

it seems, would invade and appropriate that of man also.

Like “ Bottom , the weaver,” in the play of “ Midsummer

Night's Dream ,” she would undertake to play all parts at

the same time. She would play not only the lover's part

- the true performance ” of which " asks abundance of

tears ” — but her “ chief humor is the Ercles vein ; a part to

tear a cat in , to makeall split.” Not content with the lady's

part, she would have the lion 's part also . Thank Heaven ,

her roaring, however terrific it may be in certain sections of

our country, with us at least is any thing but lion-like. In

our own Sunny South , at least, she “ aggravates her voice

so ," that she “ roars as gently as any sucking dove," and

“ as sweetly as any nightingale ;” and, best of all, her own
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sweet face, with merry eyes twinkling with jest, peers out

from beneath the lion 's skin , and “ so puts us out of fear .”

But, to be serious : the tendency of this movement is to

assimilate the male and female character, the male and

female spheres of activity , and the male and female educa

tion. The madness, the frenzy, the absurdity of this spirit

has not touched us here at the South . Woman has not

unsexed herself here by invading the sphere and donning

the habiliments of man ; but, nevertheless, we have not

entirely escaped the mania . With us it has taken the

higher, nobler form of female education . It displays itself

in modifying somewhat our female education , assimilating

it more to the male. Now , in so far as this has resulted in

elevating the standard of female education, and in making

it more solid and thorough, (as I believe it has,) I rejoice in

it - I hail it as the promise of a glorious future ; but in so

far as it turns female education from its legitimate direction ,

(and this I believe it also has in some degree,) it can not be

productive of any thing but harm .

I seldom or never hear the intellectual equality of the

sexes either maintained or denied, without a certain feeling

of sadness . It may seem strange to some,but every attempt

I have ever heard to assert the dignity of woman,has tended

to degrade her instead. The whole spirit of the argument

generally shows, on both sides, an entire misconception of

the true character, and an entire want of appreciation of

the true glory , of woman . The whole argument proceeds

upon a palpably false premise, and one, too , in the last

degree degrading to the female sex , viz : that there is but

one standard of human excellence — one ideal of humanity,

and that is themale standard . To this standard , therefore,

the female mind and character must be brought. On this

Procrustes bed her tender limbs must be stretched . Is it

surprising that the unnatural experiment fails ? Is it sur

prising that, measured by this standard, the female falls be

low themale ? Isnot the very fact of such an experiment
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of such a comparison — the strongest proof that the female

character is not understood ? The fact is, there is a female

as well as a male standard of excellence ; and these two are

in some degree distinct,and cannot be compared . They are

the necessary counterparts and complements of each other,

and all comparison is unjust to the oneor the other, accord

ing as one or the other is taken as the standard of comparison .

It seems to me that the essential difference between man

and woman, in their whole natures, is perfectly illustrated

by bodily conformation, and is summed up in the two

words— Strength and Beauty . The essential characteristic

of man — thatwhich constitutes his manhood — is Strength,

bodily, intellectualand moral(the last two being, of course,

by far the most important constituents ofmanhood ) ; while

the essential characteristic of woman — that which consti

tutes her womanhood — is Beauty and Grace ; Beauty of

person , of mind and of character, refinement, modesty , pu

rity ; in a word, all that ineffable grace which floats like an

aroma about the person of a refined , pure-minded woman ,

and which , like a halo of glory , shrouds her from vulgar

gaze and unholy thoughts. Beauty of person and refine

ment of mind and heart may and do infinitely adorn and

elevate a man, but do not make him man . So, if to the

essentially womanly characteristics of beauty , grace, refine

ment, modesty , purity and tenderness , there be added some

thing of strength of intellect, power of will and physical

courage, it may dignify ,but can notmake,the woman . No

amount of refinement and tenderness can redeem the char

acter of a man in whom the essentiallymanly characteristic

of strength is wanting ; and no amount of strong-minded

ness can compensate in woman for the want of the true

femininevirtues of grace,modesty and purity. The absurd

ity and injustice of the usual comparisons between man

and woman , as if they were competitors for the same prize,

is, then , perfectly evident. Suppose one should seriously

start the question, as to whether the male or female body is
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most perfect - most elevated in the scale of organization ;

do we not see at oncethe absurdity of the comparison ? So

much clearer is our perception of thingsmaterial than of

things spiritual. In such a comparison, ifwemake themale

body the standard of comparison , i. e., if we compare them

in strength only , of course there is no doubt about the

superiority of the male ; but if we compare them as to

beauty and grace,then the superiority is as evidently on the

other side. So, also , if we compare male and female intel

lect or moral nature, as regards simple strength ,then there

can beno doubtof the superiority of themale ;butcompared

in respect to quickness, dexterity, and a certain graceful

movementof the mind ,and, above all, in refinement, purity,

tenderness and gentleness of heart, how infinitely is the

superiority on the other side.

Thevery existence ofthis dispute — the very existence ofthe

so -called woman 's -rights movement- proves, no doubt, that

woman is not yet completely appreciated — that amid much

gallantry, chivalry and pretended , or, at least superficial,

admiration for the sex, deep in the very centre of the heart

there is a general feeling of the inferiority of woman — that

weadmit their superiority in some respects, asweadmit the

superiority of children in innocence and purity . Our very

gallantry and chivalry is but the generous sentiment of a

superior nature towards an inferior. I believe thecomplete

equality of the sexes, though admitted at once as almost

self-evident, is not yet fully realized and acted upon . Like

many important truths in religion and morals, we assent to

it at once, as a matter of course, and yet daily act as if we

believed the contrary . It is intellectual assentwithout faith .

In most men there is a secret assumption of superiority,

even in the midst of the most profuse gallantries ; in most

women a tacit admission of inferiority, even when shemost

stoutly defends her sex from that charge. But, while I

believe that woman has not yet been exalted to her true

position as the equal companion ofman, yet I am equally,

VOL. XIV ., NO. 1. – 9
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yea, much more certain that woman 's -rights women ,more

than all others, mistake the true dignity of their sex — that

all their efforts tend to degrade instead of to elevate thesex,

by ignoring the essentialdistinction ,bodily , intellectual and

· moral, between the two, and by making the masculine

standard the single standard for both . Weare apt to think

that this woman's-rights mania has not invaded us here at

the South ; but it is visible here also , although we are cer

tainly free from its worst ravages. In fact, it is one of the

legitimate and necessary results of the philosophy of the last

century , culminating in the French revolution — a philosophy

which, pushed to its extreme, destroys distinctions of every

kind ; overthrows every relation of society, that of the ruler

to the ruled , the master to the servant, parent to child , and,

in the universal overthrow , destroys, as far as possible, even

the distinction and the relation of the sexes. The effect of

this spirit has been , to some extent, every where, to assim

ilate the male and female standard of excellence in every

respect - among others , to assimilate the male and female

standard of education. Now , I am as perfectly sure as I can

be of any thing, that female education can neverbeimproved

by assimilating it to the male. But of this we shall speak

more fully presently.

If woman is not to be elevated by woman 's rights — by

contending with man for the palm of victory in man's own

field , whether of education or of activity ; then how is she to

be elevated ? Evidently, by a more thorough appreciation

and a more genuine and sincere admiration of her essential

nature ; and this can, I believe, only be accomplished by a

more thorough and cordial appreciation of Art and of the

precepts of Religion — a more heartfelt admiration of the

Beautiful and the Pure. For further light on this subject,

let usturn to thehistory of the influence of woman, and the

causes of its steady progress .

In every thing human, there are distinguishable two ele

ments which may be called masculine and feminine. The
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one is variously called strength , power, energy, expression ,

life ; the other delicacy, refinement, grace, beauty, harmony,

purity. In character , the two elements are strength and

refinement. In art, they are expression and harmony. In

history, they are progression and conservatism . They may

be briefly called the element of Power and the element of

Beauty . Now , it is the natural tendency ofthe human mind

to place the elementof Power above the element of Beauty ,

as an abstract principle. In the earliest and rudest condi

tions of humanity, Power only is admired, and that, too, in

its grossest form , as physical strength, and man is admired

in proportion to his bodily strength and physical courage.

Hence, the heroes and gods of this period are Giants and

Titans. As civilization advances, the element of Power

still holds its ascendency, but is now most admired in the

higher form of intellectual and moral power. This it is

which makes Milton 's Satan so universally admired as a

hero, even by those who are loth to confess their admira

tion ; it is “ the unconquerable will, the courage never to

submit or yield,” even though united with “ immortal hate

and study of revenge.” Is it possible that in either ofthese

periods, under either of these circumstances, woman could

occupy any but an inferior position ? Surely not. A pass

ing admiration she might extort through man 's sensuous

nature, an homage rather degrading than elevating ; butthe

higher homage ofthe intellect and the heart, she could not

attain . In the mean time, in proportion as civilization and

refinement increased - in proportion as more leisure,more

thoughtfulness,more repose ofmind, prevailed , the subtler

and less imposing element of Beauty received a gradually

increasing share of attention and admiration. But has it

yet received a fully equal share of admiration ? Is there not

in themasses,and even in themost cultivated minds, a fuller

and heartier admiration of Strength and Power, in the

abstract, than of the opposite principle ? I am compelled to

think that there is. There is some thing in Power which
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imposes upon and compels admiration under all circum

stancesand without reflection . On the contrary, the element

of Harmony or Beauty is less gross, less conspicuous, less

imposing. Itdoes not compel,butattracts,admiration. The

mindmust be attuned — the heart must be prepared - or no

note in the soul vibrates in unison with it. Theadmiration

for Power is more intense, more constant, more universal ;

that for Beauty is weaker,more rare and occasional. Is not

even this an evidence that this last is the higher feeling ?

Alas ! for our poor human nature, it is our lower and grosser

feelings which are also most intense, constant and universal.

Our highest and purest emotions are also weakest and most

occasional. The former abide with us, and often become

our masters ; the latter are occasional visitors, which must

be hospitably entertained and tenderly nurtured and

strengthened ,that theymay come oftener and abide longer.

Wemust purify and " sanctify our souls as temples, and

then only will the angels of noble thoughts not disdain to

appear in them .”

It will be admitted byall that Christianity has done more

to elevate woman than all mere human institutions put

together. Buthow has it doneso ? Obviously by insisting

upon the intrinsic dignity of the essentially femininevirtues

- by teaching that gentleness , meekness, goodness, tender

ness ,in a word,Beauty , is intrinsically as noble and as worthy

to be admired as Power and Courage. The spirit of the old

world taught, blessed are the strong, the proud , the self

reliant. The spirit of the new era teaches, blessed are the

poor in spirit, the meek , the pure in heart. But this doc

trine of Christianity , though universally acknowledged, is

not yet felt with the whole heart. Until it is completely

realized , woman can never take her true position as the

entirely equal companion ofman.

This general want of appreciation of the true dignity of

woman , is not by any means confined to man , but is, I

think , still more common among women themselves. Some
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factitious creature of fashion, modelled by society, is too

apt to be the beau -ideal of woman among women ; or else,

spurning so frivolous and hollow an ideal, she is apt to run

to the other extreme, and take the ideal of man as the ideal

of woman also . Iknow nothing more important, and yet

morerare among women , than a true appreciation of woman .

Even when thetrue ideal is presented, it is,most likely, repu

diated as unnatural and unfeminine, because, foorsooth ,

unconventional. Alas ! how little of independent taste

there is in this world , especially among women . Beauty is

not recognized as beauty , unless dressed in fashion . Grace,

delicacy, femininebeauty of character, is not recognized as

such , unless clothed in conventional proprieties. It is only

on this principle that I can understand the generalwant of

appreciation of the exquisite, the matchless women of

Shakespeare. It is only on this principle that I can under

stand how it is that young ladies and gentlemen will weep

in transports of admiration over the female characters of

second -class novels, while Imogen , Miranda, Cordelia ,

Portia and Desdemona are neglected. Oh ! let me entreat

you, young ladies, to study earnestly the women of Shakes

peare. Oh ! that I could express one-tenth part the

admiration I feel for these exquisite productions, or one

hundredth part the benefit I have received from admiring,

reverencing, loving them . I can not even think of them

without being purified and elevated — without feeling every

generousand chivalric sentimentstirred within me— without

offering the sincerest homage of my intellect and heart,

the homage of deep reverence and fervent love. To

Shakespeare, the female sex owe a debt of gratitude which

can never be repaid , except by unbounded admiration . It

is a remarkable fact, that no where among the exquisite

productions of ancient genius, do we find any thing even

approaching ourmodern idea of woman ; for this idea was

born of Christianity . Even among Christian writers, the

natural embodiment of woman 's character in its higher
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phases, is found only is Shakespeare . Others, such as

Walter Scott, have drawn women to the life - natural

women - women such as wemight hope to find and know

in this world ;but Shakespeare alone, of all writers, ancient

or modern , has given uswomen,at the same timeperfectly

natural and attaining the most perfect ideal. Shakespeare

alone, among all writers , ancient or modern , has held up to

our view the feminine ideal as a thing not only to be loved

and admired, but to be reverenced, yea, I had almost said to

be worshipped . Ithasbeen said by somecritic, that Shakes

peare's genius was too bold , vigorous and masculine, to

succeed well in his female characters. Whoever madethis

remark was intent only on saying some thing striking, but

had no just appreciation of Shakespeare's genius. Delicacy,

subtleness, electrical swiftness and energy were distin

guishing characteristics of Shakespeare, even more than

massive power. I have no hesitancy in asserting that

among all his characters, his women are his master-pieces.

His men were blocked out with comparative ease, with

heavy but sure blows,which nevermissed their aim a hair's

breadth ; but his women, ah ! on these he has delighted to

linger ; these he has finished with themost delicate touches ;

in these even the microscopic power of the most refined

criticism tries in vain to follow the exquisite touches of his

chisel.

Before taking leave of this subject, I can not help speak

ing of and earnestly recommendingtheadmirable criticisms

of Shakespeare's female characters, by Mrs. Jameson. It

seems to me that, next to Shakespeare, Mrs. Jameson 's

“ Characteristics of Women ” contains the truest conception

of female character ; and that, therefore , this work is really

the finest criticism of Shakespeare 's women that exists in

any language. I do believe that of all female writers ,Mrs.

Jameson is the most truly feminine, and therefore that one

of which the sex has most reason to be proud . I do not

believe any young woman can read , carefully and thought
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fully , the writings of this authoress , without being elevated

and purified - without receiving a higher and truer concep

tion of the character ofwoman .

I have thus attempted to show the essential difference,

and yet equal dignity , of the masculine and feminine ideal.

Let us next compare their spheres of activity . Even here,

the tendency of the age has been to assimilate ; but in this

case the absurdity of the assimilation is so obvious, that

there can be no difference of opinion . The invasion of the

sphere of man by woman, or vice versa , is looked upon with

disgust or ridicule by every well-constituted mind . I think ,

however, that there is, nevertheless , a secret feeling of self

gratulation almost universal among men, and of humilia

tion among women , on comparing these two spheres of

activity as to their respective dignity . There is , I think ,

an almost universal feeling, undefined or unexpressed, per

haps, but none the less real, that man has been blessed

with the higher , broader, nobler and more dignified sphere

of activity — the sphere which calls out to a greater extent

the higher faculties of the mind . Now, I think that if the

previous point, viz : the essential difference, yet equal dig

nity, of the masculine and feminine character is clearly

apprehended , the question of comparative dignity of their

respective spheres of activity is already answered ; for there

can be no doubt that the spheres are exactly suited to the

corresponding characters, and severally adapted to cultivate

them to the highest degree. But, perhaps I can make this

point still plainer - perhaps I can still farther vindicate the

character and the sphere of woman from the charge of

inferiority, by placing the subject in another point of view .

It is true that man 's sphere is the great public world ,

and woman 's the narrowerand more private world of home.

It is true that the infinitely diversified operations of the

State, the Church , and the still more diversified operations

of industry, belong to man , while woman is confined to the

one function of government of the household . It is true
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that the sphere of man, in the abstract, i. e., of all men , is

wider,more comprehensive,more diversified, and requiring

more varied talent, than the sphere of woman in the

abstract. Yes, in the abstract, but how is it in the concrete ?

How is it in the individual man and woman ? Is not the

advantage on the other side ? Man 's sphere is , indeed ,

great and noble, varied , immensely broad ; but, alas ! it is

divided into a thousand petty domains by division of labor,

and each man occupies but one. Woman 's sphere is, in

deed, narrower ; but every woman occupies the whole. Is

not, then , the sphere of the individual man often much

narrower than that of the individual woman ? Is not the

management of a household and the education of children ,

a nobler and wider sphere of activity than that of most

trades and professions of man ? Thus it is seen that

woman 's sphere, though more confined, is really what its

name indicates, a sphere, perfect and complete in itself ;

while the field of activity of each individual man is but a

mis-shapen fragmentof a great sphere. Now we find, as

wemight expect, a corresponding effect upon the male and

female character. The division and sub -division of labor

in the sphere of man , by confining the intellectual and

moral energies within the limits of a single trade or pro

fession ,miserably distorts and contracts the spiritual nature

of man . In proportion as division of labor increases— in

proportion as competition is more severe, and the struggle

for life more intense, in the same proportion the whole

mind and sympathies become more and more absorbed

within the narrower and still narrower limits of each par

ticular trade or pursuit. Thus, with advancing civilization ,

the field of each man becomes narrower and narrower, the

struggle and competition becomes more and more severe,

the absorption of the mind becomes more and more com

plete, the character becomes more and more distorted and

fragmentary, until often the only salvation of the man is

the influence of Home and the family circle ; in other
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words, contact with the purer and more perfect sphere of

woman. Oh ! who has not felt that his spiritual nature is

daily strengthened, and his moral, independent dignity vin

dicated, by this contact ? Who has not felt that but for

this, he would become a mere drudge, a slave, a senseless

wheel in the complex machinery of society ! Thus, even

though we admitted the superiority of the ideal man over

the idealwoman , we would still have to admit that the actual

man falls below the actual woman . The actualman , from

the very nature of his field of activity, is generally one

sided and fragmentary . To make the ideal man, we would

have to combine together many actualmen ; but the ideal

woman is almost attained in the actual. It is a remark of

the poet, Pope, that “most women have no characters at

all.” This remark , which was intended as the most biting

satire, is certainly true in one sense; but in the sense in

which it is true, it contains the highestpossible compliment

to woman. Remarkable men have generally been one

sided men . Men become remarkable by the inordinate

developement of some peculiarity or faculty, generally to

the detriment of other faculties. Their natures, from the

fact of being fragmentary, are angular. It is these very

angles and depressions which constitute the distinctive

individual characters of most men . But women , on the

contrary , from the completeness and absence of division of

their sphere of activity, aremore complete and symmetrical

in their developement- less angular, and, therefore, less dis

tinctive. Thus, the individual differences among men are

more striking, and stand out in bolder relief; but the reason

ofthis is their greater departure from the ideal. Thus, in

nature wemay possibly find some approach to the ideal

wonian ; butwe look in vain for any approach to the ideal

man . In Shakespeare , too, we find the most perfect em

bodiment of the idealwoman which art has produced , but

no where any attempt at the ideal in man. Shakespeare

VOL. XIV., NO. 1. — 10
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well knew that such an attempt would be vain , because the

result would be unnatural.

Having thus spoken of the distinctive nature and sphere

ofwoman as compared with man , and since the object of

education is to develop our nature and prepare us for our

peculiar spheres of activity, we are now in a condition to

speak of the distinctive character of female education .

As there is a common humanity which underlies all

sexual distinctions, so there are common and universal

principles of education based upon this common humanity.

But as this common humanity is modified by sex, to a de

gree which it is the tendency of the age to overlook , so,

also ,theuniversal principles of education must be modified

according to sex, to an extent which it is the fashion of the

times to ignore. Again , as the characters of the two sexes,

commencing in infancy from an almost common point,

gradually diverge, until they reach their greatest point of

difference in mature age, so , also, the education of the two

sexes, similar at first ,must gradually diverge, as their na

tures .do, until the difference culminates in active life . It

is principally , therefore, the latter portion of the educa

tional life of which I shall speak , since in this part only its

distinctive character should be prominent.

1st. It will be admitted by all that there are two distinct

kinds of education , or modes of teaching, viz : the formal

and the informal. The one is the communication of

knowledge by formal rules and didactic methods ; the other

is the moulding of the character, feelings, tastes and moral

nature, by daily contact, informal conversation and example.

Now , of these two, the informal education is evidently of

themost transcendent importance. In the simple depart

ments of pure knowledge, where the intellect alone is

involved , wemay teach by formal rules and by strictmeth

ods. We understand clearly what we are doing, and the

best mode of doing it — we can measure accurately the exact

amount ofknowledge communicated from teacher to pupil;
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but in the higher departments of knowledge, and stillmore

in the formation of character and tastes, where the emo

tions are involved as well as the intellect — the heart as well

as thehead — it is impossible to teach entirely in this man

ner. We can not analyze and understand the process of

teaching. We can not always teach only so much, and

what we like. We can not say, thus far will we teach and

no farther. In a word, it is no longer formal teaching

alone. It is the silent, involuntary, often unconscious,

communication of the habits, tastes, feelings, in short, of

the whole spirit of the teacher to the pupil. The formal

method may be compared to the construction of an edifice,

in which we proceed by square and level, adding stone to

stone, and marking at every step the exact amount of pro

gress ; the informal education is rather the silent growth

of a living germ planted and daily nurtured in the heart, to

blossom and bear fruit in after life . It is true that the first

is generally considered characteristic of school education ,

while the latter belongs peculiarly to home education ; but

it is evident, I think , that the two kinds should be com

bined, only in different proportions, both at home and at

school. It is certain that themoulding influence of familiar

contact with higher and nobler natures should not be neg

lected in school education .

Now , the first characteristic of female education upon

which I would insist is, the predominance, at all times,

both at home and at school, of this silentmoulding influ

ence — this informal teaching. As important as this is in

all education , I am convinced that it is stillmore important

in female than in male education. I believe so , because,

from the very nature of the female mind, it is more suscep

tible of indirect teaching, and less susceptible of formal,

didatic teaching, than the male. Woman 's character and

woman's mind is certainly more plastic - more easily in

fluenced and moulded, less proud, self-reliant and self

poised than man's . I have said that the distinguishing
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characteristics of man are Strength and Courage ; and of

woman , Beauty, Purity . I now go farther, and say that

these characteristics are perfectly adapted to their respect

ive spheres— that the only safety of man , in his contact

with the world , is strength , intellectual and moral; while

the safety of woman is her purity. Man's sphere is the

great public world. Hemust of necessity come in contact

with vice and temptation in every form . His whole safety

depends upon his strength and courage to fight the battle

of life - upon his intellectual and moral power to resist and

beat back temptation. It is of the utmost importance,

therefore, that this power of resistance should be educated,

by allowing a gradually increasing freedom , and thus cul

tivating the capacity of self-government. The boy of

necessity passes from the private life of the family to the

public life of the world — from parental influence and

parental guidance to self-government and self-direction

amid the infinitely diversified temptations of the world .

If this change takes place suddenly — if up to the age of

twenty-one the young man has been entirely under paren

tal influence and parental guidance, and then is suddenly

launched upon the sea of life, without having practiced his

limbs in buffeting its waves, or his intellect in guiding his

bark, either he is quickly lost, or else, lacking boldness to

venture his unpracticed bark on so dangerous a sea , he

contents himself with a timid and fearful coasting. Alas !

his coasting should havebeen in boyhood. The illimitable

sea is the province of manhood. Boyhood is the period

in which alone difficult arts can be learned to perfection .

He will strive in vain now to acquire skill and courage.

He has missed the golden opportunity ; he has failed to

take the tide at its flood . Like Rasselas, he may be im

mured until maturity in never-so-beautiful a valley, sur

rounded by the warmest hearts, and every desire gratified,

except the inextinguishable longing for the outer world ;

but when he escapes, the glowing vision of this outerworld
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will change into a terrible reality of struggle and conflict,

for which he is totally unfit by previous preparation. Thus,

I believe, some latitude, some freedom , some contact with

the world , is important for the boy,while still under paren

tal control and guidance, in order that self-reliance , self

control, self-government may be practiced under the eye

of the parent, and thus danger be avoided. In one word ,

the boy must be taught to walk alone, intellectually and

morally , as well as physically , and somewhat in the same

manner. He must first be held constantly by the hand ;

he must then be allowed to go a little way alone, but not

beyond the eye of the watchful parent, lest serious, per

haps fatal, injury befall him ; then he must be allowed to

rove far away, still followed by parental counsel ; until,

finally, he has learned to take care of himself, and the pa

rental influence is no longer necessary . Woman, on the

other hand , never passes from the private to the public life .

She seldom walks alone,but leaning on the arm of another.

She remains in port, while man battles with the storms of

life. Man 's safety, the integrity of his character and the

maintenance of his virtue, is mainly dependent upon his

strength and courage. Woman's safety and virtue, on the

other hand , is mainly dependent upon her purity . Man

mustmeet vice and overcome it. Woman shrinks instinct

ively from it, for to her even its contact is pollution . For

this reason, therefore — a reason which is based in her dis

tinctive character and sphere — woman 's education should

be more monastic than man 's. For this reason , the char

acter,moral and religious, the tastes , feelings, habits, etc.,

of her teachers, are even more important than their attain

ments. For this reason, the intercourse between teacher

and pupil should bemore familiar than it is generally in

male schools and colleges. Parental influence, rather than

rigid law , should reign in the school.

It is instructive to observe how these two systems of

education - these two methods of forming character — the
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one adapted to the developementof strength, and the other

the maintenance of purity, is illustrated in every family ,

showing that they are based not only in reason, but in the

truest instincts of our nature. Asmight be supposed, the

father is the advocate of the former, and themother of the

latter. The father's motto is, “ Nothing is learned without

experience — nothing is accomplished without venturing.”

Themother's motto is, “ Keep out of harm 's way - do not

venture until you learn - do not go into the wateruntil you

learn to swim .” The father's idea of education is, to place

the child under favorable conditions, plant the seeds of

virtue, and allow him to develop himself. The mother's

idea is , to leavenothing to chance, nor even to self-develope

ment; but rather to mould the character according to a

preconceived ideal. Now , both these systems are un

doubtedly right — they mustbe and are combined in every

family, but in different proportions, according to the sex ;

the former predominating in the education of the boys, the

latter in that of the girls.

You will, I am sure , pardon me another illustration of

the same truth , taken from the Dramas of Shakespeare ;

even though it may have no othermerit than as a criticism

on the great bard . In the infinite multitude of criticisms

on Shakespeare , it may seem impossible to say, or even

presumptuous to attempt, any thing new ; but I am sure

every appreciating mind and feeling heartknows that the

glory of Shakespeare is like the glory of Solomon , “ the

half has not been told us.” I have already said that no

writer of any time understood female character as did

Shakespeare. Nothing shows thismore wonderfully than

the difference in the manner in which he treats the two

sexes— a difference founded in the deepest knowledge of

the characteristics of the two, and therefore in strict con

sonance with a sound education in each case . I do not,

for a moment, suppose that Shakespeare had any philo

sophic views on the subject ; but it only shows how the
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intuitions of genius are confirmed by a rational philosophy.

There are two methods of teaching by example, whether

in the world or in its transcript, the Drama. First, by the

exhibition of a strong, noble nature, struggling manfully ,

but finally overcome and ruined by temptation ; second,

by the exhibition of elevation and purity of character

almost unapproachable by temptation. In the first,we are

repelled by the deformity , the ugliness, of vice, or shrink

back , appalled by its fearful consequences even in the

noblest natures ; in the second, we are attracted towards

virtue by its intrinsic loveliness. In the first, we are con

ducted, like Dante , through the infernal regions of vice ,

and view with horror the tortures of evil passion ; in the

second, fixing our eyes steadily upon ideal Beauty , like

Dante gazing into the eyes of Beatrice, we are drawn

upward in ecstasy to the seventh heaven. Now , in his

male characters Shakespeare uses the one method, and in

his female characters the other ; and thus, to the appre

ciative mind, the Dramas of Shakespeare become more

moral than all formal moral treatises put together. In

Shakespeare we find man in struggle with vice - in conflict

with evil passion . The great dramatist holds up to our

view a strong, noble nature, like Macbeth or Othello , but

marred , as we all are more or less, by some evil passion, as

ambition or jealousy. We see this noble nature in a

moment of weakness yielding to temptation and becoming

the slave of passion . Then comes the terrible struggle

with the consequences. In this struggle the man is beaten

at every step ; his character gradually undermined , demoral

ized and ruined, as the necessary consequence of the first

act of weakness. Is not this a spectacle, of all others, the

mostmoral to the thoughtful mind ? But how differently

does he treat woman ! Such a spectacle of woman strug

gling unavailingly with vice, gradually demoralized and

ruined , would be not only shocking to our taste, but could

not be in any way improving. . On the contrary, he draws
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the character of woman in its ideal beauty and perfection ,

full of innocence and purity, an object to be loved and

reverenced , an example to draw us to virtue. Man, he

depicts in desperate contest with vice and evil passion ,

finally overwhelmed and ruined ; woman, in contest with

misfortune, overwhelmed , perhaps, but unsullied, and even

purified. In the one case he teaches the necessity of active

strength and courage ; in the other, of passive strength

and fortitude, and , more than all, of that beauty of soul,

thatharmony of spirit, which is unassailable alike by mis

fortune or by evil passion. Even Lady Macbeth is no

exception , but a confirmation of the rule . She participates

in her husband 's first crime - true — butto have represented

her undergoing a process of demoralization similar to that

of her husband,would havebeen utterly unartistic, because

contrary to nature . Man goes down step by step, fighting

at every step ; the very existence of the fight showing the

possibility of victory, or at least offering a sublime spectacle

of manly courage. Woman , when she stoops to crime,

when once she yields to evil passion, when once the purity

of her soul is sullied by vice , gives up the contest, and

succumbs at once. Either she becomes utterly depraved ,

or else, if of nobler nature, shrinks back aghast at the

fearful consequences — the endless succession of crimes

entailed — succumbs, and dies crazed or broken -hearted .

Thus, the character of Lady Macbeth is not merely coarse,

vulgar and fierce, as generally conceived, but thoroughly

womanly .

Thus, the nature of woman, the instincts of parental

government, and the intuitions of genius, all admonish us

to guard well the beauty and purity of female character

all teach us that in the education ofwoman themaintenance

of Purity is even more important than the development of

Strength .

2d. The second characteristic of female education is one

which I am sure will astonish many. It is that woman 's
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education may be made more practical than man 's — that the

utilitarian idea may be introduced, and even made prom

inent, without the bad effects which are sure to attend the

introduction of this idea into the elementary education of

the male sex. The reason of this difference is the fact to

which I have already called attention, viz : that the sphere

of woman is one, perfect and undivided , while that of man is

infinitely sub-divided . The narrowing, contracting,distorting

effect upon the nature ofman ofthis excessive sub -division,

I have already spoken of above, and more fully in my

address on the principles of a liberal education.” All

who are engrossed in active life, must feel and deplore it.

But if this idea is carried into education also — if boys are

educated for particular trades and professions from early

childhood — in a word , if education is made but an appren

ticeship to active or business life , then the effects upon the

mind and character become disastrous in the extreme

then schools and colleges become manufactories where

business men are made — where each individual human

soul, the image ofGod, is hewed and sawed, or filed and

hammered , until it fits a particular place in the great

machine called human society . The beauty ,thesymmetry,

the completeness of manhood is gone; a miserable frag

ment of humanity — a senseless wheel in the complex

machinery of society — is all that is left. I have striven to

show , in the address just alluded to, that the educational

life is not an apprenticeship, but the complement of the

business or active life — that education should strive, as far

as possible, to counteract the distorting effects of active

life — that in proportion as active life tends to narrow ,

sharpen and contract, education should strive to expand

and give symmetry — in proportion as the one tends to the

special, the other should tend to the general. The whole

idea there conveyed may be condensed into the single

proposition, that it is the object of education to fit each

man for the sphere of man in the abstract, i. e., for the whole
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sphere of man, and not for any sub -division of that sphere

which the necessities of material existence may compel

him to choose . Thus, a liberal education forms a broad

common basis of sympathy between men of all classes and

pursuits. Thus, we see the very great importance of care

fully excluding the utilitarian idea from a course of liberal

education, of the male sex. But this danger does not exist

in female education, because the sphere of woman is not

thus sub-divided . To educate a woman for the practical

duties of life, is to educate her , to some extent, for the

whole sphere of woman . Surely, it can never injure a

girl _ but, on the contrary, it willbe of the greatest possible

benefit to mind and character — to serve an apprenticeship ,

even from earliest childhood, to themost practical house

hold duties. In the male sex, there is a sort of antagonism

between the educational and practical life , as also between

the world of thought and the world of reality . In the

female sex, these two are beautifully and harmoniously

blended together, so that it is difficult to separate them .

It is true, that this practical education — this apprenticeship

to the practical duties of life — is best undertaken at home,

and therefore it may be unnecessary to introduce it into

school education. All I wish to insist on is the fact that

thorough, practical education, whether at home or at

school, can never produce any other than good effects upon

the mind and character of woman.

3d. I come now to the last, most difficult, and perhaps

the most important point connected with female education :

How should the ordinary curriculum of didactic teaching

bemodified for the female sex ? What should be the dif

ference between the male and female curriculum ? I have

little doubt that there will be much difference of opinion

on this point; but it seems tomethat the view which I am

about to present, follows legitimately and necessarily from

the view of female character and woman's sphere already
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presented. If we admit the one, we must admit the other

also .

To those who have read my address, already referred to,

“ on the principles of a liberal education,” I could make

my views intelligible in a very few words. But, as I have

no right to suppose thatmany, if any, of my audience have

had either opportunity or disposition to do so, I am com

pelled very briefly to recapitulate one of its leading ideas,

referring you to the address itself for a fuller statement.

In this address, then, I endeavored to show that in every

complete course of education, there are three, and but three,

subordinate courses, viz : the Scientific course, the Philo

sophic course , and the Art course. The first commences

with Mathematics, and, passing upwards through Mechan

ical, Physicaland Chemical Sciences, finishes with Organic

Science and Geology. The second commences with Logic ,

and passes upwards through Psychology, Metaphysics and

Theology. The third commences with Classics as its base,

passes upwards through Modern Languages, Literature and

Art, (including Composition , Rhetoric, etc.,) and finishes

with History. I have attempted,moreover, to show that

each of these courses is by itself incomplete — that the three

are complementary to one another, and only in their union

constitute a complete course of education , and produce

symmetry of mental developement. Thus, a complete

course of education may be compared to a magnificent

building, composed primarily of three subordinate build

ings, viz : a centre building and two wings, each in some

sense complete in itself, but all much more complete in

their union. This I conceive to be the ideal of human

education . But as the common humanity is modified by

sex, so must this ideal of human education be modified ac

cording to the sex to be educated. In other words, in both

male and female education , the educational structure con

sists equally of centre building and two wings; but the

department which constitutes the main building must be
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different. It may be a matter of doubt which of the three

courses should be predominant in male education — whether,

e . g ., Science or Philosophy should constitute the centre

building ; but in female education , it seemsto me, there is

no room for doubt. In female education, the Art course must

for ever constitute the main building.

The third characteristic of female education , then , upon

which I would insist is, the predominance of the Art course .

The ideal of female education , as I believe, consists in a

thoroughly complete Art course, supported on the one side

by sufficient culture in mathematics and physical science

on the other by sufficient training in logic and metaphysics,

to maintain the symmetry of the mind . Do not mistake

me as advocating the neglect of other departments, and

particularly of science. On the contrary, I look upon the

physical and natural sciences as being peculiarly adapted

to stimulate activity and awaken inquiry in all minds. All

of these are, beyond question, necessary, but I must think

that the largest share of time and attention should be given

to the Art course . If any must be sacrificed, in part or

wholly, let it not be this. In order to show this more

clearly , let us again compare the two sexes. I have already

compared them as to character. I wish now to compare

them as to their purely intellectual faculties. I will notsay,

as some have done, thatman is a more rational being than

woman ; but I do say that the reason of man is more formal

that the mind of man , whether in the discovery, or the

communication , or the reception , of truth , proceeds more

according to regular rule, distinct process and methods - rules

which may be understood, processes which may be taught,

and methods which may be practiced . The education of

man, therefore , must consist, in a large measure, in the

clear apprehension and the dextrous use of these methods,

e . g ., themethod of induction , the method of deduction , and

all the sub-divisions of these , e. g., the method ofnotation,

the method of experiment, themethod of comparison, etc .
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The mind of woman, on the contrary , rapidly discovers,

communicates and receives truth by processes which , by

their subtleness, escape analysis. The mind of man creeps

from point to point, linking one proposition to another, in

an unbroken chain of induction or deduction . The mind

of woman leaps from premise to conclusion, often with won

derful clearness and precision, disdaining the intermediate

links by which these distant points are connected. In man

wehave the predominance of the formal reason ; in woman,

of the intuitive reason.

Now , if the distinctive feature of the female character

and mind is such as I have attempted to show , the peculiar

adaptedness of the Art course to the cultivation of her

mind becomes at once evident. Ofthe three courses I have

already spoken of, as together constituting a complete edu

cation , the scientific and thephilosophic makemost constant

use of regular methods. It is impossible to make progress

in these except by the strictest use of severe methods.

These, therefore, are admirably adapted to the cultivation

of the formal reason , so characteristic of the male mind.

In the Art course , on the contrary, the methods and pro

cesses are less rigid , formal, and severe. In fact, much of

this course may be best taught without method. This

course, therefore, is peculiarly adapted to the cultivation of

the intuitiveor informal reason,so characteristic of the female

sex. “ The sense of an expression in a foreign language

is both a grammatical and an intellectual problem ; this

problem is suited to the comprehension of every pupil. At

first he understands only the words; then he ascends to the

conception of the phrase, finally to the charm of the ex

pression , its force and harmony.” When wehaveattained

the signification of the words, and have a perfect knowledge

of the grammar of the phrase, we are then conscious of an

intellectual process which has been called “ guessing,” but

which is rather a rapid process of comparison and combina

tion — in other words, a rapid process of reasoning, so rapid
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that the separate steps are lost— by which we arrive at the

meaning of the author. Having obtained the thought,

there still remains the task of embodying it in appro

priate and graceful form of our own. Thus, the study of

language cultivates, to a remarkable degree, the memory,

the perceptive faculties or intuitive reason , the imagination,

and the power of expression, or the power of turning

thought into appropriate language. Are not these themost

important faculties in the mental character of woman ?

Quickness of intuitive perception , a rapid arriving at cor

rect conclusions by processes which she does not care to

analyze, a warm imagination , and a power of ready, grace

ful, easy expression - ah ! who can resist the charm of these

in woman !

Language, then , as the most fundamental of human Arts,

formsthe natural basis of the entire Art course. But, in

order that this basis be broadly and firmly laid, the Lan

guage course should commence with the Classics. The

great importance of the Classics in a course of language,

both as a means of mental culture and as a basis of sound

knowledge in modern, and even in our own language, I

have already insisted on in the address so often alluded to.

It would takeme too far to discuss the subject here. Suf

fice it to say, that Classics is equally important in female

as in male education . I believe that one of the most

important defects of our female education , is the general

neglect of Ancient Languages. The study of these would ,

I am persuaded, give an entirely different significance to

the whole Art course. It would be viewed less in the light

of mere accomplishment, and more in the light of mental

culture .

And now , need I say any thing of Art proper ? Purity,

grace, harmony, in a word , Beauty, is the distinguishing

characteristic of woman, the brightest gem in her crown of

glory, and Art is confessedly the embodiment of Beauty.

The highest evidence of female culture, I believe, is a deep,
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pervading, sincere love of Art. We are unconsciously

assimilated more or less to whatever we sincerely love,

admire and reverence. A sincere love of Beauty , ideal

and high, generates beauty of character and purity of soul,

especially in the plastic nature of woman . There may be

such a thing as a radical discordance in the nature of man

— as the simultaneous existence in the same mind of the

most opposite and irreconcilable principles, motives, feel

ings ; like Lawrence Sterne, he may be capable of the

purest sentiments and the noblest feelings, and yet live the

most flagitious life — may be the devout worshipper of the

most beautiful ideal, and yet the slave of the lowest pas

sions ; but I do not believe this anomaly is possible in

elevated and purified , even her person beautified, to an in

conceivable degree, through her tastes, her sentiments, her

imagination . But if the love and appreciation of Art culti

vates the imagination , the taste , the sense of beauty, the

practice of Art, in addition to these, cultivates, also , like

language, the perceptive faculties and power of expression .

Indeed, language is but the most primitive and universal

Art, and Art is but a refined species of language. They

are both but differentmethods of embodying thoughtand

feeling. Thus, then , in woman I would have cultivated ,

not only the love of Art, but the practice of Art- notonly

the appreciation of Literature, but the practice of Compo

sition . This last, viz : the practice of Composition , I

conceive to be of the very greatest importance .

But it will no doubt be objected by some, possibly by

many, that education in the Art course — acquaintance with

languages,music, drawing, and the like, and practice in the

art of composition - does very well in its place as a finish

ing off ; but these, after all, are but accomplishments, and

such education only superficial — that the so -called solid

branches should predominate and form the ground-work of

every education. The objection is founded in an entire
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misconception of the object and function of the Art course,

if not of education itself. The very words, “ finishing

off," " accomplishments," " solid branches,” prove it. All

branches are equally solid when pursued in the right spirit,

and the whole idea of finishing off, and of accomplish

ments, should be banished from our schemes of education .

No one can despise more heartily than I do mere accom

plishments . No one can contemn more thoroughly the

wasting of time and talent, the frittering away the depth

and earnestness of the character, in learning arts and lan

guages merely for the purpose of shining in and imposing

upon society — the pursuit of education for mere purposes

of vanity , instead of a sincere love of truth and beauty ,

and a sincere desire to ennoble and purify our nature .

Alas ! that the noble cause of education should ever be

made to pander to the miserable vanities of society. To

get a smattering of several modern languagesby commit

ting phrases to memory — to learn to finger dextrously on

the piano even the immortal works of great composers —

which even to approach without mental preparation is

sacrilege — while the mind is engaged in frivolous vanities ;

to learn to manipulate the crayon rapidly and dextrously

with conventional touches in copying the works of third

rate copyists,while the glory , the beauty , the holiness of

Nature stir no emotion in the breast; to practice the pen

in themanufacture of jingling verses, which comenot from

the heart, but full of borrowed sentiment and affectation ;

alas ! of all vanities with which our poor human nature is

afflicted , surely this is one of the most utterly light and

frivolous. I admit, at once,that of all education this is the

most superficial. But, on the contrary, to have grasped the

spirit and genius of any language, so that its best literature

is thrown open to us ; to have succeeded, by the study and

practice of music, in strengthening and cultivating the

love of harmony and song, latent within the soul; to have

learned, through our sincere, though humble , and perhaps
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unsuccessful efforts, to imitate the forms and colors of

nature, to see a richer glory in those colors and a higher

beauty in those forms, and thus to love nature with a purer

and holier love ; to have our taste directed, and our love

stimulated, in the higher walks of poetry, until the great

old bards, becoming our constant companions, shall guide

our steps into higher and purer regions of thought ; per

haps, above all, to have practiced the noble art of compo

sition until every thought awakened in the soul, by Nature

or Art, shall find expression in noble, melodious language ;

every sentiment flitting like summer cloud across the pure

heaven of the female mind, shall bless mortals with its

shadow of appropriate expression ; every tender emotion

nestling timidly in the soft bosom of woman , concealed

from mortal ken , may, when necessary, reveal its holy

presence in fitting words of sympathy and love ; every

fancy, even the lightest,most gracefuland delicate, floating

like gossamer in the warm sunshine of woman 's imagina

tion , invisible to mortal eyes, shall sparkle in the rich

drapery of gorgeous expression , like the same gossamer

sparkling with morning dew . Surely, this is an education

any thing but superficial — surely ,this is the education which

most fits a woman not only to fill, but to adorn , the sphere

to which she is called . Recollect, that the principal object

of the study of Art is not to make artists, but to cultivate

the love of beauty , and thus to open to the soul the treasures

of Art and the glories of Nature — to remove the scales

from the mind 's eye, that every thing beautiful may be

mirrored in the soul - to unstop the deaf ear, that it may

hear the music of the spheres. If the pupil acquires pro

ficiency in the Art itself, and continues to practice it

through life, so much the better. But if household cares ,

the stern duties, anxieties and responsibilities of life , com

pel her to give it up, her time has not, therefore, been lost.

Far from it. Her nature has been beautified , refined

and spiritualized ; the treasure-house of beauty has been

VOL. XIV ., NO. I. - 12
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opened to her, never to be closed again ; the divine har

mony of the universe has struck a responsive chord in her

soul, which will vibrate with deeper and deeper music

through eternity . The harmony within will diffuse itself

outward, creating happiness and communicating refine

ment to her household . Yes , the sense of beauty, like the

principle of Love, is never lost; the object may be lost,

but the living principle remains. A new nature is born

within us, which is immortal. But oh ! let us not commit

the fatal error of mistaking accomplishments for true Art.

The sense of Beauty is the soul of Art, as Love is the soul

of Courtesy, and Faith the soul of Religion. But Art,

like Religion, in fact, like every thing great and noble in

this world , has its counterfeit, in which we have the form

only, but no living soul. Accomplishments are but the form

of Art, without the soul. Art, without a deep sense of

beauty, like artificial courtesy without love or kindness, or

works without faith, is utterly worthless and dead .

I have insisted thus strongly on a thorough Art course,

and, at the same time, have attempted to indicate its true

nature and dignity, in order to guard against two prevail

ing and oposite errors . The first is the degradation of the

Art course into amere school ofaccomplishments, in which

the very purposes of education , and even the dignity and

destiny of the human soul, is lost sight of in the frivolous

vanities of an artificial society . This is, beyond all doubt,

the worst possible education - perhapsworse than no educa

tion at all. It is, in fact,the introduction into education of

the utilitarian spirit in its worst form , since it makes

education subservient, if not to the vanities and frivolities,

at least to the amusements and recreations, instead of the

duties and responsibilities, of life. It destroys the whole

dignity and seriousness of female life, and degrades woman

into a mere trifler, by making fashionable society, instead

of home, her true sphere. The second is a violent reaction

against the mere vanity and absurdity of the other. It is
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an attempt to elevate the standard of female education by

assimilating it to the male . The tendency of this error is

to introduce the severer and more masculine studies of

mathematicsand science, on the one hand , and of logic and

metaphysics, on the other, to the at least partial exclusion ,

and generally to the complete mutilation , of the Art course,

degrading it to a position of secondary importance. They

say our daughters shall have as good education as our

sons— meaning thereby the same education. The defend

ers of this system are really earnest, sincere men, but

somewhat too practical, if not material, minded. They

feel deeply the frivolousness of mere accomplishments, but

do not appreciate the dignity of true Art. They appreciate

woman in the capacity of a thrifty housekeeper, affection

ate wife and mother, ever watchful, ever busy ; but do not

appreciate her glorious mission of refining, elevating and

ennobling the human race - do not perceive that in the per

formance of simple household duties in herhumble,circum

scribed sphere , and in her quiet, unobtrusive way, the truly

noble and cultivated woman is performing the greatest

work with which mortals are intrusted here below . Yes,

the noble, cultivated , refined woman , by mere presence

and contact — by the exhibition of noble virtues and

elevated tastes, is moulding, unconsciously, perhaps, to

herself and to them , but still moulding, purifying the

character and cultivating the minds of her children, her

husband, and all with whom she comes in contact. And

yet so quiet, so unobtrusive is this influence , that it is only

perceived by philosophy, unless revealed by love. And

she, themagician who works these miracles — she, occupied

with her own quiet duties and the tender, self-sacrificing

promptings of her own heart, walks amid the happy world

she has created, all unconscious of her own greatness.
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ARTICLE IV .

THE TRINITY OF THE GODHEAD THE DOCTRINE

OF THE HOLY SCRIPTURES.*

IV. The Scriptures declare the three persons of the Trinity to be

equal in all that constitutes God .

Weproceed to remark , as a fourth proposition deduced

from the teaching of Scripture, that these three persons are

equal in all that constitutes God . We assume, as un

doubted by any one, and as agreeable both to reason and

to revelation, that there are attributes and operations (or

by whatever more suitable term we may designate them ,)

which are peculiar and essential to the Deity ; such as

creative and preserving power, absolute prescience, moral

sovereignty , and the like. These are necessarily included

in our notion of the incommunicable nature of God ; “ ever

present, actively coöperating, and exerting their own dis

tinguishing influence in all His laws, providences and acts .

Thus, if God be eternal or omnipresent, we consider His

* Weresume in this number , and shall complete ( D . V .) in our next, this

argument, which we commenced in No. 1, Vol. XI., and continued in No.

2 of the same volume, and resumed again in No. 2 , Vol. XII. Circum

stances which we could not control have hindered the progress of it until

now . We state here, for the purpose of distinctly exhibiting the course of

the argument, that it consists of five propositions, as follows :

I. The Scriptures teach that God is one.

II. The Scriptures teach that the unity of the Godhead admits a plurality

of persons.

III. The Scriptures teach that the distinctions in the Godhead are per

sonal, not nominal.

IV . The Scriptures teach that the three persons of the Godhead are equal

in all that constitutes God .

V . The Scriptures teach that the three Divine persons of the Trinity , the

Father , the Son , and the Holy Ghost, are not three Gods, and therefore that

they are oneGod. - [ EDS. S . P . R . ]
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power,knowledge, and holiness to be coeternaland coexten

sive with Him . Moreover, it would be an absurdity to form

a comparison between these and God Himself ; to regard

them as numerically distinct from Him ; to investigate the

particular mode of their existence in the Divine mind ; or

to treat them as parts of God, inasmuch as they are all

included in the idea of the one indivisibleGodhead.” This,

however, is not a matter of doubt or speculation , for we are

most expressly assured that the blessed God has a name

which He alone can possess, * and a glory which hewill not

give to another. God , then , who is a jealous God, and

whose name is jealous,must be characterized in His own

Word by those titles, attributes and works, which are pe

culiar to His nameand glory.

If, therefore , we find that in Scripture God ascribes to

the Son and Spirit the very same names, and represents

them as in all respects to be honored with the same glory ,

as thatwhich is ascribed to the Father Himself, we surely

must conclude that, however otherwise the Father and the

Son and the Spirit are distinguished from each other ,

they are not three separate Gods — one supreme and two

subordinate Gods — but that they must necessarily be one

and the sameGod, in three persons— that is , a triunity of

persons in one Godhead.

The Son of God, as mediator, and , therefore, as God

manifest in the flesh, and the Spirit ofGod , as the attribute

or agent of the Deity, might, indeed, have the name ofGod

figuratively applied to them , and yet not be really God .

But, while this is conceivable , it will be surely admitted

that, in a book given to convey the only knowledge of

God's nature which is possible to his creatures, such a

figurative application of the title and glory of God would

be so cautiously used,and so carefully guardedand explained ,

as to leave no doubt as to its real and figurative import.

* Ps. 83, 18 . † Isa . 42, 8 .
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This, however, is very far from being the case . Through

out the Scriptures the names or titles appropriated to

God — the attributes and works attributed only to the Su

preme Being — and the divine worship, in which this God is

reverentially and exclusively adored , are all ascribed to the

Son and to the Spirit, as well as to the Father, and hence

the Father, Son and Holy Ghost are in this way most

unquestionably proved to be severally God , coequal, co

existent, and coeternal, in nature, power and glory.

The proof of this position we design to advance in a

separate discussion of the supremeDeity of the Son and of

the Holy Ghost. At present,we assume that the proof is

at hand, and we conclude that, as there is only oneGod

head — as in this Godhead there is a plurality of persons

and as these persons are the Father, Son and Holy Ghost ,

that, therefore, these three are one. This doctrine is plain

and comprehensible , as a fact revealed ,but unsearchable

and irreconcilable , as are many other primary and demon

strable’truths.

This is a fact respecting the mysterious economy of the

Divine nature, which the Divine wisdom has been pleased

to reveal. As a fact, it is at once plain and indubitable.

God , by revealing it as a fact,makes that plain to our com

prehension, by the manifestation of its actual operation

and practical effects, which, in its nature , is a mystery

that ever has been, and ever must be, incomprehensible ,

and past our finding out.

St. Augustine determined to give three days and nights

in succession to prayer and meditation, that he might

understand the mystery of the Trinity. On the third

night he was overcome with sleep, and dreamed he was

walking on the sea -shore. There he saw a little child ,

who was scooping a hole in the sand, and filling it with

sea-water from a shell. “ What art thou doing,my child ?"

said the saint. “ I am going,” was the answer, “ to put

all the sea in this hole.” “ My child , you can never do
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that,” said Augustine. Then the child looked up, the

Lightof the world beaming from his divine eyes, and said ,

“ I can do it, Augustine, as easily as thou canst compre

hend the subject of thy thoughts.” *

But the fact is neither incomprehensible nor “ hard to be

understood.” Allit requires, is the " obedience of faith ,” the

acceptance of God's testimony, as the most infallible of all

evidence. And, surely , there can be no excuse for hesita

tion in believing, as a fact, what is revealed and manifested

in all the doctrines and duties, of which it is the foun

dation, when we are compelled to believe in the existence

of our own mental and moral nature, while we have not

even the consciousness of its existence, or of the existence

of any one of its powers , except as they aremanifested by

their effects. †

It is precisely on the same ground webelieve in the eter

nity ofGod, or His duration withoutbeginning and without

end; in the omniscience, in the omnipresence , in the provi

dence, in the power and in themoral government, of God.

These all surpass the power of the human mind to grasp

them . In believing them as facts, it is unable to compre

hend what it assents to, or to reconcile one with the other,

in their apparently contradictory conclusions. The truths

or facts are established by indisputable evidence, but their

apparently contradictory principles and conclusions remain

inexplicable . And this is true of all natural and revealed

religious truths. When God is a term in any proposition ,

we can not reason — we can only listen and adore.

The necessity of believing as facts or truths what we

can not comprehend in their nature or harmonize in their

relations to one another, is not peculiar to these logical

* The visitor to the Vatican Palace, in Rome, will see this significant

incident, designed by Raphael, on one of the panels of the famous picture,

“ Stanzas of Raphael.”

† Themind and its powers are entirely out of consciousness, and only

known by their effects.-- Sir Wm . Hamilton .
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truths. It is equally true of mathematical science , in

which there are not a few propositions which are demon

strably certain , and yet, so far as reason can comprehend

them , incredible, or impossible ; and yet they are not only

believed, but are made the foundation of other principles,

and of incalculable results.

The sameis true of natural science, also , in which such

laws as gravitation , chemical and magnetic attraction , elec

tricity, vegetable and animal life, etc., demand assent, while

nothing is or can be known of their real nature. To carry

out the principle on which Unitarianism rejects the doc

trine of the Trinity , viz : That a man can not rationally

believe any thing he can not understand, is both absurd

and unphilosophical, and would reduce man to universal

ignorance and idiotcy.*

ARTICLE V .

BUNSEN ON THE BIBLE.

Bunsen 's Bibelwerk. Vollständiges Bibelwerk für dieGemeinde.

In drei Abtheilungen . Von CHRISTIAN CARL JOSTAS Bun

SEN. Leipzig : F . A . Brockhaus; 1858, 1859, 1860 .

Large 8vo., pp. cccxciv ., 345, 826 , 642.

The above is the general title of a work on the Scrip

tures, by the Chevalier Bunsen, designed for the people

* For to pretend to apply reason to subjects with regard to which our

own short views, and even our experience, will shew us it can not be depend

ed on , (and of such subjects he had before given, as examples, those of

infinity , immensity and eternity, as ascribed to God,) this is vanity and

conceit and unreasonableness. - Butler 's Anal. Pt. 1, ch. VI.
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speaking theGerman language, and embodying, for general

use, what the distinguished author regarded as the main

results of modern criticism . Germany, almost alone, he

affirms, of all Christian nations, has, for nearly a hundred

years, and especially since the commencement of this cen

tury, bestowed upon the Bible that thought and research

which its own importance, and the love of truth , as well as

the religious and moral wants of the present age, demand .

The time, in his view , had now come,when the real results

of Biblical Science should be submitted to the people in

some intelligible form , as a precious, common treasure,

which could not longer be withheld . Ithas been , he says ,

his life-long desire and labor to set the entire truth before

the community of Christians, to the best of his knowledge,

and in all fidelity , so that each part might contribute, sys

tematically, to their information , and enable them to form

their own individual judgments. This work the author

proposed to bring forth in three divisions, the first to bear

the title of the Bible, or the Scriptures of the Old and New

Covenant, translated according to the traditional text of

the original, and accompanied by a popular exposition, and

to embrace in its three Parts — I. The Law ; II. The

Prophets ; III. The (didactic) Scriptures, with the Apoc

rypha ; IV . The Scriptures of the New Covenant. The

Translation of Luther, notwithstanding its high merits, is,

in his view , no longer adequate. He aims to give another

after the same noble model, but nearer the original text,

and embodying, as far as practicable, the results ofmodern

learning. The Second Division bears the title of Bibel

urkunden, oder Bibeltexte, etc. The Bible Records, or

The Biblical Text, historically arranged and explained.

This, also, divides itself into three Parts, and embraces

discussions respecting the origin and age of the original

Text, and its authors and collectors. The Third Division ,

under the Title of Bibelgeschichte, or Bible History, is to

comprehend, in one volume, The Everlasting Kingdom of

VOL. XIV., NO. 1. – 13
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God and the Life of Jesus, embracing the great events and

persons of the Old and New Covenant. This, also , falls

into two sections : The Bible in the World -History, and

the World History in the Bible, the central point of the

last being, the Life of Jesus. The whole work will be

completed in eight volumes. The first two volumes of the

First Division have reached us, embracing the Law , with a

Prolegomena of cccxciv . pages, and the Prophets. Of the

Second Division, we have received the first portion, which

is numbered as the fifth volume, and contains the Bibel

urkunden , or Bible Records, with Essays on them , and an

Atlas, prepared by the practiced hand of Dr. H . Lange,

according to the latest and bestauthorities.

The Chevalier Bunsen has enjoyed a reputation, at home

and abroad, for many years, both in the republic of letters

and as the representative of Prussia at foreign courts. His

early studies were chiefly philological, in which he enjoyed

the instructionsof Heyne and Heeren , at Göttingen , and

subsequently of De Sacy and others in Oriental studies, at

Paris. Having studied the Sanscrit, he conceived the idea

of visiting India , but being disappointed in this, he went

to Rome, became the secretary of Niebuhr, by whom his

studies were in some manner directed , and whom he suc

ceeded as minister at the Papal Court. The work which

he there prepared , in connection with Platner and others,

on the Antiquities of Rome, is an excellent and almost

indispensable aid to him who would be acquainted with

that city of ancient ruins, and would ascend to those early

times in which their foundations were laid . It is specially

rich in Christian antiquities, and his monograph on the

ancient Basilicas is marked with an exhaustive fullness .

In Rome he formed the acquaintance of Champollion the

younger, and commenced with him the study of the

Hieroglyphics. In 1838 he left Rome, and for many years

was Prussian Ambassador at the Court of St. James, Lon

don . His attention being turned in two main directions
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by these early studies, he produced two extensive works of

antiquarian research , the first, “ Hypolitus and his Age,”

which in the second edition reached to seven vols., 8vo., he

having hung upon this text other broad and divergent dis

cussions, as “ The Philosophy of Language and Religion ,”

in two octavos, and “ Analecta Ante-Nicænæ ,” three vol

umes more. These volumes are marked with varied but

ill-digested learning, and though they breathe a pious

spirit, and are penetrated with admiration for the heroic

past of the Church , disclose theological leanings which were

greatly regretted by the friends of evangelical truth . The

same remarks apply to his “ Egypten 's Stelle, in der Welt

geschichte," * “ Egypt's Place in Universal History ,” which

was written partly at Rome, Munich and Berne, and

revised and completed at London, where he enjoyed the

aid of Birch and others, as he had done of Lepsius before.

The English translation, by C . H . Cottrell, Esq., the first

volume ofwhich was published in 1848, and the fourth and

last during the last year (1860), were prepared, to a great

degree, under the author's inspection, and are, especially in

the first three books, a great improvement on the German

original. He has also published , recently , a large work ,

“God in History,” in which he has reproduced the general

viewswhich he had given summarily in the “ Hypolytus,"

before . In 1847 he published “ The Constitution of the

Church of the Future," the occasion of which was the

establishmentof the Anglo -Prussian Bishopric of Jerusalem .

This half-Lutheran , half-Anglican establishment gave rise

to much discussion, in which Gladstone, Dr. Arnold, and

Bunsen took part. In this the German philosopher and

statesman put forth many noble and just viewsin favor of

the freedom of the congregation , as opposed to a clergy

Church, and some lofty anticipations in reference to the

Church of the Future, vitiated, however, by the idea that

* Book I., published in 1843, Books II., III., in 1835.
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the congregation is none other than the Christian nation ,

through whose chiefmagistrate the chief bishop is to receive

his ultimate appointment; involving thus the vice of all

European Church establishments, a dependence,more or less

direct, of the ecclesiastical upon the civil power. His ideal

of Church governmentwould seem to have been amoderate

Episcopacy, with large privileges accorded to the people .

In 1856, after his retirement to his own country, he found

time, amidst his labors upon the Biblical work whose title

we have given , to write his “ Signs of the Times," in which

he took up arms against the bigotry of the old Lutheran

party and Church despotism , in favor of what he regarded

as religious freedom .

The author's own account of his preparation for the

work now before us, leads him to rehearse several points

of his personal history. Heassures us that this is no acci

dental or recent project, but one arising out of a systematic

plan and preparation for it. For fifty years the intellectual

efforts of the author, he says, have been directed to inves

tigations and thought, the conscious central point of which ,

for the last forty years, (from 1858,) has been more and

more a work like this. No one can object to him that

he approaches it without mature consideration . The con

victions of a life -time, have a worth in themselves, if

honorably gained, and subjected to conscientious proof ;

and atbest, no one can do more than devote an entire life

to a regular education for a scientific work . His attention ,

he tells us, was directed to Christ and the Scriptures by

pious and experienced parents . In 1805, while at school,

he read Genesis and the Gospels in the original, and the

latter in Syriac in 1807, under a scholar of Michaelis. At

the University, in 1808, whither he went for the study of

theology, he had the good fortune, in his exegetical studies ,

to find in Arnold and Hartmann thorough teachers. In

1810 he applied himself to investigations in Classical An

tiquities, not losing sight of Biblical research , to which he
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intended to return . He rehearses the story of his seven

years ' academic course, begun at Marburg and pursued at

Göttingen under Heyne, with Wilhelm Hey , Karl Lach

mann and Friedrich Lücke as companions, substantially

as we have before related ; of his study of the Persic and

Arabic at Paris, under the kind instructions of De Sacy, of

his six years ' friendly cohabitation at Romewith Niebuhr,

the master of historical criticism , who frequently exhorted

and encouraged him to carry out his critical labors upon

the field of the Bible. He had already, in 1817, resumed

his work , and made a public announcement of it at the

Tricentenary of the Reformation, held that year. During

the twenty-two years of his residence at Rome, he con

tinued his Biblical researches on the central point of the

whole, the life of Jesus. The first sketch of this and of

the life of Paulwas prepared in the years 1823 – 1834. He

brought the whole together in the year 1835, in a complete

criticism of theGospels, the centralpoint being the Gospel

of John , as the work of an eye-witness. He then resumed

the study of Genesis. In 1837 he translated the prophets

Joel and Jonah, with a critical elaboration , which , in the

year 1856, he allowed to be printed as a contribution to the

work , “ God in History." In 1842 he employed himself

upon a translation of a selection of sixty Psalms, which

appeared anonymously as an “ Evangelical Hymn and

Prayer Book ," in 1846 . In Rome, as well as in England,

where he lived nearly fifteen years, as a man of letters and

an ambassador, he had frequent occasion to know the

inestimable worth and necessity of the Bible, and its use

to a free people . In 1849 he finished , according to the

sketch made in 1835, a complete harmony of the four Gos

pels, and the summer of the fatal year of 1850, he had the

leisure and comfort of writing outthe Life of Jesus, as he

presents it to the public in his present work . In the sum

mer of 1854, after forty years 'absence from his native land ,

he obtained the leisure, for which hehad long sought, of
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bringing the presentwork to a termination , on which, how

ever, he continued to bestow methodical labor, down to the

period when its publication began. The experience of a

long life, the fresh courage and undiminished mental vigor

received from God, lead him to hope that it will be yielded

to him in his gray old age to discharge the vow made in

his youth. From his researches upon allied and neighbor

ing domains, to which a translator and expounder of the

Bible in this our day dare not be a stranger, he has laid

before the German and English people , if hemay venture

thus to say , sufficient proof that he had not busied himself

with this thing incidentally , as a make-shift, or from an

incompetent amateurship .*

Such is the venerable author's own account of his prep

aration for the work now before us. The advantages he

enjoyed were certainly such, in some particulars, as fall to

the lot of comparatively few . And yet, for a translator

of the Scriptures, and for an exegete, skillful and worthy

of entire confidence, we would wish to be assured of

other acquirements and convictions than this course of

study and these aspirations necessarily imply . First of all,

wewould wish to be assured that the author relies with a

simple faith on the Lord Jesus Christ as the only Saviour,

as the Light of the world and the Life of men. Assured

of this, we would wish to know if he holds the Scriptures

as an inspired Revelation of the Will of God, an infallible

rule of practice and of faith . We would value his con

clusions farmore, if we knew that his life had been spent

in a careful study of the original Scriptures, till he had

become familiar with every shade of doctrine, and every

verbal idiom , than if we knew he had spent his days in

decyphering the hieroglyphics of Egypt, in the baffling

attempt to adjust the dynasties of Manetho, or in bringing

forth the long buried writings of some ancient, almost

* Erster Halbband p. cxviii., et seq.
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forgotten, Father of the Church, who apprehended but

imperfectly those doctrineswhich look forth in the Scrip

tures with resplendent purity. Far rather would we have

one trained in the believing school of the English Puritans,

with the superaddition of all that is valuable in modern

Biblical learning, than amid the destructive criticism of a

Niebuhr, who believed in the Bible, probably , only as he

did in any other book of high antiquity . Nor do we know

in which department his labors were the greatest, whether

in the pursuits of Biblicaland antiquarian research , or in

Diplomacy and Statesmanship. Wegive him all credit for

noble aspirations, for varied and discursive learning, for

a kind and genial nature, and for strong religious sensibili

ties , and for a hatred of all oppression ; indeed, how could

we withhold a just praise from one who called forth the

glowing eulogies of Arnold ; but not one nor all these

things, of themselves, qualify one for so great and respon

sible a work as this distinguished scholar and diplomat

has undertaken.

What were his views, for example, as to the plenary

inspiration of the Sacred Scriptures ? There are many ex

pressions of the author which show , in various directions, a

high valuation of the Bible as the Word of God. “ Bible

Christians," says he, “ have no longer to contend for the

outworks, but for the very centre of the castle of their faith .

Without, the unbelieving world buzzes around , and urges

on with its surging violence, with its giddiness and lust for

gold, while within , ferocious enemies advance from every

side. SomeGerman scholars have given forth the Gospel

of testimony, the annunciation of the Word of Life, that

which we have seen with our eyes, and our hands have

handled, as a myth, an invention of the Gnostics. But it

is an easy blindness, or a more bitter jeer , if men should

now arise among ourselves, or elsewhere, who should make

themselves or us believe that there could be any common

Christianity more, after such an assumption . If the Gospel
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of John is a myth , and no historic account, but a myth ,

then is there no historic Christ, and without a historic

Christ is all popular faith in Christianity a delusion , all

Christian profession hypocrisy or infatuation , the worship

of God a juggle, and the Reformation a crime or a frenzy.”

“ Over against these views stands the assault of a priestly

party, with their claim to an absolute dominion over States

and over the consciences of men , and their death-struggle

against liberty and science, with deadly hate against the

Bible . They tear the Word of God from the hands of the

people , and burn faithful translations of it as the most per

nicious of books. An evidence this of unmistakable

unbelief; for whoever believes in the Bible , and the Spirit

which inspired it, can neither hinder its diffusion nor bar

the people from its investigation." *

He proposes to treat the Bible according to the strict

demands of a devout but historical criticism . And though

none can object to the just words which we have now

quoted , his views of what a devout or believing, yet scien

tific , criticism is,may be very different from ours, and what

the Church ofGod is willing to receive. “ In such a treat

ment,” he says, “ we secure ourselves as much as possible

against special disappointment on the soil, and as to the

results, of critical science ; but we also gain thereby an

invincible weapon against the prejudices of unscientific and

slow -minded men , and against the oracular decisions,

whether of theologians or philosophers. Biblical historic

science opposes not a child -like faith in the letter of the

Bible , but protects this faith , while it purges it. It attacks

its three enemies, who, to a certain extent, act under the

same cover, though they apparently war with each other.

These are, first, flat unbelief, or the absolute denial of any

connection of historical tradition with our inner life ; then

its opposite, often its offspring,artful, outright bigotry ,and

* Erster Band, p . x .
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withdrawment of the word of the Scriptures ; and , finally,

that systematic tyranny which adorns itself with the name

of the Bible, but in fact supplants it. All these three

enemies the scientific investigation of the Bible did not

bring into existence, but found already. This third enemy

is the worst. Weallude expressly to that mechanical idea

of inspiration of the medieval clergy -Church , increasing in

many regions, strengthened by the dullness and bibliolatry

of many theologians of the seventeenth century , and the

ignorance of their successors in the nineteenth . Other

opposers of Biblical faith incur the danger of treating the

Bible as a legend, and rashly accusing it of self-contradic

tions. But only the mechanical idea of the Bible's inspira

tion makes the Bible, whether it will or nill, in historical

things, a legend - in spiritual, a lie , and kills the life in

both . It is necessary, throughout, in this department of

Biblical inquiry to tear off from this spirit of darkness

this angel-mask of faith , to wit : in the name of God's

Word, and this can only be done hand in hand with true

Bible-knowledge and historical criticism . And this must

be done, not alone on account of the undeniable right of

truth , but especially because that form of unbelief has

disfigured the true evangelical faith in the Spirit of God

(existing) in the Scriptures, and is now perplexing and

unsettling many of the best and noblest minds." *

This is lofty language, and has in many respects the ring

of genuine coin . But base metals, in this our day, are so

skilfully compounded and concealed as to pass current

with any but the most practiced assayers. “ This mechan

ical idea of inspiration hasno other notion ,” he says, “ of the

letter of the Bible, than the Hindoo has of his Vedas, the

Mohammedan of his Koran , the obdurate Pharisee of his

Law and Tradition , of his Thora or Masora. The Bible

is to be regarded as a historical ground of faith , because

* Fünfter Band, 7 – 10 .

VOL. XIV., NO. 1. — 14
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it is some thing entirely different from the Vedas and

Koran , and for this reason , is no Pharisaic Thora , because

it assumes throughout, and plainly , the letter only as the

expression of the Spirit, and the Spirit as working accord

ing to its own divine laws, upon the mind of honest, pious

men , through their reason , and its conscientious application

to the realities around them .”

“ Consider,” says he, “ only the contradictions of this

system . According to it, the exalted heroes of faith and

prophets, the divinely appointed champions of humanity ,

are not the objects of the working of this divine energy,

but he who composed the books which tell of them . And

where both coincide, as in the Apostolic epistles, it is again

not themind and heart of the man ofGod , which aremoved

by the breath of the Divine Spirit, but it is the tongue

unconsciously speaking, and the finger writing involun

tarily, that are the instruments God uses. That speaks,

this writes what is suggested to the speaker or writer,

without its proceeding from his inner life and its history .

Thus they speak in languages they do not understand, and

preach as God's Word that of which they know nothing .

They are infallible in this speaking and writing,whether

they announce their religious convictions, and speak of

divine things, or of outward circumstances, things which

have nothing to do with religion. The sun must go round

the earth, if the passage seemsto say so. " What is written

stands, they cry , and none give themselves less trouble

than they, to know what stands written . The letter is

inspired,' that is their watch -word, and yet they make no

effort to know what the letter really says !” *

Now ,wedo not know what this writer means by mechan

ical inspiration, unless he refers to the common idea of it,

entertained by the truly evangelical Churches of Christen

dom . And he has no right to call this an assertion of

* Band, V ., p . 8 .
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mechanical inspiration . The laws of matter are one thing.

The laws ofmind are another. The human agent, used by

the Divine Author of the Scriptures, is a moral and intellec

tual agent, and not a machine, with joints and pullies, and

nothing more. The lips and fingers do notmove without

the writer's own intelligent guidance. The product betrays

his intellectual character, bears the marks of his previous

education, and is imbued with his own genius. But there

is another agent, one higher and Divine, whose heavenly

inflence inter-penetrates all his powers, and acts upon them

and in them . The product partakes of the character of

both agents. The words are the words of men , and they

are, at the same time, the infallible Word of God , who

can not lie. The exalted heroes of faith , the divinely

appointed champions of humanity, the Joshuas, the Gid

eons, the Davids, were moved by God to act, and directed

in their action ; but the writer who recorded their exploits

or their errors, was also inspired to write them , and the

Scripture that he thus wrote is the product of this inspira

tion , is itself the inspired Word of the Almighty , or is to us

no infallible rule of faith and duty. Inspiration is anal

ogous to the work of divine, efficacious grace upon the

heart. In this “ God does all, and we do all.” And yet, it

has its own specific differences. The Holy Spirit must

have impelled the sacred penmen to write , must have

revealed to them the truths to be recorded , or brought to

their recollection what had been revealed to them before,

must have been with them in the selection of that which

was either already a matter of human record, or was attain

able by their natural powers, and musthave continued with

them , aiding and guiding, till that which was to be spoken

was uttered, and that which was to be written was traced

on the parchment before them . It is in reference to these

very Scriptures of which Bunsen, in what is now before us,

chiefly speaks, that the Apostle says, “ All Scripture is

given by inspiration of God ," and Peter declares that
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“ Prophecy came not in old time by the will of man, but

holy men of God spake as they were moved, (qepólievol, borne

on) by the Holy Ghost.” .

Wecan not make the language and the assumptions of

this writer consistent with any just conception of the

inspiration of the Scriptures.

His view as to the origin of Genesis, is as follows : He

rejects the theory which has now but few advocates, that

the account of the creation , fall, confusion of tongues, etc.,

is a pure fiction . The disclosures of Comparative Philol

ogy have taught us the perfect historical truth of the

account of the dispersion and derivation of nations, which

it gives us. He rejects the mythic hypothesis, according

to which , it is a detail of distorted and very early recitals

of astronomical and philosophical myths. “ The mythic

notion has had its sway, like an infectious disease, for

two generations, and has led many intellectual and learned

men to the verge of madness.” He maintains that an

actual reality lies at the bottom of all that is said about

the primeval world , whether it be in the territory of the

ideal, or strictly historical. Yet, that we can not demand

of the late compiler what we would of an original eye

witness. It will not only be lawful, therefore, but obliga

tory to distinguish between his subjective views and the

objective matters of fact. This he maintains he can do

without calling in question the writer's capacity to bring

in a trustworthy report. “ Wherever there is an honest

and piousmind, there is inspiration .” “ Inspiration is in

the Scriptures,because it is in the Church.” *

In Abraham we have an entirely historic character, who

lived in the historic times of Asia and of Egypt, who cast

off the fetters of the degrading superstition which sur

rounded him in Mesopotamia and Canaan , and raised

himself, and mankind with him , to a consciousness of the

* Band, V ., pp, 11-18.
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Eternal. Migrating from the Aramean soil, he brought

with him the traditions of the region whence he came,

which had been preserved in his own family , and trans

mitted them to his immediate descendants in Canaan, the

dialect of which country he now adopted. The history

of the creation is compiled from two ancient narratives.

The first, in which the name of God is Elohim , is the

oldest and most historic, and is from a Semitic source ; the

other, in which the nameofGod is Jehovah, is more philo

sophical, is used by the compiler of the book of Genesis

to supplement the first, is more in the spirit of the Israel

itish people, and originated probably in the times ofMoses .

These traditions were at the latest written down by

Moses, and in the times of Hezekiah were placed at the

commencement of the narrative of the beginning of that

people. The traditions of the antediluvian times were

handed down by Abraham from an Aramæan source. The

history of the creation is ideal, and the days of creation

are not natural days, yet in the general succession of events

there is a striking correspondence between it and the

requirements of the nebular hypothesis of La Place, and

the general results of geological research . The flood was

local, confined to the central parts of Asia , which , before

this catastrophe, were exceedingly fertile , though now

waste. The Egyptian people passed over from the region

of the Euphrates to the valley of the Nile before this

event, indeed , some eleven thousand years before Christ,

and retained no traditions of a deluge. * The ages of the

antediluvian patriarchs are not historic, but are to be

judged of according to the general method resorted to in

adjusting oral traditions.

Some of the views of this writer on this and the kindred

subjects of chronology are most extraordinary . Here , and

in his book, “ Egypt's Place in Universal History ,” † he

* Band, V ., pp. 19 – 35 , 61, 62.

† Vol. IV ., B . V ., Part V ., pp. 385–402.
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considers that there is a double list of the antediluvian pa

triarchs. That which is commonly supposed to give the

descendants of Adam through Cain , is only another form

of that which gives his descendants through Seth . The

latter came from an Aramean source, the other from a

Canaanitish . The so-called antediluvian generations are

so many cycles , at the head of which the several persons,

if persons they are, whose names are mentioned, stood

as landmarks in the course of time. Very strangely, he

considers the Seth of the one to be the same with the Jeho

vah Elohim of the other, and the Adam of one to be the

same as the Enos of the other, for no other reason, that we

can see, than because he has found Setas thename of aGod

in the Egyptian hieroglyphics, and because both Adam

and Enosh, in theHebrew , are names for man , and, in his

view , are here the name, not of an individual, but of man

kind. So the four hundred and thirty -eight years of Ar

phaksad , afterthe flood , is simply the timeof the residence

of Shem 's,descendants in Arapakitis,and the four hundred

and thirty-three years of Selah (Mission ) is the period in

which the race pushed forward their settlements. Only

gradually did this number pass into the date of individual

persons. These thingsbelong to the ideal, rather than to

the historic, justas the tree of life and the tree of knowledge

of good and evil also do. We desire to know nothing

of mystic numbers, whether they be astronomical or

theosophico-cabalistic. We dare not come to the honest

historical inquirer with facts which oppose natural science

or philosophy. Weleave to dogmatic Church theologians

the sorry privilege of treating the Biblical narratives as if

they were fables.”

Others must judge whether this, or the theory that the

duration of human life was reduced after the flood, is the

true one— whether this or that is most consistent with

what claims to be the Word of God. As we proceed

upward from our own date, till we reach the period of
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Abraham , we find the generations as they now are, and

find him lamenting that his days were few and evil, and

reached not unto the days of the years of his fathers. An

evidence, this, if these narratives are in any way historic,

that old age had come on Abraham far earlier than upon

the generations that preceded him . And Bunsen fully

admits that this Abraham lived in the strictly historic

period .

But it is necessary that we possess ourselves of the

chronological system which Bunsen advocates, thatwemay

be able to conjecture the length of way these traditions,

according to his scheme, have travelled . We find him ,

by means of the dynasties of Manetho, which Champol

lion , Wilkinson, Roscellini, Seyffarth, Nolan, Osburn , Prof.

Rask , and Poole , bring into consistency with the Biblical

chronology, placing Menes, the first historic king, often

identified with Mizraim , three thousand six hundred and

twenty-three years before Christ, or one thousand three

hundred and thirty-three years before the Hebrew , and

six hundred and twenty- five years before the Septuagint

date of the deluge. The period of hereditary kings in

Lower Egypt, ascends to 5414, B . C ., of elective kings to

7230 , B . C ., or three thousand onehundred and twenty-nine

years before the Mosaic date ofAdam 's creation. The birth

of Abraham , he places in the year, 2927 B . C . In 2900 , B .

C ., this patriarch withdraws, with his father, Terah , to the

south -western part of Mesopotamia ; in 2867, B . C ., he

migrates to Canaan . In the last half of the same century,

his venerable form was seen at the court of the Pharaohs,

where he appeared as the prudent Semite, the cautious

husband of the beautiful Sarai, where he beheld the

massive pyramids, some of which were erected five hun

dred years before, and witnessed those religious rites,

which must have filled him with horror. Nearly half-way

between Abraham and Christ, he places Moses and the

exode, dating this in the year 1320, nearly two hundred
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years later than the ordinary computation, and making the

interval between Abraham and Moses one thousand five

hundred years, instead of the three hundred and thirty

which the Scriptures seem to give.

If weare surprised at this, wemay look into his " Egypt's

Place in Universal History," * and behold the aliquid im

mensum infinitumque, with which this wonderful chronologist

is all the while in travail. There we shall find that the

flood of Noah can not have taken place later than about

ten thousand years before Christ, and could not have ta

ken place much earlier,” and that man existed upon the

earth at least ten thousand years before that, or twenty

thousand years before Christ. He assumes, in the first

place, contrary to the tenor of the Scriptures, that the

earliest state of man was that of barbarism . From the

rise of the Romance languages of Southern Europe he

learns that it requires five hundred years, or fifteen gen

erations, for new languages to be formed. Again , he ar

gues that it requires, in like manner, long periods for the

various systems of Pagan religion to arise . The chapter

on this subject is a wonderful specimen of German mist,

" a darkness which might be felt.” The results to which

he comes are these : That in the first five thousand years

of the world 's history Primitive Language was formed ,

which was spoken with a rising or falling cadence ; eluci

dated by gesture ; accompanied by pure pictorial writing ;

every syllable a word, every word a substantive, represent

able by a picture. This language was deposited in North

ern China , and Sinism arose. Religious conscience was

polarized . Objective worship was addressed to the firma

ment, and subjective worship to the souls of parents. It

was the manifestation of the divine in the family . Another

thousand years passed away, and words were agglutinated,

polysyllables were formed by unity of word -accent, particles

* Vol. IV ., 475 .
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came into existence, and, finally , complete parts of speech.

Thegerm ofmythology was developed, language itself lead

ing to it ; the powers of nature became personified as divine

forces. In the fourteenth millenium before Christ, stem

words became roots, and derived words appeared . In the

thirteenth , declension and conjugation, with affixes and

suffixes, came into being. The twelfth brought symbolical

hieroglyphics, representatives of ideas, without any pho

netic element. Eleven thousand years before Christ, the

phonetic element was introduced, and the ideo-graphic

character was used to express a syllable , without reference

to its original meaning. This stage of language in Egypt

was owing to an immigration of West- Asiatic Shemites.

Behold the theory ! Adam , of which Enos is the equiv

alent name, is humanity , and probably no person, though

he is in the New Testament always spoken of as such, the

head of the first covenant, as the personal Christ is of the

second . The contest between Cain and Abel is there no

contest, as Bunsen represents it, between the agriculturists

and the shepherds, which lasted through a long cycle, but

Abel is the man of faith , seeking expiation for sin, and

offering amore acceptable sacrifice than Cain ,who had the

religion only of nature. Enoch does not mark an epoch or

cycle equalling the years ascribed to him , but is a man, the

seventh in descent from Adam , who prophesied of the ad

vent of the Lord. He admits this , butaffirms that, even in

the times of Solomon, the original traditions about Adam ,

Seth , Enos, Enoch, and others, had ceased to be understood .

Language, too , in this theory , is a human invention, and

not a divine endowment of the first man as he came perfect

from the hand of his Creator. The idea of miracle in the

confusion of tongues is indignantly rejected. * It is a prov

idential event, interrupting the civil bond which united one

common people. It is to be compared with that which gave

* Bibelwerk , V ., 38.

VOL. XIV ., NO. 1. — 15
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rise to the five or six Romanic tongues, by the destruction

ofthe Roman empire in Italy, France, Spain, and Wallacia .

6. The miracle of the confusion of tongues is an invention

or myth of the moderns.” The whole proceeds from the

organism of man and the principle of development of the

human mind. But, even if so ,why these interminable ages

for the formation of existing tongues. The substantial

union of idioms which gave rise to the Romanic lan

guages,must have been accomplished in one or two genera

tions, for men who have always spoken, though it be dif

ferent tongues, must continue to speak, and contrive to be

understood . “ The process of handing down languages

through centuries,withoutbreak or loss,” says Max Müller,

an authority which Bunsen waswont to respect, “ is possible

only among people whose history runs on in one main

stream . But no nucleus of society or civilization has ever

been formed in the vast Turanian wildernesses. Empires

were no sooner founded than they were scattered again ,

like the sand-clouds of the desert ; no laws, no songs, no

stories outlived the age of their authors. How quickly

language can change if thus left to itself, without any

standard, and kept up only by the daily wants of a savage

life, may be seen by the endless variety of idioms in Amer

ica, or on the borders of India , Thibet, and China. There

it has happened that colonies from the samevillage, settled

in neighboring vallies, have become mutually unintelligible

after one or two generations. The peculiarities of a rising

family may change the whole surface of a language, and

the accent of a successful Khán may leave its stamp on the

grammar of all the tribes that follow him . It is when a

language is once fixed by literary works of a national char

acter , that change becomes difficult, nay, impossible , with

out political convulsions.” * Themen of barbarous nations,

* Max Müller's Survey of Languages, pp. 87, 88, 93 , 94 . On the Tura

nian Languages.
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while their languages were yet flexible, seem to have made

word -building an amusement, and a high intellectual grat

ification . Hence the copiousness of forms, and the highly

philosophical structure, of the dialects of some barbarous

nations, of which scholars were unaware till ourmissionaries

havemade them known.* The process of the dropping of

forms of declension and the shortening of words, is obsery

able in our own English tongue ; and the least inflected lan

guage may disclose a more modern state than one more

inflected and more apparently artificial. All these states of

language are found coexisting, and it is not always easy to

show which exhibit the later stages of language, the poly

syllabic, the dissyllabic, or the monosyllabic tongues. The

argument from language utterly fails.

If the rise of languages does not require these almost

countless ages, neither does the rise of Pagan Mythologies.

Religious instincts exist in allmen . If they do not like to

retain God in their knowledge, He gives them over to a rep

robate mind. Their decadence is rapid . They are eager

in seeking out many inventions, and change the glory of

the incorruptible God quickly into images made like to

corruptible man, and to birds, and four-footed beasts, and

creeping things. Nor does the similarity of heathen super

stitions prove their rites and worship to have been historic

ally connected. There are but a few principles on which

all pagan worship rests. The worship of heroes and ben

efactors, the adoration of the heavenly hosts, the deification

of the powers of nature, or human passions, and the fear

of demons, may give rise to rites among distant nations,

in one and the same age ; and these religions may have

surprising coincidences, without any real connection one

with another. Nor does the very welcome discovery of

Mr. Horner , who, in boring at the foot of the colossal

statue of Rameses the Second, brought up a fragment of

* Compare the Paradigm of the Verb in Wilson 's Mpongue Grammar.
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pottery from the depth of thirty-nine feet below the sur

face , which he regarded as evidence of the existence of

man thirteen thousand three hundred and seventy-one

years before 1854, which Bunsen has dwelt on with evident

satisfaction , both in his “ Bible Work " and in the preface .

to his third volume on Egypt, afford grounds for any such

deduction. It could have fallen into some previous exca

vation or fissure ; it could have been entangled with some

floating timber, which the continual action of the water

should have worked through great depths of slime, as it

does the “ sawyers ” of the Mississippi. Rivers do not

take counsel of men. Some times their eddies scoop out

deep chasms in a few hours, to be again gradually filled ,

and some times the waters gently wanton around some

imperishable substance, sinking for it a deep recess, or

wearing away a profound grave for its burial.* How are

any of these alleged proofs to be compared with the uni

form testimony of Christ and the Apostles, as to the infal

lible testimony of Moses and the Prophets ?

As to the Dynasties of Manetho, a portion of them ,

twenty - five thousand years, are by him assigned to the rule

of Gods, Demigods, and Spirits. The five thousand years

of the remainder were reduced by Manetho himself,

according to Syncellus, to three thousand five hundred and

fifty -five. Why? unless he suspected that many of them

* See a similar alleged fact in reference to the Mississippi River, referred

to in Vol. IX . of this Review , p . 257. The Nile , like the Mississippi, some

times changes its course. One thousand years ago it flowed hard by the

present limits of Cairo, from which it now is a mile distant. Pottery might

be found , probably , twenty feet below the present surface, where the old bed

once was, deposited within the last one thousand years. At Sigiul, Mr.

Horner says, the auger brought up burnt bricks and pottery from a depth of

forty -five and fifty feet ; and at Bessouse, from the depth of fifty -nine feet.

Alas, for the argument! There is no structure of burnt brick in Egypt

older than the Roman domination . The bricks and the pottery must have

been deposited there since the Christian Era. See For. Quarterly , April,

1859, p . 232.
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were contemporary. If his own faith was shaken in a

portion, may he not, out of that desire to exalt his own

nation , of which Egypt and other ancient nations afford

so many examples, have left some doubtful points still

remaining . Egypt was divided from the beginning into

nomes, or districts. IIeptanomis, the seven districts, is one

of the names of Middle Egypt. It was customary in

ancient times to call the sovereigns of very limited terri

tories, kings. The kings of Sodom , Gomorrah, Admah,

Zeboim , and Bela , five in number, had all together a

domain , now covered by the Dead Sea, which could hardly

exceed forty miles in length by eight in breadth . There

was a time, mentioned in Herodotus, when a Dodekarchy

reigned in Egypt, one of whom , Psammeticus, subdued the

rest, and became sole monarch The idea of contempora

neous sovereignsand dynasties belongs especially to Egypt.

Kings, too, were often co-regent.* How , we ask , is it pos

sible that the knowledge of Germany should be unknown

to France ? And how was it possible that the Jews, an in

telligent people, living now in Egypt, and always on its

confines, should not know of a discrepancy between the

chronology of the two nations, if such truly existed ? How

could Moses, learned in all the wisdom of the Egyptians,

have permitted his countrymen to be so ignorant of what

he must have himself known. Or how could he have im

posed a false chronology upon them if he had desired ?

Especially, if a rectification of the current Hebrew chronol

ogy was attempted in the Greek version, prepared for the

library of Ptolemy, why should the figures in that copy

reach no higher ? After reviewing the reasonings of Bun - .

* This idea of contemporary dynasties was adopted by Eusebius, and is

received by most modern Egyptologers. The able writer in the Foreign

Quarterly rejects it. He puts an end, however, to the credibility of the

Manethonic Dynasties, as handed down to us, claims that they are full of

irreconcilable inconsistencies, and annihilates the entire chronological argu

ment of Bunsen .
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sen and Lepsius on the Manethonic Dynasties, Kurtz

holds that, “ in a scientific point of view , weare warranted

in abiding by that Biblical chronology, the trustworthiness

of which has not yet been shaken by any doubts cast upon

it.” To the sameresult have Rawlinson and Delitzch both

arrived .

After this long, but somewhat necessary digression , we

return to Bunsen 's idea of the authorship of the five books

of Moses. As to thematerials outof which they are com

posed , he finds— 1. Genealogical registers,or pedigrees; 2.

Brief memoranda, appended to these, or detached from

them ; 3 . Songs or hymns in commemoration of great

events ; and, 4 . Detailed naratives. The distinction between

thehistorian, the collections,and the documents, (ororiginal

traditions,) must, he says, be preserved throughout. There

is no reason to suppose more than one real author. That

is, before the author of our four first books of the Law ,

there was no book of Genesis, nor of Exodus, Leviticus

and Numbers. Yet this one author found before him more

than one collection , both of songs and genealogies, and

these collections, so far as they related to the days ofMoses,

are already written down. On the contrary, in relation to

the ante -Mosaic period , and especially that of the origines,

we find the traces of an originally oral tradition , which

can only be referred to Abraham and his descendants of

the next five or six generations, who have handed it down.

The true author of the books could not have lived earlier

than the reign of Hezekiah . The book of Deuteronomy,

which Delitzch makes the oldest, is wholly post-Mosaic,

and was written in the last years of Hezekiah. ' Such are

the conclusions of Chevalier Bunsen ,which he has brought

no new arguments to establish , none but what Hengsten

berg and Hävernick had before considered and abundantly

refuted, as we have shown in an early volume of this

Review .
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However high the inspiration he may give to Moses him

self, the facts of those early histories, according to Bunsen ,

were handed down, in part, by a varying and uncertain

tradition, or clothed in the garb of poetry. The narrator,

who lived in the reign of Hezekiah , and “ who was a man

of wisdom and learning,” gives with unmistakable honesty

what he found lying before him at that time. But whether

this is to be literally received, is another question . The

popular tradition represented Pharaoh as drowned in the

Red Sea. But Menephtha, whom he makes to be the

monarch then reigning , did not thus die , but lived inglo

riously fifteen years longer. Nor did the waves stand up

right as an heap on either hand . All is founded in popular

error. The fact of the case was, Palestinians, or a

Bedouin host, perhaps instigated by Jethro , invaded the

country, and the great Sicilian vespers took place, in which

Asia took her revenge on Africa . These were the messen

gers of the Lord , who slew all the first-born, even in the

king's palace. The exode then occurred. A body of

troops were dispatched to attack the retiring multitude.

These perished in the waves, but Menephtha himself fled

with his son, then five years ofage, to Ethiopia, and returned

again thirteen years afterwards.” *

These declarations we can not stop to refute. We can

only say that the whole of this identification rests entirely

on conjecture, and only shows how slight is the author's

reluctance to go directly counter to the Scriptures. If

Bunsen's speculations as to chronology are at all wrong, he

will notbe likely to fall on the name of the monarch then

ruling in Egypt. Osborn makes him to have been Sethos

the Second ,who was an idle and profligate prince, who sud

denly disappears from history , whose name appears on the

face of his tomb, which was begun , and left unfinished ,

by him , and whose memory was consigned to infamy and

* Egypt's Place, IV ., 558 . Bibelwerk , V ., 141, et seq.
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oblivion by his subjects.* A writer in a contemporary

journal identifies him with Thothmes the Second, prede

cessor of Thothmes the Third, of whom there remain

“ almostauto -biographical inscriptions at Karnak ,” recently

deciphered by Brugsch , fixing the date of his accession,

and of course of the death of his predecessor, in coinci

dence with the period of the exode, and of the drowning

of Pharaoh in the Red Sea.† Both these can not be true,

but either of them is as much entitled to be received on

monumental and historic grounds as that of Bunsen , and

neither comes in conflict with Scripture.

The Israelites are said to have wandered forty years in

the wilderness, and to have eaten manna that length of

time, and our Saviour speaks of this manna as bread from

heaven . But Bunsen says the forty years was the time be

tween the exode and the passage of the Jordan, thirty -seven

or thirty -eight years of this time being spent quietly on

the east- Jordanic side of Palestine. The manna was local,

and for a single season, the product of the Tarfah bush,

found only in the Wady Pharan, and the account of its

preservation over the Sabbath , and not on other days,

belongs to popular poetry . S And yet the manna of the

Tarfah or Tamarisk exudes at the puncture of an insect,

does not become rancid and breed worms,may be spread

like butter or honey, but can not be ground in a mill, nor

pounded in a mortar, nor made into bread , like the manna

of the Israelites. It is produced by the labors of “ lice and

chafers," and can not be the “ bread from heaven, " nor

the “ angels' food,” of which the children of Israel partook .

The Apostle Peter says that Balaam was rebuked for his

iniquity ; the dumb ass “ speaking with man 's voice, for

bade themadness of the Prophet.” But the Prussian Am

* MonumentalHist. of Egypt, II., p . 594 , et seq.

f British Quarterly , October, 1860.

| Num . 14 : 33 ; 32 : 13 ; Exod. 16 : 35 ; Neh, 9 : 21 ; John 6 : 32.

& Bibelwerk , V ., 160, 161.
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bassador says this is a great mistake. The ass shied and

fell under the Prophet's blows, like any other poor beast.

The rest all passed in the thoughts and accusing voice of

the Prophet . Paul says the Israelites did all drink of that

same miraculous rock ; and the idea is found in various

places of Scripture. The Chevalier Bunsen says, No. The

writer in Hezekiah 's time honestly thought so , for so the

popular tradition , five hundred years after the facts, incor

rectly reported. As to the repetition of the act in Kadesh ,

(Numbers xx : 8, 12,) the account is obscure and perplexed ;

all that can be authentic is the discovery and opening of a

spring situated in the rocks of Kadesh . Yet the “ waters

of Massah and Meribah ” are echoed and reëchoed through

out the Old Testament.

In like manner he speaks of Elijah. He was the most

highly gifted and holy man of the heroic age, the only one

of them , indeed, whose life did not end as a tragedy. His

departure was not a sun -set, but a transfiguration. Yet,

not the apotheosis which is believed . Thewhole narrative

of his life is a popular epic from beginning to end, a legend,

but not a myth . The historicalness of his life and per

sonality is, says our author, not thereby endangered .

Nothing but boundless ignorance, fool-hardy hypocrisy, or

weak -headed fanaticism , can demand the faith of the

Church for such a miracle as a historic truth. It is evident,

from the narrative, that his disciples, more than a hundred

in number, had a presentiment of their master's determi

nation to separate himself from them , without a formal

adieu , never to return. Elijah had already often lived

apart from them in the wilderness of Judah and Arabia ,

as well as under the protection of the Sidonian republic,

quite alone. He had, in the heights of Horeb, seen the

Eternal. There, or in some other quiet spot, he sought,

renouncing all earthly strife and passion , the life of God.

An animated eulogium of his beloved disciple , Elisha, on

his departing master , spread among the people: “My

VOL. XIV., No. 1. — 16
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Father ! My Father ! The chariot of Israel and horsemen

thereof!' The defence, i. e., and the glory and honor of

thy people ! Does not this truly historic expression , with

the promise made to Elisha, that if he should see him

when he should be taken away from him , he should receive

a double portion of his spirit, shine through and explain

the legend ? And it came to pass, as they still went on

and talked , that behold ! there appeared a chariot of fire,

and horses of fire , and parted them both asunder ; and

Elijah went up, by a whirlwind, into heaven .””

Butwe withhold our hand from any further introduction

of these exegetical feats of our learned author, as extra

ordinary in their boldness as they are trifling and godless

in their spirit. The author himself acknowledges, in

reference to this last conjecture , about the translation of

Elijah , that we need some objective statements of a chro

nological character, to justify the view of the epic (?)

records respecting thatprophet, and some critical apparatus

by which to subject the story of his translation to the test

of a historical criticism . We agree with him . He does,

in truth , need somekind of apparatus. Heseems to usto

be working in the very fire , and wearying himself for very

vanity. If there is a supernatural revelation , it should be

sustained by supernatural testimony, and may be expected

to record things beyond the regular succession of natural

events.

Wewill only here say, that the same destructive criti

cism which Bunsen has applied to the Pentateuch, he has

also applied to the bookswhich immediately succeed them .

He says, 1. That we have contemporary records for many

points of the internal and external history of the seven

centuries, from Moses to the downfall of the kingdom ; 2.

These documents are partly historical, partly poetical

statistical notes , or songs and proverbs ; 3 . Some of these

havebeen wroughtover ,and others retained in their original

form . The last go back to the passage of the Jordan, or
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even to the year 1280 B . C . ; 4. Oral tradition has been

written down, some times soon after the events, sometimes

by later collectors and the historian to whom these books

owe their present form ; 5 . The writer of the histories of

the last times of themonarchy, can not be earlier than the

second half of the captivity , yet lived before Ezra ; 6 . The

preceding books are earlier, but Joshua, Judges, and

Samuel, bear traces of a later hand. If, now , it be inquired

if these naratives in general are authentically historic, and

if the authentic portion can be distinguished from that

which proceeds from popular tradition , he answers in the

affirmative. He says,however, that they are only in a small

portion strictly historical. The chasms in the history are

numerous, much which has the historic form belongs to

the realm of the ideal, and we possess, for the times before

the exile , only late, and, in great part, legendary accounts,

and later ideas are borne over into the earlier narratives.

To the inquiry, whether these different materials do not

unite, in the principal points of the narrative, into a

harmonious historical form , though the tradition is not

exact and complete, he answers affirmatively. We can

separate the authentic documentary portions, and they are

more important, especially for the earliest times , than is

commonly allowed. The book of Joshua is composed, 1 .

Of contemporary documents,being historical records, purely

authentic ; 2 . Of very ancient popular songs relating to

isolated expeditions ; 3 . Of a traditionary narrative which

was reduced to writing before David . Samuel and his

prophetic schoolwrote down, probably, these oral traditions.

The final Reducteur lived in the times of the captivity , or

soon after. The book of Judges has the same elements,

substantially authentic, but partly historico -epic, and

received its final form in the times of the later kings.

The two books of Samuel are founded upon the traditions

which proceeded from the school of the prophets over

which he presided, but obtained their final form in the
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days.of Hezekiah, or soon after. Hewas, in some respects,

a second Moses. The maintenance and restoration of the

Law Moses gave, was his life-long effort. He is the

preserver of the original documents, which assumed their

present form four centuries and a half later. He preserved,

also, the memory ofthe wordsand deedsof the old prophets ,

and to his school we owe the preservation , in general, of

those sources whence the books of Joshua and Judges

afterwards came. In his day, the Scriptures we now have

did not, in any proper sense, exist. Neither the men of

God of a former time composed any thing, nor Samuel

himself. But the collections of the school over which he

presided furnish the ground-work of the first portion of

the former prophets. The two books of Kings were com

posed during the exile whose thirty -seventh year is named

in the history of Joachim . Chronicles was written after

the book of Ezra , but before the Maccabean age. The

book of Ecclesiastes was written under the Persian rule.

It is an open question whether the book of Daniel was

written in the times of Nebuchadnezzar, or in the days of

Antiochus Epiphanes, about 169 B . C . *

We confess ourselves wearied by the greatness of the

way over which this German philosopher and statesman

has carried us. And lest we should , on our part, weary

others, we will make no attempt to discuss the points in

volved in the immediately preceding statements . Though

his work on the Scriptures is yet imperfect, and the part

already published contains his views only on a part of the

Old Testament, we can judge of the Hercules from the foot

now exposed to us. With all Chevalier Bunsen ’s professed

regard for religion , he assumes, with other Rationalists, a

most scornful air towards the clergy ; those , we presume,

who oppose him , who wonder at his pompous intrusion

into their own domain , at his contemptuous sneers at any

* Band, V ., Bibelurkunden, pp. 475 -555 .
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who differ with him , at his claim to immense superiority of

learning , at his disposition to hustle them out of thetemple

of theological science, and to take possession of it himself.

Shall they dare to contest these matters of chronology with

this hierophant of the mysteries of Egypt, to whom the

hieroglyphics yield up their secrets, and who can tell so

well how many milleniums it took before a man out of a

noun could manufacture a verb, and how many more it

required to learn how to attach terminations of gender,

number and person . How superior this mighty man to

that clergy who “ fabricate even historic truth , who strenu

ously exert themselves to destroy historical science where

ever it is possible , in order to bring us back to the dark

ages,” whose worship is “ a dogmatising Bibliolatry,” who

use “ their Bible as a cloak for indolence and want of re

flection ,” who, “ from cowardice or superstition ,” maintain

still the great length of the antediluvian generations, who

make the Bible “ the fig -leaf of ignorance and indolence.”

All these things it is reserved for German research to set

right. They are the people ! endued with the gift of clair

voyance, if not into the future, yet into the past, and the

Prussian Ambassador the most clairvoyant of them all.

And yet we seem to hear a mighty voice out of the whirl

wind, saying to all this, “ Who is this that darkeneth coun

sel by words without knowledge ? Gird up now thy loins

like a man ; for I will demand of thee, and answer thou

me. Where wast thou when I laid the foundations of the

earth ? Declare, if thou hast understanding."

We can only very briefly indicate our reasons for still

entertaining the traditional faith of the Church respecting

the Scriptures. With the same force of reasoning might

the theory of Eichorn , that the four Gospels camegradually

into existence, and were received and pronounced upon by

the Church at the close of the second century, and not be

fore, be propounded as a matter of fact, as the theory of

Bunsen and his predecessors of the skeptical school has
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been in reference to the books of the Old Testament. He

has, however, condescended to say that the Gospel of John

is no myth , no invention of the later Gnostics ; that there

is a historical Christ, and that if there were not, all Chris

tian faith were a delusion, our creed hypocrisy, our worship

a juggle , and the Reformation a crime or a mistake. If the

Christian Scriptures are indeed to be received , then are the

Jewish to be received also . The quotations from the Old

Testament in theNew , count by hundreds; the allusions by

manyhundredsmore. The views of Christ and the Apostles

can not be mistaken . They held themen who wrote these

Scriptures, and not merely the men of whom they wroté,

to be inspired. The writing itself is inspired by the Holy

Ghost, and is an infallible record. It is not the jotting

down, however faithful, of popular tradition and legendary

story, which one is to receive or not, as he pleases. But

with these men, “ Thus saith the Scripture,” is the authori

tative decision that settles all. Η γραφή λέγει, and το Πνεύμα

hérel, “ The Scripture saith ,” and “ The Spirit saith ," are

terms of equal value. Ninety of these direct quotations are

from the Pentateuch , and there are one hundred references

to it besides. In many of these Moses is spoken of as the

author, and not simply as the one whose history is given , in

the Book . “ When Moses is read," says Paul; “ Moses

describeth the righteousness of the Law ;" “ We have found

him of whom Moses did write.” “ MOSES wrote," says the

Saviour, and not the compiler in Hezekiah's day, “ if a

man's brother die," etc. This which he thus wrote stood

then, as now , at the beginning of the Scriptures. “ Begin

ning at Moses and all the prophets, he expounded to them

in all the Scriptures the things concerning himself.” The

Scripture thuswritten was SEOAVEUGT05, inspired ofGod ; the

men who wrote it were moved by the Holy Ghost, and

were “ in the Spirit,” in his power and under his influence,

which penetrated, stirred and guided the whole powers of

the writer. If this is Bibliolatry, venia sit verbo, the Master
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and the servants were Bibliolaters alike. If this was nar

row Judaic superstition ,mechanical inspiration , theological

pharasaism , let us be content to share the reproach with

Machtspruch, and the Lord and His disciples. There are

two reasons why inspiration extends to the words, if it is in

any respect plenary and sufficient to render the Scripture a

rule to man. In the first place, in man 's present state the

lózos of speech stands over against the lóyos of reason , and

the suggestion of the thought brings also the word which

expresses it, and the one is thusmarried to the other. And

then, in practice, we find in a single word, oft-times, vol

umes of precious truth , which in our meditations wenever

exhaust, which would be wanting if the word was wanting ,

or different from what it is. This is an argument for verbal

inspiration , and for closeness of translation, when transla

tion is resorted to for popular use. If recourse may be had

to rationalistic interpretation in matters of fact, so also in

matters of doctrine, and “ the precious things of Scripture ”

fade outbefore this destructive process .

The reason expressly given by Josephus why the Jewish

writings subsequent to Artaxerxes were no part of the

Canon , was, that they were uninspired, and that the suc

cession of prophets had ceased . This was the common

view of his nation , who were appointed by God as the

receivers and conservators of the documents of our faith,

till the time should comewhen they should pass over from

onetribe of the family of Shem , to the tents of Ham and the

dwellings of Japheth . Wemay take our station where we

will in the Old Testament history, in the times subsequent

to Moses, and the Codex of the Thora is already in exist

ence. It regulates the worship, controls the customs, is

the basis of all judicial decisions, sends its influence over

social and domestic life, and is expected to control all

parties , from the king on the throne to the slave that toils

in the field or bears the sandals of his master . It is

referred to, as to its substance, from Malachi to the times
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of the Judges, and the division of Canaan itself was

made by Joshua, his immediate successor, in accordance

with predictions found recorded in Genesis. In the refer

ences to the Mosaic Law in this post-Mosaic literature, the

expression often is shaped according to the words we now

find written . In all the legislation found in these books

there is nothing post-Mosaic, the brief expressions which

indicate a later hand are ,with the exception of Deut. xxxiv.,

unimportant,and are added for explanation , and added pre

vious to the time when inspiration had ceased. The num

ber of them , too, is diminished by a just interpretation ,

which rescues them from the hands of an unbelieving

criticism , that dictates and will not learn, that prescribes

what must be, and receives not what is. When you

approach the writings of the Scriptures in a different direc

tion, Genesis is the root of the tree of Revelation , “ the

anticipation ,” says Delitzsch, “ of The Law , the Law the

anticipation of the Old Testament, the Old Testament

of the religion of redemption , redemption of the world

of the present and its history — upon the pillars of this

Book rests the edifice of our salvation, which reaches

upward and forward into eternity .” A meet and fitting

outline and adumbration is it of the good things to come,

a needed introduction to the whole system of divine reve

lation , without which the rest would be scarcely under

stood . It solves the greatest questions which lie at the

foundation of all religion and all human history , and if

we had it not, there would be a great chasm felt in all

human knowledge. The future history of the Church and

man would be like a river without a spring-head , a castle

hung in the sky, without a foundation .

Whether the writer of Genesis was the first to reduce to

writing the primeval history, and the story of the creation,

and was informed of these things by a species of super

natural intuition akin to the prophetic, yet looking back

ward , or found in existence more ancient records from
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patriarchal pens, is a matter not of prime importance as

to the authority of this Book . It is necessary, absolutely ,

to this authority that the writer who penned it in the form

we have it, should be inspired , not by an ordinary indwell

ing of the Spirit, but by that extraordinary guidance

ascribed in the Scriptures to Apostles and prophets,and

which operated in its highest power on the human mind

of the man of Nazareth, who was also the divine author

of our salvation .

Bunsen is another, added to the numerous class of Ger

man scholars, who have handled these topics of sacred

history substantially in the same form . To the document

hypothesis, broached by Ilgen in 1798 , has succeeded the

fragment hypothesis of Valer, in 1805, the supplement hypoth

esis of Tuch, in 1838 , advocated also by Knobel, and to

which Delitzsch, more lately, in a different spirit, and with

high views of inspiration , has given a modified assent ; and

the christalization hypothesis of Ewald , as Delitzsch calls it,

which supposes four authors,whoseworks have been incor

porated by a fifth , into their present form . To these has

succeeded that of Vaihinger, proposed in Herzog's Cyclo

pedia , with his three sources, the Præ Elohist, the Elohist,

and the Jehovist, each supplementing the other.

Our space will not permit us to dwell longer on these

points. An ingenious man can propound theories which

it would require volumes to overthrow . If proposed with

the ability and learning of a Tuch and an Ewald, they will

have weight with many who will give heed to themost

inconsistent fables . Learning can be lavished on theories

the most baseless. It was in a book replete with knowl

edge that Lord Mouboddo, no mean lawyer and judge,

extolled the blessings of savage over civilized life, and put

forth his notion that man is only a monkey bereft of his

tail.

Bunsen appears to have been a man of a genial nature,

VOL. XIV., NO . 1. - 17
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and of generous impulses, and to have numbered many

Christian men among his friends. It is the more to be

regretted that his unsafe speculations, his arbitrary reason

ing and his dogmatism should shake the confidence in

his soundness and ingenuousness of those who revered

him while living. He was social, accessible , cheerful

and enthusiastic, and won the good will of many with

whom he came in contact. But more and more, as the

labors of his life have approached their termination, has

it been perceived how far he was overstepping the boun

daries of truth , and on what inadequate and fanciful

grounds he was willing to confound all the records of the

past. In proportion to the grief of these friends, has been

the triumph of skeptical and latitudinarian men , who have

solaced themselves with the accession of this new name,

as they have supposed , to their own ranks. His friend,

Pressensé, who acknowledges the unhappy direction his

speculations have taken , says, in his defence, that “ he tra

versed the great theological crisis of the times , and was

affected by it in many of his opinions. His only desire

was, as he often said , to throw a bridge between contem

porary thought, tormented with many doubts, and Chris

tianity. It mattered little to him whether the bridge stood

or was broken , provided a safe passage was effected to the

other bank.” But there will always be those who will

need to pass over, and broken bridges are in the way, and

architect. The bridge of Languages has failed ; the bridge

of Mythologies has broken down ; the bridge of the Ante

diluvian Generations has been found unsound ; the bridge

of the Manethonic Dynasties has given signs of dissolution ,

and is condemned by wise master-builders ; the bridge of

the Historical Epos is floating off ; and there remains but

the cloud-phantom of an inspiration, in which nothing is

communicated, and nothing rendered sure, but the whole
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record is blurred with harmful blots, marred with human

weakness,and divested of all that was thought divine. So

far ashe shall be instrumental in conveying to the minds

of the common people these unbelieving thoughts respect

ing the Word of God , his life of labor will bear evil fruit,

“ the grapes of Sodom and the clusters of Gomorrah .”

Yet, as we have ever been reluctant to say how much

ignorance in the lowly may yet be compatible with salva

tion , so weare afraid to say how much mistake and error

and vain speculation may exist in the intelligent and exalt

ed , and God yet own them as his . There have been some

words of controversy respecting the death -bed scenes of

this distinguished man . Some have been unable to under

stand how such error of the head could coexist with such

apparent piety of the heart. Some have considered that

to the aspiring philosopher there might be two realmsof

thought, one the region of speculation , the other of emo

tion, and that the heart may be true when the intellect

goes far astray. Others are unwilling to allow this dichot

omy of our moral nature, and suppose that by the grace

of God he was raised in his last days out of the trammels of

his system , restored to the simple faith in which he was

reared in childhood , and brought to exercise a humble

trust in Christ as a Saviour. A more unfriendly opinion

than either has also been entertained. As we have said

so much in condemnation , we will, as an act of justice,

permit his friend, who seems to be clothed with authority

to do so, to speak of the closing hours of his long life.

M . Pressensé describes the charm of Bunsen 's conversa

tion on his last visit to Paris : “ So rich , so intellectual,

and so cordial, all penetrated with that religious salt whose

pungent savor none can imitate,” and his whole person

“ so full of moral youth under his crown of white hair.”

He speaks, also, with much tenderness of his last hours :

“ M . de Bunsen desired the prolongation of his existence
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till he should terminate the labors he had commenced.

One night he perceived that sạch was not the will of God ,

and he lifted himself from his chair , crying • O God, I com

mit my spirit into thy hands.' He then caused all his

family to approach, and said to them , “ A great change has

taken place in my thoughts, not as to my immortal soul,

nor as to Christ, my only Saviour, but in regard to my

body.' Having blessed his children, and expressed his

grateful affection for the faithful companion of his life , in

the most touching terms, saying that he had loved in her

that which is eternal, ( In dir liebte ich das Ewoge,) 'O God !'

he cried , “be pleased to bless my friends ! May mycountry

beblessed, and Italy and her liberty ! May Prussia , Ger

many, England, the entire world , be blessed ! I desire

every benediction to the Prince and Princess of Prussia !

Gratitude for Niebuhr.'” Niebuhr had introduced M . de

Bunsen into the career which he so worthily filled . After

he had thanked his domestic with the truest affection ,

with a heavenly expression on his countenance, he thus

resumed : “ In spite of allmyweaknesses andmy sufferings,

I have desired , I have sought, that which is noble here

below ! But my most delightful experience is to have

known Jesus Christ. I quit this world without hatred to

any person — no, not hatred, hate is accursed ! Oh, how

good to contemplate this exalted life ! We know now

what an obscure existence we have led on the earth .

Above ! Above ! It is dark no longer, but brighter and

brighter always ! I am now in the kingdom ofGod. Till

now it was but a foretaste. O ,myGod, how lovely are thy

tabernacles !”

The 29th of October, as they pointed out to him the

radiant sunset _ “ Yes," said he, in English, “ it is beautiful,

the love of God is in every thing.” “ May God bless you

for ever,” said he, in French. “ Let us part in Christ Jesus.

God is life , is love, the love which wills , the will that loves,
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(Wollendes Lieben , liebendes Wollen ). Christus recognoscitur

victor, Christus est, Christus est victor . For him to be is to

conquer. There is no death with God . I see Christ and I

see God through Christ.” * * * * “ All the rest is nothing.

Christ is the Son of God, and we are the children of God

only when the spirit of love which was in Christ is in us."

“ Such,” says Pressensé, “ was the last word of this long

the rest is nothing. Behold the theology of the death -bed ,

behold the science of the Christian 's last agony !"

May we trust that his spirit has now gone where there is

no darkness at all ; where the errors, and the ambitious,

trifling , and unfruitful studies of earth are laid aside; where

nothing exists but light, truth and love ? “ His funeral obse

quies were affecting and appropriate. His coffin was borne

first by his sons, then by the students of the University of

Bonn, covered with garlands of flowers , after the German

custom , and accompanied by all the town, with the solemn

sounds of those songs of his nation, which he had loved so

well. The pastor, who had administered the communion

to him some days before, pronounced over his open grave

the words of eternal life , and they retired, saying that Ger

many had lost a great citizen , science one of its most

eminent representatives, and the Church a fervent Chris

tian , who died confessing his faith in Christ.” Such is the

touching narrative of his last hours, given by Pressensé in

the Revue Chrétienne of December last.
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ARTICLE VI.

A VINDICATION OF SECESSION AND THE SOUTH .

Discourse delivered by Rev. DR. R . J. BRECKINRIDGE, on the

day of National Humiliation , January 4th , 1861, at Lexing

ton , Ky.

Our Country : its Peril, and its Deliverance. From advance

sheets of the Danville Quarterly Review for March, 1861.

By the Rev. ROBERT J. BRECKINRIDGE, D . D ., LL. D .,

Professor in Danville Theological Seminary.

Perhaps no writer in the Presbyterian Church is more

entitled to a respectful hearing upon the questions which

now agitate and divide the country , than the author of the

two pamphlets whose titles are given above. The studies

and pursuits of his early manhood were precisely such as

to acquaint him with the subjects involved ; while his great

intellect, which has never faltered in any investigation , is

fully competent to grasp the nature of parties, to expound

the principles upon which they are formed, and to depict

the results to which they naturally tend. It is not surpris

ing therefore, that the Danville Quarterly should signalize

its advent into the circle of periodical literature by an

elaborate political essay from the pen of its most distin

guished editor, nor that this production should be selected

and sent forth as an avant courier to herald its approach.

When , too, the newspaper press announced the topics

through which the discussion would range, public expecta

tion was raised on tiptoe, prepared for a disquisition very

far above the ordinary level of political harangues. Under

an arrangement of subjects at once philosophical and ex

haustive, such a thinker as Dr. Breckinridge might, if any
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one could , offer a solution of existing political problems.

Considering, further, the position of Kentucky in the

struggle now pending, one could not but be curious to see

the middle ground which Danville should occupy between

Princeton and Columbia ; between the defence of Black

Republicanism , on the one hand, and the advocacy of

Secession on the other. It would be unjust to say that these

anticipations have been wholly disappointed ; for upon

every page the characteristics of the author's mind are

clearly impressed. Of no living writer can it be said with

more emphasis, in the language of Milton , that his books

“ preserve as in a vial the purest efficacy and extraction of

that living intellect that bred them .” Yet, after all, we

are constrained to say that, viewing it as a whole, we have

laid this pamphlet down, after a third perusal, with a feel

ing of disappointment raised to the third degree. As a

great State paper, explaining either the way by which the

country has become involved in its present entanglements ,

or solving the method of its extrication, it falls immeasura

bly below whatmight have been expected from the source

whence it is derived. Aside from the glittering generalities

in which it abounds, and uncovered of the dogmatism in

which it is enveloped, it simply revives, in its boldest and

most offensive form , the doctrine of a consolidated nation

ality held by the old Federalists ; and proceeds, upon this

view , to counsel the Government at Washington , temper

ately, but with parental firmness, to chasten into submission

seven refractory sovereignties ! Wecan imagine the smile

stealing over the visage of some experienced statesman at

the temerity with which this exploded political heresy is

revived ; and at the coolness with which the opposite theory

is ignored , which, nevertheless, has generally prevailed

through the history of American legislation to the present

time. When so fertile a mind as that of this eminent

Divine can suggest nothing to meet the exigencies of the
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Union butwhat is contained in this pamphlet, it is fair to

conclude the bottom of the argument on that side to be

reached. And if a decisive proof is required to show the

necessity of the great revolution which has taken place at

the South , it is furnished in this final argument, which

constructs for the whole country a despotism as over

whelming and hopeless as any which has bowed down and

broken the spirit of man in any age or portion of the

world .

Weshall endeavor to make these positions good in the

following pages. Dr. Breckinridge is too old a polemic to

hope, in a timeof deep agitation, like the present, that any

ex cathedra pronunciation of his opinions can shield them

from scrutiny. He may rest assured, however, that no

expression shall consciously fall from this pen , inconsistent

with that profound respect in which his genius and reputa

tion have been held by the writer for more than twenty

years.

In order that the reader may be able to judge of the fair

ness and sufficiency of this rejoinder, it will be necessary

to present an analysis of the pamphlet under review . Like

a true philosopher, Dr. Breckinridge begins with the

beginning. In tracing the perils of the country , he can of

course rise no higher than to the spirit of anarchy," of

which they are all begotten ; which is accordingly made

the first of his five divisions. This spirit of anarchy com

menced with the Abolition party ; existing only as a fanati

cism , from which it speedily rose to the dignity of a State

principle, in the liberty bills which were afterwards enacted

- mounting at length to the highest national importance,

by dividing the whole nation into two opposite parties

and, finally, upon Mr. Lincoln 's election , reaching its con

summation in the secession of seven States from the Fed

eral Union. Amidst this chaos, the author proceeds, in his

second leading division , to consider whether there remains
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any ground for hope and effort. From a number of facts

rapidly grouped together, such as that a large minority in

the North is thoroughly opposed to the distinctive princi

ples of the Republican party , thatmany who voted for Mr.

Lincoln, are far more Whigs and Americans than Republi

cans, that many Republicans themselves are patriotic men ,

who, upon any clear issue, will not hesitate to sacrifice

their party to their country ; from these facts, he infers a

speedy and certain revolution in the Northern mind , which

will sweep from power the anarchists who have brought

the country to the verge of ruin . In like manner, assum

ing that the secession of the Cotton States has not been ,

as to the popular masses, either spontaneous or cordial,

but the result of an organized conspiracy, which has

hurried those States along by a sudden and irresistible

current of opinion, he predicts a corresponding reaction at

the South ; so that if the border slave States shall remain

steadfast in their loyalty to the Union , “ the secession

movement must prove a failure, both as to its avowed and

as to any concealed object.” To guard against the defec

tion of these , certain “ immense considerations ” are pre

sented ; in the statement of which we have a very distinct

enunciation of the author's Federal creed . This argument

is enforced by the two additional considerations, that “ this

blind and fierce spirit of anarchy ” is “ in frightful antago

nism to the total civilization of the age,” as well as to

“ the dominion and purpose of God over and concern

ing our country ,” which is neither, on the one hand, that

slavery should be extinguished, nor, on the other, that it

should be perpetuated . So endeth the second lesson .

The question of negro slavery being the occasion, at

least, if not the cause, of these commotions, it becomes

necessary, in the third chapter, to consider whether any

view of it can be presented, upon which the whole coun

try should harmonize. “ It may be discussed in the light

VOL. XIV ., NO. 1. - 18
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of divine revelation, or in the light of the law of nature,

or in the light of the political and municipal institutions

of the countries where it exists.” In this last aspect, the

author affirms“ there ought to be no dispute concerning

it,” it being strictly a domestic institution, with which no

State nor the General Government may interfere in any

wise — every plea to the contrary being immoral in itself,

and revolutionary in its tendency.

As regards the law of nature, the grand difficulty occurs

of interpreting its utterances, as made by the human reason ,

by the common impulses of the human soul, by the common

opinion and belief of the race, and by the actual execution of

the law , in the common state of that race in all ages. But

" human reason,” the author concludes, “ lands the prob

lem very nearly in a paradox." The common impulse of

the soul towards freedom “ is no evidence that restraint is

wrong,” and “ fails of proving that they who cherish it

would do aught butmischief,” if it were universally grat

ified . If, again , “ it was the common belief of the race ,

that servitude was contrary to the nature of man , then the

race had before it always, in the actual condition of a larger

part, the clearest proof that the belief was absurd .” And

finally, the testimony from the actual execution of the law

is frightful and universal, to wit : that “ all, everywhere,

have felt themselves to be naturally impelled to reduce

each other into a condition of subjection.” From these

confused and perhaps “ contradictory utterances,” it only

remains to turn to “ the Word of God, where this great

problem is completely solved.” In the light of this Book ,

Dr. Breckinridge considers “ human servitude, in all its

forms, as one of the badges of the fallen condition of the

human race," and incident to man in a state of probation

ary discipline as a sinner. Like war and sickness, and

sorrow and poverty , and pain and affliction,which are evils

incident to man 's fallen state, and often sanctified and
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converted into blessings, so servitude exists “ because our

condition is just what it is, a condition of sin and misery in

a state of probation,” and “ utterly incapable of being per

manently and universally abolished , while this state of sin

and misery continues attended with probation .” “ Through

out the total revelation which God hasmade to man, under

the dispensations of Abraham , of Moses, and of Christ,

embracing human servitude as it is, Abrahamic, Jewish,

Christian and heathen — and the heathen aspect of it pre

sented in every nation of antiquity , Asiatic, African and

European ; in not a single instance is it represented as a

thing good in itself, or as a thing sinfulin itself,but always

as a thing actually existing, always to be expected, allowed

byGod, considered and treated in His law , regulated by

His providence, wholly indifferent as concerning His grace ,

and to enter into our final account with Him , both as we

may be masters and as we may be servants.” The final

inference is, that God 's Word, being the only source from

which a positive and safe judgment can be formed, “ con

demns all the pretexts concerning negro slavery, whether

at the North or the South , upon which the public mind

has been lashed into madness.”

Plainly, if these conclusions shall be universally accepted,

there is po reason why the question of slavery should de

stroy the integrity of the country. The way is then open

for the author, in his fourth section, to submit a project for

an amicable settlement.

Believing the FederalConstitution to recognize property

in slaves, and to provide for the return of such as escape

from service, and firmly persuaded of the equality of the

States in the Union , and especially as that bears upon the

question of slavery in the Territories, these two points

offer a clear basis for this settlement. In what practicable

form this common right to a common property shall be

recognized, is rather intimated than formally expressed .
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But as all the Territories can not bemade wholly free, nor

wholly slave , without a dissolution of the Union , no alter

native remains but an equitable division of the common

domain , founded upon the recognition of a common inher

itance.

As, however, the concession of both these points must be

made by the North , which has the numerical majority,

in the face of the Personal Liberty Bills passed in many

of the States, and in opposition to the dogma upon which

Mr. Lincoln comes into power, the repression of slavery

within the Territories ? The considerations which Dr.

Breckinridge urges to induce the acceptance of these terms,

are as follows: “ That with the North the whole affair is

a sentiment, an opinion — that she has not one dollar of

estate at stake — not one dollar of income directly depend

ent on slavery ; with her, slavery has no necessary bearing

upon the social, economical, personal or political condition

of any State or individual; and , finally , as this nation was

once composed exclusively of slave States, every considera

tion of decency and good faith obliges her to be more,

instead of less, observant of the duties she owes to those

who remain in the condition once common to all.” On

these points the contrast is so great between her position

and that of the South, that “ the whole feeling of loyalty

to the Union in the South , is connected with an abiding

confidence that the North will act as becomes her in this

emergency .” He plainly intimates that only by such con

cessions can “ the secession pestilence " be arrested, and

that “ upon these two points public opinion in the slave

States which have not seceded, is struggling at this

moment.” Such , then, is the balance in which this ami

cable settlement is now suspended .

Nothing remains for the author to discuss, under his fifth

head , but the duty of the Government at Washington in
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relation to secession . Having assumed that this is a con

solidated nation , secession comes to be denounced as sedi

tion , anarchy and rebellion , which must be crushed by the

central authority . “ By the express terms, as well by the

very nature of the Federal Constitution, a secession ordi

nance in the South is as totally void as a personal liberty

law in the North can possibly be." " There was no more le

gal necessity , nor anymore logical consistency , in diatribes

about lack of power to coerce a State, in one case than in the

other. ” The doctrine that the people of a State are citizens

of the United States only through its own Constitution and

Government, is pronounced a political falsehood , and the

power is declared complete to execute the laws of the

United States upon every citizen of the United States, where

ever found . He declares it “ sheer folly to weaken the

posture of the General Government towards the secession

movement;" and is accordingly very severe upon those at

the North who have united in protests against coercion, as

all this but tends to “ avert the coming reaction which may

save the country." His deliberate counsel, therefore, is, in

this great emergency, that the General Government shall

steadily but temperately enforce the laws, postal, revenue,

and every other, in all the seceding States, in utter disre

gard of all the ordinances these latter may have enacted,

avoiding armed collision , except in repelling force by force.

By this policy, to which he denies the term coercion , the

voice that has not yet been heard,and the hand that has

not yet been lifted — even the voice and the hand of this

great nation — will be raised to restore the old Union to its

former integrity.

Wehave thus presented a fair but condensed summary

of the pamphlet under review . Without following the

ramifications of the argument, or taking up many valuable

side thoughts, by which it is enforced — which, with so terse

and suggestive a writer, would require the transcription of
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the entire essay — we have faithfully followed the main

track of thought from beginning to end. As the reader

may have perceived, there is not a single new suggestion

not a single principle — which , however ably put by the

writer, has not been presented fifty times before. Indeed,

his argument has no value except as addressed to the bor

der States, dissuading them from being drawn into the

vortex of secession , or as an irenicum addressed to the

North , stemming the tide of abolition sentiment, and

securing the guarantees necessary to satisfy Southern feel

ing in Kentucky and elsewhere. It was mainly with these

objects in view , we suppose the argument to have been

constructed . Had Dr. Breckinridgebeen content to restrain

his discussion within that range, we should not have con

sidered it necessary to offer a reply . Desirable as it may

be, for many reasons, that all the slave States should unite

which mustbe remitted to the sovereign discretion of each.

We, at least, have no desire to dictate the course which oth

ers should pursue; and Dr. Breckinridge, as a loyal son of

Kentucky,might, without a word of dissent from us, assist

in moulding the local policy of his own State. So, again ,

we can not but wish that the fanatical North may be dispos

sessed ofhim whose name is Legion,” and be found at last

“ clothed and in their rightmind,” prepared to fulfil their

sworn obligations to the Constitution , to which they have

so long been recreant. The views presented to this end, in

the third section of the pamphlet before us, wesubstantially

endorse. They are precisely such, for the most part, as

have been held by Christian men throughout the South for

many years ; and are considerably in advance of what we

had supposed Dr. Breckinridge could conscientiously de

fend. We congratulate him on the satisfactory progress

he has made since 1849, when he could advocate prospec

tive emancipation in Kentucky, distinctly upon the grounds
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that hereditary slavery was contrary to the natural rights

of mankind,” “ opposed to the fundamental principles of

free government,” “ inconsistent with a state of sound

morality," and " hostile to the prosperity of the Common

wealth .” * We do not charge this as an inconsistency, but

note it as a sign of progress . It gives us hope that, if Ken

tucky shall see fit to repudiate his principles in 1861 as

unequivocally as she did in 1849, he may yet find his way

even to defend secession itself, as not repugnant to the

principles ofsound republicanism . However this may be,

we have no strictures to make upon his present exposition

of negro slavery, as condemned neither by the clear teach

ings of revelation , on the one hand, nor by the confused

utterances ofthe law of nature on the other. We sincerely

hope his pregnant suggestions upon this subject may be

kindly accepted by his neighbors north of the Ohio.

But the limits within which he might have written and

reigned with undisturbed supremacy havebeen transcended .

“ No pentup Utica confines his powers,

The whole boundless Continent is his.”

No government will fill the eye of his ambition, which

does not span the breadth of a hemisphere, and bathe its

feet at once in the waters of the Gulf and of the Lakes.

The silver trumpet is taken from the wall to break the

slumber ofan enchanted nation,which must rise and shake

itself for an imperial career. The spectre of disunion must

hie back to its grave among the buried seditions of the past.

Whole States, stripped of their sovereignty, stand shivering

before his buffeting and scorn , to be sent, like whipped

children of the nursery, whimpering and supperless to bed.

In short, Dr. Breckinridge has spoiled a fine partby over

acting. Had he been content to advise Kentucky, without

abusing South Carolina — had he been satisfied with sooth

* Biblical Repertory, October, 1849, vol. 21.
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ing the factious North , without crying the dogs of war

upon the hunted South - this rejoinder would never have

been evoked. The cloak of the philosopher has been too

scant to hide the burly form of the partisan. He pours

forth his defamatory charges upon the seceding States with

a wealth of expression only at the command of this great

master of the English tongue. Anarchy, disloyalty, revolt,

revolution, rebellion, fanaticism , sedition, form the alphabet

of an almost exhaustless invective, which,by endless trans

position and iteration, make up a description so hideous

that its very deformity should prove it a caricature . His

caustic denunciation can only expend itself in superlatives

specially constructed by coupling together the fiercest

phrases. Secession is not simply secession, but it is " the

secession pestilence," or it is “ the explosion of human pas

sions,” or “ a revolution accomplished by terror, under the

guidance of irresistible fanaticism .” It is notonly anarchy,

but “ anarchy fierce and blind,” in “ frightful antagonism

to the total civilization of the age.” It not only springs

from hatred of the Union, but a hatred that is “ chronic "

and “ frantic.” It is “ a movement in revolting disregard

towards God's dealings,” and “ proclaimsshocking concep

tions of ourmission .” The people have always been “ pre

cipitated into revolution ,” and “ lashed into madness."

And this, too, in a document which, in its opening para

graph , purports to be a manifesto to posterity ; an appeal

to the collective and impartial opinion of mankind is the

verdict of history, whose judicial sentence is only less ter

rible than that of the last day. Wewill obey his summons

before the dread tribunal, and purge ourselves of the

calumny which has been heaped upon our good name.

Even this is not all ; having proscribed and put us under

the ban of eternal infamy, he would kindle with his elo

quence the present resentment of an entire nation, that we

may perish in its flame. He translates the Constitution ,

that great charter of civil freedom , into a grant of absolute
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dominion to an imperial despot; and, having consolidated

all power at Washington , he would consolidate all opinion,

from the Tennessee to the St. Lawrence , to become the

minister of summary vengeance . Stone is laid upon stone

in the solid masonry of his argument; but as the huge

pyramid rises before us, it is only to become the sepulchre

where the lasthope of American liberty is to be laid at rest

for ever. Wemust tell him the day has not yet come for

these sad obsequies to be performed. Seven States love

republican institutions too well to surrender without a

struggle the sacred inheritance ; and, while he is shouting

for an empire, we will contend for a republic. Assuredly ,

whatever else this secession movement may or may not

accomplish , it has sounded the knell of despotism on this

continent, and rendered possible the hope of transmitting

the principles of republican government, which our patriot

fathers toiled and bled to achieve. These sentences will,

perhaps, sufficiently indicate the general tenor of this reply ,

as partly apologetic — partly expository.

Dr. Breckinridge prefers the charge of anarchy with

equal vehemence against the Abolitionism of the North,

and the Secessionism of the South, a couple generally

lashed together in his unsparing invectives. As to the

former, we abandon it to his tender mercies. May his eye

not pity, nor his hand spare ! Under his scorching anath

ema, may it wither to its deepest root ! But the application

of this term to the South is against the testimony of stub

born and flagrant facts. He does not indeed trouble him

self much to define the terms which he bandies about so

profusely, and only by inference can we gather what he pre

cisely intends by this opprobrious epithet. On page four,

he describes it as “ working unto the disintegration , the

morselment of all things; " and on page five, somewhat

more rhetorically , as “ the spirit which tramples under foot

those institutions which every where have been esteemed

most sacred , and every where despises the most venerable

VOL. XIV ., NO. 1. - 19
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and the most cherished traditions of our country and of

our race." Nothing of all this is true of the seceding

States. In the exercise of a prerogative which has always

been claimed , and for what they deem sufficient cause, they

have simply withdrawn from the old Confederacy and

established a government of their own. We do not dis

cuss at this moment the nature of that right, or the suf

ficiency of that cause ; it is enough to say that their right

to secede was no new pretension , advanced under the

pressure of an emergency, but was always claimed as a

prerogative of sovereignty. In this aspect of the case, the

mere fact of secession does not, even prima facie, sustain the

charge of lawlessness. Whether justifiable or not, the step

was taken, not against law , but in accordance with a law

which was deemed by the parties both fundamental and

organic.

If we consider, further, the manner in which secession was

accomplished, not a sign of anarchy appears ; every step

was in conformity with constitutional requirements, both

in letter and in spirit. The people in each State were

assembled in solemn Convention , called in due form , and

with due deliberation . The election of delegates was

free and untrammelled , without the machinery of caucuses,

or the intervention of wire-working politicians. Ordi

nances of secession were duly framed, debated, adopted

and signed, with almost a religious solemnity . Chosen

delegates convened, after the manner of our fathers, with

authenticated commissions, in a united Congress. A pro

visional government is immediately formed , adopting,

almost without change, the old Constitution of the Union .

With reasonable dispatch a permanent Constitution is

framed , still upon the model of the old , with only such

modifications as were necessary to adjudicate the principles

lying at the bottom of this controversy, and to purge, as

far as practicable , the intolerable abuses and corruptions

which, under the old regime, had crept in through a per
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verted and subtle interpretation of that venerable instru

ment. This new Constitution is remanded to the respect

ive States ; and at this moment is being submitted to the

ratification of the sovereign people in those States, in such

manner as they themselves shall determine. Where in all

this is “ themorcelment of all things,” thathas been spoken

of? If there be disintegration, it is not through the sep

aration of the atoms in the mass, but by simple cleavage

between adjacent laminæ . The law of cohesion still

obtains between the people which make up an entire

sovereignty, and these entire sovereignties separate for the

express purpose of reintegrating in a new and happier

union. Dr. Breckinridge is mistaken in supposing this

political change to be “ the disintegration of every health

ful force of society.” It is rather the recuperative power

of indwelling life, throwing off disease , and resuming

health — it is but the moulting of the eagle, putting on a

brighter plumage, and springing upward from its eyrie to

a bolder flight.

Since secession has taken place, what sign of anarchy

has appeared in those States which have adventured its

perils ? With completely organized State governments,

each has moved steadily forward , and life , honor and prop

erty have been as safe as under the broad shield of the

Union . All lines of business have been pursued as before,

scarcely a jar being felt in the transition . Notwithstand

ing the letters with which the country has been flooded ,

from mythical correspondents, describing the depreciation

of property, the ruinous extent of taxation , and a general

reign of terror, we venture to affirm there has been more

repose in the seven Cotton States than in all the rest of

the country beside. With the exception of more than

usual military stir, in evidence of preparation to bide the

worst that might come, and with the exception of a certain

amount of financial embarrassment, arising from the politi

cal confusion of the country , there has been nothing to
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distinguish this period from the calmest moments of the

past .

During the long anterior conflict which has terminated

in secession, whatmanifestation has the South made of the

spirit which “ tramples upon sacred institutions, and

despises cherished traditions ?” Through forty years she

has been loyal to the Constitution , earnestly contending

for rights which were in that bond, and battling against

usurpations which were not there. Never, in a single

instance, trespassing upon the rights of others, she has only

succeeded in maintaining her own, through a vigilance

which has never been permitted to slumber. Her content

ment with the Constitution , and complacency in its pro

visions, are illustrated in her cordial readoption of it, and

the reverence with which, under the new Government, she

has placed it again within the ark of testimony. Nay, the

very changes which have been introduced into that sacred

document move in a direction precisely the reverse of

anarchy. The extension of the Presidential term — the

ineligibility to a second term — the removal from office of

subordinates only for certain specified causes— the refer

ence of these to the Senate — the liberty given to members

of the Cabinet to discuss their measures upon the floor of

either house, for ever dispensing with party organs — the

practical provision for convening the States when necessary,

without resorting to revolution to obtain redress — we dis

cuss none of these points, but simply state they betray

any thing else but a tendency to anarchy, if there be any

definite meaning attached to that word . So that, whether

we look at the secession movement in the act, or in the

manner, whether in the history subsequent, or in the history

antecedent to it, the charge of lawlessness can not be sus

tained , until a new dictionary of the English language

shall be framed. The sole foundation of this charge lies

in his conception of the American people as fused into one

solid , granulated mass,which now appears to be crumbling
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into atoms. Wemay not anticipate here the discussion of

that point. His idolatry of the empire — that great image

of Nebuchadnezzar, set up on the plain of Dura — is dis

turbed ; shadows are passing over the old glory of the past ;

and he can see no wisdom in arrangements that are not

stereotyped in the world of that past. Anarchy, with him ,

is simply change, a departure from the existing order .

But all change is not anarchy; nor is every uprising of an

indignant people in defence of chartered rights to be de

nounced as insurrection . This can be maintained only

upon principles which would have made him , in 1776, a

tyrant in England and a Tory in America.

Dr. Breckinridge is in grievous error upon other points

besides this of anarchy. We allude to his account of the

origin and spread of secession, the objects at which it aims,

and the motives by which it has been prompted. His state

ment, gleaned from different parts of the pamphlet, is , that

it took its rise in the schronic hatred of South Carolina to

the National Union ” — (p . 9) — that it was propagated from

her by concerted action through an organized party , which

succeeded in precipitating State after State into secession ;

while the masses of the people , stunned by the suddenness

and vehemence and thorough organization of the move

ment, were borne along by it ” — (p . 23 ). His conviction of

this is so firm that he warns the country not to accept “ this

exaggerated and disloyal opinion of the extreme South, as

irrevocably fixed ” — (p. 40) — and builds the hope of future

reconstruction upon thereaction which is certain to ensue

( p . 11). He further charges upon secession that it has

ulterior designs to accomplish , beyond those which are

avowed — (pp. 7, 9). Hemore than intimates that the de

sign of the South to make slavery universal is as strong as

that of the North to banish it entirely ; this being “ the

shocking conception ” they have formed as to the mission

of the American people — (pp. 12, 34 , 36 ). He further

charges that the lust of power is the controlling motive of
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the seceding States; “ power to be diminished by remaining

in the Union , and to be incalculably increased by leaving

it ; and that this idea , far more than disgust that the North

has condemned slavery, or any apprehension that slavery

will be disturbed, has precipitated them into revolution "

(p . 14). Finally, he denounces the seizure of the forts,

public arms, the mint, and other national property , as

plunder and robbery — (pp . 37, 39). This is a heavy indict

ment, and the specifications are minute . We propose to

substitute authentic facts for these fictions, which are the

coinage of a fertile brain , or else have been received with

a credulity unworthy of a philosopher .

Wedeny that South Carolina has ever been actuated by

so base a sentimentas “ hatred of the Union ;" especially,

a hatred that is “ chronic.” Her statesmen and her people

did , indeed, despair of the Republic sooner than others .

With that penetration into the working of secret and poten

tial causes which seems intuitive, Mr. Calhoun long since

announced the catastrophe that has occurred , with a pre

cision which now looks like the inspiration of prophecy.

But that she has ever been disloyal to the Constitution , is

historically untrue. During the Revolutionary struggle,

overlaid by the British forces, she passed through unparal

leled sufferings ; and contributed her full proportion of

blood and treasure to the common cause, as the numerous

battle-fields which dot her soil abundantly show . From

that day to this, in all her country's battles her sons have

stood nearest to the flashing of the guns, always prodigal

of life, whether amid the hammocks of Florida, or upon

the plains of Mexico. In themore quiet walks of civil life,

she has taken her share in the public councils, and borne

her fair proportion of the public burdens, however oppres

sively distributed . Even in the memorable conflict of Nul

lification, for which she has endured long reproach , she

was battling for the Constitution , and for the equal rights

of which it was the bond . Upon that Constitution she
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stood then - upon that Constitution she stands still — and

in her departure from a faithless Union she bears it into a

new sanctuary, the Palladium of liberty . But, when all

hope of safety had died within her, she stood calmly under

the shadow of the Capitol, before the clock which silently

told the Nation's hours , and which would ere long sound

the knell of its destiny. No sooner was this heard in the

shout of Black Republican success, than she leaped, feeble

and alone, into the deadly breach . History has nowhere

upon her records a more sublime example of moralheroism .

Ignorant whether she would be supported , even by her

sister across the Savannah, relying on nothing save the

righteousness of her cause and the power of God, she took

upon her shield and spear as desperate and as sacred a con

flict as ever made a State immortal. It is just this heroic

devotion to principle, this faith in the right and the true,

this singleness of heart in the presence of duty, and this

abiding trust in the power and righteousness of God,

that render her capable of a thousand martyrdoms, and

incapable of political bondage. It is just this combination

of attributes, crowning her with such moral dignity, that

draws to her worn hill-sides and barren pines the “ untrav

elled hearts ” of her sons ; who, in all their wanderings,

from the tropics to the pole, breathe nomore fervent prayer

than in death to sleep upon her faithful bosom until the

awful day. Her accusers prejudge their own cause, when

it is alleged that such a State can hate the Union. If it

were true, it is only because that Union had become the

synonyme of tyranny. But the breath of slander will pass

over her fame as upon a burnished mirror — a moment

dim — then brighter than before. TheGenius of history has

already wreathed the garland with which her brow shall be

decked . Long may she live, the mother of heroes who

shall be worthy of their birth !

The allegation , too , that the policy of secession has been

“ dictated ” by South Carolina to the other six States, is
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simply preposterous. If it were a matter of policy at all,

she has enjoyed no such prestige as a political leader as to

make it safe for her to venture upon its - dictation ;" and

the prejudice entertained against her, as “ the irrepressible

little State ,” would , under ordinary circumstances, have

been a weight upon themovement. The fact is , it has not

been a question of calculation and simple prudence in any

one of the States — but of stern and absolute necessity — a

conflict for life , “ to be, or not to be.” It is unstatesmanlike

in the last degree to refer an agitation so deep and wide

spread to the superficial causes hinted in this pamphlet. It

is no transient storm upon the sea from the blowing of an

east wind, but it is the deep ground-swell of the ocean ,

heaving its waters upon the main . If ever there was a

movement “ spontaneous and cordial among the popular

masses,” this was one. Weare not in the counsels of the

Democratic party, to know whether its disruption atCharles

ton was (as Dr. Breckinridge takes on him to assert) " an

act of deep intention , designed to produce exactly what has

followed ” — ( p. 23) — butwe do know that, if it were, then

have their most sanguine expectations been surpassed . We

do know that, after this disruption, the popular masses

embarked with all their usual interest in the Presidential

canvass , each voter hoping to save the Union by the elec

tion of a conservative ticket— that upon the sixth of No

vember these masses went to bed as firmly attached to the

Union as they had ever been, and awoke on the seventh ,

after Mr. Lincoln 's election , just as determined upon resist

ance to his rule. The revolution in public opinion was far

too sudden , too universal, and too radical, to be occasioned

by the craft and jugglery of politicians. It was not their

wire-dancing upon partý platforms which thus instan

taneously broke up the deep foundations of the popular

will, and produced this spontaneous uprising of the people

in the majesty of their supremacy ; casting party hacks
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aside,who shall have no control over a movement not hav

ing its genesis in their machinations.

The division of opinion at the South between coöperation

and secession is greatly over -estimated, when vaticinations

are based upon it of a speedy and certain reaction . It was

simply a difference of opinion upon subordinate and col

lateral points ; nothing more. It has never shaped itself

into parties , and even as an opinion , the distinction is now

almost entirely cancelled . The Coöperationists from the

beginning averred — and their subsequent acts sustain the

declaration — that secession was with them , as with others,

the ultimate remedy. But they preferred to reach this

great conclusion by successive steps. They preferred to

justify the South at the bar of history , by offering to the

North an ultimatum , which yet they did not expect to be

accepted. They desired all the slave States, as they were

involved in a common peril, after mutual conference, to

move together in unbroken phalanx ; both as a precaution

against the contingency of civil war, and as a method of

securing consideration to the new Confederacy. We shall

certainly not discuss the wisdom of these suggestions.

That is now a perfectly dead issue, and the disclosures

which have since been made, alike in the deliberations of

the Peace Conference, and in the Federal Congress at

Washington, have probably more than satisfied them in

acquiescing in the course which was actually pursued . If

proof was needed that this difference of opinion related

only to immaterial issues, it is the heartiness of this acqui

escence. Certain it is, that no sooner were the Ordinances

of Secession actually passed than Coöperationists stood

shoulder to shoulder with extreme Secessionists, and have

proved the most unflinching advocates of the new Govern

ment. The evidence is absolutely overwhelming, that,

since its inauguration, the secession movement has been

drawing deeper every day, and public opinion has drifted

rapidly against the possibility, or even desirableness, of a

VOL . XIV., NO. 1. - 20
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reconstruction. If there be a predestinated reaction

which Dr. Breckinridge seems to decree — he must sit

longer on the mount of observation than did the prophet

of old , before he shall see the sign of its coming.

The charge of “ ulterior and concealed designs ” is

handled with a delicacy that altogether surprises us. Dr.

Breckinridge is rarely satisfied to puncture with an inuendo.

He always employs the genuine weapons of war, and would

not be suspected of a resort to the stiletto . Why, then,

does he take up this allegation so gingerly upon his fingers,

as though it had thorns to prick him ? In his Fast-Day

Discourse — which , though thebriefer, is far the abler doc

ument of the two - he significantly asks the people of

Kentucky, “ Do you want the slave trade reopened ? Do

you want somemillions more of African cannibals thrown

amongst you,broadcast throughoutthe whole slave States ?”

This , then , on the fourth of January, was one of the sulte

rior designs” of secession . Was it the recollection of this

splendid prophecy, unexpectedly spoiled by the Congress

of “ the Cotton Confederacy," in the interdict of this traffic

by an organic law , that renders him now suddenly prudent

- contenting himself with generalities that can not pres

ently be falsified ? In that same discourse , he continues his

interrogatories to the people of Kentucky : “ Do you want

to begin a warwhich shall end when you shall have taken

possession of the whole Southern part of this Continent,

down to the Isthmus of Darien ?” Perhaps this is the bug

bear now haunting his prophetic dreams. Well, there

may be some thing here, for we see the wise men at Wash

ington proposing to the powers of Europe a gracious pro

tectorate over Mexico against the ambitious schemes of the

Infant Republic ; and benevolently hinting to Spain our

very dangerous proximity to Cuba, a sugar-plum that

Louisiana especially would like to swallow , in better

security of her own great staple . Who knows but there

may be in the midst of us military adventurers, as there
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are in all lands, who are ambitious of making history a

little prematurely ? We know not how to quiet these ner

vous forebodings, but by suggesting that the South has

notoriously been content to walk in historic paths. In all

the long battle about slavery, we have planted ourselves

upon history , as well as upon revelation . We have im

plored the North to look upon the whole subject as a ques

tion of history, and to leave it to history for solution . We

have not the prescience of the prophet to forecast the dis

tant future. Weare content to deal with present realities,

and leave the future to posterity , when it shall become

their present. This has always been our position — nothing

more, nothing less . Of all nations upon earth, we are the

last to go poaching upon the inheritance of our neighbors.

With the motto “ nolime tangere,” inscribed upon the ban

ner of our defence , every instinct of self-preservation , as

well as every sentiment of public decency, restrains us

from military oppression ; and the world may rest satisfied

that in our waters, at least, the buccaneer can not find his

sheltering cove. If we desire territory , we will not, with

school-boy greed, pluck the apple when it is green , but will

wait upon history till the time of ripeness, when it shall

fall into the lap. But insinuations admit no reply. Our

author is lawyer enough to know that no indictment

crouched in generalities can lie in any court.

The transition is easy to his pathetic lamentation over

the pious degeneracy which makes the universal extension

of slavery the mission of the American people — (pp . 12, 34 ,

36 ). Was a purer fiction ever coined before ? Where,

in all the productions of Southern writers, political or

religious, will Dr. Breckinridge find this thesis defended ?

Has it not always been admitted, by writers on both sides

of the line, that, if African slavery exists at all, its limits

must be determined by climate and soil — that precisely

where it ceases to be profitable, there it will inevitably

cease to exist ? It is alone for this we have been contend
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ing — that, in the language of Mr. Webster, slavery may be

left to be determined by nature and God. The simple

statement out of which this great story of the three black

crows has grown, is this, that slavery having come, in

God's providence, to be the inheritance of the South ,

giving the very complexion and form of our civilization ,

and the historic moment having arrived , at the close of

more than a Peloponnesian war, for concluding the con

flict for ever — it is therefore the duty of the South , in the

discharge of a great historic trust, to conserve and transmit

the same. She must bravely rebuke the presumption

which undertakes by legislative enactment to restrict that

which can only be determined by God Himself, in the out

working of His providential purposes ; and she must set

over against it a claim of right to go wherever the provi

dence of God shall choose to have it go. We have never

said that it was the mission of the whole American people

to extend it any where. We have never said that it was

the mission of the South to do nothing but labor for that

extension ; but simply that, in the great impending crisis,

the South would be recreant to every obligation of duty ,

and to every principle of honor, and to every instinct of

interest, if she did not effectively contradict and rebuke

the insufferable arrogance of those who assume into their

hands the prerogatives of Divine legislation . If this offends

the pious sensibilities of our brethren all over the land,

we take occasion to say it will require some thing more to

overthrow it than a holy exclamation .

With real pain we read the next specification against the

South , ofbeing actuated by the lust of power. In a penny

paper, this would not have surprised us ; but we expect

generosity from the brave. It betrays a want of states

manship to overlook the real causes of a great popular

movement, and to base a political remedy upon motives

which are purely fanciful. Why will not Kentucky and
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the world believe the constant averment of the seceding

South , that she has acted under the conviction of an

amazing peril, and from a sense of compelling justice ?

Through nearly a half a century a party has been strug

gling for political rule, in sworn hostility to that institution

upon which the life and being of the South depend. It

has grown through all opposition , until it has imbued the

public mind of theNorth with a kindred, though somewhat

restrained , abhorrence of slavery. It has laid hold upon all

parties as instruments of its will ; and now at length , subor

dinating the Republicans as its pliant tool, it has throned

itself upon the chair of State, and speaks with the authority

of law . Weneed not go through all the details of a long

and too familiar story , and recite the utterances and dis

close the platforms of the dominant party now represented

in the occupancy of the White House. What was the

South to do ? Submission at this stage would have been

submission for ever ; and since thiswas impossible without

the surrender of all that a people can hold dear - liberty,

honor, and safety — she simply , and, as we think, with

great dignity, withdrew from the disgraceful and destruc

tive association. Yet, while struggling thus for life itself,

she is stigmatized by such a man as Dr. Breckinridge, with

a base lust of power, or peevishly resenting the loss of a

political control which she can not hope to recover .

It is certainly strange that a motive sufficiently strong

to unite seven States in the solemn act of secession from

the Union should never have combined them whilst in that

Union ; for it is notorious, upon all questions of public

policy, the South has ever been found divided into parties,

and arrayed often against herself. How does this fact

true up to the very date of secession - comport with this

grasping ambition ,which suddenly relinquishes all the tra

ditions and advantages of the FederalUnion, that she may

vent her spleen for the loss of dominion ? How does this

allegation further consist with the exemplary patience with
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which she has endured a system of revenue legislation ,

flagrantly and systematically discriminating against her,

and in favor of the North ? But the abundant fertility

of her soil has enabled her to grow rich , even whilst con

tributing two-thirds to the revenue of the Government.

Not for causes like these did she care to rupture the bonds

of association which linked the whole country together.

There is just so much truth as this in the charge now

tabled against her. The South has looked with increasing

alarm at the great increase of power at the North , by the

addition of new free States ; well knowing this power was

destined to be wielded to her destruction. This she had

reason to dread, and if, amongst the possible contingencies

of the future, the question of reconstruction should be

opened to debate, the South, unless she be given over to

judicial blindness, will enter into no union in which the

balance of power is not in some way preserved between

the two sections. She will scarcely again hazard her all

by trusting to a paper Constitution, without an effective

provision, whether by a dual Executive, or by a perpetual

equilibrium in the Senate , or by some other expedient,

against the lawless will of an unscrupulous majority. She

has preferred the better way of secession , and of a separate

Government. Having long borne the burden of unequal

taxation , it was proposed she should sustain that of politi

cal subjection also . The time had not come for her to

accept the lot of Issachar, that “ of a strong ass crouching

between two burdens.”

The truth of history must be vindicated , touching the

seizure of forts and other nationalproperty, alleged against

us as acts of spoliation and robbery. Let it be remem

bered that nothing of this sort was initiated until Major

Anderson, under cover of night, spiked the cannon of Fort

Moultrie, and threw himself into the impregnable fortress

opposite to it in the harbor of Charleston . We have

nothing to say of this as a piece of military strategy,
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except that it changed at once the status of the two par

ties in this controversy. We have no anathemas to hurl

against this gallant officer ; for, his act being endorsed by

the Cabinet, all censure is transferred from the subaltern

to the principal. But the significance of this movement

could not be mistaken. It meant coercion . The intol

erable outrage wasmeditated of turning the batteries, which

had been erected for the defence of the harbor against a

foreign foe, upon the very people on whose soil they had

been built. Instantly , upon the electric wires the convic

tion flashed throughout the South , that they were dealing

with an imbecile and treacherousGovernment,which could

not be trusted on its own parole. As a matter of simple

self-defence, forts were seized, with all the public arms to

be found within their domain . But at this very time of

seizure, it was proclaimed by State authority that the pro

prietorship of the United States was distinctly recognized ,

that the seizure was intended only to prevent an unlawful

and monstrous perversion of these munitions of war to

their destruction , and that in final negotiations with the

other party , the whole should be accounted for as the

property of the entire country.

Precisely so with the mint at New Orleans. Money is

the sinew of war ; and Louisiana resolved the FederalGov

ernment should not draw from these coffers the means of

her own subjugation. What then ? She first takes a faith

ful inventory of all the mint contained , places the same

on file , and publishes it to all the world . She then passes

a special ordinance , through her Convention , by which the

seal of the State is impressed upon this as a sacred deposit,

held in trust, to be accounted for even to the uttermost

farthing , in the final reckoning. We have private knowl

edge of the fact, that of this money, she has already paid

out large sums upon drafts of the Government at Wash

ington, to meet their public contracts. Under this expo

sition , what becomes of the charge of gross immorality
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preferred against the seceding States ? We smile in sad

ness over the recklessness of party zeal which draws a

good and greatman under the censure — " honi soit quimal y

pense. "

But enough of apology. Having disposed of these

allegations, the severer part of our task remains, in the

discussion of the theory which Dr. Breckinridge advances

concerning the nature of our Government. The funda

mental fallacy pervading his entire argument is the mis

conception that it is a consolidated popular Government,

instead ofbeing a Congress of Republics. It is this which

gives point to his charge of anarchy - it is this that enables

him to define secession as sedition and rebellion — it is this

view of the case thatdrives him , in logical consistency, and

against the better impulses of his heart, to advise a coercive

policy , tempered with as much forbearance as may consist

with a due enforcement of the supreme law . Here, then ,

is the apwToy Vevoos of the pamphlet: and our defence of

the South is incomplete, if we spare the refutation it de

mands. We are well aware that the controversy is as old

as the Constitution itself, and has at various periods enlist

ed the ablest minds of the country, who have canvassed

the subject both in popular speeches and in the calmer

productions of the closet. But the pressure of this grave

crisis, and the nature of the assaults made upon us, compel

the reopening of a discussion which might well be thought

closed up and sealed for ever. In proof that we do not

misrepresent our author's position, consider the emphasis

with which he speaks of this “ great nation," and dwells

upon the unity of its life — (pp. 11 , 12 ). “ Weconstitute,”

says he, “ one nation , whose people , however, are divided

into many sovereign States ” — (p . 31). “ It is a political

falsehood that the people of a State are citizens of the

United States only through the Constitution and Govern

ment of that State ” — (p . 38). This is brought out still

more articulately in his Fast-Day Discourse, which in a
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note is assumed as a part of the argument of the essay in

the Review . “ No State,” writes he, “ in this Union ever

had any sovereignty at all, independent of, and except as

they were United States. When they speak of recovering

their sovereignty — when they speak of returning to their

condition as sovereigns, in which they were before they

were members of the Confederacy, called at first the

United Colonies, and then the United States— they speak

of a thing that has no existence ; they speak of a thing that

is historically without foundation .” Again : “ as United

Colonies they were born States.” “ So born that each

State is equally and for ever, by force of its very existence ,

and the manner thereof, both a part of this American

nation , and also a sovereign State of itself.” “ The people,

therefore , can no more legally throw off their national alle

giance, than they can legally throw off their State allegiance ;

either attempt, considered in any legal, in any constitu

tional, in any historical light, is puremadness.” --(Discourse,

p . 8 .) From these quotations it is evident Dr. Breckin

ridge does not use the term nation in a loose popular sense ,

to signify a body of people, inhabiting the same country ,

speaking the same language, deduced from thesame origin ,

and recognizing substantially the same laws ; but in the

fixed political sense of a people fused into one com 'non

and solid mass, who are merely distributed into States,

for the convenience of local government. His conception,

therefore, of the nation , is primary ; that of States, second

ary and derived. The relation of the people to the central

authority is immediate , and not as they are the people of

the separate States. While, in a sense which it would be

difficult to define, sovereignty is ascribed to the latter, it

is not original and independent, but only as they are

born in and under the Union ; out of connection with which ,

they would have none. Consequently, separation from the

Union is simply felo de se. Wedo not remember ever to

have seen a more complete inversion of the facts of history

VOL. XIV ., NO . 1. — 21
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to sustain an a priori theory . The discussion narrows itself

down to a single point. There is no dispute upon the fact

that sovereignty, the jus summi imperii resides in the people .

But the dispute is, whether this sovereignty resides in the

people as they are,merged into the mass, one undivided

whole ; or in the people as they were originally formed into

colonies, and afterwards into States, combining together

for purposes distinctly set forth in their instruments of

Union . Dr. Breckinridgemaintains the former thesis ; we

defend the latter ; and in the whole controversy upon the

legal right of secession this is the “ cardo causa .”

What, then , is the testimony of history ? We find the

first Continental Congress, at New York , in 1765, called

at the suggestion of the House of Representatives of Mas

sachusetts, and composed of deputies from all the Colonial

Assemblies represented therein . We find, in 1773, at the

instance of the Virginia House of Burgesses , the different

Colonial Assemblies appointing Standing Committees of

Correspondence , through whom a confidential communi

cation was kept up between the Colonies. We find the

votes in the Continental Congress of 1774, at Philadelphia ,

cast by Colonies, each being restricted to one only . We

find in the celebrated Declaration of Independence, in

1776, “ the Representatives of the United States, in general

Congress assembled ," publishing and declaring “ in the

name and by the authority of the people in these Colonies.”

We find the Articles of Confederation, matured in 1777,

remanded to the local Legislatures, and ratified by the sev

eral States — by Maryland, not until 1781. The circular in

which this form of confederation was submitted, requests

the States “ to authorize their delegates in Congress to

subscribe the same in behalf of the State," and solicits the

dispassionate attention of the Legislatures of the respect

ive States, under a sense of the difficulty of combining in

one general system the various sentiments and interests of

a Continent divided into so many sovereign and indepen
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dent communities." * We recite these familiar facts to

show that during the first period of our history , embracing

the revolutionary struggle, the people were accustomed to

act, not as an organic whole , but as constituting separate

States, and combining for common and specified ends. In

deed , it could not be otherwise. Upon throwing off their

allegiance to the British crown, and the sovereignty revert

ing to themselves, they were not destitute of a political

organization through which to act. They had existed as

organized , though not independent, communities before.

Whatmore natural, in their transition to new political rela

tions, than to stand forth the communities they actually

were ? As separate Colonies they had been dependencies

of the British Crown: when that dependence was thrown

aside, in whom could the original sovereignty reside, but

in the people , who were now no longer Colonies, butStates

- in which form of existence the people are first presented

to our view . The fact that they combined against a com

mon foe , and to secure their independence together, does

not impeach their inherent sovereignty . It remains per

fectly discretionary with them — that is, with the people, as

States — to determine how much of this sovereignty they

will retain , and how much they will surrender, in the

arrangements afterwards made. In the language of Chief

Justice Jay, quoted by Mr. Story, “ thirteen sovereignties

were considered as emerging from the principles of the

Revolution , combined by local convenience and considera

tions — though they continued to manage their national con

cerns as " one people.” ” We accordingly reverse Dr. Breck

inridge's proposition ; we are not “ one Nation divided into

many States,” butwe are many States uniting to form one

Nation .

But let us see how the matter stands from the period of

the old Confederation to the adoption of the present Con

* Story's His . of the Confederation .
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stitution , in 1787. When the former was found to be

breaking down from its own imbecility , and the necessity

of a more perfect union was becoming apparent, it is

curious to see how the pathway was opened through the

almost accidental action of State Legislatures. In 1785,

commissioners were appointed by the States of Virginia

and Maryland to form a scheme for promoting the naviga

tion of the River Potomac and the Chesapeake Bay. As

they felt the need of more enlarged powers to provide a

local naval force , and a tariff of duties upon imports, this

grew into an invitation from Virginia to the other States

to hold a Convention for the purpose of establishing a

general system of commercial relations — and this, at length ,

at the instance of New York , was enlarged, so as to pro

vide for the revision and reform of the articles of the old

Federal compact. Thus grew up, by successive steps, the

Convention which met at Philadelphia in 1787, by which

the present Constitution was drafted , submitted to Con

gress, as the common organ of all the States, and by it

referred for ratification to these States respectively . Here

we have the same great principle of the sovereignty of the

people, as they are States, clearly recognized . The tenta

tive efforts towards improving the interior commercial rela

tions of the country, are initiated by two State Legisla

tures ; by a third , a Convention of Delegates from all the

States is suggested ; and the new Constitution is finally

debated and ratified by separate Conventions of the people

in each - North Carolina withholding her assent till 1789,

and Rhode Island till 1790. This historical review seems,

to us, conclusive of the point in hand. The people— not

as one, but as thirteen - revolt from the English yoke;

because only as thirteen , and not as one, did they ever owe

allegiance. The people — not as one, but as thirteen - unite

to carry on a defensive and successful war; granting to the

Continental Congress just the powers they saw fit - neither

more nor less — as their common agent. The people — not
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as one, but as thirteen - prepare and adopt Articles of

Confederation , under which they manage their common

concerns for seven years. And finally — not as one, but

again as thirteen — they frame and adopt a permanent Con

stitution ; under which they have lived for seventy years,

and have grown from thirteen to thirty -four. But suppose

the two dilatory States, which withheld their assent to

the Constitution for two and three years, had withheld

it altogether — What then ? Why, says Dr. Breckinridge,

" they would have passed by common consent into a new

condition, and have become, for the first time, separate sove

reign States.” — (Disc., p . 8.) Yes, truly, if by “ separate "

he only means isolated ; but not separate in the sense of

being distinct. But he has denied sovereignty to any State,

“ except as they are United States.” How , then , shall these

two States, who, by supposition , refused to be united, be

come sovereign ? “ By common consent,” says Dr. Breck

inridge, “ they will pass into that condition .” But on what

is this common consent to be based ? Why not coerce

them into Union, if the people is one Nation, and these

States are fractions of that unit ? Certainly it is just be

cause their refusal to concur would be an exercise of sove

reignty, and it must needs be recognized as such . Yet,

if the refusal to concur would be an act of sovereignty ,

then , by equality of reason , was their agreement to con

cur an act of sovereignty. In either case, the people of

these two States — and so of all the others — were antece

dently and distinctively sovereign ; and hence, could not

owe their sovereignty to the Union which they themselves

created . It is reasoning in a circle , to say that the States

are sovereign only as they are United States, when by the

force of the term , as well as by the express testimony of

history, they are united only by a Union which is created

in the exercise of that sovereignty . We commend this

fact to the attention of Consolidationists ; that two States

did , for the term of three years, delay to come into the
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Union under the Constitution , although they were pre

viously in it under the Confederation . It clearly proves

that the people formed the Constitution as States, and not

as a consolidated Nation : and that these States were not

merely election districts, into which the one Nation was

conveniently distributed — but were organized communi

ties, invested with the highest attributes of sovereignty,

which they exercised again and again , by and through

their supreme Conventions. If as States they could legally

refuse to come into the Union , why may they not as legally

withdraw from it ? Upon the law maxim , “ expressio unius

est exclusio alterius," this attribute of sovereignty remains,

unless in the instrument it can be shown to be explicitly

resigned .

It is plain , then , that before and at the adoption of

the Constitution , the States were independent and sove

reign . Have they ceased to be such by their assent to that

instrument ? Or, is the Federal Union simply a covenant

between the people of these States for mutual benefits,

and under conditions that are distinctly entered into the

bond ? Let us see. Much stress is laid upon the use of

the words, “ the people,” in the preamble of the Constitu

tion — conveying, it is alleged, the idea of an undivided

nationality . It is, however, a plain canon of interpreta

tion , that particular terms are to be explained by the con

text in which they occur. This preamble further states,

that “ we the people,” are “ the people of the United

States ;" a title evidently intended to embody the history

of the formation of the Union as a Congressus of States ,

which , by aggregation, make up one People . In proof of

this, it is a title simply transferred from the old Confedera

tion , when no one denies that the States were separate and

independent. This fact is conclusive. As the Nation is

formed by the confluence of States, a periphrastic title is

given , which defines the character of this nationality , as

not being consolidated, but federative. It is not a little
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remarkable , that no other title is employed throughout the

Constitution, but this of “ United States;" the composition

of which , historically, describes confederation, and dis

criminates against consolidation . How does it happen , if

the idea of a nation , as composed of individuals, simply

districted into States, is the fundamental idea, not only that

a baptismal name was withheld which should embody that

conception , but that, on the contrary, a composite title was

given , which marks precisely the opposite ?

Let us now pass from the vestibule, and examine the

frame-work of the Constitution itself. The first section of

Article I. vests the Legislative power in a Congress, con

sisting of two Chambers, a Senate and House of Represen

tatives. In the latter, population is represented. But

what population ? the people of the Nation as a unit, or

the people of the States ? Unquestionably, the latter : for

Section 4 provides that “ the time, places, and manner of

holding the election shall be prescribed in each State by

the Legislature thereof." Should a vacancy occur, “ writs

of election are to be issued by the executive authority of

each State .” Thus the States, individually , direct the elec

tion, and count and declare the vote. Plainly , this is done

by the States, either as mere election districts , or else as

organized communities, in the exercise of a supreme right.

In addition to what has already been urged, the fact of

apportioning these Representatives to the States respect

ively, according to the population of each , concludes

against the theory that the people are fused into the mass,

and determines for the idea that, under the Constitution,

as before its adoption , the people represented are the peo

ple of the States in Congress assembled. In the Senate ,

the case is still clearer, for these States are represented as

such , all being placed upon the same footing, the largest

having no more power than the least. If we turn to the

Executive branch of the Government, the President and

Vice President are chosen by the people, indeed ,but still
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by the people as constituting States . The electors must

equal in number the representation which the State enjoys

in Congress ; and they must be chosen in such manner as

each State, through its Legislature, shall determine. — (Con .

Art. II.) Should the election fail with the people, itmust

go into the Congressional House of Representatives,with

the remarkable provision , that the « vote is there to be

taken by States, the representation from each State having

one vote.” Why so ? if not to forestall the possibility ,

through the inequality of the States in that Chamber, of a

President being chosen by a numerical majority merely ,

without being chosen by a concurrent majority of the

States ? We submit to the candor of the reader, if these

constitutional provisions are not framed upon the concep

tion that the people are contemplated as States, and not as

condensed into a Nation . If this latter were the funda

mental idea, could arrangements bemademore effectively

to conceal or to cancel it ?

But it is urged that, in the adoption of the Constitution ,

the States have remitted, in great part, their sovereignty ;

and have clothed the General Government with supreme

authority in the powers they have conferred. “ Congress

shall have power,” says the Constitution (Sec. 8, Art. I.),

“ to levy and collect taxes, to regulate commerce, to coin

money, to declare war, to negotiate peace," and the like;

all which, it is alleged , are the acts of a sovereign. Pre

cisely so : Congress shall have the executive power ; but the

Constitution does not say the inherent right. The distinc

tion between these two goes to the bottom of the case , and

will clear up much prevalent misconception . The people

of the States have not parted with one jot or tittle of their

originalsovereignty. According to primitive republicanism ,

it is impossible they should do so. It exists unimpaired,

just where it always resided , in the People constituting

States. Butthese States, sustaining many relations to each

other and to foreign nations, concur to manage those
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external matters in common. In their confederation for

this purpose, they create an organ common to them all.

To that agent they confide certain trusts, which are par

ticularly enumerated ; and that it may be competent to

discharge the same, they invest it with certain powers,

which are carefully defined . They consent to put a limita

tion upon the exercise of their individual sovereignty, so

far as to abstain from the functions assigned to this com

mon agent. They come under a mutual pledge to recognize

and to sustain this established Constitution , quoad its pur

poses, as the paramount law . But all this by no means

implies the delegation of their sovereignty to the General

Government. Power is often conferred upon municipal

corporations to perform certain functions pertaining to

sovereignty — as, for example, the power of taxation. But

who ever dreamed that these corporations became thus

ipso facto sovereigns ; or that the State, in conferring such

charters, remitted any portion of its supremacy ? In like

manner, the several States, in granting these powers to

Congress, granted them in trust, for purposes purely exec

utive : retaining the right inherent in themselves to revoke

these powers, and to cancel atwill the instrument by which

they are conveyed. We confess our inability to under

stand this doctrine of a double sovereignty : a sovereignty

which , while it is delegated to the GeneralGovernment, is

nevertheless supreme; and a sovereignty which , while it

is retained by the States as a part of their original inher

itance, is nevertheless subordinate. The very terms of

either proposition appear to be solecisms. Sovereignty,

however limited it may be in actual exercise, is simple, and

incapable of distribution . It is a still greater contradiction

to speak of a sovereign who is under subjection to a superior

authority. Wecan very well understand how several sove

reignties shall unite upon schemes which can only be

executed by a restraint voluntarily imposed ; but not how

they shall create a power that is superior to them all. AC

VOL. XIV ., NO. 1. — 22
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cordingly , we find the Constitution providing in its very

last article for the establishment of this Constitution ”

not over, but “ between — the States ratifying the same.” The

distinction between these two propositions is not meta

physical, but immensely practical and substantive. The

first would establish the government of a superior over

subjects who obey ; the second establishes a common law

between equals who recognize and sustain . Still more

emphatic is the tenth amendment to the Constitution ,

which specifies that “ all powers not delegated to the

United States are reserved to the States respectively, or to

the people.” This betrays the jealousy which watched over

the formation of the Union ; showing the grant to the Gen

eral Government to be a grant of specified and executive

powers; while all the rest remains, by inherent right, with

the States in their local and permanent organization, or

with the people ofthose States in their primal and inalien

able sovereignty .

This exposition of the relation of the States to the Fed

cralUnion, is confirmed by the debates in the Convention

which formed the Constitution, in 1787. Aware of the

weakness of the existing Confederation, it is not strange

that a party arose desirous of strengthening the central

power. It was urged against the new Constitution , that

no tribunal was erected to determine controversies which

might arise between the States and the Nation . The Su

preme Court was restricted in its jurisdiction to causes in

law and equity, and could not adjudicate political differ

ences. The proposition was, therefore, submitted to extend

its powers, so as to make it the arbiter of all issues that

mightarise. It did not, however, prevail so as to be articu

lated into the Constitution . Of course, the States were

thrown back upon the great principle of international

law , that every sovereign must decide for himself in con

troverted issues, under a sense of responsibility to the

opinion of mankind, and the verdict of impartial history .
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To show still further the relation of the States to the

Union , we will cite another fact. Three resolutions were

introduced into the Convention , the first declaring “ that a

Union of the States merely federal will not accomplish the

objects proposed by the Articles of Confederation ;" the

second , “ that no treaty or treaties between the States, as

sovereign, will secure the common defence ;" the third ,

" that a national government ought to be established," * etc.

The first two resolutionswere immediately tabled ; the third

was adopted ; but afterwards, in the course of debate,

undue stress being laid upon the word “ national,” it was

changed into " the government of the United States.” +

Anothermethod was proposed , to provide for the danger

of collision between the Federal and State authorities.

The sixth of Gov. Randolph's famous fifteen resolutions,

empowered “ the Federal Executive to call forth the force

of the Union against any member of the Union , failing to

fulfil his duties under the articles thereof." I This sugges

tion utterly failed to secure the assent of the Convention ,

and the resolution was abridged as to this feature of it .

The strongest Centralists in the body, as Mr. Madison and

Mr. Hamilton, repudiated the principle , as tantamount to a

declaration of war and a dissolution of the Union , and

utterly repugnant to the genius and spirit of this Govern

ment. We can not burthen this article with the citation

of authorities. These general facts are sufficient to show

the view taken by the framers of the Constitution, as to

the relations between the States and the central authority .

They are of no little significance, at a time like this, when

so many are clamoring for the coercion of the South ,

whether it be a coercion of laws or a coercion of arms. The

puerile distinction had not occurred to these wise men of

a past age, between coercing a State and the coercion of

its citizens alone : a distinction perfectly. legitimate, when

* Elliott's Debates, Vol. I., p.391. † Ibid., p. 427. Ibid., p. 144.
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a State professes to recognize the authority of the Union ,

and unlawful combinations of individuals exist to resist the

same; but a distinction utterly impertinent, when the State

asserts her sovereign jurisdiction over her citizens, and

disclaims any longer participation in the Federal Union .

Manifestly , if a State, while in the Union, may not be

coerced by federal power, without its “ being tantamount

to a declaration of war; " then, ex fortiori, she may not be

coerced , when by her sovereign act the bonds have been

sundered by which she was held under the compact, and

she stands wholly without the pale of the Union.

The longest argument must have an end. We advert,

finally, to the notorious fact,that in the very act of ratifying

this Constitution , three States asserted their sovereign right

to resume the powers they had delegated. New York

declared " that the powers of governmentmaybe reassumed

by the people whenever it shall become necessary to their

happiness :' * and further indicates what people shemeans,

by speaking, in the same connection , ofthe residuary power

and jurisdiction in the people of the State , not granted to

the General Government. The delegates from Virginia

“ declare and makeknown, in the name and in the behalf

of the people of Virginia , that the powers granted under

the Constitution , being derived from the people of the

United States, may be resumed by them , whensoever the

same shall be perverted to their injury and oppression ." +

In like manner, Rhode Island protests against the remission

of her right of resumption . And while the language is not

so explicit as that of New York , the meaning is precisely

the same; for, as the original grantor of these powers was

the people of the States , and not the collective people of

the country at large, the former alone had the right to

reassume. The other States made no such declarations.

Indeed , as the right lay in the very nature and history of

* Elliott's Debates, Vol. I., p . 327. † Ibid .
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the federation, they could be made by these three only in

the way of superabundant caution . This right,so solemnly

asserted seventy years ago, has been sleeping upon the

records of the country. It is now brought into exercise by

seven States, and the issue can no longer be blinked. If

the insane advice gratuitously tendered in this pamphlet

should be followed by the Federal authorities, the war that

ensues will be a war of principle as well as of passion : and

the South will know that she is contending against tyranny

in theory, as well as tyranny in practice.

It would thus appear the doctrine of withdrawal from the

Union is not so novel as it has been supposed by those who

scout it as monstrous. Let us see if it has not made its

appearance more than once in the history of the country.

When Mr. Jefferson wasmade Secretary of State, after his

return from France , he was warmly importuned by Mr.

Hamilton to throw his influence in favor ofthe assumption

of the State debts, in order to save the Union from threat

ened dissolution. “ He,” says Mr. Jefferson, “ painted

pathetically the temper intowhich the legislature had been

wrought; the disgust of those who were called the creditor

States; the danger of the secession of their members, and ,

the separation of the States;' * which was only averted by

bringing over two of the Virginia delegation (White and

Lee) to support the measure. At a later period, the passage

of the Embargo Act, it is well known, inflamed the New

England States to the highest degree; so that on the floor

of Congress it was declared, “ they were repining for a

secession from the Union.” In the Hartford Convention ,

at which five of the Eastern States were represented , the

report which was adopted uses the following language :

“ Whenever it shall appear that these causes are radical

and permanent, a separation by equitable arrangement will

be preferable to an alliance by constraint among nominal

* Irving's Life of Washington , Vol. V ., p. 61.
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friends, but real enemies, inflamed by mutual hatred and

jealousy,” etc. Again : “ In cases of deliberate, dangerous

and palpable infractions of the Constitution, affecting the

sovereignty of a State and the liberties of the people, it is

not only the right, but the duty, of such a State to inter

pose its authority for their protection, in themanner best

calculated to secure that end. When emergencies occur

which are beyond the reach of the judicial tribunals, or too

pressing to admit of the delay incident to their forms,

States, which have no common umpire, must be their own

judges, and execute their own decisions.” It is a little

curious that these avowals of the right of secession should

come from the very section which is most chargeable with

begetting the present schism : and that the very people

now most ready to arm themselves for the coercion of the

South could plead for an equitable and peaceful separation,

so long as it was meditated by themselves. The infamy

attaching to the Hartford Convention springs not from

their exposition of political doctrine, but from the insuf

ficiency of the cause impelling them to a breach of com

pact, and from the want of patriotism which could med

itate such a step when the country was in the midst of a

war with a foreign enemy.

We have thus argued the legal right of secession , with

out touching upon its moral aspect. Regarding the Union

in the light of a compact, it is not lightly to be broken .

Framed for such purposes, and under such circumstances,

it was a covenant peculiarly sacred, which could not be set

aside without guilt somewhere. In this regard, the seced

ing South is prepared to carry her cause before the world ,

and before God . When the Union had failed in all the

ends for which it was instituted - neither “ establishing jus

tice, ensuring domestic tranquillity, promoting the general

welfare, nor securing the blessings of liberty ; " when these

delegated powers were perverted into powers of oppression

and injury ; when the compact had flagrantly , and with
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impunity, been broken by the other parties to it; then it

became the South to assert her last right, that of a peace

ful withdrawal from the partnership . If to her other

wrongs this last and most atrocious of them all, an attempt

at her forcible subjugation , is to be added, then will her

defence beas complete as an injured people ever carried

over to the judgment of posterity . On this, however, we

will not enlarge. It will be seen that, upon the legal aspects

of the question , we are at antipodes with the writer, whose

essay we have reviewed . He affirms the people to be one,

divided into many : we, that they are many, united into

one. He ascribes sovereignty to the Union : we, to the

States. Heregards the Constitution as creating a govern

ment which is over the States: we regard it as a common

law established between the States. In his view , “ any

attempt to throw off this national allegiance , in any legal,

in any constitutional, in any historical light, is pure mad

ness :" in our view , in every legal, constitutional, or his

torical light, there is no allegiance to be thrown off, and

consequently there is no madness in the case . He affirms

secession to be rebellion , which must be suppressed at

every hazard : we, that it is an inherent rightof sovereignty ,

which can not be disallowed withoutan international war.

Let the reader putthe two into his own scales, and decide

for himself.

We rise from this discussion under the profound convic

tion that the separation of this country into two govern

ments was inevitable : simply because, from the beginning,

two nations have with us been in thewomb— and thebirth ,

however long delayed, must come atlength . From its very

formation , two antagonistic interpretations of the Constitu

tion have prevailed, which have just been presented in

contrast. The final issue would naturally be deferred, as

this and the other struggled for the ascendency. But

whenever , through the expansion of territory, and the

consequent increase of patronage, the politicalprizes should
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becometoo great for the virtue of our people ; and when

ever sectional jealousies should arise, springing from differ

ent forms of society, and opposite systems of labor, the

time has arrived for deciding whether the Federal Ex

ecutive is a servant or a sovereign . Had the former view

prevailed, the Union might have been perpetual. Had

the Constitution been regarded as a compact whose bonds

were mutual honor and good faith, the apprehension of a

rupture would have been the surest guarantee of its

observance. The very feebleness of the bond would have

been its strength , as the exquisite sensibility of the eye

constitutes the greatest protection of that organ. The

predominance of the opposite theory has wrought the

existing anarchy of which our author so loudly complains.

Just because the States have been regarded as provinces,

which , if rebellious, could be dragooned into submission ,

the North has been tempted, through its numericalma

jority , to sectional aggression ; from which , under the other

view , it would have been restrained by every consideration

ofhonor and interest. Dr. Breckinridge, in his zealagainst

anarchy, has not preserved us from despotism , towards

which this country has alreadymade fearfully rapid strides.

Wehave always admired the gigantic scale upon which

his shadow has ever been cast. It has been no mean proof

of his transcendent genius, that in the display of even the

smallestweaknesses of our nature, he has ever succeeded

in redeeming them from contempt, and of lifting them

almost into the sublime. So now , when he would provide

for the final destruction of this Republic , it is upon a scale

of grandeur that would make her fall only second to that

of ancient Rome. We will not recall to his memory the

steps by which that grand Republic slipped into an Empire ;

nor how the legions of Gaul, or ofthe East, or the Pretorian

Guards at home, elevated successively their puppets — until

the distant barriers were swept over by barbarian hordes,

burying all civilization beneath the flood . But we will
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remind him that one Rome is enough for one World .

With her instructive history before him , let him not push

this Republic forth upon the same career, first of imperial

grandeur, and then of a disintegration that will prove

universal and frightful. We are not anarchists upon a

scale like that. We are conservative enough to reef the

sails of our ship before she drives upon the rock , and

founders in the sea , with the loss of her treasures. We

will put out the long-boat, and separate in time to save and

perpetuate those republican principles which are dear to

our hearts.

We wish the reader to observe that, whenever the ques

tion comes up for decision , whether this is to be a Republic

or an Empire, this country is obliged to split in two parts .

This question happens to have mixed itself up with that of

slavery, the issue upon which a sectional party has suc

ceeded in carrying theGovernmentby assault. But if there

had not been an African on this continent, this political

difference must sooner or later have worked out the result

which has occurred. Dr. Breckinridge is to all intents an

imperialist. He has gone off upon the old notions of

former ages, which doom this Republic to be a failure

and a failure the more stupendous the longer it should

happen to last. If there be no other bonds holding these

States together but those of central force and coercion ,

then, with all our boasting,we have solved no problem in

politics, and made no contribution to history. But our

conviction is, that the American problem is being worked

out for good, and not for evil. The future historian will

look back upon this movement of secession as the move

mentwhich rescued the whole country just as it was slip

ping into an empire - an empire to be shattered at last,

after the manner ofall the empires of the earth — and least

of all to be endured upon this continent, where it is an

utter apostacy from the political faith of our fathers.
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NOTICES OF RECENT PUBLICATIONS.

In consequence of the crowded state of our pages, and

the delay which has already occurred, we are compelled to

postpone all notices of books until our next issue .

ARTICLE VII.

PERIODICAL LITERATURE .
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Domestic Industry . X . A Plan of Present Pacification ; or, a Basis for

Reconstruction of the Union , if it be Dissolved . Department of Com

merce. Departmentof Miscellany. Editorial Miscellany,
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V . DeBow ' s Review , March , 1861. Article I. The Pioneers, Preachers,

and People of the Mississippi Valley. II. Eikon Basilike - Now as

Then . III. French Revolutionary History . IV . What is a Constitu

tion ? V . One Idea. VI. School Life and Its History. VII. The

Dead Languages. VIII. Density of Population . IX, The English

Language. X . The Grape -- Its Culture and Manufacture at the South .

XI. The Southern Confederacy. XII. Practical Geology of Louisiana.

Department of Commerce. Department of Internal Improvements.

Department of Manufactures and Mining. Department of Agriculture.

Department of Miscellany. Editorial Miscellany.

VI. United Presbyterian Quarterly Review , January, 1861. Edited by

David R . Kerr. Article I. Philosophical Theology . II. Forbearance.

III. The Ruling Elder. IV. Tractarianism Traced to its Sources. V .

The Theology of Art. VI. The Settlement of the Reformed Churches

in Western Pennsylvania. VII. Individual Effort . VIII, The Second

Assembly. IX . Short Notices.

VII. Presbyterian Quarterly Review , January , 1861. Article I. Paganism

a Demon Worship . II. Laurentius Valla . III. The Inward Light.

IV . The Hebrew Language and Literature. V . Evangelism of the

Eighteenth Century. VI. Literary and Theological Intelligence. VII.

Notices of New Books.

VIII. Quarterly Review of the Methodist Episcopal Church, South, January,

1861. Article I . Education for the Ministry . II. Recent Anglican

Philology. III. Philosophic Import and Value of the First Chapter of

Genesis in its applications to Organic Nature. IV . Cleveland's Text

Books. V . Philosophy of Representation . VI. Introduction of Chil

dren into the Church VII. Apparitions of the Dead . VIII. The Rev.

Littleton Fowler . IX. Brief Reviews.

IX . Methodist Quarterly Review , January, 1861. Edited by D . D . Whe

don , D . D . Article I . Methodism after Wesley 's Death . II. Annihila

tion . III. Another New Hymn Book. IV . The Prayer of Habak

kuk . V . Dean Swift. VI. The Use and Abuse of Eyesight. VII.

Godwin 's History of France. VIII. Foreign Religious Intelligence.

IX . Foreign Literary Intelligence. X . Synopsis of the Quarterlies.

XI. Quarterly Book Table .

X . Christian Review , January, 1861. E . G . Robinson , Editor. Article

I . Macaulay's Essays. II. Infant Baptism ; its origin traceable to the

Doctrine of Baptismal Regeneration . III. The Sensibilities. IV . The

Inspiration of the Apostles. V . Conant's Matthew . VI. Roman Or

thoepy . VII. Study of International Law . VIII. Notices of Recent

Publications. IX. Theological and Literary Intelligence.

XI. Mercersburg Review , January, 1861. Edited by Rev. E . V . Gerbart,

D . D ., and Rev. P . Schaff, D . D . Article I . The Èpistle to the Galatians

Translated and Explained. II. The Marvellous in Modern Times. III.

English Versions of the Heidelberg Catechism . IV . Our Alumni Asso

ciation . V . Recent Publications.

XII. Evangelical Review , January, 1861. Edited by C . P . Krauth, D . D .,

and others. Article I. The Laborer, the Artisan , and the Artist. II.

Chiliasm critically examined , etc . III. The Ministerium . IV . Bacca

laureate Address. V . The Master's Call to His Church . VI. Notices

of New Publications.

XIII. Theological and Literary Journal, January, 1861. Edited by David

N . Lord . Article I. Mr. Gascoyne's Theory of the Apocalypse. II.

Dr. Barth 's Travels and Discoveries in Africa . III. Reply to the Errors

and Misrepresentations of J . R . Blake. IV . The Golden Image, Daniel

iii. Nebuchadnezzar's Vision of the Tree, Daniel iv . V . Designation

and Exposition of the Figures in Isaiah , chapters lxi., lxii., and lxiii.

VI. Literary and Critical Notices.
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XIV. Journal of Prison Discipline and Philanthropy , January, 1861.

Article I. Interesting and Successful Experiments in the Treatment of

Convicts. II. The Application of the Principles of Reformatories to

the Treatment of Adult Criminals. III. The · New York Times ” on

Prison Discipline. IV . Enormous Abuse of the Power of Committing

Magistrates. Brief Notices.

XV. Bibliotheca Sacra and Biblical Repository, January, 1861. Edited by

E . A . Park and S . H . Taylor, Article I. Theodore Parker. II. The

Theology of Sophocles. III. The Philosophy of Sir William Hamilton ,

and its recent Theological Applications. IV . The Christian Law of

Self-Sacrifice. V . Review of Palfrey's History of New England . VI.

Notices of New Publications.

XVI. Home Circle, March , 1861. L . D . Huston , Editor. Nashville ,

Tenn .: Southern Methodist Publishing House. General Articles . Po

etry. Editorial Department.

XVII. Southern Episcopalian , March , 1861. Edited by Rev. C . P. Gads

den and Rev. J . H . Elliott. Miscellaneous. Poetry. Editorial and

Critical. Religious Intelligence. Obituary Notices. **

XVIII. Historical Magazine, March , 1861. General Department. So

cieties and their Proceedings. Notes and Queries. Notes on Books.

Miscellany.

XIX . Pacific Expositor, March , 1861. Rev. W . A . Scott, D . D ., Editor.

The Presbyterian on the Expositor ; Our Boys in their “ teens ” ; The

Aged Pastor ; Education in California ; Dr. Scott 's Address at the open

ing of the City College ; Opening of the City College, from the Alta ;

Condemned Criminals ; “ Milking the Goat" , Princeton Review on the

Country ; Rev. Charles Russell Clarke; Afflictions Sanctified ; Chaplains

in the Legislature ; A Prayer for the Times ; California Bible Socie ' y ;

Rev . W . C . Mosher - Rev . J . Woods ; Natural and Apostolic Intoler

ance ; City College and its Prospects ; Thanksgiving Sermons ; Vice and

Virtue; The National Fast ; Literary Record

II. BRITISH PERIODICALS.

I . Edinburgh Reviewo , January, 1861. Article I. Church Expansion and

Liturgical Revision . II. Japan and the Japanese. III. The Victoria

Bridge. IV. Political Ballads of England and Scotland . V . Ocean

Telegraphy. VI. Autobiography of Dr. A . Carlyle. VII. Motley 's

History of the United Netherlands. VIII. Forbes and Tyndall on the

Alps and their Glaciers. IX. The Kingdom of Italy . X . Naval Or

ganization .

II. Blackwood' s Edinburgh Magazine, January, 1861. Article I. The Po

litical Year . II. The Purist Prayer Book . III. Uncivilized Man .

IV . English Embassies to China. V . Horror : a True Tale . VI. What's

a Grilse ? VII. Norman Sinclair : An Autobiography. - Part XII.

VIII. A Merry Christmas ! IX . The Indian Civil Service - Its Rise

and Fall.

III. Westminster Review , January , 1861. Article I. Ancient Danish

Ballads. II. Alcohol : What becomes of it in the Living Body. III.

Canada . IV . Bible Infallibility : “ Evangelical Defendersof the Faith . ”

V . The Neapolitan and Roman Questions. VI. American Slavery : the

Impending Crisis . VII. Cavour and Garibaldi. VIII. Dante and his

English Translators. IX . Contemporary Literature.

IV . London Quarterly Review , January, 1861. Article I . Canada and the

North -West. II . The Welsh and their Literature . III. The United

Netherlands. IV . The Iron Manufacture. V . Italy. VI. The Dogs

of History and Romance. VII. The Income- Tax and Its Rivals . VIII.

Essays and Reviews.
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V . North British Rericu , February, 1861. Article I . India Convalescent.

II. Shelley and his Recent Biographers. III. Large Farms and the

Peasantry of the Scottish Lowlands. IV . Lord Dundonald . V . Modern

Necromancy. VI. Engineering and Engineers. VII. The Political

Press - French , British , and German . VIII. Home Ballads and Poems.

IX. Hessey's Bampton Lecture. X . Dr. Carlyle's Autobiography . XI.

Lord Palmerston and our Foreign Policy.

III. FRENCH AND GERMAN PERIODICALS.

I . Revue des Deux Mondes, ler Janvier 1861 : Paris . I. -- Le Roi Louis

Philippe et l'empereur Nicolas (1841 - 1843 ), par M . Guizct. II. - Les

Mineurs du Harz, Souvenirs d 'un Voyage dans l'Allemagne du Nord ,

par M . Auguste Laugel. III. -- De la Statistique en France et des Pro

grès de la Richesse Publique, par M . Charles Lavoliée. IV . - Conquéte

de la Mer, par M . J . Michelet, de l'Institut. V . - L ' Esclavage aux

États -Unis . - II. - Les Planteurs et les Abolitionistes, par M . Éliséo

Reclus. VI. - Histoire Naturelle de l'Homme. - Unité de l'espèce Hu

maine. - II. - L ' Espèce , la Variété et la Race, par M . A . de Quatrefages,

de l'Académie des Sciences . VII. - Deux Jours de Sport a Java , Scènes

de la vie Indo -Hollandaise , par M . Fridolin . VIII. - Des Derniers

Budgets de la France et de l'Accroissement des Dépenses, par M . Victor

Bonnet. IX - Chronique de la Quinzaine, Histoire Politique et Litté

raire. X . Essais et Notices . --- Le Comte Téléki. XI. - Revue des Thé

atres , par M . E . Montégut. XII. - Bulletin Bibliographique.

II. Revue des Deux Mondes, 15 Janvier 1861. 1 . - La Comtesse d 'Albany.

I. - Louise de Stolberg et Charles Édouard, par M . Saint-René Taillandier.

II. - L ' Empoissonnementdes eaux Douces. -- Les Poissons Sédentaires et

les Poissons Voyageurs, Moeurs , Production , Elève et Acclimatation des

Diverses Espèces, par M . J .- J . Baude, de l'Institut. III. - Le Général

Sir Robert Wilson au Camp Russe en 1812, Souvenirs de Guerre et de

Diplomatie , par M . E .- D . Forgues. IV . - Leibniz et Bossuet d 'après

leur correspondance inédite , par M . Charles de Rémusat, de l'Académie

Française. V . - Histoire Naturelle de l'Homme. - Unité de l'Espèce

Humaine. - III. - Races Végétales et Animales, par M . A . de Quatre

fages, de l'Académie des Sciences. VI. - Deux Épisodes Diplomatiques.

- 1 . - Dernières Négociations de l'Empire, Ouvertures de Francfort et

Conférences de Chatillon , par M . 0 . d 'Haussonville. VII. - Les Voy

ageurs en Orient. - VI. - De la Moralité des Finance Turques, par M .

Saint-Marc Girardin , de l'Académie Français . VIII. - Chronique de la

Quinzaine, Histoire Politique et Littéraire. IX . - Essais et Notices.

· Lettre de Chine. X . - Des Récens Progrès de l'Agriculture Anglaise,

par M . L . de Lavergne, de l'Institut. XI. - Bulletin Bibliographique.

III. Revue des Deux Mondes, ler Février 1861 : Paris. I. - L ' Italie depuis

Villafranca. - II. -- Le Roi François II et la Révolution de Naples, par

M . Charles de Mazade. II. - Joseph de Maistre et Lamennais. - Les

Tendances Communes et les Résultats Définitifs de leur Philosophie, par

M . Louis Binaut. III. - La Comtesse d 'Albany. - II. - La Reine d 'An

gleterre et Victor Alfieri, par M . Saint-René Taillandier . IV . - Histoire

Naturelle de l'Homme. - Unité de l'Espèce Humaine. -- IV . - Des Varia

tions dans les Étres Organisés , par M . A . de Quatrefages, de l'Académie

des Sciences . V . - Les Finances de l'Empire, par M . Casimir Perier ,

ancien député. VI. - La Fauvette Bleue, Récit des Bords de la Loire,

par M . Th . Pavie , VII. - Les Fantaisies d 'Histoire Naturelle de M .

Michelet, par M . Emile Montégut. VIII. - Chronique de la Quinzaine,

Histoire Politique et Littéraire. IX . - Revue Musicale, - Un Ballo in

Maschera , etc. , par M . P . Scudo. X . - Théatres. - Les Pièces Nouvelles.

XI.- Bulletin Bibliographique.
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IV . Revue des Deux Mondes , 15 Février 1861: Paris. I . - La Comtesse

d 'Albany. - III. - L 'Amie d 'Alfieri et la Société Européenne, par M .

Saint- René Taillandier, II. - Hegel et l'Hégélianisme d 'après les Der

niers Travaux Publiés en Allemagne, par M . Edmond Scherer. III.

La Nationalité Bretonne dans l'Unité Française , par M . L . de Carné.

IV . - La Télégraphie Électrique en France. - De la Réforme du Service

Électrique et de l'Abaissement des Tarifs , par M . Auguste Laugel. V , -

Les Voyageurs en Orient. - VII. - De la Situation des Chrétiens en

Turquie d 'après une Enquête du Gouvernement Anglais , Première Par

tie, par M . Saint-Marc Girardin , de l'Académie Française . VI. - His

toire Naturelle de l'Homme. - Unité de l'Espèce Humaine. - V . - Origne

des Variétés et F rmation des Races dans les Etres Organisés, par M . A .

de Quatrefages, de l'Académie des Sciences. VII. - Des Origines de la

Gravure. - l'Archéologie et la Critique dans l’Art, par M . Henri Dela

borde. VIII. - Chronique de la Quinzaine, Histoire Politique et Litté

raire. IX . - Revue Musicale. - La Circassienne, de M . Auber, par M . P .

Seudo. X . - Essais et Notices. XI. --Bulletin Bibliographique .

V . Revue des Deux Mondes, ler Mars 1861: Paris. 1. - Trois Ministres de

l'Empire Romain sous les fils de Théodose . - II. - L 'Eunuque Eutrope,

Première partie , par M . Amédée Thierry, de l'Institut. II. - Philoso

phie Anglaise Contemporaine. - John Stuart Mill et son Système de

Logique, par M . H . Taine. III. - Statistique Morale. - Le Salaire et le

Travail des Femmes. - IV . - L ' Assistance et les Institutions de Prévoy

ance, Dernière Partie , par M . Jules Simon . IV . - El Cachupin , Scènes

et Récit de la Louisiane , par M . Théodore Pavie . V . - Histoire Naturelle

de l'Homme - Unité de l'Espèce Humaine. - VI. -- Du Croisement dans

les Etres Organisés, par M . A . de Quatre ages, de l'Académie des Sciences .

VI. - La Nemesis Divina, Manscrit Inédit de Linné, par M . A . Geffroy .

VII. - La Question du Coton en Angleterre depuis la Crise Américaine,

par M . John Ninet. VIII. - Portraits Poétiques. - Maurice de Guérin ,

par M . Émile Montégut. IX. - Chronique de la Quinzaine, Histoire

Politique et Littéraire. X . - Essais et Notices. XI. - Bulletin Biblio

graphique.

VI. Rerue Germanique, par MM. Ch . Dollfus & A . Nefftzer, 15 Janvier

1861 : Paris . Sommaire : I . - L 'Amede la Plante (deuxième et dernier

article ), par M . A . Boscowitz. II. - Le Saule, nouvelle , par M . Ch .

Dolltus. " III. - La Corse , traduit de l'allemand de M . Ferdinand Gre

gorovius. IV . - Un Mois de Séjour a Vienne, par M . A . Widal. V .

Les Travaux de F . C . Baur : Idée générale des origin : s et des premiers

développements du Christianisme, par M . A . Netftzer. VI. - Bulletin

Bibliographique et Critique. VII. - Courrier Scientifique et Littéraire.

VII. - Chronique Parisienne.

VII. Revue Chrétienne, 15 Décembre 1860 : Paris. Sommaire : La Tragé

die fataliste en Allemagne, A . Monnard . Félix Neff, Martin . Saint

Jean Chrysostome, A . Eschenauer. Unemission en Chine et au Japon ,

Ernest Lemaitre. Bulletin Bibliographique. Revue du Mois, E . de

Pressensé.

VIII. Revue Chrétiennė, 15 Janvier 1861 : Paris . Sommaire : Les Moines

et le Christianisme, E . de Pressensé. Milton , sa vie et ses Écrits, E . - H .

de Guerle . Un nouveau plan d ' éducation , Gauthey . Etude sur le Can

tique des Cantiques, Godet. Bulletin Bibliographique. Revue du Mois,

Eug. Bersier.

IX Revue Chrétienne, 15 Février 1861 : Paris. Sommaire : Ce qu 'il faut

a la France, Rosseeuw St-Hilaire. M . de Tocqueville et l'Académie

Française, E de Pressensé. De la Prédication Catholique. - Le P . La

cordaire, E .- H . de Guerle. Bulletin Bibliographique. Revue du Mois,

E . de Pressensé.
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X . Theologische Studien und Kritiken , Jahrgang 1861 erstes Heft. Ab

handlungen . 1. Hupfeld : noch ein Wort über den Begriff der soge

nannten biblischen Einleitung . 2 . Weiss : zur Entstehungsgeschichte

der drei synoptischen Evangelien . Gedanken und Bemerkungen . 1.

Ritschel; über die im Briefe des Judas characterisirten Antinomisten .

2 . Kamphausen ; Bemerkungen über einige Stellen des vierten Capitels

der Genesis. Recensionen . 1. Lücke, Commentar über die Briefe des

Evangelisten Johannes; rec. von Wieseler. 2 . Gass, Geschichte der

protestant. Dogmatik ; rec . von Kling. Miscellen : Programm der tey

ler'schen theologischen Geschellschaft für das Jahr. 1860. Zweites Heft.

Abhandlungen . 1. Bleek , Erklarung von Jesaja , 52, 13 -53, 12. 2 .

Richter, die Kindertaufe , ihr Wesen und Recht. Gedanken und Bemer

kungen . 1. Steitz, der classische und der johanneische Gebrauch von

ÉKEIVOG. 2 . Gurlitt, kleine Beiträge zur Erklärung des Evangeliums

Matthäi. Recensionen . 1 . Pressel, Ambrosius Blaurer's Leben und

Schriften ; rec. von Ullmann . 2. Maier, Commentar über den ersten

Brief Pauli an die Korinther; rec . von Holtzmann. Kirchliches.

Mühlhäusser, die Unionskatechismen . Miscellen : Programm der Haager

Gesellschaft zur Vertheidigung der christlichen Religion auf das Jahr

1860.

ERRATA .

The reader is requested to correct the following errors of

the press , (in Article V .,) which happened during the au

thor's absence from town:

On page 129 , line 14th , for Valer , read Vater. In line

18th , for christalization , read crystalization . In line 22d , for

Pre Elohist, read Præ -Elohist. In line 5th from bottom ,

for Mouboddo, read Monboddo.

On page 132, line 11th, for Ewoge, read Erige.
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ARTICLE I .

NATURAL HISTORY AS A BRANCH OF SCHOOL

EDUCATION ; AND THE SCHOOL, THE COLLEGE,

AND THE UNIVERSITY, IN RELATION TO ONE

ANOTHER AND TO ACTIVE LIFE.

In our article on the Principles of a Liberal Educa

tion, (Vol. XII., p . 310,) as also in an Inaugural Address

delivered by us, we endeavored to show the importance

of organic science as a means of mental culture. In our

article on Morphology, (Vol. XII., p . 83,) we undertook

to point out the philosophic connection of that branch

of organic science with fine art. Finally, in our article

on the Relation of Organic Science to Sociology, (Vol.

XIII., p . 39,) we attempted to explain the philosophic

connection of the same science with the most important

concerns of life. If there is any truth in any of these views,

(and we are perfectly confident there is,) the great import

ance of a full introduction of organic science into our

courses of liberal education becomes evident at once. Our

college curriculum , therefore, requiresmodification in this

respect. It is in vain to contend thatother equally ormore

VOL. XIV ., No. II. — 24
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importantdepartments would have to be partially displaced.

If the object of liberal education is symmetrical culture, and

if the different departments have correlative functions, and

are, therefore, essentially complementary to one another,

as we have attempted to show in the article on the Princi

ples of Education , before alluded to, then it is of the utmost

importance that the various departments should be all in

troduced, and properly adjusted. Profound, accurate and

special knowledge of any department, however important

in a practical point of view , is far less important in a liberal

education than a good fundamental knowledge of all.

It is true that mathematics and classics, as the basis of

the whole scientific and art course, may be considered the

most important departments in a general culture, but it is

not necessarily true that importance, in the sense of indis

pensableness should be the measure either of prominence or

of dignity . A course of education is an organized system .

It may be, therefore, compared with other organisms, and is

subject to their laws. Now , the functions of the animal

body may be divided into two great classes, viz : those

which are themeans, the necessary condition of animal life ,

and those which are the end and object of animal life, and

give dignity to it. To the first class belong digestion ,

respiration, circulation, nutrition , and all the so -called

vegetative functions ; to the second belong the distinctive

animal functions, such as locomotion , and the exercise of

the higher senses. Now , which of these two classes is the

most important ? Evidently, the first, since upon it depends

the very life of the animal, and, therefore, the existence, of

the second class. But which is the noblest ? Evidently,

the second , since these functions constitute the true end

and object of animal life , and, therefore , the first class exist

only for them . The various pursuits of men may be simi

larly considered as functions of the social body, and may,

therefore ,be similarly classified. There are those which are

the necessary means and condition of social life - the vege
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tative functions of the social body — e. 9 ., the trades, com

merce, and all the so-called useful pursuits ofmen . There

are others, which are directly connected, not with the

existence, but with the end and object, of social life, and

withoutwhich social life will have utterly failed of its true

mission , viz : the spiritual elevation ofman. These are all

pursuits which have for their object the attainment of

Truth , Virtue, Beauty . Ofthe tree of social life these are

the flower and fruit, as the first are its trunk and roots.

Of the temple of society these are the capitals and pinnacles,

as the others are the firm foundation and the solid walls.

Of these two classes, again, evidently the first is the most

important,but the second the noblest. In proportion as

society advances, the first becomes subordinate to the

second.

Now , each subordinate course of the college curriculum

is orought to bean organized system , and, therefore, subject

to the laws of other organisms. The several departments

may be, therefore, classified in a somewhat similar man

ner, though the classification is by no means so obvious,

because the organism is less perfect. Mathematics forms

the basis and necessary condition of scientific culture, as or

ganic,and especially social, science does of its true end and

object. In theart course, classics bear the same relation to

literature and the fine arts. If each lower department had

no other significance than as a basis for the next higher

in other words, if the organism was complete — then it is

evident that, in a general culture, so much and no more

mathematics would be required as is necessary to form a

solid foundation for physics and chemistry ; so much phys

ics and chemistry as is necessary for a clear apprehension

of organic science, and so much organic science as is neces

sary to a thorough knowledge of social science and psy

chology. In an ideally perfect condition of human philos

ophy, such would , indeed, be the ideal of general culture.

But in the present very imperfect condition of human
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knowledge, particularly in these higher departments, each

lower departmentmust be not only a means, but an end, in

itself, of culture ; and until now their function as an end is

even more important, perhaps, than as a means. In pro

portion , however, as the higher departments are more de

veloped - in proportion as the sum of human knowledge

becomes more perfectly organized — in the same proportion

must the educational course become more perfectly organ

ized, and, therefore, the lower and simpler departments

assume the position of a foundation and the function of a

means of culture . They must decrease as the others in

crease. Now , it seemsto me that the developement of our

educational systemshave by no means kept pace with the

organization of knowledge — that in the lower departments

much is insisted on which is not absolutely necessary in a

general culture — an amount of minute knowledge, and,

therefore, an amount of time, is required , which was well

enough when no other formal or organized culture was

possible , but now belongs rather to a special than a general

culture.

If , then, the recent rapid advance and great importance

of the higher departments be admitted, there can be no

doubt that our curriculumsof education should be modified

to suit these new conditions. Organic science, especially,

should be more largely introduced into our college curricu

lums. But there are difficulties in the way of the successful

introduction of this department, which in the present state

of our educational systemsare absolutely insuperable - dif

ficulties which only increase in proportion to the conscien

tiousness of the teacher, and his appreciation of the nature

of true culture. Perhaps many will think that the subject

is as yet unadapted to systematic teaching ; but a little

reflection will suffice to show that the chief difficulty lies

not in thenature of the subject - which is eminently adapted

to excite the interest, to kindle the enthusiasm and expand

the mind - nor in the unorganized condition of the science
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itself, but in the faulty and unorganized condition of our

educational systems.

In order to show the true nature of this difficulty , let us

compare organic science with some one of the simpler and

more perfect departments of science . In the present state

of our educational systems, perhaps, of all departments of

science, natural philosophy is capable of most completely

successful teaching, and organic science is cumbered with

most difficulty . The reason of this difference is easily ex

plained . In teaching natural philosophy, the facts and phe

nomena — the things about which the science treats — are

already familiar to the pupil. Uniform , accelerated and

retarded motion , falling bodies, centre of gravity, levers,

pulleys, wedges, screws, inclined planes, winds, rains, dew

and frost, clouds and storm , thunder and lightning, the

more obvious phenomena of light and sound, as reflection ,

refraction , dispersion , etc. — all these have been forced upon

his attention during childhood , as the necessary result of

the simple exercise of his senses. If there are a few phe

nomena which are still unfamiliar — such as those of elec

tricity and magnetism — thesemay be easily given in a very

few and simple experiments. Thus the things about which

we are to reason are already familiar, and the reasoning,

and the study of principles and lawsmay commence atonce,

and be carried on with entire success.

In astronomy there is more difficulty. Already there are

a number of unfamiliar facts which must be learned, (such

as the motions of the heavenly bodies,) before the study of

laws, or the science proper, can be commenced. These,

however,may be learned without much loss of time. Ini

chemistry we first enter a field in which the facts and phe

nomena, and even the things about which we are to reason

together, are utterly unfamiliar to the pupil. Weare about

to learn a language the alphabet of which is notyet known.

Oxygen , hydrogen, chlorine, nitrogen, as well as almost all

the substances spoken of by chemistry, are new things
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their properties entirely unknown until the pupil enters the

chemical lecture-room . Hence, a very large amount of

time is necessarily consumed in becoming acquainted with

the mere raw material of science, before that material can

be woven into the fabric of science. Hence, to teach the

science of chemistry with thoroughness and success,

requires an amount of time much greater than can be

spared from other and equally important departments

in the college curriculum . Already the difficulty is

beginning to press heavily. But when we cometo organic

science and geology, the difficulty reaches its acmé. In

these sciences the number of facts,most of them unfamiliar,

is so enormous- even the objects concerning which we are

to reason are so entirely new , and so infinite in number and

variety — thatmuch more than the whole timewhich can be

well spared from the curriculum would be required to mas

ter them , and no time at all is left for the science proper.

Thus, only one of two alternatives is left open to the teacher :

Either to attempt to teach the laws and principles with an

exceedingly slender and imperfect knowledge of the objects

and phenomena upon which these laws and principles are

based, or else to consume the whole time in an attempt to

master the details, and never ascend to laws and principles

at all ; either to attempt to interest the mind and exercise

the reason , by explaining the significance of things yet too

imperfectly known, or else to stuff the memory, “ against

have no significance ; either to call up a mere skeleton of

facts, and then try to “ create a soul under the ribs of death ,"

or else to make a body out of the dust of the earth, and

breathe into it no breath of life ; in a word, either to teach

a science without a naturalhistory, which must precede it,

or else to stop with natural bistory , and never ascend to

science at all. In the one case we imitate the folly of him

who built his house upon sand ; in the other, of him who

laid deep the foundation, and built nothing thereon. The
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effect of the one is to unsettle the mind by unsatisfactory

and unsubstantial knowledge; of the other, to disgust the

pupil, and degrade the noble science of organisms, by

crowding the mind with details when it should be occupied

with principles — exercising the memory only, when we

should exercise the reason also - stuffing thememory with

the husks of facts, when we should be nourishing the mind

with the invigorating aliment of truth .

Such being the difficulty , how is it to be removed ? We

are sure it has already suggested itself to the reader'smind.

The only difference between the simpler and the more com

plex sciences, in respect to success in teaching , consists, as

we have seen , in the fact that in the one the things and phe

nomena are already learned in childhood, while in the other

they are not. Evidently, then, organic science can never

be successfully taught in college, unless a large number of

facts in this department be first mastered in childhood .

And as these will not be spontaneously acquired, theymust

be taught in our common schools. In a word, before organic

science and geology can be taught in our colleges with a thorough

ness and success at all commensurate with their importance,

natural history must be largely introduced into our preparatory

schools.

Thus it has happened , that, by reflecting on the great

importance of organic science, and yet the difficulties at

tending its successful introduction into our college curri

culum , we have been led to reflect upon the philosophic

relation of school education to college education ,and thence

upon the relation of both to university education , and all

to active life - through a train of thought connected with a

particular department, to a question of general interest

from a question in a special philosophy to a question in

general philosophy. We hope in the sequel to show the

significance of this fact.

There is a growing, and,we believe, a thoroughly rational

tendency at the present day to look upon all artificial clas
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sifications and systemsas essentially vicious, and to make

nature , rightly interpreted, the true basis of every system .

A course of education, therefore, in order to be successful,

must be a reflection of the course of developement of the

human mind - a true expression of the order of develope

ment of the human faculties. It would be difficult, andper

haps useless, for our present purpose, to trace this order in

all its details ; butthere are great groups of faculties or de

partments of the mind, which unmistakably culminate and

decline successively . This fact we have attempted, in our

article on the Relation of Organic Science to Sociology,

to generalize, under a law which we have called the law of

“ cyclical evolution .” For illustrations of this great law

of all developement, we would simply refer to that article ;

suffice it for the present to say, that in childhood the per

ceptive faculties and memory take their rise, culminate and

gradually decline; in youth culminate the impulses, the

passions, the emotions, and the imaginative faculty ; at the

same time takes its rise, and in manhood culminates, the

rational faculty , or formal reason , or, as it might other

wise be called , the scientific faculty, or faculty of organizing

knowledge. Or the relation between these three stages of

developementmay be otherwise expressed, thus: childhood

is the period of culmination of the perceptive faculties, as

manhood is of the rational faculty. With the decline of

the one, the other takes its rise, thus forming two arches,

the chasm between being spanned, and the continuity of

developement maintained , by the imagination and ästhetic

faculty . Thus, youth is the transition stage between child

hood and manhood , as the imagination formsthe connect

ing link between the strictly perceptive and the purely

rational faculty .

This , then , being the order in which the faculties of the

mind naturally unfold , it must be the only order in which

they can be successfully cultivated . The best human educa

tion is not that which forces the faculties into unnatural
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and premature growth , but that which cultivates to the

fullest extent the several faculties as they naturally and

successively arise— i. e., the perceptive faculties and mem

ory first, and the rational faculties afterwards. Wehave

all of us observed instances of the disastrous results of a

contrary course. Wehave all observed that, as a general

rule, the too prematurely thoughtful child is not most likely

to make the most eminent and useful man ; that, on the

contrary, the boy in whom the characteristic childish facul

ties aremost strongly developed — the boy fullest of life and

keen interest in the externalworld — of the keenest eye, the

quickest ear and the readiest mother-wit - in a word, the

boy who is more boyish than other boys , is most likely to

make a man more manly than other men . There is a tide

in the developement of the mental faculties , which , taken

at the flood , leads on to the highest culture, and to great

ness. Childhood is the flood time of the perceptive facul

ties and the memory — the golden opportunity for gather

ing rich stores of detail-knowledge of things through the

senses, and retaining them by thememory — an opportunity

which never occurs but once. Youth and early manhood

is the rise and flood time of the reasoning faculties. We

must seize this opportunity of cultivating these to the full :

if we seize it not, it is gone for ever. Alas ! for those who

neglect this only opportunity . The careless, thoughtless

joyousness of childhood, opening its young eyes upon a

beautiful world , as it were, fresh from the hands of God ;

the warm emotions and glowing imagination of youth ,

through which, as through a prism , the world seems so

variously and gorgeously colored — alas ! these must de

cline ; it is the inexorable law of developement. If we go

not forwards, we go, inevitably , backwards. If the culmi

nation of the higher intellectual and moral faculties do not

succeed to these, the whole nature, both physical and men

tal, degenerates — the beauty , the freedom , the splendor, of

youth sinks into the coarseness of manhood - glorious

VOL. XIV., NO. I. - 25
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hopes and noble aspirations are exchanged for selfish

worldliness. Ah ! who has not seen this melancholy pro

cess of retrogradation going on constantly ? There is

some thing always touching, engaging, beautiful, in child

hood and youth , even without culture. But without intel

lectual and moral culture, there is neither interest nor dig .

nity , nor even physical beauty , in manhood. But, alas !

in woman , how much sadder is often the change, unless

culture takes the place of the free joyousness of youth !

Who has not seen and mourned over the sad changewhich

marriage often makes in the characters of women who neg

lect culture ? Instead of the charming maiden expanding

into the noble matron , she sinks into the querulous house

hold drudge, or the heartless devotee of fashion . Where,

now , are all her tremulous hopes, her tender longings, ker

ardent aspirations after the ideal ? Gone for ever ! All

these sweet swelling buds, just ready to burst into bloom ,

to fill the air with fragrance, and rise as grateful incense

to Heaven , withered and shrivelled beneath the icy touch

of the hard realities of life , and only the scentless calyx

leaves remain — all the glorious promise of spring sinking

suddenly into an untimely winter sleep . “ Some times,

when a long buried idol of her once devout heart, or a

strain of melancholy music, throws upon this winter sleep

of her heart a warm sunbeam , she starts and looks around,

and says, 'Formerly was it different with me, but it is

long, long since, and I believe at that time Imight have

erred ' - and she sleeps again .”

But to return . If childhood is the flood time of the per

ceptive faculties and the memory — the golden opportunity

for gathering stores of material - how important that this

omnivorous, indiscriminate appetite for knowledge — this

immense capacity for gathering and retaining material

should be turned in the right direction. Wehave said above

that natural history belongs to the school, and organic sci

ence to the college. We now generalize this fact into the
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proposition that there is in every department a corresponding

division ,with similar educational functions. In every depart

ment there is a part which corresponds to natural history,

and a part which corresponds to natural science. The one

is occupied with the details of facts and phenomena, the

other with laws and principles ; the one with things, the

other with ideas ; the one exercises preëminently the perceptive

faculties and memory, the other preëminently the formal reason .

There is no general nameby which these two divisions are

designated, for the plain reason that they have been imper

fectly recognized. In default of a better, I shall call

them natural history and natural science, or simply His

tory and Science. We have already indicated the two in

natural philosophy, astronomy, chemistry and organic sci

ence. In geography, they are — 1st. Ordinary geography,

both political and physical, as taught in the schools — i. l.,

the detail-knowledge of the features of the earth's surface ;

and, 2d . Geographical science, or the laws and causes of

these features. The first is the anatomy of the earth ; the

second, the morphology and physiology of the carth . In

history they are — 1st. History as ordinarily understood

i. e., the details of history ; 2d . The philosophy of history

political economy and social science. In the language

department they are — 1st. Knowledge of formal rules of

grammar - of lexicon , and practice in translation ; 2d . The

science of language, the laws of grammar , and the study of

the literature of the ancients. In art they are — 1st. Manual

dexterity and knowledge of technical details and rules; 2d .

Æsthetics. Now ,the great and fundamental difference be

tween the school and college curriculum consists in the fact

that history belongs to the school, and science to the college,

using both terms in the general sense previously indicated .

Thus, the school and the college do not, or ought not to,

differ in the subjects taught, but only in the kind of knowl

edge imparted in each department. In every subject there is

a part which belongs to the school and a part to the college.
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Every subject should be learned twice over, once in the

school and once in the college. In the one we store the

memory with words and things, in the other we exercise

the higher faculties of the mind, in reasoning about the

things previously acquired. Thus, celestial geography and

the phenomena of celestial motion , belong legitimately to

school, while astronomical science belongs to college.

Chemistry, so far as it refers to a knowledge of the proper

ties of bodies, belongs properly to school, but chemical

science, or the body of laws and principles founded upon

these properties, belong to college. Natural history of

organisms belongs to school, the science of organisms to

college. Geognosy belongs to school, geology to college.

Geography belongs to school, geographical science to col

lege. History belongs to school, philosophy of history and

sociology to college . The knowledge of lexicon — the formal

rules of grammar, and practice in translation — belong to

school, philology to college . Formal rules and technical

ities of art, and acquirement ofmanualdexterity,belong to

school, cultivation of taste - enthusiasm for art, and the

study ofæsthetics — belong to college. Even in mathematics

the division , though less marked, is still visible . The for

mal rules of arithmetic and algebra, and the acquirement of

facilty and dexterity in arithmeticaland algebraic operations,

belong to the school, while the higher mathematics, and

and even the rational comprehension of these rules and

operations, belong legitimately to college. Thus, if itwere

possible, it would be well if, on every subject, there were

two series of text-books, one for schools and the other for

colleges ; and thus that every subject in the course of educa

tion were passed over twice. In fact, all thatwehave said

on this subject is but an illustration of the general and

indisputable law , that the mind passes always from the

concrete to the abstract — from sensation and perception, to

thought — from things to ideas. Now , the proposition is,
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that concrete knowledge belongs essentially to school, and

abstract knowledge to college.

Having thus defined in general terms the true nature of

school education , as contrasted with college education , and

shown that if organic science is ever to be successfully

introduced into college, the natural history of organisms

must first be introduced into our schools, we will now

attempt further to show that the natural history of organisms

is peculiarly adapted to the cultivation of the childish faculties,

and, therefore, peculiarly important as a department of the

school curriculum .

One of the greatest faults of our systemsof school-educa

tion , from time immemorial, has been the over-crowding

thememory of the pupilwith dry, uninteresting detail — the

over-taxing thememory,without relieving it by connection

with the other faculties of the mind - thus often creating a

disgust for learning which is never eradicated . This diffi

culty has long been felt. The tendency of the age has been

to relieve this tax upon thememory, by connecting it with

the formal reason. Now , in so far as this has counteracted

the disastrous effects of cultivating the mere memory -- so

far as this connection has succeeded in giving life and

interest to otherwise dry detail - it has done immense good .

Wecan notbut think, however,that itmaybe carried too far,

and thus result in unnatural and premature developement

developement of faculties which belong to youth rather

than childhood ; or else that it will, in many instances, fail

from a want of conformity to the laws of natural develope

ment. It is rather by its connection with the perceptive

faculties, or intuitive reason, and the exercise of the senses,

that the memory is to be relieved in childhood . It is in

youth that the connection of memory with the formal

reason is most advantageous. A mere mass of unconnected

facts, we all know , can not be retained in the memory, or, if

retained , is but a heap of useless rubbish . Knowledge, to

be of any use,must be more or less organized. In child
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hood it mustbe roughly and provisionally organized by the

perceptive faculties ; in youth and manhood it must bemore

perfectly and permanently organized by the formal reason .

Who does not know that it is impossible to over-crowd the

memory if it is stored through the senses, and thematerials

organized by the perceptive faculties ? Now , this is just the

effect of naturalhistory in all departments of science, but

particularly of the natural history of organisms. It teaches

the child to see and hear, to observe and compare, and to

store thememory bymeans of observation and comparison .

The habit of seeing and hearing truly , of observing and

comparing accurately - does not daily experience prove that

these are among the rarest, and yet the most important, of

mental gifts ? In all the departments of exact science, our

knowledge may be brought completely under the domin

ion of formal reason - may be subjected to regular rules

and strict methods — and thus completely organized. But

in the higher and more complex departments of knowledge,

this is no longer possible. In our dealings with men, and

even with nature in its most complex phenomena, the pro

cesses of the mind are far too subtle to be reducible to

regularmethods. The problemsof exact science may be

completely solved by the formal reason and the use of regular

rules ; but the problems of the more inexact, because more

complex, departments ofknowledge, can only be more or

less accurately guessed at, by the intuitive reason acting

through methods which can not be reduced to rule . In

these departments conclusions must be reached by a pro

cess of combination so rapid and subtle, so various and

complex in its successive steps, as to baffle all our attempts

at analysis. This rapid intuitive perception of truth, by

processes which we can not analyze, is, in fact, what is

called common sense, or judgment; and in its highest devel

opement, as in great statesmen and warriors, is genius.

It is closely allied to what I have called the perceptive fac

ulty - it is, in fact, but a higher developement of the same
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thing. Now , the great value of natural history, as well as

of ancient language, consists in the fact that it preëminently

cultivates this indispensable faculty of comparison and rapid com

bination — this noble faculty of judgmentand common sense. The

mental process by which the naturalist pursues, through

numberless comparisons, and finally detects, the unvarying

amid the ever varying ; by which he determines species, and

then groups them into genera and families ; eludes , by its

subtlety, our powers of definition , and bafiles our attempts

to reduce to formal rule . The capacity may be imbibed by

personal contact and familiar association , but can not be

formally imparted by theteacher — the process may be learned

by practice, under direction , but can not be taught by rule .

Where formal reason fails, we are often compelled to

judge of organisms by their habits, their general port,their

physiognomy : as wejudge ofmen by their faces and their

actions. Thus natural history cultivates the power of ob

serving and comparing — of rapidly combining and accu

rately judging — of arriving at truth which transcends the

power of formalmethods — and thus admirably prepares us

for those still more complex and difficult problemsofhuman

actions which are daily presented to us in practical life.

If, then , this faculty of observing and comparing, of

combining and judging, is so useful in practical life , how

important is it that it should be not only freely exercised ,

but carefully trained. Exercise it will be, at any rate , since

the perceptive are the predominant faculties of childhood ,

and , therefore, in constant use; but an untrained faculty is

often worse than its entire absence — undisciplined strengih

is often worse than mere weakness. The latter may be

harmless, the former always dangerous. The one leaves

us in ignorance,the other leads us into error. Wefeel con

fident, therefore, that as a means of mental culture, no de

partment of the school curriculum can at all compare with

natural history of organisms, except the ancient languages.

In this department we have the same connection ofmemory
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with the perceptive powers, though not so much with the

senses — the same exercise of comparison , though not of ob

servation . These two, therefore, ofalldepartments, aremost

eminently adapted to cultivate the characteristic faculties

of childhood. Ancient language has, perhaps, the advan

tage of requiring severer labor, and thus cultivating the

habit of patient perseverance in toil, so indispensable to the

student; and, in common with the whole art course , of cul

tivating the faculty of expression , so indispensable to every

cultivated man ; but natural history has the advantage of

exciting more interest, of stimulating the spirit of inquiry,

kindling the enthusiasm , and feeding the flame of the love

of truth .

A complete confirmation of the views above presented ,

as to the importance of these two departments, is to be

found in observing the method of nature - i. e., in watching

the manner in which, and the means by which, the mind of

the child unconsciously cultivates itself. There are two,

and only two, kinds of culture to which the human mind

is subjected by nature from the very first, and which , in

imitation of nature, should be continued by art throughout

life, or least until maturity , as coördinate branches of edu

cation . They are object-culture and language-culture. From

the time the child opens its eyes upon the world , these two

kinds of education commence. Who has not watched with

intense interest the gradual but joyous, free , and healthy,

developement ofthe mind under the influence of these two

sources of knowledge and culture — the gradual acquisition

of the knowledge of properties, phenomena and things, by

the action of the external world upon the mind through the

senses, and the gradual acquisition of power by the reaction

of the mind, through the bodily organs, upon the external

world — the gradually increasing influence of other minds

upon that of the child , through language, and the gradual

attempt, through the samemeans, to react upon and influ

ence others ? The two great natural educators are external
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nature and our fellow -men — the one acting through the

senses, the other through language - the one is object

education , the other language-education . From time im

memorial, we have directed and improved by art this

language-education . Shall we not perfect by art the

- object-education also ?

These two, then, viz : object- culture and language- cul

ture, are the natural coördinate branches of the education

of childhood. To these, however, must be added, by art,

mathematics. This department must be added at this

time, not so much with a view to present as to future cul

ture. As the necessary basis of the whole scientific course

in college, it can not and must not be neglected. Still, as

a means of cultivating the minds of children , I think it will

be admitted by all that mathematics more often fails than

any other department. The reason of this is not any spe

cial difficulty in the department itself ;but because, as usu

ally taught, it is introduced,with an eye to a future course,

out of the natural order of mental developement. The

mind passes always with much difficulty, and by slow de

grees, from the concrete to the abstract— from things to ideas.

But here we commence at once with the most abstract

propositions. If the mind is prepared for these, either by

nature or by previous training, it grasps them at once, and

the whole mathematical course becomes extremely easy ;

but if not, the whole course becomes a dead waste , without

a single green spot - a blank tablet, covered with curious

but unintelligible symbols. Thus, mathematics is either

more perfectly or less perfectly understood than any other

department. There is no half-knowledge possible. It is

the most uncompromising dispenser of its gifts — it either

nourishes bountifully or altogether starves the mind. To

him that hath five talents it gives five talents more, but

from him that hath but one talent, it takes away even that

which he hath . It will not yield an inch , nor stoop in the

slightest degree, but requires every one to help himself.

VOL. XIV ., NO. II. - 26
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External nature and language, on the contrary, are adapted

to the capacity of every mind . They have some thing for

every kind and degree of intelligence ; they have their milk

for babes, and their strong meats for strong men ; they

kindly stoop and take the feeble ones by the hand, and

gently and tenderly help them onward and upward. We

climb the hill of mathematics by a series of steps cut in

solid rock . If the pupil's legs are too short to reach the

first step, he is left behind. If in any subsequent part of

the course — through carelessness or inadvertence — he

misses one step , the train sweeps onward in its magnificent

march , and leaves him struggling behind, unpitied , and per

haps disheartened and broken-spirited . In object-culture

and language-culture, on the other hand, we ascend a hill

equally lofty, but more accessible to feeble limbs ; not by

granite steps, but on natural soil — rugged and steep , true,

but here and there a blue gentian or a moss-covered resting

place. We are not compelled to proceed “ cum æquo pede,"

by inexorable steps ready cut; but at the rate and with the

steps which suit our strength , our gentle mother, Nature ,

the while leading us by the hand .

We have thus attempted to show the characteristics of

school, as contrasted with college education . It must not

be supposed, however, that it is either possible or desirable

that the two courses should be trenchantly divided. Wehave

shown the distinctive characteristics of each course, but they

really run by insensible gradations into one another. They

are, indeed , but one course, the college being but a natural

developementof the school course . There are no trenchant

lines of distinction in nature, especially in a course of

natural developement. We speak of the distinctive char

acteristics of childhood, youth , and manhood ; but these

three stages pass by insensible gradations into one another.

The proper basis of a scheme of education , is the law of

developement of the human mind ; and therefore, also, the

several stages of a course of education must equally grad
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uate insensibly into one another. As all the faculties of the

mind exist at every stage ofdevelopement, and the distinc

tive character of each stage consists in the relative strength

of these faculties, so, also, all the faculties of themind must

be cultivated at all periods; the distinctive character of the

different stages of education consisting in the predominance

ofone or another species of culture. The human mind is

in fact an unit — the separate faculties are so indissolubly

bound together that they can not be cultivated , except in

connection with one another. Thus, the rational faculty is

to some extent cultivated in every department of school

education , but especially in the mathematics, which may,

therefore, be looked upon as the representative of that

faculty in the school course : While, on the other hand,

thememory, the perceptive faculty , and the power of ex

pression , is cultivated to some extent in every department

of the college course, but especially in the language-art

course, which may, therefore, be looked upon as their rep

resentative in the college course. The school, therefore,

graduates insensibly into the college course in all depart

ments, but especially is this true of the language and art

course . In fact, it is, we think , one distinctive function of

the language-art course thus to connect firmly together the

school and college curriculum . Wehave already said that

the imagination, the faculty of expression, and the æsthetic

faculty, stand midway between the perceptive and the

reflective, partaking of the nature of both , and binding all

together into one organic whole. So, also , the art-course,

which is the representative of these in the curriculum ,

must run through and firmly connect the school and college

courses. Thus, of the three coördinate departments of the

school, viz : nature, mathematics and language-art, the first,

nature, is distinctly differentiated between the school and

the college into natural history and science ; mathematics

runs throughout,but is cultivated in school principally with

reference to practice in mathematical operations, and in
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college, to the exercise of the formal reason ; the language

art course also runs throughout, but in school cultivates

principally the perceptive faculty and the memory,and in

college the æsthetic faculty and the reason . Thus, the

mathematical and language-courses both run throughout

the whole educational course, but there is this great dis

tinction between them , viz : thatwhile the language-course

remains as a distinct course throughout,mathematics, which

is distinct in school, ismerged into the scientific course in college.

Nature and mathematics have no connection in school, but

become one in college. This simplification, by the union

of what was before distinct, is a law of developement of

human knowledge, particularly conspicuous in the depart

ment of science, as we have attempted to show in our Inau

gural, as also in our lecture on Morphology, and in that on

the Principles of a Liberal Education . Here, we observe,

it finds its embodiment in a course of education ; but only

distinctly marked in the scientific department, because

only this department is completely organized . The meta

physical or philosophical course belongs, of course , exclu

sively to college. Thus, there are three coördinate depart

ments, both in school and in college. Mathematics and

natural history, which are distinct in school, uniting, in

college, to form one, viz : science , the philosophic course

being added , and the language course continuing .

We come now to the university course. The distinctive

end and object of this course is, undoubtedly , a direct preparation

for active life — a direct apprenticeship to the various pur

suits of actual life. The college course looks only to the

individual to be cultivated , without direct reference to the

particular wants of society . It cultivates strength , symmetry

of proportion, and universal efficiency . It prepares for the

whole sphere of man , without reference to the particular

fragment of that sphere which the necessities of material

existence may hereafter compel him to choose. It is a

thoroughly human education, and not an education for
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society in its present phase. The university course, on the

other hand, is a direct preparation for society in its present

phase of developement — as now constituted of various

classes and pursuits. It is a preparation for activity in that

particular subdivision of man 's sphere which the necessities

of our material nature and the wants of society compel us

to choose.

But it will be asked, is the university , then , a mere school

of specialities ? Is the object of culture purely utilitarian ?

Shall not the general culture, commenced in college, be

completed here ? Is not one object of the university to

make the finished scholar ? Yes, it is true that one of the

main objects of the university course is to complete the

general culture, and thus make the perfect scholar ; but it

is only as a member of society , as a member of one class,

and that the highest, in a well-organized society , and as

influencing society for good, that the scholar assumes his

true significance and his real dignity. One of the main

objects of the university is a preparation for the scholar

class — an apprenticeship to the profession of letters. The

main object of the university is, certainly, the completion of

a general culture; but this general culture has in the uni

versity a special significance which it has not in the college.

It is only from this point of view that the university course

assumes its true significance,not as a system of self-culture ,

but preparation for the noblest field of activity ; only so

does the scholar assume his true dignity , not as an object,

but as an agent- not as a work of art, but as a worker in the

field of thought— one actuated not by selfishness, even

though it be themost refined , but by duty to God and his

fellow -men . In fact, it is only through activity , as a mem

ber of society , by connecting the intellectual with the

moral faculties, the intellect with the will, that the highest

culture , even of the pure intellect, is attained .

There is no difference of opinion , then , as to the fact

that the university should make the complete scholar. The
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real difference of opinion, as to the university course, is

connected with a difference of idea as to the nature of the

scholar. The common idea of the scholar is either the

man of learning, or else the man of polite culture - either

the man ofimmense erudition , or else the man of general,

brilliant, but superficial culture — the one has come down

to us from an age servile in its admiration and imitation of

antiquity , the other from a frivolous age, fond of glitter

and pomp and display. But in this earnest, hard -working

age, when labor in some field is the only passport to respect

and the only badge of dignity, the idea of the scholar must

be changed . The true scholar is the productive worker in

the field of thought, either as extending its bounds or as in

creasing its distribution - either as the investigator or as the

teacher. In speaking of the scholar, therefore, I speak not

of him who has merely passed through and mastered the

curriculum , but of hini who has imbibed the true spirit of

knowledge ; not ofhim who has the form or shadow only,

but of him who has grasped the substance also ; not of him

who has laid up in the treasure-house of his memory the

thoughts of other men — whose memory is the charnel

house of dead thoughts, embalmed , it may be, in the royal

cerements of noble language, yet still, to him , dead - but

of him whose life is a real, living activity in the world of

thought ; not of him whose mind is a museum in which

elegant extracts and striking thoughts, gathered hither and

thither , like glittering gems, from the field of literature,

are regularly arranged and carefully labelled , ready to be

paraded on fitting occasion to astonish the uninitiated, but

of him who has eaten of the thoughts of great men as of

flesh, and imbibed of their spirit as of blood , until these

have been incorporated into his very mental constitution,

to reappear as a living, active principle in his thoughts, his

words, his actions; not of him who dwells for ever in the

outer world of appearances, but of him who has entered the

inner sanctuary of knowledge, who has laid hold of the di
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vine idea of the universe — the divine which underlies all

appearances — even though it be but the extreme skirts of

her garment, and has said : “ I will not let thee yo until

thou bless me.”

Now , I am satisfied that the best means of attaining this

true scholarship is through exhaustive study of special depart

ments, and in proportion as knowledge becomes more and

more perfectly organized does this attainment of a general

philosophy through a special philosophy become more and

more easy. The sum of possible human knowledge — the

knowable — may be likened to a sphere. If we wish to

attain a general philosophy, in proportion as culture is

superficial,must its area be extensive. So long as we crawl

upon the surface, our knowledge, however various, exten

sive and minute, must be fragmentary — our learning may

be profound , but our knowledge will be superficial. But if

we penetrate to the centre, in any direction , we are then in

position to study the forces and causes which give shape to

the whole mass. So, if through any special department,

we penetrate to the inner sanctuary of knowledge, we will

catch at least glimpses of the divine idea which animates

the whole . Or, to use another illustration : Divine truth ,

descending from the throne of God, ramifies in its way

earthward, dividing first into great branches, these into

smaller, until the extremerootlets are fixed in our sensuous

nature. To him who dwells in this lower, sensuous plane

alone, no connection between these various branches is

visible - all knowledge is isolated and fragmentary. But

in proportion aswe ascend along any one branch , the union

of some, the approximation of all, and their ultimate con

vergence to one centre of all truth , becomes more and

more clear.

These four, then , the primary school, the college, the uni

versity , and the world , are the successive schools through

which the human mind must pass in order to insure its full

and perfect developement. The education in these may be
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called, respectively , primary education , liberal education,

practical education, and activity. Of these, the first is a

direct preparation for the second , and these two together

constitute the pure educational course, as contrasted with

active life. They constitute essentially one course , having

one object, viz : simple culture ,butdivisible into two parts ,

the distinctive character and mutual relations of which we

have already fully considered . Again : the third is a prep

aration for the fourth, although the connection is not so

intimate . If, therefore, we divide human life primarily

into two - educational life and active life, or education and

activity — the object of the one being culture,and the object

of the other influence , or the imposition of thatculture upon

others — then the school and college are the field of the pure

educational life , the world is the field of the pure active

life , and the university is the transition, or bridge, between

the two. Thus we have, again , a threefold aspect of hu

man life , consisting of two complementary, and apparently

antagonistic, halves, bound together by a third , and together

constituting an organic whole. Let us show , further, the

extent of this antagonism , and the nature of this connec

tion .

Active life is also divisible into two parts. One is the

action and reaction of rationalbeings, through their spiritual

nature — through mutual sympathy and moral influence;

the other is themutual action of beings material as well as

rational, upon one another, through their material nature

and material wants . The one may be called spiritual life ;

the other, business life. The one is social life from the

spiritual point of view , the other is social life from the ma

terial point of view . The one is the free activity of our

spiritual nature, unconditioned, except by its own imper

fections ; the other is the activity of the same nature, con

ditioned also by time and sense - by external nature and a

material body. The one has its basis in that common

humanity which underlies all the fleeting forms and phases
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of society; the other has its basis in those very fleeting

forms and phases. Now , the educational life - i. e ., general

culture, or liberal education - is a direct preparation for the

first, but has no connection with the second, but, on the

contrary, may be said to be antagonistic to it. The too

great absorption of themind of the present age in the sec

ond, or business-life, is the true ground of the hue and cry

against liberal education, as unpractical, and unfitting for

active life . Now , it is the great end and object of liberal

education to prevent this absorption of the mind in thebusi

ness-life. This it does by cultivating that common humanity

which underlies and is independent of all formsof social

organization — by preparation for activity in the spiritual

life . The tendency of business -life,while it strengthens the

material bonds, is, as we all know from sad experience, to

loosen the spiritual bonds, and thus to separate the classes

of society from one another. The tendency of the spiritual

life , on the other hand, is to bind them together bymutual

sympathy. This mutual sympathy is strengthened by lib

eral education , and thus society is bound more closely to

gether into one common brotherhood .

But there is, nevertheless, a real ground of justice in

the protest of the utilitarian spirit of the age against lib

eral education - i. e., of culture for culture' sake. It is

certainly true that education , in many cases, unfits for

active life. It is certainly true that, in too many cases ,

the student, by constant living in the world of books, and

having to do with at least the forms of ideas, gradually

loses his firm hold upon the world of solid reality , and yet

has failed to lay hold of the divine idea . Thenceforward

he lives neither in the world of thought nor in the world

of reality ; but in a world of formsand shadows— the world

of opinion and appearance. Thus, the more he cultivates

himself, the more impenetrably does he become incrusted

with dead formulæ , and , therefore, themore impermeable to

the rays of truth . Thus, in too many cases, culture be

VOL. XIV., NO. II. - 27
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comes an injury, instead of a blessing, to the individual.

But is this peculiar to culture ? Is it not so with every

thing good in this world - it blesses the few and curses the

many. Is not wealth a curse to most men ? Does not

increasing vice often come with increasing civilization ?

Does not increasing knowledge engender increasing skep

ticism ? Does notthe gloriousGospel itself,while it blesses

unspeakably the few , harden the many ? Are we to con

clude, therefore , that these intended blessings have all

proved curses to our race ; and must we find happiness only

in Rousseau 's “ State of Nature ?” Ah, no ! The few

chosen in each case are the “ salt of the earth .” Through

them the world is blessed , society improves, civilization

progresses, and even those who are individually injured in

one way are blessed in another, by their connection with

society and with civilization — even those who become im

permeable to direct light, may be affected by that which is

reflected from society — even those who have not the living

principle of truth itself,may be incrusted with the form of

truth : and this incrustation of dead forms, even though it

resists growth and developement, at least preserves from

decay. Thus, each successive phase of truth is, as it were,

“ buried in a napkin " until the return of the Lord - em

balmed until the day of its resurrection into living activity ,

Now this is, perhaps, in many cases, the necessary result

under any system of education ; but its extreme common

ness is, we are sure, the result of a wrong conception of

university education , and , therefore, of the nature of the

true scholar. There seemsto be, among cultivated men , a

general impression, rather felt than expressed, that the

principal object of the university is to complete the culture,

for culture' sake, commenced in the college — that making

the university a practical school, in any sense , degrades

it — that university education is, par excellence, the liberal

education . Butwe are convinced that this idea has been

disastrous to the cause of true culture, and still more to the
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influence of cultivated men. Such an idea only increases

the antagonism between the educational and the active

life, and thus removes the scholar still farther from the

actual practicalworld . Not only so , but it can only make

the pedant orthe superficially cultivated — the learned or the

accomplished man - but not theman of living power, or the

the material wants ofman and the existing constitution of

society in ourschemesofeducation . Theantagonism between

the educational and the active life must not be carried too

far; on the contrary, the antagonism mustbe removed, and

they must be reconciled. This must be done in the univer

sity, and is, indeed , the distinctive significance of the uni

versity course, particularly of the special practical schools.

It is true, also, but not to the same extent, of the univer

sity course, considered as a general culture — as an intro

duction into a complete philosophy — as a course intended

to make the perfect scholar, or worker in the field of thought.

Wesay, not to the same extent, because the scholar may be

said to stand as a connecting link between the material

and the spiritualman . His activity is principally displayed

in the spiritual world , but only becomes efficient through

his connection with an organized society , and as a member

of a class in that society . Thus, the university course is,

in every sense, a connecting link between the educational

and the business-life. It is so , first, through its special prac

tical schools, which directly prepare for the professions and

pursuits of life ; and, second, by preparing for the profes

sion of letters, or,more properly, the profession of thinking

and teaching, which is itself a connecting link between the

spiritual and the business world .

We have thus far investigated the relation of the educa

tional to the active life, from the objective point of view ; but

their subjective relation — their mutual relation as a means

of the highest individual culture - is not less remarkable.

The field of educational life is essentially the abstract
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world — the world of thought and idea ; while the field of

active life is the actual world — the world of action . Thus,

the one cultivates primarily the pure intellect, the other pri

marily the will ; truth is the object of the one, influence the

object of the other. It is the intellect which discovers truth :

it is the power of the will which controls men. Thus, the

educational and the active life are, in this respect, the com

plements of each other, and only by their union produce the

most perfect culture of our whole nature, and the highest

usefulness to our fellow -men . Theman of mere thought,

without power of will, can notmaintain, in the actualworld ,

the position to which his intellect entitles him ; theman of

strong will, without thought, only leads the community

astray. Yet, notonly in cultivating the will is active life im

portant, but also as cultivating the pure intellect. The facul

ties and powers of our nature are so indissolubly connected

together, that they are all best cultivated in connection . It

is only by connecting the intellect with the moral nature,

that the highest intellectual culture is attainable . As a

motive for exertion ,wemust exchange the principle of self

culture for the principle of duty to others. The highest cul

ture, like happiness, can only be attained by going out of

self for a motive of exertion and an end of life . We have

said elsewhere that this external motive must be love of

truth . This is strictly true for the pure educational life ;

but if we take the whole human life, both educational and

active, as a school of human culture, then we must add

another ,also , viz : the good of our fellow -men . Thus, the mo

tive in culture, as in religion , becomes two-fold . As in

religion , the motive of exertion is not primarily our own

happiness, but love to God and our fellow -men , so in cul

ture, the motivemust not be self-culture, but the attainment

of the True and theGood . Solomon, becausehe prayed not

for happiness,nor riches,nor power, nor even wisdom only,

but wisdom “ to judge the people,” received not only wisdom ,

butalso riches and power and happiness : So, also, we, if
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we desire first, and strive earnestly after, not self-culture,

nor even truth alone, but truth for the sake of good to others,

shall receive not only the answer to our prayers, and the

reward of our strivings, but the highest culture of which

our nature is capable will be added also .

But again : there are most important complementary

relations between the generalculture of liberal education and

the special culture of the university, showing the absolute

necessity of combining them if we would attain either a

perfect culture or a complete philosophy.

First, then , in the attainment of a perfect culture, the com

plementary relation of these two is very evident. General

culture alone produces comprehensiveness, but, at the same

time, dimness and indefiniteness of view , while special

culture alone produces clearness and definiteness , certainly ,

but narrowness of view . The one cultivates breadth , the

other profundity. General culture alone is too apt to beget,

if not superficiality , at least inaccuracy , and, therefore, a

want of practicalness of mind, and a want of earnestness of

character; special culture alone produces, it is true,micro

scopic clearnessand accuracy, but also ,too often ,microscopic

narrowness of view . Like all microscopic vision, itmag

nifies the importance of even the most insignificantdetails ,

and thus comes narrowness of mind, bigotry of character,

and uncharitablenessoffeeling. The student gazes through

his microscope of special culture, and imagines his field of

view the whole world . All that lies outside of this field is

nothing to him . It is only, then, by combining general

with special culture that the most perfect culture of mind

and character is attained .

Equally important to the individual, and still more im

portant to the race, and far more interesting in a philosophic

point of view , is the complementary relation of a special to

a general culture, in the formation of a complete philosophy .

Howevermuch the studentmay cultivate himself in a gen

eral course, there necessarily comes a time when , if he
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would be useful to his fellow -men - if he would add any

thing to the common stock ofknowledge — if he would con

tribute any thing to the advance of society – he must ex

change the general for a special course, either in the

university or in the world. The field of knowledge is now

so vast, that it is utterly vain for any one man to attempt to

grasp it in all its details. For the advance of knowledge,

therefore, it becomes absolutely necessary that the field of

knowledge, like the field of industry, should be divided

and subdivided, until the human mind can exhaust what is

already known in each department. The extent to which

the subdivision must be carried for this purpose is almost in

credible. The science of chemistry alone, already constitutes

the energies and occupy the life of any oneman . Physics

is subdivided to at least an equal, and organic science to a

much greater, extent. In the higher departments ofknowl

edge the subdivision is not so great; but this is only be

cause these departments are less mature. Asknowledge be

comes more perfect , the same subdivision must take place

in all. Science is the simplest, and, therefore, the most

mature, of all branches of human knowledge, and there

fore, also , most clearly exhibits in its progress the law of

developement of knowledge. This law , as deduced from

the study of scientific philosophy, is that of gradually in

creasing differentiation and specialization . This is, in fact,

a fundamental law of developement of all kinds and under

all circumstances.* All branches of knowledgemust event

ually comeunder it. Now , this division and subdivision of

labor in the field of thought, like subdivision of labor in the

field of industry , with all its immense advantages to the

RACE , must be, to some extent, disastrous to the individual.

As civilization advances, and the absolute sphere of human

* Vide our article on Organic Science in relation to Sociology, S . P . R .,

Vol. XIII., p. 44.
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knowledge becomes greater, division and subdivision goes

on at the same rate — the field of each man's thought be

comes a smaller and smaller fragment of the whole , and

increasing narrowness and incompleteness of view would

seem to be the necessary result. Thus, the collective hu

manity increases constantly in strength and symmetry - in

power to subordinate nature to his uses, and beauty , as an

object of contemplation ; but, alas ! for the individual : he be

comes more and more distorted and fragmentary - more

and more a mere tool in the hands of society ; he, to some

extent, at least, offers up himself a living sacrifice on the

altar of the social impulse ; or, even worse, he sacrifices the

health and beauty of his spiritual nature for daily bread

he sells his divine birthright for a paltry mess of pottage.

Thus, while the strength and beauty of the collective hu

manity increases, that of the individualhumanity decreases;

while the collective humanity expands, the individual con

tracts ; in proportion as society grows larger, stronger,more

beautiful and complete , the tendency is that the individual

grows smaller , weaker, more distorted, and fragmentary.

Alas! alas ! when shall the world see again such examples

of completeness and strength - of symmetry of proportion

combined with gigantic power — as the grand old statesmen,

philosophers and artists of Greece ! Is there, then, no hope

for humanity ? Can philosophy only gain in perfection by

losing in completeness ? Is the advance of society incom

patible with the completeness of the individual ? Is the

tide of social life to be swelled only by pouring into its

veins our own hearts ' blood ? Is society, indeed, such a

huge, remorseless, devouring dragon ? Not so . This is

but one side of the picture. There is yet hope. Philoso

phy will yet vindicate her divine origin , by attaining sym

metry of form as well as perfection in detail. The apparent

antagonism between the individual and the collective hu

manity will yet be reconciled ; completely in philosophy, and

with ever -increasing approximation to completeness in reality .
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Let us, then , very briefly attempt to show how , under the

law of developement, a complete philosophy is both object

ively , and, through education, subjectively, possible.

We have said that the universal law of developement is

gradually increasing differentiation . This is a true, butonly

a partial, statement of the law . There is a limit to this dif

ferentiation in philosophy , though none in purely material

industry. Beyond this limit, there is a reverse process of

integration commencing and continuing . The lines of pro

gress branch and diverge, apparently ad infinitum ,butnot so

actually. At a certain point they begin again to converge,

and approximate unity . The true expression ofthe law of

developement, therefore, is, first, simple unity ,or homogeneity,

then infinite diversity , and finally, the coördination of this

diversity into organic unity . Wemay illustrate this law in

various ways, and in every department– in the develope

ment ofthe earth , in the developement of the human race,

in the developement of the human mind , and in the devel

opement of knowledge, both generally and in all its depart

ments. In the geologicalhistory of the earth we find con

necting types, differentiated into an infinite numberofdistinct

families, genera and species, and these all pointing to, and

coördinated in ,man. In the history of the human race, we

find first a primeval simplicity and unity, then a confusion

of tongues and scattering abroad, by which diversity of

pational character and formsof civilization was effected ,

and finally , even now , these diverse civilizations and na

tionalities are being coördinated into a general civilization ,

under the guidance of Christianity . In the history of the

individual, the same law is illustrated in many ways. First,

we have the simplicity, the unity, the harmony, of blind ,

child -like faith in authority ; then comes reason , overthrow

ing faith and introducing doubt, discord , and anarchy - de

stroying the harmony, the innocence, the peace of mind ;

and, lastly, philosophy, or , still better, religion , solves these

doubts, changes this discord into harmony and peace,
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restores again faith, which is now no longer blind, but

rational. The philosopher, like the Christian,must return

to the simplicity of childhood . To take another illustra

tion . First, in childhood, we have harmony, because the

passions are notyetdeveloped - peace, because the enemy is

asleep ; then , in youth, the fiery conflictof volcanic passion

with reason, in which conflict, reason is often overthrown ,

and theman ruined ; but at last, with the growing power

of reason , these fiery enemies are subdued and subordinated

into useful servants — the man stands now victor over him

self — the intellect is now strong enough to assert its rule

against the utmost efforts of the passions and emotions

“ the whole man stands in an iron glow , white hot, perhaps,

but still strong, and in no wise evaporating - melting, per

haps, but losing none of his weight.”

Now , the same law is traceable in the developement of

philosophy. First, we have an universal philosophy, but

imperfect and temporary ; then, an infinitely subdivided

philosophy, more perfect in its details,but less complete in

its whole - in fact, many partial philosophies, impossible to

coördinate into one; lastly , as we hope, again , an universal

and much more complete philosophy, formed by the co

ordination of these perfectly finished details. First : popu

lar notions, opinions, intuitions (the intuitions seem pecu

liarly clear and true in the early periods of the history of

the race,as of the individual,) are gathered and systematized

by reason into an universal, and tolerably consistent, philos

ophy : then comes scientific observation , with its accurate

methods, scrutinizes every fact anew and verifies every

result, extends its search far beyond the limit of popular

knowledge ; as the field increases, dividing and subdivid

ing into departments, determined, above all things, upon

perfect accuracy and completeness of detail as the only

possible foundation of a complete and permanent philos

ophy ; from time to time coördinating the details in each

department into partial philosophies, until the field of de

VOL. XIV., NO. II. — 28
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tail-knowledge is well-nigh exhausted, and the circle of

sciences complete: last comes the coördination of these

perfect, but partial, philosophies into one universal and

permanent philosophy. Man is placed in the world of

sense and matter, to conquer and reduce it to rational

method — to attain , by Reason , a complete knowledge of

Deity, as revealed in the Book of Nature - in a word, to

construct a complete philosophy. But in attempting to do

so, the human mind finds itself in this strange dilemma: &

perfect theory , or rational philosophy, is impossible with

out scientifically observed facts ; and, on the other hand, it

is equally impossible to make truly scientific observations

without a previous theory or philosophy as a guide. How ,

then , does the human mind extricate itself from this di

lemma ? In the only way in which it is possible to do so.

Upon the basis ofmere popular observations and intuitions,

it hastily constructs a provisional philosophy : under the

guidance of this philosophy, it then proceeds to make sci

entific observations ; and finally , upon these,more slowly

and carefully, to build a permanent philosophy. This is

true , not only of general philosophy, but of each subdivis

ion of philosophy. First, we have an hypothesis, or provis

ional theory , founded upon imperfectly observed facts ;

under the guidance of this, scientific observation becomes

possible, and is, therefore , accomplished ; upon these sci

entifically observed facts, a true and perfect theory is

formed. The one is what Bacon calls the “ anticipation of

nature ;” . the other, the “ interpretation of nature ;” the one

is a guess — some times a happy, noble guess, indicating

wonderful genius - like a gleam of light casting a vivid but

uncertain splendor upon the surrounding darkness and

chaos ; the other, a sober certainty, like the steady light

of full day, revealing objects in detinite outline and true

proportion . In the first, the proud human reason , scorn

ing to become the patient pupil, attempts to impose his own

philosophy upon Nature ; in the second, reason is content
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to sit at the feet of Nature, and humbly accept the philos

ophy which she teaches. Illustrations of this law , not only

from the general history of philosophy, but from the his

tory of each department, and even the subdivisions of each

department, are abundant and obvious. In generalphilos

ophy, the stages are not yet all completed. The Greek

philosophy, of which the Aristotelian is the type, repre

sents the provisional ; the permanent we are only now ap

proximating, under the guidance of the Baconian method.

In astronomy, we have the Ptolemaic system as the provis

ional, and the Copernican and Newtonian as the permanent

theory. In botany, we have the Linnæan classification as

the temporary, and the Natural classification as the perma

nent. In the same manner, if time allowed , we might

trace the same law in the theories of chemistry, in the the

ories of light and heat, and even in the theories of individ

ual natural phenomena, as of geyser eruptions, of atoll

reefs , of glacier motion , etc.

The case of botany, however, is so admirable an illus

tration, both of the law and of its necessity , that we must

dwell a little more fully . In botany, the problem presented

to the human mind is, to acquire rational knowledge of

the formsof the vegetable kingdom . But the number of

these forms is so great, and their variety so infinite , that it

is utterly impossible to commence without classification

thematerials are utterly unmanageable without systematic

arrangement of somesort. But a perfect classification pre

supposes a perfect knowledge. Under the pressure of this

dilemma, we make, first, an arbitrary, or artificial, classifi

cation , founded upon someobvious fact. Under the guid

ance of this artificial classification , thousands of observers,

in every part of the world , work in concert. The scientif

ically observed facts thus laboriously accumulated, become

now a solid basis for a thoroughly natural, and, therefore,

rational, classification . Wesee that in this case (and the

same is true in all others) the very significance of the first
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classification or theory is different from that of the second .

The first is the necessary condition of rational knowledge ;

the second is the compendious expression and natural em

bodiment of rational knowledge. The first is complete,

because artificial— but, for the same reason , transitory ; the

second never complete , because natural — but, for the same

reason , also, eternal, ever growing, ever approaching com

pleteness.

Wehave selected the case of botany because, on account

of the great geniusand authority of Linnæus, and the great

beauty, and, to someextent, truth of his artificial system ,

this system maintained its sway until we were entirely

ready for the natural system , which then took its place.

Thus, the two stages are very distinct, and their significance

obvious. In the other cases, there are, some times, many

provisional theories gradually approximating and gradually

merging into the permanent theory. In such cases the law

is less obvious, butnone the less true.

But this law , as we have already said , is not confined to

the progress of knowledge, but governs progress in every

direction . Wewill, therefore , take one other illustration ,

and from an entirely different quarter, viz : from the pro

gress of social organization . Man is urged, by the social

impulse , and as the only means of attaining civilization, to

organize into communities; but a perfect and permanent

social organization can only be the result of much expe

rience, combined with the highest culture,moral and intel

lectual, and this, again , can only be attained through perfect

social organization . Hence we have, first, a social organi

zation founded upon somearbitrary and obvious principle,

perhaps upon violence and injustice, or even upon acci

dent — the human race is classified upon the obvious dis

tinctions of birth , or wealth , or power; in a word , wehave

an artificial classification — a provisional organization , as

the necessary condition of civilization . Under the fos

tering influence of this organization , civilization becomes
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possible, and, therefore, advances. Finally , however, the

classification of the human race must have a thoroughly

natural basis - human society must be organized upon a

thoroughly rational principle — must take on a thoroughly

natural form , permanent in its outlines, though constantly

improving, which is no longer only the necessary condition

of progress, but also the natural expression — the material

embodiment- of a perfected humanity, which is never at

tained. Without the first, civilization would be impossible ;

without the second , civilization would be arrested at a cer

tain point. Almost all revolution is the result of the non

recognition of this law .

Perhaps the law may be placed in a still clearer point of

view , by comparing the construction of a perfect philos

ophy, or a perfect civilization , to the construction of an

edifice. Man is placed upon the earth houseless and

naked . But he can not continue to live in this condition ,

at least in his present fallen state - hemust have a house

to protect him , and wherein to worship God. But how

shall he, without much time, build an house worthy of

himself and of God, to whom he will dedicate it ? an house

which shall be eternal, likeGod and his own soul? Under

the pressure of this dilemma, he rapidly constructs a tem

porary edifice , sufficient for present purposes, in which he

continues to live and worship while the laborers are scat

tered abroad , slowly gathering materials for a more glo

rious and permanent edifice. Now , philosophy is, at

present, in this second, or transition state, though approx

imating the third . The laborers are scattered abroad over

the whole face of the earth, gathering materials, or fin

ishing details. Under the guidance of the Divine Spirit,

some are laying the foundation, or building the solid walls;

someare shaping a column, or constructing an arch ; some

are finishing a capital, or carving delicate tracery ; some

chosen ones, with washed hands, shoes removed , and pure

hearts, are silently engaged upon the holiest of holies, the
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innermost sanctuary , and the altar-piece. But, does any

one understand the greatwork upon which all are engaged ?

Has any one a clear and perfect conception of themagnifi

cence of the structure ? Alas, no ! Perhaps, in moments

of ecstatic, holy enthusiasm - in moments of Divine inspira

tion - some noble soul may catch faint glimpses of the

glorious edifice : in dim , shadowy outline, as in a vision ,

he may see it all standing before him in the majesty and

beauty of its noble proportions — its solid walls, its glorious

columns, its towering spires , stretching upward and passing

out of sight, in their way heavenward — and even hear the

solemn music of its deep-toned bell calling the nations to

worship : in broken accents, and almostunintelligible words,

he may strive, in such moments, to tell of his holy vision ;

but no consistent, clear and permanent conception of the

whole is possible to the human mind. God alone is the

Master Builder ; under His direction we work , if we are

indeed true workers. Some imperfect, general conception ,

there must be in the minds of the chief workers, for man is

a co -workerwith God ; but Healone can fitly frame all these

parts into one perfect whole. Thus, in comparing Greek

philosophy with modern , we may say that the temple of

their philosophy and civilization was lower in type, but

more complete ; ours higher in type,but still lying scattered

in fragments ; they lived and worshipped in a temple which

they enjoyed , looking for no better ; we live in shanties and

work-houses, looking forward, in hope of a more glorious

edifice — theirs was a purely earthly house, contrived en .

tirely by human minds, and, therefore, clearly seen and

understood, as being present to the sense ; ours, contrived

by the Divine Spirit, connects earth with heaven ; while

we, the workers , absorbed in petty details, can only partly

apprehend it, through faith . We see, then, why it is that

the earlier philosophers were, in many respects, viz : in

completeness, symmetrical proportions, and comprehensive

ness, superior to the workers of the present day. We are
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apt, in comparing ancientwith modern times, in respect to

extent and diffusion of knowledge, to take much compla

cency and gratulation to ourselves ; we are apt to speak of

that period, compared with our own, as a night. Yes, it

it was a night ; but a night whose firmament was glorious

with brilliant stars. The day has dawned, the stars are

fled , but, alas! the sun has not yet risen ,

Thus have we attempted to show that philosophy passes

from simplicity, through complexity, again to simplicity

from unity, through infinite diversity, again to unity . Thus

philosophy, like religion , must return again to its pristine

simplicity and unity — but a simplicity and unity of a far

higher order. The first is the simplicity of childhood ; the

second, the simplicity of wisdom . As might have been

expected, the different departments of knowledge, in their

present condition , perfectly represent these different stages

of developement. The simpler departments of science, as

mechanical philosophy and astronomy, have already, in

great measure, passed through the first two, and reached

the third ; hence their simplicity , their completeness, their

certainty , their definiteness of outline, and permanence of

form , and the ease with which they may be grasped in their

totality. In chemistry and organic science, the subdivision

is, just now , greatest, because these have fairly reached the

second, and only now ,'as we believe, commencing to ap

proach thethird. Metaphysical philosophy, psychology, and

sociology, are yet in the first stage, though approaching the

second . The want of subdivision in these departments is

the result of immaturity — their unity is the unity of child

hood. But their unity is not complete. They have reached

the stage of diversity of opinion , though not of division

of labor . It is childhood, but childhood expanding into

youth — they are yet in the first stage, but painfully strug

gling towards the second ; for doubt always precedes scientific

inquiry, and the use of right method - diversity of opinion

always precedes division of labor and productive work in
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the field of thought. But,while different departments rep

resent different stages, yet philosophy, as a whole ,may be

said to be now in the second stage, though approaching

the third . The difficulty of acquiring a general philosophy

has already, probably , reached its acmé, and will, from this

tion, which may be so clearly traced in the lower depart

ments of science, is the law of developement of all philoso

phy. Philosophy must henceforward become simpler, and

easier to grasp.

Looking, then, upon philosophy objectively , as the grad

ual developement of the divine idea in the human reason ,

we see how special philosophies are related to a complete

general philosophy ; we see that the law of developement

may be expressed as a progress, from an imperfect, (and,

therefore , provisional,) general philosophy, through special

philosophies, to a perfect and permanent general philos

ophy. Now , this law of developement of general philos

ophy is epitomized, aswe have already seen , in the devel

opement of the individual, and, therefore, must be, also,

in a rational course of education. As, in the one case, we

have popular intuitions, systematized by reason into an

imperfect general philosophy, then scientific observations

and partial philosophies, coördinated into a more perfect

general philosophy ; so , in the other, we have, first, percep

tions and intuitions of childhood, systematized by cultiva

tion of reason into an imperfect general culture ; then special

courses, laying the foundation of a more perfect general

culture. As, in the one case,we have imperfect general phi

losophy, founded upon intuitions, passing through special

philosophies into a more perfect general philosophy, so, in

the other , we have imperfect general culture, founded upon

the perceptive and intuitive faculties, passing through

special culture into a perfect general culture. It is only

through specialculture, after a previous general culture, that the

highest general culture is attainable — it is only through a
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special philosophy , or study in a special department, coming

after a previous general study in all departments, that the

most perfect general philosophy is attainable by the indi

vidual.

But how , it may be asked, can a special philosophy con

tribute to a general philosophy, or a special culture to a

general culture, in the individual? The collective humanity ,

or race, cultivates many special philosophies, which are

finally coördinated into a general philosophy; but the indi

vidual can not cultivate perfectly but one specialdepartment.

How can the perfect knowledge of this one department lead

to a more perfect general philosophy, in which all depart

ments are embraced ? The case of the individual is evi

dently somewhat different from that of the race — that of

philosophy objectively considered, from that of philosophy sub

jectively considered. The answer to this question is found

in the absolute unity of philosophy, and this , again , in the

absolute unity of nature, and this , of course , in the unity

of Deity. The general idea of philosophy is epitomized,

with modifying conditions, in the philosophy of each depart

ment. Thus, every special philosophy contains some thing

which is general and something which is special. It may

be difficult, and often impossible, in the present state of

philosophy, to distinguish these two with precision, in con

sciousness ; but they are both n'ecessarily involved in the

idea of organic unity. If we have once grasped the gen

eral, though but imperfectly , by general culture, wemay

then study more perfectly the general through the special

this comprehension of general through the special becom

ing more and more possible, in proportion as philosophy

approaches organic unity . If we study the general alone,

our philosophy will be dim , shadowy, inaccurate in detail,

incomplete, and, therefore, unproductive, through indefinite

ness : if we study the special alone, we mistake the mod

ifying conditions for the general law - we erect our special

philosophy into a general philosophy — and our philosophy

VOL. XIV ., NO. II.- 29
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is, therefore, incomplete, through narrowness. Butthe pro

found study of one department, after general instruction in

all, not only gives us a perfect philosophy in that depart

ment, but, through the unity of philosophy, gives us, also,

clearer insight into general philosophy— not only illumines

the area of the chosen department with intense brilliancy,

but sends its beams in every direction , even to the extrem

est verge of the circle of human knowledge. To recur

again to the illustration of the building. The unity of the

noble structure is so complete, that the general idea of the

whole is repeated in every, even the minutest, part. Every

column, every pinnacle, every arch , every door and win

dow , every leaf or flower in the most delicate tracery, all,

all tell the same tale, each in its own way — all point in the

same direction — upward. Thus, after we have taken a

rapid survey of all knowledge, and attained a general,

though imperfect, conception of philosophy — if inspired by

this general conception ,we now , in honesty of purpose and

humility of spirit, concentrate our energies upon a special

department, this general conception will grow steadily

brighter and clearer. Thus, if, standing at a distance, with

becoming reverence and holy fear, we gaze and worship ,

until the Divine Idea of the noble structure has penetrated

our minds and fired our souls - wenow approach , not only

as worshippers, but also as workers ; not only rapturously to

gaze, but also manfully to do— then the Spirit of the Master

will enter and dwell within our hearts, and He, the great

Master Builder Himself, will kindly reveal to us so much

of His plan as we, in our weakness, are able to understand .
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The Trinity of the Godhead .

ARTICLE II.

THE TRINITY OF THE GODHEAD THE DOCTRINE

OF THE SCRIPTURES.

V . - The three divine persons in the Trinity - Father , Son, and

Holy Ghost - proved not to be three Gods, and , therefore, one

God .

Weare now led, as a fifth link in our chain ofargument

in proof of the Scriptural character of the doctrine of the

Trinity, to conclude that the existence of one infinite divine

essence, orGodhead, and of three coequal persons in that

Godhead, does not imply the existence of three Gods.

Though these three divine persons are distinguished from

each other by proper and personal characteristics, attributes,

offices, and works, yet all that is essential to the nature of

the Godhead is common to them all, so that the Son is not

a different God from the Father, nor the Spirit a different

God from the Father and the Son . They are not three

separate Gods. TheGodhead — thatwhich constitutes each

person God — is one and the same. They are all three but

one, and all three necessary to the full conception of the

oneGod. The Godhead, or essence, is not multiplied so as

to make three Godheads. The Word was God, but not

another God . The Holy Ghost is not man , but God , and

yet not another God . Neither is there a divine nature,

essence , or Godhead, which is distinct and different from

that common to the Father, Son , and IIoly Ghost. There

is no other divine nature but that which is common to the

Father, Son and Holy Ghost, and by virtue of which they

are each “ God over all, and blessed for ever.”

Neither are we to imagine that this Godhcad first existed ,

and that then a trinity of perşons was formed out of it, but

we are to conceive the existence of three modes, or per
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sons– Father, Son , and Holy Ghost — in one common God

head , as being essential to the very nature of that Godhead,

and as being as necessary as its existence. The whole

divine nature is in the Father, Son , and Holy Ghost. The

Father, Son , and Holy Ghost constitute that nature. They

are not different either in nature, attributes or perfections.

But yet they are not the same in their mode of personal

subsistence , or in their relations to each other, or in their

relations and functions towards creatures, in the various

dispensations of providence and grace . These persons in

the Godhead , therefore, can neither be divided nor de

stroyed . They are one in nature. They are equal in

power, attributes, and glory. They are different and dis

tinct in mode of subsistence, in person , relation, and offices.

Every one of these three persons has — not a part — but the

whole Godhead in himself, so that each is “ the living," and

“ the only living and trueGod .” And yet, in this oneGod

head each person is in such a way distinct, as to be capable

of distinct relations, offices, and worship. Another obser

vation , important to be borne in mind, is, that while in

worshipping the Son, we “ honor Him even aswe honor the

Father,” and while in worshipping and seeking the grace

of the Spirit, we honor Him even as we honor the Son , and

while wemust, in every case , approach God only in the way

of His own appointment, yet, when we do so, our worship

of the Spirit and of the Son is equally the worship of the

Father, and equally acceptable to Him , since in honoring

one person in the Trinity we honor all. And hence, in

baptism , weare devoted, not to the one undivided essence

and Godhead of the Deity - not to the Father,merely - but

to each of the distinct persons of the Godhead separately

and severally, because this is the way in which God in

Christ has manifested Himself to us — the way in which He

works out redemption for us — and the way in which that

redemption is to be sought and obtained from Him .
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The Christian system can be stated, explained , supported ,

defended, and made practically efficacious, in no other way.

The whole economy of man's salvation is based upon the

fact, that while there is but one Godhead, there is in this

Godhead a three-fold distinction , not in name or character ,

but a real, personal distinction . To each of these persons

is attributed distinct offices in the work of redemption — in

its origination, its completion , its application, and its con

summation — while, at the same time, to each is ascribed

all and every thing that is attributed to this one Godhead.

Each person is thus declared to possess the common God

head . There are, therefore, three persons in one Godhead.

The same Divine Works — Creation, Resurrection — attributed

absolutely to Each Person , and to God alone.

This will appear, further, from the fact that, while each

person has His peculiar relations and offices assigned to

Him , yet , as if it was designed to prove that there are three

distinct persons, and yet only one Godhead, we find that

the same divine power and operation is attributed , equally

and undividedly, to each of these persons, as God , and THE

God by whom they are possessed and accomplished .

As this is a very essential point, we will illustrate it by

two instances — which have been already presented, to prove

the personal diversity of the Father, Son, and Spirit — that

wemay now prove by them the unity of their Godhead .

The first illustration is the work of creation .

It is the express and uniform teaching of Scripture, that

God “ is the maker of all things, by HIMSELF ALONE.” *

Here , then, God claims that work of creation which is

themost essential, and in itself the absolute demonstration

of an almighty, infinite and personalGod, as His work , and

as exclusively His, and His alone.

* Acts 14 : 15 ; Gen. 1 : 1 ; Is. 44 : 24 ; Ps. 33 : 6. See the Jewish Com

mentators in Gill, Allix , Jameson . John 1 : 1 - 3 .
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And yetGod, in His own Word , and in words inspired by

Himself, represents each of the " three persons as all con

nected with , and cooperating in , creation . With thehonors

of a work usually ascribed to the Father, Paul crowns the

Son. Mark what he says of the Son : ‘By Him were all

things created , that are in heaven, and that are in earth ,

whether they be thrones or diminions, or principalities, or

powers.' And, speaking elsewhere of God, he says: "He,

who at sundry times, and in divers manners, spake to our

fathers by the prophets, hath in these last daysspoken unto

us by His Son , whom He hath appointed heir of all things,

by whom also Hemade the worlds. Now , as to the third

person, or Holy Spirit,we discover indications of His exist

ence even in the Mosaic record of creation. Heappears in

the earliest epochs of time, and amid those sublime and

magnificent spectacles with which the Bible opens.”

“ The curtain rises upon the first act of creating power,

and , through the enveloping shroud of darkness, we see the

earth — a shapeless mass, crude and chaotic. It is a world

in embryo. " The earth waswithout form and void.' Yet

at this early period , when there was neither golden cloud

nor blue sky, nor green land, nor silver sea ; when no waves

broke upon the shore, and there were no shores for waves

to break on ; when no mountains rose to greet the morn

ing sun, and there was no sun to shine on them ; when no

wing of bird was cleaving the silent air, nor fin of fish the

waters; when — like the rude and various materials from

which an architect intends to rear the fabric he has de

signed — the elements of fire , air, earth , and water, lay min .

gled in strange confusion , through the darkness that lies

on the face of the deep, we discover somemighty Presence.

He is moving and at work. It is the Spirit of God . He

presides at the birth of time. He is evoking order from

confusion, forming the world in the womb of eternity , and

preparing a theatre for scenes and events of surpassing

grandeur. Concerning that early period of creation, Moses
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has recorded this important fact : The Spirit of God

moved on the face of the waters.' In this glorious crea

tion, therefore - in this beautiful world , and the starry

skies that rose over it — we behold the mighty monuments

ofHis presence and power. IIe sprung the arch of this

crystaldome, and studded it over with those gemsof light.

Listen to the magnificent hymn of the Patriarch : •He

stretcheth out the north over the empty place, and hangeth

the earth upon nothing. He holdeth back the face of His

throne, and spreadeth His cloud upon it ; He hath com

passed the waters with bounds, and divideth the sea with

His power. By His Spirit he hath garnished the heavens.'

In the temple of nature , therefore , as in that of grace, we

adore a Godhead — the Three in One ; and see Father, Son,

and Holy Ghost, the presiding and coequal authors of a

first creation .”

What, then , must be our inference from these several

declarations ofGod respecting the highest exercise of God

like power ? What can it be but that the three persons

the Father, Son, and Holy Ghost — are alike uncreated,

since they were each of them the author of creation ; and,

secondly , that as there is and can be but one Creator, be

cause there is but one God , these three persons are and

must beoneGod ? In the ancient language of the Church :

“ The Father is uncreate; the Son is uncreate ; the Holy

Ghost úncreate: and yet there are not three uncreated,

but one uncreated." *

The same conclusion may be deduced from what Scrip

ture declares concerning another creating work, that of the

resurrection of our Lord Jesus Christ from the dead.

Reject the doctrine of the Trinity, and the statements of

Scripture on this subject can not be reconciled. Admit it,

and all is clear .

* See, also , Westminster Conf. of Faith , ch . iv ., & 1.
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In Gal. 1 : 1, it is said : “ Paul, an apostle , not of men ,

neither by man, but by Jesus Christ and God THE FATHER,

· WHO raised Him (i. e., Christ ) from the dead.” Again : in

John 11 : 19, our Lord, speaking of His resurrection , says :

“ Destroy this temple,” (meaning his body,) " and in three

days I will raise it up again .” And 10 : 17 : “ I lay down

my life , that I might take it again. I have power to lay it

down, and I have power to take it again .”

From this, it is plain that our Lord assunies to Himself

the act of raising His own body from the dead, so that here

the resurrection is attributed to the Son .

Thirdly : 1 Peter 3 : 18, we read : “ Christ hath once suf

fered for sins, the just for the unjust, that He might bring

us to God, being put to death in the flesh , but quickened

by the Spirit.”

Once more, then ,we see that Christ is said to be quickened ,

or brought to life, by the Holy Ghost.

Lastly : Peter and the other Apostles, when they are

brought before the Council, in Acts 5, say, at verse 30 ,

“ The God of our fathers raised up Jesus."

Now , compare all these passages together. In the first

place, observe we all admit that God raised Jesus from the

dead. Nextwe read, that the Father raised Him up, there

fore, the Father is God . Again we read , that Christ the

Son raised Himself up ; therefore, the Son is God . Thirdly,

we find that the Holy Ghost raised Jesus from the dead ;

therefore, the Holy Ghost isGod . And yet, they are not three

Gods, but oneGod ; for Peter says : “ TheGod of our fathers

raised up Jesus.” And how does Moses describe this God of

of their fathers ? “ Hear, O Israel, the Lord our God is one

Lord .” If , now , from a candid comparison of these Scrip

tures,the Trinity in Unity and Unity in Trinity must not of

necessity be believed, we would ask , What, then, do these

passages mean ? Is it at all probable that the writers of

the New Testament would use such unguarded language

as this is, if they did not mean us to believe the divinity of
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each of the three persons of the Trinity ? Certainly not.

No writer of common prudence could have done so, much

less one writing by the direction of the spirit of wisdom

aud truth. How such a union can exist we are unable,and ,

therefore, not required , to understand. But that it does

exist — that the Father , the Son, and the Holy Ghost are

each of them a distinct person — each of them God, and yet

but one God, we are required to believe - to believe it

on the peril of our souls ; “ for the mouth of the Lord hath

spoken it.”

Nor are these exceptional cases. They are only illustra

tions of the general tenor of Scripture. Thus we find that

the work of Providence , or the preservation of all things, is

ascribed equally to the Father, and to the Son, and to the

Holy Ghost. “ Jehovah is the preserver ofman and beast,

and the eyes of all wait upon Him .” In likemanner, Christ

“ upholdeth all things by His own power.” And so, also,

when the Holy Spirit is withdrawn, “ they die and return

again to their dust,” but “ Thou sendest forth Thy SPIRIT,

they are created, and Thou renewestthe face of the earth .” *

Again : spiritual and divine operations are attributed

equally to the Father, to the Son, and to the Spirit. “ It is

the sameGod which worketh all in all.” Christ is “ all in

all.” “ But all these worketh that one and self-sameSpirit.” +

“ Whatsoever is born of God overcometh the world.” I

“ Every one that doeth righteousness is born of Him ," $

that is, of Christ. “ Except a man be born ofwater and of

the Spirit he can not enter into the kingdom ofGod.” Be

lievers are sanctified by God the Father. ! Paul, in his

prayer for the Thessalonians, prays that the very God of

* Neh . 9 : 16 ; Ps. 145 : 15 ; Col. 1 : 16 ; Heb. 1 : 3 ; Ps. 104 : 29 , 30 .

† 1 Cor. xii. : 6 ; Col. iii . : 11 ; 1 Cor . xii . : 11.

1 John v. : 4 .

2 1 John ii. : 29.

|| Jude, ver. 1 .
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peace would sanctify them wholly:* But the same Apostle,

ascribes this divine work to Jesus Christ, when he says :

“ He that sanctifieth (that is, Christ) and they who are sanc

tified, are all of one; for which cause he is not ashamed

to call them brethren.” + And yet this divine operation

is also ascribed to the Holy Ghost, by whom Christians are

often declared to be sanctified .” I Wemight show , further,

that a commission to the work of theministry — the judging

of the world , the raising of the dead, and many other divine

and omnipotent works, are ascribed in Scripture equally to

the Father, to the Son, and to the Holy Ghost .

Interchangeable use of the name of God.

As, however, the proofs of these points are given in

almost every work on the Trinity, § we proceed to remark

that a still further and very striking proof of the identity

of all that is essential to the Godhead, of the Father , Son,

and Holy Ghost, is found in the indiscriminate and inter

changeable application to each of the names ofGod .

The term God is employed to denote the absolute Deity ,

in all that is comprehended in His nature, essence , and

attributes, and is, therefore, synonymous with our words

Deity and Godhead. Now , this term is applied to each of

the three persons, in the following, among other passages :

“ The Lord ourGod,” “ The Word was God,” “ Thou hast

not lied unto men, but unto God.” When used alone,

therefore, the word God appears to import the absolute De

ity , apart from any consideration of unity or trinity. To the

English word God corresponds the term Elohim in Hebrew ,

and 0eos (Theos) in Greek,||which is used by the Apostles

* 1 Thess . v . : 23 .

+ Heb. ii. : 11.

| Rom . xv. 16 .

& See the proofs given in Jones on Trinity, ch . iv., and in West’s and

Eadie's Concordances to the Bible.

| See Hävernick , in Kitto's Cyclopædia , art. God .
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always in the singular, as it is in other languages, because

they want the grace and propriety of the Hebrew , and are

not adapted to convey, as it does, the primitive revelation

of a God whose plurality in unity is conveyed by His He

brew titles, Elohim and others.

The Monarchy of the Godhead, and the personal relations and

subordination of the Son and Spirit.

It is when thusspoken of in his absolute Godhead, simply

as God, that God is declared to be invisible, unrevealed,

unknown, and incomprehensible. Jehovah is the Elohim

revealed, the manifested, only perfect and holy One, our

Redeemer the God of Israel, the angel of the covenant,

He who was to come, who is come, who is the epzojuevos, he

who is yet to come.* As thus revealed and manifested, God

is made known in three distinct modes of subsistence, hav

ing mutual relations to each other, and yet having one

essence or Godhead common to each . This mode of sub

sistence constitutes the personality, and this, together with

the distinct relation in which each of these stands to the

others, constitutes the persons. Upon this revealed nature

of the Godhead is founded the conception of Father, Son ,

and Holy Spirit, and of their relations to each other, and

of all the duties of creatures towards them .

In point of authority and order, the Father is first, the

Son second, and the Holy Spirit third. In point of office,

the Father is supreme, the Son subordinate to the Father,

and the Holy Spirit subordinate to both . The Father is

the everlasting fountain of the other persons, by whom , in

an eternal generation , the Son is begotten, and from whom ,

in eternal procession, the Spiriť proceeds. In order of na

ture, rank , office, and prerogative, the Father is supreme,

* See Hävernick, Introd . to the Old Testament, p . 56, seq .
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and the Son and Spirit ministrative, and officially subor

dinate . *

“ This relation of the persons of the Trinity is carefully

preserved in all Scripture representations of the economy

of redemption . The Father appoints, the Son executes,

and the Holy Ghost applies. The Father, in a more par

ticularmanner, sustainsthe character of the offended Deity ,

and asserts the honors of divine government, for which

reason He is more frequently called God than the other

adorable persons. The Son appears asmediator, assuming

the place ofmen, yet invested with the rights of the God

head ; and the Holy Ghost represents both the Father and

His Son Jesus Christ, supplying the absence of the latter.

We need not wonder, therefore, that the name of God,

which is common to all the persons of the most holy and

glorious Trinity, should be more frequently given to the

Father, who sustains the divine character in a very partic

ularmanner in the wonderful economy of redemption .”

But while this is true, and while this explains, and makes

even necessary, all the language which implies inferiority,

subjection, obedience , and ministration, in the Son and

Spirit, yet we are abundantly taught that this is a distinction

only oforder , office, and relation , and not of dignity , deriva

tion , or essential perfection . For, as has been seen , this

order of naming the persons is not invariably observed in

Scripture .† The term Father is not always used to designate

that distinction in the Godhead which we commonly de

scribe by the term the first person , but, also , in some cases,

as a general title of divine nature.I In the same manner

* See Horsley's Tracts, Letter XV., p . 29; Newman 's Hist. of Arianism ,

p . 180, etc.; Bull's Def., IV ., 2 , & 1, and especially Bishop's Bull's Three

Treatises , and Waterland 's Works.

+ Mat. 28 : 19 ; John 5 : 7 ; Eph. 4 : 4- 6, and 2 : 18 ; 2 Cor. 13 : 14 ;

Rev. 1 : 4 , 5 .

Deut. 32 : 6 ; Isa. 63 : 16 ; 64 : 8 ; Mat. 5 : 16, 48 ; 6 : 4 ; 7 : 11 ; John

8 : 41.
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the title Lord, or Jehovah, is applied often to Christ in par

ticular, and to God as a general appellation ; and that the

titles Spirit, Spirit of God, and Holy Spirit, are also em

ployed as a general designation of the entire Godhead, is

admitted by all parties.

So perfect is the union between the Father and the Son ,

and the Holy Ghost, that, in respect of their essential glo

ries, what is asserted of the one, is to be understood of the

other. Jesus, therefore, does not only say, “ I and the

Father are one; " He also affirms, “ He who honors the

Son , honors the Father also. " And again , he says : “ ALL

that the Father hath is mine. He that hath seen me, hath

seen the Father also .” Again , it is said , “ The things of

God knoweth no one, but the Spirit of God.” We are

plainly taught by such expressions that such is the infinite

union and communion of the Holy Spirit with the Father

and the Son, that they are only known and comprehensible

by each other, and that all that is spoken of one may be

said of each and all.

There is not, therefore, one glory of the Father, and

another glory of the Son , and another glory of the Holy

Ghost. The glory of the Father is the glory of the Son ,

and the glory of the Holy Ghost. There is but one divine

glory which God will not, and can not, give to another ;

and as this pertains equally to each person, the Father is

called “ the Father of glory ” — Eph. 1 : 17 ; the Son, “ the

Lord of glory ” - 1 Cor. 2 : 8 ; and the Holy Spirit, “ the

Spirit of glory ” — 1 Pet. 4 : 14. They are thus all equally

glorious, and all gloriously equal in that glory which they

had with each other from before the foundation of the

world .

Our object only to state Revealed Facts, and not to explain

Inexplicable Mysteries.

Wehave ventured on these remarks,not,weagain repeat,

with any intention of explaining or of removing the mys
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tery of the Trinity . To do so would be absurd . The mys

tery remains, and must ever remain, in all that relates to

the divine nature or attributes. Our only design hasbeen

to state clearly all that has been revealed, and all that is

expressed, in the doctrine of the Trinity . On the one hand,

the Son and Spirit are represented to us as ministering to

God , and therefore are personally subordinate to Him ;

and, on the other hand, in spite of this official relative

inequality in the offices thus ascribed by Scripture to the

Son and Spirit, nevertheless the Son and Spirit are repre

sented as being partakers of the fullness of the Father,

and as being equal to Him in nature, and in their claims

upon our faith and obedience, as is sufficiently proved by

the form of baptism and the forms of doxology and bene

diction .

The fact thatGod is one, and yet that the Father, Son ,

and Spirit, while each partaking of this one essence , are

capable ofsubsisting in such amanner,and of holding such

relations to each other and to us, as to devise, execute, and

carry on the scheme of man's redemption, is, therefore ,

essential to the truth of the Christian system , and to all that

is vital to the hopes and happiness of man - to his proper

and acceptable worship of the trueGod — to his reconcilia

tion to Him , confidence towards Him , obedience to His

will, conformity to His image, and to a fit preparation for

the enjoyment of Him in a blessed immortality .

Ofthese facts wemay be satisfactorily and experimentally

convinced , without pretending to assign a reason for, or so

much as being able to conceive, the nature ofthese distinc

tions in the Godhead, or ofthe manner of their operations.

All attempts to explain what is inexplicable, and to render

intelligible what is infinitely above and beyond the reach

of our intelligence, only darken counsel by words without

knowledge, create differences among those who hold the

truth as it is in Scripture, and give occasion to the enemy

to blaspheme.
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How , then, the Father, Son, and Holy Ghost subsist in

the one divine nature we can not tell, and may willingly

remain ignorant, since God has not thought it best, if it

were even possible , to discover it to us. The Scriptures no

where tell us, either in what manner the Son is begotten

of the Father, or in whatmanner the Holy Ghost proceeds

from the Father and Son . And how , then , can we pretend

to say how these three, Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, sub

sist in one ? Surely , it does not become us to determine

the way and manner of God's subsistence, when He in His

Word is silent concerning it. It may, and it should , be

enough for'us, that the facts of God's unity in a trinity of

persons, of the relations in which we stand to these per

sons, and our duties and hopes founded upon them , are

clearly revealed .

Summary , and Conclusion of the Argument.

Believing, then, that in nature — that is, in all that is

essential to Him as God — God is and can be only and abso

lutely one, so that there can not possibly be more Gods

than one ; believing that, according to the uniform and

constant language of Scripture, there are, and mustbe, dis

tinctions in this divine unity ; believing that these distinc

tions are real and personal, and not nominalnor figurative;

believing that each of these persons is, by every form of

expression that could convey the fact,most certainly de

clared by God to be God , and to possess and to do all

God possesses and does, and to be equal with God in power,

in glory, in worship and works; and believing, neverthe

less, these three persons are one God over all, and blessed

for ever ; believing, we say, these things, is to believe only

THE FACTS which are presented to our faith by God himself

in His own Word , which was given by inspiration through

holy men of God , who spake as they were moved by the

Holy Ghost, and which Word was given for the very pur

pose of revealing God to us, His own nature, and will, and
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mercy, so far as was necessary for our present duty and

consolation .

Without this revelation we are in the condition ofancient

philosophers, as described by Lucretius :

“ Stretching unfathomably at boundless thought,

Intensest visions were before him brought,

Unreal shadows; yet his spirit stern

Did still unconscious for that Presence yearn

Which clothes itself with circumambient day,

Swifter than solar beams or lightning ray.

Grasping infinity , he nothing found,

Then from the vacuum shrunk that yawn' d around ;

Spread like the blind his hands, therein to clasp

Annihilation in his feeble grasp ;

As if some fiend thatmock 'd him in its place

Left but a shadow in his void embrace.

And thus he fail' d that mystery to scan ,

The greatness and the littleness of man .”

To the law and testimony, therefore, be our appeal, and

to it let us render “ the obedience of faith .” Reason

requires us to come to it with implicit deference, knowing

that it must contain things too high for us, things else un

imaginable and always mysterious, and that it must be

heard in reverent docility and teachableness, not according

to any private interpretation, but in the plain teaching of

the Holy Ghost.

And as the question before us is the doctrine of Scripture ,

no forced construction can give us that doctrine. And

hence the unavoidable tendency of the Unitarian views to

destroy the authority and inspiration of Scripture, is pal

pable proof that its witness, which is true, is destructive of

that system ; while the presumptive argument leading us to

anticipate in Scripture the doctrine of the Trinity, is in itself

a proof, that in teaching, as it does, the doctrine of the

Trinity , it is what it claims to be, the Word and the Wis

dom of God.
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What saith the Scriptures is, therefore, the only rational

controversy. For if the premises are taught in Scripture,

then to reject the conclusions is to be wiser than God. It

is to call God a liar. It is to affirm and to deny when

ignorance is complete , and the subject is infinite , and the

speaker is divine. It is to say a trinity of persons contra

dicts a unity of essence in the ever-blessed God, when both

the nature of the essence and the nature of the personality

are infinitely incomprehensible.

Yea, the heathen themselves will rise up in judgment

against such presumption, and condemn it, seeing that Plato

and others were led to regard the doctrine of a Trinity as

agreeable to , and in no way contrary to , reason, and never

suspected that it was liable to the charge of nonsense, con

tradiction and absurdity, and seeing that this was reserved

for such atheists and sceptics as Porphyry, and Lucian, and

Celsus, and Plotinus, and Proclus.*

* “ In the opinions of the Pagan Platonists we have, in some degree, an

experimental proof that this abstruse doctrine can not be the absurdity

which it seems to those who misunderstand it. Would Plato , would Por

phyry, would even Plotinus, have believed the miracles of Mahomet, or

the doctrine of transubstantiation ? But they all believed a doctrine which

so far, at least, resembles the Nicene, as to be loaded with the sameor

greater objections."

After showing that Plato 's doctrine was referred by the Fathers to his

knowledge of Moses, Stillingfleet remarks : “ They never suspected it to be

liable to the charge of nonsense and contradictions, as our modern Unita

rians charge the Trinity with ; although their notion , as represented by

Porphyry , be as liable to it . How came these men of wit and sense to hit

upon , and be so fond of, such absurd principles, which lead to the belief of

mysterious nonsense and impossibilities, if these men may be trusted ?”

“ That this hypostasis did maintain its reputation long in the world . For

we find it continued to the time of Macrobius, whomentionsit as a reason

able notion , viz : of one Supreme Being, Father of all, and a mind proceed

ing from it , and soul from mind . Some have thought that the Platonists

made two created beings to be two of the divine hypostases ; but this is

contrary to what Plotinus and Porphyry affirm concerning it, and it is hard

VOL. XIV., NO. II. - 31
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Without controversy , great is the mystery of Godliness.

Oh, the depth of the riches both of the wisdom and knowl

edge of God ! How unsearchable are His judgments, and

His ways past finding out.

Testimony of the Primitive Church to the Monarchy in the

Trinity .

The views of some of the earliest Fathers will appro

priately close and complete this article.

The following quotation from Dionysius Romanus ( A .

D . 260 ) defines the catholic doctrine of the Trinity with

asmuch precision as Athanasius himself could have used :

“ It would be right,” says Dionysius, " for me to address

myself next to those who divide and separate and destroy

the holiest doctrine of the Church ofGod — the Unity - into

three essences and divided existences, and three Godheads.

For I hear that there are some among your teachers and

preachers of the Word, who countenance this notion ; who

are opposed , as I may say, diametrically , to the opinion of

Sabellius. For the blasphemy of the latter consists in say

ing, that the Son is Himself the Father, and vice versa ; but

these others preach in a manner THREE Gods, dividing the

holy Unity into three existences, foreign from each other,

and altogether separate : whereas, the divine Word must

be united with the God of the universe ; and the Holy

Ghost must reciprocally pass into , and dwell in , God ; in

short, the divine Trinity must be summed up and brought

together into one, as a head , I mean the almighty God of

the universe.” After condemning the heresy of Marcion ,

and the notion of Christ being a creature , he continues :

“ We must, therefore, neither divide the wonderful and

divine Unity into three Godheads; nor destroy the dignity

to give an account how they should , then, be essentially different from crea

tures, and be hypostases in the divine essence." See Stillingfleet on the

Trinity , pp. 214, 217 ; Horsley's Tracts, pp. 75 , 82.
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and exceeding greatness of the Lord, by making him a

creature ; but we must believe in God the Father Al

mighty, and in Christ Jesus his Son, and in the Holy

Ghost ; and that the Word is united with the God of the

universe : for ‘ I,' says he, “ and the Father are one,’ (John

x . : 30,) and “ I am in the Father, and the Father in me,'

( xiv. : 10 ,) — for thus both the divine Trinity , and the holy

doctrine of the Unity , will be preserved.” *

Tertullian ( A . D . 200) says of Praxeas : “ He thinks

thatwe can not believe in one God in any other way, than

if we say that the very same person is Father, Son, and

Holy Ghost ; as if onemight not be all, (if all proceed from

one,) by unity of substance, and still the mystery of the

divine economy be preserved , which divides the Unity into

a Trinity , pointingout three, the Father , the Son , and Holy

Ghost : but three, not in condition , but in order ; not in

substance , but in form ; not in power, but in species ; but

of one substance , and of one condition, and of one power.

These persons assumethe number and arrangement of the

Trinity to be a division of the Unity ; whereas, the Unity,

which derives a Trinity from itself, is not destroyed by it,

but has its different offices performed . They, therefore,

boast, that two and three Gods are preached by us, but

that they themselves are worshippers of one God ; as if the

unity, when improperly contracted , did not create heresy ;

and a trinity , when properly considered, did not constitute

truth ." +

Again , he says : “ Thus, the union of the Father in the

Son , and of the Son in the Comforter, makes three beings

united one to the other ; which three are one thing (unum ),

not one person (unus) ; as it is written , “ I and the Father

* Decret. Syn . Nic., c . 26 , p . 231, et apud. Routh Relig . Sacr., Vol.

III., p . 179. Burton 's Test. of Fathers, pp. 128, 129.

+ Burton 's Test. of Fathers, p . 68.
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are one,' (John x . : 30,) with respect to the unity of sub

stance, not to numerical individuality .” *

“ It is impossible,” Origen says, “ to compare God the

Father, in the generation of his only begotten Son , and in

his mode of existence, to anyman or other animalwho

begets ; but there must necessarily be some thing special,

and suited to God, for which no comparison of any kind

can be found , not only in existing things, but not even in

thought and idea, so as for human thought to comprehend

how the unbegotten God is made the Father of an only

begotten Son. For the generation is eternal and ever

lasting, in the same manner as effulgence is generated

from light. For he does not become a Son from without,

by spiritual adoption, but is a Son by nature.” Origen

proceeds to confirm this by passages of Scripture, such as

Heb . i. : 3 ; but he dwells particularly on Col. i. : 15 , where

the Son is called “ the image of the invisible God." He

considers in what sense the term image can be applied to

the Son of God ; and having observed that every son may

be called the image of the father who begat him , he says,

that in this sense the Son of God may be the image of God ;

“ which image contains the unity of nature and substance,

of Father and Son .”' t

Irenæus ( A . D . 185) says : “ And thus there is shown

to be one God the Father who is above all, and through

all, and in all things.' The Father is above all things, and

He is the head of Christ; the Word is through all things,

and He is the head of the Church ; the Spirit is in all of us,

and He is the living water which the Lord supplies to

those who believe rightly in Him , and love Him , and know

that there is one Father, who is above all, and through all, and

in us all.” Again , he says : “ That the Word, that is, the

Son , was always with the Father, I have proved at much

* Burton's Test. of Fathers, p . 80 .

† Ibid., pp. 88, 89.
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length ; but that Wisdom , also , which is the Spirit,was

with Him before all creation , he says in the words of Sol

omon (Prov. iii. : 19, 20 ; viii. : 22–27 .) *

Clemens Alexandrinus, ( A . D . 194,) says : “ Nothing,

therefore, is hated by God, nor yet by theWord , for both

are one, God ; for He says : “ In the beginning the Word

was in God, and the Word wasGod.'” This same idea, of

both being one, is found still more strongly expressed at the

end of this treatise ,where Clemens addresses a prayer to the

Logos, and begins it with these words, which it is difficult

to translate : “ Be merciful, Instructor, to Thy children, O

Father, the Director of Israel, Son and Father, both one,

Lord.” + Again : Clemens asks leave to " offer praise and

thanksgiving to the only One, to the Father and Son, Son

and Father, to the Son , who is Instructor and Teacher, to

gether with the Holy Ghost, in all things one, in whom are

all things, through whom all things are one, through whom

is eternity .” There may be parts of this sentence which

are difficult to be comprehended ; but it is unquestionable,

that the Son and Holy Ghost are united with the Father as

objects of praise, and the Greek words can hardly admit

any other construction than thatwhich declares the three

persons to be one.I

† Ibid ., p. 56.

Ibid., p. 57.
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ARTICLE III.

GEOLOGY AND THE BIBLE.

The subject to which we invoke our readers' attention

has been much debated . But our purpose is not to weary

them with a repetition of those discussions concerning a

Pre-Adamite earth, the length of the creative days, or the

best way to reconcile geology with Moses, which have

often been conducted within a few years past; with deficient

knowledge and temper in some cases, and often with slight

utility . In the progress of natural science, relations be

tween it and theology become apparent from time to time;

and frequently in very unexpected ways. Both parties are

usually at fault in defining those relations in the beginning ;

and thus there occurs a season of somewhat confused con

test, arising from the oversight of the proper “ metes and

bounds” of the two sciences. As the discussion proceeds,

the facts are at length set forth , which enable all reasonable

men to adjust the relations satisfactorily, and to appropriate

to each its legitimate field of authority. All will agree that

it is time such an adjustment were, if possible, begun, be

tween the geologist and the divine. Our humble attempt

will be to make such a beginning. We have no geologic

theory to advance or to impugn , and no particular facts to

advance, either new or old . But, looking back over the

general course of the discussion on the structure of our

globe, only as those may profess to do who keep up with

general literature, without assuming to be professional

geologists, we would endeavor to fix some principles of

discussion , by which the application of natural science and

its inferences,may be defined , and limited to their proper

territory, and the claims of theology established along the

points of contact. It would, perhaps, have been better for

the divines if they had confined their efforts to these defen
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sive views, instead of entering, without being always ade

quately prepared , into the technical discussionsof geology.

1. But, while making this admission at the outset, we

would firmly protest against the arrogant and offensive

spirit in which geologists have often , we may almost

say, usually, met clerical criticisms of their reasonings.

To the objections advanced by theologians, the answer has

usually been a contemptuous assertion that they were in

competent to sit in judgment, or to object, when geology

was in question , because they were not professional mas

ters of the science. Their reasoningshave been pronounced

foolish, ignorant, mistaken : and slightingly dismissed or

rejected without fair examination, because they came from

" parsons.” Now ,we freely grant, that it is a very naughty

thing for a parson , or a geologist, to profess to know what

the " genus irritabile vatum ” have doubtless been betrayed

into this folly by their zeal against infidel science (as they

supposed it), and that geologists have not been at all be

hind them (as some instances will show before we have

done), in themortifying displays of ignorance and sophistry

they have made, in their attempts to use the weapons of

the theologian and expositor. But, we would remark ,

while the specialities on which inductions are founded, in

any particular branch of natural science, are, of course ,

better known to the professor of the speciality, the man of

general intelligence may judge the deductions made from

the general facts just as well as the other. Any inductive

logic is the same in principle with all other inductive logic,

and all deductive logic also is similar. Yea, conclusions

from facts may some times be drawn more correctly by the

man of general science than by the plodding collector of

them ; because the former applies to them the appropriate

logic with a more correct and expansive view , and, perhaps,

with less of the prejudice of hypothesis. The man who

defined the inductive logic was not a naturalist by special
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profession — was not practically skilled in any one depart

ment of natural history — but was a great philosopher and

logician.

If, then , after geologists have described and generalized

their facts, and have explained their conclusions therefrom ,

a class so well educated as the clergy must be pronounced

unfitted to form an opinion upon them , the fault must be

in the geologist or his science. If demonstration is there,

it ought surely to be visible to the intelligent eye. How

absurd is it for the advocates of the science to recalcitrate

against the opinions of an educated class ofmen , when they

virtually offer their systems to the comprehension of boys,

by making them a subject of collegiate instruction ; and

one (who has, perhaps, more scornfully than any other, de

rided the criticismsof clerical opponents,) to popular as

semblages of clerks and mechanics ? Surely, if Mr. Hugh

Miller thought that he could convince a crowd of London

mechanics intelligently , in one night's lecture ,of his theory

of the seven geologic ages, it is absurd to claim that the

science is too recondite for the unholy inspection of par

sons' eyes.

There must always be a peculiar reason for themeddling

of theologians in this subject. It is, that it is virtually a

theory of cosmogony ; and cosmogony is intimately con

nected with the doctrine of creation, which is one of the

modes by which God reveals himself to man, and one of

the prime articles of every theology. The inevitable con

nection of the two might be inferred from this fact, thatall

the cosmogonies of the Ancients were natural theologies :

there is no philosopher of whom we know any thing,

among the Greeks and Romans, who has treated the one

without treating the other. It must, therefore, be always

expected that theologians will claim an interest in geologic

speculations, and will require them to be conformed to

sound principles of logic and exposition .
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2 . On the other hand, the attitude and temper of many

of the eager defenders of inspiration , towards the new

science, have been most unwise. Bymany, a jealousy and

uneasiness have been displayed, which were really derog

atory to the dignity of our cause. The Bible is so firmly

established upon its impregnable evidences, it has passed

safely through so many assaults, has witnessed the saucy

advance of so many pretended demonstrations of its errors,

which were afterwards covered with ridicule by the learned ,

that its friends can well afford to be calm , patient, and dig

nified . They should be neither too eager to repel and

denounce, nor too ready to recede from established exposi

tions of the text at the supposed demand of scientific dis

coveries. They should assumethe calm assurance , which

regards all true science, and every genuine discovery, as

destined inevitably to become the handmaids, instead of

the assailants, of revelation . Especially to be deprecated

is that shallow and fickle policy, which has been so often

seen among the professed defenders ofthe Bible , in hastily

adopting some newly coined exposition of its words, made

to suit some supposed exigency of new scientific discovery,

and as hastily abandoning it for some still newer meaning.

They have not even waited to ascertain whether the sup

posed necessity for relinquishing the old exposition has

been really created by a well-established discovery ; but, as

prurient and shallow in science as in theology, they have

adopted on half evidence some new -fangled hypothesis of

scientific facts , and then invented , on grounds equally inse

cure, some new -fangled explanations to twist God 's Word

into seeming agreement with the hypothesis. It would be

well for us to ascertain whether our position is really

stormed , before we retreat to search for another. But, sev

eral times within a generation , the world has seen a certain

class of theologians saying, that the old popular under

standing of the Bible upon a given subject must be relin

quished ; that science had proved it untenable, but that
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they had at last found the true and undoubted one. And

this they proceeded to sustain with marvellous ingenuity

and zeal. But, after a few years, the natural philosophers

relinquish , of their own accord, the hypothesis which had

put these expositors to so much trouble,and introduce with

great confidence a different one. And now , the divines

tell us, they were mistaken a second time as to what the

Bible intended to teach about it : but they are certain they

have it right at last. So a third exposition is advanced .

It has been this short-sighted folly , more than any real

collision between the Bible and science, which has caused

thinkingmen to doubt the authority of inspiration , and to

despise its professed expounders. If they are to be believed,

then the Word ofGod is but a sort of clay, which may be

moulded into any shape required by the purposes of priest

craft. Clergymen ought to know enough of the history of

human knowledge to be aware that true science advances

slowly and cautiously , that great and revolutionizing dis

coveries in physical laws are not established every day ;

that a multitude of hypotheses have been mistaken, before

our times, for demonstrations, and afterwards relinquished ;

and that even true inductions are always, to a certain ex

tent, tentative, and require to be partially corrected after

the science has been pushed to farther advances, from

which fuller light is reflected back upon them . It will be

time enough , therefore, for us, as professionalexpositors of

the Mosaic history , to settle and proclaim a plan for ex

pounding it in harmony with geology, when geology has

settled itself. Our wisdom would be to commit the credit

and authority ofGod's Word to no theory except such as is

absolutely established by the laws of sound exegesis ; and

when we have thus taken a well considered position , to

maintain it firmly against all mere appearances.

3. It should , in the third place, be clearly decided what

is the degree of authority which we are to claim for the

Bible upon those questions of physics which lie along the
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path of its topics. Many claim for geology a license here,

which comes very near to the deceitful distinction of the

Schoolmen ,between the philosophicaland theological truth .

When their daring speculations clearly contravened the

teachings of Scripture, they said that these opinions were

true in philosophy, though false in theology. In a some

what similar spirit, it is now pleaded for geology, that it

has its domain in a different field of investigation and evi

dence from that of the Bible. Each kind of evidence is

valid in its own sphere, it is said ; and, therefore, the teach

ings of each science are to be held true, independently of

each other. But all truths are harmonious inter se. If one

proposition contradicts another, no matter from what field

of human knowledge it may be brought,manifestly , both

can not be true. If, then, the Bible, properly understood,

affirms what geology denies, the difference is irreconcil

able ; it can not be evaded by any easy expedient like that

described above; it can only be composed by the overthrow

of the authority of one or the other of the parties.

To determine how the Bible should be understood in its

allusions to physical facts,wemust bear in mind the object

of God in giving it. His purpose was not to teach us

philosophical knowledge, buttheological. Nothing seems

plainer than that God acts on the scheme of leaving men

to find out, by their own researches, all those facts and

laws of nature , the knowledge of which may minister to

curiosity or to materialwell-being; while He limits Himself

to giving us those divine facts and laws which man 's

research could not discover, or could not adequately estab

lish , necessary for our attaining our proper theological end .

Philosophy is our teacher for the body and for time; reve

lation , for the souland for eternity. When revelation says

any thing concerning material nature, it is only what is

made necessary to the comprehension of some theological

fact or doctrine. And in its observance of this distinction

the Bible is eminently a practical book, saying nothing
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whatever for mere curiosity , and stopping at just what is

essential to religious truth . Hence, we ought to under

stand that when the Scriptures use popular language to

describe physical occurrences or facts, all they mean is, to

state theapparent phenomena, as they would seem to the

popular eye to occur. They never intended to give us the

non -apparent, scientific mechanism ofthose facts or occur

rences ; for this is not essential to their practical object,

and is left to the philosopher. Hence, when naturalscience

comes , and teaches us that the true rationale of apparent

phenomena is different from that which seems to be sug

gested by the termsof the Scripture, and of popular lan

guage, there is no real contradiction between science and

the Bible , or between science and the popular phraseology.

For instance , the exposition of such passages, which led

thedoctorsof Salamanca to condemn Columbus' geography

as unscriptural, and the Inquisition and Turretin to argue

against the astronomy ofGalileo, as infidel, was mistaken .

The former argued against Columbus, that the Psalms

speak of the heavens as spread out like a canopy, and the

earth as immovable and extended. Turretin argues most

methodically that the Copernican scheme of the heavens

can not be true, because the Scriptures speak of the earth

as “ established that it can not be moved ;" of the sun as

“ going forth to his circuit in the heavens;" and of sun and

moon as “ setting,” “ rising," " standing still " at Joshua's

command . Wenow clearly see that all this was an exe

getical folly . And, now thatweknow it is the earth that

moves, and not the sun , we no more dream of charging

the Bible with error of language, than we do the astrono

mer himself, when he says, perhaps on the very pages of

his almanac, “ sun rises,” “ sun sets ," " sun enters Capri

corn ,” etc. For such really are the apparent motions of

those bodies, and had the Bible departed from the estab

lished popular phraseology in mentioning them , to use

terms of scientific accuracy, it would have been gratuitous
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pedantry, aggravated by the fact that it would have been

unintelligible and absurd to all nations which had not yet

developed the Copernican astronomy.

Now , so far as the demands of modern geology upon our

understanding of the Mosaic record are analagous to the

concessions made above, we cheerfully yield them . It was

with a view to the illustration of this new application that

the familiar principle was again stated by us. And we

find this principle, which we thus concede, claimed by the

Christian geologists, as Hugh Miller, to cover all possible

liberties which they find it convenient to take with the

sacred text. This, then , is another point which requires

careful adjustment. When Moses seems to say that God

brought our world out of nothing into an organized state,

about six thousand years ago, and in the space of six days,

are his wordsto be classed alongwith those passages which

denote physical occurrences according to their popular ap

pearance , and which are to be interpreted, as wedo the

popular language about them , in obedience to the discov

eries of natural science ? Or, does this class of passages be

long to a different category ? Weare compelled to take the

latter answer as the proper affirmative. In the first place,

the reference to physical facts in the record of creation is

notmerely subsidiary to the narrative orstatement of some

theological truth , but is introduced for its own sake. For,

creation is not only a physical fact ; it is a theological doc

trine. The statement of it is fundamental to the unfolding

of the whole doctrine of the creature's relation to his Cre

ator. It is not one of those things which revelation treats

as being intrinsically outside its scope, and which it,

therefore, only introduces allusively. It is the first of those

“ things ofGod,” which it was the proper and direct object

of revelation to teach authoritatively . Second : the fact of

creation had no apparent phase, different from its true

scientific one, like the seeming domeof the skies, the rising

sun, the stable earth ; for the simple reason , that it had no
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human spectators. Hence, there could beno popular mode

of representation, different from the true scientific rationale,

as there was no people to observe the apparent phenomena

and describe them . But we have seen that the popular

language of the Bible about the rising sun , and such like

apparent phenomena, receives its explanation purely from

the fact that it is conformed to the apparent and obvious

occurrences, and to the established popular language

founded thereon . Instead, therefore, of requiring these

passages to stand waiting until they receive their proper

construction from the land of natural science, they are to

be construed, like the remainder of the doctrinalteachings

of the Scriptures, according to their own independentlaws

of exegesis, honestly applied

Farther : when the proper rights of revelation , as related

to natural science, are defined , it is most important thatwe

assert their independence of it. Most geologists speak as

though, on any subject which the researches of human

science may happen to touch , the Biblemust say only what

their deductions permit it to say. The position to which

they consign God's Word is that of a handmaid , dependent,

for the validity of the construction to be put upon its words,

upon their permission . Now this, weboldly assert, is intrin

sic rationalism ; it is the very same principle of baptized

infidelity which reappears from so many different points

of view , from Socinianism , Neologism , Abolitionism , ex

alting the conclusions of the human understanding over

the sure word of prophecy . Let us fully concede that the

Bible has been often misinterpreted, and thus its infalli

bility has been cited to sustain what God nevermeant it to

sustain ; that its correct exposition may, especially in cer

tain parts of it, require great patience, caution , and mod

esty ; and that it is wrong to claim its teachings asauthori

tative on any point, unless we have ascertained the true

meaning of the text, beyond a peradventure, by the just

application of its own laws of exposition. But still, the
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Bible must be held to have its own ascertainable and

valid laws of exposition ; and its teachings, when duly

ascertained, must be absolutely authoritative in all their

parts , without waiting on or deferring to any conclu

sions of human science whatsoever: otherwise, it is prac

tically no Bible ; it is no " rule of faith ” for a human soul.

For, to say nothing of the uncertainties and fallibility of

human reasonings, of the numerous mistakes of science

once held to be demonstrated , how preposterous is the idea

that our Bible held out to all the generations ofmen before

Cuvier what professed to be an infallible cosmogony, while

they had no possible means (the science which was to inter

pret it being undeveloped) to attain the true meaning, or

to discover, by the lawsof exposition of the language itself,

their misunderstanding of it ? Such a revelation would be

a mere trap. But,worse than this ; just as all our fore

fathers, when reading the first chapter ofGenesis, supposed

they were reading a plain story , which they were invited

and permitted to comprehend, butwere, all the while, de

ceived ; so wemay now be unconsciously accepting a num

ber of Bible propositions as authoritative, and staking our

souls upon them , which are destined to receive, several

hundred years hence, a totally different interpretation - an

interpretation impossible for us to attain — from the lightof

somescience as yet undeveloped , either geological, or as

tronomical, or ethical, or ethnological. And who can guess

in what part of the Bible these quick -sands are ? All seems

like solid ground to us now : but so did Genesis seem to

our honest forefathers. We repeat, if they sinned against

the Bible 's own independent laws of exegesis, in venturing

to put a sense on the first of Genesis, if there wasany thing

in these laws of exegesis themselves which , properly ob

served, would have sufficed to warn them off from their

unwarranted interpretations, they were wholly to blame for

their mistake. But if not, if the Bible was dependent for

a fair understanding on a science as yet wholly undevel
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oped, then in those places it really means nothing in itself ;

and in seeming to mean some thing it is a mere trap for

honest people. And so, we repeat, until human science

shall havemade its last advance in every circle of knowl

edge which can ever inosculate with theology, we must

remain in suspense, whether there are not other hollow

places in this Bible, which are betraying us. Obviously,

such a book is not authoritative to a rational soul. And

obviously, he who holds the authority of the Bible only in

the sense described, is but a rationalist in spirit, whatever

may be his Christian or his clerical profession . But, it

may be objected : “ Does not every enlightened Christian

hold that it is the glory of the Bible to receive illustration

from every light of human science ?” Wereply : It is its

glory to have all human science ancillary to it, not dom

inantover it ; to have its meaning illustrated, but not created ,

by all the discoveries of true science.

4 . An equally important adjustment is to be made, as to

the party which is bound to assume the burden of proof in

this discussion between the Mosaic and the Geologic rec

ords. We consider that the theologian, who asserts the

infallibility of the Bible, and the independency and suffi .

ciency of its own laws of interpretation , is entitled to the

preliminary presumption ; and, therefore, the burden of

proof rests upon the geologist, who asserts a hostile hy

pothesis. The authority of the Bible,as our rule of faith ,

is demonstrated by its own separate and independent evi

dences, literary , historical, moral, internal, prophetical.

It is found by the geologist in possession of the field , and

he must assume the aggressive, and positively dislodge it

from its position . The defender of the Bible need only

stand on the defensive. That is, the geologist may not

content himself with saying that his hypothesis (which is

opposed to Bible teachings) is plausible, that it can not be

scientifically refuted, that it may adequately satisfy the re

quirements of all the physical phenomena to be accounted
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for. All this is naught, as a successful assault on us. We

are not bound to retreat until he has constructed an abso

lutely exclusive demonstration of his hypothesis ; until he

has shown, by strict scientific proofs, not only that his hy

pothesis may be the true one, but that it alone can be the

true one; that it is impossible any other can exclude it.

And we, in order to retain our position , are not at all

bound to construct any physical argument to demonstrate

geologically that Moses' statement of the case is the true

one; for, if the Bible is true, what it teaches on this sub

ject is proved true by the biblical evidences, in the absence

of all geologic proof. Nor are we under any forensic obli

gation to refute the opposing hypothesis of the geologist

by geologic arguments, farther than this ; that we shall

show geologically that his argument is not a perfect and

exclusive demonstration. If wemerely show ,by any flaw

in his conclusion, by the citation of any phenomenon irre

ducible to the terms of his hypothesis, that his demonstra

tion is incomplete, we have successfully maintained the

defensive : we hold the victory.

Now , have geologists always remembered this ? Nay, is

it not notoriously otherwise ? It would seem as though

this interesting young science had a sort of fatality for in

fecting its votaries with a forgetfulness of these logical

responsibilities. Perhaps this would be found equally true

of every other physical science of wide extent, of complex

phenomena, and of fascinating character, while in its form

ing state . But every acute reader of the deductions of

geologists perceives numerous instances where they quietly

substitute the “ may be ” for the “ must be,” and step

unconsciously from the undisputed probability of an hy

pothesis to its undisputed certainty . And one's observa

tion of nature need proceed but a small way, to light upon

instances in which phenomena exist which would receive a

given solution just as plausibly as certain others ; while

the geologists imagine a reason for withholding that solu
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tion in the cases which would thus spoil their hypothesis .

That they can not yet claim that exclusive and perfectdem

onstration of their hypothesis which is required of their

position , as holding the aggressive, seems very plain from

familiar facts. One is,the radical differences of hypothesis

to which leading geologists are committed, up to this very

day. Sir Charles Lyell makes it almost the key -note of

his system , that all geologic changes were produced by

such causes as are now at work , and operating, in the

main , with no greater speed than they now exhibit. Hugh

Miller, and others, are equally sure that those changes

were produced by successive convulsions and earth -tem

pests , revolutionizing in a short time the state of ages.

Some reconcus the “ stony record ” with that of Moses,

upon the scheme advocated by Dr. Chalmers, which pushes

back all the mighty changes to that interval ending, in

Gen. 1 : 2, when “ the earth was without form , and void ."

Others, with Miller, and Professor Tayler Lewis, adopt the

very different theory of the six creative days extending to

vast periods of time. Mr. Miller is certain that the fossil

flora and fauna indicate just the order, in the main , as to

the succession which their chief developments had in the

geologic ages , which is set down in Genesis as the work of

the several days. Many others, equally great, declare just

the opposite .

A reasonable mistrust of the perfectness of geological

demonstrations is excited, again , by instances of obvious

haste and inconclusiveness in their inferences from sup

posed facts. Of this, one or two illustrations must suffice.

Few of their writers rank higher than Sir Charles Lyell.

In the London edition of his “ Principles of Geology,"

1850, page 205, we have an attempt to make an estimate of

the age of the earth 's present crust, from the character of

the deep gorge, or great rocky gully , in which the Niagara

river flows from the falls towards Lake Ontario . The

deep part of this channel is said to be about seven miles
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long. The author first satisfies himself, on grounds which

might, perhaps, amount to probability, that this whole

gorgemay have been excavated by the torrent itself. This

is the first element of the calculation . Through the rest

of the argument this probability is tacitly turned into a

certainty. The next element to be ascertained is, the rate

at which the river now digs out its channel, and the edge

of the cataract recedes. A previous intelligent inquirer

concluded , upon the best testimony he could collect upon

the spot, that the falls receded a yard each year ; but Sir

Charles assumes an average of a foot per year as the more

correct rate, on grounds which he does not state. This

second source of uncertainty is, also , quietly ignored .

Then it is calculated that the Niagara has been flowing

thirty -five thousand years. While the author does not

venture to vouch for this positively , he concludes by in

dicating to his reader that his private opinion is, the

timewas more likely longer than shorter. Now , even the

unscientific visitor of Niagara can not fail to observe,

what Sir Charles himself correctly states, that the per

pendicular face of the gorge, of the cataract, and of the

lower edge of Goat Island, reveals this structure : - on the

top there is a vast layer or stratum of hard grey limestone,

nearly horizontal, and, at the falls, nearly ninety feet thick ;

while all below it, to the bottom of the precipice, is a soft

shale . The real obstruction to the very rapid cutting away

of the precipice by the tremendous torrent, is the solidity

of the limestone layer, whose surface forms thebottom of

the river above the falls. When that once gives way, the

rest is speedily removed . Any person can easily under

stand that the permanency with which this limestone layer

withstands the water depends chiefly on its thickness, and

also on its dip, or inclination, and on the frequent occur

rence or absence of fissures or seams, destroying the cohe

sion of its masses to each other. Now , will not the reader

be surprised to learn that, even in the two miles which ex
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tend from the cataract down to the Suspension Bridge, this

all-important stratum of limestone is diminished more than

half in its thickness, the soft and yielding shale forming

the remainder of the cliffs ? So that, to say nothing of the

high probability of the occurrence of the two other causes

within the seven miles, wehave here a cause for the reces

sion of the cataract greatly more rapid than that which

now obtains. Sir Charles Lyell concludes with these

words : “ At some points it may have receded much faster

than at present, but its general progress was probably

slower , because the cataract, when it began to recede, must

have had nearly twice its present height.” Did not the

waters then have more than twice their present momen

tum ? So that common sense would say that if there was

more earth to be worn and dug away, there was far more

power to do it. Surely, such reasoning as the above does

notmake an exclusive and perfect demonstration !

Another instance shall be taken from the same author.

On page 219 he presents us with an argument for the great

age of the world , from the length of time the Mississippi

has been employed in forming its alluvial delta. The ele

ments of the calculation are, of course, the area and depth

of the alluvial deposite, giving the whole number of cubic

yards composing it, the quantity of water passed down the

stream in one year, and the per-centage of solid matter

contained in the water in its average state of muddiness.

The data upon which the depth of the alluvium is fixed are

only two, the average depth of theGulf of Mexico , and a

well or shaft sunk near lake Pontchartrain . Are either of

these sufficient ? Is it not customary for strata to dip to

wards seas and oceans ? If the spot at which the well was

dug happened to be one of those sunk far below the usual

level by earthquake agencies (and Sir Charles himself saw

that such agencies had produced just such results in the

region of this same river, near New Madrid ), would it not

come, in the course of a few hundred years, to receive far
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more than the average thickness of alluvial deposite ? But

let us come to the other element, the per-centage of sedi

ment in the water. From the observations of Dr. Riddell

he learns that it is one three-thousandth part, in bulk , of

the water. Two other observers, Messrs. Brown and Dick

eson, make it one five hundred and twenty -eighth part,

and they make the volume of water one-third more ! Sir

Charles concedes that “ so great a discrepancy shows the

need of a new series of experiments.” Did either of the

observers take pains to ascertain whether the larger part

of the sediment does not gravitate towards the bottom of

the water, while flowing, and to go down any part of the

one hundred and sixty -eight feet, which measures the depth

of the river at New Orleans, to procure the water which

they examined ? Weare not informed. The observations

on the annual volume of water were made atNew Orleans.

Was any allowance made for the waters which flow off in

such vast quantities through the delta, by the bayous, and

during the gigantic freshets, leaving the main channel

above New Orleans ? We are not informed . Again , the

total volumeof the water passing New Orleans in a year

depends on its velocity. Now , experienced pilots and boat

men of the Mississippi are generally of opinion that the

lower strata of water in its channel run with far more

velocity than the surface. Hence the calculators, in gaug

ing the surface velocity , were probably entirely at fault as

to the real volume of water. Last: it is universally known

that the Mississippi is nearly twice asmuddy, on the aver

age, at the head of the delta as at New Orleans! How

much is this notable calculation worth after all these de- '

ductions ? But, for all that, he chooses to assume Dr. Rid

dell's estimate for his basis , and thus proves (!) that the

Mississippi has been running one hundred thousand years.

Now , let the reader note , that we do not advance the

inconclusiveness of these two calculations as sufficient

proof,by itself, that theworld is not thirty-five thousand, or
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one hundred thousand years old . Butwe advance it upon

the principle expressed in the adage, “ Ex pede Herculem ."

The detection of such hasty and shallow reasoning gives

sufficient ground of mistrust as to their general con

clusions.

Another specimen shall be drawn from Hugh Miller,

ludicrous enough to relieve the tedium of this discussion .

In the “ Testimony of the Rocks,” (Boston : 1857, p . 259,)

he is arguing that the fossil animals were produced by

natural law , vast ages ago, because they exhibit marks of

creative design similar to those we now find in the living

works ofnature. One of his evidences is a little coral, the

“ Smithia Pengellyi,” which constructed its bony cells such

that the fracture of them presented a surface remarkably

similar to a certain calico pattern, which had proved ex

tremely popular among the ladies. The conclusion is,that

as this calico must have been very pretty — (as though the

better part of creation had never been known to exhibit

their sweet caprices by admiring things for their very

ugliness) — the Creator undoubtedly caused these coral in

sects to construct their cells in this way for their prettiness !

To us duller mortals it is not apparent that the “ final

cause " of coral insects was to be ready to have their stony

buildings cracked open by geologists'hammers; wethought

they had been made for an existence where , in the main ,

no human eye could see them ; especially as the species

was Pre-Adamite by myriads of years. Mr.Miller's notion

of the design of creation seems to be very much akin to

that of the old Scotch crone, who, whenever she beheld a

beautiful young girl, had no other appreciation of her

graces than to conceive " what a lovely corpse she would

make.”

Once more: while the currently received theory of the

cosmogony is ingenious, it is at least doubtful whether the

adjustment of all the phenomena of so complex a case to

the hypothesis, has been, or can be, accurately carried out.
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Butuntil this is done, it is not demonstrated. If that scheme

is true ,then all the material substances which make up the

chemist's list of simple substances, must have been derived

from the elements of the atmosphere, of water, and of the

primitive rocks. For, if we go back to the beginning, we

find, according to the current hypothesis of the geologists,

nothing in existence, except a heated atmosphere, watery

vapor, and a fluid globe ofmelted granite, basalt, etc. All

the rest, secondary, tertiary, alluvial, is the result ofcooling,

crusting ,depressions and upheavals of this crust, disintegra

tion , and sedimentary deposites. But, is it certain that air,

pure water, and primitive rocks, contain all the chemical

substances ? And a still harder question is this: Has it ever

been ascertained whether the chemical conditions and com

binations, in which the elements exist in the primary rocks,

and then in those called secondary and tertiary, are such as

are consistent with this hypothesis ? Has it been ascer

tained that the small per-centage of silicate of lime found

in someof the granites (only some) and other primitive

rocks, within such a distance from their surface as could,

by any possibility , be subjected to disintegration , can ac

count for all the vast masses of carbonate of lime (no longer

silicate ) in all the limestones, marbles, chalks, coral, and

calcareous clays of the newer strata ? But the world is en

titled to have these questions answered , before the geol

ogists claim a demonstration of their hypothesis.

Recent events furnish us with another doubt. One of

the main arguments by which the fossil animals of all but

the most recent species are shown to be Pre-Adamite, as it

is claimed, is, that no fossil human remains, or marks of

human handiwork , have been found among them . And

geologists have admitted (as they must) that the well

attested discovery of such remains among the earlier strata

would demand a surrender and reconstruction of their

theory . But lately the scientific world has been agitated

by the report that, near Amiens, in France , arrow heads of
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flint, and other works of human industry, have been found

unquestionably in a stratum , and along with fossils, uni

formly assigned by geologists to a Pre-Adamite period .

And now , it is stated that a scholar of high qualifications ,

Rawlinson , has visited the spot, and is satisfied of the cor

rectness of the assertion .

For these and many other reasons, we consider the geo

logical hypothesis as not yet a demonstration ; and, hence,

we claim the right to stand upon the defensive, upon the

impregnable bulwarks of Scripture evidences, until we are

positively dislodged . Wedeny that any logical obligation

rests upon us to present any scientific argument, or to

establish any hypothesis, on the subject. We are not

bound to show , by natural science, what is the true rationale

of the earth 's creation. Our defence is thoroughly accom

plished when we show that any adverse theory is not yet

exclusively demonstrated.

5 . The most vital point in the relations between theol

ogy and geology, we have reserved for the last. It is one

which has been summarily disposed of by geologists, with

out condescending to weigh its vast import. How far

must the logical value of the inferences of natural science

from naturalappearances, be modified by the admitted fact

of a creation ? The character of these inferences is the

following : “ Wesee a given natural law produce a given

structure : We find the remains of a similar structure

which has been somehow produced in the past : We infer

that it must have been produced by a similar natural law ."

The just application of this kind of reasoning, within its

proper limits, is fully admitted : it has been themain lever

in the discoveries of natural science. But now , we ask,

how far should its application be limited by the knowledge

of the truth, that some where in the past someomnipotent

creative actmust have intervened ? This is the question .

Unless geologists are willing candidly to take an atheistic

view of cosmogony, the fact of an absolute act of creation
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must be admitted some where in the past. We will not

insult theintelligence and piety of our readers by supposing

it necessary to recite the arguments which disprove an

Atheistic origin of the present order of things, or the em

phatic admissions of all the greatest teachers of natural

science , that nature obviously discloses her own origin in

the creative will of an eternal Intelligence . The short-lived

theory of development has been already crushed beneath

the combined arguments and ridicule of scientific geologists

themselves. There is, however, one fact, peculiarly ger

main to this point, that the Christian geologists of Great

Britain and America claim it as the peculiar glory of their

science, that it presents an invincible and original argu

ment for a creation . It is this : the stony records of suc

cessive genera of fossil plants and animals show that prior

genera perished wholly , and genera entirely new appear on

the stage of life. Now , as the development theory is re

pudiated , the entrance of each new genus evinces, beyond a

doubt, a new and separate creative act. Let us grant this

for argument's sake. It is agreed , then, that terrestrial

structures began, somewhere in the past, in God's crea

tive act.

Butnow , it is most obvious, that if a scientific observer

had been present, just after that creative act, to observe the

structures produced by it, any observations or inferences

he might have drawn from the seeming marks of the work

ing of natural laws upon them , would have been worthless

to prove that those specimens originated in natural laws.

We repeat: once admit that a creative act has intervened

any where in the past, and we should have had there, if

we had been present, one case , in which all deductions

and inferences of the natural origin of things from their

natural appearances, would have been worthless. Such

analogical arguments would have been cut across and

superseded utterly by the creative act. This is indisput

able . We may illustrate it by the instances usually pre

VOL. XIV ., NO. II. - 34
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sented by the sound old writers of the class of Dick

(instances which have far more significance than has usu

ally been admitted ). Suppose , for illustration 's sake, that

the popular apprehension of the Bible account of the crea

tion of Adam 's body, and of the trees of Paradise , is true.

But now a naturalist of our modern school investigates

affairs . He finds towering oaks with acorns on them !

Acorns do not form by nature in a day — some species of

oaks require two summers to mature them . But, worse

than this. He has ascertained by natural history that one

summer's growth forms only one of the concentric rings in

the grain of the tree's stock . He cuts down one of the

spreading monarchs of the garden, and discovers that it has

a hundred rings. So he coolly rejects the story that this

garden began last week , and insists on it that Adam has

told a monstrous fib in saying so ; that it is not less than a

hundred years old . Yet Adam was right; for the creative

act explained all. But let us suppose another naturalist

returning after some nine or ten centuries. He visits the

venerable tomb of the father of all the living, and learns

from his heir , Seth, how that his father sprang, at the bid

ding of God, out of the dust, a full-formed, adult man.

The naturalist takes up a leg-bone of Adam 's skeleton : he

remarks: “ The person to whom this bone belonged at

death was evidently an adult ; for its length, size , solidity

and density show this.” He saws off a section , polishes it

down to a translucent film of bone, and subjects it to his

microscope and his chemical solvents. He remarks: “ Here

is the cellular structure of gelatinous matter, which once

formed the incipient bone of the foetus ; and these cells I

now find filled with the deposite of proto-phosphate of lime,

giving it its stony strength and hardness. But I know

that the introduction of this earth into the cells of the soft

bone of the infant is just the process by which nature now

forms the bones of adults, by gradual growth. Whence I

learn that this individual, like his children, grew , during
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the space of twenty-one years, from a fætus to an adult ;

and the myth of his son Seth, concerning his instantaneous

creation , is an attempt to impose on my credulity. This

attempt I, as a philosopher, shall repudiate with contempt.”

Yet Seth was right, and the philosopher wrong. For, not

to rely on the inspired testimony alone, this natural argu

ment would prove that Adam was once an infant, and,

therefore, had a father . The same argument, applied to

the body of Adam 's father , would equally prove that he,

also, was once an infant, and had a father. And it would

prove equally well an infinite series of finite human fathers ,

extending back to all eternity. But such a series, philoso

phy herself shows, is impossible !

But, second — and the remark is of prime importance

any creative act of God , producing a structure which was

intended to subsist under the working of natural laws,

must produce one presenting some of the seeming traces of

the operation of such laws. We confidently challenge

geologists who admit that there has ever been any creation

at all, to imagine a product of it which could be different.

For, note, all these Theistic geologists repudiate the theory

of development of genera from different and lower genera.

Whence it follows, that the first specimen of God 's imme

diate handiwork, the very first moment it left his hand ,

must have stood forth as truly natural as any of its progeny

which were destined to proceed from it by natural law .

And the same thing must have been true, to some extent,

of all inorganic structures. If they had no traits of the

natural, as they came from God's hand, then they were

incapable of becoming, thenceforth , the subjects ofnatural

law .

Hence, third, it follows that, if once a creative act is ad

mitted to have occurred somewhere in the past, it may

have occurred any where in the past, so far as the deduc

tions of natural science from the marks of natural law

upon its products go. In other words, the value of all
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these analogical inferences as to the date at which , and the

mode by which, these objects of nature came into being ,

are worthless just so soon as they attempt to pass back of

the earliest historical testimony. For the creative act,

wherever it has intervened (and who can tell, when testi

mony fails,where it may not have intervened ?) has utterly

superseded and cut across all such inferences. Nor can

these natural analogies prove that the creative act has not

thus intervened at a given place in the past, because the

whole validity of the analogies depends on the supposed

absence of the creative act. Hence, all the reasonings of

geologists seem to us utterly vitiated in their very source,

when they attempt to fix, from natural analogies, the age

and mode of production of the earth 's structures.

This objection is usually dismissed by geologists with a

sort of summary contempt, or with a grand outcry of op

position . It does, indeed, cut deep into the pride and

pretence of their science ; at one blow it sweeps off that

whole domain of its pretended "discoveries — the region of

the infinite past prior to all history - in which the pride,

conceit, and curiosity of man 's fallen intellect must crave

to expatiate. But let us see whether it is possible to im

pugn the simple premises on which our conclusion rests,

or the inevitable result from them . Is there a single an

swer which can be presented , that is even of any scientific

weight ?

It is urged, in substance, by Hitchcock , that if the valid

ity of their analogical reasonings from natural laws is de

nied in this case ,the very foundations of all natural science

are overthrown. But what is this, more than an appeal to

our fears and prejudices ? It is as though one said, when

we refuse to accept a given species of evidence outside its

proper range, that we thereby invalidate the force of all

evidence. The question is : What is the proper domain

of these inferences from the analogies of natural law ?

Within their own domain , true science accepts them as
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valid ; outside of it, true science herself will concur with

theology in arresting them . Let these premises be grant

ed, viz : Given the sufficient evidence that supernatural

causes are all absent in a certain class of effects ; and given

the fact that just such effects have usually resulted from a

certain natural law : Then the inference may be very valid ,

that these effects did result from the operation of this law .

But this inference can not help us to determine the first

premise, whether all supernatural causes were truly absent;

for the very reason that it depends on that premise in part.

This would be to reason in a circle , with a vengeance.

The application of these inferences, upon which Hitch

cock and the other geologists insist, is, in fact, precisely a

case of that induction , from mere uniformity of antecedent

and consequent, as far as observed , which Bacon con

demned under the term “ Inductio per enumerationem sim

plicem ,” and which it was one of his chief tasks to explode,

as utterly worthless . He proves that it can never raise

more than a meager probability of the correctness of its

conclusions, where it is not supported by some better

canon of induction. To explain : The shallow observer

says — “ I find that, so far as my observation has been en

abled to test the matter, a given consequent phenomenon,

named B , has always been preceded by a given antecedent,

named A . Hence, I conclude that, in every other case

where B appears, A was its cause .” The obvious vice of

this is, that it is wholly unproved that some other cause

capable of producing B was not present, besides A , in the

last cases. The induction is worthless until that is proved

beyond a peradventure. To apply this : Ourmodern geol

ogists argue, for instance , that wherever they have been

able to examine the actual process by which the formation

of stratified rocks takes place, the cause is sedimentary action .

Therefore,wherever any other stratified rocks are seen, their

producing cause must have been sedimentary action. Here

wehave precisely the worthless induction per enumerationem
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simplicem ; for, the possible presence of some other cause

capable of producing stratified rocks, has not been exclud

ed . And every one but the Atheist admits that another

such cause may have been present, in the shape of creative

power . Until the presence of that cause is excluded by

some other evidence, the conclusion is not proved . The

vice of argument is just like that in the famous sophism of

Hume against miracles — it is only worthy of a Humist.

And we conceive that there is no uncharitableness in de

claring that the covert tendencies of all such philosophiz

ings are to Hume's Atheism . Such reasonings can not be

complete for such a result in all cases, unless the supernat

ural be wholly excluded ; and the secret tendency to do so

· (which is virtual Atheism ) is the true spring of all such

reasonings in science. But it may be retorted : Are we,

then , to surrender all dependence on inferences from nat

ural law , as certain evidence, throughout the whole extent

of natural sciences ? We reply : No; wherever the in

quirer into nature is certain that the facts he investigates

are truly under the dominion of natural law , so far such

reasonings are valid . As to the origin and history of na

ture in the past,they are valid no farther back than we can

be assured of the absence of the supernatural ; and we

know nothow such assurance can be gained by us, save by

the testimony of human experience and history, or of in

spiration . This conclusion does, indeed, curb the arrogance

of human science , but it does not affect in the least any

part of its legitimate dominions, or of its practical value

to mankind . It does, indeed , disable us from determining

the age, date, and origin of the structures nature presents

us, but it does not prevent our discovering the laws of

those structures ; and the latter is the discovery to which

the whole utility of science belongs.

Again : why should the Theistic philosopher desire to

push back the creative act of God to the remotest possible

age, and to reduce His agency to the smallest possible mini
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mum , as is continually done by these speculations ? What

is gained by it ? Instead of granting that God created a

world , a zoouos, they continually strive to show that he only

created the rude germs of a world , attributing the actual

origin of the fewest possible elements to God's almighty

act, and supposing the most possible to be the result of

subsequent development under natural law . We repeat

the question : What is truly gained by this, if once the

lingerings of covert Atheism be expelled ? Admit in good

faith the facts of an actual Creator, an almighty and omnis

cient agent, and of an actual creation, any where in the

past, and it will appear just as reasonable that God should

have created the whole finished result as a part. To His

infinite faculties there is nothing hard, as opposed to easy ,

nothing intricate, as opposed to simple, nothing great, as

contrasted with the simple . Itwas just as easy for Him to

speak into existence a finished universe, with all its beau

tiful order, “ by the word of His power,” as to produce

the incipient elements out of which “ laws of nature "

were slowly and laboriously to evolve the result.

For, what are those laws of nature, and what their

source ? Do they not originate, after all, in the mere will

and immediate power of God ? None but the Atheist dis

putes this . And , although we cordially grant that the

properties of bodies, by which they are constituted forces

in the great system of causation under natural law , are

actual properties, and notmere seeming blinds or simulacra

of properties ; though we grant that they are truly intrinsic

in bodies, as constituted by God's creative will ; yet who,

except the Atheist, denies that their operation is sustained

and regulated by the ever-present, special providence of

God ? Hence, if we say natural law does this or that, as

opposed to supernatural creation, we have not in the least

simplified , or relieved ,the perpetual miracle of God's work

ing. There is still a manifold and countless operation of

infinite power and wisdom .
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But, if the natural philosophers still persist in claiming

the universal application of their principle , that wherever

there is an analogy to the results of natural law , there we

must conclude natural law alone has wrought, we can

clearly evince that their position is utterly untenable and

inconsistent, save for the thorough Atheist. For, as already

intimated , push back the supernatural creative intervention

as far as wemay, it is impossible for us to conceive how it

could produce any structure adapted to the subsequent do

minion of natural law , without giving it the properties

which such law gives to its similar products. To give

the most complete proof of the justice of this remark , let

us take that theory of the solar system which the unbe

lieving La Place is said to have doubtfully suggested as a

possible one, and which our nominally Christian philos

ophers have so incontinently adopted , without demonstra

tion , as demonstratively the true one. Suppose that the

natural historian , coming from some older system , had be

gun his investigation of ours (on the principles of these phi

losophers) at that stage when nothing existed but a nebula

of incandescent compound vapor, rotating from west to

east around an axis ofmotion . (This is the stage, weun

derstand, at which it is now most popular to suppose cool

ing, liquefying, and solidifying processes began , resulting in

a sun and planets ; when the only shadow of truly scientific

evidence on which La Place grounded his doubtful surmise ,

has been dissipated by Lord Rosse, resolving the nebulæ into

clusters of well-defined stars.) How would this scientific

observer have speculated on what was presented at that

primitive stage ? Had he used the confident logic of our

geologists, he must have said to himself : “ Motion in mat

ter is always the result of impact ; therefore, this rotary

motion which I now behold must be the result of some

mechanical force , developed by natural action , either me

chanical or chemical. And again : vapor implies evapo

ration , and sensible heat suggests latent heat, rendered
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sensible by chemical action . There must, therefore , have

been a previous and different condition of this matter, now

volatilized, heated, and moving. These conditions are the

results of the working of natural laws; and that implies a

previous material, in a different coadition , to be the sub

ject of that working." Now , this reasoning would be pre

cisely as good as that of geologists. But what would it

prove ? It would make matter and the organism thereof

eternal ; for, after ascending by such reasonings one stage

higher, we should be equally impelled to ascend still an

other , and another. Thus it would exclude a Creator to

tally from creation . Hence, it appears that the principles

we have criticised are unsound and inconsistent, in any

hands except those of the Atheist. Once admit a Creator

and a creation , and the validity of all inferences from the

seeming analogies of nature, as to origin of things, is vi

tiated the moment we pass back of the autheittic light of

historical testimony. Once adrnit a Creator and a creation ,

and nothing is gained , in logic, by attempting to push back

the creative act.

In fine, if that account which theology gives of the

origin of the universe is to be accepted at all, it appears to

us that the most philosophical conception of a creation

would be the following : That God , in producing a world

which His purposes required should pass immediately un

der the dominion of natural laws, would produce it with

just the properties which those laws were to develope.

Thus God , intending to have trees perpetuated by a law of

germination and growth , would most naturally create the

first tree of the genus just such as germination and growth

would produce. And so, the whole structure of His world

would be made, at first, with an adaptation to the laws

which were intended subsequently to regulate and modify

it. And just here theology inosculates with cosmogony,

and gives us a consideration which will strike every just

mind with no little force, while it is one of that kind which

VOL. XIV ., NO. II. — 35
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the man of narrow specialities is almost incompetent to

estimate. What was God 's true end in the creation of a

material world ? Reason and Scripture answer : It was to

furnish a stage for the existence and action of reasonable

moral beings. The world was made for man to inhabit.

Without the presence of this its rational occupant and

earthly master, all the manifestations of intelligent design

and moral attributes, given in the order of nature, would

be an aimless and senseless work . For, as lightwould be

no light were there no eye in the universe, so God's declar

ative glory in the wisdom and goodness of His works is no

glory till there is a mind to comprehend it. Now , such

being God's end, it seems far more rational to suppose that

God would produce at once the world which was needed

for His purpose, rather than spend hundreds of thousands

of years in growing it.

But, bearing in mind the object for which God created a

world , we shall see that it becomes the most reasonable

supposition that He should havemade it, from the first,

with some of those traits which geologists suppose have

all resulted from the working of natural laws. For in

stance : God's purposes, as at present revealed, prompted

Him to subject the surface of our globe to that class of

agencies which are continually adding to its sedimentary

strata of rocks and earths. Well, it is the most reasonable ,

the most philosophic, supposition that the same purposes

prompted Him to create a globe which had, from the first,

some strata of the same sort. That the surface of the

globe should be from the first stratified was necessary, for

instance, to produce springs and veins of water , and that

whole economy of irrigation , which makes it a tenable

home for sentient creatures.

If, therefore, there is any authentic testimony that God did ,

from the first, create such an earth, no sound inference drawn

from natural analogies is of any force to rebut that testimony.
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ARTICLE IV .

“ The Art of Extempore Speaking: Hints for the Pulpit, the

Senate, and the Bar . By M . BAUTAIN , Professor at the

Sorbonne," etc .

M . Bautain is himself one of the most brilliant extem

pore orators in France , a country abounding in masters of

the art of ready eloquence. He has, therefore, a certain

right to call the ear of mankind to the great subject of

public speaking, seeing that he is a practical and success

ful exemplifier of its principles. For those who, by pop

ular speech , would influence their fellow -men , he author

itatively lays down rules, which have all been tested in his

own rich experience . They are not abstractions. They

are not the results of a priori reasoning, based upon the na

ture of the human mind, orwire-drawn from the philosophy

of rhetoric. They do not come to us perched upon Blair's

brittle stilts of ice, with nothing human about them . They

have passed through the mill of actual experiment. The

entire book has this to say : What is here described, has

been done ; try the receipt, О fellow -orators, for yourselves !

It is not surprising that this masterly essay upon a most

difficult, and even recondite, subject— this fresh , vigorous,

limpid outpouring of an elocutionary expert - should have

met with the favor which has greeted it in our own coun

try ; for among a free people the cultivation of effective

oratory is recommended by the very character of their

institutions. Moreover, it is a book the very graces of

whose composition would themselves give it currency

with all who love vivid writing, original illustration , and

enthusiasm .

It is not our purpose to review this entertaining and

instructive volume, but to make it the starting point for
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some observations touching the bearing of its subject upon

the oratory of the pulpit.

We can readily imagine the delight with which such a

treatise might be hailed on the part of those who believe

that the time has fully come for imparting to our pulpits

the impulse of a new energy, and who think that this en

ergy resides in the art of extemporaneous address, in con

tradistinction from written homilies. A numerous class of

judicious Christians are convinced that the introduction of

a freer style of public speaking into the sacred desk will

be vastly promotive of ministerial efficiency. Many news

paper and periodical writers have,within a few years, been

greatly exercised with respect to what they regard the

comparative unfruitfulness of the Presbyterian Church , par

ticularly , in the instrumental work of human salvation .

In accounting for this alleged barrenness, these reformers

immediately arraign the pulpit at the bar of public opin

ion , and denounce it as the prime hinderer of thatwork ,

by its inapt and lifeless mode of presenting truth to the

conscience. They say: Give us a living pulpit, and wewill

show you a living Church ; give us the breath of excited

oratory, and we will show you the kindling of excited emo

tion ; give us an unreading ministry, and we will show you

an unsleeping auditory : as if these propositions were all

identical. These persons would , in their zeal, seud a copy

of Bautain 's work to each theological student, and to every

young preacher, and to the hundreds of dull prosers who

have passed their pupilage, and are no longer young, with

the request that they study at the feet of thismaster, acquire

his artof free extemporization, and learn to thunder at the

people with the artillery of his off-hand eloquence. This

would usher in the millenium !

.We think that those who thus feel — for feeling it is,

rather than sober thought - are in a great degree mistaken ;

pulpit oratory may be just as effective when its power is

wielded by the “ manuscript” preacher, as when it is exem
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plified by the “ extempore” speaker. The secret of in

efficient preaching does not lie here at all, in our humble

judgment, but far elsewhere. We do, indeed, readily grant

that no preaching is worthy of the name which does not

possess a certain power, considered as an instrumental hu

man agency, by which themind of the preacher can impress

its own convictions of truth upon the mass of mind which

waits upon it for instruction from time to time. There

are sympathies to be awakened between speaker and hearer.

There are arts to be employed for winning confidence, for

enlisting attention , for awakening thought, and for per

suading to action. This is all well understood . But the

question is : Does extemporaneous preaching alone meet

all the demands of the case ? We embrace the negative.

In its discussion we will, as briefly as possible, consider

the three points which seem to constitute the kernel of this

controversy : 1. The standard of extemporization which

is ordinarily raised for the preacher's imitation . 2. The

only kind of this mode of public address which is de

serving of emulation by the pulpit orator, but which will

be found impracticable in the main . 3. The nature of

preaching, and what essential popular qualities it seems to

demand, but which will be found to appertain to the

judicious use ofthe manuscript as surely as to the opposite

mode of presenting or enforcing divine truth .

I.

It is well known to every one who has read the litera

ture belonging to this subject, or who has listened to occa

sional conversations relating to it, that the regret is com

monly expressed, to the effect that the style of pulpit oratory

does notmore resemble the declamation of the lawyer and

the politician . This comparison between the rostrum and

the sacred desk is almost spontaneously resorted to by

every individual who wishes to convince the preacher and

the people whom he addresses that all jejune sermonizing
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owes its origin to a lack of those popular elements which

characterize the bar and the “ stump.” The court-room

and the hustings — or, at any rate, the halls oflegislation

present the true standard of effective speaking. Now , it is

difficult to meet this mode of argumentation, because of its

vagueness. We are disposed to believe that, whenever it

is employed, the mind of the pulpit-censor is fixing his

thoughts, not upon the “ common run " of lawyers, etc .,

but only upon some master-spirit of their number, who

stands out prominent before them all, and who may be one

of those commanding geniuses, whose eminent abilities

enable him to adorn and exalt his class — upon some Web

ster , or some Preston, or someStephens,the native strength

ofwhose minds, and the graces of whose rhetoric, and the

marvels of whose elocution , in connection with whose legal

and other attainments , make them the objects of a general

and an enthusiastic admiration . They say : Fill the pulpits

of the land with the sanctified oratorical abilities of such

men , and you will move the world towards Christ with an

irresistible impulse. Before we get through, we will see

reason to doubt even this conclusion , and to believe that

God 's plan, which makes exceptional instances of greatness

like this so rare in the Church, is the best plan .

But, surely , if our opponents mean, after all, to point us

for our exemplars to the second , third , or stiil lower rates

of speakers who crowd the courts, or bawlfrom the stump,

or prose in the legislatures, we tell them that they are very

wide of the mark . We are compelled to say that, while

upon the arena of the law there is quite often a fine, per

haps brilliant, display of forensic power — while we have

frequently found occasion to admire the off-hand readiness

with which great pleaders hurled their telling points upon

electrified juries — yet very few of our innumerable legal

advocates ever make a very creditable display of themselves

or their causes, with all their supposed cultivation of un

studied address !
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We do not hesitate to declare, what every man of taste

well knows, that, as a common thing, the haranguing of

the bar belongs to a very low order of oratory : it is only

now and then relieved by the magnificent speech of some

deservedly eminentbarrister. Ofall the slip -shod rhetoric

to which we have ever listened - of all the common -place

fustian with which the ear of cultivation was ever dis

gusted — of all the tedious tautologies with which language

has been watered and weakened — of all the ungrammatical

blundering with which the poor English tongue has ever

been disgraced , on the part of those who ought to know

better - some of the worst specimens are any day to be

found in those pleadings of the bar to which preaching is

exhorted to listen for instruction in the art of successful

extempore address ! Turn all of our preachers into the

department of the law , and turn all of your lawyers into

the department of the Gospel, and we hazard nothing in

saying that the pulpit would be the worse for the ill-advised

exchange, whilst the bar would be vastly elevated by the

(to it) advantageous transfer. It is mainly because the

lawyer deals with facts of present material interest to a

number of persons among his audience - with principles so

affecting the life and property ofall his hearers as to make

every case in court personal to each individual in the com

munity - it is because he is addressing a jury or a court

whose responsibility is always pressing — it is more because

ofmatters entirely extraneous from himself than on account

of the intrinsic excellencies of his oratory, that he obtains

the hearing and wins the applause which he does so often

secure. Bid not the preacher go, therefore, to the place

where eloquence is in itself so seldom winning, if you

would have him learn the bestmode of declaring the coun

sel of God . Nor, when you translate the lawyer from the

court-house to the political meeting, does the matter be

come any better. If noise , if ranting, if rambling inco

herency, if the employment of gross epithetic abuse, if the
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glib recitation of stale maxims, if voluble caricaturing of

national history - if all this, relieved now and then by an

occasional flash of unoriginal wit, can indicate the posses

sion of the elements of genuine oratory, then is your stump

speaker a rival of Demosthenes! And how easy would it

be to introduce such speaking into the sacred desk , for the

entertainment of the Sabbath -day assemblies ! Aye, how

often has it been done ! The most complete exemplifica

tion of the politician 's catching arts of special pleading is

found in the anti-Gospel stump-oratory of H . W . Beecher ,

wherein extemporaneous anathemas are hurled with pleas

ing effect upon the devoted substance of every good thing

in heaven and on earth ! Thismadman hasmany imitators,

who have degraded the inspiration of extempore genius

infinitely below the point of their master's example, and

whohave proved themselves well qualified to take oratorical

grade with the rank and file of the inferior orders of politi

cal ranters ! God save the pulpit generally from the ability

to pour out their favorite streamsof much-relished waters

of strife ! Ignorance has always, in the pulpit and out of

it, laid hold of this mode of gaining the ears of men - this

method of raw improvising — this flaunting dishabille of

undressed thought — this storming of themind by a mob of

undrilled words— for the purpose of exciting easily capti

vated feeling and of deadening judgment. Need I point

the reader to hundreds of instances where the peculiarities

of the lawyer and the politician have been transferred to

the pulpit, in thepersons of preachers who care more to

gain sectaries than to win souls to Christ in God 's appointed

way ? Is not the Church already too full of extemporaneous

speakers, whose noisy platitudes possess interestmainly to

the denomination whose favorite doctrines or forms they up

hold by stress of voice, by occasional “ bits,” and by min

istering to prejudice , but which have no great influence in

promoting the permanentwelfare ofmankind, aud in plac

ing immovable stones in the uprising temple of grace ?
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Their inspiration lies in warmth of blood, in mechanically

strung nerves, and in a boldness of official dogmatism ,

which nothing can ever put to the blush.

II.

But it will be said that no sane man pleads for the in

troduction of such pure and such dangerous extemporeity

into the pulpit — that what is needed is the finished art of

unhampered eloquence, implying qualities of mind and

breadth oflearning far beyond what is ordinarily witnessed

at the bar, or amongst the confused crowd of ignorant de

claimers in certain denominations. We even wish for

something better and nobler than the products of legisla

tive elocution. Yes ; no doubt every thinking man must

shrink from that portraiture of the sacred desk , which

might be drawn were the oratory of any but first-rate law

yers and eminent statesmen to characterize it. Let us take

for granted, therefore, that the popular demand is unrea

sonable and foolish which asks for a repetition of the com

mon style of court-room palaver in the history of sacred

oration . Let us turn from the picture we have presented ,

to some thing more attractive. Speaking after the manner

of men, and apart from the mind of God in the premises,

let us see what is required of the preacher, if his public

efforts would , upon ordinary principles, equal the demands

of the great end which is proposed to him .

Any one will think that he can discover, at a glance,

that the preacher who is eminently skilled in the noble art

of free extemporization possesses certain capital advan

tages. Look at them . He can command his audience

with the speaking eye. He can excite attention by gestic

ulatory action. He can carry conviction by a species of

boldness which at once commands the will. The passion

of the speaker, involuntarily aroused, may burst forth of a

sudden in some sublimestrain of feeling which must needs

tell upon a sympathizing auditory. Vivid emotion and

VOL. XIV ., No. II. - 36
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energetic expression are often the pure product of extem

pore speaking. A brilliancy sometimes sparkles in the

words, a majesty sometimes clothes the thoughts, a kind

of inspiration sometimes opens up to view the similitude

of the soul to divinity , which no other order or style of

speech can reach. Even greater force and decision may

thus be brought sometimes to bear upon the subject in

hand . Words will often be warm and fresh beyond what

they could be if chosen in the study. There is frequently

a spring and a vigor attending the excitement of free ora

tory, which makes the argument of the harangue tell upon

the convictions as nothing but the energy of instantaneous

effort or the concentrated power of a sudden burst can .

The very necessity of unpremeditated production is calcu

lated to give stimulus to thought, and command to man

ner, and vitality to style of expression. The orator may

even go beyond himself, and seem to be under the guid

ance of a mind superior to the one of which , in his ordi

nary moments, he is conscious ; enjoying those moments

of indescribable luxury when, throwing the reins upon the

neck ofhis cloud- climbing steed , he seems to have no com

mand over it any longer, but is hurried into hitherto un

known regions of blissful emotion or glorious thought:

" Fertur equis auriga, neque audit currus habenas.”

And this spontaneous flight is always upon wings which

are able to bear along the surprised and captivated au

dience. But, leaving out of view these exceptional flashes

of unexpectedly aroused genius, the extempore orator is,

more commonly, enabled to leave the track of his dis

course and delight his auditory, by kindlingmany a little

blaze of illustration upon some side path in the general

region of his discourse, which never could have occurred

to him amid the chills and labors of pen-and -ink thought.

And, what is better than all, he can, upon occasion , be fa

miliar in his phraseology, and converse with his hearers as
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if alone with them , each by himself. If, moreover, his

speech threaten to prove weary, he can readily ward off

the approaching tedium by changing the current of his

remarks, and conducting them , for a time at least, into

more taking channels of instruction . In truth , the skilled

master of the art of off-hand speaking is a temporary mon

arch ,whose will is law , and whose sway is almost absolute .

It is no wonder, therefore, that there are men, zealous

for the glory of God,who would gladly introduce this royal

gift of oratory into all our pulpits. Having in their mind's

eye many illustrations of its power in other departments of

influence — nay, looking over the history of the Church ,

and having their vision glowing with high scenes of suc

cessful elocution, in which a Masillon, a Bourdaloue, a

Bossuet, a Hall, have carried whither they would their

overwhelmed and subjugated congregations they have

naturally imagined that, if all the pulpits in the land were

filled with such unfettered spokesmen of the Gospel, the

cause of Christ would rapidly hasten on to its consumma

tion in the latter-day glory ! And, truly , regarding the

matter from a mere earthly point of contemplation, these

reformers of clerical oratory would seem to be right. So

far as we can see, it might contribute immensely to the

success of preaching if angels should come down - or, at

least, reëmbodied saints — and preach to the world in such

flaming speech as heaven could lend them . Or, it would

be well, were the apostles to return to earth , accompanied

by the long line of ancient prophets, and give forth arous

ing volumes of inspired breath , to kindle the world into a

blaze of sudden Godliness. Indeed, the advocates of ex

temporaneous preaching are accustomed to go back to the

early days of the Church, and sigh over the lost oratory of

Noah, as he stood warning mankind upon the completing

deck ofhis ark ; of Nathan, ashe hurled truth with lightning

directness upon the conscience of his king ; of Ezra, as he

expounded the word from hour to hour in Jerusalem ; of
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Peter , as he proclaimed the merits of Christ on the day of

Pentecost ; of Paul, as he astounded philosophy from the

sublime pulpit of Mar’s Hill ; of Apollos, who, from deep

fountains of Gospel-truth, watered the Churches. Or, if

these enthusiastic admirers of the unfettered preacher do

not go back so far, and gather up such inappropriate in

stances of inspired eloquence with which to startle the con

sciences of modern sermonizers, they at least stand with

admiring wonder before the image of a Luther , extempo

rizing atWorms; of the Scottish Reformers, improvising

discourses full of consolation amid the caves of persecution ;

of Whitefield , that child of Reformation, pouring over a

dead establishment the fiery floods ofGod's forgotten truth ;

of the Blairs and Tennants, especially called of heaven to

lay the foundation -stones of our American Zion. Would

to God such men could be given to the Church in every

generation, and continued to her down to the last moment

of time! But they are exceptional cases : we believe de

signedly exceptional. The Head of the Church has not

seen fit to repeat, often, those heroes who fought so valiantly

“ upon the high places of the field .”

But, then, when our friends on the other side of this

controversy are driven from the argumentwhich is founded

upon these picked cases of inimitable pulpit-greatness, they

fall back upon the well-knowing saying of Quintilian ,

" fiunt oratores, nascuntur poetæ ," and affirm that the best

oratorical talent can be acquired. It is, therefore, they urge,

within the reach of allwho are not too old to learn . They,

of course, insist upon our preachers possessing the best

oratorical talent. For it surely requires this , according to

their views, to enable the Gospel-herald to blow full and

clear and arousing blasts through his trumpet. Their op

position is to dull preaching, of whatever style ; and intol

erably dull is a prosy or a frothy extemporizer. The mere

fact of his having no manuscript before him does not carry

him up to the height where the demanded men of off-hand
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effort are to stand for Christ. No ; they must be orators,

in the proper sense ofthat word . Now , have our opponents

ever seriously reflected upon the historic truth , that there

never have been many orators in the world ? Or, if they

please to put it otherwise , there have been in no age of the

world many masters of the extempore style of speaking .

And why ? Because excellence in this mode of public ad

dress imperatively demands genius, requires high cultiva

tion, and must possess the most favorable opportunities for

practice, to say nothing about many subordinate qualities

of person, of mind, of manners. A great orator is the

growth of a century. A great pulpit orator is the wonder

of an age. A man who can compel the same people to

listen to the stale truths of revelation year in and year out,

by the force of an oratory which has around it none of the

appearances of study, but whose never -repeated images of

truth always appear to issue spontaneously from the ex

haustless depths of a great soul - such a semi-inspired ge

nius God grants to mankind as rarely as He does a poet

who might take rank with Milton , or a scientific discoverer

who may rival Newton , or a brilliant historian who can

compare with Macaulay. They aremarvels .

But, 0 Reformer, you say that you do not look for such

marvels. But you do : perhaps without knowing it. You

set up such a standard of perfection , and plead for its at

tainment in every pulpit. If you do not, all your sighing,

and regretting, and pleading, are to no purpose — mere

empty breath . Wewill, however, accommodate ourselves

to your wishes upon a somewhat lower ground. Wewill

describe to you Bautain 's extemporizer , of which he

thinks there may be numerous samples among his profes

sional readers. Wewill show you the mark towards which

he thinks every one should aim who has any hope of be

coming the influential man he might be; and in the light of

this showing, we will ask you if we are wrong in saying

that such a standard can never be reached, save by a fa
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vored few , and that, if reaching it be essential to success

as a preacher, nineteen twentieths of the existing ministry

must be swept from the field they are disgracing.

Bautain 's enumeration of the qualities which an extem

pore orator, who can reasonably expect enduring success

in his profession , presents a list perfectly appalling. He

says that nature must have implanted within the candidate

for popular favor, in this line of influence, a lively sensi

bility , a penetrating intelligence , a sound reason, a prompt

imagination , a firm and decisive will, an inborn necessity

compelling him to expand his subject when once touched,

and a certain instinct ,which urges a man to speak as a bird

to sing. How many men are there who possess such an

array of shining qualities as the generous gifts of all-lav

ishing nature ? And, then , this is only the sub-stratum

this assemblage of great parts constitutes merely the foun

dation on which to build . This rich furniture for the basis

of extempore oratory must be supplemented by such a

fund of ideas, such a treasury of learning , such a mastery

of logic, such an acquaintance with the difficult and con

cealed art of thinking, such a command of words, such a

familiarity with all the possible turns of speech , to say

nothing of the voice, the articulation, the oratorical ac

tion ! — why, where shall the enumeration stop ? But we

must go on a little further. It is certain , as Bautain

teaches us, that no one can be a first-rate speaker unless

he has long been in the habit of taking thought to pieces

and again putting it together, is familiar with the art of

writing correctly , clearly and elegantly, is conscious of a

capacity for the handling of language at will, and without

effort, has ability to construct sentences suddenly, without

stoppages or faults, enjoys the power of ready and intelli

gent declamation , possesses a neat, distinct and emphatic

utterance,knows how to maintain a good carriage of body,

can wield an easy expression and graceful gesticulation, and

is able to crown all with manners that distinguish the per
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son by a certain air not characterizing ordinary mortals !

What an array of qualifications, to be sure ! Who has them

all ? How many have the most of them , in a respectable

degree ? Alas, for the Church, if she has to wait for her

millenial garments at the hands of extempore preachers

whomust be born in a pattern of excellence so exquisitely

moulded !

We do know, indeed , that, when our pulpit-reformers

would revolutionize the oratorical manners of so many

excellentmen , they are not in the habit of distinctly bring

ing up before their view such an exhibition of the extem

pore speaker aswe have presented . But it is only in sạch

a way that we can show them what they themselves want,

and illustrate the utter unreasonableness of their expecta

tions. They mean to elevate the “ readers " whom they

denounce into orators whom they can praise, or they mean

nothing. But, can they praise any but good orators ? And

where will they find these good orators ? In those denom

inationswhose public sentiment frowns the manuscript out

of sight ? Surely , they look there in vain , except as their

eyesmay fasten upon one and another rare example of oc

casional excellence in the style of oratory. Do they direct

us to the arena of the law , and to the field of politics ?

We have already seen that their direction thitherward is

marked with thoughtlessness . Do they, therefore, say

that, although nowhere will you discover the ideal for

which the pleading is made, yet this ideal may yet be real

ized , by introducing a proper system of instruction into

your schools, academies, and colleges ? Well, it may be

so. Wewill not discuss such a may-be. We prefer to deal

with facts. And we,moreover, think there is a solution of

the question in the inquiry : What is God's standard of

pulpit acquirements ? We may be sure that His is the

best. Let us examine this, our last point, a little .
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III.

The Scriptures abundantly teach the doctrine that no

one is entitled to preach the Gospel who is not divinely

called to the sacred office. A “ call ” to the ministry is,

of course, not arbitrary , nor is it miraculous. It presup

poses, in the man who believes that it is made to him , the

possession of certain qualifications, natural, gracious, and

acquired, with which, as so much evidence of his fitness,

he is enabled to ascertain the fact of his “ call,” in the ex

ercise of his reason and his conscience. Hemust have a

good intellectual capacity — he ought to possess a fund of

common sense- - and his mind should enjoy the vigor

which sound bodily health can alone impart to its ener

gies. These are among his natural qualifications for a

place among the authorized messengers of God . Crown

ing his mental life with its highest excellency, and pen

etrating it through and through with the power of an all

directing mastery, the ministerial aspirant or incumbent

must possess a living, active, consistent, augmenting piety.

This is the innermost kernel of his qualifications,bestowed

upon him by the hand of grace . This is the indispensable

jewel in that casket of treasures with which he is to enrich

his hearers with salvation , as he discourses to them in the

name of Jehovah. But, over and above - or, rather , along

with - these natural and gracious gifts, he must have cer

tain acquisitions, withoutwhich his pious efforts for the

conversion of men can not be made to the best advantage,

if they can be made at all, in his ministerial capacity. He

must acquire habits of self-control, of diligence in study,

and of easy knowledge-gaining. He must know how to

rouse his intellect to action , to pursue the investigation of

truth with successful ardor, to intensify thought upon a

given point of inquiry. He must be a pains-taking gath

erer of information from every field of learning within his

reach, for various and fresh illustrations of the Word of
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God. In one word, hemust either become a practical stu

dent, or a — failure , in the long run . Men , moulded in

such a pattern as we have thus hastily outlined, are those

to whom God seems ordinarily to give the assurance of a

ministerial “ call,” provided they are animated with the

underlying desire to preach , as their best mode of doing

good. This desire and these qualifications put the harness

fairly upon them , other and minor things, easily suggesting

themselves to the reader , being equal.

But why have we mentioned these qualifications ? In

order to make the inquiry : Wherein , among them , comes

in the required oratorical status of the pulpited herald of

the Cross ? Doubtless, he ought to cultivate his voice,

free his manner from defects, and make the best possible

presentation of his great cause which nature and grace and

culture will allow . But ought he to be an extemporizer ?

Is this the only right method of preaching, every other be

ing only tolerated through expediency or necessity ? The

answer is found in the simple fact that the Holy Ghost has

6 called ” to the ministry of His Word multitudes of men

who could no more “ extemporize ” to edification , during

a protracted term of preaching service in any given com

munity , than they could fly . All men of moderate ca

pacity, and of middling attainments, and of a share of

boldness, can talk , can “ spout,” (to use an expressive vul

garism ,) without cessation , can even say many good things

in taking tones of voice — but we have already seen what

it is to “ extemporize ” intelligently and well ; and we

ask, how many men are to be found , in the present ranks

of the ministry, who are able to expound the Scriptures,

in a manner either instructive or pleasing , without an

amount and a concentration of studious effort which im

plies the use of the manuscript, or an equivalent wri

ting down of daily thoughts upon the memory ? At any

rate, however this may be, certain it is that God has

placed His clearest “ call ” in the hands of a large and an

VOL. XIV ., NO. 11. – 37
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influential class of preachers, who not only employ the

manuscript mode of preparation for the pulpit, but whose

minds are so constituted that this manner of influencing

their fellow -men in offering to them the Gospel, was the

only one left open to them from the first. This proposi

tion, who can deny ? But, if granted, what is the conclu

sion ? Surely this, that God 's estimate of preaching is not

akin to that of our reformers, who so stoutly contend for

the exclusive extempore method . It is evident that He

pering use of notes," as essential to the saving power of

the pulpit — that this is quite subordinate to other and

higher qualifications — that the potency of that living voice ,

which gives efficacy to the presentation of truth, lies

deeper than , and remote from , the gift of ready elocution ;

and that the success of the sermonized Gospel is more en

tirely under the will of a sovereign God than it can ever

be dependent upon external forms of publication . It is

certainly true, by the testimony of experience, that where

there is piety, sense, knowledge, and single -eyed devotion

to the cause of Christ, there is ministerial qualification in

its essence ; and that the presence or absence of oratorical

gifts constitutes one of those circumstances which may

assist, indeed , or retard the Word of God on certain oc

casions, butwhich belong rather to the shell than to the

kernel of the matter. Who does not know that men of

the most awkward address in the pulpit, of the clumsiest

oratory , of the least attractive style of public speech, in its

every phase, have been among the most successful in win

ning souls and in building up Churches ? Examples will

occur to any reader. But, are these classed among the ex

ceptions? If so, why ? Itmust be because these preach

ers had other and better and more vital qualifications

than those which might have thrown a grace around their

pulpit deliverances, and such as render this grace unimpor

tant in the production of the effect. Well, this is all that
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we are at present contending for : the truth thatGod does

call men to preach who are not, and can not be, orators, in

the ordinary sense of that abused word, and that He does,

thereby, mean to teach us that preaching should strive to

understand itself as a power, not after themanner of men ,

but altogether sui generis, and after the manner of the

Lord.

What, then , is true pulpit oratory ? The obvious answer

is, That which best accomplishes the appointed ends of

preaching. What are these ? Mainly, two : The edifica

tion of the Church, and the conversion of sinners. The

aim of the pulpit is instruction and persuasion. Theman

of God wishes, in Christ's name, to state clearly , and en

force strongly , the various points of saving truth which are

intended to engage the understandings and enlist the

hearts of his hearers. He imparts light, and desires to ac

company it with heat. The real efficiency of the ordi

nance of preaching is undoubtedly wielded, instrumentally ,

by him who can open God's Word to the mind and con

science, in a manner the best calculated to serve the de

sign of the Spirit in organizing this high department of

moral effort ; or who, in other words, becomes the Spirit's

channel of communication with His people and the world .

The truth which the Bible contains is itself the grand me

dium of salvation , and the expounder thereof is simply to

bring it out and present it, so that what was theretofore

concealed from the hearer may, by the accompanying

power of grace, become efficacious to salvation. In pro

portion , therefore, to the fidelity with which the inspired

volume is illuminated by means of the private studies and

the public expositions of the preacher, in that proportion

may he expect his labors to reach their end in sanctifica

tion and conversion . The herald of the Gospel must un

derstand that, behind him , is another and more powerful

herald , even the Holy Ghost. The Spirit is the real orator

in the case. He is the true preacher ; so entirely so, that
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to Himself alone belongs all the praise of pulpit success .

The sermonizer is not a mere public speaker, the accom

plishment of whose ends is due altogether to the triumphs

of his oratory. There is an end to be gained by the

preacher which no human power — which no efforts of the

rarest genius — can ever hope to reach . And , inasmuch as

this principal end is gained purely through the agency of

the Holy Ghost, it comes to be true that preaching is, as

we have said ,simply the official channelwherein that truth

is to flow as freely as possible, and as untainted as possible.

Thewhole duty of the pulpit, then, we again urge, is to

set forth , in a manner as winning as its incumbent is able

to employ, and by every art of faithful representation ,

the whole counsel of God pertaining to Christ and His

proffered salvation . Now , it is as obvious that this may

be done in a great variety of styles of thought, and of com

position, and of delivery , as it is certain that the Almighty

has laid His hand upon thousands of individuals, of all tem

peraments, of all tastes, of all peculiarities of manner, of

all degrees of native talent, of all measures of learning, of

all types of true piety, and bade them , each in his own

best way, do the work of the ministry. It was so in His

choice of those whom He designed as the channels of His

original communication to mankind, through the revela

tion which He inspired them to deliver . All these organs

of the Spirit were not moulded in the same pattern. Isaiah

differed from Malachi, and John from Paul, yet all pro

claimed the same great doctrines, while each did so in his

own peculiar and self-distinguishing style. “ There are

diversities of gifts, but the same Spirit.” Look at the

modern pulpit. One preacher extemporizes his discourses

emphatically, and his loose, rambling sentences strike

some mirds with force , while his warmth of zeal stirs up

kindred emotions in some hearts. Another has prepared

his “ heads," and, trusting to the inspiration of the occa

sion, fills in as he rushes along , or as he spasmodically
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leaps from point to point, with such matter as lies con

veniently to hand ; this man often producing impressive

thoughts, sometimes suggesting satisfactory explanations

of important texts, now and then surpassing whathe could

do by the most careful study ; and, notwithstanding his oft

repeated platitudes, and his ever -recurring pet phrases, is

listened to with interest and profit by a large class of hear

ers. A third, resolving to have nothing to do with manu

scripts, commits his sermons to memory, and , with steady

countenance, and more or less unimpassioned manner, re

cites to half-sympathetic audiences his measured sentences.

A fourth , committing his thoughts only to memory,

launches out upon a bottomless sea of words, where won

der and piety follow him with edifying amazement. A

fifth writes and reads his discourses — sometimes reads

them slavishly ; again, with freedom ofmanner akin to the

declaimer ; and again , with a mixture of the various styles

of delivery, which afford a succession of pleasing changes.

All these are successful, to a degree that is surprising, in

winning souls and improving the graces of God' s people.

They are all employed by the Spirit in the one, butmany

sided , work of salvation . They are, each in his own way,

pulpit orators— i. e., they are messengers sent of God to

preach the Gospel — with a success proportioned, not to

their adherence to this or that method of presenting truth ,

but to their holy zeal, to the nearness of accesswhich their

souls have had to the throne of grace, and to their deter

mination to know only “ Christ and Him crucified.”

The fact is — every one knows it, because every one has

felt it — that the one great, shining characteristic of preach

ing , as it is the organ of the Holy Ghost, is earnestness.

Earnestness is eloquence in the pulpit. Nothing will atone

for the absence of this quality , and its presence covers a

multitude of faults. Does any one object to manuscript

preaching, that it must necessarily lack this all-important

element ? Themost truly earnest preachers we have ever
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heard , delivered their discourses from written pages. The

most earnest preachers ever heard in modern times — Chal

mers, Davis, Edwards, and a host of others were those who

did not venture " to talk nonsense in the name of the Lord ”

by extemporaneous haranguing. The case of Edwards is a

fine illustration of what seems to constitute real pulpit ora

tory. His was made up of two things, which , where they

are united in the same discourse, will always produce a

powerful effect - solid Scriptural thought, and holy unction .

In the degree in which these are present, will the sermon

be effective, whether read or delivered, by an Edwards or

any body else. Indeed , we venture to say that it is partic

ularly the latter quality — the indescribable unction which

is obtained in prayer, in profound meditation upon divine

truth , in a deep realization of the importance of eternal

things to one's self and the world at large — it is this which

gives its best and truest power to the pulpit. It is not

manner . It is not grace of attitude. It is not richness of

voice. It is not the glance of excitement from a blazing

eye. It is not even fullness of matter. It is not one, nor

all of these combined, which gives potency and efficiency

to the preached Word. Let men of God take hold of the

stupendous realities of the plain Gospel— let them deal

with their fellow -men as with candidates for eternity - and

whether they read their discourses or declaim them , their

efforts will not be “ in vain in the Lord.” Give them the

ineffable anointing of the Spirit, together with an honest

love for immortal souls, and they will at once be placed in

that proper sympathy with the truth they utter, and with

the persons to whom they utter it , which will assure them

of a hearing full of attention , and most promising in assur

ances of profit. “ After all,” says Secker, “ every man

hath his proper gift ofGod , one after this manner, another

after that ; let each cultivate his own, and no one censure

or despise the other.” This is true, but it would have been

more true had Secker added, that it mattered little what a
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man 's style of utterance might be, provided he only spake,

in earnest, the faithful words of an earnest Saviour, in a

manner not offensive to the ear nor repugnant to the com

mon taste.

Our article is already too long. We had intended to say

much more. We had specially desired to direct the reader

to consider the fact, that the most important Churches in

the land are under the ministry of “ readers ” in the pul

pit — that these readers have always been among the most

useful and honored of God's servants — and that converts

have multiplied where they have dealt out the Word, to a

degree not often exampled in the history of “ extempore "

preaching

But we forbear. Every minister must consult his own

capabilities , and must suit the character of his public per

formances to his own peculiarities of mind and tempera

ment, being careful only to be always “ in earnest.” For

our own part,we fully and freely endorse the sentiments

contained in the following pleasing piece of poetry :

“ Your sermons write

From end to end ; and every thought invest

With full expression , such as best may suit

Its nature and its use ; and then pronounce

Asmuch as your remembrance can retain .

Rather read every sentence , word for word ,

Than wander in a desultory strain

A chaos, dark , irregular, and wild

Where the same thought and language oft revolve

And re-revolve, to tire sagacious minds.

But never to your notes be so enslaved

As to suppress someinstantaneous thought

Thatmay like lightning dart upon the soul,

And blaze in strength and majesty divine.”

God takes men as they are, and pours His grace into the

" earthen vessels ” of their minds— bids them cultivate ho

liness — commands them to be studious— makes it their

duty to make the most of their native powers — and then
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carries them , in His providence, to the pulpit, and promises

them an unction from the Holy One to give success to

those efforts of their preaching which may be the best that

they can make. This is our judgment, in one sentence .

ARTICLE V .

THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF 1861.

We still acknowledge ourselves to be, in one sense ,

members of the body which is called the Presbyterian

Church in the United States of America. This title is

now , indeed, a misnomer, for the United States of America

have ceased to be United, and have become two distinct,

separate, and, alas ! hostile governments. The Presbyte

rian Church, Old School, is, of course, in fact, no longer

one Church , but two. And yet the separation will not, we

suppose, be formally made until the regular fall sessions of

our Presbyteries and Synods. Our readers will, no doubt,

acquiesce in our decision to occupy some few pages with

our usual Annual Review of the proceedings of theGen

eral Assembly - or, rather, of such of its proceedings as

will be of any interest to Southern Presbyterians.

I. ORGANIZATION .

After the opening sermon , by the respected Moderator

of the last Assembly, Rev. Dr. YEOMANS, from John

xviii : 36 — “ My kingdom is not of this world ” — the As

sembly was organized , and the Rev. Dr. J. C . BACKUS, of

the Presbytery of Baltimore, was elected Moderator, and

Rev. D . J. WALLER, of the Presbytery of Northumberland,

Temporary Clerk . There were present two hundred and

sixty Commissioners, against three hundred and twenty
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nine at the preceding Assembly . From the Synods of

North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia , Alabama, and

Arkansas, there were no Commissioners present. From

the Synod of Virginia there were two ; from that of Nash

ville , three ; from Mississippi, seven ; from Memphis, two ;

from Texas, two - in all, sixteen Commissioners from Sy

nods in the Confederate States , against ninety Commission

ers from those Synods in the last Assembly .

This general absence of Southern Commissioners seems

to have been misapprehended by the Assembly. Dr.

Hodge said “ one-third of the Commissioners were absent

through the force of circumstances they could not control.”

Also , in his paperoffered as a substitute for Dr. Spring's,he

says : “ Owing to providential hindrances, nearly one-third

of our Presbyteries are not represented ; ” and he refers to

the absent Commissioners as such , “ most of them , we be

lieve, by no fault of their own." Evidently, the Assembly

in general ascribed this absence to a fear of the conse

quences which might overtake the Commissioners at their

homes, and not to the patriotic feelings, either of our Pres

byteries or of the Commissioners themselves. Thus, the

people of the North will, on all occasions, it seems, lay the

flattering unction to their souls that the South is divided

into friends and foes of the so-called United States Govern

ment. Let the North sleep on . Time will put an end to

their delusion and their dreams. Itmust be some mighty

interest, however, which does so blind them to the real

nature of this contest. It must be their not being willing

to be convinced , which makes it so hard to convince them

that we are both united and in earnest. It would seem as

though, did they once appeal to their own hearts, they

would find out how the South really feels, and why the

Southern Commissioners generally would not go and sit

down in council with the enemies of their country seeking

her utter ruin and overthrow .
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But what did our sixteen Commissioners present mean

by the course which they pursued ? On this point, as on

others, we fear some of them very much misrepresented

the South ; unless, indeed, they have themselves been mis

represented in the newspapers, from which we have de

rived our accounts of the Assembly . Dr. WILLIS LORD, of

Chicago, urging the adoption of Dr. Spring's resolutions,

“ honored these brethren for coming to this Assembly , and

only wished that all the Commissioners from the South

had been here . . . . . But why are they not here ?

He had a letter from a distinguished source in the South ,

in which he was informed that some of the Presbyteries

would not appoint Commissioners — and why ? Because of

the difficulty of travel? No ; but because of their sympa

thies with the rebellion ."

“ Mr. McInnis (of New Orleans) and Mr. Baker (of

Texas) besought Dr. Lord not to make the impression that

such was the general state of things. That letter was a

misrepresentation of the Southern Presbyteries, if true of

any ; and one of the gentlemen (the reporter could not see

which one spoke) deprecated the harshness of the term

rebellion .' "

We will not trust ourselves to make any comments upon

the conduct of these brethren, as thus described by The

Presbyterian . We hope that The Presbyterian's reporter

did them injustice.

II. PLACE OF NEXT MEETING.

Several places were put in nomination - amongst them

Springfield, Illinois ; Washington , D . C . ; and Columbus,

Ohio. The first named was soon dropped, the nomination ,

of course , having been only a compliment to Mr. Lincoln ,

as the Presbyterian interest is but small in that place. But

it was seriously and urgently endeavored, by many in the

Assembly, to choose Washington City, and no other place

but that odious seat of a despotism abhorred by one-third
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part of the Church , for the next place of meeting. At

last, however, Columbus was victorious. The final vote

stood, one hundred and seven for Washington , and one

hundred and thirty for Columbus.

III. THE BOARDS.

Upon the subject of two of these institutions there was

protracted and earnest discussion, viz : the Board of Pub

lication and the Board of Domestic Missions.

Respecting the former, the Secretary, Rev. Dr. Schenck ,

made, on the whole, an encouraging statement, notwith

The Board 's publications were received every where with growing

favor. The Sabbath School Visitor's circulation had increased. The

number of Colporteurs was greater , by forty , than ever. And the

number of Churches contributing to this Board was larger than ever

before, by more than one hundred .

Dr. EDWARDS, of Philadelphia, objected to the resolution which

endorsed the Board 's economy and efficiency. We are not sufficiently

informed in regard to the business of the Board, and can not find out

what is its capital, its assets , its net profits , nor its expenses. The

Board tell us of their benevolent operations, but not of their business

transactions. He objected to the cost of management. He alleged

that $ 11,000 worth of business had cost $ 3 ,000 for Secretaries only,

besides a Treasurer at $ 1,000, and a book-keeper at nearly as much

more. He acknowledged the improvement made in The Sabbath

School Visitor, but he characterized The Home and Foreign Record

as an eminently dull and stupid paper, sent every where, to the num

ber of fifteen thousand , but never read , and only lumbering up min

isters' studies and the reading-rooms of theological seminaries. All

that was worth reading in it was soon copied into the papers, and it

were better given up, and the cost saved . He charged that the Board

gave all their printing to one publishing house, whereas, competition

would cheapen work . And, finally , he complained that the Board

was too intimate with The Presbyterian newspaper. Too many men

belonging to that one establishment were in positions of influence in

the Board .

Dr. SCHENCK repudiated any wish or intention , on the part of the

Board, to practice any concealment. The minutes of the Board and

Executive Committee, the vouchers, the accounts, all are here, and a

balance-sheet has always been presented to the Assembly . The Board

think it would be inexpedient to spread these statements over the

whole land ; but if the Assembly so direct, it shall be done, notwith
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standing it would place the Board at a business disadvantage, as in

competition with our houses in the same trade.

As to the charge of extravagance in the colportage department — to

get the forty thousand required much work. It was not a compact

capital, all in a lump, and ready to be used, but the collection , as well

as the disbursement, of it demanded labor and expense. A Superin

tendent of Colportage was necessary , and also a Corresponding Secre

tary, and the two offices could not be united in one man . A book

keeper was, also, indispensable, and his pay moderate. And, then,as

the Treasurer had to give bonds, it was necessary to pay him , also, a

salary.

A MEMBER asked what was the amount of capital of this Board ?

Dr. SCHENCK replied that the papers , balance-sheet, and all the

details were here, on the table , and could be read or examined at

pleasure. He could not, without referring to them , state with accu

racy. He then denied, explicitly , the charge of the Board' s being

tied to one printing establishment. The printing was given out by

contract, and to those who would do the best job. As to the charge

of intimacy with The Presbyterian, it was an extraordinary charge,

and he knew not how to meet it. When the Board was established,

that paper was here, and had always been the friend of the Board .

The intimacy complained of was very natural and proper and profit

able . It was, however, only official, and he had never known that

any advantage to themselves was sought or obtained from it by those

gentlemen , and he was sure no such thing had occurred .

Dr. MUSGRAVE claimed it as his right to demand, for the informa

tion of the Assembly, what the capital of this Board was. Without

this, no man could judge intelligently of the ecoromy practiced . He

was surprised that the Secretary had not promptly answered the

questions asked on this point. He could conceive of the propriety of

their withholding many details, but not the amount of their capital.

The General Assembly had authorized them to add six per cent. an

nually to the capital. He wanted to know how much the increase

now amounted to. When he was Secretary, he estimated their net

profits at $ 10 ,000 annually. He supposed their capital might soon

be a quarter of a million e thought it was not safe for so few men

to control so large a capital.

As to the economy exhibited by the Board, Dr.Musgrave remarked

that the entire sales of the Board , for the last year , were about ninety

one thousand dollars, and the expenses of conducting this business

about seventeen thousand dollars — more than nineteen per cent and

that exclusive of rent, which was worth four or five thousand dollars

more. He trusted his remarks would not be considered personal.

Alas! that it should be so. But has it come to this, that a man may

not call in question the propriety of any action of any of our Boards,

without having his motives suspected , and being considered personal?

Hethen proceeded to object to the salary of the Corresponding Secre

tary ($ 2,500 ), as being too high ; to the Treasurer's office, as a mere
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sinecure ; to the price paid for the printing, as higher than other

printing establishments would ask ; and to the undue connection be

tween The Presbyterian and the Board . It was a nice little family

affair. Two editors of that paper, the brother of one of them recently

removed by death, and a brother-in -law , also , all were in the Com

mittee. Why should such a nice little family circle object to any

bills that might be handed in for printing at the office of The Pres

byterian ? He would advise those gentlemen to retire from the Board

and the Committee, that confidence might be restored to its manage

ment. He doubted not that some fifteen cents a token could be saved

in the printing . Another subject he would just hint at. If men do

not agree with that paper's views of ecclesiastical management, their

opinions are misrepresented, their motives are assailed, and they are

held up as hostile to the Boards of the Church . No man could have

fair play who dissented from the positions of The Presbyterian .

Dr. LEYBURN , (Stated Clerk , and editor of The Presbyterian , here

interposed , although not entitled to the floor,) Moderator, such assaults

ought not to be made upon an officer of this Assembly ,without an op

portunity to defend himself.

Dr. MUSGRAVE called the Clerk to order . He proceeded to the

subject of colportage. Would any other publishing house give salaries

to agents to sell books, and allow a per centage, too ? It was argued

thatthese men were missionaries, buthe doubted whether, as a gen

eral thing, they did any thing but sell books. It was folly to employ

book agents on such principles. Human nature is human nature .

The Board should conduct their business on the business principles

usually recognized amongst business men .

Mr. T. C . HENRY (Ruling Elder) moved to refer this matter to the

Committee, and that Dr. Musgrave and Dr. Edwards be directed to

appear before that Committee and substantiate these charges . It was

easy to bring indefinite charges.

Dr. EDWARDS was surprised at Mr. Henry 's motion. A member

rises in his place and asks for explanation ,and up gets another mem

ber and moves that the inquirer be required to go before a Committee

and substantiate charges !

Dr. McPHAIL (Chairman of the Committee on the Publication

Board 's Report ) said the work proposed in the motion to recommit

would require eight or ten days to perform it. Such an investigation

could not be had in less time. Besides, is this the business of a

Standing Committee ? If so, is not the Board itself a farce ? In re

gard to the charge that the Board is a family affair, he saw no justice

in it.

Dr. SCHENCK , being again allowed the floor, said he regretted to

be called upon to meet the venerable father who had made this assault.

An assault of the Secretary of one Board upon another Board, he

hardly knew how to meet. From one who had been for one year a

Secretary of this very Board ; who had often made earnest appeals for

it, from the pulpit and with the pen ; and who, in one of his own an
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nual reports, written as Secretary, had contradicted the very state

ments which he had himself made here to-day - from such an one he

was surprised to hear what had now been uttered.

The history of the capital stock was as follows: It was first gathered

by collections which the Assembly had ordered , during the period

from 1839 to 1842 , and thus rose to about $ 13 ,000 . It was ordered

then by the Assembly that the profits , at the rate of six per cent., be

added to the capital. It now amounts to about $ 242,000. As for

the house in Chestnut street, it is now worth no such sum to us as

$75 ,000 . The house cost $ 37,000. It gives us shelter for our busi

ness. He denied that books of the Board cost more than those

of other publishers, and he presented various specimens to provewhat

he said . He insisted that the per centage of expenses in the Board

was only 123 per cent. instead of 19 per cent. He compared the per

centage of his Board with that of other like establishments, which

were in one case 27 per cent., and in another case 28 per cent.; upon

salaries alone the per centage in one of them was 10 % , and another 14 ,

while in the Board of Publication it was only 11 per cent. In regard

to that nice little family circle, it is indeed a nice and orderly circle.

True, that venerable father can not, perhaps, appreciate the family

circle as well as if he sustained certain relations in life ; but more is

the pity. If he was more familiar with such family scenes he would ,

perhaps, not envy us our great enjoyment. But he is mistaken in

supposing that there are in that family circle any collusions to the

injury of this Board. Dr Engles and Dr. Leyburn are as often on

opposite sides as any other members, and if Dr. Musgrave would

insinuate that private ends are subserved by our counsels , the impu

tation is unworthy.

This debate, so little creditable to the Presbyterians of

the North and North -West, occurred on the fifth day of

the Assembly . On the sixth day, the Report of the Com

mittee on the Board of Domestic Missions camebefore the

body. The chief item was the Committee's recommenda

tion that the office of Coördinate Secretary be discontinued,

and that in filling the office of the one Secretary, both the

present incumbents be passed by, and some new man

appointed .

There was a minority report, proposing to employ one

Secretary only, but leaving the Board free to choose whom

they would.

Dr. KENNEDY, for the minority, urged that the Assembly had

given to the Board the power of filling these offices, and could not

take it back, without violating the compact it had made with the
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Board . This Board was composed of thebest men in the Presbyte

rian Church . To resume the powers once delegated, seems a bold

and a far stretch of power on the part of the Assembly. Themem

bers of the Board , if they had any self-respect, would no longer serve

in a Board whose powers were thus trifled with

The proposal to remove both Secretaries really had reference to but

one. The Senior Secretary had resigned — the Junior only was to be

the victim . And who was this Junior Secretary ? A man who has

been serving for seventeen years, and never accepted a cent of his sal

ary whilst a single missionary was lacking his — a man who has given

his time, his toil, his property, to this Church and this Board .

Dr. DONALDSON , for the majority, urged that the Assembly had

never created these offices , and had as much right to abolish a Secre

tary as a Secretaryship . It was a mistake, that one man only was

affected ; for , although the Senior Secretary had proposed to resign ,

his resignation had not yet been accepted . But neither of the two

could secure the coöperation of the whole Church, and he would not

sacrifice the great interests of this Board to the official claimsof any

one or two men .

THE MODERATOR then observed that it was usual to hear the Sec

retaries of the Board after receiving the report of the Committee.

The Senior Secretary, Dr MUSGRAVE, then came forward and ex

pressed embarrassment, after having on another subject occupied so

much time. His brother (Dr. Schenck ) had applied rather a venera

ble title to him _ venerable father” - and seemed to think him dis

qualified for appreciating the amenities of social life . The charge

fell with a bad grace from one who had continued so long a widower ,

whilst the speaker was only a bachelor ; still, he thought neither of

them disqualified thereby for their duties to their respective Boards.

He had been himself a friend to all these Boards— not of thatyouthful

class of friends who did not know Joseph. He was an old soldier in

the service . An effort had been made to institute , by inuendo, a

comparison between him and another officer. But he would publicly

ask the other Secretary if he had not received his salary up to the 1st

March , and whether there was not due to the missionaries unpaid

salaries to the amount of seven thousand five hundred dollars ? He

proceeded to charge the present embarrassments of the Board for

money on their rash and undue expansion the preceding year. It

was not due to the political difficulties and pecuniary crisis , for this

Board was insolvent in August last ; whereas, the election that pro

duced the crisis did not take place till November. For this rash ex

pansion he was not responsible. He warred against it . He had

always favored a large working balance, so as to be prepared for such

evils and revulsions as have now occurred . He then recounted the

history of the abolition of the Associate Secretary's office (Dr. Hap

persett's ), with which he declared he had nothing to do, and then the

reëlection of Dr. Happersett , with himself, as two Coördinate Secre

taries, which had caused him to tender his own resignation, though he
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afterwards withdrew it, and also that decapitation of the heads of old

and tried members of the Board , and the other particulars of the revolu

tion in the Board, which had resulted in the establishment of the more

liberal policy , with all its consequent present embarrassments. Three

years ago he thought the then expenses (nine thousand dollars ) too

much , now they are fourteen thousand. The aggregate for salaries of

Secretaries and Superintendents alone ( including those at Louisville )

are now nine thousand four hundred dollars . He urged that one

Secretary was sufficient, for the Clerk had kept count of the letters

each Secretary wrote, and he had himself, in 1859, written one hun

dred and nine more than his colleague. And how many do you sup

pose we each write in one day, leaving out Sabbaths ? How many a

day do you suppose ? — a little less than ONE ! Only one thing more

would he revert to,and that by the order of his Presbytery. It was

to the proscription in the membership of the Board of all who had

voted to abolish the office of Associate Secretary. Almost every such

man has been guillotined as bis term of office expired - dropped from

this Board and this Committee. Must matters in the Church be

managed as they sometimes are in the State ? If this thing goes on ,

your Boards will become corrupt.

Dr. HAPPERSETT (the Junior Secretary ) would not speak two and

a half hours. He had an instinctive horror of controversy - would

rather suffer persecution. He complained that the Committee was

composed of five out of seven who had prejudged the case , yet he

knew the Moderator had no blame in thematter. He said a previous

General Assembly itself had expressly ordained the establishment of

the two Coördinate Secretaryships, and so they were not the creation

of the Board. He met the statement that the Board was insolvent by

referring to the balance then in the Treasury of three thousand dol

lars . He utterly denied that his own salary had been paid when the

missionaries were lying out of their money. He had given his own

note into bank ,and had themissionaries all paid , before setting out for

Louisville on the business of the Board, previous to the 4th of March.

But he alleged that the Treasurer had been ordered by the other

Secretary to pay no more missionaries until money enough had accu

mulated to pay his (Dr. Musgrave's ) salary, which was paid on the

25th , five days before it was due. He himself had not received any

of his salary this year. Hedetailed certain statements, showing that

the more liberal policy of the Board had worked well. He explained

why the Assembly at Indianapolis changed the personnel of theBoard.

It was because of a falling off that year both in missionaries and funds,

and that was a year of great general prosperity . The missionaries

were stinted in their salary while yet there was a balance lying in the

Treasury of twenty- four thousand dollars. Was it any wonder that

the Assembly should revolutionize the Board ? He reviewed the

history of the Associate Secretaryship and its abolition,and then the

reaction which ensued , and he replied to the charges of proscription .

As to the Senior Secretary's one letter a day, the fact is , that the Clerk
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wrote the most of them , as the book itself shows, where they are

signed G . W . Musgrave, per W . DeArmand , Clerk . But you will not

be surprised that he wrote no more letters,when I tell you that I have

kept a little book with a record of the precise time the gentleman has

been in the office during the year. The average is but fifty - five min

utes a day . These things I never would have mentioned , but for the

extraordinary attacks upon myself. . Dr. Happersett concluded by

averring that he had simply defended himself, and that most reluc

tantly , against unfounded charges. He was now ready to retire ,and to

serve God in some other department, wherever Providence might

call him .

After this discussion between the two Secretaries, a few

of the other members of the Assembly expressed their

views, chiefly to the effect that the harmony of the Church

required that both these Secretaries be passed over. The

previous question was called for, and the majority report

adopted, which instructed the Board, in view , most espe

cially , of the “ severe pecuniary pressure of the times,” to

elect but one Secretary, and he a new man .

On the next day, the seventh, the discussion on the

Board of Publication was resumed, and Mr. WALLER ar

gued that the cost ofmanaging thebusiness was dispropor

tionate to the amount of the business done. In the de

partment of colportage alone, there was expended the sum

of thirteen thousand dollars, in managing a business of

twenty-eight thousand.

The discussion was interrupted at this point, and down

to the night of the tenth day it was not resumed. Beyond

the night session of that day, we have no particular ac

counts of the proceedings which refer at all to this matter .

Our readers are aware that we are not of those who have

approved the principle of the Church 's delegating her work

to these Boards. We will not, however, charge the dis

grace of the recent discussion , with its disageeable and

unbecoming personalities, to the principle or to the system

of Boards. Were the system in the hands of gentlemen

all round — that is, of none but refined , and fair and hon

orable men — such shameful results might never be brought
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forth. But every Presbyterian Minister or Elder is not a

refined and honorable man ; and one coarse, selfish , im

perious Secretary can run even a good piece of machinery

into the ground. Weare more than ever satisfied , how

ever, from this very debate, that the machinery itself is

liable to great objections, and must, in the long run, work

evil to the Church , even in the best of hands. Look , for

example, at what has now , we believe, for the first time,

come to the knowledge of the Church generally , that the

Board of Publication has a capital which, in twenty years ,

has grown from forty - three thousand to very nearly one

quarter of a million of dollars, and which is constantly

increasing at the rate of six per cent. per annum . And

recall the fact, which was alleged, and not contradicted,

that, a good many years ago, the net annual profits of this

Board were ten thousand dollars ! Well might Dr.Mus

grave say , (although it was, for him , of all men , a most

inconsistent declaration ,) that itwas not safe for a few men

to control so mighty an agency. And the remarkable part

of the case is, that it has been generally supposed that the

Board of Publication was an institution struggling hard to

keep its head above the water. A few shrewd men have

insisted that they ought to be able to makemoney out of

the vast patronage which , as a publishing house , they get

from the great Presbyterian Church, instead of needing

collections all the time for their Colporteurs, etc . But

still, the general impression has been that the institution

needed help , or it could not stand.

Now human nature, even in the best ofmen , being what

it is, who will deny that it is a dangerous thing to lodge so

much influence with one of these organizations, outside of

the regular Church courts ? Does not the struggle for

power in the other Board , which was so clearly brought to

light in the late debate - does not that struggle show how

much of chicanery and management may be covered up in
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one of these societies which our Presbyterian Church has

had fastened to her free-born limbs ?

Or, look at the report, this year, of the Domestic Mis

sionary Board . It has had seven hundred and seven Mis

sionaries in commission . And all these Missionaries are

beholden to Dr. Happersett for his kindness in putting his

note into bank that they may get their salaries paid . Is

this not a large body of Presbyterian Ministers to be de

pendent upon the kindness of one man, or even two men ?

This whole difficulty , which so disgraced the late Assem

bly's proceedings, has arisen out of an effort by the Church

to obviate to herself the objection which she felt to suffer

ing so large a one-man power as this. And now the As

sembly, finding that the two men could notagree, has gone

back to the former plan of intrusting it all to one individual.

The difficulty is inherent. All these Boards are great cen

tres of power. If wemust have them , let us submit to the

evils which they necessarily bring with them . But if Do

mestic Missions can be as well or better carried on directly

by the Presbyteries, let us operate in that way.

The objections hitherto made to the system of the Boards

have, for the most part, always comefrom a portion of the

Southern Commissioners. But never did any part of the

South urge any such assault as has been witnessed this

year. Our objections have been to the principles, not to

themen . It has not been the South that has ever arraigned

the Boardsbefore the Assembly upon charges of incompe

tency, maladministration , or unfaithfulness — such charges

have always come from the North, and have also most sig

nally marked and disgraced the very year which witnessed

the gathering of an almost exclusively Northern Assembly .

Even the charge of an extravagant per -centage of adminis

trative expense is not a chargewhich we of the South have

urged — that, also, is a Northern censure. Wehave always

been aware that great enterprises must, in the nature of

things, require great expenditures of money. Competent
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salaries to competent officers the South has not objected to ,

nor to any amount of necessary outlay, if we could only get

the great work efficiently done. We have had no sym

pathy with the trick of adding together several salaries of

officers, or other like items ofnecessary expense , and hold

ing up the sum they make to frighten the Church from

a steadfast pursuit of her great ends. But, on the other

hand , we have equally detested the narrow spirit which

delighted to figure up the comparatively insignificant

doings of the Church in any one of these great depart

ments, and because the sum they constitute would be a

large amount for oneman to give away, or even to possess ,

therefore to represent it as a large sum for the whole

Church to contribute. We have ever maintained that our

Church operations of all kinds were really on a very inade

quate scale, and that there was nothing done worthy of the

annual huzzas which Red Tape had moved the Assembly

to utter. Yet we always granted that, considering the

kind of expedients adopted to draw out the Church's re

sources, what was done was as much as could, perhaps, be

expected ; and that, no doubt, the men appointed by the

Church to employ these human expedients were as faithful

and as successful as could any where be found. The argu

ment of the Southern Commissioners, so far as concerns

the point of efficiency, has always been to this effect: Take

away all your inventions of men - your Yankee notions in

Church machinery — your rags and tatters of Congregation

alism , and give us the natural and simple operation of the

ordinances of Christ. Let your Churches be taught the

doctrine of the grace of giving by herpastors; and let your

Church courts directly oversee the various parts of Christ's

work committed to them . Then , by the blessing of her

Head, you will see what the Church is both able and

willing to do and to give.

It has, indeed, been , for the most part, Southern Com

missioners who have gone beyond these views of the dan
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gerousness and the inefficiency of the system , and attacked

the very principle of the Boards, as an unwarranted, and

unpresbyterian , and unscriptural scheme. But the oppo

nents of the scheme have ever been in theminority. Year

after year, when the matter has been discussed , the Boards

have been sustained by large majorities. The system has,

therefore, been long and fairly tried . It has enjoyed the

confidence and support of the large body of our Church

for a great length of time. Now , at last, it happens to it

to encounter internecine strife and contention. It begins

to devour itself. It is one Board, or rather the Secretary

of one Board , that leads the attack on another. It is the

two Secretaries of another Board that assail each other.

It is no other than our old friend, Dr. Musgrave, who now

sounds the alarm about too much power in the hands of a

few men — it is he that complains that a man may not call

in question the policy of one of these institutions,without

having his motives impugned — it is he that can not get fair

play from The Presbyterian — and it is he, on the other

hand, who is now accused of making indefinite charges

against a Board . Thus does Providence appear to be

against the Boards, and the Church is plagued until she

will relinquish the use of this Altar of Damascus.

We have dwelt upon this subject at some length , because,

of course, the question will come before the Presbyterian

Church of the Confederate States, now to be organized, in

due time, whether she will employ such outside institutions,

or stand simply on the platform of Presbyterianism and the

Bible . Will she delegate her powers to any such Societies,

or will she do her own work through committees, directly

responsible to her ? Will she undertake to do the Ministe

rial Education work, or the Domestic Missionary work, of

every particular settled Presbytery, through any agency

of the General Assembly, or will she devolve both these

works immediately upon the several Presbyteries them

selves ? Would she think it desirable, if it could possibly
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be done, to transport Philadelphia southward ? Or, this

being, alas! impossible, will she try and make a copy — a

fac-simile — as near as possible , of the comely original?

Can she hope and expect to live and grow and thrive with

out the help of any such ecclesiasticalmetropolis, any such

centre of Church power, and parties, and squabbles ?

DR. SPRING'S RESOLUTIONS.

At first Dr. Spring's was but one resolution , to the effect

that a committee be appointed to inquire whether it was

wise and expedient for the Assembly to make any expres

sion of attachment to the American Union , and to the Con

stitution and Government; and , if so, what expression

should be given . This business came up on the third day

of the meeting. It was discussed from time to time, and

decided on the twelfth day.

When first proposed , Dr. Spring's resolution was laid

on the table , upon the motion of Rev. Mr. Hoyte, of Nash

ville, Tennessee, by a vote of one hundred and twenty-two

to one hundred and two. Dr. Spring called for the ages

and noes; but some maintained , rather strangely, that

they could not be had if demanded , after a vote was

actually taken. Then it was moved to take up the motion

just laid on the table ; but it was then rather strangely

insisted , and that by Dr. IIodge, that to lay on the table

was a final disposition of any subject. The rules generally

followed clearly provide that it may be taken up whenever

two-thirds of those present at the time consent. Even

when indefinitely postponed, a subject may be called back

again before the house, by consent of three-fourths of the

members present at the time. But in either case, the mo

tion to reconsider must bemade and seconded by persons

of the majority. This point caused a good dealof discus

sion , and the appeal was made to the generosity of some

two of the majority , to move the reconsideration, but there

was no response. Itwould thus seem that at that time a
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majority of thebody were for silence in the premises. It

will be interesting to trace the causes and progress of the

change wrought in their views.

The subject did not come up again until the sixth day.

Dr. Spring then said : “ The influence of the action of last

week upon both the friends of revolt throughout the coun

try , and the friends of the Government, was of the most

unhappy kind, as he was well informed by advices received

both from the North and the West.” What the effects of

the Assembly's action was in the North and the West, of

course we can not judge. But as to the South , which is

the seat of the “ revolt,” and where the greater part of

“ the friends of revolt throughout the country " are to be

found , it is very certain that it has had no appreciable effect

whatsoever. Dr. Spring shows old age. Last year, we

remember that he deplored the discussion in the Assenibly

about Boards, for it endangered the Union , of which these

were so many bonds! This year,he fancies that an accom

plished revolution would go backwards or forwards, accord

ing as the Assembly should judge respecting its merits !

In view , therefore , of the unhappy effects of what the As

sembly had done, Dr. Spring offered for adoption the fol

lowing preamble and resolutions :

Gratefully acknowledging the distinguished bounty and care of

Almighty God toward this favored land , and also recognizing our

obligations to submit to every ordinance of man for the Lord's sake,

this General Assembly adopt the following resolutions :

Resolved, 1. That in view of the presentagitated and unhappy con

dition of this country , the fourth day of July next be hereby setapart

as a day of prayer throughout our bounds, and that on this day minis

ters and people are called on humbly to confess and bewail our na

tional sins ; to offer our thanks to the Father of Lights for His abun

dant and undeserved goodness towards us as a nation ; to seek His

guidance and blessing upon our rulers and their counsels, as well as

the then assembled Congress of the United States; and to implore

Him , in the name of Jesus Christ, the great Head of the Christian

profession , to turn away His anger from us, and speedily restore to us

the blessings of a safe and honorable peace.

Resolved, 2 . That in the judgment of this Assembly , it is the duty

of ministers and churches under its care to do all in their power to
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promote and perpetuate the integrity of these Uffited States, and to

strengthen , uphold , and encourage the FederalGovernment.

Afterwards, the fourth day of July was substituted by the

first, and the second resolution was altered by Dr. Spring

himself, with others, so as to read thus :

Resolved , 2 . That this General Assembly, in the spirit of that

Christian patriotism which the Scriptures enjoin , and which has

always characterized this Church, do hereby acknowledge and declare

our obligation to promote and perpetuate, as far as in us lies, the

integrity of these United States, and to strengthen , uphold and en

courage the Federal Government in the exercise of all its functions

under our noble Constitution, and to this Constitution, in all its pro

visions, requirements, and principles, we profess our unabated loyalty .

And to avoid all misconception, the Assembly declares that by the

term “ Federal Government,” as here used , is not meant any particular

Administration, or the peculiar opinions of any political party, but

that central Administration , which , being at any time appointed and

inaugurated according to the terms prescribed in the Constitution of

the United States, is the visible representative of our national

existence .

There was some promiscuous conversation now had, and

severalmotions were made, none of which appeared to be

seconded. Dr. Hodge then moved that this subject be

made the first order of the day for Friday morning, the

eighth day of the Assembly .

On Friday the discussion was opened by Dr. THOMAS, of the Pres

bytery of Miami. He urged the right of free discussion against those

who wished to shut his mouth . And he advocated the right of the

Assembly to testify on behalf of the civil authority , when it was in

extreme danger . The old Synod of New York and Philadelphia ,

then the supreme judicature of the Church , repeatedly did this during

the old French war, and the pre -revolutionary difficulties, and also

after Independence was declared. And the Synod of South Carolina

had recently taken the initiative in the matter, and were committed

thoroughly to the position that the Church ought in such cases to

speak . If the Presbyterian Church dare to shrink from her duty in

this crisis , she will be blown away like the foam from the crest of the

billow by the tornado. Shall we dare to falter when our army and

our Government need our encouragement ? Are we Secessionists ?

Are we traitors ? Have we forgotten our loyalty ? Then , what right

have we to sit here as a General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church

of these United States ?
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Rev . Mr. GILLESPIE, of Tennessee, contended that the Church

courts were not the proper place to express loyalty. He loved loyalty

to government, and would express it at the proper place — at the bal

lot-box, or in the battle -field , but not in the Church court nor the

pulpit. He would give his life to restore the country and the Union

to what it was,but even for this he would not divide the Church .

Dr. HODGE differed not with brother Thomas in regard to the duty

of the Church to testify on proper occasions. But he objected to the

resolutions on other grounds.

1st. Because this action is unnecessary. Our people do not need to

be roused . We can not, indeed, hold them back. So sublime, grand,

wide-spread and irrepressible a rising was never heard of before .

Who doubts the loyalty of Presbyterians ?

2d. Such a pronouncement will be highly injurious to the Union ,

and the objects of the Federal Government. The Administration

does not ask our interference - does notneed it . It will do them harm ,

instead of good . A distinguished member of the Cabinet has said he

wished the General Assembly would aim to preserve the unity of the

Church , as a means of preserving the union of the country .

Dr. BACKUS, of Schenectady, here interposed, to state that the

other members of the Cabinet had been telegraphed, to know if they

desired the Assembly to take no action , and here is the answer, assur

ing us that they wish us to do nothing.

Dr. HODGE, resuming, urged that these resolutions tend to sever,

rather than preserve , the Učion . The best service we can render to

Government is , to preserve the kind feeling of the Union -loving men

of the South , so that when the time comes for them to assert their

loyalty , they will be encouraged to do it. Our Church is the last

link that holds this Union together.

A third objection to this paper is, that the Assembly is designed to

represent the whole country. Had the Assembly met this year in a

Southern city, and been composed chiefly of Southern men , would it

have seemed to you fair and honorable for them to vote similar resolu

tions in favor of their Confederacy ?

4th . The great consideration is, we are bound by our ordination

vows to study the unity of the Presbyterian Church . What right

have we to take a course that will drive away from us one-third of the

General Assembly, and one-third of our Churches ? The Church is

the most influential and conservative agency for the preservation of

our Union . He closed by begging not to be misunderstood — he was

not pleading against the Government— but he was pleading for the

preservation of the Church. He then moved the adoption of the fol

lowing paper, as a substitute for Dr. Spring 's :

“ The unhappy contest in which the country is now involved has

brought both the Church and the State face to face with questions of

patriotism and of morals , which are without a parallel in this or any

other land . True to their hereditary principles, the Ministers and

Elders present in the Assembly have met the emergency by the most

VOL. XIV., NO. II. — 40
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decisive proof, in their respective social and civil relations, of their

firm devotion to the Constitution and laws under which we live ; and

they are ready at all suitable times , and at whatever personal sacrifice,

to testify their loyalty to that Constitution under which this goodly

vine has sent out her boughs into the sea , and her branches into the

river. '

“ For the following reasons, the Assembly deem it impossible to put

forth , at the present time, a more extended and emphatic deliverance

upon the subject , to wit :

“ 1. The General Assembly is neither a Northern nor a Southern

body ; it comprehends the entire Presbyterian Church , irrespective

of geopraphical lines or political opinions, and had it met this year,

as it does with marked uniformity one-half of the time, in some

Southern city, no one, he believed , would have presumed to ask of it

a fuller declaration of its views upon this subject, than it has embod

ied in this minute.

“ 2 . Owing to providential hindrances, nearly one-third of our

Presbyteries are not represented at our present meeting ; they feel

that not only Christian courtesy , but common justice, requires that

we should refrain , except in the presence of some stringent necessity ,

from adopting measures to bind the consciences of our brethren who

are absent, most of them , we believe, by no fault of their own.

" 3 . Such has been the course of events, that all the other evangel

ical denominations have been rent asunder. Wealone retain , this

day, the proportions of a national Church . We are, happily , united

among ourselves in all questions of doctrine and discipline. The dis

memberment of our Church , while fraught with disaster to all our

spiritual interests, could not fail to envenom the political animosities

of the country, and to augment the sorrowswhich already oppress us.

Weare not willing to sever this last bond which holds the North and

South together in the fellowship of the Gospel. Should an all-wise

Providence hereafter exact this sacrifice , we shall be resigned to it.

But for the present, both religion and patriotism require us to cher

ish a Union which , by God's blessing,may be the means of reuniting

our land.”

Dr. ANDERSON , of California , said there was danger of other losses

than of the South . There are threats of disunion of the Church

from the West, which have come since last week . You have to

choose where the Unity is to be preserved. He replied to the argu

ment that this action is unnecessary. The subject is before us, and it

must be met. Many had kindred in arms— he himself had many

dear friends — he wanted to encourage them . It was useless to try

and drown the Assembly with such milk -and-water sophistry as that

of the substitute . It was entirely too weak — one gallon of milk to

about five barrels of water. (Great laughter , and applause in the gal

leries.) He heard much talk about the Unity of the Church - it was

like tying two Mississippi steamboats together with a piece of silk

thread, and bidding them not break apart when starting in different
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directions. How long would the Church remain one, if we have two

confederacies ? Not a moment, although Dr. Hodge endeavored to

make us believe the contrary, in the last number of the Princeton

Review .

Dr. SPRING said the paper he had presented was not in the course

he had originally proposed. It might have led to some such docu

ment as the substitute now offered . But it had been treated with dis

courtesy, and unceremoniously laid on the table. He believed the

measure now proposed by him was right. Talk about the Unity of

the Church ! It is broken . Like the debris of the rock , it is crum

bling, and no timid measures could prevent it. The only present

hope of unity was on this side of the line. As for the voice from

Washington, he would like to know by what measures it had been

procured - he would like to see it, and find out whatmore it contained

than had been quoted here. And for whom is your sympathy now

evoked ? For REBELS. Pass Dr. Hodge's substitue, and he would not

like to say how many of the Synod of New York would again meet

with the General Assembly. He wanted his last utterance to be for

that glorious Union , for which his father had fought, and for which

he had never ceased, and never should cease , while alive, to labor and

to pray .

Judge RYERSON , of New Jersey, proceeded to recite the evidence,

which convinced him that it had long been the design of South Caro

lina to break up this Union. He did not consider the usurpation of

the South entitled to any respect. It had none of the claims of a

Government. It was a sheer conspiracy , and a wanton and inexcusable

rebellion. Was it possible to preserve the unity of the Church after

the nation is rent in fragments ? Is it supposed that we will consent

to attend theGeneral Assembly, when we can travel to it only under

a system of passports ? It was folly to think of it. Americanswould

never submit to it .

Mr. GILLESPIE, interposing, asked if China, India , and Africa were

not now represented on our floor, and what was to hinder the South

from coming in as they ?

Judge RYERSON. The only way to keep the Church one, is to keep

the country one. We have the constitutional right to make the de

liverance proposed in Dr. Spring's paper - let us not be afraid to do it.

The Rev . Mr. HASTINGS spoke of the sudden birth of an intense

spirit of patriotism , and of the danger of resisting that giant. He

spoke of a letter he had received at noon, and which he held up in

his hand, in which a very prominent citizen expressed astonishment

that the Assembly should have laid Dr. Spring's first paper on the

table.

Rev.Mr. HOYTE (of Tennessee) urged that the Assembly had no

right to make the deliverance proposed. It was unconstitutional, for the

Assembly, could interfere with such matters only by humble petition ,

or when invited thereto by the civil authorities . The action proposed

would divide us. It was also unfair to take such action in the absence
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of so many of the Southern Commissioners. Why should you take

advantage of our feebleness amongst you to force us into circumstances

of distress and danger ? Who asks you to touch this thing ? Not the

Cabinet - not the officers of your army - not the men who take broad

est views of the interests of the nation — not the Union men of the

South . The Government at Washington would not thank you for any

such deliverance ; and, while it can not increase the unanimity which

appears to prevail at the North , its effect at the South would be to

drive to despair those who had done nothing to bring about this de

plorable state of things, and who had done what they could to

avert it.

Dr. MUSGRAVE denounced secession as a monstrous immorality .

The Assembly ought to say so, and encourage their public men in

crushing out at once and for ever this ruinous error. We ought to

aid in sweeping it from the country and from the earth. He would

do it for our own sakes - he would do it for the encouragement of all

loyal hearts in the South . He pointed to Maryland and Baltimore, as

now rejoicing in the protection of the General Government, and he

hoped that other States would soon receive the same protection .

He hoped the paper of Dr. Spring would pass, not only by an over

whelming majority, but by an unanimous vote .

On the next day, the Rev. Dr. Wines, of St. Louis, informed the

Assembly that he was in a sense therepresentative of the Hon. Edward

Bates, the distinguished member of the Cabinet referred to yesterday.

Whereupon ,he read the telegraphic correspondence which had passed

between them , and then proceeded to define his own position , and to

offer a substitute for both the papers before the house. He was for

no action — for it might be that the mission of our Church in this

solemn crisis is to assist in the readjustment of our relations to the

seceded States.

Rev. Dr. MATHEWS, of Kentucky, said his affections and interests

were on both sides — North and South. The State from which he

came, he was happy to announce , had unfurled and kept waving the

banner of the stars and stripes. (Applause, with a few cat-calls, both

which the Moderator checked.) Dr. Mathews expressed regret that

he had said any thing to elicit such an expression . Hehad only said

so to show that what he had to say he said as a Union man. Hewent

on to deplore the straits into which the proposed action of the Assem

bly was about to bring the Union men of the South . Two things he

wished to add before he sat down. 1st. There are brethren in the

South who wished to secede - a minority, he believed — but they want

a pretext. 0 ! give them no such pretext. 2d . There are men in

the South who labor night and day to heal these divisions. Let

those men be cherished and upheld . The last thing he had to say

was, let this Assembly legislate in the spirit of great charity. What

if there has been wrong at the South ? What if on the records of the

Synod of South Carolina there are things we regret ? Ought we not

to exercise charity in judgments ? What did the Master say to her
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who stood accused before Him ? “ Go, sin no more: neither do I con

demn you ."

The Rev . Mr. WALLER urged the adoption of Dr. Spring's paper,

because of the very conviction Southern Christian men were said to

have, that it was wrong to obey the Government at Washington . For

this very reason we ought to pronounce, and do it distinctly . Such a

conviction he considered in decided opposition to the Bible and our

Confession . It was such a conviction as this that ruined our race,

and blighted Paradise. It was an allurement to withdraw her alle

giance from the rightful government under which she was placed ,

that was the temptation of our first mother. It was a withdrawal

of their loyalty from their lawful sovereign and His government, that

constituted the sin , and produced the ruin , of our first parents . They

claimed the right to do it, but had no right. A similar temptation

had beset our brethren , and we should warn them of it.

On Monday morning , Mr. Waller still having the floor,

Dr. WINES, by his leave, offered a modification of his

paper .

Dr. SPRING presented a modification of his second reso

lution .

Dr. BERGEN offered a substitute of his own.

Dr. STOCKTON proposed a substitute for Dr. Spring's sec

ond resolution .

Judge RYERSON offered a paper, proposing a committee

of nine, with Dr. Spring as chairman .

Dr. McPhail offered a substitute for all.

Mr. MILLER (Ruling Elder), of New York , offered sun

dry preambles and resolutions.

Dr. MONFORT also offered a paper.

Rev. Dr. Backus, of Schenectady, offered a paper .

Rev. Mr. STRYKER presented one.

Rev.Mr. REASER asked if this thing was not becoming

ridiculous.

TheMODERATOR answered that it was not.

Rev. Mr. MURPHY also offered a paper.

Mr. WALLER confessed bewilderment amongst all these papers.

He feared the very delay occasioned was breeding timidity . He

feared the disposition to stand still would do mischief. He felt inclined

to stick to the boat in which he had first embarked, viz : Dr. Spring's

paper. He deprecated a false issue — that we were to save the Church
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from division. Territorial division did not necessarily involve spiritual

division . Separation in form may exist, and be compatible with

spiritual union . He denied that we were making a new term of com

munion. He quoted the prophet Samuel : “ Rebellion is as the sin of

witchcraft," which latter crime was punishable with death , and there

fore the former was likewise. If we had any doubt about the legiti

macy of our Government, or the application of these Scriptures , then

wemight hesitate. But nobody doubted this , and nothing but an

" obfuscation ” of interests could admit such a doubt. Moreover, our

brethren of the South have not set an example of hesitation and for

bearance. He read from the Minutes of the Synod of South Carolina

to show this. These resolutions of the Synod of South Carolina,

urging secession , were passed before the State had seceded . Here

was a Southern Synod urging rebellion against lawful authority in

advance, and promising in advance to bless it with the prayers of the

Church . Surely , these men can not complain if we lift our voice on

the side of God and the country .

Dr. Backus, of Schenectady, urged the inexpediency of the pro

posed action . The administration wished the Church to hold together.

On the other hand, the disunionists will hail the proposed action with

joy . But it is said other bodies have spoken out, and so should we.

If others have acted , impulsively yielding to the tide of the times, let

us all the more move cautiously , and with our pristine, far-reaching

wisdom and tide-resisting firmness.

Dr. YEOMANS was sorry a judicious committee had not been agreed

to , that they might have embodied in a harmoniousminute what might

command the suffrages of a majority of both sides. He regretted ex

tremely that such an opportunity hadbeen lostby the tabling of Judge

Ryerson' s resolution . It was a solemn moment in the history of our

Church. We stand on the brink of division . And there seems to

have been a real preparation of mind for division. We have had an

apology for it here this morning. From the beginning , it did seem

that there were somewho had ends to reach at this terrible sacrifice.

Is it not time for us to pause and ponder our way ? Moderator, if I

could utter one word to delay this dreadful result — if I could make

one utterance that might recall my brethren to a sober consideration

of the real issue before us, it would be the sweetest word of my life ,

and one which , to my dying day , it would be most pleasant to remem

ber . It is admitted that a division is likely , if this vote is pressed .

Is there any good to be gained by this sad sacrifice ? Can we afford

the sacrifice ? Can this Church's mission be accomplished if she be

divided ? He urged particularly the advantages the Church must

lose for doing good to the slaves of the South.

. It is one of the pretexts for this action (he used the word not in an

invidious sense that we are to uphold the Government. Is there a

call for this ? We have individually , and in various and decided

ways, expressed our patriotism . Is it necessary that the same class of

men repeat, in every possible relation they fill, their devotion to the
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country ? Wehave proof that the Government itself does not want,

but rather deprecates, this support from us. Weare asked to do over

again , as a Church court, what we have already done as citizens. We

are doing it at the sacrifice of the integrity of our Church organiza

tion . We not only do it, but we understand that we do it. But is it

wise and right ? He deprecated the inevitable consequences, and

could see no compensating advantages. We defeat our Church enter

prises — we defeat the very purpose of the action itself. We cut the

last , strongest , tenderest bond that holds our country together. O !

sir , let us hold on to our Southern brethren — they will do good and

great service in times and efforts that yet belong to the future . One

brother had reminded us that there is a North -West. Why, sir ! that

is the very thing that ought to be forgotten . Now is the time to

ignore sections. O ! sir, let us not destroy the conservative position

of our Church in regard to the great question that is agitating the

civilized world — the question of most difficult solution in our own

beloved land. Let us not descend from our vantage ground. Let us

not let go the cable that holds us, and us only , in available position

for good in relation to that subject. It is small matter to speak of

patriotism . It is cheap to do as he did the last Sabbath before he left

home, viz : to tell his people thatwewere engaged in a great struggle ,

thatmust be fought through , once for all. He had urged them to do

their duty to their country in this, the hour of their peril. This was

a cheap utterance for us in the North to make. He appealed to the

kind feelings of the body for the Southern members , in view of the

sacrifices they had made to come to the Assembly. He hoped naught

would be done to increase their difficulty and distress. He earnestly

begged that the Southern men who had not spoken might be heard .

He had heard of one of them who had stood face to face with the

bold front of secession — with a mob of six hundred excited people

pleading for the Union , and who would like to do it here. Another,

from the most distant seceded State , would be willing to say a few

words. He hoped the house would be willing to hear them , and

others, and give them a fair and candid hearing, and would gravely

ponder what they had to say.

Dr. Willis LORD , of Chicago, eulogized the Government, to sup

port which it was proposed to pledge ourselves . He spoke of its pro

tection of us and of the Church , and of its beneficent influence on our

country and the world . He urged the entire constitutionality of the

action proposed, viz : the adopting of Dr. Spring's paper. This new

doctrine of the unconstitutionality of Church utterances on such sub

jects, which has been much mooted for a few years, came from the

same source from which our other troubles came. Its origin is iden

tical with that of nullification and secession. It is designed to estop

the Church from meeting her responsibilities and performing her full

mission . He also urged the expediency of the course. You might as

well give up your Missionary work in the great West if you falter on

this subject. His third reason for this action was, its necessity . In
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no other way can we show that we have been and are loyal. Wemust

pass these resolutions,tomeet the sad fact that one Synod had avowed

disloyalty already. They had penned such action and sent it to the

General Assembly. Some of the Ministers of that Synod were actually

in the army of the rebels. His fourth reason was, that the course pro

posed was right. It had been said it was unfair to pass these resolu

tions in the absence of the Southern brethren . Why unfair ? Is it

right to presume, in their absence, that they would not approve of a

measure so right and expedient in itself ? He honored those South

ern brethren who had come to the Assembly . He wished all the

Szuthern Commissioners had been present. But why are they not ?

He had a letter from a distinguished source in the South , in which

he was informed that some of the Presbyteries would not appoint

Commissioners — and why ? Because ofthe difficulty of travel? No;

but because of their sympathy with the rebellion .

Here (says The Presbyterian ) Mr. McINNIS and Mr. BAKER be

sought Dr. Lord not to make the impression that such was the general

state of things. That letter was a misrepresentation of the Southern

Presbyteries generally, if true ofany ; and one of the gentlemen (the

reporter could not see which deprecated the harshness of the term

" rebellion .”

Dr. Lord urged that our charter, and the protection of our Church

property, was from the Government which we proposed to encourage.

Weowe it much . We ought to sustain it, for it has done much for

us and for our Church . Our dearest interests are at stake , and if this

United States Government is prostrated , every thing willbe in jeopardy .

He loved the Church - Christ's cross and crown were above every

thing, but his country next. And, in conclusion , he could not help

saying :

“ The star-spangled banner , O ! long may it wave,

O 'er the land of the free, and the home of the brave. "

Rev. W . M . BAKER , of Texas, said he feared he might say some

thing unpleasant to his brethren , whom he shrank from offending.

He feared he might not do justice to the cause in which he felt con

strained to speak . Born in Washington , raised there, educated in

reverence for the Government, he still loved it, and loved the whole

country. The present state of things is one of the greatest griefs of

his whole life . He was going to speak plainly , and say things which

might endanger his life , both at the North and at the South . Hewas

opposed to the proposed deliverance, which was neither a Christian

nor a religious movement; for, 1st. It was by a sudden impulse of the

venerable father who introduced it; 2d. It was military, it smelt of

war. You are making a Church utterance under a military impulse.

We from the South opposed secession, but were borne before the tor

rent. Now we find a thundergust raging at the North , and upon its

wild and raging bosom is our Church to be borne away ? Dr. Lord

had shewed a profound ignorance of the South . Grant that you have
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to choose between the going off of the North -West and that of the

South . If the Church must divide, let it not divide along that ac

cursed , fatal line - Mason ' s and Dixon 's . He was against secession

butwhat can man do against the tide ? When overpowered , what can

we do but submit ? And was it generous or just for this Assembly to

put us in a position where we must either separate from our homes

and fields of labor , or from this beloved Church of our fathers? If

you pass this resolution , we must either leave our all, give up our

charges to destitution , and leave our fields of labor, or separate from

you. For, is it not duty to submit to the powers that be ? Can we

rightfully resist it where there is none other there for us to obey ?

We are told the popular excitement is such that the Assembly dare

not be silent. It is just as impossible to resist the excitement there

as here. Hewas Daniel Baker's son , and was glad that holy man was

not alive to witness these troubles. Brethren say the Southern Con

federacy is a usurpation. If you pass these resolutions, you compel us

to be loyal to that Confederacy or leave it. You run up the secession

flag over our heads. You can not do more to help Mr. Davis ' Govern

ment than just to compel the Southern portion of the Church to take

the position into which this action will force them . Your silence wi.l

send a thrill of joy to Washington. Your speaking will send it to

Montgomery.

It was not because of secession that the Commissioners from the

South were not here. He felt ashamed to tell the real truth ; yet why

should he ? Crops had failed in many portions of the South , and

many Presbyteries could not raise the means to send their Commis

sioners. Wewere in many instances too poor to come, and shall we

be reproached with disloyalty , because we yield to providential neces

sity ? Shall I tell you a secret ? Do not any of this vast audience

repeat it, for it might not do to tell every where . But he would tell

it, and was consoled in venturing in the same way a member of a legis

lature was, in making a speech that he was afraid would displease his

constituents — " Don ' t report that speech , " said he, “ but if you do, I

don 't care, for none ofmy constituents can read .” He (Mr. Baker )

could not just say that, for his constituents could read ; but still, he

would be safe , for the mails were stopped. He would tell the secret.

He then , with a good deal of dramatic manner, described the way in

which those who still loved the Union at the South spoke to each

other in whispers ; described the way in which he had been approached ,

with extreme caution , and inquiries made of his intention of coming

to the Assembly ; of his opinion of what would likely be done ; and of

the wishes ofthe Union men at the South thatnothing mightbe done

that might render adherence to the Assembly , on the part of the

South , impossible .

Such is the report of Mr. Baker's speech in The Presby

terian . In other papers he is reported as saying that he
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“ hated secession ; " that he had “ never made a prayer for

the President of the Confederate States in his pulpit ; ”

also, as “ eulogizing the patriotic uprising in the North .”

At the same time, we find him represented in the Cincin

nati Weekly Gazette as saying that “ if the Southern Com

missioners in the Assembly were to be cast off, they would

return to their beautiful and glorious South, their fortunes

linked with it, and their lives given to its defence.”

At the close of Mr. Baker 's speech, Dr. Hodgemoved to

lay the whole subject on the table. The yeas and nays

were called for. There were seventy - four yeas to one hun

dred and thirty -nine nays. So the Assembly refused to lay

the whole subject on the table.

On Tuesday, the eleventh day of the proceedings, ab

sentees were allowed to record their votes on the question

of laying on the table, so that the vote stood eighty-one

yeas to one hundred and forty -six days. The first order of

the day was judicial case number two, but a motion was

made to postpone it, so as to take up the unfinished

business.

Mr. SMITH, of Ohio , was ready to vote on the loyalty

resolutions now .

Dr. MUSGRAVE was, also , now ready to vote for Dr.

Spring 's resolutions. He would vote for no resolutions

that did not express those sentiments .

Dr. Hall, of Rochester, then said he wanted a special

committee, so that he could offer the following resolution :

Resolved, That there is a voluntary rebellion in certain States

against the constituted authorities of ourGovernment, and that rebell

ion is a sin of such magnitude among members of the Presbyterian

Church as to make them fit subjects for excommunication .

It was then decided, by a vote of one hundred and thirty

to eighty -three, to appoint a committee to consider all the

papers before the house on this subject . A committee of

nine was appointed, viz : Drs. Musgrave, Hodge, Ander

son, Wines, and Yeomans, and Judges Ryerson, Semple,
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White , and Clark . In the afternoon , they brought in a

report, by a majority of the committee (eightout of nine),

endorsing the Government, yet softening the language of

Dr. Spring 's paper. Dr. Anderson read his report, as the

minority of the committee, recommending the adoption of

Dr. Spring's paper, as modified by the author himself and

others, only making the first of July the day of prayer, in

stead of the fourth. He said , in his speech, that the report

of the majority was intended to shirk the crisis and its re

sponsibilities. Its aim was to prevent the Assembly from

showing its hand, and coming manfully forward to the sup

port of the country. Itwas full of weakness and prevarica

tion . There was once a man tried for stealing a sheep. The

defence set up was, that he had been an industrious laborer,

and was good to his wife — but it said nothing about the

sheep. So with the majority 's report. They talked of

functions, constitutions, etc., etc ., but said nothing of the

crisis, and its demands upon the Church and the ministry .

On Wednesday, the twelfth day, Dr. Yeomans supported

the majority report, and moved that the vote be taken at

twelve o 'clock .

Rev. Mr. McINNIS, of New Orleans, said the Synod of Mississippi,

had been striving to get the floor for the last four days. He gave

notice, that if the motion to end the debate should pass, he would

protest against the action of the Assembly , and withdraw from the

body.

A MEMBER here said that the speaker had himself voted to lay the

whole subject on the table . Mr. McInnis replied, that he was not

there to give an account of his vote. Continuing , he said that his

section of the country had been misrepresented, and would not submit

to be gagged.

It was then voted to take the question at 6 o 'clock, P . M .

Mr. McINNIS , of New Orleans, again took the platform . He said

the Assembly had made up its mind, and that his words would not

alter it ; but, for all that, he had to make a statement, showing theposi

tion and opinions of the Church at the South . No statement from

any seceded State had, so far, given the true idea of affairs in that

region. The Southern Churches are, as he knew , being a native of

the South, perfectly loyal to the Presbyterian Church , and they are

loyal to Government. They have in the South a Government which
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they are as much bound to obey as you in the North are bound to obey

your Government. If Dr. Spring's resolutions are passed , they place

us in rebellion to the Government de fucto at home. The attempt

thus to bind our consciences will sever the Presbyterian Church . It

was not the province of this Assembly to break our allegiance.

They could not say to which Government its members should be loyal.

In the support of their Government, the people of the South are both

united and determined . The conduct of the South had been compared

to the sin of witchcraft — the same charge might have been made

against our revolutionary fathers, contending for their rights . The

speaker asked for neither pity nor sympathy for the South, but for her

inherent constitutional rights. The speaker was opposed to both of

the reports of the Committee. If you are going to force political

views upon us, give us a creed that there can be no mistake about.

The speaker thought that the history of the Church and its consti

tution proved that it was always unsafe to legislate on such subjects.

The Assembly is not a legislative body, and its decisions are not law .

It is entirely a judicial body. The speaker here read from the “ Form

ofGovernment" a section which he thoughtdecided that the Assem

bly had no right to take any political action, except in the way of

petition. In this latter form of action the speaker would join ; he

would sign a petition for peace , for a just and honorable settlement of

this whole national difficulty. But if you place meat the mercy of a

mere majority of this Assembly, then I say “ Farewell !" to all that

constitutes Presbyterianism . Is there no limit to the power of this

Assembly ? Have we no constitution ?

Mr. McInnis here read further extracts from the “ Form of Gov.

ernment," to show that the power of the Assembly was confined to

matters of doctrine, of appeal, and of a judicial character. Errors of

doctrine (not political, but theological,) and immorality in practice,

can also be dealt with by the Assembly ; but no power exists by which

it can make a political deliverance. No right exists to force a political

vote from a member.

The speaker asked if any Presbytery had sent up an overture on

this question ? On the contrary, the Presbyteries have ordered us to

say nothing on this unhappy subject. At the opening of this Assem

bly , the body decided to say nothing on the question , and the speaker

thought they were no better prepared to speak now . If you could

hear the vote of all the Church , you would feel that they desire no

utterance. It can not come before us constitutionally . The country

does not desire any deliverance from us, nor would it justly appreciate

the meaning of our words. Any deliverance we might make to-day

wemight be ashamed of in a week. Even the Southern Secessionists

desire no deliverance from us.

The orator earnestly repeated that any action on this subject by the

Assembly would drive off the South and close it for ever against the

influence ofour Church. The South needs the restraining influence

of the North, and the North needs the South ; but if we separate , there
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can be no reconstruction of the Presbyterian Church , The speaker

protested against the division in the nameof the Saviour, in thename

of the Church , and in the name of the country.

Mr. HARBESON , an Elder from Kentucky, arose about the conclu

sion of Rev. Mr. McInnis ' remarks, and said he fully concurred in all

of the speaker's views.

Rev. Mr. OGDEN, of Mississippi, stated that he was a native of New

Jersey , a graduate of Princeton , but the last thirty - four years had

given his life to the religious education of the slave. Hewas opposed

to the Constitutional views of the previous speaker ; but, like him , was

opposed to both the majority and minority reports ; yet, if compelled ,

would vote for the majority report. He was opposed to the minority

report, because it committed the Church to the Administration of

Abraham Lincoln , William H . Seward, and Salmon P . Chase. It

perils the union of the Presbyterian Church, and consummates the

disunion ofthese States. If passed , it will gratify every Abolitionist in

the country - William Lloyd Garrison, Wendell Phillips, and the like.

He would not accuse Dr. Thomas and others of being Abolitionists ,

yet he would say, that if they were, they could not have done any

thing better to serve the views of Abolitionists than by bringing in

these resolutions. The resolutions finding favor with Northern mem

bers will commit all the Union men of the South to the Secessionists .

The Rev. Mr. FRAZER, of Kentucky, opened his argument histori

cally , referring to the Church of Scotland , and its connection with the

State ; he then referred to the Missionary Churches of this body, and

asked whether we required them to be loyal to the “ United States ?”

He thought we could not decide the question whether “ we have a

Government” in this body. The Church could not decide it, but she

could take a higher position ,and act in herappropriate sphere. There

is a sphere found for the civil power to legislate in for the Church ,

and limits in which the Church can legislate for the State. Neither

of these authorities can legislate for each other.

From the days of Constantine, the State had nearly always preserved

the unity of the Church . Now , is the Presbyterian Church going to

act the tyrant to preserve the unity of the State ? Such action would

resemble the action of the Roman Catholic Church , which had made

kings and emperors bow to it.

If Dr. Spring 's resolutions were passed , every loyal Presbyterian

in the South would be a traitor to the de facto Government, and

would be hung on the nearest tree. He was very severe on the con

duct of the North -Western brethren, who wish to make the Southern

Presbyterians traitors, and earnestly maintained that the Assembly

had no right to fix and pronounce upon anyman's political allegiance .

Rev. Mr. MUTCHMORE, of Missouri, said it was a sad day for the

Church of Jesus, when the Gospel herald must hoist the stars and

stripes to be heard at all. The Church in the South, and four-fifths

of its Ministers, had been true to the Union .
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The Rev. Dr. Breckinridge, and the Rev. John Knox, and others,

were cited by the speaker, to show that the Church was in a quan

dary, at one time, as to whether King James or his rival should be

served . So with members of the Assembly now living in the South .

The speaker proceeded , in strong terms, to argue the rightof revolu
tion . The Assembly , in his mind, had no business to take a stand for

the constituted authorities, because revolution might be right, if not

now , at some time to come.

The speaker was here interrupted by a gentleman , who

stated that he would not remain in the Church to hear

“ treason ” preached. The speaker had no right to argue

the right of revolution , which was obnoxious to the loyal

people of the Assembly and audience.

There were twomeans of revolution , the ballot-box and the sword.

If the second resolution of Dr. Spring was passed , either the Church

must be disobeyed , or half his congregation and Presbytery must be

dismissed. A member of the speaker's Church might conscientiously

oppose the Government, thinking it an engine of tyranny: Should

he be dismissed for acting conscientiously ? If the General Assembly

took Dr. Spring' s stand, he should endeavor to obey , but it would

require revolvers to carry out the law .

In his State the Governor was a traitor , and a military bill had been

passed , requiring the people of Missouri to take oath to support the

laws of the State , as expounded by the Jackson Administration .

It were better that Forts Sumter, Pickens, Monroe , and all the rest ,

should fall, than that the Spring Union resolutions should be passed .

In Missouri, the Methodists were the strongest Secessionists , because

they had been long embittered with the radicals of the North . Con

troversy which would ensue upon the Spring resolutions would make

the Presbyterians of the South the rankest Secessionists.

Dr. EDWARDS, of Philadelphia , said the Church could not stay its

hand in this matter, even if it would . It must deliver an official and

authoritative idea of its position . The Reverend Secessionists of South

Carolina and Georgia had departed , in the first place, from spiritual

discussion ; yet, their political friends now raised the argument of

non- interference . A missionary of the Old School Assembly was a

Chaplain in the Secession ranks ; eight Old School preachers were

enrolling men , and thousands of Presbyters and members were in the

ranks of treason .

In reference to the members of the Assembly present from India ,

etc ., he would say, that the presence of such was no evidence of a

world -broad Presbyterianism , for the native delegates of such missions

would probably neverbe present. The Church must be geographically

divided , and if so , the North and the North -West could not be lost.

If the South must go, so let it be. (Applause in the galleries.)
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When the armies of the North had achieved the integrity of the

Union anew , the Church would be again reunited .

Dr. Edwards held in his hand a letter from a Philadelphia clergy

man to Secretary Chase , asking him if the passage of the Union reso

lutions would do harm to the Union , even if some of the representa

tives in the Assembly should withdraw . The following reply was

received from Secretary Chase :

“ Can not properly advise, but see no valid objection to unequivocal

expressions in favor of the Constitution , Union , and freedom .

" S . P . CHASE ."

(Loud applause.)

Dr. DICKSON then took the floor, and made a statement relative to

Judge Bates, reading a letter from that official.

He hoped , afterward, that three minutes would be allowed for medi

tation and silent prayer before voting.

Much confusion here ensued , as the hour for voting had arrived .

Motions and counter-motions were made on every hand, and an effort

was made upon the part of each wing.to bring their respective report

before the Assembly prior to the other.

An appeal from the decision of the Chair ,to put the minority report

first, with amendments , was lost. Efforts were made to adjourn until

this morning , and avoid a vote . Loud cries of " vote," " vote," were

made, and there was great confusion . The Assembly refused to

adjourn.

The vote was then taken, first on the majority report,

which was rejected ; and then on the minority report,

which was adopted, by a vote of one hundred and fifty

four to sixty -six . To this , Dr. Hodge and forty -five others

offered the following protest:

We, the undersigned , respectfully protest against the action of the

General Assembly, in adopting the minority report of the Committee

on the State of the Country. We make this protest, not because we

do not acknowledge loyalty to our country to be a moral and religious

duty , according to the Word of God, which requires every one to be

subject to the powers that be, nor because we deny the right of the

Assembly to enjoin thatand all other like duties on the Ministers and

Churches under its care ; but because we deny the right of the Gen

eral Assembly to decide the political question , to what Government

the allegiance of Presbyterians as citizens is due, and its right to

make that decision a condition of membership in our Church . That

the paper adopted by the Assembly does decide the political question

just stated, in our judgment, is undeniable. It not only asserts the

loyalty of this body to the Constitution and the Union , but it prom

ises , in the name of all the Churches and Ministers whom it repre

sents, to do all that in them lies to strengthen , uphold and encourage
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the Federal Government. It is, however, a notorious fact, that many

of our Ministers and members conscientiously believe that the alle

giance of the citizens of this country is primarily due to the States to

which they respectively belong ; and, therefore, that when any State

renounces its connection with the United States , and its allegiance to

the Constitution , the citizens of that State are bound, by the laws of

God , to continue loyal to their State , and obedient to its laws. The

paper adopted by the Assembly virtually declares, on the other hand ,

that the allegiance of the citizens is due to the United States, any

thing in the Constitution , ordinances or laws of the several States to

the contrary notwithstanding. It is not the loyalty of the members

constituting this Assembly, nor of our Churches and Ministers, in any

one portion of our country, that is thus asserted , but the loyalty of

the whole Presbyterian Church , North , South , East . West. Alle

giance to the FederalGovernment is recognized or declared to be the

duty of all the Churches and Ministers represented in this body. In

adopting this paper , therefore, the Assembly does decide the great

political question which agitates and divides the country — the ques

tion, whether is the allegiance of our citizens due primarily to the

State or to the Union ? llowever our own convictions of the correct

ness of this decision may be, or however deeply wemay be impressed

with its importance, yet it is not a question which this Assembly has

the right to decide. A man may conscientiously believe that he owes

allegiance to one Government or another, and yet possess all the qual

ifications which the Word of God or the standards of the Church au

thorize us to demand in our members or Ministers. As this General

Assembly represents the whole Church , the acts and declarations of

the Assembly become the acts and declarations of the Church . It is

this consideration that gives to the action in this case all its impor

tance , either in our own view or in the views of others . It is the

allegiance of the Old School Presbyterian Church to the Constitution

and the Federal Government, which this paper is intended to protess

and proclaim . It does, therefore , of necessity, decide the political

question which agitates the country. This is a matter clearly beyond

the jurisdiction of this House.

That the action of the Assembly in the premises does not only de

cide the political question referred to , but makes that decision a term

of membership in our Church , is no less clear. It is not analogous

to the recommendation of a religious or benevolent institution, which

our members may regard or not at pleasure, but it puts into the

mouths of all represented in this body a declaration of loyalty and

allegiance to the Union and to the Federal Government; but such

declarations, made by the members of our Church residing in what is

called the seceding States, is treasonable .

Presbyterians under the jurisdiction of those States, therefore, can

not make that declaration . They are, consequently , forced to choose

between allegiance to their State and allegiance to the Church.
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The General Assembly , in thus deciding a political question , and

in making that decision practically a condition of membership of the

Church , has, in our judgment, violated the constitution of the

Church , and usurped the prerogative of its Divine Master.

We protest, secondly , against this action of the Assembly , because

it is a departure from all its previous action . The General Assembly

has always acted on the principle that the Church has no right to

make any thing a condition of Christian or ministerial fellowship

which is not enjoined or required in the Scriptures and the standards

of the Church . We have , at one time, resisted the popular demand

to make total abstinence from intoxicating liquors a term of member

ship ; at another time, the holding of slaves. In firmly resisting

these unscriptural demands, we have preserved the integrity and

unity of the Church , and made it the great conservator of truth ,

moderation, and liberty of conscience in our country. The Assembly

have now descended from this high position , in making a political

opinion , a particular theory of the Constitution , however correct and

important that theory may be, the condition of membership in our

body, and thus, we fear, have endangered the unity of the Church .

In the third place , we protest, because we regard the action of the

Assembly uncalled for. It was required neither to instruct nor to ex

cite our brethren in the Northern States. It was not needed as a

vindication of the loyalty of the North .

Old School Presbyterians every where, out of the so-called seceding

States, have openly avowed , and most conspicuously displayed , their

allegiance to the Constitution and the Government, and that, in many

cases, at great cost and peril. Nor was such action required by our

duty to our country. Weare fully persuaded that we best promote

the interest of the country by preserving the integrity and union of

the Church . We regard this action of the Assembly, therefore, as a

great national calamity, as well as the most disastrous to the interest

of the Church , which has marked its history .

Weprotest, fourthly , because we regard the action of the Assembly

as unjust and cruel in its bearing on our Southern brethren . It was,

in our judgment, unfair to entertain and decide such a momentous

question , when the great majority of our Southern Presbyteries were,

from necessity, unrepresented in this body ; and it is, in our judg .

ment, a violation of the law of love to adopt an act which would ex

pose most of our Southern brethren, should they remain connected

with our Church , to suspicion , to the loss of property, to personal

dangers, which tends to destroy their usefulness in their appointed

fields of labor.

And, finally , we protest, because we believe the action of the As

sembly will not only diminish the resources ofthe Church ,but greatly

weaken its power for good , and expose it to the danger of being car

ried away more and more from its true principles, by a wordly or

fanatical spirit.
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Wehave patiently labored through this long and absurd

debate (most of which was as wicked as absurd ), that we

might here put on record the names of all these speakers,

and the sentiments uttered by them . As reported by the

weekly journals alone, the whole might possibly have per

ished, and been forgotten. Wehave probably secured for

it immortality. In our pages it will no doubt live, in at

least some few bound up copies, and descend to generations

following, for their instruction and warning. The future

Church historian will note the principles asserted by this

body of Presbyterian Ministers and Ruling Elders — princi

ples which are in violation of the constitution ofthe Church,

and destructive of the crown-rights of the Church 's Head.

It will be seen hereafter, by the student of these times,

how a new term of communion was invented and imposed .

It will be seen how a majority sought to impose on a mi

nority the necessity of committing treason , on pain of be

ing cut off from Church privileges. It will be seen how

the encouragement and support of a human government,

and that an unrighteous one, was made the altar on which

the unity and peace of the Church, which we have all

sworn to study and to seek , was sacrificed. Presbyterian

Assemblies have sometimes, before now , been servile in

their adulation of royal persons — but hitherto , in this coun

try, Presbyterian Assemblies have always sympathized

with the defenders of regulated freedom . Our fathers of

the old Synod, whenever it became necessary to speak

about the duties of the citizen , always spoke for the coun

try, and against the tyrant. Their patriotism was an intel

ligent thing ; and they held it a sacred duty of British sub

jects to defend their rights as Britons. They believed that

a free people might not justly nor legitimately be forced to

submit to rulers not of their own choosing ; and that the

free sons of free sires were under a religious obligation to

transmit, if possible , to their children, their sacred in herit

ance of constitutional liberty . But here sat an Assembly,
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which made its chief business the passage of “ the loyalty

resolutions ” — as if in this Republic loyalty were a thing

due from the people to the officers of Government, and

not, rather, from the officers of Government, high and

low , military and civil, to the people and their Constitu

tion . Alas ! for the noble Church that has fallen the vic

tim of an insidious, as well as cruel, fanaticism . Dr.

Spring, in that body, was really the cat’s-paw of Dr.Mc

Master. He it was, who, though not a member, yet,

through Drs. Thomas and Monfort, and a few other Abo

litionists, made himself the master-spirit of that feeble

Assembly . The hitherto insignificant elements of pos

itive Abolitionism amongst us rose to the agitated surface

of things in that sycophantic body, and, with the hue and

cry of patriotism on its lips, and with bitter malice against

the South in its heart, triumphed over the timid , uncer

tain , demoralized opposition that encountered it. Where

was Dr. Hodge ? He was there , but he was not there as

a leader anymore. He was there, to be ridiculed, and op

posed , and snubbed , and put down. Coolly did Dr. Mon

fort tell him (as we were privately informed that the elec

tion of Professor Moffat to Princeton Seminary, over Mr.

Shields (Dr. Hodge's candidate), was the punishment of

his opposing the “ loyalty resolutions," and was also to

teach him that there is a North -West, which will drive

him , next year, out of Princeton Seminary ! Yes ! Dr.

Hodge was there, to have his protest answered by no other

pen than that of Dr. Thomas, of Ohio — this Old School

Presbyterian Assembly actually appointing such a man as

that to represent her against Charles Hodge ! He was

there ; but the South , against whose sacred cause he had

so lately used all his influence, and upon whose devoted

head he had helped to launch the terrors of this atrocious

war, was not there, as always hitherto, to sustain him and

the other conservatives, against the pressure that was upon
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them , and so he and they, and the Old School Presbyterian

Church of the North, went down together.

The debate on the state of the country was divided be

tween three different classes of speakers. There was, first,

the class led by Dr. Thomas— theman who dared the Assem

bly to shrink in this crisis, and “ be blown away like the

foam from the crest of the billow ." He was supported by

Dr. Anderson, the man who had “ dear friends in the army,

and wanted to encourage them .” He it was who ridiculed

Dr. Hodge's paper as “ milk -and-water sophistry.” Dr.

Thomas was supported, also , by Judge Ryerson, who had

long been aware of the wicked designs of little South Caro

lina upon the mighty Union , and who had no respect atall

for the “ sheer conspiracy ” which Southern men call their

Government. Then there was Mr. Hastings, who scared

the Assembly with the danger of resisting the intense and

giant patriotism that had been awakened. It was he that

shook in their pale faces the letter received at noon from

a very prominent citizen .” There was, also , Dr.Musgrave,

who saw in secession “ a monstrous immorality — a ruinous

error, that ought to be crushed out, at once and for ever

that ought to be swept from the face, not only of this coun

try, but of the earth ;” which terrible words he spake for

the “ encouragement of all loyal hearts in the South .” His

tongue was loud and smooth on the subject of the Govern

ment's gracious protection of Maryland, which he hoped

“ would soon be extended to some other States.” There

was, also , Mr. Waller, drawing out the comparison in full,

of secession from Mr. Lincoln 's Government with the

apostacy of our first parents from God. He was the man

to denounce , on Scripture authority , this “ rebellion,” as

being “ like witchcraft, worthy of death ;" and yet the com

fession came out of him , that, after all, the justice of the

death he would inflict depended on the legitimacy of the

Government, and that that legitimacy did admit of being

doubted. And, finally , there was Dr. Lord, with like ser
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vile adulation of the Government, urging on the Assembly

how much the Church owed to it, and how every interest

of the Church was in jeopardy if the United States Govern

ment were prostrated ! Well might he close his speech

with an apostrophe to the star-spangled banner, under

whose foldshe had just put the Church ! That eloquent

apostrophe, so suitable to the time and the place, lacked

only one additional touch , to have made the effect of it per

fectly irresistible. Dr. Lord should have sung thewhole song

from the platform , and the Assembly should have joined in

it, as we are informed has come to be a common practice

in the Northern Churches . Alas ! for the Church, when

the banner of the Cross is thus displaced, and her Head and

Saviour hasHis honor given to Cæsar! Along with all these

speeches of flattery to the Government, put the fact that,

once and again , the Cabinet must be asked, by telegrams,

to direct the course of this Assembly, and that their wishes

are referred to , over and over again, as authority for the

action taken . It was a just remark of a writer in the North

Carolina Presbyterian , that, toward the Government of the

United States, the tone of this free -born General Assembly

was as abject as that of the most servile English Parlia

ment towards the fiercest of the Tudors, or that of the

Roman Senate, in the worst days of imperial despotism ,

toward the most sanguinary of the Cæsars.

The second class of speakers in the Assembly was com

posed of Drs. Hodge, Yeomans, Backus, and, perhaps, one

or two others. These were the only representatives of the

conservative North. In our judgment, the ablest speech of

the Assembly , from amongst the men of the North , was

that of Dr. Yeomans, and that, we are sorry to add, since

we respect Dr. Yeomans so highly , is not saying much .

Dr. Hodge's speech had its strong points ,too, and they were

well put, but it was chiefly a mere appeal to considerations

of expediency. Both Dr. Hodge and Dr. Yeomans ac

knowledged in full the righteousness of the war, and there
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was, therefore, no power in them to withstand the demand

for an expression ofsympathy with the Government. The

fierce and savage uprising of the North , to wage a war of

invasion and of every horror against the South, simply be

cause these free Southern States have claimed their inde

pendence, Dr. Hodge said , is more “ sublime and grand

people, just before leaving them , that it is a great “ struggle

which must be fought through, once for all.” With such

utterances on their lips, how could they expect to keep back

the Assembly from declaring its sympathy, also , with this

“ grand and sublime struggle ?” Both of them were willing

to make the unity of the Church subsidiary to the Union

of the States, and Dr. Hodge, especially , urged the continu

ance of the former chiefly on that ground ; thus making

Christ's kingdom to be of this world ; and yet, they both

sanctioned the warwhich renders disunion , both in Church

and in State, as permanent as complete.

The third class of speakers in the Assembly ,was the small

class of Southern Commissioners. Wedo not desire to in

tensify at all the feelings of disapprobation with which it is

becoming evident that Southern Presbyterians have regard

ed the course of these brethren generally. Wewould treat

them with all possible forbearance, on the ground of its not

being at all certain that they have been justly represented

by the reporters . One thing ,however,we think is very cer

tain . They put themselves into a false position by appear

ing at all in the Assembly. Previous to the opening of the

Assembly ,the war had commenced. Southern men , there

fore, had no business at the North, nor in that house. To

go to an enemy's country, and to stay there, and to meet

in counsel with those enemies, and to take part in their

debates — this was, all, or any part of it , bad enough . But

to take such a part in these debates as has been ascribed

to most of the Southern speakers, is worse than we can well

express. We will not attempt to express it. We would
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not say too much , lest we should be unjust to them ; we

would not say too little , lest we should be unjust to that

dear and sacred cause which they appear to us to have so

much damaged.

Wehave dwelt upon the sycophantic adulation of the

Government by the Assembly ; of the voting at the outset

to meet next year at Springfield , Illinois, where Mr. Lin

coln comes from , and at Washington , where he holds his

court ; and of the telegrams asking the Administration to

direct the proceedings of the body. The reader also re

members how one great Doctor of Divinity held himself

forth as the " representative ” ofMr. Secretary Bates, and as

the man who had actually held the correspondence , by tele

graph,with that distinguished functionary. Before passing

away to another topic, let us just allude to a significant

little circumstance mentioned by the Cincinnati Weekly Ga

zette, in its account of the proceedings. It was, indeed, a

little thing, every way, but it shows the character of the

body. It evinces the calibre and the tone of the men

who were so loud in hounding on the dogs of war upon

the South . It declares how incapable was that Assem

bly of rising to the seriousness of the occasion and the

case before them - how little in earnest they were — though

met together in such sad and earnest times. The Gazette

is speaking of the very afternoon when Dr. Spring's reso

lutions were adopted . It says :

Prior to the commencement of the afternoon session, when the house

was moderately filled , an artist photographed the scene, the prominent

or forward members of the body taking standing positions in the pul

pit. The scene may yet become historical with the Presbyterian

Church .

With regard to the question of the right and duty ofthe

General Assembly , or of the Synod, or of the Minister in

his pulpit, to enjoin upon the people their duty to Govern

ment, wehave no doubts whatever. We think in nothing

was the weakness of the Southern Commissioners more
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manifest than in their constant, but vain , efforts to disprove

this right and duty. None have been more hostile than we

to “ political parsons,” or to untimely intermeddling with

civil affairs by bodies ofMinisters. But there are ,without

doubt,morals in politics, which sometimes demand a testi

mony. There is duty to God in respect to country and to

rulers, to ancestors and to posterity ; and there is duty,

also , directly to all these last. The second table of the law

must be preached, as well as the first. And not only may

a Church court, as we conceive, testify to the citizens, in

dividually and separately , respecting their civil duties, but

that court may sometimes be required to testify to the

nation itself. The nation is a moral person . It can sin ,

and it will be punished if it do not repent. Wisdom , of

course, is profitable to direct, when the occasion has come

which demands the instruction of the Ministry and the

testimony of the Church court respecting the affairs and

the duties of the nation . Bụt it does seem to us, that, if

there ever was an occasion when Church teachers might

legitimately have spoken , and were under obligations to

speak , to the Church and to the country, about duty and

about sin , that occasion was when the last Assembly met .

Just think of the ground which those must takewho deny

the Assembly's right to speak : Here was, on the theory of

the North, a sinful rebellion against theGovernment, got

ten up in certain States where the Assembly had many

Ministers and Churches; while, on the theory of the South ,

here was a wicked war of invasion waging by the Federal

Government against free and sovereign States — that Fed

eral Government being the agent of the North ,where, also ,

the Assembly had many Ministers and Churches. The

consequences of this struggle were to be dreadful in the

highest degree and on the largest scale. Thousands ofmen

were likely to be slaughtered at a time. Widows and

orphans were to fill the land. Every speciesofwickedness

was to increase and multiply in the train of the war, and ,
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in a word, inexpressiblemisery aswell as guilt was involved

on the one side, or on the other, or on both. Yet,while

the moral sense of all theworld is shocked at the idea of

such a fratricidal war and its consequences, the General

Assembly were to have no moral sense whatever on the

subject ! The very spectacle of it, the confused noise in

their ears of the battle itself, and the warrior's garments

rolled in blood before their very eyes, is not to call off

their attention for a moment from their more important

affairs of routine and red .tape ! It seems to us to be the

absurdest possible notion of our Church Government, that

the Confession of Faith forbids the Church court from

speaking out for justice, and right, and peace, in such a

case as this. The very idea casts ridicule, yes, reproach,upon

the Assembly, as a body of reverend recluses in white cra

vats and black coats, too sanctimoniously busy with their

own holy or unholy pursuits — toomuch engrossed with the

pious squabbles of the body — to turn an ear for onemoment

to the cry of a bleeding country. This preposterous con

ception of the Church 's duty arises from simply failing to

draw the very obvious distinction between mere politics

and a great religious question. If a whole congregation

were going out, inimediately after service, to a murderous

assault upon their innocent neighbors; or if, on the other

hand,they were going out to rebel against lawful authority ,

and if their pastor knew it, ought he to preach not a word

of warning against their sin ? If the members of all our

Churches were joining in this war, on the one side or on

the other, and if the Assembly believed that one side was

wicked aggression, and the other side rightful resistance,

could they, ought they, to be silent, and not testify upon

this moral and religious question ? Weknow that an As

sembly constituted like ours .could hardly have one opinion

on such a question , and that whatever it might say must

be condemned either at the North or at the South. That

only shows how impossible it would be for a body so con
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stituted to hold together in such circumstances — it does

not disprove their duty to testify to whatever might seem

to them to be right in the premises.

What, therefore, as it seems to us, the Southern Com

missioners oughtto have attacked , was not the Assembly's

undertaking to enjoin the duty due to the Government,

but the way in which they performed their undertaking.

It ought to have been demonstrated that the Assembly was

giving the wrong kind of testimony. There ought to have

come forth from amongst the Southern Commissioners

some adequate exhibition of the rights of the country from

which they came— a country of eleven sovereign States

which had renounced the unfaithful and usurping central

agency they joined in creating, and had set up a new Con

federacy. What a glorious opportunity it was for some

man in the Assembly, whether from the South or from the

North , whether from the East or from the West, to have

spoken strongly, clearly , fully , adequately , on behalf ofthe

rights of these States ; on behalf of regulated liberty — that

precious gift of God to so few of the nations, but inher

ited, through His favor, by Britons, and still more fully by

Americans ; on behalf of the Constitution — that compact

violated on one side, and, therefore, on all sides ; on behalf

of truth , and justice , and honesty , and fairness, and peace ,

between all the equal parties to that national compact.

If there had been some Dr. Witherspoon there, how he

would have stood up for the States against Abraham I., as

he stood up for the Colonies against George III. Had the

General Assembly but risen to the sublimity of the occa

sion, and, laying Dr. Spring's resolutions — not on the table,

but under it — had they testified , before God , to their people

that this is a wicked war which Mr. Lincoln is, without

color of constitutional authority , waging against the Con

federate States; and had they called on their people to

exert themselves on behalf of justice and peace towards

their brethren, who desire nothing from the North which
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belongs to the North , asking only for their plain right to

govern themselves ; if the Assembly had spoken in some

such sense as this, how becoming had been their action ,

and how beneficent their influence. We shall be told ,

of course, by the Southern Commissioners, that it had

been altogether in vain for them to have attempted any

such full and complete testimony as that, for it would not

only not have had any good effect, but it would not have

been listened to — that the Assembly would have silenced

any such thorough and full defence of the South as treason .

Then we say, this only shows that Southern men had no

business to be in any such Assembly .

All that wehave now said is quite in harmony with the

views which we and others of the South have hitherto

asserted , and which prevailed in the Assembly of 1860,

respecting the unlawfulness of interference by the Assem

bly with secular affairs. Thismatter was ecclesiastical, and

that in the highest sense, and for the strongest reasons.

And the Assembly could not have innocently omitted to

notice it. Their misfortune was, that they did not view

it in the only right way — that they did not rebuke the un

just - yea, murderous spirit of Northern Ministers, and

Churches, and people. Wedo not see how any gathering

of Ministers and Christian men , in any part of the country,

can neglect to speak ,loudly and distinctly, their views of

this war. It is their own responsibility if they speak on

thewrong side. Speak they must, for it is the grandest

drama of wickedness, on the one side or on the other, that

the respective parties ever were engaged in . And let all

sections of what was once the American people be aware

of this. Let them look to the stand they are occupying,

for it is full of responsibility. Let them do all things in

this case in God's name, and in God's fear, for to Him , as

Judge amongst the nations, they must give account.

The action of the Synod of South Carolina at its last

meeting, often referred to in the Assembly, is altogether in
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harmony with what we have always maintained, as well as

with what we are now maintaining. It wasmoved in that

Synod that we immediately separate from the Old School

Presbyterian Church, because of the Act of 1818, which,

with other circumstances, evinced her to be hostile to the

South. The ground upon which this course was urged

was, that fidelity to the South required it of the Synod.

Themotion was laid upon the table, by a vote of seventy

seven to twenty-one. A minute explaining this very sig

nificant disposal of a motion which had appealed , but in

vain , to such a sacred principle, was then adopted, with

but one dissenting voice. That minute declared truly that

theGeneral Assembly , in its annual meetings, had always

accorded both justice and courtesy to the Southern mem

bers ; and that the Act of 1818 had been adopted by the

South of that day, as well as by the North , and virtually

had been rescinded in the action of 1845. As to separa

tion, it was said the Synod could not inaugurate it, because

that was not the time for such a step, nor was the Synod

the proper body to initiate such a movement. It was not

for the Church to anticipate the State in dividing from the

North ; and it was not for the Synod, but for the Sessions

and Presbyteries, to take the first steps, whenever the time

should come. Then the Synod proceeded to say it was not

for her to instruct the citizens in their ordinary political

duties; but that the great and solemn question before the

State, whether she would give up her inheritance of free

dom , and her very being and life, bad a religious bearing ,

and involved duty to God ; to ancestors ; to posterity; to

our very slaves. The Synod doubted not that the State

ought to make a stand for the precious rights which were

the correlative of all these solemn duties. And she ex

horted our Churches and people to go forward in the

solemn path of their duty, putting their trust in God , and ,

also , assured them of her benediction and her prayers.
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Of course, the so nearly unanimous adoption of that

minute implied plainly that the members of the Synod had

studied the question of the rights involved in the contro

versy between the South and the North - had studied the

Constitution of the United States and of their own State,

and were convinced that there was involved a precious and

sacred inheritance of rights,which could not be surrendered

without sin against God. And well had it been for the

Assembly, in Philadelphia , had they, also , understood the

question at issue, and been prepared to take a proper view

of the relative rights and duties of the belligerents in this

case. We cheerfully commit the action of the Synod of

South Carolina, in comparison with that of the Assembly,

to the judgment of impartial posterity .

The Presbyterian Church , Old School, is , therefore, of

course, soon to be formally divided. It is now , in one

sense, divided already, for there is no more union of feel

ing between the two parts . The Northern majority have

so legislated against us, as to show that in their hearts they

are not at one with us ; and so legislated against us, as that

we certainly can no: be at one with them . Now , the ques

tion arises, what is it that both will soon , and ought soon, to

divide this Church ? Is it these mutual feelings of aliena

tion ? Do they, can they, justify actual separation , and the

setting up of a new and distinct Presbyterian Church or

ganization ? We have no hesitation in answering, No !

Such feelings as produce unjustand unkind legislation , and

such feelings, too, as it produces, ought to be controlled

and corrected. They form no justification of schism .

Is it, then , that the late Assembly has made a term of

Church membership which we can not agree to ? In ordi

nary circumstances, we would answer, with equal readiness,

No ! If the new term they have madewere not so peculiar

in its nature and bearing, that would undoubtedly be our

answer . To make a new term of membership is extra

Constitutional action , and simply null and void . The Gen
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eral Assembly has no power or authority to do any such

thing. It has only a judicial power of interpreting and

declaring the laws of Christ. But whenever it gives a

wrong interpretation of them , no man's conscience is

bound thereby. Were it not, therefore, that the “ loyalty

resolutions” of the Assembly must necessarily affect our

position towards our own Government, we would say, un

hesitatingly , that they do not render necessary any division

of the Church . And, notwithstanding this bearing of the

Assembly 's action , we are much inclined to the belief that

those resolutions do not, of themselves, constitute any

necessary or justifying ground of a separation . Wemight

repudiate the resolutions — wemight defy the Assembly, as

violating the Constitution thereby — and wemight still con

tinue in the Church ofour fathers. If there were no other

and better reason for division , we conceive that this un

constitutional action would neither compel nor justify it.

This is not the ground on which , of itself, we, for one, are

willing to put our departure. Nor would the additional

circumstance suffice, that the Assembly have really reën

acted the Act of 1818 . That, also , is simply the judgment

of a fallible court,which judgment ought to be, and might

be, subsequently reversed. All such offences by the As

sembly against truth and right, as we have now been con

sidering , do but require the Presbyteries to appear in the

next Assembly, and, with the help of the conservativemen

of the North, if any there now be, endeavor to rectify all

these errors. And , if defeated, then it would be our duty

to renew the conflict, and hope for some future vindication

of the truth to be successful. Just as, if the Assembly

were to enact any other heresy, we would not think of

therefore giving up our birthright and retiring, until, at

least, we had fought some good fighting in its defence.

We are satisfied of the entire justice of this position. If

the Church had been at liberty to divide whenever any

Council or Synod made any unjust or erroneous decree,
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she would just have been dividing all the time, from the

beginning until now . Synods and Councils have been

prone to err. What is a General Assembly, but two or

three hundred fallible men , acting for a constituency

which may at any time reverse their decisions ? Dr.

Breckinridge once said, with characteristic point, that God

had ordained that the General Assembly should every now

and then decree itself an ass .

What is it, then, that must, and ought to divide the Pres

byterian Church, Old School? It is the division of the

country into two separate nations. No external Church

organization of a spiritual Church can properly perform its

spiritual functions within the limits of two distinct nations.

And the more hostile they become, the more impossible

will it be for one Church to work in the bounds of both .

There is no need to spend much timein arguing this point.

All Church history illustrates the truth of what we say.

The Romish Church is no exception , because, in point of

fact, she , also , is divided into many distinct national organi

zations,which arebut indirectly connected together through

the Pope. The Gallic Church , for example , never has been

in any other, but this indirect way connected with the

Church in Spain or Italy. Each one is fully organized

within, by a separate and independent organization, only

they are all subject to the same Pope — except when it hap

pens that there are two or three of these. We suppose, in

the present case , the Romish dioceses of the North and

those of the South will be organized into separate Arch

bishoprics. But,whether they shall be so organized or not,

the Romish Church is no exception to whatwe said above,

because that Church can not be considered , in the full and

high sense of that term , a spiritual Church . With her, on

the contrary , all is material, mechanical, external. She is

a purely visible society , having a visible head on the earth.

The union between themembers of that Church, the world

over, is not spiritual, but external. It does not depend on
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the bond of any internal, religious, or moral character. It

depends simply on the profession of the same creed, the

use of the same sacraments, and the acknowledgment of

the same Pope. Within these few and wide limits, there.

fore , no obstacles to their unity arise from differences of

ideas or opinions. The sphere of their Church is not the

sphere of the life, or of thought or feeling. Every kind of

nioral notion may prevail amongst them , even the most

opposite ones, and their outward Church union is not there

bydisturbed. Quite differentis the case with every spiritual

Church, where each member is to be united to every other,

as well as to an invisible Head , by a faith which appeals to

the intellect and to the heart, and which always affects the

character. Here there must be identity, in some good de

gree, ofmoral judgments, feelings, and sympathies, or the

unity is broken . For here opinions are free. Here there is

discussion , and here, owing to weakness on one or both

sides, there arise prejudices, and these are obstacles to

union, and to the accomplishmenttogether of the Church 's

work . In the case of every such free Church , therefore,

having the domain of the intellect and the heart for its

sphere of operation and influence, the separation of national

interests becomes an obstacle to union , which can not be

disregarded . Differences of political organization , there.

fore, must divide such Churches. There were, in the be

ginning , the different Churches ofRome, Corinth , Galatia ,

and Ephesus, etc ., etc. No one Church organization can

operate successfully under two Governments. The neces

sity for separation is absolute. But the real unity of the

Spirit is nomore sacrificed in this case, than when the sep

aration is produced by language, or by race, or by the

ocean , or by the ages.

· So, also, the case of our own Missionary Synods in India

forms no exception. They are but exotics, submitting, of

course, necessarily, for a time, to many untoward circum

stances and influences. Wait till they take root in the soil,
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and we shall see them organize the Presbyterian Church

of the Indies.

But we have taken root already, and are no exotics. Our

case is that of a Church extending into all parts of this

broad land, and the country suddenly disrupted politically .

And how can the old organization successfully operate in

these two separate Confederacies ? This question was settled

for the Church, in our apprehension , on the sameday which

settled it for the country. And , just as it was the earnest

wish of the Southern States, in their separation from the

North, to take a peaceable departure from their late sisters,

and to maintain with them always the most friendly rela

tions, so did we fondly hope that the inevitable separation

thus to be brought upon the Church would be a peaceable

separation , and no schism . That pleasant dream of a seces

sion for the States which should be peaceable, we confess

that we ourselves did dream , and long did we refuse to be

waked up from it. We can hardly yet believe thatweare

awake, and thatwe find war between the North and South

an actual reality . Just so in reference to our dream for the

Church . We have been waked up from it, to find ourselves

virtually cut off, and practically turned out. We are in the

condition of the Apostles when cast out of the Synagogue.

Well, it is not the first exodus God's people ever made.

Israel made an exodus from Egypt. It is not the first

Presbyterian exodus, either. The Free Church of Scotland

made an exodus from their National Church, Erastianized .

And accepting,as, in view of our divided nationality, we all

certainly shall accept, that exoduswhich many Southern

Presbyterians consider to be, even otherwise, forced upon

us by the Erastianized Church of the North , our humble,

but earnest, hearty , and cheerful hope is, that, disowned by

the servants, weare acknowledged by the Son and the Lord

and Master. This is enough for us. Wedo not doubt that

He has a work for us to do, and that He will enable us to

perform it. Our hearts bound forward in the pathway of
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this new Presbyterian exodus. We hasten to meet the new

and glorious future which seems to rise up before us, and

to beckon us onwards. .

Our own impressions were, at first, favorable to no im

mediate action towards the formal separation . Wepre

ferred to have the Presbyteries take the needful action at

their regular Fall meetings. But we are now convinced

that the generaland the clamorous call, from somany parts

of the South , for a Convention to assemble , without unnec

essary delay, and take the necessary steps for organizing a

separate Southern Church, is the voice of God on the sub

ject. It is the instinctive demand of the Church 's feelings.

And the instincts of Zion 's heart are apt to be right. It

does appear to us, that, having been put into a false posi

tion, both by the Assembly and by our own Commission

ers, we must not delay at all to set ourselves right. We

owe this to our Northern brethren , in so far as itmay be

possible to reach them by any declarations of ours. We

owe it still more to our country - our country, the Confed

erate States. Wemust have opportunity to deelare, imme

diately and loudly, with how much indignation we repel

the attempt to coerce us to be traitors to her . And still

more, if possible, do we owe it to ourselves — to our own

convictions and our own feelings, which will not let us rest

as the thing now stands — to repudiate, in the most formal

and solemn manner possible , and as soon as possible, the

attitude which they would have compelled us to assume.

It is a sad thing to have had such an end made of “ the

Presbyterian Church in the United States of America."

We think impartial history will testify that the South, in

this case, as in the civil disruption, has not been the ag

gressor. Wehumbly trust such will be the Master's judg

ment, also . He is a gracious Lord. We are complete in

Him . Weagain declare our confidence that He will not

forsake nor disown us. He will condescend to use us and

our poor labors. Wehave a gloriouswork to do in these
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Confederate States, and in our share of the Foreign Mis

sionary field . Let us gird up our loins for the vigorous

discharge of these sacred and delightful obligations !

P . S . — Since the above was sent to press, accounts have

reached us of the further and final proceedings of the

Assembly .

. REMOVAL OF BOARDS FROM PHILADELPHIA.

Dr. Dickson moved to remove the Board of Education to Balti

more . The Corresponding Secretary was in favor of it .

Mr. WALLER moved to refer the subject to the next Assembly .

Mr. ROBERTSON moved a Committee to consider the propriety of

removing the Boards of Education and of Domestic Missions to Pitts

burgh, New York, Cincinnati, Chicago, or other cities, and to report

necessary changes.

After some discussion, in view of the lateness of the day, the whole

subject was indefinitely postponed.

REPORT OF BOARD OF PUBLICATION.

Mr. WALLER continued his speech , on the want of economy and

the expensiveness of the whole arrangements.

Dr. EDWARDS said , if the Boards had had trouble, they had brought

it on themselves. There must be a clear showing ; nothing kept un

der the hand.

Dr. SCHENCK replied , that nothing was hidden in the reports of the

Board , save the capital, and this had not been called for in the As

sembly till now .

Various efforts to procure a vote of some kind of censure of the

Board ,were then made by Drs . Edwards and Musgrave, but all failed ,

and a very favorable report was adopted .

MINUTES OF SYNOD OF SOUTH CAROLINA .

The exceptions reported by the Committee were taken up seriatim .

The first was that " the book has not been sent up for three years.”

Agreed to .

The second was against the statement, by the Synod, that the

act of 1818 had been virtually repealed .” After some discussion ,

agreed to .

The third exception was “ against the solemn counselling of a popu

lar movement against the Government of the United States."

Dr. HALL moved to add to the exception the words : “ Inasmuch as

it is inexpedient for the judicatures of our Church to give political

deliverances."
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Mr. VAILL said he would propose, as an addition to that, these

words : “ Except in the case of theGeneral Assembly.”

Dr. HODGE moved, as a substitute for the third exception, as re

ported , the following : “ In approving these minutes the Assembly is

not to be understood as endorsing the action of the Synod in reference

to the political course of the State of South Carolina.” Adopted.

REVISED BOOK OF DISCIPLINE.

Mr. CLARK offered a resolution, directing the Committee on the

Revision of the Book of Discipline to meet in Pittsburg, on Tuesday,

August 13, at 7 , P . M .,and that the members present be a quorum .

This resolution seems to have been adopted . It is a

virtual displacing of all the Southern members of the Com

mittee, the Chairman, Dr. Thornwell, included .

The following is the letter of Dr. Thornwell, as Chairman

of the Committee, read to the Assembly . It is said to have

produced very general indications of mingled surprise and

derision in the Assembly ,many of themembers repeating

over and over to themselves, in a whisper, its closing ex

pression , “ your country and mine."

DEAR BRETHREN : It becomesmy duty , as Chairman of the Com

mittee on the Revision of the Book of Discipline, to state the reasons

why the orders of the last Assembly have not been complied with .

The Committee have been able to have no meeting at all. During

the whole of last summer I was absent from the country, and did not

return uptil some time in October. I left immediately after the dis

solution of the Assembly.

I intended to call the Committee together about Christmas, but the

political troubles, which at that time began to thicken upon us, ren

dercd it inexpedient, if not impracticable. At no time since has it

been possible to have a meetirg ; and, even if the condition of the

country had allowed , my health , since the middle of January, has

been so poor that I have attempted no public duty of any kind .

I am persuaded, however, that the Church is put to no real incon

venience by not having a report from the Committee of Revision .

The Assembly could not consider it. Other issues ,much more press

ing, and much more solemn, are upon us. This whole subject will

have to lie over until more quiet times. Prethren , I invoke upon

your deliberations the blessings of the Most High .

I sincerely pray that Hemay guide you, by the inspiration of His

Spirit, into wise and holy measures ; that He may save the Church
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from every false step; that Hemay make her a messenger of peace

in these troublous times ; and that Hemay restore harmony and good

will between your country and mine.

Most truly , yours,

'J. H . THORNWELL.ORNWELL .

ARTICLE VI.

NOTICES OF RECENT PUBLICATIONS.

1. Biblical Commentary on the Epistles of St. John , in Contin

uation of the Work of Olshausen . With an Appendix on

the Catholic Epistles, and an Introductory Essay on the Life

and Writings of St. John . By Dr. John H . A . EBRARD.

Translated by Rev. W . B . POPE, Manchester. Edin

burgh : T . and T. Clark . 1860 ; pp. 416, 8vo.

Dr. Ebrard is one of the most learned, earnestand zeal

ous divines of Germany. A Bavarian by birth and educa

tion , and a Huguenot by descent,he unites to the impulsive

energy of the French , the minute learning of the Germans.

Heis one of the leading advocates of the Reformed Church

in his own country, adopting, as our own standards do, the

Calvinistic view of the spiritual presence of Christ in the

sacrament, but approachingmore nearly theMelancthonian

than the higher Calvinistic type in his theology. Though

in the primeof life, his works have already become numer

ous. Among the most considerable are his Critical His

tory of the Life of Christ ; his Dogmatic Theology ; his

History of the Lord 's Supper, from the Apostles down ; his

Collection of the Reformed Liturgies; his Lectures on

Practical Theology ; his Commentaries on the Epistle to

the Hebrews, and on the Apocalypse . Besides these , he

has been a frequent contributor to the Studien und Kritiken ,

and to Herzog 's Encyclopedia .
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The commentary on the Epistles of John exhibits all the

learning and heartiness which characterize the author.

The first Epistle , which is withoutthe usual salutation and

inscription , he regards as a document written to accom

pany the Gospel, and, as it were, an epistle dedicatory . It

is a concentrated and condensed summary of the Gospel of

John, the same with it in subject, written at the com

mencement of the Apostle 's exile, for the benefit of the

Churches of Proconsular Asia , now deprived of his oral

instructions and pastoral supervision. It was written in

opposition to the lying doctrines of Cerinthus, a townsman

of John at Ephesus, who made of Jesus a mere man , to

whom the Aeon Christ became united at His baptism , and

again separated from Him before His passion. Against

Judaic heresies theGospelof Luke was especially written,

and Paul strenuously contended. The Gnostic element

was now disturbing the Church , and John, whose mind

was contemplative, rather than logical, and whose charac

ter was the complement of the other disciples, was reserved

for this occasion, to give forth the complement of their

exhibition of Christ and His doctrine.

The Commentary of Ebrard on the Epistles of John is,

as wemight anticipate , learned and thorough. His argu

mentative defence of his own interpretations against those

of his contemporaries, Luecke, Düsterdieck , and Huther,

are more minute , perhaps, than the American readerwould

desire. His doctrinal explanations are not always all we

would wish . Still, the student will find this a valuable

help to the critical study of the Epistles of John , “ which

reflect amind penetrated through and through by the light

of the Spirit of God ," so that “ the expositor, like the

readers, hears the cry at the entrance : 'Put off thy shoes

from off thy feet, for the place whereon thou standest is

holy ground .' ” — Ebrard, p. 41.
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2 . Calendar of State Papers, Colonial Series, 1574 – 1660.

Preserved in the State Paper Department of Her Majesty's

Public Record Office. Edited by W . NOEL SAINSBURY,

Esq., Honorary Member of the New England ,New York ,

Maryland, Pennsylvania, and South Carolina Historical

Societies. Under the direction of the Master of the

Rolls, and with the sanction of Her Majesty's Secretary

of State for the Colonial Department. London : 1860 ;

pp. 577, royal 8vo.

This is a publication of great importance in reference to

the early history of the Anglo -American Colonies. It re

hearses the main substance of the numerous papers touch

ing the early colonization of North America, which are

found in the Colonial Office , from Elizabeth to the restora

tion of Charles II. It embraces a large amount of infor

mation , sometimes curious and sometimes authentic . Cer

tain fabulous accounts of the riches of this wilderness are

found, such as that “ in every cottage pearl is to be met

with , in some houses a peck .” That about the bar of “ St.

Maries” fire dragons are to be seen " which make the air

very red as they fly.” “ The streets broader than London

streets. Banquetting houses built of crystal, with pillars

of massive silver, and sometimes of gold . Pieces of clear

gold as big as a man 's fist in the headsof some of the rivers .

Great abundance of silk worms.” Giving, as it does, the

contents of the various documents in the Colonial Office , it

directs the historian to the original sources of information

as to early discoveries on our coast, and the settlements

from time to time attempted. It is of especial service , as

illustrating the earliest history of Virginia and New Eng

land, and the islands and dependencies Britain still holds

on these coasts . This volume, however, stops short of the

date at which Carolina was effectually settled, and con

tributes nothing to the elucidation of her history, except

an account of the unsuccessful attempt to colonize South
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Carolina in the year 1629, by French Protestants, under

the directions ofMons. Bellavene and the Baron de Sancé.

The colonists were taken to Virginia , and the whole scheme

frustrated . Could this publication be encouraged, and

brought down to the times of the American Revolution , it

would be of the greatest utility in reference to the history

of the several States of North America . It is a work , how

ever, of such labor and expense, that it could only be carried

to its completion by the aid of Government. America is

far more interested in it than Britain . Nothing, however,

can be done till this cruel war, which now oppresses us, is

at an end.

3 . A New Digest of the Acts and Deliverances of the General

Assembly of the Presbyterian Church in the United States of

America . Compiled by the order and authority of the Gen

eral Assembly . By Rev. Wm. E . MOORE. Philadelphia :

Presbyterian Publication Committee . pp. 633, 8vo.

The preceding is the title of the Digest of the Acts of

the General Assembly, as set forth by our New School

brethren . It was prepared by a committee appointed by

the (New School) Assembly, in 1854, of which the compi

ler was one. The material, down to the period of the di

vision of the Church, in 1837, '8 , is the same, necessarily,

with that of our own Church , prepared with such labor,

and so satisfactorily , by Rev. Samuel J . Baird . To this

compilation the committee of the New School Assembly

acknowledge themselves greatly indebted. The work is

printed in excellent style, on firm paper, with clean page,

and a table of contents and index open and plain to the

eye, and remarkably easy for reference. The volume is

less in its number of pages than our own Digest. " Much ,”

says the compiler, “ has been omitted that is now obsolete,

or that was temporary, or that pertains to institutions not
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now under our control. For the most part, reports, pro

tests, proposals, and other papers, not the Acts of the As

sembly , have been omitted . Butwhere the very words of

the records are not used, the fact is signified by brackets."

4 . Commentary on Ecclesiastes, with other Treatises. By E .

W . HENGSTENBERG , D . D ., Professor of Theology at Ber

lin . Translated from the German by D . W . Simon .

Philadelphia : Smith ,English & Co. 1860 ; pp. 488, 8vo.

Though this volumehas been in our hands somemonths,

it has not been convenient for us to notice it hitherto,

and this now tardy recognition of it can be of little ser

vice to any . Its author is well known as one of the most

uncompromising enemies of Rationalism that has yet

arisen in Germany, and has dealt it some of the severest

blows it has evermet with. IIis great work on the Old

Testament Christology, his masterly defence of the Penta

teuch and of Daniel, have given him an established reputa

tion as a man of learning and an able and fearless cham

pion of the Scriptures as the inspired Word of God. The

least satisfactory of all his writings is his Commentary on

the Apocalypse, which certainly did not add to his reputa

tion as a sober interpreter of prophecy. The reader will

find the present work on Ecclesiastes pervaded by a pious

spirit, and if he does not agree with him as to its author

ship , and the time of its composition , will yet find it a

valuable help to the understanding of this deeply inter

esting, and, to some extent, difficult portion of the Sacred

Scriptures. Dr. Hengstenberg does not regard Solomon as

the writer of Ecclesiastes. He accepts the view of Grotius

and the Rationalists, that its composition belongs to a later

age, which he conceives to be the period when the Persians

held dominion over 'the people of God, and they were

oppressed under the powers of this world . Wisdom is
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introduced as a person speaking to men, in the character

of Koheleth, the Assembler (Preacher ), and this Kobeleth

is none other than Solomon himself, presented to our view

as the incarnation of wisdom . For our own part, we see

nothing in the arguments of Hengstenberg sufficiently con

vincing to induce us to relinquish the common opinion ,

which ascribes the book to Solomon as its author, and sup

poses it to have been composed after his experience of

earthly pleasure, as he looked back , humbled and penitent,

over a life in which he had strayed far from the path of

duty . To us this is the most consistent view of its author

ship , though abandoned by most of themodern scholars of

Germany. The other treatises contained in this volume

are, Prolegomena to the Song of Solomon , a Lecture on the

Book of Job , a Lecture on the Prophet Isaiah , an Essay on

the Sacrifices of Holy Scripture, and a discussion on the

Jews in their relation to the Christian Church . In this

last he contends against the Literalists,who hold to a future

glorious kingdom of the Jews, and the continued nation

ality of converted Israel.

5 . The Beauty of Immanuel. His Name shall be called Won

derful. By LEROY J. HALSEY, D . D ., author of “ Life

Pictures from the Bible,” “ Literary Attractions,” etc .

Philadelphia : Presbyterian Board of Publication. pp.

204, 12mo.

This little volume resembles its predecessor, “ Life Pic

tures from the Bible," and is written in the same easy,

descriptive style, which constitutes one of the chief excel

lencies of the author. The theme is the most noble one :

The Wonderful Counsellor, the Light and Life of men .

No uninspired pen could do it justice. If one can contrib

ute nothing new on such a subject, it is pleasant to read
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what shall be written « touching the King,” when the

“ heart is inditing a good matter,” and the words are

traced by “ the pen of a ready writer.”

6 . Words of Wisdom Illustrated and Applied . Being a Se

quel to “ Little Words.” Philadelphia : Presbyterian

Board of Publication. pp. 285, 16mo.

Pleasant stories pleasantly told , full of instruction and

counsel, which we hope our youthful readers will ponder

and heed .

7 . Cares and Comforts ; by the Author of Lame Letty . Phil.

adelphia : Presbyterian Board of Publication , 821 Chest

nut street, Philadelphia. pp. 190, 16mo.

No child could read this capital story without the deepest

interest. The author showshow the cares of this life may

become comforts, by the influence of religion on the soul.

Wesee its blessed effects here on the lambs of the flock .

And the way of salvation is made quite plain in the history

of “ Little Ruth and her brother Sammy."

The Child 's Mission . By Mrs. SARAH S . T . WALLACE. pp.

44, 16mo.

Remarkable Escapes from Peril. pp. 308, 16mo.

A Mother's Prayers Answered . pp. 190, 16mo.

Marion Leslie : or , the Light of Home. With an Intro

duction by the Rev. H . A . BOARDMAN, D . D . pp. 295,

16mo.
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Mackerel Will. By the author of “ Gilbert Gresham ,” etc.

pp . 190 , 16mo.

These volumes fully warrant the favorable opinion we

have already repeatedly expressed of the valuable “ Series

for Youth,” issued by the Presbyterian Board of Publica

tion, of which they form the continuation.

8. The New Parasol, and other Books for the Young Children .

American Tract Society .

This is a nice little volume, in 24mo., full of pleasing

and interesting narratives, taken both from the Bible and

from life. The Parables of our Saviour are explained in a

manner suited to the “ least and lowest.” Also , a descrip

tion is given , in a condensed form , of the manners, reli

gion , and geographical position of all the heathen countries,

calculated to arouse in the minds of the children a desire

to send to the benighted heathen the “ Lamp of Life," and

to have the lost sheep brought back into the fold .

9. Blind Bartimeus : or, the Story of a Sightless Sinner, and

his Great Physician. By Rev. WILLIAM J. HOGE, D . D .

Published by the American Tract Society , 150 Nassau

street, New York . pp. 257, 18mo.

This admirable little work has been noticed by us be

fore. It contains many instructive lessons, both for the

converted and the unconverted . It points the believer to

holiness, to duty, and to God ; and points the unbeliever

to a Saviour. All the barriers which the sinner has built

up to shield himself from the darts of conscience, it throws

down, and so leaves him bereft of his mock humility.
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Then it shows him that Jesus is sufficient for all sinners, as

well as that His grace alone can save.

An account is given of Blind Bartimeus, and a compar

ison drawn between his condition and that of the sinner,

blinded by sin , and then healed by the Saviour's touch .

The book opens with the narrative as recounted by the

three Evangelists, with some remarks of the author, by

way of reconciling the seeming contradictions in the sev.

eral accounts.

10. Marcia and Ellen , the Drunkard's Children . By Mrs. M .

J . P . S. American Tract Society, 150 Nassau street,

New York. pp. 126, 18mo.

This is a very interesting little work , founded on fact.

The story is told in a simple and easy style ,which will not

fail to please our little readers. The awful consequences

of intemperance are depicted in a very striking manner,

and the powerful influence of trust in God is shown in the

history of the two young heroines.

11. The Flower Boy of the Prairie. American Tract So

ciety, 150 Nassau street, New York. pp. 102, 18mo.

The hero of this story presents a model to all boys, and

his history is very attractive. It is an account of one of the

families of the earliest settlers of the Western States, and

bears the additional charm of its main facts being well

authenticated .

12. Sketches from the History of Jericho, in Illustration of the

Power of Faith . American Tract Society , 150 Nassau

street, New York . pp. 106 , 18mo.

This volume is designed to illustrate the power of faith .

It is got up in a very attractive form . An interesting biog
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raphy of a number of the Bible heroes may be gleaned

from its pages, in connection with the history of that far

famed city. Werecommend it to the large as well as the

small children .

13. The Rocket. American Tract Society . pp . 118 , 16mo.

A most interesting account of the origin of railways and

locomotives ; and ofGeorge and Robert Stephenson , father

and son, the wonderful engineers who were chiefly instru

mental in bringing them to their present perfection, and

introducing them into common use. Let all the boys and

girls get it and read it.

How the Tract Society came to publish it, we can not

tell. It is no more religious than a narrative of engineering

skill might be expected to be; and the few pages from a

Sabbath Manual tacked to it at the close , to supply the felt

defect, do not mend thematter.

The Jail- Bird, etc .

16mo.

American Tract Society. pp. 128,

May Coverly . American Tract Society. pp . 224 , 16mo.

14. Coins, Medals, and Seals, Ancient and Modern : Illustra

ted and Described . Edited by W . C . PRIME, Author of

“ Boat Life in Egypt and Nubia ," etc. New York :

Harper & Brothers. 1861 ; pp. 292.

This is a beautifully printed volume, on tinted paper ;

and is well fitted to meet the editor's design . It is his

“ desire to encourage in the young a taste for numismatic

study, and to discourage the folly of collecting worthless

pieces of metal,whose sole value is in their scarcity , and
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on which so much time and money have been expended.”

He sets outwith a brief sketch of the origin of coins, and

the progress in the art of coinage among ancient and mod

ern nations. A large portion of the work is properly

devoted to American coins, of which numerous represen

tations are given . Many valuable hints are offered to

young collectors, with price lists of English and American

coins ; the latter being quite full, descending even to elec

tion medals, political tokens, and temperance and tobacco

medallets. The distinctive value of the volume rests upon

the portion devoted to American numismatics and the

well-executed illustrations, amounting to several hundred,

which will be especially useful to those who have not

access to large and well-arranged collections. The remain

der appears to be chiefly taken from H . NOEL HUMPHREY'S

excellent Coin Collector's Manual.

15. The Children's Picture-Book of Quadrupeds and other

Mammalia . Harper & Brothers. 1861 ; pp. 276 , square

16mo.

The title sufficiently indicates the character ofthis book .

It is a vast improvement on works of the same kind which

we read in our boyish days, most of which we have been

obliged carefully and laboriously to forget. The scientific

details in this are reliable , and are suitably relieved by

anecdote, so as to keep alive the attention of the young

reader.

16. The Children 's Bible Picture- Book. Harper & Brothers.

1861 ; pp. 321, square 16mo.

Wewould not hesitate to commend this volume, also , if

it were not for the pictures. These ought, surely , either

to gratify the love of the beautiful, or cultivate the taste,
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or convey useful knowledge ; but in this case, very few of

them can be regarded as accomplishing any one of these

objects . Some of the originals, of which these are

copies (?), are among the finest works of art in existence ;

but we look in vain for aught to remind us of their beauty

here . See, for example , the mangled distortion of Da

Vinci's Last Supper, not to mention others. As to the

instruction they may afford , we would rather not teach our

children to look upon a figure bearing a medieval banner

as a truthful representation of Christ when He appeared to

Mary ; or upon a monk with shaven crown as a picture of

the Martyr Stephen . Many of the other engravings are

even more objectionable than these. Both this volume and

the last are admirably printed, on tinted paper.

17 Stories of Rainbow and Lucky. By JACOB ABBOTT. Har

per & Brothers . 1861 ; pp . 192, 16mo.

Rainbow is a negro boy, and Lucky, his intelligent horse .

The design of the tale is to exhibit the benefits we would

derive from social equality with the negro. Rainbow is an

angel, as thenegro always is to such pseudo-philanthropists

as Jacob Abbott. The book presents themost degrading

type of abolitionism .
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ARTICLE VII.

PERIODICAL LITERATURE .

I. AMERICAN QUARTERLY REVIEWS. - CONTENTS.

I. Presbyterian Quarterly Review , April, 1861 : Edited by Benj. J . Wal

lace and others. Article I . The Gallican Church . II. City Churches.

III. The Imprecatory Psalms. IV . Philological Examination of Isaiah

VI., 9 , 10. V . The Sceptre of Judah . VI. The Relation of the Church

to Reforms. VII. The Arrow -Headed Inscriptions. VIII. Motley' s

History of the Netherlands. IX . Literary and Theological Intelli

gence - 1. England . 2 . France. 3 . Germany . X . Notices of New
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ARTICLE I.

THE BATTLE OF FORT SUMTER : ITS MYSTERY

AND MIRACLE _ GOD'S MASTERY AND MERCY.

When thou comest nigh unto a city to fight against it, then proclaim

peace unto it. And if it will make no peace with thee, but will make war

against thee, then thou shalt besiege it . - Deut. 20 : 10 , 12. Also , 2 Chron.

32 : 5 – 8 ; Ps. 22 : 7 – 9 ; Is. 25 : 11, 12 ; Num . 31 : 49; Is. 29 : 3, 4 .

We have been called together to the sanctuary — the

house of prayer, of promise , and of God' s presence and

powerful interposition - originally by the generally ex

pressed sentiments of this community, and more recently

by the unanimous voice of our Southern Congress, and the

proclamation of the President of the Confederate States,

and our own Government. Never was there a louder ap

peal, and never a more imperious necessity. Wehave been

coerced into a war. It is a religious, and yet an irreligious

and anti-Christian , war. Wehave crossed swords with the

Northern confederacy over the Bible. Wehave met each

other face to face at the samealtar, invoked fire from heaven

on each other, and appealed to the God of battles, to whom

belongeth vengeance, to avenge us against our adversaries.

The fearful guilt and amenability to the righteous judg
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ment of God is confidently transferred , by the judgment

of each party, to the other, and Heaven's impartial tribunal

appealed to for its infallible and inexorable verdict. The

Word and providence of God are appealed to , with self

conviction, by both parties. This is a religious country,

and religion is made to lend its sanction , and to consecrate

the war as holy and sacred. This is a Christian land,and

Christ is now entreated to send — not peace, but a sword .

This is a Protestant nation, and yet liberty of conscience,

of thought, and speech, and action , can be maintained by

eleven sovereign States , and ten millions of its free-born

citizens, only at the point of the bayonet, the edge of the

sword, and the flash of dread artillery. This is a land of

freedom , where thirty-four sovereign States or national

ities were united, by voluntary compact, in a constitutional

confederacy, for the greater security of their individual sove

reignty, by providing for the equal and impartial interest

of each and all ; and yet eleven of these can confederate to

gether, under a similar compact, for the preservation of

their own original and inherent rights, and the prevention

of an ever-aggravating political controversy and national

strife, by resisting unto blood, and conquering a peace, from

some twenty States, and as many millions of professing

republicans and Christians, now in arms to subjugate, en

slave, or annihilate us.

All forms of religion, Jewish and Christian , and all forms

of Christianity, Romish and Protestant, High Church and

Low , are now found ranged side by side, under common

leaders and common chaplains, and uniting in acts of com

mon worship , praise and prayer.

What a spectacle to God, to angels, and to the world !

What lamentation in heaven ! What a jubilee in hell !

What a triumph to despotism and infidelity ! See how

these Christians hate oneanother, and how Republicans, by

a sectionalmajority, take the Government out of the hands

of a million majority, and put it into the hands of a mil
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itary despotism ; which sets aside the Supreme Court ;

tramples on the Constitution ; ignores, and even opposes

Congress ; against all constitutional authority sets up

Scott as a military dictator ; calls for seventy -five thou

sand and accepts two hundred and fifty thousand troops ;

proclaims war; creates a self-chosen military Board to

supercede State authorities ; declares martial law ; sets at

defiance the fundamental right of habeas corpus and

the decrees of Courts, even of the Supreme Court; abol

ishes trial by jury ; not only raises armies, but orders their

number and term of service, and compels them to take a

test oath of allegiance ; builds, purchases and hires ships

of war; mans, equips, and gives them secret and peremp

tory orders ; blockades ports of States still declared to be

in the Union ; divides such States into military districts ;

takes military possession ofMaryland, against the declara

tions of her authorities ; shoots down her citizens, forci

bly seizes her arms, dwellings and property ; imprisons her

citizens without charge or trial; establishes a hostile camp

commanding Baltimore, and opens the batteries of Fort

McHenry on the city ; takes military possession of St.

Louis, and shoots down men, women and children in her

streets ; foments and aids civil war in Virginia , Kentucky,

Texas, and Missouri; invades Virginia , and takes military

possession of Hampton and Alexandria , where it brutally

murders a peaceable citizen defending his own house, fam

ily and property against an infamous soldiery who were

permitted to rob and pillage an unarmed and unresisting

population , and to outrage helpless women ; has destroyed

public property in ships, buildings and forts, to an amount

of sometwenty millions of dollars, and involved the coun

try, even in the period of a few months, in a loss of not

less than one thousandmillions of dollars ; which has justi

fied the cowardly assassination of a resident citizen of Wash

ton , at the door of his own house, to which he had been

summoned for the cold blooded purpose of murder ; hung,
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without trial, a merchant of Hampton , Virginia, for

shooting an officer who took forcible possession of his

store and goods, and struck him in the face with his drawn

sword ; stripped a gentleman of the same town stark naked,

and in that condition marched him as a prisoner to Fortress

Monroe ; destroyed crops and houses, and other property ,

in a single county, and in a single week , to the extent of

five hundred thousand dollars ; commended the retention

of all fugitive slaves ; attempted through a slave cook to

poison the food of the soldiery ; plots the assassination of

President Davis ; violated all the confidential sanctities of

the telegraph and the post-office ; established a reign of

terror, by a system of espionage and threats, over men and

women , over the press and free speech ; and against all

law , human and divine, is now proceeding, unless God pre

vent, to carry devastation throughout the South, until it is

brought into prostrate subjection ; who privateers, while

proclaiming it to be piracy and worthy of death ; and who

employs mercenary foreign hirelings to invade, ravage,

and destroy unarmed and unsuspecting towns of a neutral

State, shooting its inhabitants, and barbarously trampling

and kicking to death an infirm old man, eighty years

of age.

ALL THIS, and MORE, has been done within the space of a

few weeks. All this has been perpetrated, after the refu

sal of power, even by an almost exclusively Republican Con

gress, and without waiting for another, which is called

only to ratify these acts , and prostrate themselves and the

Constitution before the usurping despot, and while the

Constitution , which Lincoln swore to “ preserve, protect,

and defend,” neither authorizes him nor Congress to make

war against a State, much less against eleven , and, wemay

sày, fourteen States, such power having been expressly with

held by its framers, after full deliberation . Mr. Lincoln is,

therefore, not only a usurper and a military despot, but a

perjured traitor, as is now declared by the recent judg
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ment of Chief Justice Taney, who administered to him

the above solemn oath , in the presence of multitudes, and

before the righteous tribunal of Heaven 's avenging justice.

Military officers are permitted in Virginia to command the

silence of the press ; prisoners are detained at Washington

who surrendered under protest against violated faith , and

refused a hearing, although taken by a subordinate officer

while preparing to evacuate Alexandria within the time

agreed upon, under a flag of truce sent from the Pawnee ,

the commanding officer declaring that he knew of no

agreement. This unscrupulous and audacious tyrant sanc

tions acts of military dictatorship which transcend the

power of any monarch upon earth , and overwhelm in ob

livious ruin magna charta , the bill of rights, habeas corpus,

trial by jury , and every right for which Englishmen and

our fathers have contended , unto blood , for ages past.

Might now makes right, and unchained devils , with all the

shameless passions of brutish beasts, are let loose to ravish

and ravage, even neutral States. Not only at Alexandria ,

but at Hampton , are these rascalities perpetrated , and near

Norfolk , a father was compelled to witness the brutal out

rage of his own daughter, a young lady of sixteen years

of age.

“ Oh, thou Almighty ! awful and supreme !

Redress , revenge an outraged nation 's wrongs !

Shower down your curses on the tyrant's head !

Arise, the Judge, display your vengeance on him !”

Such, alas ! is the opprobrious spectacle now exciting

the contumely and ridicule of patriots, philanthropists

and Christians throughout the world . The war upon the

South now is , not to subject them to the Government and

Union of the United States, as they existed , but to a new

Government- without law or constitution - fanatical, re

morseless and tyrannical.

To sustain us in encountering such a war, against such

an enemy, we must be able to satisfy our conscience, from
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God 's Word, that we may properly pray for and expect

God's powerful providence to be with us, to guide and

govern our counsels, give efficiency to our plans, and valor

and victory to our armies.

As to the rectitude of our defensive war, we propose to

consider it hereafter, as the effort has been very extensively

made, by clergymen at the North , to justify the aggressive

war of the Northern Government, and to condemn ours as

rebellious, and as exposed to the righteous and explicit

condemnation of God.

On this occasion ,wewill restrict our argument, and your

attention , to the glorious victory of Fort Sumter, consid

ered , first, as a signal proof of the powerful providence of

God ; and, secondly , as a pledge and promise of God's

continued providence and protection over us.

However minute and multiplied the wheels of human

events, there is a Spirit that animates them , and a divine

Redeemer who overrules and disposes all their revolutions

to the accomplishmentof His wise and preconcerted pur

poses. The government of this world of ours - sinful, cha

otic and rebellious as it is — is upon His shoulder, and all

power, over all flesh , is put into His hands. He supports

all, permits all, restrains all, and limits all. He protects His

friends, punishes His and their enemies, and rewards His

people's confidence and services. Christ, however, thus

regulates all things, not by direct and immediate control,

but through the instrumentality of angels, who are sent

forth asministering spirits ; by evil and lying spirits, who

are permitted to delude His enemies ; and of good and

Holy and pure, Christ makes these wheels “ full of eyes,"

wisely and judiciously to work together for His glory and

the good of His people. Supreme and sovereign, pro

found, inscrutable, irresistible, and infallible , He harmo
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nizes promises and providences, and providences with prov

idences, in infinite wisdom , love, and power.

It is, therefore , a most clear and Christian duty to recog

nize, admire, and adore this providence ; to observe it

carefully ; remember it gratefully ; duly to appreciate it,

and heartily and humbly to acknowledge it, not only in

the thanksgiving of the lips, but also in the consecrated

devotion of our living energies. Such recognition of prov

idence will fill the heart with praise for the goodness and

mercy manifested by the Lord our Redeemer in his innu

merable interpositions for our preservation and deliver

ance. It will impart singular confidence in all future

exigencies. It will secure Christ' s continued presence and

powerful aid , in answer to our prayers, and in conjunction

with our efforts . It will inspire a sweet tranquillity , in

reposing on Him who only maketh us to dwell in safety.

But if all this is true of ordinary providences, how much

more is it true of such as are extraordinary . Extraor

dinary providences are instructive warnings, of great im

portance in God 's government of the world , and to be very

solemnly considered . “ The voice of the Lord crieth out

unto the city , and the men of wisdom shall see His name.”

“ Shall a trumpet be blown in the city , and the people not

be afraid ? Shall there be evil in the city , and the Lord

hath not done it ? ” The true believer will ever say

“ The Lord hath wrought all our works in and for us."

Moses, by Divine direction, wrote a memorial of the vic

tory over Amalek , as the result and reward of prayer, and

built there an altar,with the inscription — " The Lord ismy

Banner.” The Jews established the feast of Purim to com

memorate their signal deliverance from Haman 's purposed

destruction, as “ an anniversary throughout every genera

tion, every family , every province, and every city, that those

days of Purim should not fail from amongst the Jews, nor

the memorial of them perish from their seed .” Several

Psalms are entitled “ To Bring to Remembrance ; " and
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many of the names of places were mementoes of God 's

providences — as, Bethel, “ the house of God ; " Beer-la

hairoi, “ the well of him that liveth and looketh on me.”

God also is called by titles which have the same moral

purpose. He is called Jehovah Jireh , “ the Lord will pro

vide ; " Jehovah Nissi, “ the Lord is my banner ; " Jeho

vah Shalom , “ the Lord send peace ; " Jehovah Shamruch ,

“ the Lord is there ;” Jehovah Zidkenu, “ the Lord my

righteousness ; ” and Ebenezer, “ hitherto hath the Lord

helped us.” The Lord also assumes such titles to Himself,

as, when he calls Himself “ the Lord that brought Abra

ham from Ur of the Chaldees ;” “ the Lord that brought

them out of Egypt; " “ the Lord that gathered them out

of the North country.”

Weproceed, therefore, to establish the first position , and

to show that in the events connected with the occupation ,

siege and fall of Fort Sumter, and the unconditional sur

render of its garrison, we have a signal display of the pow

erful providence of God. The event is in every way

wonderful, marvellous, and only not miraculous, though

all themore stupendous, that all was accomplished by nat

ural causes and human agency. .

The fort itself is considered by General Scott as one of

the strongest in the whole country. Mr. Russell compares

it to Sevastopol. Major Anderson, and military men gen

erally , have regarded it as commanding the whole harbor,

and the city also . Mr. Russell is of opinion that no navy

in the world could resist it, and that every fortification

erected against it might easily have been destroyed .

It was, therefore , universally considered impregnable ,

and its reduction impossible, either by bombardment or

assault, except at a fearful loss of life. It was repeatedly

declared that the whole power of South Carolina could not

conquer Fort Sumter in forty -five weeks, and that it would
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wy:

annihilate and silence all our batteries in an hour or two.

This Major Anderson very foolishly published, on more

than one occasion , and his officers also. It was, indeed ,

the belief he could shell and destroy our city:

Major Anderson expressed perfect assurance of his ability

to consummate these threats to his Government ; declared

that to do so he required no reinforcement or supplies ;

and warned our authorities against the fatal and suicidal

policy they were pursuing. Mr. Russell says : “ He held

all our fortifications in professional contempt; " and he

declared he only required an hour to silence them every

one.

After examination , it was the reported opinion of Gen

eral Beauregard that the fort could be taken by bombard

ment, but that it was a work of time; and that an assault,

if not impracticable , was both highly dangerous and doubt

ful. In this view Major Ripley had previously concurred .

The facts fully justify these views. A parapet sixty feet

high, with the largest kind of guns en barbette, commanded

vertically every interior position and movementof his op

ponents, while the remainder, of seventy - five guns, swept

the horizon within twelve-feet thick walls and the most

impregnable casemates. To man these guns and mortars,

he had one hundred and nine men, who actually worked

them . For three months he was busy in strengthening

the walls, closing up the entrance and port-holes, prepar

ing loop-holes for sharp-shooters, and grenades and rocks

for assault ; in undermining the wharf, and arranging inte

rior guns so as to sweep the entrance, and traverses for the

protection of his barbette guns. It was, also, confidently

asserted by Northern papers that he had been amply rein

forced, and supplied with all kinds of stores, and if he

wanted — as Mr. Russell, on the very doubtful testimony of

Doubleday (or Foster), affirms— requisite instruments for

sighting his guns, it was not for want of opportunity to

bring them with him when he first dishonorably entered
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the fort, with two ship -loads of materials, provisions and

drink, selected by himself ; nor because any principle of

honor prevented him from forming secret plots with Mr.

Fox, and other emissaries of Lincoln , who, under false and

treacherous disguises, were permitted to visit him , for his

reinforcement and the destruction or subjugation of those

who were relying on his honor, and supplying, with liberal

hand, not only his wants, but luxuries, also . Besides, to

counterbalance any such disadvantages, Major Anderson

had long practical experience as a teacher and author of

practical gunnery , having been the instructor of General

Beauregard himself ; having for months drilled and prac

ticed his men, and having provided for each gun carefully

written instructions, besides the marks referred to by Mr.

Russell.

Major Anderson had pledges, also, of coöperation and

reinforcement as soon as hostilities commenced . And

when he refused to surrender, he knew that a fleet of five

vessels, with six thousand troops, muffled boats and oars,

and every possible preparation for landing cavalry, and in

fantry, and flying artillery, were due at our harbor on April

11th or 12th , and he saw them within hailing distance

during the whole time of the engagement. Indeed, I

could plainly see them , in company with thousands of

others, from the Battery, while a favorable wind, clear sky,

the signals from the fort, and the sympathies and loud

imprecations of every spectator, invited and urged their

approach.

To meet this fleet, some six or seven thousand men were

posted at various convenient positions on the islands, as if

to point out the best landing-places, and welcome them

with warm and very substantial salutations; while notmore

than two hundred and fifty men manned the batteries

which were actually employed against Fort Sumter, and

these almost entirely raw and inexperienced, and with no

other protection than the contemptuously despised and
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hastily extemporized batteries . Two of the most prom

inent of these were, moreover , very generally considered to

be mere slaughter-pens.

The taking of Fort Sumter had been , for months, the

subject of universal thought, conversation and planning,

and had awakened increasing solicitude and doubt as to

its practicability, except by the fearfully destructivemethod

of assault. Even after the firing of Friday was over , this

opinion was generally expressed among the crowd, many

of whom were ready and eager to join in an assault, which

was projected by the citizens, if permitted by the military

authorities. It was on Saturday morning, April 14th , that

four thirty -two pounders en barbette were put up in presence

of the crowd on the Battery, in addition to five twenty-four

pounders already in position , with ammunition and every

needful appliance at hand, and manned by the Citadel

Cadets, who were in camp on the Battery Green , with

lines formed and sentries on duty . This evinced that the

enemy most dreaded was the fleet, and that the post of

greatest and of reliably anticipated danger, and of most

honorable exposure, wasdesignedly held by such companies

as the Washington Light Infantry ,the South Carolina Col

lege Cadets, the Zouaves — each largely andmost conspicu

ously represented bymembersof this congregation - and by

similarly exposed companies on Morris Island and its inlets.

The hazardous magnitude of the enterprise of encoun

tering Fort Sumter, under all the circumstances detailed ,

is demonstrated by the views expressed since the event

throughout this country and Europe. It has been regarded

as without a parallel, and incredible, that such an arduous

achievement should have been accomplished without loss

of life. The course pursued by critics has, therefore, been ,

universally , either to diminish its importance by denying

the strength of the fort and of Major Anderson 's position , or

to deny the truthfulness of our reports. And hence, to this

very day, various witnesses are found testifying to the fact
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of some thousand men having been killed , including Gen.

Beauregard . A te !egraph was actually read, amid a tumult

of acclamation , from his pulpit, by Rev. Henry Ward

Beecher, to the effect that Fort Moultrie was dismantled ,

every other battery silenced , a great number killed, and

the fleet inside the harbor.

Now , this incredulity was perfectly natural and neces

sary . It was fully shared in by every inhabitant of Charles

ton and of the South. Among the spectators who listened

to the confused noise and shouts of the battle, who saw the

white smoke rising from the cannon'smouth at every fateful

discharge, who heard their deep and awful roar, sounding

as if issuing from the belly of hell, belching forth fire and

smoke, and forming a sulphurous canopy of death over the

field of strife, and who followed in their course the red-hot

shell streaking the atmosphere with a trail of hissing fire ,

and when they burst, discharging their destructive missiles

with accumulated violence - every spectator,wesay, ofthese

sights felt in every ball a sympathetic pang of agony, and

anxiously and tearfully — and some on their knees, by fast

ing and prayer, pleading for the life of loved ones exposed

to the fearful hail-storm of shell and bullets — awaited the

tidings of certain and extensive fatality . And when , from

hour to hour, through Friday and Saturday, tidings were

received that nobody was seriously injured , and when , after

the flag was a second time lowered , and thewhite flag took

its place, and the fort was surrendered , and the snoke of

battle cleared away, and the thunder of artillery had died

into silence deep as death, and the first wild burst of uni

versal gratulation and acclaim had subsided into solemn

seriousness, and it was authoritatively made known that not

a single individual was killed , and crowds of living men

were seen walking on the parapets ard around the fort of

Sumter, a thrill of gratefuldelight rạn through every heart.

Eyes unused to weep were filled with tears. Tongues un

accustomed to pray or praise were vocal with thanksgiving
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to God, to whom alone belonged themiracle and themercy

of such an unparalleled deliverance. “ I seldom go to

Church,” said a gentleman, " and have no religion , but I

do recognize God' s providence in this event, and thank

Him for this glorious victory .” When the bells began to

peal, a lady in a carriage exclaimed that she hoped every

bell in the city would ring out plaudits for our brave sol

diers. “ Madam ,” said a gentleman within hearing, “ I

hope they will ring until they call us all to the house of

God , there to humble ourselves before Him , and acknowl

edge that this is the Lord's doings, and that it is marvellous

in our eyes.”

But this event is remarkable, and beyond all precedent,

in its political effect upon the country. It aroused, and

concentrated in union with the destinies of the South, the

great hearts of Virginia and of Tennessee. It cemented

into one living mass of patriotic ardor every Southern

spirit, however previously divided . Nor was its effect less

wonderful upon the distracted and hostile parties at the

North . Every gun fired against Sumter was oratorically

represented as aimed at the life of the nation , and the un

conditional surrender of the flag and fort was considered

as a dishonor, to be wiped out only by the subjugation or

extermination of the South, the demolition of Charleston ,

and the reduction of South Carolina to a barren and unin

habited wilderness, sown with salt, and over which the

foot ofman shall never pass. “ The war having begun at

Charleston, must end at Charleston , and it must be the

bitter end of Charleston."

Now ,while the fact of a united North, the call for sev

enty- five thousand troops, the declaration of war, and

whirlwind preparations for war against the South , are in

controvertible as consequent upon Sumter's fall, there is

no rational connection between the fall of Sumter and the

consolidation of the North 'in support of a military des

potism , and in the usurpation of all the powers of the
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Constitution , of the Supreme Court, of Congress, of the

States, of the judiciary, and of every power, human and

divine, and in a lawless, unchristian, inhuman, and bar

barously wicked and licentious irruption of mercenary

vandals upon the South .

The life of the United States was no more, nor in any

degree as much affected , as that of Great Britain after the

separation from her of this very North . The life of the

United States is in each sovereign State, and in the con

senting union of as many States as may agree to combine

together for their mutual safety and welfare. At first, nine

States thus united — then thirteen , and, from timeto time,

one sovereign State after another. And it is simply ridicu

lous to say that a union which consists of no fixed number

of States, which refused to assume a national name, which

expressly limited the union ,withheld any power to interfere

with or prevent the future separation and secession of any

State as a coequal sovereign , and which reserved to each

State all the powers not expressly delegated — that such a

union is lost by the withdrawal of ten or eleven States out

of thirty- four.

As to the flag being insulted , aboutwhich there hasbeen

such a flutter of new -fledged “ spread -eagleism ,” we chal

lenge the production of a case in modern history in which

such chivalrous respect was shown to an absolutely help

less enemy, in danger of momentary explosion , and to his

flag, which had for months flaunted defiance in our faces,

and which he was permitted both to salute and to carry

with him to the North, that by its help his vaulting ambi

tion might overleap itself, and, after playing fantastic tricks

before high heaven and the swarming myrmidons of usurp

ing despotism , take at its crisis that wave of fortune that

might lead him on to an inglorious and bad preëminence.

And as to our alleged aggression and initiation of the

war, the charge is equally puerile and self-contradictory.

“ The first act of war was committed by the Government
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of Washington against South Carolina, when fortresses,

intended lawfully only for her protection , were armed for

her subjugation . That act of war was repeated,when armed

preparations were twicemade to reinforce these means of

her oppression. It was repeated , when she was formally

notified that these means of her oppression would be

strengthened, 'peaceably, if they could be; forcibly , if they

must.' And it was only , then , after a magnanimous for

bearance, little expected ofher ardent nature, that she pro

ceeded to whatwasan act of strict self-defence, the reduction

of Fort Sumter.”

The attack on Sumter was, therefore, the last link in a

chain of events ,beginning with the unauthorized and timid

treachery of Major Anderson, which was itself a declara

tion of warlike aggression , and continued in all the acts of

tortuous duplicity and threatening of an insolent Govern

ment, during which provocation was followed by patience,

until South Carolina was abused as a cowardly braggart,

and nothing was left her but submission to the forging

around her limbs ofthe chains of a despotic tyranny, or an

appeal to arms.

The further charge, of adding robbery to resistance, is

insufferably false. By the Constitution, no fort could be

erected within the territory of a State, except hy its permis

sion . But if not erected, how could it be held , against its

wishes and interests ? And was not the forcible seizure

and holding of Sumter, on a war footing, ready for instant

assault, and with powerful guns frowning defiance and de

struction to our chief city , a most arbitrary usurpation of

authority ? Three-fourths of all its cost, and equipment,

and maintenance, had been borne by the South , and the

faith and honor of South Carolina, and of the Confederate

States,were pledged to meet all equitable demands for it,

and for all other property which had pertained to the

United States in common . And with what face can this

usurping North talk of honesty and good faith, while it
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grabs, and holds by military force , all the forts, arsenals,

mints, navy yards, buildings, territories , and treasures, not

only within the non -seceding States,but also , as far as pos

sible, within the Southern States, and which now holds by

military domination the State of Maryland and portions of

Virginia, Missouri and Kentucky, destroying property and

lives, and shooting down, hanging, and imprisoning peace

able citizens, who defend their property and denounce

lawless robbery ?

No ! the fall of Sumter sealed the declaration of South

ern independence ; united eleven Southern States ; estab

lished free trade and Southern manufactures, commerce,

literature, and social organization ; created a new empire

on the earth ; turned from the North the overflowing stream

of wealth that had enriched and exalted her ; and arrested

in its irrepressible conflict the fanatical, unholy, and athe

istic crusade against God's Word and providence , and the

vital institutions of the South , which the Republican party

and the present administration are pledged to consummate .

Hence the pride, passion , and desperate fury, which, under

the plea of patriotism and defence of the Government,

threatens to pour twenty millions of Goths and Vandals ,

and mercenary hirelings, and with an ocean 's might sweep

before its irresistible deluge every living inhabitant of the

South .

The victory of Sumter derives its greatest importance

from this developement of the real animus of the North .

TheGovernmentmust be consolidated. The South must

be subjugated. The majority must govern . The sove

reignty and reserved rights of States must be branded as

monstrous fabrications. New York , Philadelphia, Boston ,

Chicago, Cincinnati, must be sustained in growing mag

nificence, and , therefore , bounties on Northern fisheries,

navigation laws, protection by tariff for every Northern

interest, exclusion of the South from all benefits of foreign

competition, postal arrangements, territorial aggrandize
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ment,must be maintained. And to secure this, the Consti

tution must be set aside, the Supreme Court ignored, Con

gress set at nauglit, and only convened when military

despotism is established, and all liberty of speech and

action, and all the rights of freemen , are abolished, and

mobs, or self-constituted boards,ormilitary courts, deter

mine rights and decree justice , and decide for life or

death , and displace courts of justice, and all law and equity

in other words, to give the sanction of a coerced rump par

liament to the decrees and doirgs of an unprincipled Gov

ernment, which is itself confessedly governed by the Black

Republican pariy .

To this despotism democracy, conservatism , anti-abo

litionism , and even Christianity, are all subjected. The

pulpit, the Bible , the Church , the college, the seminary,

the religious press, the courts of the Church , are all made

subservient, and with sacrilegious impiety bow the knee to

that golden image set up by the American Nebuchadnezzar ;

while the star-spangled banner takes the place of the cross ,

covers the communion table, and is sung as a doxology in

the Church , the prayer meeting, and the theological sem

inary commencement, and waves over God's sanctuaries.

Thus has Sumter opened the eyes of the North, like

those of Adam and Eve, to see good in evil, and evil in

good, to see " a holy and sacred war,” which "God knows to

be right," in a diabolical and unnatural invasion of sove

reign States, which is in violent conflict with every pro

vision of the Constitution , as it is against every dictate of

reason, humanity and religion ; and to see in the Lincoln

dictatorship - the Government of the United States and the

ordinance of God," which is to be obeyed at the peril of

“ damnation ” — while its own advocates adınit it has “ set

aside the Constitution ," and has no more lawful or consti

tutional authority to do what it is doing than the Emperor

of Russia or of China.
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But Sumter has also opened the eyes of the South, to see

that the soulof the Northern confederacy was consolidated

despotism — the many-headed monster of a blind, heartless

and unprincipled majority — to which constitutions, laws,

honesty and honorwere ropes of sand, or as the cords with

which Samson wasbound ; that conservative and Christian

men at the North , if not in heart in unison with it, were

impotent against it, and that shemust now or never redeem ,

regenerate , and disenthralherself from a despotism worse

than any other, because , under form of law , it could make

laws, alter the Constitution, and subject to its will every

guard against unlimited tyranny, and every guarantee of

individual liberty. The South has dared to assert her inde

pendence. But the sleeping lion is now rampant, and has

sprung upon 'her. His eyes glare perdition . His claws are

in her sides. His appetite for blood is now whetted. His

horrid teeth stare frightfully from his opened jaws, and we

are in the death struggle for liberty .

But again : Sumter has also opened the eyes of Europeto

the true character and purposes of the Northern usurpation ,

and its attempted subjugation ofthe South ; to her hypocrisy;

to her aggressions; to her perfidy; to her selfish sectional

aggrandizement; to her greedy, grasping monopoly of trade

and commerce; and her reduction of the South to a mere

tributary province, from which shemightderive an increas

ing annual tribute of hundreds ofmillions of dollars. The

North has lost character and caste . She has sunk already

from a first to a third -rate power. She is snubbed and

stricken in the face, and her policy dictated to her. She is

forsaken , denounced and despised, and, under the intoler

able affectation of pity , she is reproved, repudiated and

defied, by British , French, and Spanish navies, now track

ing her desperate course . Nor has the conduct of our

Southern Government, in relation to Sumter, been less

powerful in leading Europe to a conviction and recognition

of our determination and ability as a belligerent power ; as
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authorized to issue letters ofmarque ; as having displayed

signal wisdom , energy, and moderation ; as entitled to a

peaceful separation and prompt recognition ; as the victim

ofNorthern rapacity and aggression ; as invincible in a de

fensive war,and certain of ultimate triumph ; and as having

been driven into this war for self-preservation .

The fall of Sumter was, therefore, an event of vast pro

portions, in itself considered, requiring some twenty-four

batteries to reduce it and repress the fleet; requiring some

seven thousand men to man these batteries, and meet the

shock of an invading army, and the guns of an assembled

fleet. Two thousand balls, from twenty-four to forty -two

pounders, during twomemorable days, Fridayand Saturday ,

were hurled from monstrous cannon , with scientific skill and

deadly purpose. The fire from Sumter was desperately

aimed at life , as is evident from Major Anderson 's con

tinued incredulity as to the humiliating defeat of all his

proclamations and prophecies, and by the perfect aimless

ness of many of his balls ,but as designed for men , and not

for merlons. And that, after all his efforts, and the mali

cious plans and purposes of Doubleday and Foster, not a

single life should be lost nor limb fractured, is a most signal

proof of the wonderful power of Divine providence, a mys

tery and a miracle of mercy ; and when taken in connec

tion with the world -wide results which must flow from it

to the present and all future generations, the fall of Sumter,

and the bloodless victory of South Carolina, after an outlay

of nearly a million of dollars from her own treasury , and

with exclusively South Carolina troops, is an event which

must, to the end of time, occupy a brilliant page in the

record of Carolina’s glory, and the annals of the fame and

achievements of our Confederate States.

II.

And wherefore, it must be now asked, has the omnip

otentand omniscientGod ordered and overruled this won
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derful providence ? Nothing, most surely , of less conse

quence than the eventful victory would portend , and that

is, a final separation from the North , in Church and State ;

an independent Southern Confederacy ; a continued devel

opement of that u paralleled problem of African Chris

tianized civilization, and through it, of a community which

for intellectual, political, commercial, and Christian pro

gress, and for the necessary connection of its material

interests - its great, world -commanding products of cotton ,

tobacco, rice, sugar, indigo, turpentine, tar, live oak , and

hard pine, not to mention allother products, in grain , cattle,

and breadstuffs, to which it is equally adapted — is without

a rival in the history of the world . This is the manifest

result, and as manifes+ly God's destiny. God's finger is

seen writing in visible letters before our eyes, “ The glory

has departed — come out from among them , and be ye sep

arate .” The mystery of providence, long hidden , God has

now made manifest, and the secret things that belonged

unto Ilim , He has now revealed unto usand to ourchildren.

And the proof is : that God 's providence is interpreted ,

and His will revealed, by His Word and working.

Now , the whole movement of the Sou 'h is based upon

God 's Word, simply and sincerely interpreted, believed and

obeyed, and upon the recognition ofGod's authority, power

and providence , in forcing among us millions of laborers;

in sanctioning and requiring their service ; in providing

for them a climate, soil, and seed and labor, adapted to

them , and designed as a benefit and blessing to the world ;

in imposing upon us their superintendence and these cul

tures as a solemn trust for mankind at large ; and in bless

ing our labors, in a marvellous manner, with all spiritual

and temporal good.

Looking to God and to His Word, praying with all prayer

for counsel and direction, giving earnest heed to the dic

tates of conscience, and guided by all the lights of past ex

perience, and by all the probable issues of the future , the
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South has unbounded confidence in interpreting the vic

tory of Sumter as an earnest of God's continued presence,

providence and power ,with her counsellors, her armies,

and her people. “ The secret of the Lord is with them that

fear Ilim , and He will show them llis covenant."

Begun in prayer and humiliation, and continued in pri

vate , and public , and national recognition of God, every

step in this Southern movement has been pointed out by a

voice from heaven saying : “ This is the way, walk ye in

it,” so that our very rashness, improvidence, and blind

folly hare been overruled, and made to work together for

good . Both in what He has prevented, what He has per

fected, and what accomplished, God's stately and majestic

steppings are manifest, and it is impossible to look back

upon the daring course of this little State, alone and unbe

friended, and unprepared in any form or degree, challeng

ing possession of this fort; ordering its reduction ; throwing

up its forts in the face of Sumter and its Government ;

firing , with only five rounds of ammunition , upoa a vessel

full of troops, with the guns of Sumter thrown out, and

Doubleday on his knees pleading for permission to fire

upon their sand-lıcap and unprotected soldiery ; upon the

kindled wrath and insolent message of the now valorous

commander, and upon numberless incidents in the long

period of daily unanticipated delays, deceptions, and plotted

destruction, without admiring and adoring theconspicuous

providence and protection ofGol.

The very first step taken by our Convention was to ap

point Commissioners to negotiate, through the President,

with Congress, for the possession of the forts in ourharbor,

as property to be held in honorable trust until finally and

satisfactorily accounted for, while authoritative assurances

were given to Major Anderson that no attack would be

madeupon Fort Moultrie , and he knew that such a thing

as a mob rever had existence in Charleston .
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Notwithstanding these assurances, Major Anderson con

tinued , with themost belligerent intent and activity, to for

tify the fort in every way, both externally and internally ,

and reported it to be impregnable against any popular

assault. He had also privately led to the belief that his

purposes and feelings were peacefuland sympathetic. And

yet, without cause, without orders, while reinforcements

had been refused as unnecessary, and the arms in the

arsenal were put under the protection of the State , and an

officer who had attempted clandestinely to remove them

was withdrawn, Major Anderson , by a strategetic nocturnal

movement, which can only be justified from the charge of

cowardly distrust in himself and the honor of this State, as

a necessary act of war, spiked the guns, and burnt their

carriages and other property , and transferred whatever was

available to Fort Sumter, over which he raised the flag of

Fort Moultrie, which was afterwards lowered for the sign

of surrender, and proceeded to put it into a condition im

pregnable against any attack possible by us. This act of

war the Government disclaimed, and yet approved, and in

so doing made a declaration ofwar against South Carolina,

as plain and formidable as words and actions could do it.

This declaration of war was confirmed by the treatment

of our Commissioners, and of our subsequent Commis

sioner, and of themembers of Congress, who assured him ,

from the President, that no attempt would be made to

reinforce, or to attack the fort, at the very moment that

the Star of the West was secretly, and with themost furtive

and false representations, sent, with two hundred and fifty

armed men , to Fort Sumter , under cover of being a mer

chant steamer. Will any man , in his senses, deny that this

wasanother actof deceptive hostility , only to bejustified by

a state of open and malignantwar ? Surely, it was an act of

mean , dastardly , and dishonorable war, under the professions

of peace and a flag of truce. And who can avoid recog

nizing the presence and providence of God with us, in the
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knowledge, somehow obtained by friends in Washington

or New York , in time to give us warning on the night

before her arrival, and in the efficiency given to a partial

battery , with only five rounds of ammunition ? And what

will those moon -eyed patriots of the North , who try to

skulk from the everlasting infamy of forcing this war upon

this country, in this age, amid these Churches, and under

institutions based upon the consent of the governed, and

securing to every State sovereignty and self-government

and the consequent right to remain in , or to remove out

of, the Union they had voluntary formed — what will they

say to the storm of denunciated vengeance which siept

over South Carolina, the numberless plans concocted for

the reinforcement of Sumter and Pickens, and the actual

reinforcement of Pickens, Monroe, and Key West, the for

midable and multiplied defences, and the presence of a

powerful naval force ? Say, ye godswho rule in Gotham

say, ye Goths and Vandals — was this war, or was it peace ?

While Mr. Seward, by lying deceit,was filling the coun

try with theassurance that FortSumter was to be evacuated ;

soothing our Commissioners with prospects of a peaceful

evacuation , for weeks after an official refusal to hold any

communication was written and withheld — while Mr. Se

ward authorized Judge Campbell, of the Supreme Court, to

confirm our Commissioners in their views,and through them

the authorities in Montgomery and Charleston - various

messengers, with despatches, and under false pretencesand

names, visited the fort, and made observations and plans

with Major Anderson (who was still enjoying our hospital

ities ), to reinforce with a powerful fleet, and, as it was said ,

six thousand men. Was this, which was all done in time

of peace, war, and a dishonorable and perfidious war, or

what was it ? And the discovery of secret despatches, be

traying the lying stratagem in time to expect and prepare

to meet the fleet - was this second warning, like that given
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to Esther, from God , or from the devil, or from our en

emies ? Who can doubt ?

The secret correspondence, since published by Governor

Pickens, and the annihilating letters of Mr. Harvey to the

public and to the Secretary of War and President, prove

incontestibly that the determined policy of peace wasaban

doned in order to arouse, by the sacrifice of Major Ander

son and the provocation of an attack , the presentwar spirit

at the North , and thus save the Republican party, and give

a pretext for usurpation, despotism and bloodshed .

And yet, even then , though in a published letter Major

Anderson had mercifully warned us, and threatened a fear

ful infliction , three separate overtureswere made to him to

evacuate at any time convenient to himself,and in the most

honorable manner. This, in the perfect knowledge and

confidence ofimmediate reinforcements from the fleet then

more than due, he could , without any real bravery, boldly

decline to do; for had the fleet been resolutely determined ,

at whatever loss, to do it, they might very possibly have

succeeded . Was, then , his peremptory refusal to accept of

any overtures of evacuation, and his declaration that if the

United States flag was fired upon , he must fire - in other

words, that as soon as the fleet commenced hostilities he

must open his batteries upon us - was that, I ask , a decla

ration ofwar, or not ? .

Charleston , South Carolina, and the South , originated

the battle of Sumter, and precipitated war ? Hear it, O

heavens, ard beastonished, 0 earth ! Aftermonths of con

ferences and compromises, in and outof Congress,rejected ;

after insult, tergiversation , deceit, promises and pledges

broken , preparations for war amid professions of peace

after actual invasion and threatened destruction — was erer

such long-suffering and patient forbearance manifested be

fore — such willingness to believe treacherous foes, and hope

agaiust hope, and chivalrously feed and hearten , and thea

open the way for a helpless enemy, in his own time and
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way, and with the honors of war, to unite himself to his

confederates in arms, to concentrate and continue war upon

us ? Never ! Nor would the impetuous valor of Carolina,

stung with asserted dominion over her, and burning with

shame at her irresolution and timidity , have endured so

long , but from her relations to her sister States, and def

erence to them . Multitudeswere ready, with reckless pre

cipitancy , to unite in an assault, from the very night of the

furtive occupation of the fort.

And what, I ask, but God's present, restraining and

directing providence, held in check fool-hardy intrepidity

during the three months in which shestood alone? Whence

the wisdom and moderation of our rulers,military officers,

and citizen soldiery, which repressed such dangerous im

petuosity, and which led our people, as with one heart, to

look to God, to recognize and confide in him ; which in

spired such courageous preparation and readiness for con

flict; such fortitude and perseverance ; such unanimity ;

such willing sacrifices ; such wise counsels ; such energetic

measures; such scientific and inventive skill in devising

and in constructing forts ; such a conciliatory spirit and

eminent statesmanship , and dispatch. in the action of our

Convention , in the appointment of its cabinet, in its papers

addressed to the public , and in its proposed Constitution for

a Southern Confederacy ? Was notGod's providence man

ifest in themediation and wise delays of Senator Davis and

others, and afterwards of Judge Campbell, in Washington ;

in the glorious results of the bloodless victory over the

Star of the West, and its magic power in uniting and har

monizing seven Southern States ; in the wonderfulmanner

in which they were united in opinion, and cemented into

one ; in their early Congress ; in the election of Mr. Davis ;

in their provisional Constitution, tariff, and military and

financial arrangements ; in the unanimity with which the

people ratified and approved their acts ; in the speedy

assemblage of a regular Congress and adoption of a per
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manent Constitution ; in the perfect organization of a

Government ; and in the universal favor with which their

measures have been received , even at the North , until

recently , and in Europe ? Was there not a manifest prov

idence in that blinded madness and fatuity in the Federal

Government which led to the rejection of every overture

from Virginia and Kentucky, and in the proclamation of

war, which has added four more powerful States to the

Southern Confederacy ? Who that has eyes to see, or head

to understand, can fail to realize that God was with us, as

our Emanuel, and to cry out, What hath God wrought ?

But the wise and gracious providence of God toward the

South in this movement, is further manifested in leading

her to take her present stand against the tyrannous usur

pations of the North , while yet strong in men, in means,

in spirit, determination , hope and confidence of victory ;

in providing her beforehand with some portion of the

arms and ammunition now so necessary ; in giving her

time to organize, arm , equip, and discipline ; and , thus

far, in granting such wonderful success to all her move

ments.

In December last this State and city were wholly unpre

pared to undertake a war. Our forts, our arms, our arsenal,

were in possession ofFederal troops. Wehad no fortifica

tions, no organization , no military commanders of expe

rience, and but little ammunition . Any attempt at fortify

ing ourselves at Moultrie, Pinckney, Johnson, and Morris

Island, might easily have been prevented by Sunter and a

fleet; and in the numberless delays and disappointments,

and contradictory reports , and vaciliating policy , ofthe Ad

ministration , which deferred hope and delayed action , until

the last hidden battery was finished and the rifled cannon

was placed in position , and a force adequate to all emer

gencies were at their posts and thoroughly drilled, and

General Beauregard could say that every thing was in

readiness--which was only on the night of the attack - do we
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not behold the omnipotent and omniscient providence of

God, making all things work together for the glorious

result accomplished ?

The resignation and devotion to the Southern cause of

naval and military officers, to such a multiplied extent, and

including the greatest, wisest and most energetic in the

Federal service ; the organization of new and efficient float

ing and land batteries ; the ardor, self-denying labor, and

unflinching endurance ofour citizens,and, preëminently, of

our State soldiery ; the hopeful confidence and devotion of

our people ; and, above all, God's wonderful providence

during the battle, in giving coolness, intrepidity and en

durance to our men ; in directing our fire, and diverting

that of the enemy; in so immediately crippling and driving

him away from his barbette guns and interior mortars,

which must have been destructive to life ; in delivering, in

numerous instances, from apparently inevitable death ; in

diverting the energies of our enemies by frequent fire ; in

blowing up their cartridges, grenades, and other prepara

tions for defence and destruction ; in closing effectually

their magazine; in enveloping them in smoke, and caus

ing momentary danger of the general explosion of their

magazine and mines ; in imparting such daring and chival

rous spirit to Senator Wigfall and the aids of General Beau

regard ; in awakening such universal sympathy and desire

to succor the heroic bravery of Anderson and his men ;

in securing to South Carolina, and preëminently to her

Charleston soldiery, such unequalled glory and unmit

igated rejoicing ; such untarnished honor and such triumph

over all feelings of retaliation or revenge ; in crowning

with such a halo of splendor a State so ridiculed and reviled

for her contemptible littleness and pride ; in a victory

of unrivalled significance and almost miraculous mercy,

achieved by her own counsels, her own money, and means,

and men, with the addition of her illustrious general and

other high officers and engineers — these are, each and all,
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the stately steppings ofGod's wonder-working and majes

tic providence, working out, in His own mysterious way,

our defence, deliverance and glory.

The fall of Sumter and of Sumter 's flag was a signal gun

from the battlements of heaven, announcing from God to

every Southern State, “ This cause is mine — come ye up,

cometo the help of the Lord against the mighty," and say

ing to the North, “ Thou shalt not go up, nor fight against

your brethren . Return every man unto his house, for this

thing is ofMe, saith the Lord.” It was the tocsin of alarm

and defeat to our foes, and the trumpet- call to battle and

to victory to every laggard friend. It was theknell of the

departed Union , and the annunciation of a new empire on

the earth. It inaugurated , with loud acclaim , the unfurling

of a young nation 's flag ; and in the destruction of two

lives,and the serious injury of three others, in the abortive

attempt to salute the flag of a desecrated and now subju

gated Union , it was a startling rebuke of that idolatry

which has spread that flag on the communion table , sus

pended it at the entrance and over the steeples of Churches;

which has delivered it, even at Princeton , to theological

students, who were exhorted to “ stand by our flag ” - not

that banner which Christ has given because of the truth

who, having made the Chapel ring with its national song,

filled the air with shouts and hurrahs ! Oh, how did God

punish such profanity at Sumter, and again at Alexandria,

where Colonel Ellsworth suffered death for his indignity to

the Confederate flag, and a seaman from the fleet, who

attempted to replace it with the Federal flag, fell and was

instantly killed !

The fall of Sumter has acted like the spear of Ithuriel.

It has transformed the seeming into the real shape and

proportions of the man . It has revealed the North to itself,

to us, and to the world . It has revealed us to ourselves,

and to one another, as confederated by bonds ofhonor and

happiness, which make us, while “ distinct as the billows,
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yet one as the sea," and as the sea, world -wide in our com

mercial circumference , and producing commodities which

are the source of priceless and ceaseless blessings to every

continent, and omnipotent, under God, to resist any power

exerted to arrest our progress and roll back our tide of

empire.

The fall of Sumter has made bare and brought to light

the hidden works of darkness and mystery of iniquity.

It has proved that, with all the conserratism and professed

love of peace at the North , the love of power is greater ;

that with all their devotion to the Union, it means a union

of Southern interest for the enrichment of the North , and

of Southern conservatism in politics and religion for the

repression of anarchy and fanaticism ; and that the real

eagle so fondly worshipped is the golden one. Love for

the South evaporates, and leaves only love for self. Piety

succumbs to pride, and patriotism to passion, and charity

itself, while covering anymultitude of sins, and forgiving

all manner of evil, and tolerant of all the errors and isms

which' spawn and multiply among them , sees in disobe

dience to the tyrant nothing but damnable heresy ; in

secession from the hateful conspiracy against our rights

and liberties, an unpardonable sin ; and in toleration for

the exercise of self-government, and in consent that we

should be governed by chosen rulers, an enormity only

equalled by that which cast Satan out of heaven, and

Adam out of Paradise . Union with us was purgatory,

but union without us is perdition . The South has been

confessedly abused , pillaged, and reduced to a tributary

province , but Northern conservatism requires , on peril of

destruction, thatwe shall rely upon its “ unmeaning prom

ises of good intentions, which amount to nothing more

than irresponsible promises to be merciful to the van

quished.”

“ The howl of vindictive passion," clamoring for a war

of vengeance and subjugation, has at length reached our
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Church. That sacred sanctuary, our holy and happy Zion

where the scattered tribes have been accustomed to repair,

and feel how good and how pleasant it was for brethren to

dwell together in unity - has been polluted, and “ made a

den of thieves.” The Old School Presbyterian Church ,

the last link that held fast to union, amidst the crashing

timbers of the hastening wreck - is now broken ; willipgly ,

wilfully and wickedly broken - broken against the protes

tations of the wise, and in the unavoidable absence of

almost all true-hearted representatives of their Southern

brethren , and against the formal advice even of the wily

Cabinet at Washington. The Church ofour revolutionary

fathers is now yoked to the chariot-wheel of Cæsar, and, in

the madness of a base and venal servitude, is pledged to

prayerful loyalty and devotion to an imperialdespot, whose

little finger is heavier than any yoke ever imposed by

Britain , and underwhose heel their own liberties, as well

as ours, and the Bible , the palladium of them all, and the

Constitution , and all laws, human and divine, are crushed

into submission to the higher law of his own “ irrepressible

conflict,” and to the will of a wild , lawless, and godless

majority .

Amid these wild waves of tempestuous commotion, with

war raging around us, and woes innumerable enveloping

our future, God has given us, in the bloodless victory of

Sumter, an anchor of hope,both sure and steadfast — a pledge

and promise ofdefence and deliveránce. And,though not

yet referred to by any writer, I find, in recent researches,

that in 1755, in the commencement of our revolutionary

struggle, Dr. Langdon, on May 31st, calls upon the people

to praise God “ that in the late action at Chelsea, fought

on May 27th , when several hundreds of our soldiery , the

greater part open to the fire of so many cannon, swivels,

and muskets ; from a battery advantageously situated ;

from two armed cutters and many barges full of marines ;

and from ships-of-the-line in the harbor - not one man on
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our side was killed, and but two or threewounded ,although one

hundred and five of the enemy were killed, and one hun

dred and sixty wounded .

Mr. Mansfield, also , in a discourse , preached at Rox

bury , in November, 1775 , remarks : “ Providence has

smiled upon the camp, in permitting so few fatal accidents,

and has evidently been its safeguard.” “ I am informed,”

he adds, " that by means of two thousand balls thrown from the

opposite lines, fivemen only have been taken off. I perceive, also,

that by reason of three hundred balls, etc., thrown into Roxbury

in the course of onemonth , but two were wounded , and no man

was immediately killed . It is to be remarked , also , that not one

person was hurt in the course of above three hundred shells

thrown into a fortification upon ploughed hill, in Chrlestown."

Thus did God encourage our 'revolutionary fathers in

their long and desperate contest with the mightiest power

on earth , by such signal proofs of His extraordinary pres

ence, and providence and blessing, to put the most

undoubting trust in Him , and to look for that divine

succor which could make them conquerors, and more

than conquerors, over all their enemies. And this lesson

our fathers learnt by heart, and carried with them through

all the perilous disasters and distresses of their seven

years' war. “ The Lord,” they said, “ will be our refuge

and strength , a very present help in trouble. He can

command the stars in their courses to fight His battles,

and all the elements to wage war with His enemies .

He can destroy them with innumerable plagues, or send

faintness into their hearts , so that the men of might shall

not find their hands. In a variety ofmethodsHe can work

salvation for us, as Hedid for His people in ancient days,

and according to the many remarkable deliverances granted

in former times to Great Britain and New England.”

Our enemies themselves, therefore, being judges, God

has thus far, in the bloodless, and eventful, and incalculably

important battle of Sumter, and in a series of victories
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since of our troops and batteries, who (with immensely

weaker forces, and when taken by surprise ) have intim

idated and disheartened our enemies ; greatly inspirited

and fired the courageous daring of our soldiery ; inspired

confidence and good hope to our people generally ; and

powerfully commended us and our cause to other nations

around us, and to the European powers, who are most

deeply interested in this revolution.

And now , O Lord God of our fathers ! who didst

lead them through dangers and death , discomfort and

defeat, and all the perils and sacrifices of the revolution , to

final victory , independence and glory, undertake for us,

their children , inheritors of their blood and blood -bought

heritage of liberty. We lift up our eyes unto Thee. We

have looked to Thy Word and providence to know Thy

will and our duty. And Thou hast appeared, O Lord God

of hosts, on ourbehalf, and done great things for us, where

of we are glad . And now , O Lord God , behold this great

multitude who have come up against us, to destroy us with

out cause. Thou who sittest in the heavens, look down

upon these rulerswho take counsel together, and upon this

people, who imagine a vain thing, and do Thou hold them

in derision, and break them in pieces as a potter's vessel.

Our cause is open unto Thee, with whom — and not with

THEM — we have to do, and we appeal to Thy righteous

justice . Weask no subjugation of our enemies,nor any

portion of their rightful inheritance, privilege or property,

nor any unnecessary destruction of their persons. But we

ask , O righteous God, a just, honorable and lasting peace

that we may enjoy life, liberty and happiness, under the

pure and uncorrupted Constitution of our fathers. We

ask THEE to avenge us — to avenge us of our adversaries

to vindicate our righteous claims — to justify our course

and to commend our character and counsels to an impar

tial present, and to all future generations.
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The Constitution , and the Union under it, as ordained

by Thee, through the ordinance of our fathers — ARE THERE,

AND WE APPEAL TO TIEM .

Our solemn compact, entered into with our present ene

mies, in Thy sight, and recorded in the chancery of

heaven — with all that it gives and withholds, with what it

positively and negatively lays down as to the respective

provinces of national and State Government, with what is

reserved and what is recorded, and with the coequal char

acter, rights, and territorial privileges, under the internal

institutions and laws of each united sovereignty — IS THERE,

AND WE APPEAL TO IT .

The first treacherous violation of that compact, in 1787

and 1789,by our Northern confederates, in wresting from

us equal rights in the territories of our own generous dona

tion — IS THERE, AND WE APPEAL TO IT.

The fugitive slave law , THEN first established as a com

promise , on which alone the South yielded to continued

union — IS THERE, AND WE APPEAL TO IT, and to the open ,

persistent and perfidious violation of it for forty years past,

and to the existing laws of many of the very States who

are fighting for a union they have themselves nullified , as

“ a compact with hell, and iniquitous before God.”

The act of Congress establishing slavery and a rigid

slave code over all the Louisiana territory, in accordance

with the terms of the treaty with France — IS THERE, AND

WE APPEAL TO IT.

The refusal by Congress, on three occasions, to admit

Missouri as a State, under that act and treaty - IS THERE,

AND WE APPEAL TO IT.

The Missouri Compromise - reluctantly, and to her own

grievous dishonor and injury, submitted to by the South — and

by which she was again robbed of her territory, to the

extent of several large States — is there, to testify to South

ern honesty, honor, and generosity, and to the perfidious
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rapacity of a self-aggrandizing North — AND WE APPEAL
TO IT.

The many acts of insolent and audacious violation of the

Missouri Compromise, and the continued rapacions grasp

ing of power and property by the North - ARE THERE, AND

WE APPEAL TO THEM .

The fishery bounty, the navigation acts, the tariff mo

nopolies, thehome appropriations, the postal laws, by all

which the South has been made to pay yearly hundreds of

millions into Northern hands — ARE THERE, AND WE APPEAL

TO THEM .

The crusade and irrepressible conflict against slavery,

based upon a higher law than the Constitution and the

Bible itself, and in open conflict, O God ! with Thy Word

and providence — IS THERE, AND WE APPEAL TO IT.

The unintermitted and increasing abuse, defamation,

false witness, lying calumny, incendiary publications, trea

sonable insurrections, raids and underground railroad rob

beries, the arson , theft and murder excited by abolition

emissaries, and the murder of Southern citizens in the

streets of Northern cities, without redress, and with the

connivance or requisition of State authorities-- ARE THERE,

AND WE APPEAL TO THEM .

The long-suffering patience, and warnings, protestations,

appeals, nullification , and conventions of the South - ARE

THERE, AND WE APPEAL TO THEM .

The nomination , election , and inauguration of Lincoln ,

on the very basis of this perfidious, aggressive, unconsti

tutional, and infamously dishonorable policy - ARE THERE,

AND WE APPEAL TO THEM .

The course of Carolina, and the offered compromises of

every other State, until dignity was sunk in abject entreaty ,

almost as degrading as that of Kentucky itself, ARE THERE,

and their contemptuous rejection — ARE THERE, AND WE APPEAL

TO THEM.
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The usurpation of Lincoln , Scott & Co. — the arbitrary,

unconstitutional, tyrannous, unnatural, inhuman , and dia

bolical course pursued by them — thebarbarities perpetrated ,

the blood of patriot martyrs murdered, the curses of out

raged women, the wailing of widows, the tears of orphans,

houses burned , cities subjugated , fields devastated , all de

cency and civilization set at defiance by unlicensed lynx-eyed

generals and soldiers — ARE THERE, AND WE APPEAL TO THEM .

May the Lord hear us in this day of trouble, and the

name of the God of Jacob defend us, send us help from His

sanctuary , and strengthen us out of Zion . Wewill rejoice

in His salvation , and in the name of our God we will set

up our banners.

Thus saith the Lord God of our fathers, I will deliver

thee and this city out of the hands of your enemy, AND

THIS THAT HE HAS DONE SHALL BE A SIGN UNTO THEE, FROM

THE LORD, THAT THE LORD WILL DO THIS THING THAT HE HAS

SPOKEN .

ARTICLE II.

THE WALDENSES AND INFANT BAPTISM .

It is proposed in this article to show that the rite of

infant baptism has always been practiced by the Walden

sian Church . The antiquity of the body of Christians

known by this name is conceded by ecclesiasticalhistorians

of every party. All Protestant writers agree in ascribing

to them great purity of doctrine and of life, in a time of

abounding corruption in both . Deriving the articles of

their faith and their rules of conduct immediately from the

Scriptures, and maintaining their right to do so against

the authority of the papal hierarchy, to which the entire

Christian world besides bowed in unquestioning servility,
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their viewsand customs are regarded as having no ordinary

weight in determining, on all controverted points, what

the doctrines and usages of the primitive Church were .

IIence, Prelatists have made anxious search among them

for sometrace of a diocesan episcopacy. Ilence, too , our

Baptist brethren have labored, with the zeal they are ac

customed to bestow upon all subjects :relating to the rite

from which they take their name, to create the impression

that they rejected the ordinance of infant baptism . The

expression “ Waldensian Baptists,” has of late years become

one of frequent recurrence in addresses and writings de

signed to promote the viewsof tlie anti-pedobaptists. An

examination of the question at issue is justified by its im

portance, whether that importance be real, or merely

factitious.

Preliminary to the direct testimony in support of our

position, are two or three facts, ofmuch presumptive value.

One is, the fact that the Waldenses of the present day

observe the rite . Some four or five years since, this was

denied, or at least questioned, in certain quarters. But

later investigations, directed to the point, have removed

every pretext for doubt on the subject. The following is

an extract from a letter of Dr. Revel to Dr. Robert Baird ,

which first appeared in the New York Observer, and was

subsequently copied into various journals throughout the

country. We insert the passage below , not only as setting

forth the present practice of the Waldenses, but also for

the light it throws upon other aspects of the matter in con

troversy, as we shall hereafter see. In order, however, that

our readers may properly estimate the position of Dr.

Revel, who here appears both as a witness and as an

authority, they should bear in mind thathe fills the highest

office known in the polity of the Church to which he be

longs — the Moderatorship of their Synod - an office held

during life ; and, further , that he is the President of their

highest literary and theological institution. If any man
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living may claim the right of speaking authoritatively on

such a subject, it is he.

PASTOR REVEL TO REV. DR. BAIRD.

As to the questions which you have addressed to me touching the

mode of administering Baptism , I hasten to answer them in the brief

est and most precise manner possible. 1 . The mode of baptizing in

our Churches is pedobaptism , by the sprinkling of pure water on the

forehead by the Minister, who pronounces solemnly the sacramental

words, Matt . 28 : 19 , in the name of the Father, of the Son , and of

the Holy Ghost. 2 . This practice has never varied in our Church ,

and we havenever had , nor do wenow have, any opposing or Baptist

party. 3 . Although the Waldenses of Piedmont have always been

pedobaptists, we find enemies who accuse them not only of rejecting

the baptism of children, but baptism in general! This accusation

has apparently some foundation , inasmuch as in the middle ages it

was brought against those who in the South of France were called

Waldenses, butwho were a portion of the Cathari. It is thus that

the work of Rainerius, " contra Waldenses,” sets forth and charges

upon us the doctrines and practices of the Cathari. But you know

that the Cathari, who for a long time existed in the South of France,

derived their doctrines from the East, which they wrought up into a

mixture of Gnostic , Manichean , and Paulician principles, with some

of the truths of the Gospel, and that, according as there were more

or less of the evangelical element, they professed a dualism absolute

or relative. But all the Cathari were agreed in rejecting all thatwas

traditional and external. They pretended to reëstablish the primitive

and apostolic simplicity , and this under a form corresponding to their

own principles. They rejected pedobaptism , and, for the most part,

baptism in general. The first class maintained even that John the

Baptist was an agent of Satan , and that his baptism was a means of

enrolling disciples . They pretended that in the New Testament

baptism stands for repentance. The true baptism for them was made

by the imposition of hands and the prayer which they called consola

mentum , and the latter was of a double nature . They had one for

the credentes (those who were just introduced into the sect ), and

another for those who were called perfecti, or consolati.

It being conceded, then , that the Waldenses practice

infant baptism in the present day, it devolves upon those

who deny that they have practiced it from the beginning,

to show when and by what means the change in their views

was effected . A revolution as important as this in the

views of a whole Church in relation to one of the two

sacraments which they hold to be of divine authority,
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would surely have left some trace upon the page of history .

Wehave not been able , after reading various accounts of

them , from various sources, to find the slightest intimation

of such an event. Jones, a Baptist historian of England ,

who has written largely concerning them , from their rise

in the world to the end of the seventeenth century , whilst,

as weshall show in the sequel, he endeavors to destroy, by

suppressions and misquotations, their testimony in favor of

the ordinance, does not pretend that any change had taken

place in their practice up to the time when his history left

them . It is simply impossible for the change to have taken

place since that time, and yet no one have transmitted a

record of it — no one, not even the Waldensians themselves,

have known when and how it came about.

Another admitted fact, pertinent to our object, is, that

at the Reformation, in the sixteenth century , under the

laborsofLuther,Melancthon, Zuinglius, Calvin ,and others ,

the Waldenses affiliated with these men, and with the

Churches planted by their ministry . Salutations were in

terchanged between the parties by deputies and written

correspondence. Subjects on which a difference of opinion

existed , or were supposed to exist, were freely discussed .

Yet, in all their conferences, that of infant baptism was

not once alluded to as a matter to beadjusted . Here there

was a perfect agreement, so far as appears from the ex

tended records which have descended to our times,between

all concerned , Waldensians, Lutherans, and Calvinians.

Between Calvin and the Waldenses the most fraternal

relations existed, from the time of his residence in Stras

burg to the close of his life, asmay be seen in his letters,

recently published. The effect of this intercourse, devel

oping so beautiful a harmony of views, was the rapid and

unresisted absorption of the Waldensians into the Reformed

Church , except that portion residing in the Valleys of Pied

mont. Here, being more concentrated and strong, they

have maintained to this day their distinctiveness as a
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religious body, in intimate fellowship, however , with the

evangelical Churches of the Calvinistic type contiguous to

them . All this may be seen in detail in Adam Blair's

elaborate history of the Waldensian Church ; also in the

“ Israel of the Alps,” the elegant work of Dr. Muston ,

Pastor of the Waldensian Church at Bordeaux, and son of

the Muston who was for many years Moderator of the

General Synod .

Soon after the Reformation began , the Anabaptists of

Germany arose. Why did not the Waldenses seek fellow

ship with them , instead of the party of Luther and Calvin ?

This would have been their natural recourse if they had

been Anabaptists. Murdock , the learned translator of

Mosheim 's Church History, says : “ It is a well known his

toric fact, that in the sixteenth century the genuine de

scendants of the old Waldensians, Wickliffites and Hussites,

who were numerous in France, Belgium , England , Bohe

mia , Moravia, etc., readily united with the Lutheran and

Reformed communities, and at length became absorbed in

them , and that very few , if any, of them evermanifested a

preference for the Mennonites, or for any of the anti-pedo

baptist sects of the age; which is adverse to the supposition

of a literal or legitimate descent of the Mennonites from

the pure Waldensians." *

Another consideration , of no small weight in connection

with this, is, that there wasmuch in the opinions and prac

tices of the times when the Waldenses came into view as a

distinct body of Christians, and for many centuries after

ward, to force them into a position of antagonism to the

ordinance of infant baptism . The rite was shamefully

abused by the Papists. Its nature , design and offices were

all perverted . A multitude of silly , superstitious cere

monies had accumulated around its administration , against

which the clear spiritual perceptions of these Bible -taught

* Mos., III., 229 , Note.
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Christians could but revolt. So that it would have been a

matter of no great surprise if they had allowed their feel

ings of disgust to carry them to the extreme of rejecting

the ordinance itself. But they wisely discriminated be

tween the abuse and the legitimate use — between the rite

as instituted by God, and as deformed by excrescences

originating in human folly. Against the latter they pro

tested in the most pointed terms, as will be shown in some

extracts from their accredited writings, to beadduced here

after ; to the former — the ordinance itself — not a word of

opposition has yet been produced from the formularies of

their faith , or from any author acknowledged by them as

an exponent of their views. Its rejection or omission by

them , under so strong temptations to such a course, would

make little or nothing against the institution, as histor

ically attested ; their adherence to it, is testimony of much

value.

The three considerations now proposed would go far, in

the absence of more direct proof, to demonstrate that the

Waldenses were Pedobaptists. They are confirmed , how

ever, by testimony that leaves no room for argument or

doubts. Before proceeding to adduce that testimony, it is

proper to exhibit the sources from which it is derived.

After the excitement attending the inauguration of the

reform commenced by Luther had in some degree sub

sided , and the Protestant community had assumed a definite

shape, the history of the remarkable people who, in much

poverty and in despite of severe persecutions, had main

tained a pure faith and worship, from a period extending

many centuries back towards the days of the Apostles , be

gan to engage the inquiries of leading ninds in the Re

formed Churches. Efforts were instituted for gathering

all the existing monuments and relics of their origin and

early years . It was known that they had manuscripts

among them containing statements of their doctrines, and

directions as to the order of their worship . Diligent search
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wasmade for as many of these as might have survived the

lapse of time and the calamities to which the people had

been subjected by their enemies. In 1602 the Provincial

Synod of Dauphiny, in France , lying adjacent to the region

in which the Waldenses had their principal Churches, ap

pointed “ certain persons to collect all sorts of documents

bearing on the history of the life, doctrines and persecu

tions of the Albigeois and Vaudois," or Waldenses. These

papers were afterwards transferred to Jean Paul Perrin , a

member of that Synod, and pastor of the Church at Nyons,

(not Lyons, as is frequently represented,) which was situated

near the borders of the Waldensian territory proper. Five

years later, the National Synod of France, at Rochel, in

which Perrin sat as a deputy from Dauphiny, passed an

order in these words: “ Monsieur Perrin is intreated to

finish his begun history of the True Estate of the Albi

genses and Waldenses;' and to help him in it, all persons

havingmemoirs by them , either of the doctrines, discipline

or persecutions of those poor saints of Christ, are charged

to transmit them to him with all possible care and dili

gence.” In 1609 the National Synod, held at St. Maixant,

received a report from Perrin of his progress, with a rude

draught of the work, which was approved by the body,

and five of their ministerswere requested by name to trans

mit to him “ whatever memoirs they have found out, or

can get, so that it (the book )may be published suddenly ."

The Synod at the same time engaged " to assist him with

their bounty, to help to bear his great expenses in books,

and for its impression.” The work was presented to the

National Synod, at Rivas, in 1612, and was put into the

hands of five ministers, “ who were ordered to bring in

their opinion of it.” In consideration of his charges, the

“ Synod ordered him (Perrin ) the sum of three hundred

livres." At a subsequent stage in the sessions of the same

Synod , the committee to examine thework having reported ,

Perrin wasdesired to review it,and present it to the Synod

VOL . XIV ., NO. III. - 52
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of Dauphiny, that it might be published. Again : two

years later, the National Synod charges the Synod of Dau

phiny to read over Perrin 's book , “ who is also required,

as soon as it is printed , to send a copy to every one of the

provinces.” The Synod of Dauphiny, in 1617 , reported to

the National Synod, sitting at Vitré, that it had seen and

perused the work , but that, for some reason, not stated, it

had notbeen published or distributed . The NationalSynod

then ordained , “ That the said history shall be sent to our

honored brethren, the pastors and professors in the Church

and University of Geneva, who shall be desired by the

Synod of Dauphiny to peruse it.” The publication was

made the next year, and in 1620 the National Synod, at

Alez , “ applauded and thanked ” the author for his work ,

and being informed of the “ numerousness of his family ,

and that he had a great charge of children ,” exhorted the

Synod of Dauphiny “ to take care of him and his family,

according to the laws of Christian charity and the great

merits of the said Monsieur Perrin .”

Wehave presented these facts, gleaned from the acts,

decisions and decrees of the National Synod of the Re

formed Churches in France, as published in “ Quick 's

Synodocon," inasmuch as a labored effort has been made

to disparage the authority of Perrin ,by somewho feel that

his history , if accredited, is fatal to their cause . Perhaps

no book was ever written with more diligent and persever

ing efforts to render it trustworthy. But Perrin does not

stand unsupported.

In 1669 Leger, “ Pastor and Moderator of the Churches

of the Valley," published his “ History General of the

Evangelical Churches of the Valleys of Piedmont, or Vau

dois,” in which he inserted various documents which were

recognized as the authoritative exponents of the Walden

sian faith , as far back as any such records could be found .

In many passages Leger gives the original text ofthe papers

in the Romance or Provençal language, in columns parallel
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with his translation into his vernacular French. Perrin

and Leger publish, for themost part, the samedocuments,

and in the samewords. A comparison of the two works,

so far as the subject now in hand is concerned, has led to

the detection of only one discrepancy , and that as to a

word ,merely, that does not materially affect the sense of

the passage.

Leger and Perrin are sustained by Sir Samuel Morland ,

who was Oliver Cromwell's ambassador at the Court of

Turin , and who, whilst in their country, made an extensive

collection of their documents then extant, which he has

inserted in his large history of the people. His position ,

as representative of the English Government, then sym

pathizing deeply with the persecuted Churches of Pied

mont, afforded him rare facilities for gathering materials

for his great work. The originalmanuscript copies of the

documents which he obtained he deposited in the Library

of Cambridge University, where they still exist. Morland

gives the samedocuments that Perrin and Leger had given ,

with only such slight variations in their contents as nat

urally occur when copies are multiplied by transcription .

In the appendix to his history, Blair, already referred to ,

has published an English translation of themost important

of the papers furnished by the three authors above named.

In the extracts which we shall presently make,weshall

use his work, having verified them by a comparison, sey

erally, with the passages as found in the three older authors.

With this explanation of what is meant by the writings of

the Waldenses, and of the meansbywhich they have been

transmitted to us,we proceed to the testimony they afford

on the subject of infant baptism .

I. Our first extract is made from the “ Spiritual Alma

nack.” This appears to be a summary of the faith of the

Waldenses, compiled from other documents of authority

among them . It is published by Perrin and Leger. The

date is very ancient. Blair states that the writings com
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prised in it “ are mentioned as existing in 1120 ; but the

slight diversity of dialect suggests the probability that some

of them , as the Discipline, might be earlier, or that they

were composed at different times. At all events, the Wal

denses and Albigenses have unanimously agreed that these

declarations express their sentiments in regard to the doc

trine, government, morality, and discipline of the Church ;

and demonstrate that Christianity was still preserved in the

Valleys and in the South of France.” * Dr. Muston, in

his “ Bibliography of the Waldenses," appended to his

work, whose title has already been given, mentions the

“ Spiritual Almanack ,” and says that its treatise on the

sacraments, from which we are about to quote, is to be met

with in a number of Vaudois works.†

The Almanack treats of baptism , as of other points of

doctrine, and , after giving an exposition of its general de

sign, holds this language : “ And for this cause we present

our children in baptism , I which they ought to do to whom

the children are nearest, as their parents ; and they to

whom God has given this charity .” Nothing could be

more explicit than this .

II. “ The Ancient Discipline of the Evangelical Churches of

the Valleys of the Piedmont,” (published by Perrin , Leger, and

Morland.) Perrin says this was the discipline under which

the Waldenses and Albigenses lived. Morland states that

it was extracted out of divers authentic manuscripts, writ

ten in their own language, several centuries before either

Calvin or Luther lived . It received the express approba

tion of Luther, Melancthon and Bucer. Its great antiquity,

to say nothing of its contents, renders it a document of

rare interest. Our concern , however, is with its testimony

bearing on the question of infant baptism . The ninth

* Blair, I., 223, 224 .

† Ibid ., II., 476 .

$ Et c'est pour cela qu'on presente les Enfans au Baptême. — Leger.
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article relates to dancing, or balls, and condemns that

species of amusementwith a severity of language that we

do not remember ever to have seen surpassed . Among the

reasons assigned for its sinfulness, this is given : “ They

who thus dance break the agreement which they made

with God at their baptism , when their God-fathers promised

for them to renounce the devil and all his pomp.” The

promises here supposed to be broken by their dancing were

made for them , not by them - a plain implication that they

were baptized at an age when they were regarded as inca

pable of making promises for themselves.

III. In 1442, at Kuttenburg , was held a Synod of the

Taborites, a branch of the Waldensian community , in which

a full Confession of their Faith wasmade. The tenth article

is in these words: “ Baptism is the external sign of the

internal washing from sin . Children can also be initiated ,

on condition, however, that having come to an advanced

age, they make a public profession of their faith .” *

IV . In the latter part of the fifteenth century, the Bohe

mian Brethren , another and highly honored branch of the

Waldensian family , having a respite from persecution, pre

pared a full system of rules for their government and disci

pline. Among the duties assigned to the deacons, was that

of aiding the pastor, by instructing the children and cat

echumens ; and it is added : “ Being viewed as candidates

for the ministry , they occasionally preached the Gospel in

the villages, under the minister's inspection, and baptized

children in his absence .” Further on, in the same docu

ment, wehave this statement : “ At Baptism a text was the

ground of a short discourse , to show that God' s covenant

extended to the issue of believers ; prayer offered to God

to cleanse the infant from corruption by the blood of Christ,

to regenerate it by the Spirit, to give it the seal of grace

* See the Confession , in extenso, quoted by Blair (Vol. II., 77) from

Lenfants.
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by baptism , and to place it among his chosen ; theminister

then named the child , and baptized it with pure water, in

the name of the Father , of the Son, and of the Holy

Ghost." *

V . The United Brethren of Bohemia , mentioned in the

last paragraph , in 1508 presented to King Ladislaus and

his Nobles an “ Apology,” in which they defended them

selves against various charges brought against them by

their enemies ; also a “ Confession of Faith ,” which was

subsequently enlarged, and in 1535 was addressed by the

Nobles and Barons of Bohemia to Ferdinand, King of the

Romans and Bohemia . Both of these instruments are pre

served by Perrin . Leger and Morland give an abridge

ment of the Confession . Here are extracts from both :

(a .) From the" Apology.” The fourth reproach ,which they

say was cast upon them by their “ adversaries, like angry,

barking dogs," was,that they denied the baptism of infants ;

to which they replied in the words of the Spiritual Alma

nack : “ The timeand place ofthose who ought to be bap

tized is not ordained, but the charity of the Church and

congregation ought to serve as the rule in it, etc . And,

therefore, they to whom the children are nearest allied are

under obligation to present the infants to be baptized ; as

are the parents, and those to whom God has given such a

charity.” This passage is important, as showing that the

Spiritual Almanack was still held in reputeas the authorized

exponent of their doctrines, and also as showing their views

up to the time immediately preceding the Reformation .

On this article in the “ Apology,” Perrin makes a remark

which serves to explain whatever seeming practicalneglect

of the rite , if any, existed among them , namely , that when

the Waldensian pastorswereabsent from their own charges,

in the service of the Church at large, the children were

* Blair, II., 100, 107 , quoting from Holmes, pp. 64-91, and “ Account of

the Bohemians,” pp. 75 – 138.
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long kept without baptism . In such cases, some parents

allowed their children to receive the ordinance at the hands

of the Romish Priests ; others would not consent to this, in

consequence of the superstitious ceremonies the Priests

appended to its administration . Muston , Blair, and other

writers on the affairs of this people, tell us that, the pas

tors being few , and the Churches widely dispersed, the for

merwere accustomed to itinerate from Church to Church ,

occupying frequently one or two years in making their

circuits. This accounts for their absences, as mentioned

by Perrin .

(6.) From the “ Confession ." Article on Baptism . “ Like

wise they teach that children are to be baptized unto salva

tion, and to be consecrated to Christ according to His

Word : “ Suffer little children to come unto me,' etc.* Our

friends, therefore, depending upon these words, baptize

children in the name of the Holy Trinity. Because the

place is universal, “ Teach all nations, baptizing them ,' etc.

Nor do they henceforth rebaptize them , nor have they ever

rebaptized.”

We give another extract from this Confession, and ask

that special attention may be directed to the clause put in

Italics . It shows, not only that baptism was administered

to those who were incapable of exercising personal faith ,

but, also , what class of personswere intended when per

sonal faith was mentioned as a prerequisite to baptism .

The subject of the Article from which we quote is the sa

craments, Baptism and the Supper. After insisting upon a

due attention to these institutions of the Gospel, the Con

fession proceeds thus : “ The sacraments of themselves, or,

as some say, ex opere operato, from the work wrought, do

not confer grace upon those who are not first endowed with

* Nous enseignons semblablement qu'il faut baptizer les Enfans a sa

lut, et les consacrer Jesus Christ selon son commandement, etc. — Leger ,

Book I., 101.
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good inclinations, and inwardly quickened by the Holy

Spirit, nor bestow that justifying faith which renders the

mind of man obedient, trusting and compliant to God in

all things ; for faith is necessary to precede - we speak of

adults — which may vivify man by the Holy Ghost, and may

inject good notions into the heart ; for without faith , nei

ther salvation nor righteousness exists, nor do sacraments

do good to any one."

If children were not subjects ofbaptism ,the reference to

adults , in the above, is unmeaning. Besides, unless chil

dren are an exception to the rule requiring personal faith

in order to baptism , then the Brethren assert that they are

incapable of salvation . It is the inevitable dilemma, “ no

baptism , no salvation .”

VI. In 1532, at a timewhen George Morel, who fills a

large space in the Waldensian history , was a pastor in

Piedmont, and wrote thememoirs of their Churches, states

that above eight hundred thousand persons professed the

religion of the Waldenses, the pastors and heads of fam

ilies in the Valleys of Piedmont assembled at Angrogna,

subscribed certain articles of faith , which , as they affirm ,

they “ have sworn that they believe, and wish to hold

themselves as acknowledging them conformed to the Holy

Scriptures,and containing the summary ofdoctrine,which

has been taught from father to son , according to the Word

ofGod , as the faithful have done in the time of Ezra and

Nehemiah .” The seventeenth Article reads thus : “ That

touching the matter of the sacraments, the Holy Scriptures

determine that Jesus Christ has left us only two sacra

ments, Baptism and the Eucharist, which we receive to

show that we wish to continue in the Holy Communion in

which we are entered by Holy Baptism , being little infants,

and for the commemoration of the sufferings of Jesus

Christ, who has washed us from our sins by his precious

blood .”
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This Confession is recorded by Perrin , Leger, and Mor

land. Blair states that the manuscript is preserved in the

Library at Cambridge.

VII. In 1541- 2 , the Waldenses of Merindol presented to

the Parliament of Aix, the King, and others, a “ Confes

sion of Faith ,” containing twenty-six sections. The sev

enteenth is on Baptism , and concludes with these emphatic

words: “ They, also , err egregiously, who remove children

from Baptism .” The heresy of Anabaptism had, not long

before, arisen in Germany, and was spreading with the

rapidity that usually attends the progress of fanaticism in

times of high and general excitement in the popularmind.

Hence the form of the deliverance on the subject of infant

baptism .

This Confession is also recorded by Perrin , Leger, and

Morland . Faber gives it in Latin , the expression above

quoted being quite as decisive as it is in our English trans

lation .

We have thus produced a series of extracts extending

over four centuries, beginning with the earliest authentic

records which history furnishes of the people, and ending

about the time when the Waldenses, with an exception

already noted,were merged into the Reformed Churches.

It would be easy to produce evidence of their continuing

to a much later date - indeed, to the present day — in the

practice of the rite. But it is unnecessary, since the con

troversy concerns, not the modern, but the ancient, people

of that name.. Nor have we adduced all the testimony

which their acknowledged documents supply . There are

others, which , to our own mind , are not less decisive than

those which have been cited ; as, for example, a passage

in their celebrated treatise styled “ Antichrist,” in which

they inveigh so severely against the superstitious appen

dages with which the Romish Church had corrupted the

ordinance — such as the sign of the cross on the infant's

breast and forehead , the salt in its mouth , the spittle in its

VOL . XIV., NO . III. — 53
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ear, the plunging it three times in the water, with much

else of the same character — against all which things they

vehemently protest, yet not a word do they utter in denial

or disparagement of the rite itself. If, however, what has

been brought forward shall not be deemed satisfactory to

any one of our readers, it is not probable that any number

of passages from the same sources would suffice for his

conviction .

We turn to evidence of another character — the expressed

opinions of historians who have investigated the subjects.

Passages mightbe cited from the pages of Perrin , Leger,

and Morland, showing that they had no doubt as to the

observance of the ordinance among the Waldenses from

the rise of that community. And no one ever possessed

greater facilities for obtaining correct information than

they. It is needless, however, to occupy our space with

quotations from their pages, giving their individual

opinions, since it will occur to every reader that they could

not have entertained a doubt on the subject without dis

crediting the very documents which they have published

to the world as the genuine writings of the Waldensians,

and the authoritative standardsof their faith .

Dr. Gilly , a clergyman of the Established Church of

England, who has published “ Researches among the Vau

dois,” the result of two or more “ Excursions” into the

Valleys of the Piedmont, to whom that people , says Dr.

Muston , are indebted for the establishment of the College

over which Dr. Revelnow presides, and who, as the same

writer remarks, is one of the most voluminous, learned

and interesting of allmodern authors who have written on

the subject of the Vaudois ” — Dr. Gilly says : " Nothing

can be more false than the calumny that the Vaudois object

to infant baptism ,” and adduces passages from their ancient

writings in support of his assertion .*

* See Preface to Jones' Church History, fifth English edition , where

Jones makes a feint of answering Gilly.
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Dr. Wall, whose candor is only equalled by his learning

and vast research, devotes a considerable space in his “ His

tory of Infant Baptism ” to the question now before us.

The result of his investigations is, that whilst there were

probably some small and short- lived sects, sometimes con

founded with the Waldenses, in the fifteenth century, that

rejected infant baptism , “ for themain body of the Wal

denses, there is no probability at all” that they rejected it.*

The reader, by turning back to Dr. Revel's letter to Dr.

Baird ,may learn something of the sects here referred to .

Allix , an English clergyman, published in 1690 his “ Re

marks on the Ecclesiastical History of the Ancient Churches

of Piedmont," a work on which we have seen high enco

miumsbestowed by writers in the interest of our Baptist

brethren . From the favor with which Jones and others of

his party seem to regard Allix , we supposed, until we ex

amined his book , that it contained evidence of some kind

which they could make available to their cause. But not

a sentence tending in that direction did a careful scrutiny

of his pages bring to view ; on the contrary, much of

another tenor. One passage must suffice in this place.

Allix is assigning reasonswhy the Patarines, a sect of the

eleventh century, “ were, for the most part, of the same

opinions thatwere afterward asserted by the Waldenses,”

and he mentions as the sixth : “ Because we find the Be

rengarians” (who, he states, were of the same stamp with

the Patarines) “ exposed to the samecalumnieswhich were

afterwards imputed to the Patarines and Waldenses. This

is evident from the discourse of Guimondus, Bishop of

Avasa, † where he accuseth them of overthrowing , as much

as in them lay, lawful marriages and the baptism of in

fants ." ! From this it is manifest that Allix regarded the

charge that the Waldenses denied infant baptism as a

* Vol. II., pp. 273, 266, 267.

† Lib . I., contra, Bereng .

I Allix , pp . 134, 135.
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calumny. The passage shows another thing — that the de

nial of the ordinance of infant baptism , and the denial of

the lawfulness of the marriage union , were coupled to

gether— a significant fact, which one often encounters in

traversing the dreary wastes through which the history of

thatage leads him , but a fact which one who knowswhat

was then prevailing, even in the West, will have no diffi

culty in accounting for.

The list of authorities might be extended almost indef

initely, including such namesas Archbishop Usher, Richard

Baxter, Milner, Faber, Murdock , (translator of Mosheim ,)

Blair,Muston, Rev. T . Sims, of England, (who has exam

ined the question particularly, and decides that the “Wal

denses have, to a certainty , always approved and practiced

the baptism of infants,” ) and , to mention no others, the

celebrated ecclesiastical historian, Gieseler, Professor in

Göttingen , whose immense learning and rigid impartiality

have placed him in the highest rank of authorities. The

passage to be given is contained in a letter addressed by

Gieseler to Dr.Muston, and may be seen in “ The Israel of

the Alps," Vol. I., page 3. Gieseler denies that Peter de

Bruys, (the father of the Petrobrusian sect,) was one of the

Vaudois. “ For,” he adds, “ in the first place, he taught

many things contrary to the doctrine of the Vaudois. He

denied that infants ought to be baptized and that the sacra

ment of the body and blood of Christ was celebrated after

its celebration by Christ himself.”

In view of this overwhelming array of testimony and

authorities, our readers will be surprised that a fact thus

established by every species of evidence of which a histori

cal event is capable, should ever have been called in ques

tion. They will be curious to know on what pretence it

hasbeen denied. Wepropose to gratify them in this very

natural desire.
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As far as we are authorized to speak on the subjects, by

an investigation in which no little time has been employed ,

and a large number of books has been consulted, there

are only two writers in the departmentof ecclesiastical his

tory, whose researches have led them to examine the

original sources of information , and whose success in their

labors has caused their works to survive the authors, that

venture to deny the prevalence of the rite amongst the

Waldenses, before or since the Reformation, viz : Robert

Robinson and William Jones, both of England . They

were both Baptists, but this circumstance ought not to

prejudice their credibility , if they had not made an unfair

use of the authorities on which they rely for their state

ments.

Robinson , a man ofbrilliant parts and varied accomplish

ments, after attaining a high position among the Baptist

ministers of England, adopted Socianian views, without,

however, renouncing the dogmas of his former brethren in

relation to the propermode and subjects of baptism . Sub

sequently to the change of his faith , he wrote his “ Eccle

siastical Researches,” in which his effort throughout is to

show that all the ancient Christians,who are worthy of the

name, were Socinians, immersionists, and anti-pedobaptists .

The intense sectarianism of his book, the bitter spirit per

vading it, and its frequent palpable perversionsof the estab

lished truths of history , have prevented it from acquiring

any extensive credit or circulation , and it is seldom referred

to by other writers, unless it be to find in Robinson sup

port for opinions which all respectable historians contra

dict. The reader who may be able to command patience

sufficient to carry him through one-third of the book , will

be prepared to assent to every word of the following esti

mate of Robinson , from the pen of Professor Moses Stuart,

of Andover Seminary ,(a man from whom our Baptist breth

ren are very fond of quoting on certain points ,) in a letter

to his colleague, Dr. Leonard Woods, and published by the
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latter in his “ Infant Baptism ." * Professor Stuart here

speaks of another work of Robinson , that on Baptism , but

his strictures are equally applicable to the work before us.

“ Having so often heard the book spoken highly of, and

knowing something ofMr. Robinson 's talents and charac

ter, I had a great curiosity to see it. I have examined it

on various topics, and confess myself to be greatly disap

pointed , and not a little disgusted. There is every where

in it an air of almost profane levity, which at times breaks

forth into the most gross and palpable indecency . * * *

Withal, there is such a gross and palpable unfairness in

Robinson 's examination of the testimony of the Christian

Fathers, and such a shallow criticism , both on them and

on the New Testament, that one may well wonder that

this book should meet with encouragement among men of

sobriety and good sense . There is , indeed , an appearance

of a kind of learning in the author ; but it is merely that

of a literary gourmand , who has read every thing curious

and entertaining, and but very little that is solid , and has

reasoned and reflected still less on what he has read .” Dr.

Miller, of Princeton, has somewhere published an opinion

of Robinson, concurring with that of Professor Stuart and

Dr. Woods.

Robinson labors with great diligence to evade the tes

timony in favor of infantbaptism among the Waldensians

and other dissidents from the Romish Church . After one

and another captious objection , which he seems conscious

his readers will not regard as of any weight, he boldly

asserts that neither the term “ Infant,” nor the term “ Bap

tize," as used in themiddle ages, is sufficiently definite and

precise to enable us to determine positively that the one

means a child of a few months or a few years old, or the

other means the rite known in the Christian Church by

that name. His words are : “ The words 'Infant,' and

* Second edition, p . 140.
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' Baptism ,' either alone or in conjunction , prove nothing ,

unless they be accompanied with explanatory circum

stances .” * Again , he says : “ In the time of Claude (ninth

century) baptism was got down to children -- not to natural

infants, but to such as had begun to speak . The word

infant, in this district, as in every other , was used in a

vague sense for a minor.” + In proof of this assertion he

quotes the inscriptions on monuments over the remains of

young persons of different ages, as two, thirteen , eighteen ,

and so on . Yetnotone of the inscriptions contains the word

infant, but all, the word innocent. This substitution of the

one term for the other, the language being foreign, would

easily mislead the careless or the unlearned reader, and on

that account is the more disingenuous and culpable a ruse

on the part of the author. When, in the times of which

he is writing, infants are mentioned as the subjects of

baptism , Robinson would have ys believe that they were

persons “ who had begun to speak," and might have been

of any age between two and eighteen or twenty -one, if that

was the point at which they ceased to beminors; all which

is contradicted by the very etymology of the word itself,

(in , not, and for , I speak ,) and to its use among all nations

who have derived it from the Latin language, as denoting

those who , whatever the exact number of their months or

years , are not capable of speaking and acting for them

selves.

For a Baptist, maintaining that immersion, and nothing

else, is baptism , it is a strange admission that Robinson

makes, when he says that the word baptism means nothing

when alone, or when in conjunction with the word infant,

unless there be some other circumstance to fix the mean

ing. He not only makes the concession , however, but

adduces proof of its correctness, citing a passage from the

code of King Liutprand, in which the guardian of a child

* Ec. Res., p . 385. † Ibid., p . 469.
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is allowed to baptize it — that is, to chastise it with the rod or

lash. “ Here,” he adds, “ is an infant baptism performed

with a switch, without water." * The conclusion which

Robinson reaches, and to which he would conduct his

readers, is, that when the baptism of infants is spoken of in

the times and countries in which the Waldenses lived,

nothing definite can be inferred from the use of the terms;

they may mean simply that the good people had their

children flogged . Our readers will now understand what

Professor Stuart intended by the author's " profane levity."

Yet Robinson , in another place, yields a point, which,

in his own view , seems decisive of the question in hand.

Weask special attention to his words, which , in spite of

his adroit qualifications, imply all that we could desire :

" There is one general clue to the history of the baptism of

babes, but how far it leads into the history of the practice

of baptism among the Vaudois, must be left to each reader

to imagine. Baptism is a relative institute, and all Chris

tians consider it so. Somethink it is an institute connected

with a profession of Christianity , and of course it is related

only to temporal Church fellowship . This is the opinion

of the Baptists. Others suppose it is connected with sanc

tification and the pardon of sin , and related to the future

state , and, consequently, that it is necessary to salvation .

If, therefore, the Vaudois held the doctrine of original sin , as it

should seem they did , baptism was as necessary to their dying babes

as it was to those of the Catholicks. This is a mere conjecture,

founded on theory, and such conjectures ought to have

little weight, because few men reduce all parts of their own

theories to practice.” It is very evident that, after all his

desperate expedients to overthrow the historical proofs of

the rite, Robinson either was fully persuaded, or strongly

suspected, that it was practiced among the Vaudois .

* Ec. Res., p . 386 .
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Jones, however, is more confidently relied on as an

authority for the anti-pedobaptism of the Waldenses than

Robinson . Indeed, his work seems to be held in the high

est consideration by our Baptist brethren , as is evinced by

the facts , severally, that, after going through five editions

in England, it was republished in America; that ithasbeen

commended by distinguished names in their communion ;

and that it is the source from which their controversial

writers draw the most of their statements and extracts

touching the subject before us. In the body of his work ,

Jones does not assert, in direct terms, that the Waldenses

rejected infant baptism — at least , such a declaration , if

made, has escaped our notice. He does, however, what is

equivalent in effect, and is even more discreditable to him

as a historian - he suppresses the evidence by which the

contrary might have been demonstrated . In the preface to

the fifth edition of his book , issued twelve years after the

first, having grown bolder, as we may presume, from the

toleration of his literary crime, he vauntingly proclaims

that the people of whom he wrote were anti-pedobaptists ,

and makes a feeble effort to substantiate his position . We

shall see to what expedients he has recourse in order to

make this impression .

In the treatise called " Antichrist,” to which a reference

has already been made, and whose antiquity and authority

as an exposition of the Waldensian doctrine Jones admits,

as do Perrin , Leger , Morland, and all who have duly

investigated the subject, we find a protest against certain

specified errors of the Romish Church. Jones quotes this

document at considerable length , acknowledging himself

indebted to Perrin for the copy he used . Here is a passage

as found in Perrin , certain parts of which we Italicize :

“ The third work of "Antichrist ' is, that he attributes the

regeneration of the Holy Spirit to the dead outward work , bap

tizing children in that faith , and teaching that thereby bap

tism and regeneration must be had ; and therein he confers

VOL. XIV ., NO. III. — 54
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and bestows orders and other sacraments, and groundeth

therein all his Christianity , which is against the Holy

Spirit.” * And here is the same passage, as found in Jones,

professing, too, to quote from Perrin : “ He teaches to baptize

children into the faith , and attributes to this thework of regen

eration ; thus confounding the work of the Holy Spirit in

regeneration , with the external rite ofbaptism , and on this

foundation bestows orders, and, indeed , grounds all his

Christianity .” + The careful reader, by examining the two

versions of the passage, will be at no loss to perceive the

vital difference between them , nor to surmise the purpose

of Jones in the variations he has made. The former ver

sion makes the Waldensians protest against the perversion

of infant baptism , as practiced among the Papists; the latter

makes them protest against the ordinance itself. The one,

by necessary implication , sanctions the rite ; the other con

demns it. Yet Jones not only had the temerity to alter

the passage, when citing it in his original work , but the

audacity , twelve years afterwards, to appeal to his own

corrupt version in support of the error he sought to prop

agate.

It may be proper to state, here, that the treatise, “ Anti

christ,” is given by Leger and "Morland , as well as Perrin ,

and that they give the passage above cited in the same

form , with a variation of a word, only, that does not affect

the sense . The original of the clause, “ baptizing children

in that faith ,” is, “ bapteia le enfant en aquella fe ” - aquella

being a demonstrative pronoun, agreeing with fe, and re

quiring the phrase to be translated that faith , and not

admitting of Jones' rendering, the faith . But Jones was

compelled to mistranslate the words, in order to conceal

the fact that he had omitted the preceding and the govern

ing part of the sentence. Dr. Wall, in his “ History of

* Perrin , Book III., ch. VIII.

† Jones, Am , ed ., p . 338 ; also Pref. to fifth English ed .
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Infant Baptism ," * quotes this passage in the form in which

it appears in the three authors above named . Yet in a

recent work by Dr. Curtis, Professor of Theology in the

University at Lewisburg, Pennsylvania , styled “ The Pro

gress of Baptist Principles,” it is cited in the mulitated

form in which Jones presents it, a note being appended in

these words : “ Jones' Church History, page 338, whose

quotations I have followed , he having gone over the whole

ground carefully , with Wall and Perrin before him .” We

have met with the passage in the same dismembered form

in other writers of that school, all of whom , we charitably

suppose, received it from Jones, without an examination of

its authenticity . It is thus that errors are transmitted from

one writer and from one generation to another, the wrong

and the shame being divided between the author who

originated it, and his too credulous followers .

One other instance of similar peculation on the part of

Jones, and we dismiss him . He is giving an account of

· the faith and practices of the Waldenses in the timeof Louis

XII., of France, as ascertained by special inquiry, made

under the instructions of that monarch. Among other

things, he states that it was reported to Louis that “ they

kept the Sabbath day, observed the ordinance of baptism

according to the primitive Church, instructed their children

in the articles of the Christian faith, and the command

ments of God.” † For this incident, and themanifesto of

the Waldensian doctrines and customs, Jones refers to

Perrin as his authority . Turning to Perrin , we find the

passage in these words : “ They kept the Sabbath duly,

caused their children to be baptized according to the primitive

Church , taught them the articles of the Christian faith , and

the commandments of God .” ! Here , also, the Italics are

ours. Let the reader compare the two places so designated

in the two extracts. He will understand how it is that

* Vol. II., p. 242. † Page 348. Book I.,ch. V .
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Jones, and those who in their investigations go no farther

back than to his history, can find no evidence that the

Waldenses baptized their children.

But it may be asked, how does Jones dispose of the

several passages which have been extracted , in the former

part of this article, from the Confessions,and similar papers

of the people ? He simply omits them , in some instances

quoting nearly the entire documents,except their testimony

on this one subject. It is painful to speak in such terms

of an author whom any portion of the Christian world are

disposed to consider respectable. But much is due to the

truth of history , and it is better that the reputation of one

man should suffer, than that a whole community of Chris

tian people , and they among the worthiest that ever existed

on the earth, should lie under what they themselves pro

nounced a grievous calumny.

Here and there , in the writings of those who treat of the

Waldenses, occur incidental remarks, which, considered

apart from their connection with the particular topics to

which they belong, might be construed as favoring the

views of our Baptist brethren on the question at issue.

Themost important of these remarks is one from “ Lim

borch 's History of the Inquisition,” Vol. I., ch. VIII.

Jones quotes it ; so does Dr. Curtis ; and so, also, others of

the same party . Jones, as usual, mutilates the passage.

Weshall, therefore, cite Dr. Curtis 'more full and accurate

version of it, thus : “ To speak my own mind freely , the

Albigenses and Waldenses appear to me to have been two

distinct sects, and they were entirely ignorant of many

tenets now ascribed to them . Particularly , the Waldenses

appear to have been plain men , unskilful and inexpe

rienced, and if their opinions and customs were to be

examined without prejudice, it would appear that, among

all the modern sects of Christians, they bear the greatest

resemblance to that of the Mennonites.” Dr. Curtis tells

us that the Mennonites are the “ Modern Dutch Baptists."
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It will not fail to occur to our readers that evidence of

the anti-pedobaptism of the Waldenses must be in much

request, when such as this passage affords — 80 meagre is it

at best, and reached by so wide and toilsome a circuit - is

passed down from one generation to another of controver

sial writers. That it really imports nothing as to the mat

ter under discussion , we should not deem it worth the

space it occupies on our pages to show , were it not that

our opponents appeal to it with a confidence that stands

in an exact ratio, but, as it happens, inversely, to the value

of the testimony. ( 1.) Limborch simply offers his opinion ,

and this is done with an air of timidity, which implies that

he was aware that the preponderance of respectable author

ities was against him . (2 .) Hedoes not state,nor intimate

in the most indirect terms, that the resemblance which he

supposed to exist between the Waldenses and Mennonites,

had any respect to infant baptism . Not a word on that

subject occurs in his book , within ten pages of the passage

cited from him . There are many particulars in which the

two sects may have agreed, and yet infant baptism not

have been included. (3.) An application of the ordinary

canons of criticism would suggest to the ingenuous reader

that the resemblance which he refers to , lay in the general

characteristics of the parties, as plain men, unskilful and

inexperienced, rather than in an agreement in any one

specific article of faith or practice . And (4 .) in the very

chapter from which the passage is extracted, Limborch

expressly exonerates the Waldenses from the charge of

denying baptism to infants. In accordance with his pur

pose throughout the chapter, which is, to prove that the

Albigenses and Waldenses were distinct sects , he classifies

the opinions which he says “ were common to them both,”

in which list nothing is said of infant baptism , and then

the opinions held by the Albigenses, but not by the Wal

denses. Under this latter division, he states that it was

reported of the Albigenses : “ That they condemned the
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baptism of water, saying that a man was to be saved by

their laying on of hands upon those that believed them ,

and that their sins were to be remitted without confession

and satisfaction ; that no baptism availed any thing ; no,

not their own.'” “ We read , also ," continues Limborch ,

“ in the sentence of Petrus Raymundus. Dominicus de Bor

no, that he heard Peter Auterii, (a famous doctor among

the Albigenses,) teaching, among other things, “ That the

baptism ofwater,made by the Church, was of no avail to

children ; because they were so far from consenting to it,

that they wept.'” In connection with their views rejecting

all baptism by water, Limborch enumerates various other

errors, such as the sinfulness of marriage, the denial of

the human natureof Christ, of the resurrection of the body,

etc., in all which they betrayed their Manicheean origin,

and then adds this emphatic declaration : “ These opinions

of the Albigenses are not one of them ascribed to the Wal

denses, who had quite different tenets, which are never

mentioned in the sentences of the Albigenses.* Here is

Limborch 's testimony as a historian . It is positive as

to the opinions of the Waldenses on the subject before us,

and his namemay be added to the long list of authors of

the highest repute, confirming our views. Or, if the pas

sage quoted by Dr. Curtis from his pages is to be still

used as implying a resemblance between the Waldenses

and theMennonites in relation to infant baptism ,we oppose

to it the authority of Jones himself, who says : “ An impar

tial review of the doctrinal sentiments maintained by the

Waldenses, the discipline, order, and worship of their

Churches , as well as their general deportment and manner

* The Albigenses of whom Limborch speakswere not the people usually

associated with the Waldenses, but a family of the Cathari, mentioned by

Dr. Revel in his letter to Dr. Baird. Limborch did not make the neces

sary distinction between parties which it suited the purposes of Papal

writers to confound together under a common name, in order that they

might be subjected to a common odium .
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of life, not to mention their determined and uniform oppo

sition to the Church of Rome, affords abundant evidence

of the similarity of their views and practices to those held

by Luther, Calvin , and the other illustrious characters,

whose labors, in the sixteenth century, contributed so em

inently to effect the glorious Reformation . Most of the

Catholic writers who lived about the time of the Reforma

tion, and the age which succeeded it, clearly saw this coin

cidence between the principles of the Waldenses and those

of the Reformers, and remarked it in their works." * If it

shall be said that the matter of baptism is to be excepted

in Jones' similarity ” and “ coincidence," we shall claim

that it be excepted, also , in Limborch 's “ resemblance.”

Another recourse of those who would establish the anti

pedobaptism of the Waldenses, is, to charges preferred

against them by Papal writers, and that in the days when

these evangelical Christians were the objects of unremit

ting persecutions on account of their dissent from Papal

doctrines and opposition to Papal rule. As far back as the

times of Richard Baxter, and down to the present day,

declarations proceeding from such a source, and originating

in just such motives as the circumstances would naturally

imply - declarations which the people they concern have

themselves pronounced calumnious — are found bespangling

the pages of our opponents in this controversy. The space

which it would be proper for us to occupy will not permit

the citation and review of all these precious morceaux.

We shall confine ourselves to the examination of one, and

it shall be that on which the most stress seems to be laid ,

if we may judge from the frequency with which it is em

ployed . Allix mentions that Rayner, or Reinerus, a Do

minican , in exposing the errors of the Waldensians, says :

“ Some of them hold that baptism is of no avail to infants,

because they can not actually believe.” Allix does not

* Jones' History, p. 357.
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quote the charge as endorsing it, for, as we have seen, he

held the contrary view . The sentence occurs in a long

extract, covering some eight pages, in which a great many

things are said by Rayner respecting the people of whom

he writes, some of which were doubtless true, and others

aremanifestly false.

Who was this Rayner ? An apostate — not from the Wal

densian Church , as is sometimes asserted — but from the

sect of the Cathari, with whom he had lived for seventeen

years, according to his own account — " conversatus sum cum

eis.” * Abandoning his original faith , he became a Papist,

a Friar, and an Inquisitor. It was his office to search out

the heresies that lurked among his former brethren, and

we may reasonably suppose that he was not lacking in the

zealwhich usually distinguishes proselytes. He could but

understand that the greater the energy he displayed in his

appointed work, the kindlier would be the smiles which

would cheer him from the high places of the hierarchy he

served, and the more rapid his promotion. This Rayner,

with such antecedents and such prospects, wrote a book ;

concerning whom ? It seemsdifficult to decide. Dr. Wall,

who appears to have examined the book with special care,

says that he mentions the nameof the Waldenses butonce,

and whom he means by it, Wall avers that he does not

know . t Robinson says that he does not once mention the

Valleys of the Piedmont, unless hemeant to include them

in a general description , when he said that Leonists were

in all the cities of Lombardy, and had spread themselves

into all countries. The title of his book is “ Summa de

Catharis et Leonistis." Now , the Cathari differed from the

Waldenses more widely than the latter differed from the

Papists. They revived, or else inherited , the ancient ab

* Gieseler C . His., III., p . 395. Neander, do., IV., p . 579.

+ Vol. II., pp. 254, 257.

Ec. His., p . 446 .
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surdities and abominations of Eastern Gnosticism . * Allix

says they were a sect of the Manicheeans, and, further, that

“ Manicheeism is the most wild heresy that the devil could

ever suggest.” The Leonistes, or PoorMen of Lyons,were

nearly affiliated to the Waldenses ,somuch so as to be often

mentioned as the same people. But Rayner makes no dis

tinction between the Cathariand theLeonistes. Hewished

to extirpate both, and it favored his scheme to confound

them , so that he could charge upon the latter all the mon

strous heresies of which he krew the former to be guilty .

Thus, he accuses them — both sects alike— of holding that

“ marriage was nothing but sworn fornication ,” with other

sentiments too offensive to decency to be named . We

know that some of the charges are utterly , foully false, as

it respects the one party ; and if someare false — so ac

knowledged by Jones,Robinson, and all writers — why may

not that concerning infant baptism be false also ?

In justice to Rayner, however, it should be mentioned

that he does not say that the sects of which he wrote did ,

all of them , or the majority of them , deny infant baptism ,

but quidam eorum ,” some of them . No one has ever qués

tioned that there were in thatage somesmall and transient

sects who were liable to the charge; such, for example, as

theManicheean Cathari, who renounced allwater baptism ;

the followers ofGundulphus, who held it useless, both for

infants and adults ; and, a little later, the Petrobrusians,

who maintained that infants, being incapable of salvation ,

were also incapable of baptism . Our discussion has no

reference to these sects, but to the Waldensians, who held

no ecclesiastical or fraternal relations to such errorists.

Weconclude this article, already unduly extended, with

an extract from Richard Baxter 's treatise on Baptism , in

which he gives utterance to his sense of the injustice done

to the Waldenses by arraigning them on charges preferred

* See Neander, or any standard Church History.
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by their Papal enemies. Having referred to the testimony

afforded in their own writings, that they observed the rite

of infant baptism , and to the accusations of such writers as

Rayner, which had been recently revived by a certain Mr.

Tombes, a Baptist minister in his vicinity , the good, the

saintly Baxter, exclaims: “ Now , after all these clear vin

dications of these godly men (the Waldenses) from the

malicious accusations of theMonks and Friars, who would

have thought that such a man as Mr. Tombes, or any other

Protestant that hath any profession of conscientiousness,

should ever dare so openly to make the world believe that

the malicious Papists speak truth in accusing these men ;

and that all our divines' vindication of them is false ? Yea,

and their own vindication of their own faith is false ?

And all this, to have somewhat to say for his own cause !!

What a cause is that, that must be thus defended ! Why

may not Mr. Tombes as well strike in with Cope's and

others' testimony against our " Book of Martyrs,' or with

the Papists in their foul lies against Luther, Calvin , Beza,

Zuinglius, etc., as he doth here ? Nay, would not this

make the world believe that all other of the Papists ' slan

ders of the Waldenses (as to be Arians, Manichees,

Witches, Buggerers, etc .,) were true, as well as this ? For,

if the Papists' testimonies be better than ours, yea, or the

men's own, in one thing, why not in another ? * * *

He that will dare to do thus, what will he not dare ? And

what testimony will he not think valid, that will lean on

such as these ? And how small a matter will satisfy him

that will lean on this ! * * * I pray God convince

him ; for bare evidence , and reason , and Scripture, will

never do it, while such reasoning as this seemssatisfactory

or honest.” *

* London edition, 1653, p . 159 .
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ARTICLE III.

PRINCIPLES OF CHURCH GOVERNMENT.

When we remember that, according to Presbyterians,

the Church of God has existed , more or less visibly, in the

world ever since the fall ofman , and that now the people

of God themselves differ as to the most radical points of

Church polity, we are in danger of doubting that God has

given a definite form to Ilis House. To guard ourselves

from falling into such a doubt, wemay call to mind that

civil government has been an object of study to the wisest

and noblest of our race in all ages, and yet to -day, not only

conventions and senates, but mighty armies, dispute the

radical principles of constitutional liberty. But civil gov

ernment is a science. National and civil disputes could

be adjusted by reason, without appealing to the sword ,

were men not blinded by those lusts from which wars

arise.

The subject announced at the head of this article is

high - a matter, perhaps, too high for us to exercise our

selves therein . With respect to an object so complex, we

fear that our thoughts will seem scarcely hinged into a

skeleton, yet it is our earnest desire that these thoughts

may correspond to reality , and thus be truth , and that they

may form , though a rude, yet a truthful, sketch of the

“ true Tabernacle , which the Lord hath pitched, and not

man.” If, as a branch of the catholic Church, we are cor

rect in saying : “ The Lord Jesus, asKing and IIead of His

Church, hath therein appointed a government in the hands

of Church officers, distinct from the civil magistrate,” this .

government must be some thing comprehensible by these

officers. Its constitution and laws they may understand .

And though, as one of these officers, we may fail to reach
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this height, we may comfort ourselves with the saying :

In magnis voluisse sat est.

This magnitude of Church government, as an object

of thought, and its consequent difficulty , to some extent

accounts for the imperfection of our knowledge of this

object. But wemay find another reason in the nature of

language — the relation of language to thought. Here let us

step aside from the direct path to pluck a flower — a flower

not somuch of expression as of thought: “ Admitting, even,

that the mind is capable of certain elementary concepts ,

without the fixation and signature of language, still these

are but sparks, which would twinkle only to expire ; and

it requires words to give them prominence, and, by en

abling us to collect and elaborate them into new concepts,

to raise, out of what would only be scattered and transitory

scintillations, a vivid and enduring light.” The languages

of the Church were first Hebrew , then Greek , after that

chiefly Latin , and now , with us, English. From these

changes of language, and our imperfectknowledge of them ,

they have failed to yield us a vivid and enduring light - to

give us a science of the Church . The twinkling and expiring

sparks of thought have not sufficed to reveal the symmetry

and beauty, the order, firmness, and duration of the Chris

tian temple.

Assuming, at present, some principles held ,with a noble

loyalty to Christ, by Presbyterians, for centuries— principles

baptized with the blood of martyrs — we will briefly con

sider the courts of the Church ; how they are created ; their

powers ; their number ; their mutual relations ; their rela

tion to the State . Since , according to Presbyterians, ruling

powers, strictly, are vested by Christ exclusively in those

courts, the full and complete consideration of the points

now mentioned would involve the entire subject of Church

polity.

These courts may be said to be created by the people

who are subject to their rule, because each member of a
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court is elected by the people he represents. “ Though

the character, qualifications, and authority of Church offi

cers are laid down in the Holy Scriptures, as well as the

propermethod of their investiture and institution , yet the

election of the persons to the exercise of this authority, in

any particular society, is in that society.” Thus, though

the constitution and laws of the Church , and the powers of

Church officers, come down from heaven, the officers them

selves arise from the people, being chosen out ofthe people ,

and by them .

This theory, that the Church, catholic or national, grows

from the people - grows by particular churches voluntarily

uniting with other particular churches, and thus forming

more general churches - exhibiting a more extensive vis

ible unity among the followers of Christ, is of importance

at the present time, because some seem to think that new

and local churches spring into existence at the bidding of

somegreat central court, and that the new church derives

its constitution, laws, and life , almost, from this previously

existing Church. What else does Dr. Baird mean, (Digest,

Part VI.,) where he says : “ From the facts presented be

low , it will appear that theGeneral Assembly is not a body

created by the voluntary union of Presbyteries and Sy

nods, as is some times assumed, but itself the original body

whence they have derived their existence and powers ” ?

Wesay No, to this. The new Synod, Presbytery, or Ses

sion , derives its existence, powers , and life, as directly from

Christ, as the Assembly did . It is the voluntary union of

smaller courts which forms a larger court.

Weknow the language of the Constitution may seem to

favor the opposite theory . The General Assembly is said to

have the power “ of erecting new Synods.” The Synod

has the power “ to erect new Presbyteries.” The Presby

tery has power “ to form or receive new congregations."

This language of our constitution may be illustrated by

the commission of the Prophet Jeremiah : “ See, I haveset
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thee this day over the nations and over the kingdoms, to

root out and to pull down ,and to destroy and to throw

down, to build and to plant.” The Prophet is said to do

what he only declares God would do. Thus, an existing

church may, without abuse of language, be said to erect

or create a new church, when it declares, with authority

from Christ, the terms of admission into the kingdom of

Christ, and receives the new church into visible union with

itself.

To illustrate the principle, let us take a case which is

frequently occurring, the organization of a new congrega

tion . A Presbytery sends forth an evangelist, with power

to preach to a people, and organize them into a church ,

upon their credible profession of Christianity . The min

ister proclaims to the people the existence of the kingdom

of Christ, its ineffable blessings and glories, and the terms

of admission. This new people believe, and signify their

desire to enter the kingdom ; their names are enrolled, and

they elect their officers . Now , so far as the agency of man

is concerned , who is it that erects, forms, or creates this

new church ? The evangelist ? the Presbytery who sent

him ? or the new people themselves ? Wethink it is the

last. And the officers to govern this church may be said

to be created by the people that elect them , though the

powers they are to exercise have been prescribed in the

constitution and laws which Christ has given to the cath

olic Church .

Thismay be predicated of every court above — the Session ,

the Presbytery, Synod, and the General Assembly . Of

each court, even of the Assembly, it may be said it was

created by the people whom it was intended to govern ;

but the constitution , defining the powers of the court and

the lawsto be administered, are from Christ.*

* With great respect for our correspondent,we submit that the courts of

the Church can not, in any just sense, be said to be created by the people .
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Touching the formation of Church courts, wemay adopt

the language of a former numberof the Review , (Vol. XII.,

No. 3) : “ The Presbytery is a union of Sessions — the Synod

is a union of Presbyteries — and the General Assembly is,

or ought to be, a union of Synods.” Making the Assembly

a union of Synods would be more regular — more sym

metrical. Indeed, we may regard this as a fact. True, in

the United States Assembly , the ratio of representation is

made by the Presbyteries, and the amending power is

vested in the Presbyteries ; butthe roll in the Assembly is

called by Synods; the Assembly was at first constituted out

of four Synods; the Assembly reviewstherecords of Synods,

not those of Presbyteries; the Assembly has power to erect

new Synods, the Synod to erect new Presbyteries. The

Constitution of the United States divides each State into

Congressional Districts, and assigns to each District a rep

resentative; yet the Federal Government is, or was, a union

of States, not of Districts . Then , why notsay that the As

sembly is a union of Synods ? This theory, had it been

The mere election of the members, severally , is not the creation of the

body.

So, also, we submit that the people who have been organized as a new

church by the evangelist, or by the Presbytery, can not be said to create

that church nor its officers. Such a people do but compose the church , and

they but elect the officers .

Touching the meaning of Dr. Baird , in the passage quoted by our corres

pondent from his Digest, we understand him to be speaking simply in a

historical sense. The actual rise of the General Assembly was antecedent

to the formation of all but sixteen of the Presbyteries, and all but four of

the Synods. In the organism of “ the Presbyterian Church in the United

States,” the General Assembly was, as to all the Synods and Presbyteries ,

with the above named exceptions, the root, in a historical aspect, out of

which the inferior courts arose.

Upon several other points in this interesting and suggestive article , we

would take issue with our correspondent, but it is the first time he has ven

tured upon our hospitality , and as we desire to secure his returning to visit

us again , we wish to be very civil. Our readers must give their candid

consideration to his views. — [ EDS. S . P . R .
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generally adopted and followed by Southern Presbyterians,

in the dissolution and reorganization now going on,would

have prevented much confusion — would have added majesty

to themovement. With what dignity could the Synod of

South Carolina, for sufficient cause, have declared the dis

solution of its govermental union with the Synods of the

United States— a union effected through the Assembly !

Then this Synod could have met other Southern Synods

on the platform of a constitution which the Synods, in the

order of nature, if not of time, had before there was an

Assembly.

Southern Presbyterians, recognizing the Confederate

Assembly to be a union of Synods, may improve the sys

tem of reports. They may ignore the unconstitutional

order of the United States Assembly, requiring reports

from the Presbyteries directly to the Assembly . We

know by experience the confusion this order has produced,

especially in congregational reports. We have thus con

sidered, briefly , the manner in which Church courts are

originated . But there is a question logically prior to this.

Presbyterians say that governmental power — distin

guished from the power of teaching, and from the pregnant

right of election , which is secured to the people — is vested

in a grand system of courts. This system consists of thou

sands of Congregational councils, each equal in power and

dignity with every other Session . Next comes the grade

of Presbyteries, each having a jurisdiction limited geo

graphically , and by a written constitution . Such is the

union of similitude between these Presbyteries, that the

definition of one fits every other. Next are the Synods,

and , finally , a supreme court, called the General Assembly.

Now , the question is, is this form of government a

human constitution, or is it divine ? The language of our

Fathers is modest : “ We hold it to be expedient, and

agreeable to Scripture and the practice of the primitive

Christians, that the Church be governed by Congrega
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tional, Presbyterial, and Synodical Assemblies.” They

cite some passages from the New Testament, to show that

this form is Scriptural. But on the principle, which is

eminently Presbyterian, that God has never established

but one catholic visible Church , we think that light may

be thrown from other points upon the Church, to reveal its

form . The Christian Church is the succession and per

petuation of the Abrahamic and the Mosaic. A law once

enacted is in force until repealed. This is the foundation

of infant membership in these last days. But when we

quote any constitution or law of the Mosaic Church , as a

precedent for present practice, we are likely to be met

with the objection : That law was political— it was judicial,

or it was ceremonial - not moral, and binding upon us.

But we think that “ the form of the house " under the Mo

saic dispensation , as to government, is a grand type to us.

That wemay see the relation of the Mosaic government

to modern Church polity , let us quote a passage in this

Review , Vol. XIII ., p . 44. Here is announced what is

termed the great law of differentiation . To illustrate this

law , on the next page it is said : “ In proportion as society

advances, differentiation of social character , and specializa

tion of social functions (division of labor) progresses also ,

until, in the highest conditions of society, each man is con

fined to the performance of a single function.”

Now , this great law of differentiation finds an illustration

in the most dignified of all departmentsof human activity

in government. We will attempt an illustration . What

unity of power— what a combination of social functions — do

we see in Abraham ! His family, including his servants,

formed a tribe or nation, and was,also, primarily the visible

Church . In this society Abraham was at once the prin

cipal instructor and the High Priest, performing the most

solemn acts of the priesthood - he was king, judge and

jury, and was a successful military chieftain .

VOL. XIV., NO. III. — 56
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In Egyptwe find some division of power, because there

were elders over the people . But the Mosaic government

was a great advance in differentiation . The functions of

sacrificing and of teaching were given to the Priests and

Levites. As to government, the whole nation was divided

into twelve tribes — the tribes were subdivided into great

families— and these , again , were subdivided into less fam

ilies, called houses of fathers (Num . 1 : 2). There was not

much consolidation in the government. There wasmuch

local self-government. The chief magistrate ,at first called

judge, then king,was a limitedmonarch. Hewas debarred,

by a strict constitution, from absolutism .

Yet there was much unity of power. Especially, the

ecclesiastical and civil powers were not separated. The

ecclesiastical and civil lawswere intermingled in the same

books. There is not satisfactory evidence that there were

two sets of courts, one for Church cases, the other for civil

causes. The High Priest, the chiefminister of divinewor

ship, was the President of the supreme court. David, in

whose reign the Mosaic government culminated, was a

lawgiver to the Church, the king of the country, the sweet

Psalmist of Israel, and the greatest military chieftain of

his time.

It was not until after the advent of Christ that govern

mental powers were divided into two great classes, and the

Church and State became two separate, independent, and

coördinate organizations.

The powers of civil government have been divided and

subdivided , so as to make a complex and refined organism ,

according to the maxim : without division of power there

is no constitution ; without constitution , no liberty . This

division wasmade by the framers of the Constitution of the

United States, with an approach towards perfection , we

hope, now , in our blessed Confederacy. There is a triple

division of these powers — those delegated to the Confed

eracy ; those to the State governments ; and those which
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the people still retain , not having delegated them to either

government. Among the powers retained by the people

of the several States, is the high sovereign power by which

they ordained and established both State and Federal gov

ernments,and by which they can modify, change,or abolish

them at pleasure.

Let us quote a passage here from Mr. Calhoun 's work

on Government, to illustrate the division of power in the

Government of the United States : “ Taking all the parts

together, the people of thirty independent and sovereign

States, confederated, by a solemn constitutional compact,

into one great federal community , with a system of gov

ernment, in all of which, powers are separated into the

great primary divisions of the constitution-making and the

law -making powers; those of the latter class being divided

between the common and joint government of all the States,

and the separate and local governments of each State

respectively ; and, finally , the powers of both distributed

among three separate and independent departments, legis

lative, political, and executive - presents in the whole a

political system as remarkable for its grandeur as it is for

its novelty and refinement of organization . For the struc

ture of such a system — so wise , just, and beneficent- we

are far more indebted to a superintending Providence , that

so disposed events as to lead, as if by an invisible hand, to

its formation , than to those who erected it. Intelligent,

experienced, patriotic, as they were, they were butbuilders

under its superintending direction ." *

As to division of powers in ecclesiastical government

as to constitutional guaranties from oppression — the system

may be simpler than in the State ; for the officers have,

substantially , but one everlasting code to which they can

require obedience. This , of itself, is a mighty wall of sal

* Page 198.
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vation from ecclesiastical tyranny, where the people are

not too ignorant or careless to perceive it.

The distinction between the constitution-making and

law -making powers, is not of so much consequence in the

kingdom of Christ. Church courts, according to Presby

terians, have only judicial and executive powers, and there

is much less danger of oppression from the right of judg

ing upon laws already made, than from “ the usurped claim

ofmaking laws."

True, we speak of the power of a majority of Presby

teries to amend the Constitution , and of our courts legis

lating ; but the products in either case are only judge-made

laws. They are laws evolved from a written system by

judicial interpretation — “ by good and necessary conse

quence."

Mosaic form of government as a great type of instruction,

at least in erecting “ the true Tabernacle, which the Lord

hath pitched, and notman ?" or as a light to show us what

this Tabernacle is ? Wethink so.

We can not now enter upon a lengthy argumentation to

prove this. We will only say, that the visible Church was

not disorganized at the advent of Christ — the form of gov

ernment was not abolished ; great alterations were made

in the mode of worship , and there was a great extension

of the blessings of the Church ; but the inspired Apostles,

saying nothing of a revolution in ecclesiastical government,

vesting its powers in Presbyteries, some local, and at least

one - which was sufficient for the time— supreme court;

all this affords a strong probability of a perpetuation of the

Mosaic form of goverment. For that government, being

primarily ecclesiastical, and only secondarily civil, it is more

properly an example to the Church than to the State .

Now , the basis of the Mosaic economy was the division

of the people into four ranksof communities. The pri

mary communities were termed “ houses of fathers." A
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union of these formed a family . A union of families, a

tribe. A union of the twelve tribes formed the nation , or

Church ofGod. Corresponding with these , the prefects, or

judges, advised by Jethro, were of four ranks. The anal

ogy of our form of government to the Israelitish is obvious,

and the more, when it is remembered that both govern

ments are only judicial and executive upon divine laws.

And for this reason , the analogy of our Presbyterian

government is with the judicial system of this country,

rather than with the legislative . And a government of

courts , ascending from the primary and local to the larger

and more general, and ending in one supreme, seemsto be

founded in nature. It satisfies two great principles, that

the accused be tried as near his home as convenient, or

near the scene of the facts to be investigated ; and that the

more difficult cases may ascend where they may be adjudi

cated by the greatest wisdom of the system . In every

country where the people enjoy constitutional liberty , there

is such a system of courts .

The formation of a grand central court, as our General

Assembly, is in beautiful harmony with one of the chief

ends of the organization of the Church . This chief end is ,

the execution of the order : “ Go ye into all the world , and

preach the Gospel to every creature.” This is a great

work, requiring the coöperation of all the people of God ,

united and represented by an Assembly. And this is

analogous to the fact of civil government, that there are

certain great powers which can be successfully executed

only by a federal government.

Wethink the opinion of Presbyterians, that the form of

Church government is divine, and that that form is a sys

tem of courts having judicial and executive powers, may

receive confirmation from a new source. We believe that

our viewsare in harmony with the great laws of “ typical

forms and special ends," so fully illustrated by McCosh .

The one, " typical forms," as well as the other, “ special
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ends,” will be found in the dispensations of God in the

kingdom of His Son, and point to a most interesting analogy

between nature and revelation . . .

To apply these laws to the topic in hand : God gave His

people, through Moses, a form of government, which is

typical to His Church now , though that form was modified ,

especially at the coming of Christ, to suit a grander field

of operations. It would result from this that we can not

now comprehend the “ true Tabernacle ” without recurring

to the Old Testament. And this harmonizes with the

words ofthe Apostle: “ The law was given by Moses, but

grace and truth cameby Jesus Christ.” Wemust yet con

sult Moses for law and formsof government. But we can

not pursue this thought now , for we can not make this

article exhaustive ; we shall be satisfied if it prove sug

gestive.

There is an application of a principle in a preceding par

agraph we desire to make. The principle is , that the visible

Church grows into visible unity , by the voluntary union

Thus, a General Assembly is created by local bodies. Let

us connect with this another principle , that visible or gov

ernmental union , however important, is not essential to

Christian character. The necessity of the visible union of

believers in one organization , is one of the chief errors of

the Papacy . This visible union of all the professors of

Christianity , Papists said , could only be effected through

the Pope ; and without it a man could not be saved. But

we distinguish between the union of the invisible Church

and that of the visible . The former union is essential to

salvation , and indissoluble. The latter is not. And, in

the present state of the world , it is, perhaps, not possible

to extend the governmental union of a Church beyond the

limits of a nation. Then , the fact of the formation of

the Southern Confederacy, and that for reasonsweheartily

approve, is an adequate cause for dissolving — not spiritual
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union with Northern Presbyterians, if they are Christians

but external governmental union .

True, three centuries since, Scotch Presbyterians con

templated an Assembly representing and visibly uniting

all Presbyterians in all nations under the heavens. This

may occur in the Millenium , but it is a sublimity to which

we can not at present aspire .

Let us close this article, in which our thoughts have not

been connected with a golden chain , by reminding our

readers of the importance of the subject, and especially now .

Constitutions and forms of government, in Church and

State, are among the most complex and difficult, yet the

most ennobling and important, objects of thought. For

the subjects of a large partof history are usurpationsof un

just and unconstitutional power, and consequent oppres

sion ; the subject of nearly all the other part of history is

resistance to usurpation , calling into play the most godlike

virtues of our nature.

And our Southern Zion is amply justified in her profound

sympathy with our Confederacy in the bloody conflict for

constitutional liberty . Boasting of a complete separation

of Church and State, we may forget how intimate is the

relation of these divine institutions, and how powerful is

their mutual influence . Civil and ecclesiastical tyranny

have ever been closely combined . On the other hand,

constitutional liberty in the Church, tends to bring about

constitutional liberty in the country. And this , in its turn,

has the most happy influence upon the Church , which

never flourished extensively, and for a long period, where

despotism prevailed . This conflict, then , is notmerely for

temporal advantages, but for the noblest opportunities for

spiritual and eternal life,
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ARTICLE IV.

ANALOGY BETWEEN THE FORMATION OF THE

PIHEL CONJUGATION IN HEBREW AND TIIE

PERFECT TENSE IN LATIN .

The Pihel conjugation in Hebrew is intensive, and, like

the frequentative verbs in Latin , such as dictito, ventito, can

tito, from dico, venio , cano, “ is formed by reduplicating one

of the letters of the root ; on the principle that, as the repe

tition of a sentence or of a word imparts a greater degree

of energy to discourse, so the reduplication of even a part

of a word may be employed with like effect. The letter

selected for reduplication is generally the second radical,

whereby the greatest degree of force is obtained ; since this

letter can thus be made audible in both syllables, which is

not the case with either of the others.” The roots generally

consist of three consonants, and this is the regular way of

forming the conjugation , but in case some obstacle arises,

in the nature of the radicals, to the carrying out of this

law , then some other expedient is resorted to, by way of

compensation .

The principle is, that the peculiar idea ofthe conjugation

must be carried out by protracting some part of the root ;

and if the right radical will notadmit of it, it takes another,

“ which will serve instead, and at the same time show that

the second radical would have been reduplicated, had this

not been forbidden by its nature.”

This is accomplished in three separate ways :

1. The first vowel is lengthened , especially when the

second radical is a guttural, since the dwelling longer upon

a syllable, by lengthening it, confers an emphasis equiva

lent to the forcible expulsion of the voice in reduplicating

a consonant.
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The verb to kill, katal, is regular, and forms this conju

gation by doubling the t and changing the vowel before

it ; it then becomes kittal, to kill often , in which the a has

the sound of a in sale. But when the middle letter is

a guttural, or r, which is of the same nature , and can not

so easily be doubled, to compensate for it, the vowel before

it is lengthened ; barak, instead of becoming birrāk , is

bārāk, but the vowels differing from the root, in that both

have here the sound of a in sale .

2 . When the second radical is vav (v, w ), on account of

the weakness of this letter, the third is doubled in its stead,

and v rests in its homogeneous vowel, ome. g ., komam , for

kirvam .

3. When the second letter is repeated in the root, the first

is reduplicated in the intensive form — l. g., sabab becomes

sisbūb, which, by transposition,becomes sibsūb ,the a having,

asbefore, the sound of a in sale. *

Now , we apply the same principle to the preterite of the

Latin verb , to express “ the state consequent upon the com

pletion of an action .”

It seems to have been a law here, too, that the peculiar

idea of this tense shall be expressed by lengthing some

thing pertaining to the root. There must be a prefix , an

affix, on an internal prolongation of the vowel of the root.

Of these methods, itmay be difficult to tell which is the

regular and normal one, answering to the doubling of the

middle radical consonant of the Hebrew ; butprobably the

reduplication of the first consonant is, after the analogy of

theGreek ,where this is the rule ,with few exceptions ; as,

when a verb begins with a double consonant, with any two

single ones, except a mute before a liquid , or with y ; as

Sów , 73720 ; y ( 1 w , šganza ; Ottho, fotahxa, etc.

Wemay notbe able to see, in every case that the redu

plication does not occur, the reason of it, but in many cases

* See Nordheimer's Heb .Gram ., 2 % 142, 143.

VOL. XIV ., NO. III. -- 57
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the samereason will hold as in the Hebrew ; and the same

classes of letters do not reduplicate the gutturals, with rin

general, and v , and those hard to enunciate, ornot euphonic .

The reduplication is confined to the third conjugation of

verbs, which is believed to have been the original one, as the

third declension of nouns is the parent of all the others.

As authority for this opinion with regard to conjugations,

Anthon, in his Latin Prosody, refers to Struve. *

The only consonants admitting reduplication , according

to Pott (Etym . F ., p . 23 ), are c, p , t, d , m , b , f, st, sp , etc.;

as cado, ce-cid -i ; pello, pepuli ; tango (root tag), te-tig -i ; do,

de-di ; mordeo, mo-mordi; fallo , fe-falli ; sto, steti ; spondeo,

spospondi; scindo, scidi, for sci-cid -i. Harrison says : “ It

should be remarked that the radical of the reduplicated

perfect is uniformly short, and that if it has been increased

in the present and similar tenses by the addition of a con

sonant, the root in the perfect recovers its simple form ." 1

The Latin had no gutturals properly, and wemiss from the

above list the palatics, g , q , j, which come the nearest to

gutturals, with the weak consonant, v and r, together with

h , which, though called an aspirate , must have had, in

some cases at least, like hē and hhēth in Hebrew , a guttural

sound ; as we see in veho, vesi, (vecsi); traho, trazi, (tracsi).

So that, on the whole, we shall see that, though more let

ters are not doubled in Latin than in Hebrew , the same

that fail to be reduplicated in the latter are not in the

former.

We will proceed to show , then, the strong analogy be

tween the methods of forming the Pihel conjugation in

Hebrew and the perfect tense in Latin . As, in the former,

we have the regular formation by reduplicating the first

syllable of the root, generally with a change of the short

vowel, just as with the vowel preceding the letter doubled

* Ueber die Lateinische Declination und Conjugation, Königsberg, 1893.

+ Harrison 's Lat. Gr., p . 251.
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in Hebrew — e. g., katal, kittal, “ the first being accompanied by

the shortest vowel, i, by means of which the reduplication of

the letter following can be the most forcibly expressed ” —

so fallo makes fèfalli ; tango , (root tag , the n merely

strengthening the present,) tětăgi ; cado, cěcădi; parco , pěpěrci.

Sto (Gr. LTA2, hence an a belongs to the root,) stěti, and ,

compounded, constiti. Butwhen this mode of formation is

not, or can not be, for some reason, carried out, it is com

pensated for :

(1 .) By intensifying the radical vowel. Facio, fēc-i; video ,

vid -i ; venio, vēn -i ; lavo , lāv-i; jacio, jēc-i: here, in each case ,

the first vowel of the root is short, but is lengthened in the

perfect ; hence the rule of prosody, that preterites of two

syllables lengthen the former. We think that this expla

nation is more simple than that of Grimm , who contends

that such verbs originally had a reduplication, and lost it

in the.course of time. Thus, venio, veveni,ve’eni, veni; video,

vividi, vi’idi, vidi ; fugio , fufugi, fu’ugi, would be the process of

contraction .*

( 2.) Wehave an addition to the end of the word . This

may be ui, vi, or si. Habeo , habui; Amo, amavi; Angeo,

anxi (angsi). The ui, and vi, are only different formsof the

same thing.

(3.) We may have a long vowel, with this ending in si

added, and one of the consonants of the root dropped .

Mitto, mīsi, (mitsi) ; Rodo, rõsi, (rodsi) ; Rado, rasi, (radsi).

In some cases the consonant is retained, but assimilates to

the termination ; cedo cessi, instead of cedsi. Premo, pressi.

But defendo, defendi, in which the s in si is rejected . There

is no case of reduplication when a letter is already repeated

in the root, by which I mean all that precedes - are - ere

ire — of the infinitive ; bibo, vivo,ningo, gigno, have bibi, vixi,

ninxi, genui.

* Anthon 's Lat. Pros., pp. 16 , 17.

† This seems a singular case of d going into s.
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If the above supposition is not an approximation to the

truth , and the reduplicated perfect is not the normal form ,

from which the others deviate, for certain reasons arising

from the nature of the letters and the laws of euphony,

then there can be no regular system , and the language

exhibits a very irregular and composite character. Zumpt

(Gram ., sec. 154) calls this form of the perfect an " irreg

• ularity .” *

And if the case of the Latin is illustrated by the Ile

brew , the question arises, has the former at any time, at

its origin or since, been influenced by the latter, or are

these compensatory variations the results of the laws that

relate to the human mind, and the organs of speech ? From

the relation , or, rather , want of relation , in ancient times

between these two people , it is not probable that the lan

guage of one influenced that of the other, either in its

vocabulary, in the formation and inflection ofwords, or in

grammatical construction. Any similarity , then ,must arise

from the same circumstances, and the same laws ofmental

and physical constitution .

Comparative philologists put these two languages in very

diverse families. And “ what influence the Semitic family ,

especially the religionized Judaic portion of it, has had ,

directly or indirectly , on the developement ofany or all of

the Indo-European family , it would be a matter of capital

interest, were there sufficient data for such an examination ,

to investigate and decide.” ť

* The ethnical affinities * * * * satisfactorily established by the

investigations of Niebuhr, Müller, Lepsius, Donaldson, and others, are a

guide to the affinities of the Latin language, and point out the elements of

which it is composed. These elements are Umbrian , Oscan , Etruscan ,

Sabine, and Pelasgian ; but the Etruscan was a compound of Oscan and

Pelasgian, and the Sabine was the link between the Umbrian and Oscan,
therefore the elements of the Latin are reduced to three, viz : Umbrian ,

Oscan, and Pelasgian . - Browne's Rom . Class. Lit., pp. 42, 43.

† Modern Philology, by Dwight, p . 25 .
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As the perfect tense in Latin also performs the office of

an aorist, or indefinite past , some are disposed to say that

those perfects that add si were originally aorists, and that

this termination corresponds with the Greek ending sa .

E -tup-sa , nup -si, and tur-si, have a great resemblance. And

the resemblance is equally great in the case of liquid verbs

in Greek , that lengthen the penult and add a to the ter

mination , as,měno, 1st aor., e-mein -a ; němo, 1st aor., č-neim -a ;

and those Latin verbs that form the perfect by adding i

only , and lengthening the penult, as vždeo, vīdi ; ago , ēgi ;

fra(r )go, frēgi.

Latham says : “ when a difference of form has ceased to

express a difference ofmeaning, it hasbecomesuperfluous.

This is the case with the two forms (the reduplicated per

fect, tetigit, and the one in si, as vixit.) One of them may

bedispensed with ; and the consequence is , that, although

in the Latin language both the perfect and aorist forms

are found, they are, with few exceptions, never found in

the same word. Wherever there is the perfect, the aorist

is wanting, and vice versâ . The two ideas, I have struck ,

and I struck , are merged into the notion of past time in

general, and are expressed by one of two forms, some times

by that of the Greek perfect, and some times by that of the

Greek aorist. On account of this, the grammarians have

cut down the number of Latin tenses to five ; forms like

cucurri and vixi being dealt with as one and the same tense.

The true view is , that in curso the aorist form is replaced

by the perfect, and in visi the perfect form is replaced by

the aorist.
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ARTICLE V .

THE PERSONALITY OF GOD, AS AFFECTING

SCIENCE AND RELIGION .

Simonides, the poet, when questioned by Hiero, the

king, concerning the nature of God, demanded a day for

consideration. The question being repeated at the expira

tion of the time, he begged to be allowed two days longer,

and after having frequently evaded an answer, by still pro

longing the period of deliberation, the king at length de

manded the reason of this strange procedure. Simonides,

who was a philosopher as well as a poet, gave the pregnant

reply, that the longer he thought upon the subject, the

greater was the difficulty of a satisfactory answer. Ob

scurities multiplied to reflection. “ Behold, God is great,"

says Job , “ and we know Him not, neither can the number

of His years be searched out." The inscription upon the

altar at Athens, which furnished Paul with a text for his

memorable sermon on Mars Hill, contains a confession of

ignorance, which can never cease to be true until God

ceases to be infinite, and we the creatures of a day. He

must ever be, not only the unknown, but the unknowable

God. “ Canst thou , by searching, find out God ? Canst

thou find out the Almighty unto perfection ? It is as high

as heaven ; what canst thou do ? deeper than hell ; what

canst thou know ? Themeasure thereof is longer than the

earth, and broader than the sea.”

In striking contrast with these representations of anti

quity wehave a modern statement, that the very essence

of God is comprehensibility — that it is His nature to be

known, and that only in so far as He is intelligible , can He

be said to have real existence.
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To explain how such contradictory conclusions have been

arrived at, we must understand the problem which , from

the dawn of speculation , philosophy has set herself to solve,

and the methods by which she has conducted the investi

gation . The point has been , to unfold the mystery of the

universe — to tell whence it came, and how it hasbeen pro

duced. Being in itself and being in its laws— the causes

and principles of all existing things, the great master of

ancient speculation makes to be the end and aim of that

science which he dignifies as wisdom . It is clear that, in

every inquiry into causes and principles, the final answer

must be, God. He is preëminently the Being from whom

all other beings spring, and the constitution of the universe

must be referred to Him as the ground and measure of its

existence. In this general answer , which resolves every

thing at last into God, every philosophy which deserves

the name, whether in ancient or modern times, has con

curred. They all end in Him . But when they undertake

to answer the further question , what He is, and how all

things centre in Him , they come to different results, ac

cording to their different views of the nature of the universe,

and its relation to its first principle, or cause .

According to Aristotle , those who first philosophized on

the subject, directed their attention to the principle of

things, defining a principle as that of which all things are,

out of which they are first generated , and into which they

are at last corrupted,the essence remaining, though changed

in its affections. What this essence was, this nature of

things, whether one or many, the philosophers were not

agreed . The language employed by Aristotle in recount

ing early opinions, and the subsequent history of philos

ophy, suggest different views of the nature of the universe.

1. Itmay be regarded as an organic whole, similar to the

body of an animal or thestructure of a plant ; and, then, as

the law of its being would be simply that of developement,

we could easily explain its phenomena, if we could only
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seize upon the germ , from which itwas gradually unfolded .

The inquiry , in this aspect, is into the apun , the seminal prin

ciple, and its law of manifestation and of growth . Given

this principle, in itself and in its law of operation , and the

problem of the universe is solved . You find God , who is

at once the commencement and the complement of being.

2 . Or theuniverse may be regarded as a complex whole ,

a unity made by composition and mixture, consisting of

parts entirely distinct in themselves, and held together by

some species of cohesion. In this aspect the problem is,

what are the elements ofwhich it is compounded, and how

are they sustained in union and combination ? The answer

here might be atheistic or not, according as the doctrine

of efficient causes was excluded or rejected. The ancient

arguments for Theism proceeded , for the most part, upon

this conception of the universe, and postulated the neces

sity of a designing mind and a controlling Providence

upon the arrangements of matter. The universe was a

vast and complicated machine, which required mind to

construct it, and mind to 'regulate its movements. Or, 3.

The universe may be regarded as absolutely an unit, a

single being, whose essence or nature determines its phe

nomena, as if by logical necessity . There is a something

which is the substratum of all properties — in which they

inhere, and from which they are derived , as qualities are

dependent upon substance , and when this essence, which

is synonymous with being, has been discovered , we have

found God . He is the essence of all things. They are

only manifestations or properties of His infinite substance.

This, it is needless to add , is the most ancient form of the

philosophy of the absolute.

Modern schools of philosophy have pursued essentially

the same tracks in explaining the mysteries of being. The

most striking difference is, not in relation to the problem

to be solved , but in relation to the point from which the

investigation takes its departure. Ancient speculation
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fastened on the objective and material, and its principles

and causes were primarily , as Aristotle remarks, in the

species of matter. Modern speculation begins with con

sciousness,and, confounding thoughtwith existence ,reality

with knowledge, has made the laws of thought the regu

lative and constitutive principles of being. God isnothing

but the complement of primitive cognitions — the collection

of those fundamental ideas which are involved in every

act of spontaneous consciousness, and whose nature it is,

not only to be intelligible , but to furnish the conditions of

the intelligibility of every thing besides. The character

istic of all the systems, whether ancient or modern , which

makes God figure at the head of their various theories,

as cause, principle , or law , and which resolve all phe

nomena into manifestation, combination , or development, is

the stern necessity to which they reduce every thing.

Pantheism and Positivism ,how much soever they may differ

in other respects, unite in the denial of a personal God .

They consequently exclude, with equal rigor, the possi

bility of morals and religion, and shift the grounds of the

certainty of science . It is the personalGod, whose name

we regard with awe and veneration, whose throne is

encircled with clouds and darkness, and who must for ever

be the unknown God. He is the great mystery which,

once admitted, throws light upon every thing but the

depths of His own being. He is the Infinite One who,

transcending all the categories of thought, and mocking

the limits of all finite science, can only be adored as a

Being past finding out. He is the God whom human

nature has spontaneously acknowledged. It is a corrupt

philosophy, not the dictates of humanity - a spirit of bold

and presumptuous speculation , and not the instinctive

voice of the human spirit — that has replaced Him with a

law , a principle, or an element. So radical and all-per

vading is this truth of the personality of God, so essential

VOL. XIV., NO. III. — 58 .
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to all thedearest interests ofman , that we propose to make

it the subject of a more distinct consideration .

I. It may be well to begin by explaining what is involved

in the notion of a personal God. What is it, in other

words, to be a person ?

A definition of a simple and primitive belief is not to be

expected . Wemay describe the occasions on which it is

elicited in consciousness, or the conditions on which it is

realized , but the thing itself is incapable of being repre

sented in thought. We have, for example , a belief of

power and of substance, and we can detail the circum

stances under which the belief is felt ; but power and

substance, we are incompetent to define ; they are, to us,

the unknown causes of effects which we experience. So it

is with person ; what it is in itself, what constitutes and

distinguishes it, we can not comprehend — but there are

conditions on which the belief of it, as the unknown and

inexplicable cause of obvious phenomena, is developed in

consciousness. These conditions, as the necessary adjuncts

of the natural and spontaneous belief, we are able to

apprehend .

1. The first circumstance which distinguishes this notion,

is that of individuality. The notion is developed only

under the antithesis of some thing different from itself,

which takes place in every act of consciousness . Every

instance ofknowledge is the affirmation of a self, on the

one hand , and a something which is not self, on the other .

There is the subject knowing, and the object known. A

man believes his own existence, only in believing the

existence of somewhat that is distinct from himself. He

affirms his personality, in contrast with another and a

different reality . When, therefore, we assert the person

ality of God , we mean to affirm that He is distinct from

other beings, and from other objects . We mean to

affirm that He is not the universe, either in its matter

or form , its seminal principle or final development.
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He is essentially separate from it. His substance is

in no sense the substance of the things that we see.

He might have existed, and through a past eternity

did exist, without them . They are objects to Him

as a subject-- no more parts of His own being than

the material world is a part of ourselves. This notion of

individuality is essential to every conception of the Deity,

which enables him to use the pronoun I. An absolute

Being can not be a person . The God of Pantheism can not

say, “ I will,” or “ I know ” — and thenotion of such a being

ever reaching the stage of what the absolute philosophers

call self-consciousness, is a flagrant contradiction in terms.

When subject and object are identified, there can be no

consciousness, no knowledge. When they are carried up

to indifference, the result is personal extinction . .

2. But, though individuality is a necessary adjunct of

the notion of person, it is not always a necessary sign of

its existence. . There may be individuals that are not

persons. The trees which we see around us, the plants

and animals that cover the surface of the globe, are all

individuals, but they are not persons. There are other

conditions essential to the developement of the notion ;

these may be reduced to two - intelligence and will — or

intelligence and conscience. Self is affirmed only in con

sciousness, and consciousness is the property only of

intelligence . A being that can not reflect, and attribute its

thoughts or impressionsto itself, that can not say, “ I think ,”

“ I feel,” “ I believe,” can not be regarded as a person.

It is probable that the brute has no reflective consciousness.

He has present states, but does not distinguish , in the

spontaneous feeling, the antithesis of subject and object.

This is, possibly, the condition of infancy, also. But the

dignity and full significancy of the notion of person, are

developed in the sphere of morals — in which man is re

garded as the subject of rights, and the responsible author

of his own actions — to be a person, is to be one who can
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regulate his motions according to a law , and who feels

that there are certain things which he can justly claim as

his own. Hewho can say, “ I have a right,” evinces himself,

in the highest sense, to be a true and proper person .

Hence , as morals are conversant only about voluntary

states and acts, the doctrine has become common, that

personality is seated exclusively in the will - -but this

narrow and restricted view puts asunder what God has

joined together. Intelligence and responsibility can never

be divorced, and though it is in the sphere of duties and

of rights that the importance of self becomes most con

spicuous, yet the simplest act of knowledge can notpossibly

take place without the recognition of it.

3. Another thing, equally essential to self-hood, is the

feeling of absolute simplicity. It can not be divided , or

separated into parts . Consciousness is an unit - responsi

bility is an unit. Every person is not only separate from

every other being, but is incapable of discerption in

himself.

When , therefore, we maintain the personality of God ,

we mean distinctly to affirm that He is an absolutely

simple intelligence, possessed of consciousness and will,

who acts from purpose, and from choice, and is not to be

confounded with any of the creatures of His hand . He is

not a blind fatality ; not a necessary principle ; not a neces

sary law . He has every attribute which we recognize in

ourselvesas beings of reason and of will. It is preëminently

in our personality, and the qualities which perfect and

adorn it, that the image of God consists, in which man

was originally formed, and this is the immense chasm be

twixt us and the other creatures that inhabit this globe.

The plant has life and sensibility — the brute is capable

of perception and motion, and exhibits, perhaps, some

rude traces of dawning intelligence. But neither plants

nor brutes have any thing approximating to the feeling of

self-consciousness. Neither can rise to the affirmation of
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a self, and neither is the subject of rights or duties. But

to man it belongs to say, “ I,” “ Me, ” and in this respecthe

resembles the God thatmade him . But, while the essence

of the Divine image consists in the property of personality,

the perfection of that image consists in the knowledge,

righteousness, and holiness, which invest a person with all

its dignity and excellence. All retain the essence — none

but the redeemed have now the qualities that adorn . It is

still true thatGod has set Ilis eternal canon against mur

der, because the life which is violently taken away is the

property ofhim who, as a person, still resembles his Maker ,

and has rights which can not, with impunity, be disre

garded . Take away from man his personality, and the

destruction of a human being would be no more serious

a thing than the slaughter of a beast. It is the sanctity

which is thrown around a person , as the reflection of the

Divine glory, that makes it so awful a thing to be a 'man .

He who can say, “ Myself,” is immeasurably nearer to God

than any other form of being. He is not only from God,

but like Him . Not only carries impressions of the Divine

character, as the sun , the moon , and the stars, but carries

in his bosom resemblancesofthe Divine attributes. Weare

not only His creatures, but His offspring, and , regulating

our thoughts of Him by the analogies of our own nature,

“ we ought not to think that theGodhead is like unto gold ,

or silver, or stone, graven by art and man 's device.” We

should rise to the conception of His majesty, as of one that

made the world , and allthings therein - of one who, as Lord

of heaven and earth , dwelleth not in temples made with

hands.

This statement of the conditions under which the notion

of personality is realized, will correct the error into which

the ignorant and unreflecting are apt to fall, of confound

ing it with figure, or material shape. We apply the term

person so constantly to our bodies, that there is an imper

ceptible tendency to make the possession of a body essen
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tial to personal existence. But a little consideration will

convince us that our bodies belong to us,but are not our

selves. Weuse them , and act through them , and bymeans

of them . They are organs and instruments,but have not

a single characteristic of personality. It is not the eye

thatsees, but theman that sees by means of the eye ; it is

not the ear that hears, but the man that hears through the

instrumentality of the ear ; it is not the leg or the foot that

walks, but the man that walks by their help. These

organsmay be destroyed, and yet the power of vision, of

hearing, ofmotion, remain in full integrity. They can not

be exercised , for the want of the proper appliances, but

they are there, and , could similar organs be replaced , could

be easily called into action. In affirming, therefore, a per

sonal,we are not affirming a material,God , bounded by any

outline of figure or shape, or circumscribed to any space.

Weaffirm a spirit — who is essentially self-conscious— whose

essence is knowledge, holiness, power, and life — & spirit

infinite, eternal, unchangeable in His being,wisdom , power,

holiness, justice, goodness, and truth . We affirm the ex

istence of that great Being who sitteth upon the circle of

the earth, and the inhabitants thereof are as grasshoppers ;

that stretcheth out the heavens as a curtain , and spreadeth

them out as a tent to dwell in . That great Being, who,

dwelling in glory and light inaccessible — the King eternal,

immortal, invisible - permits us to behold the skirts of His

robe in the analogies of finite personalities. We can catch

a glimpse of Him , butwe can not see Him , and the over

powering force of that glimpse causes us to fall back in

ourselves, exhausted and wearied under themighty idea of

God. He alone is great — He only doeth wondrous things.

II. The difference is immense between the admission

and rejection of such a being in every department of

thought and of action . Speculation, equally with practice,

changes its character according to the nature of the Divinity

that terminates its inquiries. Upon the hypothesis of Pan
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theism , or any hypothesis which construes God into a log

ical, physical, ormetaphysical necessity ,the relation of the

finite to the infinite can only proceed, as a great living

writer has observed, upon the supposition of the immanent,

or,more correctly speaking, of substantial identity. Given

this pervading essence, this principle of being, and all

things can be deduced from God with as rigorous certainty

as the propositions of geometry from the definitions of the

science. He being what He is, they must be what they

are. IIe is necessary cause — they, necessary effect ; He,

necessary substance — they, its necessary affections. It is

obvious that,upon this theory, all science must be a priori

and deductive, and Spinoza was consulting the exigencies

of his system full as much as the spirit of the age, in

reducing his philosophy to the forms of mathematical

demonstration . The case is very different upon the sup

position of a personal God. There, the universe is the

product of will. It is an effect which might or might not

have been ; its nature and constitution are alike contin

gent ; all depends upon the choice, the purpose , the plans

of the Creator. Philosophy becomes an inquiry into the

designs of God , and these designs, as in every other case,

must be determined by the appearances submitted to the

scrutiny of experience. We have no data to determine

beforehand what kind of a thing the world should be

whatkinds of creatures it should contain — by what kind

of physical laws it should be governed. We could not

construct it from any principles upon which the under

standing might seize. The simple circumstance that it

and all its phenomena are contingent, puts it beyond the

reach of philosophical anticipation, and establishes at once

the method of induction as the only method of inquiry.

Speculation , upon this hypothesis , is the reduction to unity

of the facts of observation — the elimination of the laws

which create and preserve the order which the will of God

has established. Though the universe is a contingent effect,
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it is not the offspring of caprice or arbitrary power. In

ascribing it to a personal God , we ascribe it to a Being

who is possessed of wisdom and knowledge, and whose

will is always determined by the infinite perfections of Ilis

character. Wemay expect, therefore, to find a plan which

is worthy of this august and glorious Being, and we can

pronounce, with confidence, beforehand , that whatever is

essentially contradictory to wisdom , goodness, and truth,

can not enter into the scheme. But, when the question

arises as to the concrete realities that shall positively be

called into being, man can know , either in the world of

matter or ofmind , only what he has observed. In a per

sonal being, you introduce the operation of a free cause

power becomes will, and the only necessity which is con

ceivable is that of acting from design. The whole problem

of philosophy becomes changed — the absolute is resolved

into a metaphysical absurdity — and a principle of existence

apart from the omnipotent will of a creator, is a mere delu

sion . Hence the Scriptures recognize God in every thing"

It is His almighty arm that sustains the fabric of the uni

verse . He projected and keeps in their orbits those planets,

suns, and adamantine spheres, wheeling unshaken through

the void immense. It is His to create the sweet influences

of the Pleiades,and to loose the bands of Orion . All things

live , and move, and have their being, in Him . But not in

Him , as part and parcel of His own existence — not as the

properties or developements of His nature — but as the pro

ducts of IIis will, which are absolutely nothing without

that will. God 's purpose: this is the only principle of being

which the Bible recognizes. The counsel of His will: this

is the goal of philosophy — the last point which science is

capable of reaching. All our inquiries end at last in the

confession : “ Even so, Father ; for so itseemed good in Thy

sight. For of Him , and through Him , and to Him , are all

things ; to whom be glory for ever ! Amen.”
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We regret thatwe have not time to enter more at length

into this discussion , and to show how the deductive and

inductive methods of philosophy are essentially dependent

upon the admission or rejection of the personality of God .

Many who are enamoured with what appears to them to

be a very profound and earnest philosophy of life , are not

aware that the very spirit in which that philosophy is born

is at war with the first principles of Theism . They do not

see that any theory which involves a necessary principle of

the world , excludes contingency, and, consequently, the

operation of all will. It is clear, too , that this principle,

if it exists, must be sought in consciousness. As thought,

upon the hypothesis in question ,must be the reflection of

existence, and as we ourselves are a species of microcosm ,

wemust look into the depths of our own souls for those

great, controlling elements which determine the existence

of every thing around us. We shall surely be able to find

those fundamental and unquestionable data, stored away

in the recesses of ourminds, which shall contain the abso

lute explanation of every thing — those laws or primitive

cognitions which belong to, and constitute, the Eternal

Reason . We shall be able , in other words, to find the

only God that can exist in ourselves. What Madame

De Staël said of Fichte , that he announced the purpose of

a future lecture in these atrocious words— “ We shall pro

ceed to makeGod ” — is perfectly in keeping with the whole

genius and temper of a speculation that expects to find any

other nexus but that of a personal will between the finite

and the infinite .

The question of a personalGod mightwellbe suspended

upon the results, in science,to which its method of investi

gation has led . Bacon expounded the law , and since

Bacon, what has not been accomplished ? There is not a

conquest in the world , of matter or of mind , which has

not been won by the spirit of the inductive philosophy.

It has explored every nook and corner of nature; it has

VOL. XIV ., NO. III. — 5'9
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trusted to nothing but its eyes and ears, and those eternal

laws of thought which constitute the formsof knowledge.

It has found order, law , a plan ; it has discovered design,

the operations of intelligence and will, and penetrated

beyond nature, to nature's God, as the author and finisher

of all. It has seen and known. What, on the other hand,

has Pantheism done ? Nothing, absolutely nothing, but

transmute into its own jargon the laws which induction

has established. The empirical, indeed , it despises; but,

unfortunately, the empirical is all that exists ; and in

despising that, it destroys the possibility of any real science

of things. To sum up all thatwewould say in a few words,

experimental philosophy is grounded in the hypothesisof

a personalGod. The Jehovah of the Bible is presupposed

in themethod of induction. The method of pure specu

lation is grounded in the hypothesis of a necessary cause,

or principle, and identity of substance is presupposed in

itsmethods of inquiry. Thenexus between the finite and

the infinite, in the one case, is will, and will alone ; in the

other, it is that of immanence , or in -being. The universe,

according to one, is the product of Divine power ; accord

ing to the other, it is God Himself, coming into sensible

manifestation — the chicken hatched from the egg. The

problem of philosophy, in one case , is to discover the plan

of God , as gathered from the actual operations of His

hands ; according to the other, the very notion of a plan

or design becomes an insoluble contradiction . According

to the one,man knows nothing , until he has learned from

observation and experiment ; according to the other, he

carries the elements of omniscience in his bosom . This

is a faithful picture of the spirit and genius of the two

systems. Judge them by their fruits.

III. The two systems are equally in contrast in their

influence upon the whole department of moral obligation.

According to the scheme of Theism , the relations betwist

God and man are those of a rulerund a subject _ all intelli
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gent beings are under authority and government. They

are placed in subjection to a law , which they are bound to

obey — but which they are at liberty to disregard — and

their happiness or misery is dependentupon their obedience

or disobedience . The simplest, perhaps the most primitive,

notion which we are able to form of the Father of Spirits ,

is, as Butler suggests, that of “ a master, or governor. The

fact of our case, which we find by experience , is, that He

actually exercises dominion, or government, over us, at

present, by rewarding and punishing us for our actions, in

as strict and proper a sense of these words, and even in

the same sense, as children , servants, subjects are rewarded

and punished by those who govern them .” This is not so

much, says the same great thinker, a deduction of reason

as a matter of experience, that we are under IIis govern

ment in the same sense that we are under the government

of civil magistrates . All this is obviously inconsistent

with the theory of Pantheism . The ruler and the ruled

must be distinct ; and yet, upon the hypothesis in question,

they are essentially the same, only under different man

ifestations, or in different stages of developement. A law is

a measure of conduct prescribed by a superior will, and

the notions which underlie it are those of rightful author

ity, on the one hand , and the possibility of obedience or

disobedience, on the other. Both these notions are dis

carded by Pantheism ; and, as it deprives us of will, so it

leaves us no other law but that of the necessary evolution

of phenomena. It demands, on the one hand, an invi

olable necessity, and, on the other , a rigid continuity .

Obligation is the correlative of law , and rewards and pun

ishments are the expressions of merit and demerit. But

justice is utterly annihilated - reward, as distinct from mere

pleasure - punishment, as distinct from mere annoyance or

pain , becomes unmeaning. Allmoral differences in actions

are contradictory and absurd,where the effect is a necessary

manifestation ,or an inevitable developement. Sin, asmoral
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disorder or evil, can not be conceived ; it becomes only one

step in the stage of events — a contrast in individual life, or

the history of the world , by which the balanced harmony

of a complicated system is preserved. It is no more liable

to blame than the bitterness of wormword , or the filth of

oil ; and he who, by patient continuance in well doing ,

seeks for glory , honor, and immortality, is nomore entitled

to praise, or to eternal life, than sugar for being sweet, or

milk nutritious. These are only parts and parcels of the

grand world -process. Good and evil occupy the same

position as light and darkness , or any other contrasts in

nature. Sin , as a transgression of the law , deserving

death , is a pure fiction . The system , therefore, in oblit

erating moral distinctions, and reducing the differences of

right and wrong to the category of necessary contrasts ,

not only makes war upon the government of God, but

aims a decisive blow at the government of man . It is in

deadly hostility to the principles which hold society

together, and impart to States their authority . Strike out

justice and moral law , and society becomes the mere aggre

gation of individuals, and not their union by solemn and

sacred ties, upon the basis of mutual rights and duties,

and man ceases to be any thing but a higher class of beasts .

Every being works out its destiny by the same resistless

process. These conclusions could be verified by a copious

appeal to the best and purest philosophers who have

speculated upon morals in the spirit of Pantheism . The

accomplished Schleiermacher could make no more of sin

than Fichte or Hegel. The deepest convictions of con

science, the most earnest utterances of the soul, the sense

of guilt and demerit, the ineffaceable impression of justiee,

he was obliged to explain away, in obedience to a system

which, in the extinction of a personal God, had removed

the centre around which alone these sentiments could find

place. They are , indeed, memorials of a personal God ,

which never can be totally destroyed . We feel that we
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are under law , that we are responsible for our actions, that

we are capable of praise or blame. We feel that there is

a right and a wrong in human conduct, and no sophistry

can eradicate, in someof its manifestations, the sense of

justice. So clear is the connection between God and our

moral nature, that we can never get quit of the notion of

Him as a ruler until we have suppressed the voice of our

consciences. It is here, more than any where else , that

we recognize the personality of the Supreme Being. We

feel His existence, because we feel the pressure of His law ,

and have ominous forebodings of reward or punishment.

Apart from the existence of a personalGod, it is impossible

to construct a consistent scheme ofmoralphilosophy. We

must stumble at the very threshold in explaining the great

central fact of obligation . Turn it and twist it as you may,

it always leads you to a superior will as the immediate

ground of duty. Virtue never becomes law until it is en

forced by authority . That will, to be sure, is determined

by the nature of the person, and the ultimate ground of

moral distinctions must be traced to the essential holiness

ofGod . He can not but will what is right, and it is pre

cisely the relation of right to this perfect and holy will that

creates the obligation of the creature. From God all moral

distinctions proceed , and to God they naturally and neces

sarily lead . Their very essence is destroyed the very mo

ment you lay your hand upon His throne.

Here, then, the contrast between Pantheism and Theism

is fundamental. It goes to the springs and measures of

human action . Society, the State, the Family , every sphere

into which the moral element enters, becomes, in the

speculations of the Pantheist, a very different thing from

what our natural sentiments lead us to apprehend, and

from what is possible to be realized in experience . Man,

in all his interests and relations, is a very different being,

according as you view him in one aspect or the other ; a

moral subject under the government of God, or the prop
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erty and affection — the mere modus - of an all-pervading

substance.

It is vain , therefore, to treat those speculations which

strike at the personality ofGod as the harmless excursions

of curiosity . True, the instincts of nature, in the ordinary

tenor of life, are stronger, upon thewhole, thau these disas

trous conclusions, but still they are not without their mis

chief in the humblest sphere, and on great occasions,when

great interests are at stake, in periods of agitation and

revolution, they may prompt to the most atrocious crimes.

The Reign of Terror could never have been distinguished

by its enormities, if God and retribution had not first been

banished from the minds of its guilty agents . It is no

light thing to make a mock at sin . He who trifles with

the eternal distinctions of right and wrong, not only fore

goes the blessedness of the next world, but introduces dis

order and confusion in this . He is an enemy to earth , as

well as to heaven. The belief of a superintending Provi

dence is the guardian of society — the security of the State

the safeguard of the family . Its influence pervades every

interest, and sanctifies every office of man ; it ennobles his

actions; sweetens his affections; animates his hopes; gives

courage in the hour of danger ; serenity in time of trouble,

and victory in death. If there be a God , it is a great thing

to be a man ; if there be none, and men should universally

act on the belief that there were none, we had rather be any

thing than a member of the human race. Hell and earth

would differ only in topography

IV . But there is another aspect in which the two systems

remain to be contrasted, and the immense importance of

a personalGod , such as nature and the Scriptures reveal,

to be evinced.

· Upon the hypothesis of Pantheism , religion becomes a

contradiction in terms. What Howe long ago asserted of

the schemeof Spinoza, is equally applicable to every system

which abolishes the “ Thou ” ofour prayers— that “ though
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he and his followers would cheat the world with names,

and with a specious show of piety, it is as directly levelled

against all religion as any, themost avowed, Atheism ; for,

as to religion , it is all one whether we make nothing to be

God, or every thing ; whether we allow of no God to be

worshipped, or leave none to worship Him ." But, apart

from this consideration, which , of itself, is conclusive

apart from the circumstance that religion necessarily im

plies moral government, and is founded on the relations of

a moral and intelligent agent to a supreme law -giver

piety is subverted by having no object upon which to fasten

its regards. It consists essentially in affections, in fear,

reverence, veneration , and love, which presuppose the

existence of a person upon whom they can terminate . Its

highest form is that of . fellowship with God. It holds

communion, a real, living intercourse , with the Father of

our spirits. We speak to Him in the language of prayer,

penitence, faith, thanksgiving, and praise ; Hespeaks to us

by those sensible communications of His grace, which

make us feel at once that He is, and that He is a rewarder

of them that diligently seek Him . This free circulation

of the affections and interchange of offices of love, is the

very essence of spiritual religion. Butwhen you remove a

personal God, you destroy the only condition on which

this state of things is possible . There is no being to love,

no being to adore, no being either to swear by, or pray to ;

and all that remains of piety is a collection of blind

impulses and cravings, which must create their object, and

which in their developement, according to the law of sug

gestion , are, singularly enough ,termed a life. The disciples

of this school employ the language of genuine devotion ,

and seem to be intent upon a more full, vigorous, and

earnest piety, than that which is fostered by symbols and

creeds. Their hostility to the latter is pretended to be

grounded upon an intense zeal for the Spirit. But when

we come to look beneath these phrases, and inquire into
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the life which is so warmly commended , we find nothing

but the earnings of humanity - -a pervading sense of

emptiness and want - without reference to their moral

character and tendencies, exalted into architects of God.

It is the study of these wants, and the fabrication of a

being, or a principle, or any thing that seems suggested

by them , that constitutes the whole life of godliness. It

is like leaving a hungry man , from themere impulse of

appetite, in the first place to conceive, and then to create ,

bread ; or a thirsty man , from the mere craving of his

thirst, to image, and then produce, water. A craving

enables us to recognize the suitable object, when presented ,

but never to frame either the conception of it, or the reality ,

beforehand . If a man had never seen , or tasted , or heard

of food, he mighthave starved to death withoutknowing

what he wanted. The feebleness and dependence of the

creature may prompt it to admit the self-sufficient and

Almighty God, when once He is revealed . But without

being made known upon other grounds, the sense of

dependence, however intense and penetrating, could never

have carried us farther than a something on which we were

dependent.

But in religion it is universally true that all our longings

are the results, and not the antecedents, of knowledge. It

is what the mind knows that inspires its aspirations and

affections. Religious instincts are the offspring of reason

and truth , and not the blind feeling of nature. When we

know God, and sin , and ourselves ; when we understand the

law , and our destiny, then comes a sense of guilt, a long

ing for pardon , a desire of holiness, and peace. It is light

let into the soul - truth pointed by the Holy Spirit- - that

awakens every truly religious emotion. We feel because

we believe ; we do not believe because we feel. The ere

affects the heart ; it is not the heart that produces the ere.

Men in their unconverted state are compelled, from the

dictates of conscience and the voice of reason , to recog
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nize a personalGod ; but only in those relations in which

the guilty stand to a judge — they believe, and tremble .

Hence their anxiety to suppress the conviction . They

would gladly embrace some principle of beauty, or fem

inine pity, which would bless their persons, without paying

attention to their crimes. They would gladly fall back

upon some impersonal spirit of nature, smiling in the

stars, or whispering in the breeze, about which they could

indulge in soft and romantic sentiments, without being put

upon the troublesome duties of penitence, faith , humilia

tion , and self-denial. They, therefore, can spare a personal

God , because they have nothing to hope, and much to

dread, from Him . But the truly Christian man is robbed

of every thing, if you take away his Lord and Master.

He has, indeed , lost a friend, and such a friend as no

substitute can replace. When he is unable to cry, “ Abba,

Father," his spirit is burdened with intolerable anguish .

The very life of his soul is extinguished.

The privilege of communion with God is the reward

signalized in no system but that of the Gospel. The

completeness of the notion is there developed , and the

manner in which it may be realized in individual expe

rience, definitely described . It reconciles man to God , and

God to man , and institutes a fellowship which , though it

may be occasionally disturbed , can never be broken off.

The love which it enjoins and engenders, is the union of

the soul with the Author of its being — not the absurd

imagination of themystic, of being absorbed and swallowed

up in God — as a drop in the ocean. “ There is nothing,

therefore," says an able writer, “ we should be more

anxious to protect from every presumptuous attempt to

disturb the holy boundary between God and the creature,

than just the opinion of the imperishable nature of love

which binds both together. Instead of the self-hood of

the personal creature being destroyed in the perfection of

its love to God , it is much rather thereby elevated to its

VOL. XIV ., NO. III. — 60
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full truth, and revealed in its eternal significance, as the

subject and object of a love between God and the creature.

Then does man first of all come into the true possession

of himself, when he gives himself to God ; whoever loses

his life, shall find it. What true love to God desires is, not

at all abstract identity, not a resolution into the Divine

Being, but perfect and undisturbed fellowship with God,

just as is promised in the Scripture , as its highest end - not

that it shall become God, but shall see God face to face."

The result of any hypothesis which confounds them , it

may be added, is the simple destruction of one, or of both .

In this aspect, therefore, Pantheism is most fatal in its

results ; it contradicts every principle of our religious

nature , and, in leaving us without God , leaves us without

hope in the world. It lays an interdict upon all the piety

of the heart, and cheats us with the delusive sentiments of

a vain fancy. It gives us poetry for God.

V . The personality of God has, also , a decisive influence

upon the question in relation to the credibility of revela

tion , in itself, and in its miraculous credentials,which is

now so keenly agitated among Neologists and the orthodox.

The rigid continuity of nature is assumed, because nature

is only a blind manifestation of properties and attributes

which belong to a necessary substance. But the very

moment you postulate intelligence and will, and ascribe

the constitution of the universe to a free cause, its order is

altogether contingent, and whether it shall ever be dis

turbed or not, depends entirely upon the plansand purposes

of that wisdom which presides over all. Temporary and

occasional changesmay contribute to the ultimate end to

be achieved. Occasionsmay arise , from the operations of

subordinate intelligences, which will render extraordinary

interpositions the most effective instruments of good.

Miracles certainly become possible, since He who made

nature can control it ; and they become credible , if circum

stances should ever be such as to render them important.
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As to revelation, it is antecedently credible , upon the

supposition that God is a person , that He should hold

intercourse with His intelligent creatures. Persons nat

urally seek union ; society is the sphere in which this

mysterious reality becomes fully and completely developed .

All finite persons would be miserable if there were none

to converse with , and every principle of morality, truth,

justice, and benevolence, supposes the existence of a social

economy. So intimate is the connection between society

and personality, that, in our humble judgment, the infinite

God could neither be holy nor blessed unless there was a

foundation for society in the very essence of Deity . A

God that was only a single person , would want that union

without which the person would be imperfect. Solitude

may be enjoyed for a while, but it is imprisonment and

death if made permanent. Hence, there is a deep philos

ophy in the doctrine of the Trinity . The Triune God is

an all-sufficient God - all-sufficient to Himself, and all

sufficient to His creatures. Before time began , or the

stars were born , the Father rejoiced in the Son , and the

Son rejoiced in the Father. There was the deepest union ,

and the most ineffable communion, and it was only to

reflect their blessedness and glory that other persons, and

other societies, were formed , whose laws and principles

must be traced to the very bosom of the Deity.

God being a person, therefore, it is antecedently likely

that He would condescend to hold communion with His

creatures ; and hence all nations, whether barbarous or

civilized , have assumed șt as an indisputable truth , that the

Deity converses with man. Go where you will, there are

altars, oracles, and priests. This general consent in the

credibility of revelation, is the testimony of the race to an

original feeling of the soul ; a premonition , on the part of

God ,of what may be expected at His hands. The voice

of nature is never a lie ; and hence, given a personalGod,

we may confidently conclude that He will not be without
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messages to those who are capable of intercourse with

Him . He will delight in condescending to talk with His

subjects. Theinstinct of personality for union will prompt

it, benevolence will prompt it, goodness will prompt it,

and wisdom will direct and regulate all. With humility

and reverence be it spoken, but there may be a some

thing in the bosom of the infinite God, arising from His

personal relations to us, analogous to those feelings of

tenderness and solicitude which a parent cherishes, and

which impels him to pour forth on his children our words

of parting counsel.

ARTICLE VI.

THE SCOTCH -IRISH , AND THEIR FIRST SETTLE

MENTS ON THE TYGER RIVER AND OTHER

NEIGHBORING PRECINCTS IN SOUTH CARO

LINA.*

There is nothing more common to thoughtful and civil

ized man, than the disposition to inquire into the past, and

to trace the race from which we sprang to its earliest

beginnings. But whoever attempts it, whether he be

plebeian or king, will find his ancestry lost in some barba

rian tribe, springing from others as savage as itself, which

fill that pre-historic period between Japheth , the son of

Noah, and modern times. Even the chosen seed ,whose line

can be traced the farthest back, ends in a race of idolaters .

And, proud as we justly are of our immediate ancestors,

* This article was delivered at Nazareth Church, Spartanburg District,

S . C ., on the 14th of September last, as a Centennial Discourse, in com

memoration of the early settlement of the Scotch - Irish on the Tyger

River. It was not intended as a complete history of the Churches of the

Up-Country , being confined to one portion of it, and not including events

subsequent to the Revolution .
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whether we be Saxon , Gaul, or Gael, we shall find our

selves to have sprung from pagan huntsmen, herdsmen , or

fierce warriors, who remained such till they were tamed

and softened by the true religion, and humanized by the

culture of letters .

The migration of the Scots, it is believed, was through

north-eastern Europe, by Belgium and the North of France,

to Ireland . There they certainly lived in the third century,

and there they first received the light of Christianity. In

the sixth century, a colony of these Irish Scots * migrated

to North Britain , and, settling in the County of Argyle ,

established there a kingdom , subjugated the Pictish tribes

that were before them , and the ancient Caledonia was

thenceforward the land of the Scots, and SCOT-LAND it

remains till now . Thither went from Ireland, in the same

century, Columba, surnamed Saint, and established what

has been called his convent, on the island of Iona, but

which was much more a school, under something like

presbyterial supervision, for training ministersandmission

aries of the Cross. Such were the ancient Culdees of

Scotland, “ worshippers of God,” who held the pure doc

trines of God's Word,and the Presbyterian government, a

thousand years before Calvin was born , when the rest of

the world were “ wondering after the beast.” +

Their light glimmered on amid the darkness which

oppressed the nations, nor wholly ceased till Wickliffe, the

* The Scoti Ierni. See Claudian , a Latin poet of the fourth century ,

xxii., 251 ; and Buchanan, Hist., p . 34.

† Their opposition to Rome may be judged of by the following extract

from the poemsof Talliessin, who is supposed to have lived about A . D , 620 :

“ Wobe to that priest yborn ,

That will not cleanly weed his corn ,

And preach his charge among :

Wobe to that sheperd , I say,

That will notwatch his fold alway ,

As to his office doth belong :

Wo be to him that doth not keepe

From Romish wolves his errings

With staff and weapon strong."

Usher, Religion of the Ancient Irish , p . 83 , where the original Gaelic may be seen .

See, also,Mason 's Primitive Christianity in Ireland, p . 43 .

eepe ,
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morning star of the Reformation , arose . Their missionary

labors were widely extended ; their schools scattered over

many countries of Europe, and attended by almost fabulous

numbers. Let it be, even , that they were of a Scythian

stock, as some have held , proverbial among the Greeks for

the extreme of barbarism , they were now a Christian and

intelligent people, and that unquenchable fire of soul, and

courageous endurance, which had carried them forward

over such tracts of country, to the farthest shores and

islands of Europe, lived and burned brilliantly within them .

But the chilling influence of superstition at length in

vaded even them . The priest became lord of their con

science, and that mysterious darkness which arose from

Rome, as its centre, spread like the morningmists over the

hill-sides and crags of Scotland, and settled gloomily

and heavily upon its lochs, and glens, and romantic valleys,

over highland and lowland alike.

At length the day of Scotland's deliverance came. The

voice of Luther awoke new echoes on those shores.

Patrick Hamilton , a youth of royal lineage, of attractive and

polished manners, and cultivated mind, a friend of Luther

and Melancthon, whom hehad visited at Wittemberg , was

burned at the stake - Scotland's first martyr - exclaiming,

“ How long, O Lord, shall darkness cover this realm ?

How long wilt Thou suffer this tyranny of man ?" A

" shrewd and canny Scot” advised the Archbishop , when he

burned any more, to burn them in cellars, “ for the smoke,"

said he, " of Mr. Patrick Hamilton hath infected asmany as

it blew upon .” Other martyrdoms, however , followed .

Helen Starke, after witnessing the execution of her hus

band, was strangled in a pool of water. George Wishart,

a man of noble birth, before whom crowded audiences

wept, glowed, and trembled, as he preached , was burned

at the stake. John Knox would have accompanied him in

his hour of danger , but Wishart forbade him . “ Go back

to your pupils ; one is sufficient for one sacrifice .”
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This same Knox became the man of his age in Scotland;

her great Reformer. Hewas the man, valiant for truth , of

whom the Regent Morton , himself of the dauntless race

of Douglas, as he looked thoughtfully into his grave,

said , “ There lies he who never feared the face ofman .”

Noble prototype was he of his fearless countrymen , at

whose return to Scotland from his exile , consternation

seized the enemies of the Reformation . “ John Knox !

John Knox is come ! he slept last night at Edinburgh !”

was the frantic cry which announced the ruin of their

plans.

On the third of December, 1557, the first covenant, in

this land of covenants, was signed . In 1560 the first

General Assembly was held . Out of a weekly exercise, or

prophesying, conducted by the ministers, exhorters, and

educated men of the vicinity, met for expounding the

Scriptures, grew the classical Presbytery . To this was

added the provincial Synod , and the whole order of the

Presbyterian Church stood at length revealed .

James I. was the first Presbyterian king of Scotland,and

right lustily did he promise, till he became sovereign of

England, when his cry at once was: “ No bishop,no king !"

We are indebted to this inconsistent, corrupt,and pedantic

monarch for twomeasures of incalculable good. One was,

the setting on foot the English version of the Scriptures,

from him called King James' version, which, however, had

been suggested both by the Scotch Assembly and by the

English Puritans. The other is, the project, attempted in

1559 and 1572, by Queen Elizabeth, in the counties of

Down and Antrim , of colonizing the northern provinces

of Ireland with a Protestant people. Reasons of State

determined him to discountenance the Roman Catholic

religion , especially in Ireland . Several of the Northern

nobles resented his determination , and conspired against

his government. Their lands were confiscated, and reverted

to the crown. These territories James, with great wisdom ,
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arranged to plant with English and Scottish colonies ; and

he resolved to replace its scattered , miserable, and turbu

lent population with the adherents of a purer faith . The

country was exceedingly desolate, and covered with innu

merable woods and marshes. Its towns and villages had

been levelled with the ground _ its herds and products

sweptaway by the war. Little remained except the isolated

castles of the English,and themiserable huts of the natives,

suffering under the evils of pestilence and famine. The

escheated lands were disposed of to English , Scottish , and

Irish undertakers of the crown, who agreed to colonize

them . From the proximity of the country to Scotland,the

Scotch settlers greatly predominated. They were a hardier

people, stood the climate better, had fewer inducements at

home, and were more favored by the king. Londonderry,

Coleraine, and Belfast, were planted by the English , chiefly,

but the counties of Down and Antrim were settled by the

Montgomeries and Hamiltons of Scotland, who brought

over many Scotch gentlemen and farmers.

Thus, after the lapse of nearly a thousand years, the

Scots, whom Ireland gave to Caledonia of old , came back

again to occupy their ancestralhomes, and the Irish Scots,

as they were called in the sixth century, became the Scotch

Irish of the seventeenth .

There came, also, in the first third of the seventeenth cen

tury, several noble ministers from Scotland, and some from

England, under whose labors religion was greatly revived ,

and conversions were multiplied. “ Preaching and pray

ing,” says Livingston , “ were pleasant in those days."

“ And it was sweet and easy for people to come thirty or

forty miles to the solemn communions they had." Though

Presbyterian in doctrine and discipline, they were, at first,

nominally comprehended within the pale of the Established

*Church of England , enjoying its emoluments and dignities,

under the generous and friendly toleration of Archbishop

· Usher.
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This season of loving kindness did not always last.

Under Laud, Archbishop of Canterbury, came persecution ,

and the Scotch -Irish began to look to America for an

asylum . The " black oath ,” so called from its direful conse

quences, was administered by Wentworth, Lord Lieuten

ant, for these servicesmade Earl of Stafford ,who imprisoned

and heavily fined even women who refused to take it. He

even conceived the idea of banishing all the Presbyterians

from Ulster. Afterwards came the Irish rebellion , in

which one hundred and fifty thousand Protestants perished,

during which the famous seige of Derry occurred , whose

defence is still read with all the interest of romance. It

was then the Scotch sent over an army to Ireland , with

Chaplains in every regiment. With the concurrence of

the Colonels, these Chaplains appointed Church sessions in

each regiment. In the four regiments stationed at Car

rickfergus, the ministers found themselves in a condition

to hold a Presbytery ; which , accordingly, was held on the

10th of June, 1642, and was the first Presbytery regularly

constituted in Ireland.

It was more than one hundred years after this before

this upper country of South Carolina was settled . But

the Scottish settlers in the North of Ireland were, mean

while, extending their cords and strengthening their stakes

in their Irish home, bringing back to the Erin of their

remote ancestry that pure faith and form of Church polity ,

overlaid by Rome, gave to North Britain , andmade it, even

then , a land of learning and piety . Her ministers were

still educated in Scotland. She sympathized with all of

Scotland's sufferings, wrongs, and tears, though the hand

of persecution did not press as heavily upon her. A bright

example was set before the Scotch - Irish by the country out

of which they had come. Themeasures set on foot by the

Reformers for the settlement of schools,made the Scotch

superior in intelligence to any other nation in Europe.

VOL. XIV., NO. III. — 61
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“ If a Scotchman was taken into a warehouse as a porter,

he soon became foreman,” says the historian , Macaulay.

“ If he enlisted in the army, he soon became a sergeant.”

And, in spite ofher barren soil, Scotland made astonishing

progress in all the arts of civilization . The same was

true of the Scotch -Irish on the green shores of Erin . If

they could not establish their schools by law , they could by

private effort. And the province of Ulster, which their

fathers found a wilderness, they have covered with beauty.

The South of Ireland is profusely blessed in the gifts of

nature, in a far richer soil, and a milder and more genial

climate ; the whole , indeed , is an emerald set in the flash

ing ocean . The North is rougher, colder, and less genial,

and yet, as you enter the province of Ulster, you have left

the region of filthy cabins, sturdy beggars, dilapidated

villages, and wretched, neglected farms, and fields of

sluggards, luxuriant with thorns and thistles ; and you

enter a territory of rich culture, of comfortable dwellings,

and thriving towns. You have passed from a land of

joyous, often, but yet careless idleness,where the pig , cow ,

and child , herd together in miserable hovels, into a province

where the diligent husbandman , the enterprisingmerchant,

the intelligent, plodding mechanic, are found , and the vir

tuous housewife ,who “ seeketh wool and flax, and worketh

diligently with her hands,” who “ layeth her hands to the

spindle , and her hands hold the distaff,” who “ maketh fine

linen , and selleth it, and delivereth girdles unto the mer

chant ;” and “ whose candle goeth not outby night.” It

is the land of your Presbyterian ancestors, inhabited by a

race instinct with the sense of right, and hatred of oppres

sion ; of an instructed , and not superstitious, conscience ;

educated in a pure faith , versed in that vigorous theology

which Augustine, Calvin , and Knox, professed ; their

understanding, and reason addressed by an educated min

istry on the Sabbath day, and their household virtues stim

ulated and formed by the voice of praise and prayer at the
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domestic hearth. Behold your ancestors ! Behold their

country, and their religion, which have made them what

they are !

Their love of adventure, their crowded population, and

the religious disabilities underwhich the Governmentsome

times placed them , led many to seek in the colonies of

America a new home, where they mightagain take root.

The older parts of Carolina had, almost from the begin

ning, some few representatives from the North of Ireland.

From the year 1735 they came in larger colonies, and

settled in Williamsburg, below , spreading themselves con

stantly further, over Sumter, Darlington ,Marion and Horry .

Pennsylvania was, to them , also , a favorite resort. They

first settled in Buck's County , north -east of Philadelphia ,

and then stretched westward , in Chester, Lancaster, and

York , to the haunts of the wild Indian , with whom they

came, at last, into terrible collision . Their ministers were

nearly all of liberal education . Some had taken their

degrees in Scotland, and some in Ireland. Among them

were the Tennents, Blairs, Francis Allison , Beaty ; and of

American birth, educated in the Scotch - Irish schools and

colleges, Drs. Stanhope Smith , Patrick Allison , and others ;

civilians also , Judges Breckenridge and McKean, Chief

Justice Williamson the historian of North Carolina, and

Dr. Ramsay the historian of our own State ; distinguished

Generals of the war of the Revolution too numerous to

mention ; Robert Fulton, who applied steam to the pro

pelling of vessels ; and many divines and civilians distin

guished in the history of Maryland , Virginia , and North

Carolina.

The emigration of Scotch -Irish into the Up-Country of

North and South Carolina was from Pennsylvania , either

by gradual migration of families through the mountain

valleys of Virginia and southward , or by a direct removal ;

or from Ireland to the port of Charleston, and by wagon ,

pack -horse , or often on foot, to their settlements here.
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The line of emigration from Pennsylvania was through

Kittatinny valley , west ofthe Susquehanna, to the Potomac,

and through the valley of the Shenandoah, southward. To

how large an extent our population was introduced from

this source, the names of Lancaster, York, and Chester,

from counties of the same name in Pennsylvania, them

selves show .

This was the earliest emigration into the upperportion of

this State, and, as it preceded the present division of coun

ties, which did not occur till the year 1798, and also the

division into precincts, which dates back to the year 1769,

we will designate the settlements by other and more

ancient names. The earliest of them all was “ The Wax

haws,” called from the tribe of Indians who have given

name to one of the tributaries of the Catawba. Another

famous settlement was “ The Long Canes," in a direction

south -west from the other. The earliest date of the first

of these settlements appears to have been the year 1745 ;

the date of the latter is not exactly known. Two families,

of Gowdy and Edwards, were found in it by Patrick Cal

houn, and those who came with him , in the year 1756.

Gowdy was an Irishman , and seems to have settled in the

neighborhood of old Cambridge, about 1750. Both of

these names, “ The Waxhaws” and “ Long Canes,” were,

in usage, of indefinite extent.

If we look across the State from the Waxhaw settlement,

in a south-western direction , we find, to the right of a line

drawn to Gowdy's, in Abbeville , the present districts of

York , Union , and Spartanburg , the greater portion of

Chester, the north-west part of Newberry, the whole

of Laurens and Abbeville, and the newer districts of

Greenville, Anderson, and Pickens. Of these districts,

Lancaster will appear to have been the first settled ; Ches

ter, Spartanburg , and Laurens,to have been settled in 1749
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or 1750 ; Newberry, to have been settled in 1752* — though

Judge O 'Neal dates the settlement of Adam Summer, in

the Dutch Fork, in 1745 — Union and Pendleton, in 1755 ;

Abbeville , in 1756 ; York, in 1760, and Greenville , in 1766.

The first very distinct notice of settlers on Waxhaw was

in May, 1751,when six or seven families came thither from

the North . In the fall of the sameyear, a few more joined

them , and a considerable number early in 1752, chiefly

from Augusta County, Virginia , and the back part of

Pennsylvania . The first grant of land to Robt. McElhenny

dates in 1751, and the first sermon preached among them

was in February, 1753, by John Brown, then a probationer.

On the western side of the Catawba, on the waters of

Fishing Creek , settlements weremade of Scotch - Irish from

Pennsylvania at nearly the samedate — 1748, 1749, 1750, and

1751 — and the same minister, Mr. John Brown , preached

the first sermon of which wehave any record among this

people, at Landsford, on the Catawba, a point intermediate

between them and the settlement on the Waxhaw . The

Church here established was called , to distinguish it from

another higher up the stream , and which was formed a

little later, Lower Fishing Creek , and, subsequently , after

its pastor, Richardson 's Church , and is now known , its

location having been somewhat changed , as Cedar Shoals.

The settlement extended itself higher up the stream , and

gave rise to another Church , which bears the nameFishing

Creek at this day. t

The settlement and Church in Union District was not

quite so early . Its first planting was in the years 1754 and

* The date of the settlement on Duncan 's Creek .

+ Between the twothere appears at one time to have been a middle Fish

ing Creek Church , which becameafterwardsabsorbed in Richardson Church .

Catholic Church, on Rocky Creek, to the right of our line, was settled

in 1758 ;( ?) organized in 1759 by Mr. Richardson ; called and settled James

Campbellas their pastor in 1772, and enjoyed his ministry for a year and a

half, in connection with the neighboring Church of Purity .
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1755, by Scotch -Irish emigrants from Pennsylvania, who

had lived under theministry of Rev . Mr. Cathcart. Sev

eral heads of families, among whom were the names of

Brandon , Bogan, Jolly, Kennedy, McJunkin , Young, Cun

ningham , Savage, Hughs, Vance , Wilson , settled in these

then uninhabited wilds. They first lived in tents, and

then erected cabins. Several of these households were

persons oftrue piety . They frequently met on the Lord's

day for reading the Scriptures, prayer and religious con

versation , looking wishfully for the time when they should

be visited by ministers of their own faith. They subse

quently erected a Church on Brown 's Creek , about four

miles from Unionville , on the Pinckneyville road. This

house of worship was intended to be used by Presbyterians

and Episcopalians in common , and hence was called “ The

Union Church.” It seems to have been a place of some

note , since the namewas transferred to the county, and is

now borne by the district, and the village which is the seat

of justice .

Earlier than this, and parallel in point of time with the

Fishing Creek , and almost with the Waxhaw , was the set

tlement of the Scotch -Irish on the confines of the present

districts of Spartanburg and Union , upon the Fairforest, &

tributary of the Tyger River. It dates its origin from the

settlementofseven or eight families from Lancaster county ,

Pennsylvania, who migrated to this spot from the years

1751 to 1754, in which year they were visited by the Rer.

Joseph Tate , their pastor in Donegal, Lancaster county ,

whence they had emigrated .

Outside of the limits of Union District, within the con

fines of Newberry, and yet connected with the waters of

the Tyger and the Enoree, was an early Church, now , per

haps,almost forgotten ,known as the Grassy Spring Church .

Its original founders, also , emigrated from Pennsylvania ,

were Scotch-Irish by race , and of the Presbyterian faith,

and settled on the Enoree, Indian Creek , and Tyger River,
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which are near each other in this part of the State . This

settlementwasmade from the years 1749 to 1758, and from

these various localities they met together at the Grassy

Spring Church to worship the God of their fathers.

Duncan's Creek, in Laurens, (waters of the Enoree ,) was

not far off. The settlement upon it was by Scotch -Irish

from Pennsylvania, chiefly, in the year 1758. They built a

house of worship in 1763 or 1764 . Little River Church ,

near the line between Laurens and Newberry, was organ

ized in 1764. Bethel, in York , and Bethesda, are nearly

of the same date. Bullock 's Creek, in the south -west

corner of the same district, 1769 or 1770, and a few other

Churches in the Up-Country date previous to the Revo

lütion.

Among these Churches stands the Nazareth Church, in

whose bounds we are now assembled .* Eight, ten , or

twelve families settled here, on the waters of Tyger

River, near its source, between the years 1760 and 1765 .

The Word of God was precious to them , and, as early as

1766 , they obtained supplies, who preached the Gospel

among them , occasionally , at least, and , as an early but

brief history of this Churcht informs us, was soon after

organized . The more exact date of this organization is

ascertained I to be the Spring of 1772. The names of the

families honored as the founders of this community are

Anderson , Miller, Barry, Moore, Collins, Thompson , Ver

non , Pearson , Jamison, Dodd, Ray, Penny, McMahon,

Nichol, Nesbitt, and Patton. These were the names of

the settlers migrating, directly or indirectly , from Pennsyl

vania , where their first homes in America were.

* See Note, p . 472.

† MS. History of the Second Presbytery of South Carolina, prepared by

a committee of the same, appointed in October, 1808 , consisting of Rev.

John B . Kennedy, Dr. Waddel, and Rev. Hugh Dickson. Minutes of

Second Presbytery, October, 1808, pp. 123, 124 ; April, 1809, p. 134.

| By a cotemporary record in a Family Bible, still preserved .
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Into this goodly country these men, in most instances ,

no doubt, accompanied with their wives and children,

came to set up their tabernacle. It was, indeed, a goodly

land, a “ land of rivers of water," " of springs sent into the

vallies which run among the hills,” of forests goodly like

Lebanon , or the oaks of Bashan , with their grassy carpet

or their tangled vines ; of wooded mountains, or rolling

hills, or undulating plains, or prairies covered with a rich

growth of cane. The margins of many streams almost

equalled the cane-brakes of the South -West. These facts

are established by the names which many of the streams in

the Up-Country still bear, as Reedy River, Reedy Fork ,

Cane Creek , and Long Canes. The cane growth of the

country was, we are told , the standard , to many, of the fer

tility of the soil, a growth twenty or thirty feet high de

noting the highest fertility , and that no higher than a man 's

head, a more ordinary soil. * And the tradition is preserved

that one of the tributaries of the Tyger River received its

name from the scene of woodland beauty which burst upon

the view of the first emigrants. George Story and James

McIlwaine, if wehave their names aright, had encamped on

a commanding eminence ; a beautiful valley stretched far

in the distance, a grove of lofty trees concealed the mean

dering of a stream which fertilized the tract below . The

rays of the declining sun shed their departingbeams on the

tree-tops that waved over the wide amphitheatre in the

evening breeze. One of the two, McIlwaine, it is said ,

exclaimed : “ What a fair forest this !” The name attached

itself to the place , and then to the bold and lovely stream ,

which, rising in the mountains, sweeps on, dispensing fer

tility and refreshment to the central portions of this and

the neighboring districts below . †

* Logan's History of Upper South Carolina, p . 11.

+ See, for this tradition , “ Major Joseph McJunkin , or Original Sketches

of the Revolutionary History of South Carolina,” Watchman and Observer,

Sept. 21, 1849 . These valuable papers are from the pen of Rev. Jas. H . Saye.
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These forests were not unpeopled . The buffalo , deer,

and other wild game, the panther,* the wild -cat, the wolf

and bear, and other beasts of prey, filling the night with

their dismal cries , roamed through them ; the beaver,

architect and engineer together, built his works across the

cold streams, and birds of varied plumage sang through the

day and night around them .

The occupation of the hunter, the herdsman , and the

farmer, were sometimes distinct, but in many instances, or

in most, united in the same person . A large trade in

peltry was carried on in the early history of this colony,

through the port of Charleston, and to obtain the hides

and skins, valued in Europe, many a huntsman , beside the

native Indian, coursed through these primeval forests. The

occupation of the herdsman, too, was largely followed,

and cow -pens, or ranches, for cattle and those who reared

them , were established at different points. One of them

has become historic as the scene of a decisive battle of the

Revolution , in which some of your ancestors took part.

The unerring rifle could in a short timesupply thetable with

abundant food for several days, and to the hardy yeoman

life in the woods was not without its charms and sources

of improvement ; developing that self-reliant, independ

ent, and heroic character, which is rarely to be found in

the din of cities. If they were not clothed in soft raiment,

they wore themore serviceable vestments domestic industry

provided — the deer-skin moccasin, and the products of the

wheels and looms of their wives and daughters. If they

lacked some of the far-fetched delicacies modern appetite

craves, their tables were loaded with abundance, and with

food which the city epicure now seeks for at a great price.

* Commonly called tiger in this State. The Tyger River is said to have

derived its name from a battle which took place on its banks between a

tiger and a bear, in which the tiger was victor. The old orthography is

retained in the name of the river. The Indian name was Amoyeschee.

Mills' Statistics, p . 762.
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The first settlers had the choice of lands in this part of

the State , and it has been remarked that the Scotch -Irish

from Pennsylvania, who had some experience of America,

and were, also , first on the soil of these upper districts,

weremore favorably located than those who came after

wards, directly from the North of Ireland , through the port

of Charleston. Whether it were so in this community, we

know not. But in 1767 or 1768 , other families came here

direct from Ireland, receiving their head-right of one hun

dred acres, and supplied with the most indispensable im

plements of agriculture by the Colonial Government.

These families bore the names of Caldwell, Coan, Snoddy,

Peden, Alexander, Gaston, Norton, and others. The same

was true elsewhere. The Irish element succeeded the first

immigration of the Pennsylvania Irish.

These settlements must have been greatly dependent, at

first, on themselves for religious worship . But they were

encouraged and strengthened by visits of ministers from

abroad. The Waxhaw people were visited in February ,

1753, by Mr. John Brown, a probationer from Pennsyl

vania , and in 1754, by Rev. Mr. Rae, of Williamsburg

Church, in the Low -Country, and by Mr. Tate, of the Synod

of Philadelphia . In the same year the Rev. Daniel Thane,

of New Jersey, sent out to the new settlements by the

Synod of New York, preached either here, at Fishing Creek ,

or Fairforest, under a spreading oak . In 1755 they heard

the Gospel from the lips of Messrs. Hogg , Hugh McAden ,

and others. Mr. McAden preached to that people in No

vember of this year, and at Fishing Creek , and so did

Messrs. Brown and Rae, whose names are distinctly men

tioned in connection with this Church . Mr. McAden also

preached at James Atterson 's (Otterson 's) on Tyger River,

a few miles above Hamilton ' s Ford , and at James Love's,

on Broad River.

At this time the Waxhaw and Fishing Creek congrega

tions put themselves under the care of the Old Scotch
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Presbytery of Charleston, with the view of obtaining min

isters from Scotland. Robert Miller, from Scotland, who

had been occupied in teaching, and had been licensed by

the Presbytery of Charleston, was called and ordained as

their minister in 1756. He was a lively and popular

preacher, but in a little more than a twelvemonth was de

posed for irregularity of conduct. The congregation were

dependent on various supplies, till, in 1759, they settled as

their pastor the Rev. Wm . Richardson , of Egremont, Eng

land, a graduate of the University of Glasgow , who came

to America in 1750, and resided for a season with the cele

brated Samuel Davies, in Virginia . He and the Rev. Mr.

Martin had been sent outby a society in New England and

one in Scotland , acting conjointly, as missionaries to the

Cherokee upper towns in this State . The Cherokees took

up arms against the whites, and Mr. Richardson became

pastor of the Waxhaw Church, having been ordained to

this end by the Presbytery of Charleston . This energetic

and faithful minister, besides serving his own congrega

tions, travelled far and wide over this new country, preach

ing , organizing Churches, and administering the ordinances

ofGod 's house.

But now came a season of dreadful trial to these devoted

people . The Indian tribes,which almost surrounded them ,

became incensed against the whites, and rose in arms to

destroy them . The inhabitants of Long Canes, in Abbe

ville , fled for refuge to the older and more settled parts of

the country. A party, of whom Patrick Calhoun was one,

who were removing their wives and children and more

valuable effects to Augusta , were attacked by the Chero

kees, on February 1st, 1760, and, according to cotem

porary journals, some fifty persons — according to other

accounts, twenty-two persons — mostly women and children ,

were slain , and fourteen carried into captivity . After the

massacre, many children were found wandering in the

woods. One man brought fourteen of these young fugi
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tives into Augusta, someof whom had been cut with toma

hawks and left for dead. Others were found on the bloody

field , scalped, but living still. Patrick Calhoun , who re

turned to the spot to bury the dead, found twenty dead

bodies, inhumanly mangled . The Indians had set fire to

the woods, and had rifled the carts and wagons, thirteen in

number.* This sad news filled the whole province with

consternation, and the miserable fugitives, who sought

refuge at Waxhaw and in the Low -Country , dependent on

the charities of friends, were living witnesses of these

deeds of barbarity . The Cherokees crossed the Enoree in

this vicinity, if not then, yet later, compelling your fathers

to establish “ forted ” houses in different localities, to which

they could resort for defence. The children of Mrs.

Hampton, and Messrs. James Reid , John Miller, Orr and

Anderson, fell victimsto Indian violence . In the old con

gregation ofGrassy Spring several were brutally murdered.

A stockade fort was built for protection at the house of

Mr. Otterson . Into this the Quakers, also , fied for refuge,

but would not take up arms. While here the Presby

terians assembled,usually, every evening, to read and pray,

and " chant their hymns of lofty cheer.” But the incursions

of the savages became so frequent that these people, too ,

evacuated their fort, and fled for shelter to different inte

* This attack was made on February 1st, 1760, on a descent just before

reaching Patterson 's Bridge, as they had stopped to encamp for the

night, while they were entangled by their wagons, and could make but

little resistance. Some, by cutting loose the horses, and joining a portion

of the company in the advance, were so fortunate as to escape, under cover

ofthe night. Among the slain was themother of the family , Mrs. Cath

erine Calhoun , and a curious stone, engraved by a native artist, marks the

spot where she fell, among her children and neighbors. Two little girls,

daughters of William Calhoun, brother of Patrick, were carried into cap

tivity, the eldest of whom was, after some years , rescued ; the other was

never heard of. - MS. of M . E . Davis. The grandfather of Mr. Samuel

Clark , now of Beech Island , and several members of his family, were killed

in the attack . Thewife and four children escaped .
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rior parts . The same was true of the Union Church , on

Brown's Creek . They also, betook themselves to Otterson 's

Fort for an asylum ; but on leaving it, nearly all the Pres

byterians retired to Pennington 's Fort, on the Enoree.

During this season of calamity numbers of the inhabit

ants fell victims of Indian barbarity ; yet, amidst thesemel.

ancholy scenes of skirmishing, wounds, and death , in the

intervals of military duty, this little band of Presbyterians

kept up still their worship , observing sacredly the holy Sab

bath , for more than two years of dreadful anxiety and

hardship. After the French war was brought to a close ,

by the peace of 1763, these fugitives again , for the most

part, returned to their homes, not always to remain in

safety. In the congregation of Long Canes, about the end

of 1763, the Creek Indians broke in and killed fourteen

persons in one house , on the Savannah River.

The settlements, however, continued to increase in

strength, and their Church organizations to becomemore

complete. To this the labors of Mr. Richardson greatly

contributed . AtLong Canes, for example, in 1764, in a few

days,he baptized about sixty children ,and from the timehe

left home till he returned to his own Church, a space of

about four or five weeks, he baptized about two hundred

and sixty. The Synod of Philadelphia and New York sent

out various ministers to labor as missionaries in these

distant settlements. In 1765 Rev.George Duffield , of the

Presbytery of Carlisle, spent three or four weeks with the

Long Cane people, whose bounds had now becomeso large

as to compel them to hold worship in different places,

which became the centres of new Church organizations.

Mr. Duffield also visited other Churches, and this tour of

his was rich in religious blessings to our people. It would

detain you to tell you of all. Rev. Robert McMordie, of

Donegal Presbytery, in 1766 ,Mr. McCreary, from Penn

sylvania — who received a call from the Long Cane people,

now separated into several allied Churches, which call was
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signed by two hundred and forty -nine persons — Mr. Bay,

of Maryland, father of the late Judge Bay, Mr. Thomas

Lewis, of Rhode Island , and Mr. Daniel Fuller, a Congre

gationalist, of New England, in the years 1767 and 1768,

all performed useful and acceptable missionary service

among the Churches.

In the year 1771, Rev. Azel Roe and John Close, of New

Jersey, followed in their footsteps. They ordained elders

in the Long Canes settlement, now Abbeville District, and

administered the Lord's Supper, our authorities say, for

the first time in all that land. In 1771, Rev. Josiah Lewis,

of New Castle Presbytery, administered the Lord 's Supper

in different Churches, and Mr. Lewis ordained the first

elders in Fairforest Church . Mr. Halsey, Mr. Tate, and

Joseph Alexander, also visited them , and in 1778, the

Lord 's Supper was administered to them for the first time,

by the Rev.Messrs. Alexander and Simpson . Wefind , also,

the nameofMr. Campbell, probably a member of Charles

ton Presbytery , and settled in North Carolina, and James

Edmonds, of Charleston, mentioned as laboring among

them . In this way, principally , the Churches of this tp

Country were supplied with the ordinances of God's house ,

before the Revolution .

Mr. Richardson 's useful life was terminated suddenly,

and in a melancholy way, in the year 1772, an event deeply

regretted, and his name should be held in lasting remem

brance. In the same year the Rev. John Harris, whose

name first appears on the roll of the Presbytery of Lewes

town in 1768, and who visited the Carolinas at the appoint

ment of the Synod of New York and Philadelphia, in 1770,

moved with his family from Maryland, settled on the

waters of Little River, in Abbeville, and took charge of

the Churches of Upper and Lower Long Cane, and of Bull

Town, or Rocky River. Before 1774 he had removed his

ecclesiastical relations, and had become a member of the
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Presbytery ofOrange.* The Rev. James Creswell, also , of

the Presbytery of Orange, organized the Church of Little

River in 1764, and continued its pastor till 1778, when he

was removed by death . The Rev. Joseph Alexander, after

wards Dr. Alexander, a native of Pennsylvania and a

graduate of Princeton College, removed from Mecklenburg

county , N . C ., and became pastor of Bullock's Creek, in

York District, in 1776 . The Rev. John Simpson, born of

Scotch -Irish parents in New Jersey , a licentiate of New

Brunswick Presbytery, came to Fishing Creek in the fall

of 1773, and was ordained by the Presbytery of Orange as

pastor of the Churches of Upperand Lower Fishing Creek,

and, subsequently , of Bethesda, in York. These three min

isters are all thatwe find regularly settled over the Churches

of this region at the commencement of the Revolution,

with the exception of Wm . Raynoldson, who came from

Ireland in consequence of a call sent thither, who was

intemperate and schismatic, and took the Tory side in the

Revolutionary struggle . Mr. Hezekiah Balch had been

pastor of Bethel Church , York , but, soon after the begin

ning of the war, removed to Tennessee, and Rev. Thomas

B . Craighead was ordained over the Waxhaw Church in

1779, but retired from the country the next year, on the

appearance of the British army in these parts.

During all this period these congregations were receiving

an increase by direct immigration from Ireland . Before and

after the Revolution , the reply to questions, “ Where are

you going ?” addressed to movers on the road from Charles

* Mr. Harris was graduated at Nassau Hall in 1753, and on the 12th of

October, in thesame year, was taken on trials by the Presbytery of New

Castle. In 1756 he was ordained pastor of Indian River , near Lewes, Dela

ware , and resigned in 1769. In the spring of that year he was sent, by the

Synod, to Virginia , North Carolina, and “ those parts of South Carolina

that are under our care.” In 1771, the Synod ordered him to supply at

Hitchcock's and Cartridge Creek, in Anson County , North Carolina, for

threemonths. He joined Orange Presbytery in 1774, and was set off, with

five others, in 1784 , to form South Carolina Presbytery.-- Webster , p . 670.
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ton , would be, " to Chaster," or, " to Long Canes.” Some,

as the father of Dr. Waddel, who arrived in Charleston in

1776 , passed through this province to the Up-Country of

North Carolina.

Now camethe war of the Revolution, with all its severe

trials. Not the least of these sprung, in this upper coun

try, from different views on the merits of the contest.

Most of the Scotch -Irish took the side of the Colonies, the

emigrants from Scotland direct were more inclined to the

Royal cause. This division of opinion prevailed the most

extensively in the region between the Broad and Saluda

Rivers ; in some places the Royalists outnumbering the

Whigs. In the fall of 1775 the memorable tour of Rev.

Wm . Tennent and Wm . Henry Drayton, sent out by the

Committee of Safety in Charleston , and accompanied by

Col. Richardson , Joseph Kershaw , and the Rev. Mr. Hart,

of the Baptist Church , was made, for the purpose of

strengthening the friends of resistance, confirming the

wavering, and confuting the Royalists. They commenced

their efforts among the Germans aboutGranby, with poor

success. Mr. Tennent would preach, and afterwards ad

dress the people on public affairs. He crossed the Saluda

at Beard' s Falls, preached at Jackson ' s Creek , Fairfield ; at

Rocky Creek Meeting House, in Chester, (now Catholic

Church ,) at Fishing Creek — where he found in Rev. Dr.

Simpson a congenial spirit — at the Rev. Mr. Alexander's,

on Bullock 's Creek ; at Bersheeba Church , in the north

western part of York ; at another Church of Mr. Alexan

der’s, on Thicketty Creek . Hemet the Tories, “ the nabob

Fletchall," * the two Cunninghams, and Brown, afterwards

* His nameis spelled Fletcher by Mr. Saye, but Fletchall in Mr. Ten

nent's Journaland elsewhere. He lived at McBeth 's Mill, in Union District,

was taken prisoner by Col. Thompson and his men in 1775 , (being found

hidden in a cave,) and was sent to Charleston by Col. Richardson , with one

hundred and thirty -five others. After the fall of Charleston he held a com

mission under the Crown. His estate was confiscated in 1782.
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a famous Tory officer , at the muster -ground at Mr. Ford's,

on the Enoree. IIe stayed with James Williams, on Little

River, who afterwards fell at King's Mountain , and at

whose house he was hospitably entertained ; he preached

for Mr. Creswell, who ministered there and at Ninety-Six ;

preached on Long Cane, at Boonesborough ;* at one of Mr.

Harris ' preaching sheds ; and on all these occasions, after

the religious service,he addressed the people on public

affairs. In this instance he was succeeded by Rev. Mr.

Harris and Mr. Salvador. IIe also preached at Bull Town,

and talked afterwards for three hours on the great question

of those times ; spent the night at Patrick Calhoun ’s ; visited

Fort Charlotte ; took a military survey of the whole; gave

orders to build the platforms for fighting the cannon and

small arms. In the intervals of his preaching , all along,

he was obtaining signatures to the Association ,and forming

volunteer companies, like a man in dead earnest. He

crossed the Savannah, passed down to Augusta , called at

Capt. Hammond's on Snow Hill, found his house “ forted,"

and one of the finest situations in the whole colony ; found

a large body of militia there ready to move with Wm .

Henry Drayton upon the Tories; found every considerable

house in Augusta fortified . The whole journal is a remark

able record of a most important mission, disclosing the

eloquence, activity , and energy of one of our Scotch -Irish

* This was the site of Fort Boone, called , probably, in honor of Thomas

Boone, Governor of the Province. It was built for defence against the

Indians, and was resorted to afterward for protection from marauding par

ties, whether Indian or Tory . It was a palisade fort, with port-holes, and

had within a school house , minister's house, and other log buildings.

Much of the catechetical and other instructions of Mr. Harris were given

in this and other forts. The father of Rev. Dr. Gray, now of LaGrange,

Tennessee, and his aunt, a venerable lady, not long since deceased, attended

as pupils and catechumens of Rev. John Harris, in Fort Boone. The preach

ing station was the origin of the Church of Hopewell, built afterwards

about three miles distant, and known at different times as Fort Boone,

Boonesborough, and Hopewell Church . - MS. of M . E . D .
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Presbyterian ministers, son of the celebrated William Ten

nent, who lay in the trance and saw things which it was

not lawful to utter.

We feel ourselves burdened with themultitude of tradi

tions which crowd upon us, and which belong to this period.

The Up-Country eventually became, to a large extent, the

battle -ground ofthe war of the Revolution , and where the

tide was turned in our favor. But the whole contest was

one of cruel suffering. Themost bloody foes your fathers

had were neighbors reared with them , acquainted with all

their ways, and more unforgiving than those who had

crossed the ocean to fight us. Your soil was the camping

ground of friendly and hostile forces, resounding under the

hoofs both of Washington's and Tarleton 's dragoons, and

wet with the blood of your kindred and their foes.

Through the diligence and labor of your pastor, we have

been able to learn the story of “ the Plundering Scout,"

who passed through these neighborhoods some eighty-four

years ago, taking every thing that could be of value to

them , horses, cattle ,beds, and bedding; hanging one aged

man in his own gate-way, and hacking another with their

broad-swords. And of the “ Bloody Scout,” of which

“ Bloody Bill Cunningham ” was the presiding genius,who

came after, like Death on the pale horse, and Hell follow

ing ; of their killing the sick man (Capt. Steadman ) in his

bed ; of their hacking the boy, John Caldwell, in pieces ;

of their killing John and James Wood , and the last,not

withstanding his wife's entreaties ; and of the death of John

Snoddy at their bloody hands. If the cruel chieftain , Wil- .

liam Cunningham , led this party, their acts are not to be

wondered at. He that could shoot his neighbor, John

Caldwell, in his own yard, in his wife's presence, could

hew down, at Hay's Station , Daniel Williams and his

brother Joseph, a lad of fourteen , both brothers of Col.

Williams, who fell at the head of the South Carolina

column at King's Mountain , and could encourage his fol
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lowers to torture the wounded and dying, was capable of

all this.

We have read of the bravery of your men - of Major

David Anderson, who fought at Ninety -Six, at the siege of

Charleston, at Eutaw Springs, and at Augusta ; of Captain

Andrew Barry, who met the foe at Musgrove's Mill and

the Cowpens ; of Captain John Collins, who fought on

many fields, both in Carolina and Georgia.

Wehave read of Col. Thomas, of Fairforest, who com

manded the Spartan Regiment till the fall of Charleston,

three of whose sons watered the tree of Liberty with their

own blood, and whose sons-in -law held commissions in the

war. Of Wm. Kennedy, Samuel McJunkin, Major Joseph

McJunkin, Gen . Thos. Brandon, Capt. Wm . Savage, Col.

Hughs, and Major Otterson, in old Brown's Creek Church ,

below , who, with one otherman , captured thirty of Tarle

ton 's cavalry on their retreat from Cowpens; and of Samuel

Clowney, of Fairforest, who, with his negro man, captured

four of the enemy.

Wehave read of the brave women of the Revolution

among them , of Mrs. Thomas, of Fairforest, and her ride

of fifty miles, from Ninety-Six, where her husband was

prisoner, to Cedar Springs, to warn her neighbors and

children there of a threatened attack , and of the heroic de

fence of her house by Culbertson , her son -in -law , who fired

on the large band of attacking Tories, while she, her

daughters, and her son Willie , loaded ; of Mrs. Dillard,

and her arrival on a gallop, to warn the camp of Col.

Clarke, atGreen Spring on Lawson 's Fork , after she had

prepared supper for the Tory band, led by Ferguson and

Dunlop ; of Dicey Langston , who forded the Tyger River

at the dead hour of night, the waters reaching to her neck ,

floundering on, in bewilderment at times , to warn the set

tlement, where her brother lived , of the “ Bloody Scout ;"

of Ann Hamilton, who seized the Tory that was firing her

father's house, by his collar, and hurled him down the
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stairs. There were Scotch -Irish Elders in this upper

country, such as Gen. Pickens, Major Otterson, Col.

James Williams, who fell at King's Mountain, with three

hundred and seventy -five Royalist enemies killed or

wounded, and various others, that did their country good

service in that conflict. There were Presbyterian Minis

ters of the Gospel who helped on the cause of freedom .

The classic Alexander, from his pulpit in the “ old Log

Meeting-House,” at Bullock 's Creek, and some times here,

also , would discourse with inspiring eloquence of his coun

try 's wrongs, while the stalwart men and brave lads, with

rifle in hand , kept guard over him and the worshippers

alike. There was John Simpson , at Fishing Creek , who

stirred up his people to take up arms against the enemy,

and set them the example. IIe shouldered his rifle , and

was in the engagements at Beckhamville and Mobley 's,

and was with Sumter in 1780 — was with him when sur

prised by Tarleton at the Catawba Ford, and narrowly

escaped with his life. As a consequence of his zeal, his

house was plundered and burnt ; his study and library set

on fire and consumed , save the few books Mrs. Simpson

could carry forth in her apron . James Creswell and John

Harris lent their aid, too, to the good cause . You might

have seen the latter, now fleeing from his vindictive ene

mies and taking refuge in the thickets of the forest, now

in his pulpit on the Sabbath, his gun in the desk beside

him , his ammunition suspended from his neck , after the

fashion of the day, the reverent worshippers bowing upon

their armsas he fervently lead the public prayer, or, with

upturned faces, listening to the words of truth and sober

ness, so much needed in that time of peril, which came

from a sincere and feeling heart, though uttered with stam

inering lips. In another neighborhood , on Rocky Creek ,

(waters of the Catawba,) the eccentric William Martin , the

only Covenanter Minister then in the Colony, with tremen

dous energy roused the people to defend their homes and
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avenge the blood oftheir slaughtered friends, and the cruel

injuries of the wounded men ,whose mutilated formsmight

be seen in the old Church of Waxhaw , converted into a

hospital after Buford' s defeat, and filled with the groans of

the wounded , instead of the songs of worshippers.

Such were your heroic ancestors. Around you are

places memorable, if not as fields where great battles were

fought with vast armies, yet for important engagements.

Some times the fortunes of war were against us, as at the

Waxhaws, Rocky Mount, and Fishing Creek ; but for the

most part, were in our favor,as.atGreen Spring, Musgrove's

Mill, Cedar Spring, Hanging Rock , Beckhamville ,Wateree

Ford , King's Mountain , Rugely 's Mills, Fishdam Ford ,

Blackstock 's, and the Cowpens, a battle all-important to

the establishment of our independence, which turned the

tide of war away from these mountains and valleys, and

was the first in those successive steps which rescued Car

olina and the remaining Colonies from British oppression .

Before us this day are the descendants of those brave men

who had a hand in all these deeds of valor, and those he

roic women who sustained them , and some times rescued

them in the perilous conflict.

The Scotch - Irish , too, were well acquainted with the

principles of constitutional liberty and representative gov

ernment. The English Puritans had done their share — the

Hampdens and Sydneys of the days of Cromwell; old John

Knox and the signers of the Solemn League and Cove

nant — the brave old men that inscribed on their banner,

“ For Christ's Crown and Covenant” — those whose views,

and faith , and discipline, were of the Genevan type; but

the men of North Ireland, in this country , seem to have

excelled them all in hatred of oppression and in the love

of regulated liberty . The native Scotch and the Scotch

Irish have not always agreed . Scotch communities in these

Colonies some times sided with the Crown, but the Scotch

Irish always with the friends of liberty . We have not
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time to enter into the discussion now . But we claim that

the views of the thoughtful men of this stock have been

borne out in a very especial manner in the constitutions of

our American governments.

Another thing we claim for this race of men — yet not for

them alone — a high valuation of the blessings of education .

This they have in common with the native Scotch . In

deed, we might allow , if any should claim it, the supe

riority of these. They certainly set the brightexample, as

the mother Church. It is one great feature of Protestant

ism , in opposition to : Papacy. It is especially a feature

of the Calvinistic faith , as developed and carried forth

among our fathers . It is the education , not simply of the

intellect, training it to feats of dialectics, storing it with

ancient lore, or making it sensitive, like the Grecian mind,

to outward beauty. It is the education , rather, of the whole

man , aimed atthe religious principle within as first, inform

ing it with the knowledge which is not of the earth , earthy,

but is of heavenly origin - seeking first to establish the

kingdom ofheaven within ,and then adding, over and above,

all these things of use and beauty , to make up the perfect

man .

From our earliest history, therefore, the Church and the

school-house have gone together. As soon as rude dwell

ings could be erected in the primeval forest, there was a

rude Church to stand at some central point, and a rude

school-house by its side, or elsewhere, where, with the

catechism of the Westminster Divines, and God ' s Holy

Word , the elements of an English and a classical education

were obtained. To the more private school succeeded the

academy, and then the college, above which the university ,

after the European model, is, in somefew places, seeking

to rise.

Oftheministers whom we have named, Dr. Joseph Aler

ander, of Bullock 's Creek , was a noted teacher, resorted to

by many young men who afterwards rose to distinction in
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society . We have heard the late Gov. David Johnson

speak of him as an accomplished scholar, and in terms of

the highest praise . " He gave me all the education,” said

he, “ I ever had.” Another of these schools was taughtby

James Gilleland, Jr., on the Tyger River, in which Samuel

B . Wilson, of the Union Seminary, was taught. Of Dr.

Moses Waddel, Mr. Calhoun , who was his pupil, said :

“ He was the father of classical education in the Up-Coun

try.” McDuffie, Legaré, Petigru, Judge Butler, Wm . H .

Crawford, and many other distinguished men , were among

his pupils. Indeed , it is the testimony of old men , reared

in this portion of the State, that education was altogether

in the hands of our own people , and conducted chiefly by

our Ministers.

Many of these schools obtained notoriety , and received

incorporation . The Mount Zion College and Society was

incorporated in 1777, during the war of theRevolution , and,

under the able Presidency of Rev. Thos. Harris McCaule ,

conferred degrees, and was very flourishing . From 1786

to 1795, sixteen candidates for the ministry, from its walls

Wm . C . Davis being the first, and John Cousar the last

were licensed by the old Presbytery of South Carolina,

under the care of the General Assembly. Nine years be

fore this, in 1768, Rev . James Creswell and others were

incorporated as the “ Salem Society ," to support a school

and seminary oflearning near Little River Meeting-House,

in the district of Ninety-Six . The school taught by Rev.

John Springer, at Old Cambridge, was chartered as a col

lege. In 1778 the Catholic Society, in Sumter, was char

tered for the same interest. In 1797 Rev. James Templeton ,

James Jordan, and others, were incorporated as “ The

Spartanburg Philanthropic Society ,” for the erection of an

academy, and at the same time the Rev . Joseph Alexander,

James Templeton , John Simpson , Francis Cummings, and

others, received incorporation as " The Trustees of Alexan
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dria College,” to be erected near Pinckneyville, where Dr.

Alexander had long taught.

It is pleasant to see the same value put upon educational

institutions by the generation and the congregation before

us. The High Schcols, male and female, which you have

reared , and the pleasant Village of Reidville , which has

grown up around them in these three years past, are

evidences of this, and auguries of good to your children

after you.

Thus have wedetained you long with the history of your

ancestors. They have been called pugnacious. This char

acter belongs to the excitable Milesian, of Southern Ireland,

but your ancestors were law -abiding, and when they fought,

it was not in passion , nor self-will, but for a just and regu

lated liberty . They have been called head-strong and

obstinate. But they had only that tenacity of purpose

which even the Roman Horace praises — which succumbs

not in adversity — which bears up under discouragements,

and stops not till its noble purposes are accomplished .

They have been called over-scrupulous, but they did not

stand divided and hesitating , like the Scotch Presbyterians

at the battle of Bothwell Brig , till their enemies over

whelmed them . One common soul possessed them in their

hour of peril.

The faith which they professed — the religious element

which underlies their character - gave them energy of pur

pose ,as it has to all who have embraced it. That Calvinism

which was the terror of kings and the friend of republies ;

which the dissolute Charles II . declared was not fit for a

gentleman, because it lifted the lowly into greatness,

making him a king and a priest unto God ; which took

the liberties of England into its keeping , and restrained

absolute monarchy in France, Scotland, England, and Ire

land ; which claimed intelligence for the people, and

planted the common school in every congregation ; which

gathered the children morning and night around the
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hearth -stones, to listen to the Word of God, to chant

the sacred psalm , and hearken to the voice of prayer ;

which inspired themaidens of those days with lofty cour

age ; which made your patriot sires take down their trusty

rifles and go forth , in God 's name, believing that their

neighbors, animated by the samemotives, would be found

by their side, as they fought for their wives and their chil

dren, and, above all, for the glorious heritage of freedom

which their fathers had left them ; this, we hesitate not to

say, had far more to do with their energy of character than

most are willing to allow .

Noble men ! noble women ! matrons and maidens both ,

who inhabited these wildswhen the night air was broken

by thehowl of the wolf and the piteous cry of the panther !

who gathered into your forted houses when the painted

Indian or cruel Tory were prowling around ! Ministers of

God ! Richardson , Alexander, Simpson , Creswell, Harris,

venerable Elders over the Saviour's flock ! leaders, too,

oftimes, on the ensanguined field ! Williams, who fell fore

most on the gory sod ! Pickens, hero in many a battle !

Ye leaders of true-hearted men ! Thomas, Anderson ,Moore,

Williamson, Collins, and ye men that were led by them to

victory or death ! we cherish your memories this day. We

rehearse the story of your deeds and sufferings. Wewould

be encouraged by your example to go forth on every holy

and honorable path. Wewould gather strength from you

your principles, your religion , and your God — to press on

in the contest in which we are even now engaged, that we

may fight your battles over on a grander scale , and secure

anew that inheritance of freedom and right transmitted by

you to us, and which, but for this effort, is for ever lost !

VOL . XIV., NO. III. - 64
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ARTICLE VII.

EXPLANATORY NOTE.

It is a matter of great regret with us, that our remarks

in the July number of this Review , upon the presence of

the South -Western Delegates in the last General Assembly,

should have proved offensive to any of those brethren.

We can only plead the privilege of a free press to comment

freely upon the official conduct of public men . It was our

opinion that no Southern man ought to have attended the

Assembly , inasmuch as our country was at that time at open

war with the North. And we hold the same opinion still

butwe do not, and did not, claim to judge for any one but

ourselves. It seemed to us that the brethren who attended

the Assembly put themselves into a false position, and

would find their attendance misinterpreted on all hands;

and so it certainly has proved. We designed no offence

in expressing that opinion, but considered it incumbent on

us, as a reviewer of the Assembly , to refer to the matter,

as to the other points which were likely to be of interest

to our readers.

To one of these Delegates, in particular, wewould express

our regrets for having given currency, in our review of

the Assembly , to an unjust statement respecting him . We

refer to what we put on record, on the authority of the

Philadelphia Presbyterian, as to the Rev. Mr. McInnis,of

New Orleans, having said that the Southern people, gen

erally , did “ not sympathize with the rebellion .” We had

reason to believe that the Rev. Dr. John Leyburn, of Vir

ginia , was reporter, as usual, for his own paper, and we

copied the statement, therefore, as probably correct, on his

authority . Butwe added the expression of our hope that

the Presbyterian was in error. What more could we do?

Nevertheless, the statement, being denied by Mr. McInnis,
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is, of course, not correct as concerns him ; and, therefore,

unsolicited by him , we take this opportunity of putting

down upon our own pages this acknowledgment of the

error, and this expression of our regrets for the injury done

to him .

Weare, also , free to say, with respect to the important

and difficult question of the relation of the kingdom of

Christ to the kingdoms of this world , upon which we ex

pressed ourselves strongly in our review of the Assembly ,

that further reflection has modified essentially our views.

It is, indeed, difficult to say, in every case, where, precisely ,

Church power ends, and the power of the State begins.

Rebellion is a sin , and sin may be condemned , of course,

by any Church court, because the Church may enforce all

that the Word reveals . But how far the Church court is

authorized to go in determining between a lawless rebell

ion and a just and righteous revolution, it is difficult to

decide. When a new Government is set up, de facto, and

Christian men have to judge whether they ought to obey

it or to adhere to their old allegiance, wemust acknowledge

that theWord of God does not enable any Church court

to give them light in their doubts and darkness. The

Scriptures command servants to obey their masters, and

children their parents, and subjects their rulers ; but the

servant always knows his master, and the child his parent,

while the subject sometimes can not tell who is his lawful

ruler . Here themoral question depends on a political one ;

and that political one is not determined in the Word , and ,

therefore, it is not the Church that can point out to the

honest but doubting subject where his allegiance is due.

We confess our need of more light upon the whole sub

ject. We are not able to say how far, in the very midst of

revolution andwar, individual Ministers of the Gospel may

go in making use of their rights, or in assuming to dis

charge their duties of citizenship ; nor can we decide how

far the individual Pastor, in his pulpit,may go in manifest

ing his sympathy with the old Government or the new , as
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the case may be, in the way of exhorting his flock to con

stancy, to patience, to obedience ; or in the way of asking

the Divine blessing on the cause of the one or the other

side. And how far, then, may the Assembly of Pastors

go in the same line of manifesting a sympathy with either

the one Cæsar or the other, in the way of appointing a day

of fasting and prayer for the Divine blessing ; or in the way

of joining ,themselves, in the prayers ofthe Moderator, or of

any other brother, for the favor of the Almighty to either

army ; or in any kind of recognition of the solemn and

sorrowful condition of their divided and distressed country ?

Acknowledging this state of embarrassment and doubt.

fulness ofmind about the subject, of course we are bound

to withdraw , and do hereby withdraw , all our expressions

which reflected on the Southern Commissioners in the last

Assembly, as not having done justice to the question or to

their own country in the debate . It was a question very

difficult indeed to deal with , in full justice . We have no

doubt that they were patriotic and honest men , and that,

having felt it their duty to go to the Assembly, they dis

charged their obligations there in the fear of God , and as

faithfully and ably as any other like company of brethren

could have done in the same circumstances.

It was very far from our design to wound the feelings of

any one of those brethren , or to injure their reputation , in

the Church or the State . With Scotch- Irish blood running

in our veins, we have to speak , usually , with some warmth

and earnestness; and occasionally we write, our friends

have often told us, with a seeming abruptness . This, we

suppose, can hardly be charged to our blood. Neither the

warmth nor the abruptness, however, have any mixture of

malice. We love our brethren. We desire, with all our

heart, the peace of the Church . We salute them with the

Apostle's salutation, of Grace, Mercy and Peace. May the

blessed Master smile on us all, and use us all, in our new

circumstances, for His own glory, and the comfort and

prosperity of Zion !
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ARTICLE 1.

INAUGURAL ADDRESS .

Fathers and Brethren of the Board of Directors

of the Theological Seminary :

On entering formally upon the discharge of the duties

of the office into which I have just been inducted, I beg

leave to express the deep feeling of responsibility which

oppresses me, and of self-distrust, which would have pre

vented my listening to the call to it, had I believed that I

was free to decide in accordance with my own opinion of

my fitness. But without obtruding upon you an account

of the many reasons which would have induced me to

refuse it, clustering more or less closely around the one

already presented, permit meto say that I did not dare to

yield to them , because the Synod ofGeorgia, in appointing

me to this office, did not act so hastily that I might have

regarded their appointment as the result of accident. And

hence, although I can not shake off the anxious fear that

they have been mistaken in the estimate which led them

to make the choice, I may not do otherwise than obey , and

VOL. XIV ., NÓ. IV . - 65
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go forward in the path which has been set before me, trust

ing in the judgment of the Church Courtwhich called me,

rather than in my own; and above all, relying for wisdom

and understanding upon the Infinite Source of light and

knowledge.

The oppressive feeling of responsibility is greatly in

creased by the fact that I have been called ,not to discharge

the duties of an office already well known, in which the

experience of many predecessors affords guidance, but to

organize an entirely new department of instruction , with

out a single similar chair in any theologicalschool, either

in America or Europe, to serve as a model. There is, it is

true, a chair of Natural Science in the New (Theological)

College ofthe Free Church of Scotland, at Edinburgh ; but

it is so different in its design from that which you have

established, that it forms no exception . “ The peculiar

business of its course consists in an illustration of the three

following branches, into which natural science may be

divided : I. Synthology ; II. Biology ; III. Geology." And

it is regarded as merely “ destined to embrace a practical

course of natural theology."'* The task assigned me is

all the more difficult on account of the various and even

conflicting views which prevail respecting its nature, and

the brief and somewhat indefinite instructions given in the

resolutions of the Synods of South Carolina, Georgia , and

Alabama, by which the chair was established . For these

reasons, I wish to avail myself of this opportunity to pre

sent to you my own views as to what you have given me

to do, and themode and spirit in which it is to be done, in

order that, if I have not mistaken your design, I may go

forward the more confidently ; and if I have misappre

hended it, that I may have the benefit of your counsels

and your instructions in changing, restricting, or extending

my plans.

* Introductory Lecture: By John Fleming, D . D .
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The need of some means of giving to our theological

students a more thorough acquaintance with natural sci

ence, as far as it has any real or imaginary connexion with

revelation , has long been felt ; for it has been evident,

especially during the last fifty years, that disbelief in the

word of God has been relying for its support and its justi

fication , before the reasoning world ,more and more upon

the several branches of natural science. The arguments

brought forward in defence of the truth , have often been

characterized by such ignorance of the actual nature and

force of the objections urged against it, that they have, not

unfrequently, been injurious to the cause defended, and

promotive of the scepticism attacked. This has always

been the case to a painful extent, as well as at present,

when perverted science furnishes infidelity with so large a

proportion of its weapons. The most excellent works of

many divines , in every age and every branch of the

Church , have too often been marred by ineptitudes and

fanciful absurdities , whenever they have touched the ma

terial works of God . But it has only comparatively re

cently become important that the connexion between the

works and the word of God should be made the subject

of special study in a theological course. It has become

so now , by the increased number of points of supposed

contact, and the wide prevalence of the opinion, in almost

every community, and among all classes of people, that the

relation subsisting is that of antagonism . Our ministers

have by no means been behind the age in this field of

knowledge, as has often been tauntingly said ; but they

have not all been sufficiently in advance of it. Here, as

in every thing else which will fit them to understand fully

the Word which they preach, to refute the sophisms of

unbelievers, and to remove the doubts of those whose faith

has been shaken , they should be, if possible, far beyond

those whom they would teach .
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It has been perceived, by all who can appreciate the

amount of study and investigation involved, that the dis

cussion of these topics embraces too wide a range to suffer

it to be attached, without great detriment, to existing de

partments of instruction . It has been wisely thought that

it would be better to leave it untouched , than to place it

where it could not receive proper attention from either

instructor or instructed ; for it has been chiefly imperfect,

one-sided views that have given rise to the wide-spread

belief that there is antagonism . It would only have aggra

vated the evil to have intrusted the new department to

any one who was already fully occupied , as each professor

should be, with the appropriate duties of his own chair.

The first step in our Church Courts, looking to the sup

ply of the want so generally felt, which led to any definite

result, was taken by the Presbytery of Tombeckbee, in the

autumn of 1857 ; when the following preamble and resolu

tions, introduced and warmly supported by the Rev. Dr.

James A . Lyon, of Columbus, Mississippiếto whom this

chair owes so much , from its inception to its final establish

ment — and as warmly supported by the Rev . Richard S.

Gladney, of Aberdeen , were unanimously adopted , viz . :

“ Whereas, We live in an age in which the most insidious

attacks are made upon revealed religion through the natu

ral sciences; and as it behooves the Church, at all times, to

have men capable of defending the faith once delivered to

the saints, therefore,

“ Resolved , That this Presbytery recommend the endow

ment of a professorship of the natural sciences as con

nected with revealed religion , in one or more of our

theological seminaries , and would cheerfully recommend

our churches to contribute their full proportion of funds

for said endowment.
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“ Resolved , That the same be brought before our Synod

(of Mississippi) at its next meeting for consideration." *

The Synod of Mississippi subsequently, at its meeting in

1858 , unanimously approved this proceeding of the Pres

bytery, and “ cordially recommended the same to the con

sideration of the next General Assembly.”

In the mean time, the attention of the Hon . Judge John

Perkins, of “ The Oaks,” near Columbus, Mississippi, was

directed to the subject,by frequent conversations with his

friend and pastor, the Rev. Dr. Lyon . Already fully con

vinced of its importance, his purpose to coöperate must

have been strengthened by the illustration before him , in

the neighboring city of Columbus, of the use made of the

natural sciences by sceptics, and of the great value of a

studied acquaintance with these sciences , and their true

relations to revealed religion, as evinced in the triumph of

his pastor over all unbelieving assaults. Judge Perkins

had previously determined to consecrate a princely sum to

the purposes of theological education ; and now his resolu

tion was taken to devote a portion of it to the establish

ment of the proposed professorship . He munificently

offered, first, the sum of thirty thousand dollars for its

endowment in the Theological Seminary at Columbia ; and

subsequently , supplemented this amountwith ten thousand

dollars more,that the chair mightbe amply and generously

sustained . The Board of Directors most gladly accepted

the princely offer ; and , on the 15th of January, 1859, the

arrangements respecting the donation were consummated ;

the Seminary having been aided here, too, by the inval

uable services of the same sterling friend to whom it had

been so deeply indebted at every other step .

The written instrument of gift, of the above date, con

veying the sum of fifty thousand dollars to the Seminary,

of which twenty thousand dollars was for other purposes,

* Southern Presbyterian Review , Vol. XII., p. 182.
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“ Witnesseth , That whereas the said John Perkins is anxious

and desirous of making an investment of funds during his

life, which will be a permanent source of good to his fel

low -creatures after his death : and whereas he is fully satis

fied that the greatest good in his power to bestow upon his

fellow -men may be effected by and through the Board of

Directors above mentioned, in the manner, way, and under

the restrictions hereinafter mentioned and stated : Now ,

for and in consideration of the premises, the said John

Perkins hath given, granted, and donated, and doth by

these presents give, grant, and donate, unto the said Board

of Directors, and their successors in office, the sum of fifty

thousand dollars;" * * * * " under the following condi

tions, purposes, objects, plans, restrictions, and stipulations;

that is to say : First, as we live in an age in which the

most insidious attacks are made upon revealed religion

through the natural sciences ; and as it becomes the

Church , at all times, to have men capable of defending

the faith once delivered to the Church , it is the object and

design of the said John Perkins, and it is hereby ordered ,

and directed , and made, by these presents, one of the con

ditions, restrictions, and stipulations of said gift, that thirty

thousand dollars of the same shall be vested, as a perma

nent fund , for the endowment of a professorship in said

Theological Seminary, of the Natural Sciences as con

nected with Revealed Religion ." * In October, November,

and December, of the same year ( 1859), the Synods of

South Carolina, Alabama, and Georgia , in accordance with

your recommendation , adopted the following resolution :

“ Resolved , That in accordance with the conditions an

nexed to the generous donation of Judge Perkins, there be

added to the existing departments of instruction in the

Seminary, a chair , to be entitled the Perkins Professorship

* Minutes of Synod of South Carolina, 1859, p. 43.
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of Natural Science in connexion with Revelation ; the de

sign of which shall be to evince the harmony of science

with the records of our faith , and to refute the objections

of infidel naturalists.”

And thus the establishment of the chair was completed ;

and that, without trenching upon the ordinary resources of

the Church ; but, attended , rather, by such a consecration

of wealth to the service of God as is well fitted to stimu

late others to devote, in a similar manner, freely, and

during their life -time, and while that which they give is

still their own, the substance which they have received

from the bountiful hand of God. To Mississippi, exclu

sively , is the Seminary indebted for it ; inasmuch as it

originated in the efforts of Dr. Lyon , in the Presbytery of

Tombeckbee ; it was cordially recommended by the Synod

of Mississippi; and its ample pecuniary basis was pro

vided by the distinguished citizen of Mississippi, whose

honored name it bears. Thus, immediately after the

Synod of Alabama had adopted the “ Seminary as their

own, to cherish and care for, support, help , and encourage

it,” the sister State on her western bordermade good her

claim to it as her own, too, in an eminently practical and

praiseworthy manner.

The Synod of Georgia , to which belonged the choice of

the professor, postponed the election for a year, assigning

as the reason, that the Synod “ feels so deeply the responsi

bility of proceeding to an election which will be final, and

which will involve so much the future character of our

Theological Seminary,” that it “ decides that it is for the

best interests of our Church to pause, and postpone an

election to said professorship, until our next regularannual

meeting, in 1860.” At that meeting, they made their

choice. And now , Fathers and Brethren of the Board of

Directors, though with many misgivings, and with anxious

solicitude lest I prove unable to occupy properly the posi
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tion assigned me, I have obeyed the call, and have come

to ask your further counsel for my direction , if I have in

any respect failed to understand thedesigns of the Church .

The generaldesign is evident enough : but there are at

least three methods by which it may be executed ; and

hence arises the doubt : for it may be intended that each

shall receive equal attention, and the special objects of

each be aimed at; or only one of them , to the exclusion of

the others; or one chiefly, and the others subordinately .

In the first place, the harmony in question may be evinced

by showing that science proves the existence of God , and

that Hehas attributes identical, as far as she reveals them ,

with such as are ascribed to Him in His word. From the

observation , both of the “ general order prevailing in the

material world,” and of the special adaptations" of ob

jects to the purposes which they are to serve, the being

and the unity of God may be inferred , and also His wis

dom , power, and goodness. If we proceed in this direc

tion , the work will be to present the outlines of Natural

Theology, as ordinarily understood , and to compare its

doctrines with those of Revealed Theology : to develop

the Apostle's declaration, that " the invisible things ofGod ,

from the creation of the world , are clearly seen , being

understood by the things that are made, even His eternal

power and Godhead ” ; to examine how the heavens, and

· all His other wonderfulworks, “ declare the glory of God ."

In the next place, the harmony may be evinced by

observing the analogy which subsists between nature and

revelation , in other respects than those which it belongs

to natural theology to consider. From the analogy ob

served between them , from the “ identity of their style,"

and from the similarity of the difficulties in each , it be

comes evident that both have proceeded from the same

hand. In . pursuing this course , natural science is found

to present much , which , while it might be presumptuous

to say that it confirms the truths of revelation, at least
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illustrates them , and enables us to understand them more

clearly, to grasp them more firmly , and to overcome objec

tions which might otherwise be perplexing. When we

havebeen habituated to contemplate the almost illimitable

extent of creation , and its almost immeasurable past dura

tion , which science makes known, the words, infinite and

eternal, are of vastly grander significance to us, although

we still utterly fail to comprehend them in their fullness .

When we have been listening to the lessons of science

concerning the care which the Creator takes of all his

creatures, down to the minutest, and those which we so

often proudly regard as beneath our notice, we must find

it easier to understand the lessons of the Word concerning

His constant provident watchfulness in our behalf. When

wehave become familiar with the numerous interruptions

of absolute uniformity in the flow of events in the history

of our earth , and with the beginnings of new orders of

things, which science reveals to us, so entirely independent

of the antecedent ordinary course of nature, the objections

of the subtle sophist to the possibility of the miracles by

which the Word is authenticated , can not give us any

uneasiness; for they are too palpably inconsistent with

whatwe thus come to know of other departments ofGod's

government. Weare, indeed, rather led to anticipate that

there will be in the moral world extraordinary events,

which we can not assign to ordinary causes, just as there,

have so often been in the materialworld. Science further

illustrates, in numberless ways, many other truths of rev

elation ; and when it fails to do this, when it fails to throw

light upon the mysteries contained in the Word, it presents

us with other mysteries of its own, which must, at least,

effectually keep us back from the folly of rejecting the

Word , because of its sayings dark and hard to be under

stood .

In the third place , it may be the design of the profes

sorship to evince the harmony only where it has been

VOL. XIV., NO. IV. — 66
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doubted or denied , or where opinions prevailing among

scientific men eitherare, or are supposed to be, inconsistent

with our sacred records ; in other words, to scrutinize the

nature and the force of current and popular objections to

the Scriptures; to meet them , and to set them aside, by

proving that they spring either from science falsely so

called, or from incorrect interpretations of the words of

the Holy Bible. This would involve a careful study of the

fundamental principles of the various branches of science

from which the objections are drawn, and of their details,

carried far enough to enable one to judge correctly of the

amount of truth in each objection . It would involve,

further, the careful study of the principles of biblical in

terpretation , as far as these relate to the mode in which

the works of God are spoken of. The comparison of the

results obtained thus, if the processes have been properly

conducted, must inevitably evince entire harmony , or, at

least, the entire absence of discord .

Now , it is this last which I regard as constituting the

field on which most labor is to be expended ; not that the

first two are to be wholly neglected : but this chiefly

embraces the duties of the professorship.

If this view is the true one, it will be proper to look

more closely at some of the details included in the plan .

What, then, are some of the leading points of supposed

antagonism between science and revelation ?

It is affirmed, on the one hand, that the Sacred Scriptures

explicitly teach that the heavens and the earth , embracing

the whole material universe, were brought out of absolute

non -existence not quite six thousand years ago ; and that,

from the timewhen matter began to exist, from the first

beginning of creation, until the creation of the first human

being,not quite six days elapsed ; that the work of creating

and preparing this earth to be the abode of man , and of

creating all animals that have ever existed, with man at

their head, was begun, carried on , and ended, within the
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first six days of time. On the other hand, it is maintained

that we learn, from the investigation of the structure of

the earth , and of the causes by which the peculiarities of

its structure have been produced , that, instead of six days,

the whole period that has elapsed since the creation of

man is an exceedingly minute portion of the time since

the first animals, whose remains still exist, were created ;

and that the earth had been in existence during a period

immeasurably beyond our power to measure, prior to the

creation of the first living being that has left any trace of

its having been an inhabitant of the earth ; that the crea

tion of man and contemporaneous animals is really one of

the most recent events in the earth ' s history ; that the

world , during almost inconceivable periods of time, had

been preparing for man's abode ; during part of which

time, it was apparently without life, and, during the rest,

it was the dwelling place of successive races of organized

beings, not one of which remained alive when man re

ceived it, perfectly fitted to be his home.

Intimately connected with many of the facts involved in

the discussion of this point, is the question relating to the

introduction of death into our world , and even into the

universe. It is evident that those who maintain the views

last presented , can not believe that there was no death in

the world until after man had sinned . They further insist

that wemay be convinced that man 's sin had nothing to

do with the death of the lower animals, by an examination

of the structure of the teeth , claws, organs of digestion ,

and other parts of existing carnivorous animals, which

were created at the same timewith man. They receive

with incredulity the suggestion, that the untold myriads of

animals, which they call pre-Adamic , perished in anticipa

tion of man 's sin ; and they utterly reject, as equally incon

sistent with natural history and the Scriptures, the suppo

sition that the carnivorous structure may have been the

result of a modification of that previously belonging to
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graminivorous animals. Opposed to this is the belief that

the Scriptures teach that death was utterly unknown

before the fall of man ; and that when we read that “ by

one man sin entered into the world , and death by sin ,"

not man 's death alone is spoken of, but all death ; the

death of the simplest and minutest aninialcule, as well as

of the sinning lord of creation .

Another instance of antagonism is furnished by the op

posite views respecting the Noachian deluge. The Bible,

we are told , teaches,most unequivocally , that the waters

of that deluge spread over the whole earth, and that they

stood not less than fifteen cubits above the highest summits

of the Himalayas, the Andes, the Rocky Mountains, the

Alps, and the loneliest desolations of the icy Arctic deserts,

never seen by human eye, as well as the highest hills and

mountains of Mesopotamia, and the adjoining regions, to

which man 's habitationsmay have extended : and that the

whole earth , with all its distinct zoological regions oblit

erated for the time, was entirely destitute of every breathing

thing, except those preserved with Noah , and his sons, and

their wives, in the ark . Others find in nature reasons

which absolutely forbid their belief of such propositions.

They find that the number of animals which would need

the ark 's protection is far beyond its capacity ; that if it

were not, passing by the impossibility of all existing under

the same climate for a whole year, without a constant

miracle , they find the geographical distribution of animals

to be such that their collection , from remote continents

and islands of the sea, from the burning inter-tropical

deserts , and the ice-bound fastnesses around the poles,

and, still more, that their re -distribution to their present

homes, involves an expenditure of miracle which is incred

ibly disproportionate to the end in view ; the destruction of

corrupt mankind by a flood of waters.

The question of the unity of the human race brings to

view another point of direct antagonism between some
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votaries of science and all believers in the Bible . The

Bible is held to teach, with a clearness that can not be mis

whole human family is descended from the single pair ,

Adam and Eve; the inspired Apostle's saying is quoted ,

“ God, that made the world and all things therein * * *

hath made of one blood all nations of men for to dwell

on all the face of the earth :” and this oneness is necessa

rily implied in the doctrines of original sin , the federal

headship of Adam , and the atonement of Christ. It is

impossible to admit any doubt as to this unity , and at the

same time believe in the truth of the most vital doctrines

of our religion . And yet, it is most strenuously main

tained by many, of no small repute in the scientific world ,

that numerous branches of knowledge conspire to prove

this dogma false , and to demonstrate the diversity of hu

man origin . The white , black , red , yellow , and brown

races, with many intermediate, are held to be distinct

species of animals, descended from different ancestors ;

closely allied to one another , it may be, but not more so

than many species of the lower animals, universally ad

mitted to be distinct. This is supposed to be demonstrated

by the diversities in their anatomical and physiological

characteristics, and by the difference in their mental con

stitution ; by the constancy of these diversities, as proved

by pictures on the monuments of Egypt ; by the determi

nation of “ the bounds of their habitations” by natural

laws, just as rigidly as the bounds of the habitations of

any other animals. For similar reasons, it is further main

tained , not merely that the human genus has descended

from many pairs of ancestors, but, also , that these were

distributed geographically at the time of their introduc

tion , aswenow find their descendants.

In support of these doctrines, and others which have some

connexion with natural science, several other branches of

knowledge are appealed to continually ; and the considera
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tion of these, as far as they are supposed to affect such

doctrines, and, therefore, the truth of the Bible, may be

fairly regarded as coming within the confines of this de

partment; all themore reasonably, since they are, as regards

their connexion with revelation, always classed in the

popular mind with the sciences which belong to it under a

stricter definition of its terms. Of this nature is a knowl

edge of Egypt, and her monuments and their inscriptions,

which are represented as teaching many a lesson totally

irreconcilable with our sacred records; and a knowledge

of the antiquities of the Chinese, the Hindoos, and other

Eastern nations,whose established chronology, it is claimed,

sets aside, by irrefragable proofs, that of the Hebrew Scrip

tures as entirely worthless, the fabrication of somemodern

sciolist. Indeed , the whole subject of chronology, as far

as it is not included within the department of biblical

exegesis, and every part of archæology, with a similar

exception, would , if this extension be just, also claim in

vestigation from this chair. It would involve too minute

details, if the attempt weremade to enumerate the points

of opposition which are alleged to exist in this direction .

I will mention but one, which clearly illustrates the neces

sity of embracing the subjects just specified . As before

stated, it is held that the Bible teaches that man was cre

ated less than six thousand years ago. In opposition to

this, we are told that, although man was introduced at s

late period of the earth's history, he has been in existence

not less than from thirty thousand to one hundred thou

sand years; and that this has been proved by the arche

ologicalmonuments and the authentic chronology ofmany

nations, no less than by.geology and palæontology.

These are some of the questions, showing the nature of

all,which I regard it as my chief duty to examine and to

discuss before the classes in the Seminary. What is the

method to be pursued in doing this : in what spirit are the
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investigations to be carried on : and what results may be

anticipated ?

It is evident that it will be impossible to ascertain

whether science and revelation agree or disagree, without

an intimate acquaintance with both, as far as they are to

be compared . To gain this, then , would seem to be the

first thing to be done. While thus engaged, the most

untrammelled freedom of inquiry must be allowed ; and

on both classes of subjects, our decisionsmust be regulated

by their proper evidence. In this preliminary investiga

tion, wemust neither be governed in our views of natural

science by what wemay have believed to be taught in the

Bible ; nor, on the other hand, must we do violence to the

words of the Bible , under the influence of our belief in

any supposed teachings of science. There must be the

most unbiassed readiness to accept as truth whatever is

proved . And yet, at the same time that we advance with

the fullest liberty , it should bewith the profoundesthumility

and distrust of our own powers, joined with the deepest

reverence for all that God makes known to us, both in His

works and His word. Under the influence of such feel

ings, and proceeding with the firm conviction that truth,

like its Author, is one, we can hardly fail to make progress

in all attainable knowledge ; while we will be kept from

the folly of believing that there are real inconsistencies,

demonstrating error on one side or other, merely because

we have not succeeded in comprehending the actual mode

in which the different sections of the truth are related to

each other. Believing firmly and cordially that every part

of the Bible is the very word of God, and that, therefore ,

every part of it is absolutely true, in the sense in which it

was the design of its real Author, the Holy Spirit, that it

should be understood , I also firmly believe that nothing

will be found inconsistent with it in the established teach

ings of natural science: I do not say, of nature; for with

my unwavering confidence in the truth of the Bible, I
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would regard that as a mere truism , the utterance ofwhich

would be superfluous ; but, of natural science, as it is ex

pounded by its own votaries, and as its propositions are

determined according to its own laws of investigation.

Contradiction would necessarily imply a want of truth

some where ; but this, I think it may be made to appear,

by the most rigorous reasoning, does not exist. And in

all cases where there are still unadjusted apparent differ

ences, which , it must be admitted, do exist, it can be shown

that it is infinitely more probable that they result from

imperfect understanding of the meaning of the Word, or

of the bearing of the scientific truth , or both , than from

any real inconsistency. There are independent proposi

tions in intellectual and moral science , and even in the

ology, which are seemingly inconsistent, and almost

contradictory ; and yet we never think of abandoning our

belief in any of them , if each stands on a firm basis of its

own. In no case do the imperfectly understood relations

under consideration present more serious difficulties than

these, and very seldom as serious. I further believe that

there is no seeming discrepancy, where the denial of the

truth on either side would not involve vastly more per

plexing embarrassment than its reception on both. We

have nothing to fear for the records of our faith from the

freest examination in every direction . Let antiquity be

searched ; let the created universe be scrutinized , as far as

the human intellect, so gifted by its Creator, can reach:

though in the process we will see many errors which have

clung around our own minds, and which may have pre

vented our seeing the meaning of the Divine word, that

Word will derive continually new lustre from every ad

vance in knowledge, and unbelievers will at each step be

more and more without excuse for their irrational doubts.

In seeking to obtain and to impart a suitable aequaint

ance with natural science, it will be proper, first of all, to

examine the logicaland philosophical basis upon which its
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branches rest. In the analysis of every science, we come

at last to certain principles on which the whole fabric is

founded , and on whose truth the entire trustworthiness of

the whole depends. These first principles can not, in any

case, be established by ordinary reasoning ; but must be

such that they command the assent of every rational being ,

as soon as they are stated and understood . After having

carefully scrutinized these first truths, and rejected all that

can not endure the proper tests, and determined the limits

of the applicability of such as are retained, it will be

necessary to pass in review the doctrines of the several

sciences concerned, and to weigh the evidence in favor of

each , and the objections against each , so as to ascertain , as

accurately as possible, the exact amount of confidence that

is to be placed in them . Wewill, doubtless, in such an

examination, find much that wemust receive as certainly

true; much that is certainly false , or, at least, wholly un

proven ; with much that presents such evidence as to leave

us in doubt. Under the first head , I would place the

teachings of geology respecting the antiquity of the earth ,

and the gradual nature of the processes by which the

Creator brought it into its present condition : under the

second, I would place the teachings of such ethnologists

as deny the specific unity of the human family, and

of those who maintain the extreme antiquity of man :

under the third , I would place all that affects the character

and extent of the Noachian deluge.

In all these preliminary discussions and investigations,

only such evidence and arguments as strictly belong to

science should be admitted ; and these should be allowed

to produce their legitimate effects, without regard to pos

sible difficulties in which our conclusions may entangle us.

Our cross -examination of the witness should be conducted

with the design of learning exactly what he knows; of

eliciting this knowledge from him unbiassed by any fear of

evil to himself in consequence of his utterances, or of evil

VOL. XIV ., NO. IV. - 67
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to either of the parties, since we examine him as judges, and

not as advocates. And wemust not estimate the truthful

ness of the witness himself by the correspondence of his

testimony with our preconceived notions; but these we

must change as his evidence requires, if his character for

undoubted veracity has been previously established by the

proper tests.

In the next stage of our inquiry, the absolute truth of

the ascertained text of the Bible is assumed, as having

been demonstrated in other departments of instruction ;

and the sole object here will be the determination of its

meaning, by the application of judicious and established

rules of interpretation. Here, as before, it will be grossly

improper to attempt to make the language bear any con

struction inconsistent with these rules ; to torture it into

accordance with our preconceived opinions of its meaning,

or with whatwebelieve to be true in science . In all inter

pretation , we ought, assuredly, to have recourse to the

fullest attainable knowledge of the subjects spoken of,

derived from every source. And while it is true that we

must interpret Scripture by its own laws, it is not less true

that we can apply these more efficiently, and with less lia

bility to error, in cases where we have some previous

acquaintance with the topics introduced . We are clearly

aided in understanding all that relates to the tribes and

nations mentioned, by a knowledge of their manners and

customs; by geography, in all geographical allusions ; by

astronomy, where the stars are concerned ; by zoology and

phytology, where animals and plants are alluded to ; and

so in other cases . We are not to try the truth of the

Bible, certainly , by its supposed agreement or disagree

ment with the teachings of these sciences; but we may,

and we must,accept all the aid that they can bring 1s.

This is not denied, with regard to the subjects just men

tioned ; but when other sciences, equally well established,

are added , there is sometimes immediate dissent. This
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dissentwould be quite justifiable , were the attempt made

to force the Bible to speak in the language of science. To

do this would be quite as unreasonable as the attempt,

which is so frequently made, to force science to utter that

which will accord with our views of the meaning of the

Bible ; and it should be strenuously resisted . But I see

no reason why we should not accept this external assist

ance in doubtful cases ; nor do I see why the assistance

should be accepted, where some scientific principles are

concerned ; and rejected , when it is offered by others

equally well proven . If it be objected to these views, that

if science can be justified in its rejection of aid from the

Bible, by the same reasoning it may be shown that the

Bible should refuse all aid from science ; it is replied that

this would be just, were the question of the truth of the

Bible on trial ; that must be determined by rules of evi

dence with which natural science can have very little to do .

But the objection is manifestly without foundation , when

we remember that the natural sciences are based upon

principles which it would be foreign to the design of the

Bible to teach, and upon material phenomena which it

would be unreasonable to expect to find recorded there

in scientific form ; while, on the other hand, the inciden

tal allusions, throughout the sacred volume, to natural

objects, whose very incidental character it is that renders

them unavailable to science as formal descriptions of

phenomena, presuppose someknowledge of that to which

reference is made, and make necessary the application

of that knowledge, before the allusions can be understood .

When we come, in the third stage, to compare the results

of these two independent lines of inquiry, we ought to

expect to find perfect accordance only in case weare per

fectly certain that we have reached the absolute truth in

science, and that the meaning which we attach to the lan

guage of the Bible is indubitably the true one. But how

far are we from this position in both directions ? Aswe
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have seen , there is much that passes under the name of

science that is only probable , at the best ; and much that,

while it seems possibly true, as long as it is viewed by

itself, is shown to bewholly impossible as soon as the scope

of vision becomes broader. And who will say that it is

otherwise with our interpretations of the Bible ? Not,

certainly , that there is any doubt as to its meaning when

it describes the relations of the Almighty Creator to the

universe, His handiwork ; or the ruined and miserable con

dition of man , the sinner ; or the coming, and the life , the

death , the resurrection , and the ascension of our blessed

Divine Redeemer ; or the way in which the gift of salva

tion is imparted to man , and the agency of the Holy

Ghost, the third person of the Trinity, in sanctifying his

soul; or the blessedness of the redeemed , in that presence

where there is fullness of joy. In all that relates to these

points, and to all the attributes of God, which He intended

that we should know , the meaning of the Word is so clear

that a wayfaring man , though a fool, need not err therein .

But, whenever we turn aside from these broad tracks of

light, we find that the diversity of view on every subject,

among those who receive and love the saving truth , proves

but too clearly how difficult it must be to reach the exact

meaning of thatwhich is revealed . How much more must

this be the case with regard to materialobjects, to which

the references are but casual, and without any direct bear

ing whatever upon the main subject of discourse ? Who

will venture to assert dogmatically that he has found the

exact and full meaning of that which is thus casually intro

duced ? And yet, such is the character of a large portion

of the points by which revelation is supposed to be con

nected with science.

With regard to the record of creation , it may fairly be

questioned whether it is possible to convey to us in human

language an intelligible account of its mode and its details.

To be intelligible, it must be conveyed in language whose
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meaning has been previously determined by common use .

This determination has been effected by the application of

particularwordsand expressions to known objects and pro

cesses. Now , it may well be supposed that the work of

creation is so entirely different, in every respect, from any

thing which it is possible for us to observe, and thus be

come acquainted with, and from the ordinary course of

change, and the relations in which material objects stand

to each other and to intelligent beings, on all which lan

guage is founded, that a knowledge of its details can no

more be communicated to us than a knowledge of the

nature and properties of light can be communicated to the

blind . But, however this may be, there is no difficulty in

the way of imparting a knowledge of the fact of the crea

tion, and of all its moral bearings, as far as they affect us.

Butwhen we seek to go farther, the state of the casemay

be analogous to our knowledge of the trinity of persons in

the Godhead ; the fact we know , and its moral import to

us; but the exact nature of the personality , and the mode

of the union , we do not know ; and it is more than prob

able that these could not be made known to us by human

language.

In view of these considerations ; the imperfect character

of science ; the doubtwhich must hang around many of

our interpretations of the Bible , on account of the brief,

and therefore obscure, descriptions to be interpreted ; and

the probability that language may not be adequate to con

vey the ideas for which we may be looking, and which we

may infer it is no part of the design of the Holy Spirit to

present; we may expect to find many unadjusted differ

ences, instead of perfectly established harmony. When the

comparison ismade in the manner described , our surprise

will be to find that there are so few apparent discrepancies ;

and, further, that the number of points of certain connex

ion of any kind is so small. Complete success , in thework

you have given me te do,would be attained , if the real
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relationship were positively determined in every case, and

this were to be shown to be perfect identity or visible

harmony. Whether or not this will ever be attainable, I

know not. I, at least, do not hope for it, and I will regard

myself as having discharged my duty , and fulfilled all rea

sonable requirements, when I succeed in presenting one or

more possible and probable views of the existing relations,

compatible with belief of the truth of both ; and have

proved that the reception of these involves infinitely less

difficulty than any doubt of the truth of the Bible : thus

showing, with regard to each point in succession , that it

furnishes no onewith the slightest excuse for rejecting that

which we love and confide in as the word of God.

In conducting such investigations, and in defending the

word of God against attacks based upon natural science ,

we ought to be continually on our guard against a dog.

matic adherence to opinions which may not be well

founded , and the denunciation as infidel of whatever dif

fers from our own ; and, also, against a facile acceptance of

every novel and attractive hypothesis which may spring up

in the field of science . We are warned of the danger to

which we are here exposed , by the history of past contro

versies, and of embittered contests between interpretations

of the Scriptures and views of nature, all of which are now

acknowledged to be erroneous. The chief danger seems to

have arisen from a disposition which has manifested itself

in every age, and which , unhappily , too often evinces its

continued existence up to the present day, to regard every

mention of material objects as couched in the current

scientific language of the day ; and from the groundless

belief that the sacred volume, besides being fitted to

accomplish its chief and highest ends, is also a text-book

containing the whole body of scientific truth of every kind,

as well as the most authentic and instructive history of

human affairs, and the collection of the sublimest and

sweetest strains of poetry in existence. .
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I confessmyself unable to understand how a proposition

can be theologically true and scientifically false,when both

the theology and the science are accepted as true ; but this

does not preventmy perceiving that the statement may be

true, when understood in one sense , and false, when

understood in another ; and the consequent impropriety of

attributing the one meaning to it, when the other is

designed . If any one tells us that the sun stands still for

a certain period in the winter, and again in the summer,

we would hardly be justifiable in replying that there is a

gross mistake implied in the assertion ; that he must be

ignorant of modern astronomy ; that it stands still all the

time. And should we have reason to receive the state

ment as certainly true, we would not think of making it

the basis of a new astronomy, of which one of the princi

ples would be, that at certain periods of the year, called

the solstices, the sun is in a state of absolute rest, and

during the rest of the year, it is in constant motion . If,

in a case like this, we are willing to ascertain the meaning

intended, surely we should be equally careful in interpret

ing the word of God ; and should avoid taking as a formal

scientific explanation of a phenomenon , that which is

merely a description of it in ordinary language. Although

this principle is so reasonable that no one would ever think

of calling it in question , it has been in practice sadly

neglected . Systemsof natural science have been invented

in direct violation of it ; for the support of which, not only

have the allusions to nature in the narrative portions of

the Bible been quoted by the inventors, but also the bold

est figures of its most impassioned poetry . .

The danger in question exhibits itself in two forms. In

the one, there is an eager desire to bring, to force, if need

be, the sacred text into accordance with the last doubtful

utterance of science, and an impatient contempt towards

all who will not at once accept as demonstrated the newly

discovered harmony. In the other, although there is pro
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fessed a distrust of all natural science, there is a no less

realaccommodation of the interpretation to the somewhat

antiquated and distorted form of science which has reached

the less educated classes of mankind ; and this is repre

sented as interpreting the Word by its own light; assigning

to it just such a meaning as it would seem fitted to convey

to the unlettered , unbiassed mind of a plain, unsophisti

cated, honest inquirer after truth . In whatever form it

may appear, we can not be too careful in guarding against

its influence ; whether it would lead us to commit the

Word to new hypotheses on the outskirts of science , in

the region of the undetermined, or to old guesses, which

have long been exploded and abandoned . Profiting by

the lessons of the past, we will require ample proof of the

incorrectness of an interpretation which has long been

sanctioned by devout men of learning, before we give it

up ; and we will scrutinize, with jealous care, the evidence

by which all new theories are sustained, affirming new

modes of connexion ; and we will hesitate long before we

adopt them , in the hope that we may avoid changes which

may so easily be used to bring discredit upon that which

we most highly prize. But, while thus cautious in the

examination and admission of all professed friends, lest

they be enemies in disguise, and lest they become an ele

ment of weakness, if not actual traitors, there should be

equal care taken to avoid the other extreme, of rejecting,

with scornful contempt, all proffers of alliance and coöp

eration , and thus doing what we can to drive those who

may be friends, or at least neutrals, into the ranks of the

enemy. This , too, has been done, to an unfortunate extent,

in all ages of the Church. There has been too often a

disposition to repress all freedom of inquiry , and to de

nounce its results, without any impartiality of examination ,

as opposed to the letter and spirit of revelation . The day

when the instruments used in restraining such freedom

were material, has passed away ; but, unhappily , others are
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still used, which sometimes inflict not less pain . There

still exists toomuch of the old spirit in the purest branches

of the Church of this day ; a spirit that would crush all

progress in science, if such progress disturb , in the least ,

cherished views which may be without real foundation in

the Bible , by the employment, not now of material instru

ments of torture, but by that which has with too much

truth been denominated “ odium theologicum .” This is

utterly at variance with the spirit of Christianity and its

divine charter. And it is at variance, also, with the gen

eral practice of believers in the Bible ; for with regard to

most subjects, the utmost encouragement is given to the

seeker after increased knowledge ; and very properly , since

every new discovery is found to be an additional illustra

tion of the glory of God . Such encouragement should be

given to every inquiry after truth . Not merely should the

inquirer be tolerated ; but he should have reason to know

that he is regarded with approbation, and that his results

will be received with candor, while they are subjected to

all becoming tests , before they are adopted as true ; and

that his name will not be cast out as evil, he will not

find himself classed with unbelievers, because his views

may at first sight seem to be inconsistent with received

truth. Let the Church show herself the patroness of

learning in every thing, as she has done already in most

things ; and let her never be subjected , by mistaken

friends, to the charge that she fears the light, and can

sustain her claims only where this is partially obstructed .

Let her, through all her members, exhibit that love for

the truth on every subject,which is some times directly

forcibly inculcated in the Holy Scriptures, and which is so

consonant with their spirit throughout.

This, then, in my opinion , is the spirit by which the

incumbent of the professorship should be actuated ; these

are the objects to be sought, and the plan to be pursued ,

and the results to be expected. Direct confirmation of
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the truth of revelation is not looked for ; it is not needed.

You can not hope to render more firm the foundation of

themountain of granite. Butthe fogs which hang around

its base, and obscure its immovable nature, and distort , to

the beholder, the symmetry of its acclivities, may be dis

pelled , and thus its solid foundation and true proportions

be brought more clearly to view . This, I believe , the

faithful discharge of the duties belonging to this chair will

tend greatly to effect ; success in this will constitute its

triumph and its glory.

Complete success I dare not hope for at once ; but I

shall labor for it with at least faithful industry, and an

honest desire to attain and set forth all the truth . And I

look to you, and to the beloved Church which founded the

Seminary of which you have been constituted Directors,

and whose honor and purity should be so jealously

guarded, to aid me by your counsels and your prayers,

that I may be kept from teaching aught but the unadul

terated and unperverted truth . And above all, I look to

the Head of the Church , and to the Creator of the Uni

verse, and to the Author of the Word, to the Triune God

of truth , for that wisdom which cometh from Him alone,

and by the aid of which alone need I hope to glorify Him

in the position to which , I trust, He has been calling me

by the voice of His Church.
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ARTICLE II.

ADDRESS OF THE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH IN

THE CONFEDERATE STATES OF AMERICA.

The General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church in the

Confederate States of America, to all the Churches of Jesus

Christ throughout the earth , greeting : Grace, mercy and

peace be multiplied upon you.

DEARLY BELOVED BRETHREN :

It is probably known to you that the Presbyteries and

Synods in the Confederate States, which were formerly in

connexion with the General Assembly of the Presbyterian

Church in the United States of America , have renounced

the jurisdiction of that body, and dissolved the ties which

bound them ecclesiastically with their brethren of the

North . This act of separation left them without any

formal union among themselves. But as they were one in

faith and order, and still adhered to their old standards,

measures were promptly adopted for giving expression to

their unity , by the organization of a Supreme Court, upon

the model of the one whose authority they had just relin

quished . Commissioners, duly appointed , from all the

Presbyteries of these Confederate States, met, accordingly ,

in the city of Augusta, on the fourth day of December, in

the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and

sixty -one, and then and there proceeded to constitute the

General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church in the

Confederate States of America. The Constitution of the

Presbyterian Church in the United States— that is to say,

the Westminster Confession of Faith, the Larger and

Shorter Catechisms, the Form of Government, the Book

of Discipline, and the Directory for Worship — were unan
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imously and solemnly declared to bethe Constitution of the

Church in the Confederate States, with no other change

than the substitution of “ Confederate” for “ United ,"

wherever the country is mentioned in the standards. The

Church , therefore , in these seceded States, presents now

the spectacle of a separate , independent and complete

organization , under the style and title of the Presbyterian

Church in the Confederate States of America. In thus

taking its place among sister Churches of this and other

countries, it seems proper that it should set forth the

causes which have impelled it to separate from the Church

of the North , and to indicate a general view of the course ,

which it feels it incumbent upon it to pursue, in the new

circumstances in which it is placed.

We should be sorry to be regarded by our brethren in

any part of the world as guilty of schism . We are not

conscious of any purpose to rend the body of Christ. On

the contrary , our aim has been to promote the unity of the

Spirit in the bonds of peace. If we know our own hearts ,

and can form any just estimate of the motives which have

governed us, wehave been prompted by a sincere desire to

promote the glory of God, and the efficiency , energy,

harmonyand zeal of His visible kingdom in the earth. We

have separated from our brethren of the North as Abraham

separated from Lot, because we are persuaded that the

interests of true religion will be more effectually subserved

by two independent Churches, under the circumstances in

which the two countries are placed , than by one united

body.

1. In the first place , the course of the last Assembly, at

Philadelphia , conclusively shows that, if we should remain

together, the political questions, which divide us as citizens,

will be obtruded on our Church Courts, and discussed by

Christian Ministers and Elders with all the acrimony,

bitterness and rancour, with which such questions are

usually discussed by men of the world . Our Assembly
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would present a mournful spectacle of strife and debate .

Commissioners from the Northern would meet with Com

missioners from the Southern Confederacy, to wrangle

over the questions which have split them into two Con

federacies, and involved them in furious and bloody war.

They would denounce each other, on the one hand , as

tyrants and oppressors, and on the other, as traitors and

rebels . The Spirit of God would take His departure from

these scenes of confusion , and leave the Church lifeless

and powerless, an easy prey to the sectional divisions and

angry passions of its members. Two nations, under any

circumstances, except those of perfect homogeneousness,

can not be united in one Church , without the rigid exclu

sion of all civil and secular questions from its halls.

Where the countries differ in their customs and institu

tions, and view each other with an eye of jealousy and

rivalry , if national feelings are permitted to enter the

Church Courts , there must be an end of harmony and

peace. The prejudices of the man and the citizen will

prove stronger than the charity of the Christian. When

they have allowed themselves to denounce each other for

their national peculiarities, it will be hard to join in cordial

fellowship as members of the same spiritual family. Much

more must this be the case where the nations are not

simply rivals, but enemies — where they hate each other

with a cruel hatred — where they are engaged in a ferocious

and bloody war, and where the worst passions of human

nature are stirred to their very depths. An Assembly,

composed of representatives from two such countries, could

have no security for peace except in a steady, uncompro

mising adherence to the Scriptural principle, that it would

know no man after the flesh ; that it would abolish the

distinctions of Barbarian , Scythian , bond and free, and

recognize nothing but the new creature in Christ Jesus.

The moment it permits itself to know the Confederate or

the United States, the moment its members meet as
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citizens of these countries, our political differences will be

transferred to the house of God , and the passions of the

forum will expel the Spirit of holy love and of Christian

communion .

We can not condemn a man, in one breath , as unfaithful

to the most solemn earthly interests, his country and his

race, and commend him , in thenext, as a loyal and faithful

servant of his God. If we distrust his patriotism , our

confidence is apt to be very measured in his piety. The

old adage will hold here, as in other things, falsus in uno,

falsus in omnibus.

The only conceivable condition , therefore, upon which

the Church of the North and the South could remain

together as one body, with any prospect of success, is the

rigorous exclusion of the questions and passions of the

forum from its halls of debate. This is what always ought

to be done. The provinces of Church and State are

perfectly distinct, and the one has no right to usurp the

jurisdiction of the other. The State is a natural institute,

founded in the constitution of man , as moral and social,

and designed to realize the idea of justice . It is the

society of rights. The Church is a supernatural institute,

founded in the facts of redemption , and is designed to

realize the idea of grace . It is the society of the re

deemed . The State aims at social order, the Church at

spiritual holiness. The State looks to the visible and

outward , the Church is concerned for the invisible and

inward. The badge of the State's authority is the sword,

by which it becomes a terror to evil doers, and a praise to

them that do well. The badge of the Church 's authority

is the keys, by which it opens and shuts the Kingdom of

Heaven, according as men are believing or impenitent.

The power of the Church is exclusively spiritual, that of

the State includes the exercise of force. The constitution

of the Church is a Divine revelation — the constitution of

the State must be determined by human reason and the
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course of Providential events. The Church has no right

to construct or modify a government for the State, and the

State has no right to frame a creed or polity for the

Church. They are as planets moving in different orbits ,

and unless each is confined to its own track , the conse

quences may be as disastrous in themoral world , as the

collision of different spheres in the world of matter. It is

true that there is a point at which their respective juris

dictions seem to meet - in the idea of duty. But even

duty is viewed by each in very different lights. The

Church enjoins it as obedience to God, and the State

enforces it as the safeguard of order. But there can be no

collision, unless one or the other blunders as to the things

that are materially right. When the State makes wicked

laws, contradicting the eternal principles of rectitude, the

Church is at liberty to testify against them ; and humbly

to petition that they may be repealed . In like manner, if

the Church becomes seditious, and a disturber of the peace ,

the State has a right to abate the nuisance. In ordinary

cases, however, there is not likely to be a collision . Among

a Christian people, there is little difference of opinion as

to the radical distinctions of right and wrong. The only

serious danger is, where moral duty is conditioned upon a

political question . Under the pretext of inculcating duty,

the Church may usurp the power to determine the ques

tion which conditions it, and that is precisely what she is

debarred from doing. The condition must be given . She

must accept it from the State, and then her own course is

clear. If Cæsar is your master,.then pay tribute to him ;

but whether the if holds; whether Cæsar is your master or

not ; whether he ever had any just authority ; whether he

now retains it, or has forfeited it ; these are points which

the Church has no commission to adjudicate.

Had these principles been steadily maintained by the

Assembly at Philadelphia , it is possible that the ecclesias

tical separation of the North and the South might have
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been deferred for years to come. Our Presbyteries, many

of them , clung with tenderness to the recollections of the

past. Sacred memories gathered around that venerable

Church which had breasted many a storm , and trained our

fathers for glory. It had always been distinguished for its

conservative influence, and many fondly hoped that, even

in the present emergency, it would raise its placid and

serene head above the tumults of popular passion , and bid

defiance to the angry billows which rolled at its feet. We

expected to see it bow in reverence only at the name of

Jesus. Many dreamed that it would utterly refuse to

know either Confederates or Federalists, and utterly refuse

to give any authoritative decree without a “ thus saith the

Lord.” It was ardently desired that the sublime spectacle

might be presented of one Church upon earth , combining,

in cordial fellowship and in holy love, the disciples of

Jesus in different and even in hostile lands. But, alas

for the weakness of man ! these golden visions were soon

dispelled. The first thing, which roused our Presbyteries

to look the question of separation seriously in the face,

was the course of the Assembly in venturing to determine,

as a Court of Jesus Christ, which it did by necessary

implication , the true interpretation of the Constitution of

the United States as to the kind of government it intended

to form . A political theory was, to all intents and

purposes, propounded , which made secession a erime, the

seceding States rebellious, and the citizens who obeyed

them traitors. We say nothing here as to the righteous

ness or unrighteousness of these decrees. What we main

tain is, that, whether right or wrong, the Church had no

right to make them — she transcended her sphere, and

usurped the duties of the State. The discussion of these

questions, weare sorry to add , was in the spirit and temper

of partisan declaimers. The Assembly, driven from its

ancient moorings, was tossed to and fro by the waves of

popular passion . Like Pilate , it obeyed the clamour of
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the multitude, and, though acting in the name of Jesus,

it kissed the sceptre , and bowed the knee to the mandates

of Northern phrenzy. The Church was converted into the

forum , and the Assembly was henceforward to become the

arena of sectional divisions and national animosities.

We frankly admit that the mere unconstitutionality of

the proceedings of the last Assembly is not, in itself

considered , a sufficient ground of separation . It is the

consequences of these proceedings, which make then so

offensive. It is the door which they open for the intro

duction of the worst passions of human nature into the

deliberations of Church Courts. The spirit of these pro

ceedings, if allowed to prevail, would for ever banish peace

from the Church , and there is no reason to hope that the

tide which has begun to flow can soon be arrested. The

two Confederacies hate each other more intensely now

than they did in May, and if their citizens should come

together upon the same floor, whatever might be the

errand that brought them there, they could not be re

strained from smiting each other with the fist of wicked

ness. For the sake of peace, therefore, for Christian

charity, for the honour of the Church, and for the glory of

God, we have been constrained, as much as in us lies, to

remove all occasion of offence. Wehave quietly separated ,

and we are grateful to God that, while leaving for the sake

of peace, we leave with the humble consciousness that we,

ourselves, have never given occasion to break the peace.

We have never confounded Cæsar and Christ, and we have

never mixed the issues of this world with the weighty

matters that properly belong to us as citizens of the King

dom of God.

2 . Though the immediate occasion of separation was the

course of the General Assembly at Philadelphia in relation

to the Federal Government and the war, yet there is

another ground on which the independent organization of

the Southern Church can be amply and scripturally main
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tained . The unity of the Church does not require a formal

bond of union among all the congregations of believers

throughout the earth . It does not demand a vast imperial

monarchy, like that of Rome, nor a strictly universal

council, like that to which the complete developement of

Presbyterianism would naturally give rise. The Church

catholic is one in Christ, but it is not necessarily one

visible, all-absorbing organization upon earth . There is

no schism where there is no breach of charity . Churches

may be perfectly atone in every principle of faith and order,

and yet geographically distinct, and mutually independent.

As the unity of the human race is not disturbed by its

division into countries and nations, so the unity of the

spiritual seed of Christ is neither broken nor impaired by

separation and division into various Church constitutions.

Accordingly , in all Protestant countries, Church organ

izations have followed national lines. The Calvinistie

Churches of Switzerland are distinct from the Reformed

Church of France. The Presbyterians of Ireland belong

to a different Church from the Presbyterians of Scotland,

and the Presbyterians of America constitute Churches,

in like manner, distinct from all other Churches on the

globe. That the division into national Churches , that is,

Churches bounded by national lines, is, in the present con

dition of human nature, a benefit, seems to us too obvious

for proof. It realizes to the Church catholic all the

advantages of a division of labour. It makes a Church

organization homogeneous and compact— it stimulates holy

rivalry and zeal- it removes all grounds of suspicion and

jealousy on the part of the State. What is lost in ex.

pansion is gained in energy. The Church catholic , as

thus divided, and yet spiritually one ; divided, but not rent,

is a beautiful illustration of the great philosophical prin

ciple which pervades all nature- the co -existence of the

one with the many.
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If it is desirable that each nation should contain a

separate and an independent Church, the Presbyterians of

these Confederate States need no apology for bowing to

the decree of Providence, which, in withdrawing their

country from the Government of the United States, has, at

the same time, determined that they should withdraw from

the Church of their fathers. It is not that they have ceased

to love it — not that they have abjured its ancient prin

ciples, or forgotten its glorious history. It is to give these

same principles a richer, freer , fuller developement among

ourselves than they possibly could receive under foreign

culture. It is precisely because we love that Church as it

was, and that Church as it should be, that we have re

solved, as far as in us lies, to realize its grand idea in the

country, and under the Government, where God has cast

our lot. With the supreme control of ecclesiastical affairs

in our own hands, we may be able, in some competent

measure, to consummate this result. In subjection to a

foreign power, we could no more accomplish it than the

Church in the United States could have been developed in

dependence upon the Presbyterian Church of Scotland.

The difficulty there would have been, not the distance of

Edinburgh from New York , Philadelphia or Charleston, but

the difference in the manners, habits, customs, and ways of

thinking ; the social, civil and political institutions of the

people. These same difficulties exist in relation to the

Confederate and the United States, and render it eminently

proper that the Church in each should be as separate and

independent as the Governments.

In addition to this, there is one difference which so

radically and fundamentally distinguishes the North and

South, that it is becoming every day more and more

apparent that the religious, as well as the secular, interests

of both will be more effectually promoted by a complete

and lasting separation. The antagonism of Northern and

Southern sentiment on the subject of slavery , lies at the
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root of all the difficulties which have resulted in the

dismemberment of the Federal Union, and involved us in

the horrors of an unnaturalwar. The Presbyterian Church

in the United States has been enabled , by Divine grace, to

pursue, for themost part, an eminently conservative, be

cause a thoroughly scriptural, policy in relation to this

delicate question . It has planted itself upon the word of

God, and utterly refused to make slaveholding a sin , or

non -slavebolding a term of communion . But, though both

sections are agreed as to this general principle, it is not to

be disguised that the North entertains a deep and settled

antipathy to slavery itself, while the South is equally

zealous in its defence. Recent events can have no other

effect than to confirm the antipathy on the one hand, and

strengthen the attachment on the other. The Northern

section of the Church stands in the awkward predicament

of maintaining, in one breath , that slavery is an evilwhich

ought to be abolished , and of asserting, in the next, that it

is not a sin to be visited by exclusion from the communion

of the saints. The consequence is, that it plays partly into

the hands of abolitionists, and partly into the hands of

slaveholders, and weakens its influence with both . It

occupies the position of a prevaricating witness , whom

neither party will trust. It would be better, therefore, for

the moral power of the Northern section of the Church to

get entirely quit of the subject. At the same time, it is

intuitively obvious that the Southern section of the Church ,

while even partially under the control of those who are

hostile to slavery, can never have free and unimpeded

access to the slave population . Its ministers and elders

will always be liable to some degree of suspicion . In the

present circumstances, Northern alliance would be ab

solutely fatal. It would utterly preclude the Church from

a wide and commanding field of usefulness. This is too

dear a price to be paid for a nominal union. Wecan not

afford to give up these millions of souls, and consign them ,
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so far as our efforts are concerned, to hopeless perdition,

for the sake of preserving an outward unity which , after

all, is an empty shadow . If we would gird ourselves

heartily , and in earnest, for the work which God has set

before us, we must have the control of our ecclesiastical

affairs, and declare ourselves separate and independent.

And here we may venture to lay before the Christian

world our views, as a Church , upon the subject of slavery.

Webeg a candid hearing.

In the first place, we would have it distinctly understood

that, in our ecclesiastical capacity , we are neither the

friends nor the foes of slavery ; that is to say, we have no

commission either to propagate or abolish it. The policy

of its existence or non -existence is a question which ex

clusively belongs to the State. We have no right, as a

Church, to enjoin it as a duty , or to condemn it as a sin .

Our business is with the duties which spring from the

relation ; the duties of the masters on the one hand , and of

their slaves on the other. These duties we are to proclaim

and to enforce with spiritual sanctions. The social, civil,

political problems connected with this great subject,

transcend our sphere, as God has not entrusted to His

Church the organization of society , the construction of

Governments, nor the allotment of individuals to their

various stations. The Church has asmuch right to preach

to the monarchies of Europe, and the despotisms of Asia,

the doctrines of republican equality, as to preach to the

Governments of the South the extirpation of slavery. This

position is impregnable, unless it can be shown that

slavery is a sin . Upon every other hypothesis, it is so

clearly a question for the State, that the proposition would

never, for a moment, have been doubted, had there not been

a foregone conclusion in relation to its moral character. Is

slavery, then , a sin ?

In answering this question , as a Church, let it be dis

tinctly borne in mind that the only rule of judgment is the
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nad them

written word of God . The Church knows nothing of the

intuitions of reason or the deductions of philosophy,

except as these are reproduced in the Sacred Canon . She

has a positive constitution in the Holy Scriptures, and has

no right to utter a single syllable upon any subject, except

as the Lord puts words in her mouth . She is founded, in

other words, upon express revelation. Her creed is an

authoritative testimony of God, and not a speculation ; and

what she proclaims, she must proclaim with the infallible

certitude of faith, and not with the hesitating assent of an

opinion . The question, then, is brought within a narrow

compass : Do the Scriptures, directly or indirectly , con

demn slavery as a sin ? If they do not, the dispute is

ended , for the Church , without forfeiting her character,

dares not go beyond them .

Now , we venture to assert that, if men had drawn their

conclusions upon this subject only from the Bible, it would

no more have entered into any human head to denounce

slavery as a sin , than to denounce monarchy, aristrocracy,

or poverty . The truth is, men have listened to what they

falsely considered as primitive intuitions, or as necessary

deductions from primitive cognitions, and then have gone

to the Bible to confirm the crotchets of their vain phi

losophy. They have gone there determined to find s

particular result, and the consequence is, that they leave

with having made, instead of having interpreted, Scripture.

Slavery is no new thing. It has not only existed for ages

in the world , but it has existed, under every dispensation

of the covenant of grace, in the Church of God . Indeed ,

the first organization of the Church as a visible society,

separate and distinct from the unbelieving world, was

inaugurated in the family of a slaveholder. Among the

very first persons to whom the seal of circumcision was

affixed, were the slaves of the father of the faithful, some

born in his house, and others bought with his money.

Slavery, again , re-appears under the Law . God sanctions
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it in both the tables of the Decalogue, and Moses treats it

asan institution to be regulated , not abolished ; legitimated,

and not condemned. We come down to the age of the

New Testament, and we find it again in the Churches

founded by the Apostles under the plenary inspiration of

the Holy Ghost. These facts are utterly amazing, if slavery

is the enormous sin which its enemies represent it to be.

It will not do to say that the Scriptures have treated it only

in a general, incidental way, without any clear implication

as to its moral character. Moses,surely, made it the subject

of express and positive legislation , and the Apostles are

equally explicit in inclulcating the duties which spring

from both sides of the relation. They treat slaves as bound

to obey, and inculcate obedience as an office of religion

a thing wholly self-contradictory, if the authority exer

cised over them were unlawful and iniquitous.

But what puts this subject in a still clearer light, is the

manner in which it is sought to extort from the Scriptures

a contrary testimony. The notion of direct and explicit

condemnation is given up. The attempt is, to show thắt

the genius and spirit of Christianity are opposed to it

that its great cardinal principles of virtue are utterly

against it. Much stress is laid upon the Golden Rule ,

and upon the general denunciations of tyranny and oppres

sion . To all this we reply , thatno principle is clearer than

that a case positively excepted can notbe included under a

general rule . Let us concede, for a moment, that the law

of love, and the condemnation of tyranny and oppression ,

seem logically to involve, as a result, the condemnation of

slavery ; yet, if slavery is afterwards expressly mentioned

and treated as a lawfulrelation , it obviously follows, unless

Scripture is to be interpreted as inconsistent with itself,

that slavery is, by necessary implication , excepted. The

Jewish law forbade, as a general rule , the marriage of a

man with his brother's wife. The same law expressly

enjoined the same marriage in a given case. The given
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case was, therefore, an exception, and not to be treated as

a violation of the general rule. The law of love has

always been the law of God. It was enunciated by Moses,

almost as clearly as it was enunciated by Jesus Christ.

Yet, notwithstanding this law , Moses and the Apostles

alike sanctioned the relation of slavery. The conclusion is

inevitable, either that the law is not opposed to it, or that

slavery is an excepted case . To say that the prohibition

of tyranny and oppression include slavery, is to beg the

whole question. Tyranny and oppression involve either

the unjust usurpation or the unlawful exercise of power.

It is the unlawfulness, either in its principle or measure,

which constitutes the core of the sin . Slavery must, there

fore, be proved to be unlawful, before it can be referred to

any such category. The master may, indeed, abuse his

power, but he oppresses not simply as a master, but as a

wicked master.

But, apart from all this, the law of love is simply the

inculcation of universal equity . It implies nothing as to

the existence of various ranks and gradations in society.

The interpretation which makes it repudiate slavery would

make it equally repudiate all social, civil and political in

equalities. Its meaning is, not that we should conform

ourselves to the arbitrary expectations of others, but that

we should render unto them precisely the same measure

which , if we were in their circumstances, it would be

reasonable and just in us to demand at their hands. It

condemns slavery, therefore, only upon the supposition

that slavery is a sinful relation -- that is, he who extracts

the prohibition of slavery from the Golden Rule, begs the

very point in dispute.

We can not prosecute the argument in detail,butwe have

said enough , we think , to vindicate the position of the

Southern Church. We have assumed no new attitude.

Westand exactly where the Church of God has always

stood - from Abraham to Moses, from Moses to Christ,
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from Christ to the Reformers, and from the Reformers to

ourselves. Westand upon the foundation of the Prophets

and Apostles, Jesus Christ Himself being the chief corner

stone. Shall we be excluded from the fellowship of our

brethren in other lands, because we dare not depart from

the charter of our faith ? Shall we be branded with the

stigma of reproach , because we can not consent to corrupt

the word of God to suit the intuitions of an infidel phi

losophy ? Shall our names be cast out as evil, and the

finger of scorn pointed at us, because we utterly refuse to

break our communion with Abraham , Isaac, and Jacob ;

with Moses, David , and Isaiah ; with Apostles, Prophets

and Martyrs ; with all the noble army of confessors who

have gone to glory from slaveholding countries, and from

a slaveholding Church , without ever having dreamed that

they were living in mortal sin , by conniving at slavery in

the midst of them ? If so, we shall take consolation in the

cheering consciousness that the Master has accepted us.

Wemay be denounced, despised, and cast out of the Syna

gogues of our brethren. But, while they are wrangling

about the distinctions of men, according to the flesh, we

shall go forward in our Divine work , and confidently

anticipate that, in the great day, as the consequence of our

humble labours,we shallmeet millions of glorified spirits,

who have come up from the bondage of earth to a nobler

freedom than human philosophy ever dreamed of. Others,

if they please, may spend their time in declaiming on the

tyranny of earthly masters ; it will be our aim to resist the

real tyrants which oppress the soul- Sin and Satan. These

are the foes against whom we shall find it employment

enough to wage a successful war. And to this holy war it

doubled energy . We feel that the souls of our slaves are

a solemn trust, and weshallstrive to present them faultless

and complete before the presence of God .
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Indeed , as we contemplate their condition in the South

ern States, and contrast it with that of their fathers before

them , and that of their brethren, in the present day, in

their native land, we can not but accept it as a gracious

Providence, that they have been brought in such numbers

to our shores, and redeemed from the bondage of bar

barism and sin . Slavery , to them , has certainly been over

ruled for the greatest good . It has been a link in the

wondrous chain of Providence, through which many sons

and daughters have been made heirs of the heavenly

inheritance. The Providential result is, of course, no

justification , if the thing is intrinsically wrong ; but it is

certainly a matter of devout thanksgiving, and no obscure

intimation of the will and purpose of God , and of the con

sequent duty of the Church. We can not forbear to say,

however, that the general operation of the system is

kindly and benevolent ; it is a real and effective discipline,

and without it, we are profoundly persuaded that the

African race in the midst of us can never be elevated in

the scale of being. As long as that race, in its com

parative degradation , co -exists, side by sidewith the white,

bondage is its normal condition .

As to the endless declamation about human rights, we

have only to say that human rights are not a fixed , but a

fluctuating quantity . Their sum is not the same in any two

nations on the globe. The rights of Englishmen are one

thing, the rights of Frenchmen another. There is a

minimum without which a man can not be responsible ;

there is a maximum which expresses the highest degree of

civilization and of Christian culture. The education of

the species consists in its ascent along this line. As you

go up, the number of rights increases, but the number of

individuals who possess them diminishes. As you come

down the line, rights are diminished, but the individuals

are multiplied . It is just the opposite of the predica

mental scale of the logicians. There , comprehension
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diminishes as you ascend , and extension increases, and

comprehension increases as you descend, and extension

diminishes. Now , when it is said that slavery is incon

sistent with human rights, we crave to understand what

point in this line is the slave conceived to occupy. There

are, no doubt,many rights which belong to other men - to

Englishmen , to Frenchmen , to his master, for example ,

which are denied to him . But is he fit to possess them ?

Has God qualified him to meet the responsibilities which

their possession necessarily implies ? His place in the scale

is determined by his competency to fulfil its duties. There

are other rights which he certainly possesses, without

which he could neither be human nor accountable. Before

slavery can be charged with doing him injustice, it must

be shown that the minimum which falls to his lot, at the

bottom of the line, is out of proportion to his capacity and

culture — a thing which can never be done by abstract

speculation . The truth is, the education of the human

race for liberty and virtue, is a vast Providential scheme,

and God assigns to every man, by a wise and holy decree,

the precise place he is to occupy in the greatmoral school

of humanity. The scholars are distributed into classes,

according to their competency and progress. For God is

in history .

To avoid the suspicion of a conscious weakness of our

cause, when contemplated from the side of pure specula

tion , wemay advert for a moment to those pretended in

tuitions,which stamp thereprobation of humanity upon this

ancient and hoary institution. We admit that there are

primitive principles in morals which lie at the rootof human

consciousness. But the question is, how are we to distin

guish them ? The subjective feeling of certainty is no ad

equate criterion , as that is equally felt in reference to

crotchets and hereditary prejudices. The very point is, to

know when this certainty indicates a primitive cognition ,

and when it does not. There must, therefore, be some
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external test, and whatever can not abide that test, has no

authority as a primary truth . That test is an inward neces

sity of thought, which , in all minds, at the proper stage of

maturity , manifests itself as absolutely universal. What

ever is universal, is natural. We are willing that slavery

should be tried by this standard . Weare willing to abide

by the testimony of the race ; and if man, as man, has

every where condemned it if all human laws have pro

hibited it as crime- if it stands in the same category

with malice , murder, and theft, then we are willing, in

the name of humanity, to renounce it, and to renounce

it for ever. But what if the overwhelming majority of

mankind have approved it ? what if philosophers and states

men have justified it, and the laws of all nations acknowl

edged it ? what then becomes of these luminous intuitions?

They are an ignis fatuus, mistaken for a star.

We have now , brethren, in a brief compass, for the na

ture of this address admits only ofan outline, opened to

you our whole hearts upon this delicate and vexed subject.

We have concealed nothing . Wehave sought to conciliate

a no sympathy by appeals to your charity . We have tried

our cause by the word of God ; and , though protesting

against its authority to judge in a question concerning the

duty of the Church, we have not refused to appear at the

tribunal of reason . Are we not right, in view of all the

preceding considerations, in remitting the social, civil and

political problems connected with slavery to the State ? Is

it not a subject, save in the moral duties which spring from

it, which lies beyond the province of the Church ? Hare

we any right to make it an element in judging of Christian

character ? Are we not treading in the footsteps of the

flock ? Are we are not acting as Christ and His Apostles

have acted before us ? Is it not enough for us to pray and

labour, in our lot, that all men may be saved, withoutmed.

dling, as a Church , with the technical distinction of their

civil life ? Weleave the matter with you . We offer you
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the right hand of fellowship . It is for you to accept it or

reject it. We have done our duty. We can do no more.

Truth is more precious than union, and if you cast us out

as sinners, the breach of charity is not with us, as long as

we walk according to the light of the written Word.

are the same as those which are proposed by every other

Church. To proclaim God's truth as a witness to the na

tions ; to gather His elect from the four corners of the

earth, and through the Word, Ministry, and Ordinances, to

train them for eternal life, is the great business of His peo

ple . The only thing that will be at all peculiar to us is,

the manner in which we shall attempt to discharge our

duty . In almost every department of labour, except the

pastoral care of congregations, it has been usual for the

Church to resort to societiesmore or less closely connected

with itself, and yet logically and really distinct. It is our

purpose to rely upon the regular organs of our government,

and executive agencies directly and immediately responsi

ble to them . Wewish to make the Church, not merely a

superintendent, but an agent. We wish to develope the

idea that the congregation of believers, as visibly organized,

is the very society or corporation which is divinely called

to do the work of the Lord . Weshall, therefore, endeavour

to do what has never yet been adequately done - bring out

the energies of our Presbyterian system of government.

From the Session to the Assembly ,we shall strive to enlist

all our Courts, as Courts , in every department of Christian

effort. We are notashamed to confess that we are intensely

Presbyterian. We embrace all other denominations in the

arms of Christian fellowship and love, but our own scheme

of government we humbly believe to be according to the

pattern shown in the Mount, and, by God's grace, we pro

pose to put its efficiency to the test.

Brethren , we have done. Wehave told you who we are,

and what we are. We greet you in the ties of Christian
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brotherhood . We desire to cultivate peace and charity

with all our fellow -Christians throughout the world. We

invite to ecclesiastical communion all who maintain our

principles of faith and order. And now we commend you

to God, and the Word of His grace. Wedevoutly pray

that the whole catholic Church may be afresh baptized

with the Holy Ghost, and that shemay speedily be stirred

up to give the Lord no rest until He establish and make

Jerusalem a praise in the earth .

ARTICLE III.

THE ART OF CONVERSATION.

At the outset, we ask pardon of this grave Quarterly, for

thrusting upon its dignity a rambling paper, suited rather

to the pages of a purely literary journal. Perhaps, in the

end, we shall discover it sufficiently fruitful in its sugges

tions of profitable morality : at any rate , a theme which

could engage a Cowper's muse, and point his gentle satire,

may not be despised as beneath the condescension even of

this right reverend Periodical.

It would be the superfluity of labour to argue here that

man is a social being. Even the inferior animals are said

not to thrive so well in a solitary pasture, aswhen browsing

together in a common herd ; and so strong is the associating

instinct, that it frequently overcomes the antipathy between

hostile tribes, in cases of total exclusion from their own

species. How much stronger must the social principle be

in man , gifted with reason , and endowed with the divine

faculty of speech, through which the domain of mind is not

only enlarged, but held in common ! Men are not drawn
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together in society, as Hobbes paradoxically affirms, by the

pressure of self-interest and prudence, but by the force of

an original instinct, to which the analogy of all nature

seems distinctly to point. It is, indeed, a part of their con

stitution , which no tyranny, however severe, can destroy ;

no isolation , however protracted, can extinguish. The

reader will remember the illustration given by Defoe,

when , upon his solitary island, Robinson Crusoe made a

confidential friend of his parrot ; and the still stronger case

ofthe prisoner in the Bastile , who attached himself to the

spider in his cell ; and grieved , as a mother grieves for the

loss of a child , when it was wantonly killed , through the

malice of the jailer. So burns the heart in every human

breast, that its sympathies shoot forth like the tendrils of a

vine, and cling to any thing most frail on earth, that it may

escape the desolation of utter loneliness . Within the en

tire range of philosophical speculation, no mystery is more

insoluble than the adjustment between these two poles of

our nature, the individual and the social. Each man is

securely locked within the limits of his own personality ,

dwelling in the secret pavilion of his own consciousness,

subject to no invasion from without, and girded with re

sponsibilities that are absolutely irremissible; yet, at the

same time, touching his fellow -man wherever he may turn ,

and commingling with the race as the drops unite in the

waters of the sea. A microcosm , a world complete within

himself ; yet depending , for all improvement, upon social

discipline, and for all happiness, upon social communion .

He can not perfect his own nature in the privacy and seclu

sion of his own being. It is as natural for him to love, as

to think or to breathe. If he lock up his affections within

his own breast, he pays the forfeit of disobedience to the

great social law of the universe, in a blighted soul mildew

ing beneath the lichen and moss which cover its ruins. His

intellectual and moral faculties lie dormant, in the deep

abyss of his own nature, until evoked by social intercourse ;
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just as sparks of fire lie concealed in the cold flint till struck

out by contact with the steel. How beautifully is this

philosophy embalmed in the flowing verse of Pope :

“ Heaven forming each on other to depend ,

A master, or a servant, or a friend,

Bids each on other for assistance call,

Till one man 's weakness grows the strength of all ;

Wants, frailties, passions, closer still ally

The common interest, or endear the tie :

To these weowe true friendship , love sincere,

Each homefeltjoy that life inherits here.”

Thus, no man liveth to himself. Society, like the ocean,

heaves beneath its mighty tides, and its separate waves,

shouldering against each other, sparkle with a phosphores

cent lightwhich is extinguished in the stagnant calm .

Political economy teaches that material products derive

their value from barter and exchange. The earth is

divided into zones and climates, that there may be no per

petuated schism between the races of mankind. Diversity

of wants induces thatmutual interchange and supply , by

which the families of man are drawn together in bonds of

brotherhood . The staple , for example, which bloomsupon

our Southern fields, is but a useless weed until it is trans

ported to the factor, who sells it to the foreign purchaser.

The spinner converts it into thread, and the weaver into

cloth . The merchant spreads the beautiful fabric upon his

shelves ; the tailor shapes it into the elegant costumes

which we wear ; and each prospers, in his turn , upon the

new value which each imparts, as the product passes

through his hand . So there is a commerce of the mind.

The facts of nature lie distributed in magnificent profusion

throughout the universe , which patient observation gathers

up, and silent thinkers elaborate, until the accumulated

treasures of science are poured forth upon the world , to

form a portion of its mental wealth. Let it be remem

bered, however, that great thoughts lying in the mind,
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like ore in the earth , do not constitute this wealth. They

must be circulated as living truths, and possess an ex

changeable value, before the world is enriched. The iron

and the coal sleep for ever useless in their subterranean

beds, till the miner sinks his shafts, draws them to the

light of day, and converts them to the practical uses of

life. So the sublime conceptions of poetry , the brilliant

speculations of philosophy, the patient inductions of

science, and all the images of beauty that fill an artist's

dreams, must be rendered palpable in speech , or in the

creations of the pencil and the chisel, which are the dies

of the mint, impressing a marketable value upon each .

They grow , in bulk and value, as they pass from mind to

mind , waking up dormant thoughts in all ; and, as ex

changeable products, swell the volume of our common

civilization and refinement. In this intellectual barter,

conversation plays an humble, but most important, part :

it is the coin , of larger or smaller denomination, necessary

as the circulating medium . Books, indeed, are useful as

the depositories of knowledge, like the secret vaults of a

bank , in which the bullion is safely kept. But the bullion

must be converted into coin for the purposes of exchange ;

and conversation , in all the degrees of the scale, from the

large discourse of the schools to the small talk of the

saloon, forms the medium through which knowledge is

distributed , from the pennyworth of the child to the

princely portion of the sage. We do not insist, in this

connexion , upon the higher offices of conversation , in

cementing society together, through the affections. It is

the vehicle of all those courtesies and amenities of life ,

and of those countless sympathies by which individuals,

like separate threads, are woven into a common brother

hood. It answers all the ends of argument and illus

tration , to signalize its power as a great distributing agent,

by which the treasures of individual thought are made to

flow together, and form a community of wealth .
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Of all the race, it most behooves woman to excel in this

art of conversation, simply because she is the organ of

society, delegated to the trust, both of creating and pre

serving it. Society is not formed by the aggregation of

individuals, but by their fusion into each other. Its unity

must not be overlooked, in considering the number and

separateness of its constituent elements. Even the old

Atomic philosophers could not build up their world

systems, until they supplied their floating particles with

indentures and protuberances, by which to hook and grapple

with each other , and gave to them the contrary notions by

which they should be brought into contact. So there can

be no society without those differences and contrarieties in

character, which spring from the opposition of sex, like the

two electricities, which attract by their very contradiction .

Men , for example, may assemble for ever in their con

ventions and clubs, may deliberate in Senate Chambers,

and frame systems of union without end ; but their

associations of sand will speedily be disintegrated , from

the want of cohesion between the particles themselves.

Society , in its true and large sense , is the offspring of love,

and requires, for its origin and perpetuation , that generous

reciprocation of the affections, which , as woman first

inspires them , are assigned to her ministry, to be protected

and nourished. This is the solemnity and glory of her

position, that she is the organ of all society , the repre

sentative and guardian of its interests. It exists only in

her presence , and is conserved through her purity. In our

superficial thinking, we style her position humble, because

she is not decked with the mere trappings of place, and

because the subordinate honours of life are snatched from

her hands. But, in this very humility of woman is found

her glory. The Olympic games, indeed , are not for her ;

and she may not wrestle with the athlete , nor race with

the charioteer. Her voicemay not thunder amidst the jar

and din of senatorial debate, nor whisper the secrets of
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diplomatic intrigue. She may not shout at the head of

armies, nor dictate in the councils of war. She builds up

no thrones; but her power is beyond that of thrones and

governments — the power of persuasion — simply universal

in its scope, and irresistible in its tenderness. For this

reason , because she is the genius of society, the very pivot

upon which it turns, she is called to excel in that science

upon which , above all others, the communion and joy of

society depend. Whoever else may be indifferent to the

power and utility of speech, she may not ; and to wield

effectively this mighty instrument of social intercourse,

should command her highest ambition. It is the baton of

her office, her queenly sceptre - let her wield it with a

queenly grace.

For all this, woman is eminently fitted by her nature.

Her whole constitution , intellectual and moral— wemay

even add, physical, so far as a nervous irritability may be

supposed to affect mental exercises - adapts her to reign

supreme in this department. The quickness of her percep

tions, the acuteness of her discriminations, the delicacy of

her tastes, the liveliness of her fancy, themental elasticity

bending with ease to all subjects of thought - the facility of

her mental associations, and the genial sympathy of her

heart, are advantageswhich seldom unite in any individual

of the other sex. Add to these her exemption from the

practical duties which devolve upon hard-working, labo

rious,busyman , and her obligation to excel in conversation

might seem well nigh to be demonstrated. A late writer

in one of the British Quarterlies accounts for the impossi

bility of grafting the French saloon upon the institutions of

England, by this principle alone. “ TheGallic race," writes

he, “ is preëminently an intellectual, idealistic race ; the

English is almost exclusively a political race, and throw

themselves too vehemently into action ever to be talkers,

par excellence ; whereas, the very perfection of la causerie

is, to promote an elegant interchange of ideas, without any
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object being too ardently pursued.” Substitute in this

paragraph women , for Frenchmen, who are even more in

tensely idealistic , and who are further removed from that

driving practicalness which leaves men no breath to talk ,

and the honours of the saloon must be resigned to them ,

without a contest.

The importance of conversation to general society being,

then , assumed , the path is fairly opened to consider what

conversation, as an art, fully imports ; what qualities of

mind and heart are needed in its cultivation ; and what ob

structionsmustbe surmounted to achieve consummate ex

cellence. Undoubtedly, the talent ofconversation is, with

some, an original endowment. But this only means that a

happy combination of faculties exists, which renders con

versation spontaneous and easy. There is a power of con

centration which enables one to give his whole attention to

a speaker ; a readiness of apprehension , which grasps his

meaning through themost imperfect half-utterance, and a

rapid movement of the mind, which frames a reply as soon

as the pause demands it. Through a happy faculty of gen

eralization , one's knowledge may be so beautifully classi

fied , and the logical habit may so place it at command , that

the particular needs only to be worked from the general,

and all that is required to sustain the current of thought, is

supplied upon the first suggestion . Under these condi

tions, conversation flows quietly in its natural channel,

without fatigue, simply because withoutthe least conscious

ness of effort. But this is simply to say that the talent of

conversation, however it may appear to be a native gift,

may be cultivated indefinitely , by the discipline of those

powers upon which it so obviously depends. Conversation ,

then, in the common acceptation of reciprocal discourse, is

determined upon principles capable of a clear exposition ,

and which require attention and skill in their management

and application.
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The features which especially characterize it are recipro

cation ,and continuity, or progress. It is not a monologue, un

der the projectile force of a single mind . The force which

it obeys is a resultant force, from the impact of combined

intellects , each moving from its own side, and giving a

separate direction ; so that its final course is determined by

the compounded influence of all. There must be recip

rocity of thought and speech , or there is no commerce of

themind, enriching by exchange. Mere volubility of tongue

is but a brawling torrent through somemountain gorge,

whose impetuous waters are swallowed up in the sands, or

are lost in the stagnant marsh ; waters which bear no bur

den upon their bosom , nor disembogue to swell the volume

of the sea . Our words must make echoes in the minds

around us, which , like answering caves, must give back

the sound, until the swelling reverberation shall rise above

the hills, and fill the dome of heaven . Hence the ex

quisite tact needed to take the gauge of those with whom

we are suddenly thrown in contact. The arc of the circle

in which their thoughts swing, must be rapidly and accu

rately measured, and the points must be ascertained upon

which a mutual sympathy may be enkindled . This partly

explains the proverbial awkwardness which marks the first

attempts at conversation , and which is hit off with rare

humour by the poet:

“ The circle formed , we sit in silent state,

Like figures drawn upon a dial-plate ;

Yes, Ma'am , and No, Ma'am , uttered softly , show ,

Every five minutes, how the minutes go ;

Each individual suffering a constraint

Poetry may, but colours can not, paint;

As if in close committee on the sky,

Reports it hot or cold , or wet or dry ;

And finds a changing clime a happy source

Of wise reflection and well-timed discourse .

We next inquire , but softly , and by stealth ,

Like conservators of the public health ,

Of epidemic throats, if such there are,

And coughs, and rheums, and phthisic and catarrh."
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We smile at the picture, in which , perhaps, we ourselves

have mournfully figured ; butmay do well to consider how

it illustrates the nature of conversation . The embarrass

ment is not always due to timid modesty , nor yet to the

vanity which can not be sufficiently forgetfulof self. It is

simply a species of social strategy, maneuvring for a posi

tion — the excruciating tuning-notes of the fiddle-bow , a

prelude to the harmony. But when, after this preliminary

skirmishing, a topic of common interest shall be sprung, it

must be managed to mutual advantage. Each must regard

the interests of his partners, not speaking all he may wish ,

nor having the reciprocity allon one side; but just so much

as shall elicit a corresponding product from them ; so that,

upon dissolving the firm , the profits may be distributed in

fair proportion, as the property of each .

In like manner, genuine conversation must be marked

by a gradual progress of thought, verging, in steady con

tinuity , towards an assigned goal. It proposes to itself an

end, though , of course, not so determinate as in elaborate

discourse. It is not rational conversation, but sheer

twaddle, if destitute of this terminus ad quam . Whatever

be the topic , the interlocutors close it up between them , 23

they press it forward to an appropriate conclusion . The

mind must not be suffered, like a truant hound upon a

false scent, to fly off upon those way-side associations of

thought which are perpetually breaking from cover ; but

the subject, once unearthed ,mustbe tracked through all its

windings, till the spoil is yielded to the sportman 's hand.

Nothing can bemore fatal to this progress of thought, than

the indolence which permits it to drift away, swept hither

and yon by every casual suggestion , like a straw in the

eddy of a stream . The reader will remember the artistie

skill with which Shakspeare represents these shallow and

impertinent associations crowding upon a vulgar mind, in

the scene where Dame Quickly recalls to the fickle memory

of Falstaff his broken promise of marriage. In a single
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sentence, she crowds together the Dolphin chamber and

the parcel-gilt goblet by which the false knight swore, the

round table and the sea -coal fire, the irruption of the

butcher 's wife to borrow a mess of vinegar for a dish of

prawns : all these, with other details, shoal together in her

speech - showing how an untrained mind , at the mercy of

chance associations, sweeps 'round within a circle, and

comes outnowhere. It is important, therefore, to ascertain

the principles of intercommunion between differentminds,

the regulation of which calls for the advice of the moralist,

no less than the rules of the dialectician .

The first and most essential requisite, undoubtedly , is

knowledge : supplying the raw material, which , as the

shuttle moves in the conversational loom , shall be woven

into fabrics, substantial or light, as taste or the occasion

may determine. “ Out of nothing, nothing comes,” is an

adage never more profusely illustrated than when discourse

is spun from empty ignorance. There may be endless

talk - a bleak, barren waste of gossip — butno conversation ,

in the sensewehave endeavoured to define. The spectacle

would be grotesque, if it were not humiliating, of igno

rance striving to keep up the forms of social intercourse,

without resources from which contributions to the com

mon stock may be drawn. Alas ! it is often attended with

consequences both melancholy and bitter. The tale of

brick must be rendered, but there is no straw with which

to make it. As there must be speech , gossip and scandal

usurp the place of reason and thought ; and, from minds

not essentially malignant, a thousand waspish slanders

swarm forth , and sting wherever they alight. In rural

districts, where society is comparatively homogeneous,

and social intercourse is not reduced to system , this evil

may not sorely press. But in cities and towns, where

hundreds are thrown together, an unsorted mixture

where wealth and other accidents force vulgar minds from

their own parallel, to range across the breadth of a zone
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the effort to keep up even the forms of social life is some

times desolating in the extreme. The homespun conver

sation about things understood and known, must be

abandoned ; and the tattling of sheer ignorance, that feels

itself compelled to talk , perhaps, without a particle of

malice, throws a whole community into a state of anarchy

and civil war. One can scarcely refrain from wishing that

these brewers ofmischief might be visited with the

punishment inflicted upon the dame of Narbonne, who,

according to Knickerbocker, was “ doomed, for her ex

cessive volubility , to peel five hundred thousand and

thirty -nine ropes of onions, and actually ran out at her

eyes before half the hideous task was accomplished .” The

remedy for this isknowledge, affording a solid basis for all

the negotiation and exchange of social intercourse . This

knowledge must be comprehensive and various, embracing

all that the most minute observation can collect, and the

most copious reading can supply. The power of adapting

ourselves to those with whom weare casually thrown in

contact, depends largely upon this variety of information,

which takes up the habits and pursuits of all. This,

together with the requisite discrimination and tact, will

put us en rapport with all whom we chance to meet. It is

not given to any arbitrarily to choose the theme of conver

sation , which must often take its rise from casual

suggestions, and be drifted into its channel by the circum

stances of time and place, or by the characters and tastes

of those with whom we associate. We must, therefore,

often be at fault, if copious reading and mature reflection

have not enlarged the area of our own thoughts. Nothing

may be safely neglected . History, with her voluminous

records; science, with all her mysteries ; philosophy, with

all its subtleties ; belle-lettres, yielding up its flowers from a

thousand beds; the whole encyclopedia ofknowledge must

be compassed ; and from that reading , which Lord Bacon

says makes a full man , conversation must flow as water
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from a reservoir, simply by the pressure of its own abun

dance.

Let not despair lift up its hands at the gigantic task

which is here imposed . We are only sketching an ideal.

Hewho hopes to be a master of this great art must, indeed ,

be a Leviathan of knowledge; for, to talk discreetly with

every man, upon every thing, infers that nothing is un

known. But, as there is an endless gradation in knowl

edge, there is a corresponding various mastery of the art

weare discussing . We simply affirm the proportion be

tween the two. Very large measures of information may

be gained by every man who has opportunity and industry ,

and thedegrees of this shall indicate, as on a scale, his abil

ity to converse. The secret of large mental acquisitions is ,

generalization. The memory, however expanded , is in

capable of sustaining an infinity of details ; and if it were,

it would be a confused lumber-room of unrelated facts .

But science, in all her branches, has sifted and arranged

these , generalizing the principles in which they are

implicitly contained, and which are easily borne about with

us. A wagon -load of copper pennies would yield but a

modicum ofwealth ; yet, if summed up in bank notes, and

bills of exchange, a man might transport millions in his

pocket-book . The art of learning consists not only in

collecting the particulars of knowledge, but in condensing

these into final principles. The law of association will

surprisingly assist in unpacking these bales of knowledge,

and in bringing out, again, the particular from the general,

as the secret spring in the wainscoting of ancient houses

often threw open concealed chambers of untold riches.

This habit of classifying facts, not only explains themystery

of great learning, but is intrinsically valuable, as being a

sort of mental digestion , by which knowledge is assim

ilated, and becomes a part of the mind itself. This, too,

is indispensable in conversation , which requires knowledge

always at command. There is not time to draw it forth
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from pigeon -holes, nicely labelled , and tied up with red

tape. It must be incorporated with the substance of the

mind, and scintillate , from the mind's own action , as the

electric spark is given out from a charged battery. Who

ever hopes, without knowledge industriously collected and

systematized, to shine as a conversational star, indulges a

dream , vain as any which can visit him in sleep.

We will, then, suppose one to possess all the intellectual

furniture which has been described ; to be familiar with

the schools of philosophy, and the opinions which divide

them ; to be at home in all thedepartments of science, able

to enunciate the laws by which the material universe is

regulated ; to have unravelled the thread of history , disen

tangling the complicated skein of political intrigue and

diplomacy ; to know the great productions of art in every

age and clime; to have ranged over the whole field of polite

literature, as found in the classics of his own and of other

tongues; all this variety of knowledge shall, by sufficient

reflection , have become so entirely his own, that he needs

only to touch the spring of association any where, and it

flows forth with the spontaneous and regulated fullness of

an artesian jet. There remains another requisite of high

conversational talent, the facility and felicity of expression,

which shall convey his thoughts with precision and elegance.

The style ofconversation, no less than its matter , should be

proposed for sedulous cultivation . The gift of the fairy

should be invoked , so that pearls may drop from the lips

whenever they are opened. Every species of slang, which

gains currency from the broad and coarse humour in which

it originates, must be excluded. We do not pause to

enforce this canon, simply because the delicacy of taste im

parted by intellectual culture will, by its own smelting pro

cesses, purge away these impurities, together with those

rude provincialismswhich mar the catholic and pure dis

lect of the republic of letters. But that sustained elegance

of diction which formsthe proper vesture ofnoble thoughts
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can notbe acquired without attention. It is the plumage of

the royal bird which sustains his flight upward to the sun ;

and our callow thoughts mustbe fledged in language suited

to the wing upon which they hope to soar. At the same

time, this elevated diction mustbe free from the suspicion

of elaboration . Any thing which interferes with the ease and

abandon of conversation , begets a sense of fatigue and con

straint, under which it speedily languishes. The thought

must, therefore, go bounding along, never halting for ex

pression , never pausing to put on a Court dress. In order

to this, language must not only seem , butmust actually be,

impromptu ; which can only be when it is the habitual style

of our thinking. However severe the early efforts in its

acquisition, these must have terminated in the ease and

naturalness of established habit — so that to think, and to

think in elegant language, shall be identical. The thought

must weave around itself its appropriate style, and no

clicking ofthe shears must suggest the tailoring by which

its costume has been fashioned . No small discipline is

required to move forward , in the freedom and hurry of

animated conversation , upon this highest summit level of

style, without descending into platitudes or tripping into

negligence . Yet the difficulty is much abated by the fact

that the same copious reading which supplies the material

of conversation , supplies also the copious language to be

employed . The mind familiar with the affluent diction of

the best writers , insensibly catches their tone. Its own

vocabulary is enlarged ; and ten thousand images, which

embellished their pages, start forth from it, warm with life

and beauty . Our manners and our style we take up, as

plants their color, by absorption from the light that shines

around us; and may thus easily betray the company we

keep among the great immortals who survive in books.

Weare prepared now to consider the art of conversation

on its moral side, as heretofore we have exhibited its intel

lectual. Here we signalize, as first in importance, a genial
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sympathy with the society in which we move. Living

words can flow only from the heart, the fountain of life.

The intellect shines with a light cold as the moon -beam ,

and can never supply the generous warmth which shall

cover society with its grateful verdure. The sensibilities

of the heart must supply that sympathy with the active

world around us, necessary to all true intercourse. The

mere book -worm loses his ability to converse from this

cause. For though , as Milton says, “ books are not abso

lutely dead things,” yet they are not the warm and living

persons upon which our personal affections may be con

centrated. The solitary student, therefore, dries away,

almost to a mummy, in his constant association with the

dead past : and his lack of genial sympathy , like the moat

around a feudal castle, cuts him off from the living,breath

ing world around him . He moves in the midst of it like

some spectre of the grave-yard, whose form beats with no

pulse of a common life, and whose lips are sealed in eternal

silence. An active sympathy can never be counterfeited,

nor can it be conjured up by an effort of the will. It must

well up spontaneously from the deep within, as the springs

of affection mysteriously flow , and force it upward to the

lips. It will astonish those who have never made it a sub

ject of thought, how this sympathy flashes from the eye, or

trembles in the tone - how ,by an electric affinity, congenial

spirits are drawn together ; while the absence of it creates

a vacuum through which the electric current is unable to

pass. It is felt and recognized by the young child about

its mother's knee, who is instinctively attracted to repose

its little confidences in that mother's ear ; or else repelled ,

to bury its disappointed love in a mournfulness — one of

childhood's shadows - nonethe less painfulbecause its origin

is unexplored . That mother, too, needs this reciprocating

sympathy to discharge the full office of a mother's training,

Shemust letherself completely down into that infant spirit,

with a freshness scarcely less than when young thoughts
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and hopes first budded in her own infant breast. Thus

only can she converse with her child , and, through oral dis

course, commence that education which opens with the

cradle, and closes only in the grave. Many unfriendly

influences threaten to check this outflow of social sym

pathy, which must be energetically resisted. The pre

occupation of mind with business, so necessary to profes

sional success , often shuts us up in a selfish seclusion.

Affliction and sorrow some times throw their early blight

upon the affections, inducing a morbid depression , fatal to

all elasticity of spirit. In this may be perceived the value

of practical religion, which the Scriptures declare to “ have

the promise of the life that now is ;" in that it sanctifies

every relation, and chastens the heart, so that it may not

wrap itself in a mantle , and indulge the mere egotism of

grief. In all this world of discipline, there is no spectacle

more pleasing than a heart which preserves its freshness in

the midst of adversity , and in a succulent old age exhibits

the enthusiasm which in youth gave out its light and heat

at every social contact.

Another moral element entering into conversation is ,

habitual self-control. We use this term in its broadest sense,

as meaning more than simple command of temper — but

rather the complete mastery of self, in all the forms of its

manifestation. The ebullition of spleen under opposition

is utterly inconsistent with that refinementof feeling which

respects the rights of others as equal to our own ; and can

scarcely escape from those who have long been under the

restraints of social discipline. But there are other obstruc

tions to free intercourse, all having their root in a self-love

which needs to be controlled , if it can not be eradicated.

There is, for example, your dogmatist, who hurls his oracu

lar decisions at your head, and brains you outright with

his positiveness. What interchange of thought can there

be with one who sits cross-legged, like a Turkish bashaw ,

and strangles conversation in its birth ? There is, again ,
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your shallow skeptic, whose minute criticism will pick to

shreds the entire system of human beliefs ; and whose eye

can see nothing in all the glories of the sun , save the spots

to censure upon his disc. His overweening vanity would

plunge the world in universal doubt, that in the wild chaos

of opinions hemay be safe from the risk of being ever de

tected in error. Where nothing is established as true,

nothing can be proved as false. Plainly , there can be no

conversation with one who constructs nothing by affirma

tion, but destroys everything by universal negation.

Then follows your disputatious sophist, whose only style of

conversation is

“ The duel in the form of a debate; ”

where nothing is heard but

“ The clash of argument and jar ofwords,

Worse than themortal brunt of rival swords."

Surely, we may recoil from these prize-fighters of the social

ring, and scorn the Trojan combat, in which

“ Daros may beat Entellus black and blue.”

After these, you will find the self-sufficient egotist, who,

pleased with the endless clatter of his own tongue, usurps

the rights of others, and pours forth his stream of speech

like water through the broken sluices of a mill-dam . Last

of all, this succession of social pests concludes with the

satirical wit, whose speech , like the Indian 's arrow , is

always pointed with poison . His wit must circulate,

though every stroke of the keen blade cut through some

heart ; and no feelings are too sacred to restrain the biting

jest or scorching repartee. His selfish vanity finds its

reward in the laughter resounding to his satire, though

it be at the price of bleeding hearts and ruined friendships.

These obstructions to social intercourse have their root

alike in that inordinate self-love, which leads the moralist

to press this canon of conversation : it must be conducted
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with a rigid self-control, locking up our vanity from every

unseemly exhibition .

Lest we become tedious, we add truemoral courage as the

last pre-requisite to conversation. This preserves intact

our individuality , which is placed continually beneath an

immense social pressure. The honest convictions, which

have been matured through long reflection, are not to be

surrendered through a weak complaisance ; nor must a

single shred of truth be sacrificed to the devouring Moloch

of public opinion . Especially is this quality necessary to

woman, if she would reign as queen of the social state .

We have often boiled with righteous indignation, upon

seeing a high-spirited and gifted woman compelled to

lower her crest , and succumb beneath the rude charge of

pedantry. Her kindling spirit droops ; the fire fades from

her sparkling eye ; and her graceful colloquial powers

suddenly collapse, that she may escape the brutal and

cowardly stigma of a bas bleu . The sensitiveness which

shrinks from the offensive epithet, is honorable to her. It

is the true womanly instinct which recognizes her power

and her glory , as lying in her subordination ; and teaches

that to flaunt forth , in an assumed superiority , is to

abdicate her influence. The violet is her chosen symbol,

hiding its modest head beneath its tuft of leaves, yet not

restraining its perfume from scenting the air, and so she

waits for some friendly hand to pluck her from conceal

ment. It requires no little nerve, combined with exquisite

tact, to force down the vile aspersion , and hold her place

against ruffian and brow -beating ignorance. Let her,

however, remember that the same interval which separates

the scholar from the pedant, also divides the woman of

genuine culture from the bas bleu . The scholar needs not

to sow his speech with ostentatious patches of learning ,

with which the pedant bespangles his, like the dress of a

circus clown : so the absence of affectation and cant will

always vindicate a woman of generous cultivation from the
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offensive charge she so much dreads. Let her remember,

too, this vulgar taunt never drops from the lips of her

intellectual equals ; but the painful echo falls upon her ear

from that outer circle of the cowardly and ignorant,who

can find no darkness for their concealment, save in the

extinguishment of her light. If she be called to sacrifice

the one or the other, let her choose wisely between the

good opinion of fools, which must be gained through

unworthy concessions, and the admiration of wise men,

who will touch her hand with reverence, only to conduct

her to the throne on which she has the right to sit.

We will gather up these scattered thoughts, and knot

them in a single conclusion. It may be well submitted to

the educated minds of our country, how far it devolves upon

them to elevate the tone of our social intercourse. There

is, undoubtedly , a large amount of genial society, where

our people meet informally , and without pre- concert. But

in our large assemblies, which are meant to give more fall

expression of the social principle, how languid and dreary

the intercourse ! These entertainments, unlike the graceful

soirées of the French , or even the extemporaneous re

unions of the educated English , degenerate, for the most

part, into so many measured yards of brocade and silk

duly crushed in a regular jam - into so many jewels, glit

tering upon so many heaving bosoms— a vulgar display of

fashion and parade, inviting the sharp irony ofGoldsmith's

Chinese Philosopher, in his “ Citizen of the World."

Who has not yawned, again and again , beneath the in

sipidities of what, with a kind of broad burlesque, is called

“ the best society ?" How much, too , of that levity, against

which the Church in vain thunders her anathemas, is due

to the fact that the crowd lacks amusement, and does not

know how to talk ? The problem is, how a dozen score of

stupid people can amuse each other through five or s11

hours : a sufficiently hard requisition, if all of them were

wise; but with those whose brainshave all slipped down to
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heel, what resource is there but to fill the weary hours

with the unmeaning dance — and THIS IS SOCIETY ! Wedo

not speak here as churchmen , but as members of that

great family , in which all are bound together ; we utter a

protest against abuses which destroy even the conception

of society. To us, the term suggests a rational interchange

of thought, “ the feast of reason and the flow of soul;”

and the prevailing frivolity of our social assemblies shuts

out the communion of intellect— a confession by judgment

of mental bankruptcy and poverty . Butthe evil can not

be cured , until rational and pleasing conversation shall be

the charm of every circle , and hence the responsibility

resting upon us to lift the intellectual tone of society to the

desired level.

ARTICLE IV .

TIMOTHY'S OFFICE .

There are few characters in the New Testament that

dwell in the heart of the Church with a more affectionate

interest than Timothy. His early piety, upon which the

aged Apostle seemed to dwell with such deep delight in

the last days of his life ; his hereditary blessing, that de

scended in covenant transmission from his grand-mother ,

Lois, and his mother, Eunice ; his filial relation to Paul,

who can hardly speak of him without a gush of fatherly

tenderness , and his own gentle and beautiful spirit, make

him the Melancthon of apostolic men , and shrine him in

themost loving remembrance of the whole Church . The

very scantiness of the materials left to us about his per

sonal history, combined with the occasional glimpses of it

VOL. XIV ., NO. IV . — 73
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given in connexion with that of the great Apostle , tends

to deepen the charm with which he is invested , rather than

to lessen it.

But our interest in him is not purely personal. A still

deeper interest invests him in his ecclesiastical and official

character. He and Titus are two of the most important

links that bind the Apostolic with the post-Apostolic

Church, and in their official position are involved some of

the most important questions of Church polity . They

mark the transition epoch of the New Testament Church,

and belong to a condition of ecclesiastical affairs that was

steadily assuming what was designed by the great Head of

the Church to be her permanent form . If, then, we can

obtain a clear conception of their official character, we

shall have reached important conclusions in regard to the

true form of the Church's polity, in the New Testament

dispensation .

Wepropose, therefore, to take the case of Timothy, and

inquire into the nature of the office which he held — an

office which is commonly regarded as identical with that

of Titus — and thus gather some light on the questions of

Church government that are involved in this matter.

There are two passages of Paul's Epistles to Timothy

that seem to refer to his office . The first is, 1 Tim . 4 : 14 :

“ Neglect not the gift that is in thee, which was given thee

by prophecy, with the laying on of the hands of the Pres

bytery ;" the second is, 2 Tim . 1 : 6 : “ Wherefore, I put

thee in remembrance, that thou stir up the gift of God ,

which is in thee by the putting on of my hands." Assum

ing, for the present, that these texts do describe the office

of Timothy, we will examine some of the theories of that

office that have found themost strenuous advocacy. Three

of them are most prominent.
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I. THE APOSTOLIC THEORY.

It is contended by some that Timothy was an Apostle.

Conceding, as they are compelled to do, that the New

Testament Episcopos and Presbyter are only different

names for the same office — or, atmost, differentand inter

changeable offices of the same order — they find their

warrant for a third and higher order of Ministers in the

continuance of the apostolic office in the Church, and in

an unbroken series of successors to the Apostles, of

which Timothy was one of the first, if not the very first,

ordained to this high function . It is plain that this

question resolves itself into the inquiry, whether the

apostolate was designed to be a permanent office in the

Church, like the presbyterate, and the diaconate , or ex

traordinary and temporary, like the prophetic and priestly

offices.

Let us grasp the precise question at issue. It is not,

whether any one in the New Testament is ever called an

Apostle ,except the Twelve. The word , in its primary sense,

means a messenger, or one sent, and is some times used in

that sense. Such a primary sense have all the official terms

of the New Testament,such as bishop (an overseer); pastor

( a shepherd) ; prophet (an internuncius) ; angel (a mes

senger) ; elder (an old man ); deacon (a servant), etc .,

etc . As the designation of any one by these terms,

used in their primary sense , would not argue an official

position , so the calling of any one an apostolos, or

messenger, does not prove him to have been officially an

Apostle. The question, further , is not,whether the Apostles

have successors, in any sense, for they were preaching

Presbyters, as well as Apostles. Paul, Peter, and John ,

thus designate themselves, and in this capacity they were

to have successors to the end of the world , and do have

them , in every regular preacher of the trueGospel. The

question is, whether, as Apostles, as the supreme rulers of

the Church, their office was permanent, and whether, in
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this character, Timothy, or any other man, can be a legit

imate successor of the Twelve ? We take the negative of

this question, for several reasons.

1. The Qualifications of an Apostle.

Dr. Barrow , one of the profoundest theologians thathas

ever been produced by the Church of England, specifies

six qualifications of an Apostle :*

a . An immediate call of God. — (Gal. 1 : 1.) Paul, an

Apostle, not ofmen, neither by men, (ồia, with the genitive,

which is always by means of,) but by (ồia ) Jesus Christ, and

God the Father.

b . To have seen Christ, after his resurrection , so as

to be a witness of this fundamental fact. So Peter affirmed

in the election of Matthias (Acts 1 : 21, 22) : “ Where

fore of these men which have companied with us, all the

timethe Lord Jesus went in and out among us, must one

be ordained to be a witness with us of the resurrection ;" 80

Ananias expressly declared to Paul (Acts 22 : 14 , 15 ): " The

God of our fathers hath chosen thee, that thou shouldest

know His will, and see that Just One, and shouldest

hear the voice of His mouth , for thou shalt be His witness

unto allmen ofwhat thou hast seen and heard ;" and 50

Paulaffirms, himself, when , vindicating his officialrank, he

makes the two synonymous (1 Cor. 9 : 1): “ Am I not an

Apostle ? have I not seen Christ ?”

c. Miraculous powers, called by Paul (2 Cor. 12 : 12

“ the signs of an Apostle."

d . Power to confer the Holy Ghost, as was implied in

the case of Peter and John . — (Acts 8 : 18 .)

e. Infallibility and inspiration , so that they could say,

“ it seemeth good to the Holy Ghost and to us," and so

that all apostolic teaching was authoritative and inspired.

(Matt. 28 : 19, 20.)

* Treat. Pope's Suprem ., Sup . 2, & 4 .
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f. The right to govern all Christian Churches in the

world , without any limitation of parish or diocese, called

by Paul (2 Cor. 10 : 8 ) “ the authority which the Lord hath

given us for edification ;" “ the care of all the Churches,”

(2 Cor. 11: 28), and similar expressions.

These are unquestionably the scriptural qualifications

of an Apostle ; and as these were not, and could not be,

permanent, the office to which they belonged could not be

permanent.

2 . The absence of any intimation in the New Testament of

the permanence of the apostolate.

The twelve Apostles are always spoken of as a definite

body of men, numbered after the twelve tribes of Israel,

and just as incapable of increase as they were. Had other

Apostles been added, the original number , twelve, would

soon have disappeared, and been lost in the general body

of Apostles, just as the original seven Deacons were at last

lost in the general body of Deacons. But, instead of this,

they are spoken ofby Paul as the Twelve, when there were

only eleven (1 Cor. 15 : 5 ) ; and by Jude (v . 17), and Peter

(2 Pet. 3 : 2 ), in terms that imply a definite body of men ,

authoritative in their words, whowere then nearly all gone.

John , in the Apocalypse, speaks of them in the same way,

and at a time when there ought to have been many Apos

tles, if the order was to be permanent, speaks of the twelve

Apostles of the Lamb. - (Rev. 21 : 14.) Nor is the case of

Paulan exception to these views, for he speaks of himself

as the least, i. e., the last, of the Apostles. He could be

least in no other sense than in the order of time, for in rank

he was “ not a whit behind the chiefest of the Apostles.”

Hetells us hewas “ as oneborn outof due time,” i. e.,almost

too late to be an Apostle, so that Christ had to appear to

him miraculously , in order to give him the necessary qual

ifications ; language utterly inexplicable if there was to be

an order of Apostles in regular succession through alltime.
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In the absence, then , of all intimations that the office was

to be permanent, we are warranted to infer that it was not

designed to be permanent.

3. The absence of all instruction as to the office, or its future

occupants .

Had it been designed that the apostolate should be per

manent, instructions would , surely , have been left in regard

to its duties and qualifications. How , otherwise, could the

Church have known whom to select, or whether they dis

charged their duties. Ample instructions are given as to

Presbyters and Deacons, the acknowledged permanent

offices. Why not as to Apostles, if they, also , were to be

permanent ? If directions were needed as to the lowest

offices, were they not much moreneeded as to the highest ?

If a class of men in our country were to claim that they

were peers ofthe realm , would not this claim be destroyed

by the absence of all reference to this order in our laws ?

If, then, the New Testament is equally silent about an

apostolic order, its duties, rights, qualifications, or limits

tions, whilst it is not silent as to the other permanent

officers of the Church , the inference is irresistible that such

an order was not designed to be a permanent office in the

Church .

4 . The disappearance of the very namewith the death of the

original twelve.

Two of the primitive offices have been perpetuated under

their divinely appointed names, and the primitive Presby

ters, or Bishops, and Deacons, have been succeeded by other

Presbyters, or Bishops, and other Deacons, down to the

present day. If the original Apostles were to be succeeded

by other Apostles, why did not the name succeed with

them ? If they ordained men to be Apostles, why did they

not call them Apostles ? When Bishops, in the second and

third century , began to claim authority over Presbyters,

why did they still call themselves Bishops, and never

Apostles ? And when Bishops now claim to be the only
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legitimate successors of the Apostles, why do they never

call themselves Apostles ? If they have a right to the

thing, have they not, also , a right to the name? If they

dare to claim the one, why do they not dare to claim the

other ? Is not every other office perpetuated by its name?

Could the office be transmitted, and the name dropped ?

Were the Apostles so negligent, or their successors so self

renouncing and unambitions, that the one failed to transmit

the name, and the other to claim it ?

If the apostolic order had been perpetuated , the number

of Apostles would have increased with the increase of the

Church, and wewould have found a proportionate increase

in the mention of the name. But the reverse of this is the

fact. The name is often mentioned during the lives of the

twelve and Paul, and ceases to be mentioned with their

death , implying that the office , also , ceased with them .

That this disappearance of the name, Apostle , did not

arise from any indisposition to claim it , is proved by a fact

which comes out just before the death of the last Apostle.

In writing to the Church of Ephesus (Rev . 2 : 2,) the. Lord

commends them in these words : “ Thou hast tried them

which say they are Apostles, and are not, and hast found

them liars ." This proves, ( 1, that men claimed to be

Apostles, and claimed the name, as well as the power; ( 2 )

that there were certain acknowledged qualifications by

which an Apostle could be known ; and, (3 ,) that it was the

duty of the Church to try all claimants by these marks.

Couple these facts with the others, that, in spite of these

claims, the very name of Apostle dropped out of the

vocabulary of the Church, and, in spite of this duty, no

rule was left on record by which the Church , in after ages,

was to recognize the true Apostle, and we have reached

almost a demonstration that the order of Apostles was not

designed to be, and was not, in fact, a permanent order in

the Christian Church .
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5 . The Case of Timothy himself.

It is conceded that, if there were any successors to the

twelve Apostles, Timothy was one of them . It is equally

clear that, if so, he was the peer of all the other Apostles,

Paulnot excepted . But it is just as clear that Paul never

does treat him as an equal, or call him an Apostle. He is

sent by Paul on various missions, and required to return

and report to him , as the inferior reports to the superior

officer ; is instructed and directed in the two Epistles to

him as a superior instructs an inferior ; and, when named in

connexion with Paul, the greatest care is apparently taken

not to give him the name of Apostle ; whilst Paul, as care

fully , gives this name to himself. We never read of

Timothy the Apostle, but “ the work -fellow .” — (Rom .

16 : 21.) The phraseology is : “ Paul, an Apostle of Jesus

Christ, by the will of God, and Timothy, our brother,"

( 2 Cor. 1 : 1 ) ; “ Timotheus our brother, and Minister of

God, and fellow -laborer in the Gospel of Christ, ” ( 1 Thess.

3 : 2) ; “ Paul, an Apostle of Jesus Christ — unto Timothy,

my own son in the faith ,” ( 1 Tim . 1 : 1) ; “ My dearly

beloved son ," (2 Tim . 1 : 2 ) ; “ Our brother Timothy,"

(Heb. 13 : 23) ; and this carefully worded phraseology,

withholding the title from Timothy, is used in the very

Epistles in which are found the only pretended ground

for asserting the apostleship of Timothy. This marked

omission is a most decisive fact, for had Timothy been

an Apostle, would not Paul have said so ? Was Paul

a man to withhold the title and authority of his peer

in office, when he so carefully affirmed his own , and

when that peer was his beloved Timothy ? This careful

omission, and these repeated indications of an official infe

riority , show conclusively that Timothy was not an Apostle,

and if he was not, the chain of succession is hopelessly

broken at the very first link , and the apostolate proved to

be a temporary office in the Church, and not a permanent

order of the ministry.
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6 . The testimony of facts.

If the twelve Apostles were now on earth, with all their

apostolic authority, it is plain that no Church could reject

them without the deepest guilt. To reject them , by Christ's

own warrant and words, would be to reject Christ, and to

forfeit all right to that blessing which he has promised, to

the end of the world . Now , if the apostolate be perma

nent, thesemodern Apostles have exactly the sameauthority

with the ancient, and they do so claim , in point of fact, and

to reject them , is to incur precisely this guilt . Then we

have the marvellous fact, that nine-tenths of the Protestant

world have been living for generations in this great sin ,

and yet, that God has been blessing them in it, pouring out

His Spirit upon them , and granting them the proofs ofHis

presence, just as if they were not guilty of any such con

tumacy.

Is this credible ? Has God ever before so blessed sin ?

Domen gather grapes from thorns ? Do the fruits of the

Spirit grow schism and contumacy ? Does not this, then ,

amount to almost the hand-writing of God in condem

nation of this aspiring assumption of the high office be

stowed alone on the Twelve, and that illustrious man who

closed the college, as the great Apostle to the Gentiles ?

Were a further argument needed, it would be found in

the utter impossibility of substantiating the apostolic suc

cession, if it was ever designed to transmit it. The theory

demands an unbroken series of successors from the

Apostles to the presentday — a demand which can never be

met — so the theory falls by its own weight, and the entire

absence of facts to support it. Macaulay presents this

difficulty with so much force thatwe quote a few sentences

from his utter demolition of it in reviewing Gladstone's

Church and State . He remarks, that the evidence for the

fact of apostolical succession depends on the question

whether, during fifteen or sixteen hundred years, the his

tory of which is involved in utter darkness, “ some thou

VOL. XIV ., NO. IV . - 74
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sands of events took place, any one of which may, without

any gross improbability , be supposed to have taken place --

whether, under King Ethelwolf, a stupid priest might not,

whilst baptizing several scores of Danish prisoners, who

had just made their option between the font and the

gallows, inadvertently omit to perform the rite on one of

these graceless proselytes ? - whether, in the seventh cen

tury , an impostor, who had never received consecration,

might not have passed himself off as a bishop, on a rude

tribe of Scots ? - whether a lad of twelve did really, by a

ceremony, huddled over when he was too drunk to know

what he was about, convey the episcopal character to a lad

of ten ? - every such case makes a break in the apostolic

succession .” The simple truth is, that it would be just as

easy for the ambitious ruler of any petty German duchy

to trace his pedigreeby lineal descentto the twelve Cæsars,

as for any clergyman to trace his episcopal pedigree in

lineal succession from the twelve Apostles. The theory

which demands this impossibility must, therefore, be re

jected , by the stern necessity of facts, as untenable, and,

therefore, untrue.

In view of such facts as these, the great mass of the

Protestantworld would have always rejected, and do now

reject, this claim of apostolical succession . Down to the

time of Laud, it was hardly heard of outside of Popery, and,

in the earlier controversial works, is treated as a Romish

tenet. Indeed, it is rejected by some of the most learned

Romanists , such as the illustrious Belarmine, who restrict

the succession to the Pope, and thus endeavour to establish

his infallibility . This is the only consistent form in which

it can be held , for an Apostle must be infallible in his

official character and teachings.

Since the time of Laud, and down to the present hour,

some of the most learned , pious and able men in the

Church of England , have rejected it, as leading logically to

Popery. Among these , are such great names as Arch
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bishops Whately and Potter, Bishops Pearson, Hoadly,

Fell, and Davenant, besides Barrow , Whitley, Willet,

Hooker, Chillingworth , Hinds, Lightfoot, Brett, Stil

lingfleet, Hammond , and others , whose names may be

found in Dr. Smythe's learned and able lectures on

apostolical succession, and works of a similar tenor. The

Christian Observer, the organ of the Evangelical party in

the Church of England, says of this doctrine of apostolical

succession, that " it is a theorywhich isnot only destitute of

all scriptural basis, but it is in reality pregnant with con

sequences that fall nothing short of the worst abuses of

Papal despotism .” Testimonies just as decisive might be

given , from such distinguished modern names in the

English Church as Riddle, Stanley, Powell, Jowett, Litton,

and others, who have carefully studied and written on this

subject, and from whom nothing could have extorted a

condemnation of this doctrine but its utter want of any

foundation in Scripture, or right reason . Weare, therefore,

only standing with the greatest thinkers of the Church of

England, when we reject this doctrine of the permanence

of the apostolic office in the Church, and affirm that

the Twelve had not, and were not designed to have,

any successors in their apostolic character. This being

true, it follows that neither Timothy, Titus, nor any

other man, out of the number of the Twelve and Paul,

were Apostles , and hence that, whatever Timothy's office

might be, at least, it was not that of an Apostle.

II. THE PRELATIC THEORY.

Some contend that Timothy was a Prelate, and Bishop

of Ephesus.

This position is untenable, for some of the same reasons

alleged against the first, arising from the general argument

on the subject of parity in the ministry. All considera

tions tending to show that there were no Prelates, in the

modern sense of the term , in the primitive Church, would
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prove that Timothy was not a Prelate. It is useless, how

ever, to give the argument so wide a range, as there are

circumstances peculiar to the case of Timothy, which prove

the position with sufficient clearness.

1. He was ordained by a Presbytery.

It is conceded that a lower office can not confer a higher,

and hence a Presbytery can only ordain a Presbyter. If,

then , Timothy was so ordained to the office which he held

when the two Epistles bearing his name were written, he

was a simple Presbyter, and not a Prelate , for the stream

can not rise higher than its source.

The two passages already quoted as bearing on this point

(1 Tim . 4 : 14 , and 2 Tim . 1 : 6 ), seem to settle this matter

beyond all doubt, for it is positively stated that the gift in

question wasbestowed by the laying on of the hands of the

Presbytery , in the first ; and in the second , it is further ex

plained that Paul was probably the presiding member of

that Presbytery, as he speaks of the gift as conferred by

the laying on of his hands. There is no discrepancy in

these statements, if they refer to the same transaction , for

it is just as true of each individual in an ordaining Presby

tery , and especially of the presiding officer, that the gift is

bestowed by the laying on of his hands, as it is true of the

whole Presbytery, and such language is frequently used ,

without implying that the speaker alone performed the

ordaining act.

The transaction referred to in 1 Tim . 4 : 14, was an

ordination, for it was thebestowal of some official gift con

nected with the service of the Church , and not a mere pri

vate charism . This is evident from the immediate context,

which refers to his official teaching , both before and after

the verse (vs. 13- 16), in such a way as to show that " the

gift” was an official designation to this special work . If it

was not an ordination , of course, the parallel passage ( 2 Tim .

1 : 6 ) does not refer to an ordination , and as Acts 13 : 1 - 3

was only a consecration to a particular service, we have no
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instance of an ordination in the New Testament, and no

scripturalwarrant at all for doing it by laying on hands.

This is a conclusion to which few will be willing to come.

It was, also, an ordination by a Presbytery. As this fact

determines the official rank of Timothy, some efforts have

been made to evade it, which deserve a passing notice .

It is said that the Presbytery may have been composed

of Apostles alone. But the record does not say so ; and , as

Timothy was probably ordained in Asia Minor,at a distance

from nearly all the Apostles, the supposition is unlikely .

But, even if it were true, it would bear very strongly the

other way, for it would show that they ordained, not as

Apostles, but as Presbyters, which they were, by the state

ment of Peter and John (1 Pet. 5 : 1, and 2 John 1). But,

by every analogy of language, a Presbytery must be a body

of Presbyters, and nothing else , and if it confers an office,

it must be the office of a Presbyter, and nothing higher.

Others say that the word Presbytery, means the office of

Presbyter ; but it never has thatmeaning, and would ,more

over, involve a contradiction, for how could an office lay

on hands ?

Others say that the preposition , peta , only expresses the

concurrence of the Presbytery in the ordaining act, and not

that it performed the act itself. But when was mere con - ·

currence expressed by the laying on of hands ? If the lay

ing on of Paul's hands meant ordination, how could it

mean less in the Presbytery ? And why do we never after

wards hear of this concurrence, but always find the laying

on of hands to mean ordination ?

The preposition , peta ,may be taken either causally or

connectively . If the first, it declares that the gift was be

stowed by prophecy, through the instrumentality of the

laying on of the hands of the Presbytery. If the second ,

that it wasbestowed by prophecy, together with the laying

on of the hands of the Presbytery. As far as the point in

question is concerned , it matters not which sense is taken ,
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for in both cases the Presbytery performed an essential

and official part in the ordination . The second sense,

however, is the true one.* The plain meaning is, that

Timothy was called to the ministry in two ways ; first, by

an extraordinary call, the prophecies that wentbefore him ,

and, perhaps, a direct utterance of some prophetic person,

endowed with this New Testament gift ; and, secondly, by

the ordinary call, expressed by the laying on of the hands

of the Presbytery . There was, therefore, in his case , pre

cisely the same elements that are found in the case of every

other true Minister of Christ, a divine and a human call.

In his case the divine call was by the Holy Spirit, speaking

through prophetic men , in an extraordinary manner ; in

other cases, it is by the same Spirit, speaking in the written

Word , and on the heart of the candidate, but in both,

amounting to the very same thing, i. e., the expression of

God's will. In the human call,the agency is the same, the

endorsement by the living Church of the validity of this

divine call, by the laying on of the handsof the Presbytery.

Hence, we can in no way escape the conclusion that the

office which Timothy held when this Epistle was written

was bestowed on him , as to its human medium , by a Pres

bytery, and as a Presbytery could only ordain a Presbyter,

Timothy was only a Presbyter, and not a Prelate .

2 . Facts are against this theory.

It is said that he was Bishop of Ephesus, because Paol

exhorted him to abide at Ephesus, for a special reason

assigned. But, if so, why beseech him to abide at the

place of his abode, and where it was his duty to abide ?

Does not this request of Paul prove the very reverse, and

show that Ephesus was not his place of abode, and hence

that he was not its Prelate ?

But we have a fact that is decisive of this point. After

the date of this Epistle, Paulmet the Elders of Ephesus at

* See Winer 's Grammar , Part III., $ 47, etc.
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Miletum , and gave them his final charge. If Timothy was

ever the Bishop of Ephesus, it was then ; and we have a

right to expect some allusion to it in Paul's charge to the

Elders. Is there a shadow of allusion to any such thing ?

Why does he not refer to their Bishop, and urge them to

obey him as their lawful Prelate ? Was he a man to weaken

the hands of legitimate authority, and that the authority of

his beloved Timothy ? Had this " beloved son ” been their

Bishop , would he not have commended him to them , and

urged them to honor and submit to him ? But what was

his exhortation ? « Take heed to the flock over which the

Holy Ghost has made you overseers (bishops),” thus calling

them Bishops of the Church , and giving no sort of allusion

to Timothy, or any other prelatic Bishop then existing, or

likely thereafter to exist, in the Church of Ephesus. Does

not this silence prove that there was no such officer there,

and that, therefore , Timothy was not the Bishop of

Ephesus ? But if he was not then , he was not at all, for

Paul died soon after this, as he intimated in his farewell

address ; and all the alleged evidence of the prelatic

character of Timothy is admitted to be of a date earlier

than this interview .

If an attempt were made to fix a later date than this, it

would bemet by the uniform tradition of the Church, that

John spent the last thirty years of his life in Ephesus,

a fact which makes any prelatic position of Timothy in

Ephesus unnecessary, if not impossible ; for either John

was under the diocesan control of Timothy, which was

incompatible with his apostolic character ; or Timothy was

under the apostolic control of John, which was incom

patible with his prelatic character. In any event, the

inference is plain ,that Timothy was not a Prelate , and that

this was not the office to which he was ordained by the

Presbytery ; and we are forced to the conclusion , which

Archdeacon Stanley has announced in his able Sermons

and Essays on the apostolic age, (p . 78 ) : “ Thatwe can not
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anticipate half a century by calling Timotheus the Bishop

of Ephesus, or by elevating that venerable name, as it occurs

in the pages of the New Testament, to the single dignity

which it has since acquired .”

Some of these considerations are equally applicable to

the case of Titus, in which there is the additional diffi

culty, that if he were the prelatic Bishop of the island of

Crete, whilst Timothy would only have had the oversight

of one city, Titus would have had that of nearly one

hundred cities, making not only an inexplicable dispro

portion in their diocesan bounds, but a charge so extended

as to make it almost impossible to perform its duties

efficiently. Weare, therefore, warranted in the inference,

that in neither case was the office held by them that of a

Prelate.

III. THE TRUE THEORY.

The real work of Timothy is explained by Paul in

2 Tim . 4 : 5 : “ Do the work of an Evangelist ; make full

proof of thy ministry.” As to his ecclesiastical order, he

was a Presbyter ; as to his special work , he was an Eval

gelist .

That the Evangelist was one of the officers in the

primitive Church, appears from Eph. 4 : 11 : “ And he

gave some apostles , and some prophets, and some evan

gelists , and some pastors and teachers' ; from the case of

Philip , who is called “ the Evangelist,” (Acts 21 : 8 ), and

from the case of Timothy, and, wemay add ,of Titus- for,

although not called by the name, his work is clearly that

of an Evangelist. To this class, also,belonged Silas, Luke,

John, Mark, Epaphras, Epaphroditus, Tychichus, Troph

imus, Demas, Apollos, and other co -laborers of Paul.

Calvin says (Inst. IV ., ch. III., $ 4 ): “ By ‘ Evangelists,' I

understand those who were inferior to the Apostles in dig

nity , but next to them in office, and who performed similar

functions. Such were Luke, Timothy, Titus, and others of
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that description , and, perhaps, also , the seventy Disciples,

whom Christ ordained to occupy the second station of the

Apostles.” Stillingfleet says (Irenicum , chap . VI., $ 19) :

“ Evangelists were those who were sent some times into

this country to put the churches in order there , some times

into another, but wherever they were, they acted as Evan

gelists, and not as fixed officers. And such were Timothy

and Titus, notwithstanding all the opposition made against

it, as will appear to any one that will take an impartial

survey of the arguments on both sides.”

That these Evangelists were not confined to the apostolic

age, as some allege, we learn from Eusebius, who, in wri

ting about the second century,* says that there were then

many Evangelists, who performed this work “ to thosewho

had not yet heard the faith , whilst, with a noble ambition

to proclaim Christ, they also delivered to them the books

of the Holy Gospels . After laying the foundation of the

faith in foreign parts, as the particular object of their mis

sion , and after appointing others as shepherds of the flocks,

and committing to these the care of those that had been

recently introduced, they went again to other regions and

nations, with the grace and coöperation of God. The Holy

Spirit, also, wrought many wonders as yet through them ,

so that as soon as the Gospel was heard , men voluntarily,

in crowds, and eagerly, embraced the true faith.” And ,

speaking afterwards of Pantænus, the philosopher, who

flourished about A . D . 180 , he says, that he went as a

preacher to India , and that “ there were even there yet

many Evangelists of the Word, who were ardently striving

to employ their inspired zeal after the apostolic example.

Of these Pantænus is said to have been one." f

Such was the work to which Timothy was called, and in

which we have reason to believe he spent his life. In the

tenderness of his youth, he left his native home, among the

† Lib . V ., chap. 10 .* Eccl. Hist., Lib. III., ch . 37.
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hills of Lycaonia , traversed with Paul much of Asia Minor,

crossed into Europe, and travelled as far as Corinth . We

then find him making long tours under the direction of

Paul. Now , visiting Ephesus to organize the Church more

fully, and rebuke errorists ; now , sent to Macedonia on a

special mission ; now , accompanying Paul in his last visit

to Jerusalem ; now , sharing his confinement at Rome,or

visiting the Churches to report on their condition ; now ,

liberated from prison, and starting on a new tour ; and,

finally , commissioned at last by the aged Apostle to bring

his cloak, to shield him from the chilly damp of a Roman

prison , and give him a final look at his books and parch

ments . Such , then , was Timothy's work , partly an apostolic

work , as far as itinerating to preach and establish discipline

was concerned , without an apostolic rank and respon

sibility ; and partly a work that was suggested and deter

mined by the ever -varying circumstances of the Church.

But it is plain that, as long as the Church had missionary

work to do, either in occupying new fields, or maturing

the culture of old ones, so long she needed the labours of

Evangelists, and so long, we have reason to believe, she

enjoyed them . The office of Timothy, then, was a most

important one in the primitive Church, and one to which,

as the testimony of Eusebius proves, she owed much of her

great success .

A question of no small interest arises here, whether this

office was intended to be permanent ? Many distinguished

theologians affirm that it was not, but, like that of Apostle

and Prophet, was temporary , and no longer exists . It is

true that, in the precise form in which it existed in the

primitive Church , it does notany longer exist, for the same

facts that created the necessity for the apostolic office , gare

a peculiar and temporary form to that of Evangelist . Boj

as to its essential functions, there is nothing in them to

make it temporary, but rather the contrary.
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There are two great functions of the Church , the pro

gressive and conservative ; by the one ofwhich she extends

her labors into new territories, by the other, cultivates the

ground already occupied. The second is met by the pas

toral office ; the first can only be reached by that of the

Evangelist. Hence, whenever the foreign missionary work

has been undertaken , this office hasbeen , of necessity, used ,

as the foreign Missionary is an Evangelist. Now , as this

is a perpetual work of the Church , it would seem to follow

that the office by which alone it can be performed ,must

be a perpetual office.

But in the home-work , particularly in a country situated

like ours, there are facts that seem to demand the contin

uance of this office. There is a vast amount ofwork to be

done in every denomination of the Christian Church , that

can notbe overtaken by the settled pastorate. The system

of colportage is a confession of this need, and an effort to

meet it, which can have only a limited success, as it is not

the divinely appointed method of meeting it. Different

branches of the Church have attempted to meet it in differ

entways. The Methodist Church bas met it most fully,

because its whole system is one of Evangelists , from the

itinerant circuit-rider up to the itinerant Bishop,who is

only a Presbyter in rank, though an Evangelist in function,

with very extensive powers. The splendid success of this

Church as an aggressive system shows the value of this arm

of the service, and, had the founder of this system not over

looked the conservative work of the Church, which can

only be performed by a settled pastorate, its success would

have been proportionably greater. The Episcopal Church

has met this necessity , in some of its aspects, by her order

of Bishops,who are simply Evangelists, with the sole power

of ordination , and large powers of government. Much of

the success of this Church, so far as it is due to the activity

of her Bishops, is owing to this evangelistic feature, that

she selects her best men, and sends them forth clothed with
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honor and power , to do the work of an Evangelist. Where

no exclusive claimsare arrogated for these modes of meet

ing this want, we have no controversy with those who

prefer them , but wish them God speed in every sincere

attempt to evangelize the world . But we believe that the

scripturalmode of meeting it is equally efficacious, more

simple, and less liable to abuses than any other, and that is

by the primitive, and, as we believe,permanent office of an

Evangelist.

There has been a prejudice felt in our own Church against

this office, since the abuses of it during the great revival

season of 1830, when Evangelistswere guilty of great ex

travagances, unsettling pastors, dividing Churches, relying

on mere human machinery for getting up excitements that

scarred over many regions with scars of burning that still

remain , and brought the very name of Evangelist into

contempt. This prejudice has had much to do with its

comparative disuse. We have committed the great error of

undervaluing the office , and so degrading it in the estimate

of the Church , that a man who was fit for no other place

has generally been the one thought of for the work of an

Evangelist. Men of superior talent and piety have been

sought for, as occupants of important pastoral charges and

professorships, whilst any one, it was thought, would do for

an Evangelist. We have thus dishonored the office, and

lowered it from its scriptural place, and suffered in con

sequence of this depreciation . It ought to have been an

office to which the finest talents of the Church would have

felt it an honor to be summoned, as much so as an election

to the Episcopate in either of the Churches which have

adopted that system . It ought to have an honor, perhaps,

higher than the pastorate , for so it seems to have been

· placed by Christ, and to have been considered in the prim

itive Church. 'It is placed in rank only below Apostles and

Prophets, and above pastors and teachers, in Eph . 4 : 11;

and wehave no doubt that its occupants,when they worthily
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filled their office, were regarded with a reverence, corres

ponding to this divine order.

It is a well known fact that this feature was engrafted , in

precisely this form , on the Church of Scotland, in the

beginning of the Reformation , by the appointment of

Superintendent. Scotland was divided into ten districts ,

to each of which it was designed to appoint a Superin

tendent, whose residence, duties and stipend, were all

fixed by law . Three sections in the First Book of Dis

cipline are devoted to these Superintendents, from which it

is plain that their functions were precisely those of the

New Testament Evangelist. In giving reasons for making

this distinction between ministers , and appointing a larger

stipend to the Superintendents, it is stated, “ we have

thought it a thing most expedient at this time that, from

the whole number of godly and learned men, now

presently in this realm , be selected ten or twelve, (for in so

many provinces have we divided the whole ), to whom

charge and commandment should be given , to plant and

erect kirks, to set, order, and appoint ministers, as the

former order prescribes, to the countries that shall be

appointed to their care, where none are now .” It needs

but a glance at the duties, limitations and qualifications of

these Superintendents, to show that they differ most

essentially from Anglican Bishops— (Calderwood makes out

thirteen heads of difference) — and that they were simply

Evangelists.

It was found difficult to obtain suitable men for these

positions, and their places were supplied by visitors

appointed by the General Assembly ; and, as the Church

became settled and supplied with qualified ministers, they

were gradually disused , so that in the Second Book of Dis

cipline, adopted eighteen years after the First, all allusion

to them is omitted. They may have been thought to savor

too much of prelacy, for the intense Presbyterianism of

Scotland — but it is a matter for curious speculation — what
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would have been the effect of perpetuating this feature in

the Scottish Church .

Whatever may have been true of Scotland, with its

limited territory, densely peopled, and fully supplied with

ministerial labour, we can not but think that this system ,

or some thing like it, would have worked well in this

country , with its boundless field , its sparse population, and

its very limited supply of ministers. Suppose that each

large Presbytery , or Synod, had enjoyed the labours of

such an Evangelist during our past history, or even for

twenty- five years, and the results must have been great.

He need not have been a Whitfield , a Nettleton , a Baker,

• or a Guinness, in his qualifications; but to test the theory

properly , he ought to have been one of the most efficient

men in the body, who devoted himself to the work , not for

a year or two, but for life . What, then , would have been

his work ? Hewould , of course , have visited those regions

where theGospel had never been preached , and, gathering

the people into court-houses, school-houses, log cabins, or

beneath the shade of forests, told them the story of the

Cross. He would have discovered, in unexpected places,

solitary individuals, or families of Christians, far removed

from their churches, and pining under silent Sabbaths,

who might have been induced to begin a Sunday-School,

which would have been the nucleus of a church . He

would have left here and there a book , tract, or newspaper,

which would have brought some soul to Christ ; and found

youngmen of promise, and, perhaps, of piety , to whom a

little aid might have opened the way to an education , and ,

perhaps, to the ministry, but who, wanting this, have

never emerged from their obscurity. Hewould have gone

from plantation to plantation, and enlisted the affections of

both servants and masters, so as to be a blessing to both , as

well as a common bond of sympathy in the temporal re

lations of life. He would have visited feeble churches,

and preached to them , at regular intervals, until they were
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stronger, and finally led them to obtaining a permanent

Pastor. He would have visited the larger churches ; and,

ashe told them of the scenes he had witnessed, the wants

and desolations of the outlying regions, and the Mace

donian cry that came up from them , his statements would

have had a force that those of a special agent could not

have had, from his impartial knowledge of the whole field .

He would have kindled a fresh zeal in these churches.

His visits would often have been the occasion for a glorious

revival, and he would thus have been the living bond and

vehicle of aid and sympathy between the remotest

churches. And , as years rolled on , and his voice and form

had become familiar over a large district of country , his

influence would have grown apace ; his experience ex

tended to the minutest facts in the sphere of his Jabour ;

his counsels have been invaluable in every projected mis

sionary movement, to a Presbytery or Synod, and his

efficiency increased with every year ofmature labor. And

then , as gray hairs and advancing age began to narrow his

circle of toil, how wide and deep would have been the

reverence and love which must have clustered around his

person -- how full his rejoicing over the ever -coming sheaves

of the seed he had sown as he went forth weeping, until

his mantlewould have been ready to descend upon some

young Timothy or Titus, who could carry yet farther and

wider the work he had begun ! Who can measure the

influence that such a man must have had, and the work

that he must have done ? Must he not have carried our

outposts farther in ten years than they are now carried in

twenty ?

And yet, precisely such a class of labourers is included in

our system , at least in its theory, if not its practice, and the

work that they would do is not done by any systematic

agency we are using. It is the great unused arm of our

service. Had we Deacons busy in caring for the temporal

aspects of the churches ; Elders for their spiritual condi
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tion ; Pastors feeding the flock diligently ; Teachers, from

the Sunday-School to the Theological Seminary ; and then

a corps of judicious, earnest, honored Evangelists, travers

ing the whole territory, and gathering up every interest

not compassed by other agencies, and knitting the whole

together by bonds of living sympathy, who can doubt that

ourmarch would have been much more rapid , and equally

sure ? In two years of such labour, Daniel Baker was the

means, under God, of converting twenty-five hundred souls,

and the success of Nettleton is well known to every intelli

gent member of our Church. Dr. A . Alexander, in an

article published just before his death, mentions that the

first two years of his ministry were spent in such labour,

and states that, in reviewing the results of the system of

evangelism inaugurated at that time by the Synod of Vir

ginia , he saw the most beneficial and permanent results .

Had such work as this been spread over many years, by

many hands and hearts, who can doubt that results the

most precious and enduring would have been reached ?

We are glad to see , within a year or two past, an

awakening of fresh interest in this work , and the experi

mentmade by several of the Southern Synods, of a regular

system of evangelism . As far as we are aware, the success

of these movements has fully justified their adoption ; and

if, in any case, it has been otherwise, the cause will be

found elsewhere than in the system itself. We only ask

for it a fair trial. And to secure this, the office must be

raised to its primitive dignity as soon as possible . The

amplest salary must be attached to it, to cover every con

tingency, and to give it the consideration that will always

be attached to a position that has an honorable support.

The best men must be elected to it, as to a place of high

public trust, and the Church must then patiently wait the

result of their large and systematic labours.

There has never been a time, perhaps, when this move.

ment could bemore auspiciously made than the present,
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when our Southern Church is opening a new chapter in

her history , assuming a new form , and girding herself to

do the greatwork to which her Head is calling her. That

work , in our wide territory, our sparse population, our

paucity of ministers, and, especially, our vast masses of

colored people, so difficult to reach by our ordinary

agencies , can in no way be so well done, we believe, as by

resorting to an extensive use of the primitive, powerful

and simple agency of the New Testament Evangelist.

ARTICLE V .

THE VICTORY OF MANASSAS PLAINS.

This glorious victory appears in its true light, when we

consider the months that were occupied in marshalling,

disciplining, and in every way preparing for this de

cisive battle, “ the grand army of the North , and the com

bined forces of the South . To this focus, all the energies,

military genius, and unlimited resources of General Scott,

converged. “ Over onehundred thousand troops,” according

to their own estimates,* were concentrated to meet, as they

* We find the following in the New York Times, of the 18th July :

THE ADVANCE OF THE ARMY. – The utterance of a single word by

Lieutenant-General Scott has sent through the American heart a sense of

satisfaction that it has not experienced since the dark day of treason

dawned . That word is the monosyllable , “ March .” As it was borne

along the lines from Arlington to Alexandria , full fifty - five thousand men

leaped to their feet with delight, and prepared for the long -sought encounter

with the enemy. All regrets and repinings of the past were shaken off.

The memory of toilsome work in ditches, of tedious hours in drill, of days

of weary waiting in camp, vanished on the instant. The tents gave up their

loiterers, and the hospitals gave up their sick ; for the bugle note that

sounded “ forward,” brought the warm blood coursing through their veins

as of old , and nothing could restrain their resolution to go with their

stouter comrades to the field .

VOL . XIV., NO. IV. — 76
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believed and published , not one-half that number. Ten

thousand regulars, constituting the standing army of the

The tonic to the Nation is equally remarkable and inspiriting. We, too,

forget our impatience and misgivings. Wefind the Government in motion:

President and Cabinet, General-in -Chief, and Generals of Divisions

officers and men - artillery, cavalry, and infantry - all in motion , apd

leading the Nation 's strength to battle. So grand a spectacle never before

was presented to the world the uprising of a peaceful people, in numbers

80 vast, and in armament so sudden and complete , to preserve their Govert

ment, and vindicate the principles on which it is founded .

With this demonstration of energy, the popular demand is placated ; and

the press, which has uttered no word of complaint but at popular instance,

and has had no purpose but to make the Administration ciearly understand

the people 's will in regard to the war, suspends all criticism , and gives , to

President and Cabinet, and to the General- in - Chief of our armies, the

heartiest applause and support. Let the work go on bravely , as it is now

begun . The Administration and the people are abreast. Their hearts

beat in unison , and in the mutual good understanding thus begotten , is a

moral strength miraculous and invincible.

The popular rejoicings over the news from Washington allow no room

for discussion of plans or conjectures of strategy . The army is in motion ,

and it advances upon the central seats of treason . That suffices. The

accomplished and soldierly McDowell, the cautious Patterson , and the im

petuous McClellan , heading columns that contain fully one hundred

thousand soldiers of the Union , are now advancing upon Richmond. In

good time, and in the pre-arranged way, they will enfold that centre of re

bellion in a deadly entourage of rifle and cannon , and reduce its obdurate

temper to the peaceful and prosperous rule of the Republic . That will

emancipate Virginia, and once more unlock her closed rivers and harbors.

The Cincinnati Times, of the 19th July, says :

THE SITUATION. — Gen . McDowell still advances. One wing of his army

has passed through Centreville , and the whole division , at last accounts,

was within four miles of Manassas. In the whole advance, we have te

ports of but one skirmish . At Bull Run the enemy are said to have driven

back our skirmishers, with a slight loss upon our side.

This is the only stand they havemade. At all other points they left in

a hurry, as soon as convinced that our army was approaching. From the

fact that they left behind much of their camp equipage and personal bag.

gage, we infer that the chivalrous South Carolinians proved about the

fleetest of foot.

Wehave a story, through the New York Herald, that the rebels hare

held a military consultation , and have determined to fall back on Rich

mond , where immense preparations are being made for defence. Wedoubt

the truth of the story, and are inclined to the opinion that Beauregard will

show fight at Manassas.

If Beauregard makes a stand at Manassas, we shall have news of an er

gagement to-day. McDowell is “ quick on the trigger ," and will not pause

in front of the enemy.

Weare inclined to believe that the reporters have been deceived as to

the number of Gen . McDowell's foree. Instead of 50 ,000, we believe it

must be double that number. Wepublish , to -day , a private letter, written

by a citizen of Alexandria to his brother here , in which the number is pat

down at 120,000. It is enough , at all events , to take Manassas without s

prolonged engagement.
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United States, were among the number. Six batteries of

flying artillery , the fame and prowess of which were of

We hear again from Gen . Patterson. Instead of moving upon Win

chester, he diverged to the North , and has taken position at Charlestown.

This town lies directly between Harper's Ferry and Winchester, and is

noted as the place where John Brown and his associates were tried and

executed .

The Federal troops are probably encamped in the very wheat- field where

the executions took place, and it is not unlikely that some of the Southern

chivalry , as prisoners of war,may occupy the same prison in which John

Brown was confined ! Johnston 's position is represented to be strongly

fortified on the north at Winchester , and Patterson hesitates to attack him

in front. From present information , we think that Patterson will stand

still until he can throw a heavy force into Johnston 's rear.

This will be an easy task . With the position ofthe parties, Beauregard's

retreat or defeat would place Johnston in a very critical position . Mc

Dowell could then turn a heavy force in his rear, by the way of Oak Hill

and Strasburg , force him upon Patterson , and prevent all possibility of

escape .

A correspondent of the New York Express said , just before the battle of

Manassas Plains:

Western Virginia will, we now see, soon be cleared from the insurrec

tionists, and so will all that part of Virginia which borders upon the upper

Potomac. When McClellan and Patterson can coöperate , Gen . Scott will

start the huge column in frontof Washington " for Richmond," for McClel

lan 's movements are all in his programme. Within five miles of me, on

the Virginia side of the Potomac, are forty regiments ofregular and volun

teer United States troops . Pieces of artillery of every size, from the hand

some bright brass howitzers to the huge black -painted columbiads, crown

the hills, or lie peacefully upon the green earth along the valleys. They

rest as peacefully now upon their rolling carriages as so many children in

their cradles, but they are ready, and with good men behind them , to give

them notonly voice, but terrible utterances , whenever theword ,“ advance, "

is given .

The following in reference to the notorious Bennett, editor of the New

York Herald , is from the Richmond Dispatch , a few days after the battle :

YANKEE LIES. - Sawney, of the New York Herald , does not stand upon

trifles. He says “ the rebel army actually in action at Bull Run numbered

close upon 50,000men , wellofficered, well entrenched , protected by masked

batteries , and abundantly supplied with artillery . ” This is a lie out of the

whole cloth . The battle was fought upon unfortified ground ; there was not

an entrenchment or a masked battery within miles of it . What is said of

our officers is true ; but all the rest is sheer falsehood . The Confederate

force actually engaged never exceeded 15 ,000 men , as may be seen from an

inspection of the muster- rolls of the regiments engaged .

• Opposed to them , (the Confederates, ) was a conglomeration of badly

officered regiments - with an aggregate in the field of not over 18 ,000 men

- with no general commanding - each one fighting on his own hook , and

with a totally inadequate supply of cannon, " etc.

Thirty -four regiments — the very pride of the Northern soldiery - regi

ments which the Herald itself was accustomed to tell us, before the battle,

were invincible , attacked our left wing. They certainly did not number

less than thirty- five thousand men . One of the captured officers said they
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world -wide notoriety, including sixty -five guns, and some

as large as sixty -four pounders, aided by a powerful

body of cavalry , made the assurance of victory doubly

sure. The time, and place, and mode of attack , were

determined by themselves. Their march was guided

by traitors familiar with every accessible approach .

General Scott and the best leaders in the army con

ducted this assembled host, and animated them through

out the arduous conflict. It was, however, believed that

the Southern forces would not fight; or that if they

did , that they would do so only behind their entrench

ments, and that they would speedily fall back towards

Richmond. A glorious victory or triumphal march had

been heralded throughout the land. Never had such jubi

lant feelings — not of hope, but of expectation , nay, of pres

ent and positive triumph - exhilarated the overjoyed heart

of the North. Provisions were on the field to celebrate in

sumptuous banquet the restoration of a dismembered Union

and the annihilation of its traitorous enemies. Fine wines

and brandies were on hand in abundance. One hundred

hogsheadsof bacon, and numerous packages, were directed

to Richmond. Our Generals, Lee and Beauregard , were

to be hung in sight of the two armies. The eighteenth

and twentieth of July, 1861, were, therefore, big with the

fate of two confederated empires. Europe, for a time,

were from thirty -seven to forty thousand strong. There were, besides ,

nine regiments on their left, and nine in reserve : Total, fifty -two regi

ments of infantry, exclusive of five thousand regulars. As for their

artillery , they had Sherman 's battery , Carlisle 's battery, Griffith ' s battery,

the Rhode Island battery, the West Point battery, and thehuge battery of

rifled thirty -two-pounders, eighty -one pieces, and they lost all but two in

their flight. In oneword , it was the most magnificent park of artillery that

ever accompanied an army to the field of battle in America.

What object can Sawney have in telling these lies ? Is be afraid the

mob will tear down his office, if he tell the truth , as they threatened to do

with Greeley 's, when he published the truth about this matter, and as they

would have done had notGreeley speedily fallen back upon his old resource

of falsehood ?

Gen . Scott has given orders that no more official reports about the battle

shall be published. Heknows the slaughter was too terrible to be expoeed

This fact speaks volumes.
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believed that their result must have consummated the

doom of the Southern, and the consolidation , as a military

despotism , of the Northern Confederacy ; that as thus

far— by their report — their fortune had kept an onward

course, so now they were graced with wreaths of victory. *

Now , that in such circumstances, against such an over

whelming force , one-half of our army of thirty thousand

volunteers, many of whom were delicately reared , pro

* MAKING NEWS FOR FOREIGN EFFECT. — The New York Herald , of

the 20th July , gives a striking illustration of the diligent mendacity of the

Northern press which was employed in making up accounts for Europe.

The Herald says :

The steamers which leave for Europe to -morrow will take out intel

ligence which will exercise no small influence on the European mind.

They will take out the first accounts of the advance movement toward

Richmond, and of the gradual concentration of the forces under McClellan

and Patterson ; of the evident unwillingness or incapacity of the rebels to

stand their ground anywhere except behind walls or masked batteries ; of

the patriotic and vigorous action of Congress , and of the prevalence of a

conviction in Wall street that the danger has passed away , and that now

the entire suppression of the rebellion is merely a question of time and

patience. This news will carry conviction to the European mind ; as soon

as it is digested , weshall receive assurances from Europe which will dispel

any anxieties thatmay still be felt with regard to the tendency of Euro .

pean policy . The cotton spinners must, for their own sakes, take sides with

the winners in this war. As soon as they find that the Southerners, who

have bellowed so loudly about their rights , their “ sacred soil," and their

tremendous courage, evacuate post after post, as soon as attacked ; run like

sheep at sight of the Northern volunteers, and are never known to stand

their ground , except when they have a stout breastwork between them and

the enemy, the European public will shrewdly infer that it is not on their

banners that victory will perch in this war. As soon as that inference be

comes general, the danger of a collision between our naval forces at the

Southern ports and foreign vessels will disappear, and an inquiry for

United States securities will probably spring up , which will be felt in our

markets.

The Cincinnati Gazette, of the 22d July , before the news of the victory

could reach that place , said :

CAPTURE OF THE BATTERIES AT BULL Run. - This strong position

fell yesterday, before the spirit and courage of tbe nationalsoldiers. It is

probable that, encouraged by the partial repulse of our troops the day

before, Beauregard sent strong reinforcements to this position . But nothing

can stand before the indomitable pluck of the Northern troops. Manassas

will fall into our hands, as Bull Run has. So will Richmond, and every

place where the Confederates dare to make a stand . Weare now realizing

the difference between true courage and false, fire-eating chivalry .
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fessional and sedentary men, and almost all citizens " to

the manor born,” of each ofwhom it might be said , that

“ Pride in the gift of country and of name

Speaks in his eye and step

Hetreads his native land”

that these, of whom a number had barely reached the field

from Richmond , and, under all the oppression of fatigue

and want of sleep , of food, and of water,* were immediately

formed into line in the fore-front of the fiercest battle

that in such circumstances, fifteen thousand men should

sustain the shock of thirty -five thousand, including ten

thousand regulars, and Sherman 's celebrated battery of

guns, for fourteen hours ; that this battery, so powerfully

sustained , should be taken by a bayonet charge of a reg.

iment of volunteers ; the entire force of the enemy be

thrown into consternation, confusion , and universal rout,

leaving in our possession six batteries, sixty-seven cannon

all they had but two - one hundred wagons, sometwo thou

* As an instance of the spirit animating all our troops, the Richmond

Enquirer mentions that the Sixth North Carolina Regiment went imme

diately from the cars to the battle of Manassas, after eating no meal since

Saturday morning. They joined in the pursuit , and were too exhausted to

return to camp, but bivouacked on the field. Col. Fisher was the only officer

killed .

A correspondent of the Charleston Courier writes from General Beau

regard 's headquarters :

JULY 24 , 1861. - My first visit , after paying my respects to General

Beauregard, who had kindly invited us to his quarters, was to the

Washington Light Infantry Volunteers. I found Captain Conner and

his officers all well, but the company had suffered very much. They

behaved gloriously , and deserve the highest praise - they behaved like

veterans. The Legion only arrived on the ground at two o 'clock Sun .

day morning, after a most harassing trip from Richmond. They bsd

to lay on the ground, without food or water, until daylight, when they

were called up to take their place in the picture , with hardly a mouthfulto

eat or a drop of water, until near the commencement of the battle , when

they got a little muddy water. Their position was in the left wing, by

whom the battle was fought (principally ) ; after suffering a murderons in

for some time without flinching, they charged a battery, and drove the

enemy from it, and then turned it over to a Virginia artillery company to

use. After this , they were too much exhausted to pursue the enemy far, the

fate of the day having been decided, and the enemy in full retreat, at

rather run , for when they started it was pell mell. These, also , lsy all

night after the battle in a corn - field , without food or drink .
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sand prisoners, a stand of colours, and a star-spangled

banner, and covering the gory field and their path of flight

for miles with between two and five thousand dead bodies,

twenty or thirty thousand stand of arms, every implement

of war, and be saved only by night from immeasurable

destruction ; and that after six months' preparation, and

world -wide prophetic boasting, they should be driven back

to the positions occupied three months before — this surely

is a glorious victory and a grand and immortal display of

that heroic valour, “ whose noble soul all fear subdues,"

and bravely dares the danger nature shrinks from .

“ Ah, never can this land forget

How gushed the life blood of the brave !

Gushed warm with hope and courage yet

Upon the land they fought to save.”

For this victory the people of the Confederate States are

called upon for ever to render unto Almighty God the glory

due unto His gracious and wonder -working Providence.

Yet, in doing this, sincerely and satisfactorily , there is an

instinct of hearts filled to overflowing with patriotic pride,

which demands utterance, and which finds utterance in

rapturous applause, for the virtues and the valour of all

“ The leaders brave , whose deeds and death have given

A glory to our skies , a music to our name;"

and not less heartily for the courage of the three hundred

private soldiers who died for this victory ; and for the sacri

fices ofthose one thousand or more , whose life-long scars

and crippled limbs testify to their part in that bloody field ;

and even for the endurance of all the rest who survived un

injured , to tell, as we trust they will, to their children and

children 's children, the tale of the glorious victory , and all

the various fortunes of that day. All this is right and

proper, and no more than they deserve from the hands of
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a country grateful to God for them , in being grateful to

them .

“ Thus should they sleep who for their country die ,

When low and cold they lie,

By all their country 's wishes blest !

When spring, with dewy fingers cold ,

Returns to deck their hallowed mould ,

She there shall dress a sweeter sod

Than fancy' s feet have ever trod .

By fairy hands their knell is rung,

By formsunseen their dirge is sung :

There Honour comes, a pilgrim grey,

To bless the turf that wraps their clay,

And Freedom shall awhile repair ,

To dwell a weeping hermit there."

Nor is such praise and gratitude to men inconsistent

with supreme regard to the glorious providence of God.

This victory has a two-fold aspect; one, as it is human,

and the result of human agency ; and another, as it is

divine, and is the effect of Divine wisdom and power.

Considered as human, this victory is the result of that

combination of laws, material, physical, mental and moral,

adapted to the present nature and condition of man , by

which God governs the world , and reigns a ruler over the

armies of heaven and the inhabitants of the earth . T 'nder

this complicated system of mutually adjusted laws, an

innumerable combination of instrumentalities and events

was necessary in order to secure this victory, and all the

individual consequences connected with it.

Soldiers were necessary — true soldiers — with arm to

strike and soul to dare; “ whose spirit lends a fire even to

the dullest peasant in the camp, and from whose metal all

their party 's steeled ” ; generous soldiers, whose pay is

glory,and their best reward to die for , or live to share, their

country's freedom ; soldiers, whose every name

“ Shall shine untarnished on the rolls of fame,

And stand the example of each distant age,

And add new lustre to the historic page.”
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But for such soldiers officers are also requisite, of a charac

ter and capacity proportionately ennobled ; leaders who

can attract and attach their men , so as to discipline and

direct them ; whose genius can comprehensively survey,

and give unity of purpose, plan , and preparation ; equip ,

provision, and protect ; instruct and intensify every patriotic

impulse; combine personal dignity and sympathy with

their soldiers; elevate true worth ; encourage virtue, and

repress all mean and dishonorable conduct ; and animate,

by their presence, spirit, and example,

- The brave,

Who rush to glory and a grave.”

Now , our possession of such an army, and such resources,

is a just ground for exultation , for self-respect, for con

fidence for the future, for calm and hopeful expectation of

success — nay, for the assurance of triumphant victory. In

deed ,by the victories ofBethel, and Manassas,and Leesburg ,

and many of minor consequence — though in themselves

equally important - in the various skirmishes and personal

rencontres that have occurred ; and even in the occasions

of partial defeat, under surprisal and overwhelming num

bers, the superiority of the Southern over the Northern

soldiery is demonstrated. We have beheld, with thrilling

rapture, our heroic men in this battle of Manassas, when

overwhelmed, and by the attempt to break their firm array,

form , unite, charge, waver - all is lost ! No !

“ Within a narrow space compressed , beset,

Hopeless, not heartless, they strive and struggle yet ,

Hemmed in - cutoff - cleft down — and trampled o'er !

But each strikes singly , silently, and home,

And sinks out-wearied , rather than o'ercome ;

His last faint quittance rendering with his breath ,

Till the blade glimmers in the grasp of death :

No dread of death — if with us die our foes.”

Wemaybe sure, therefore, that, with any thing like equal

advantages in number, arms, and opportunity , our South
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ern troops will overmatch those that come up against

us. But, at the same time, we are taught, very forcibly,

that, as defeat must be to us death and destruction, igno

miny and disgrace insufferable, and a subjection to &

tyrannymore despotic than that of any European, or even

Asiatic, one-man power, our only dependence is in con

tinued and increased vigilance, unanimity, energy, volun

tary service and sacrifice ; the enrolment, equipment,and

discipline of every man capable of bearing arms,and timels

and full preparation of all the armament and appliances of

war, as adapted to our sea -coasts and cities, and, aboveall

other, preëminently , for our own beloved Charleston and

South Carolina. First and foremost in the revolutionary

movement, she is doomed to the direst vengeance. The

war, it is said , began at Charleston, and it must end there.

Charleston must be razed to the ground, and South Caro

lina converted into a wilderness, and sown in salt, so that

no man shall ever again pass through it.

Let us, then , seek and secure the rightmen to guard us;

and to lead us — men with whom

“ Their country first, their glory and their pride,

Land of their hopes, and where their father 's died ,

Whose home-felt pleasure prompts the patriot's sigh ,

And makes them wish to live, and dare to die ."

Let all our mothers be— as many of them are - Spartan

mothers ; and, as they gird on their armour, and bless them

for the field , let them point their brave sons to their shield,

and say :

“ Comewith it, when the battle 's done,

Or on it, from the field .”

Let us remember our fathers, who still live with us and

among us, and by their spell-binding presence still guari

our beleagured land ; and let us fill every mountain gorge.

and luxuriant valley, and sea-girt fortress, with the echo of
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tramping hosts, and the war shouts : “ Onward --for God

and freedom ! Give us liberty , or give us death !”

Ob, yes ! it is the sons of such mothers, and the worthy

inheritors of such patriot sires, our young -fledged empire

requires to carry her safely through that sea of fire by

which she is girt around, and make her conqueror, and

more than conqueror, through God , our helper.

“ The painted folds that fly ,

And lift their emblems, pointed high

On morning mist and sunset sky

Are these the guardians of a land ?

No ! if the patriot pulses sleep ,

How vain the watch that hirelings keep ;

How vain the idol flag that waves

Where conquest, with his iron heel,

Treads down the standards and the steel

That belt the soil of slaves."

Let the South , then, awake, and rise to the height of

this great argument. It is now a controversy of swords,

and not of words ; and theissue is, conquest or enslavement.

Home and happiness, the purity of wives and daughters,

the sanctity of the fireside, the holiness and freedom of

our altars, the security of peace , the prosperity of agricul

ture and commerce, the pursuit of happiness in the walks

of science, and the groves of philosophy, and the studios

and laboratories of art; above all, honour, principle , and the

highest of all prerogatives — that of national sovereignty

these, and whatever else is precious, all stand or fall with

victory or defeat. Let every man, woman , and youth ,

awake, and gird up the loins of their mind, and, with heart

and hand , beneath their own blue sky, and amidst their

own green land, and the solemn shades of the church -yard

cemetery, swear “ for those to live, or with them to die.”

Blest with a soil productive in all the elements of life

and comfort, let these alone suffice , if driven to the last

extremity, and let every product for exportation be de

stroyed , unless our just and equal rights, according to the
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laws of nations at war, are recognized and respected by

foreign powers.

Let the lastwords of the gallant Bee become the watch

word of every Southern heart : “ Let us, fellow - soldiers,

determine to die here, and we will conquer.” Let Bar

tow 's dying words, as he fell, leading up his regiment to

the assault of a battery — “ Boys, they have killed me, but

never give up this field to the enemy” — be “ engraved in

our heart of hearts,' * and thus let us

“ Snatch from the ashes of our sires

The embers of their former fires ;

And he who in the strife expires

Will add to theirs a name of fear,

That tyranny will quake to hear. "

But let us now turn to the solemn and heartfelt cantem

plation of this glorious, though blood-bought victory, in

its divine aspect.

Victory was a goddess in the classic Pantheon , and the

universal Fate of heathenism and false religion was, and is,

regarded as the father of gods and men , the arbiter of all

* The Richmond Dispatch says :

Gen . Bartow died a noble and brave death . He first received a shot

which shattered one of his feet ; but even in this disabled condition he

maintained his place at the head of his men . He had reached a fence which

crossed the direction of his charge, and was supporting himself, waving his

sword , and cheering his gallant band on to the fight, when somemiscreant's

ball pierced his brave heart.

The loss of the enemy in the recent battle is variously estimated at from

five to ten thousand . Our own loss, which was estimated at five hundred ,

will, I think , be less , as many who have been reported dead are still living.

Gen . Bartow fell before Sherman 's battery. A company he had formerly

commanded - the Oglethorpe Light Infantry , of Savannah - were lying on

their backs loading their muskets , when a perfect storm of balls came in

among them , wounding many of them . He seemed perfectly infuriated at

this havoc among his protégés, and, seizing the colours , rushed forward ,

saying, “ he would take Sherman 's battery , or die in the attempt.” It was

with his second wound he fell — the first one having injured his foot.

A correspondent of the Cincinnati Gazette reports , concerning the

ill-fated Garnett :

When the rebel General was shot, he was on foot, waving his men back

to the conflict. Hehad waded the Cheat river , on foot, with his men , and

when he fell his pantaloons were all dripping with water,
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destinies , the disposer of all events, and the irresistible

controller of all human actions. We have thus, therefore ,

in the undissenting voice of humanity, the expression of

the doctrine ofrevelation, that

“ There is a Providence that shapes our ends,

Rough hew them as wemay."

In other words, God is in all, over all, under, and around ,

and above, all laws, all elements, all forces, all agencies and

all agents,whether they bemen , or angels, or devils ; whether

they be powers ofdarkness, or principalities and powers in

heavenly places ; that He ruleth over all ; that all are His

ministers and servants that obey His voice and do His bid

ding ; that this sovereign dominion extends to theminutest

atom , and the universal law , so that with Him there is noth

ing great and nothing mean, the least being asthe greatest ,

and the greatest as the least ; and if this is true of all events ,

even to the falling of a sparrow , and the numbering of the

hairs of every head, and if of every situation itmay be said :

“ Surely, God is in this place, and Iknew it not,” how much

more assuredly is this true of that “ first and last of fields,

king-making victory ” — a field , too , which concentrates the

energies of nations, the lives of hundreds of thousands, and

the lives and fortunes of millions more, now living and

hereafter to be born .

War is the sternest exercise ofman 's highest prerogatives

and powers, and the field of battle the theatre of earth ’s

most magnificent array, and of man 's most splendid and

heroic achievements. It reveals in man the spirit of a

fiend, but proclaims an arch -angel fallen . Originated by

wicked lusts, and bringing forth themonstrous passions of

malice, hatred , and all uncharitableness , of retaliation and

blood -thirsty revenge, it also developes the loftiest virtues

which can adorn humanity, and illustrates, in their most

exalted exercise ,magnanimity , honour,patriotism , fortitude,

courage, equanimity, and victory over death and the grave.
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War is the great tamer, civilizer, reformer and punisher

ofwild , ferocious, and debased humanity ; the rod ofGod's

anger , the besom of destruction, the wine-press of his fury,

and the avenger of the just and good ; and the executioner

of long-delayed wrath upon the unjust, the avaricious, the

covenant-breaking, the usurping, tyrannical and licentious,

and God-defying, Sabbath -breaking and Bible -perverting

nations. War is often , as in this case, provoked by the falsi

fied faith , and covenant-breaking, and sectional, self-aggran

dizing policy of seventy years ; by the recent triumph of a

sectional and anti- constitutional party ; by the declaration

and demonstration of coercive and hostile force against

eleven free, sovereign, and independent States ; and is,

therefore, wicked, diabolical, and against all right, right

eousness, and law , human and divine: or, it may be, as in

our case, defensive of every right - constitutional, human,

and divine; and the manifestation ,therefore , ofthe highest

virtue known to humanity, and entitled to the praise and

benediction of the world , and upon which - if conducted in

His fear - we may confidently look for the sanction and

support of God, who is able to deliver us out of the hands

of all that rise up against us.

“ The Lord God is," therefore, “ a man of war." - Ex.

15 : 3 .

“ Comenear, ye nations, to hear ; and hearken , ye peo

ple : let the earth hear, and all that is therein ; the world ,

and all things that come forth of it. For the indignation

of the Lord is upon all nations, and his fury upon all their

armies : he hath utterly destroyed them , he hath delivered

them to the slaughter. Their slain , also, shall be cast out,

and their stink shall come up out of their carcasses, and

the mountains shall be melted with their blood . And all

the host ofheaven shall be dissolved, and the heavens shall

be rolled together as a scroll : and all their host shall fall

down , as the leaf falleth off from the vine, and as a falling

fig from the fig -tree. For my sword shall be bathed in
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heaven : behold , it shall come down upon Idumea, and

upon the people ofmy curse, to judgment. The sword of

the Lord is filled with blood, it is made fat with fatness,

and with the blood of lambs and goats, with the fat of the

kidneys of rams: for the Lord hath a sacrifice in Bozrah,

and a great slaughter in the land of Idumea. And the

unicorns shall come down with them , and the bullocks,

with the bulls ; and their land shall be soaked with blood ,

and their dustmade fat with fatness. For it is the day of

the Lord's vengeance, and the year of recompenses for the

controversy of Zion .” — Isa. 34 : 1- 8 .

“ 0 , thou sword of the Lord, how long will it be ere thou

be quiet ? put up thyself into thy scabbard ; rest, and be

still. How can it be quiet, seeing the Lord hath given it

a charge against Ashkelon , and against the sea shore ?

there hath he appointed it.” — Jer. 47 : 6 , 7 .

God, therefore , commandeth war, threatens war, inflicts

war, and, again , maketh wars to cease. God directs, coun

sels, and controuls war, and orders all its issues. And God

does all this, that men may be afraid of the sword : for

wrath bringeth the punishments of the sword, that men

may know there is a judgment.

There is a two-fold government of God , with corres

ponding laws, agencies, ends, restraints, recompenses, and

retributions. God has a natural and moral government,

the basis of which is truth, justice, honesty, honour, cov

enant-keeping, upholding and obeying equal and im

partial laws, constitutionally formed, and rigidly and

impartially administered , and the preservation of pure

morality, and family and social order. .

Now , God's natural and moral government is adapted to

reward those individuals and nations which faithfully

maintain these principles, and punish those who violate

them , or are partakers and willing associates with their

transgressors ; and, among the other methods of God's

righteous administration of this equal and impartial
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justice, is war. God, therefore, promises victory, and

threatens defeat, and He brings both to pass according to

the counsel of His own will. Armsand armaments, and

armies, are vain against His purpose and providence to

destroy, and a multitude, with every advantage, are made

powerless, and flee before the few and feeble , when dis

heartened and defeated by a God in arms against them .

“ Then said David to the Philistine, Thou comest to me

with a sword, and with a spear, and with a shield : but I

come to thee in the name of the Lord of hosts, the God of

the armies of Israel, whom thou hast defied . This day

will the Lord deliver thee into mine hand ; and I will smite

thee, and take thine head from thee. And all this assem

bly shall know that the Lord saveth not with sword and

spear : for the battle is the Lord 's, and He will give you

into our hands.” — 1 Sam . 17 : 45, 46.

And again , we read :

“ And at that time Hanani the seer came to Asa, king

of Judah, and said unto him : Because thou hast relied on

the king of Syria , and not relied on the Lord thy God ,

therefore is the host of the king of Syria escaped out of

thine hand. Were not the Ethiopians and the Lubims a

huge host, with very many chariots and horsemen ? yet,

because thou didst rely on the Lord, he delivered them into

thine hand. For the eyes of the Lord run to and fro

throughout the whole earth, to show Himself strong in the

behalf of them whose heart is perfect toward him . Herein

thou hast done foolishly : therefore, from henceforth thou

shalt have wars.” — 2 Chron . 16 : 7 – 9 .

And again , in Amaziah's reign :

“ But there came a man of God to him , saying, O king,

let not the army of Israel go with thee, for the Lord is not

with Israel, to wit, with all the children of Ephraim . But

if thou wilt go, do it, be strong for the battle : God shall

make thee fall before the enemy : forGod hath power to

help , and to cast down.” — 2 Chron . 25 : 7 , 8 .
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And such is the meaning of that terrific passage

Deut. 32 : 29–43. God had declared that, as long as His

people were faithful and obedient, He would make them

victorious and powerful against any number of their en

emies, and He there declares that their " latter end ” of

discomfiture and shameful defeat was altogether the re

sult of His desertion of them . God did , in innumerable

instances , fulfil His promises to Israel; and, through his

prophets, He has proclaimed for us the same law , for our

warning and encouragement. Thus, in the forty -fourth

Psalm , and many others, we are taught to say :

“ Through thee will we push down our enemies :

through thy name will we tread them under that rise up

against us. For I will not trust in my bow , neither shall

mysword save me. But thou hast saved us from our en

emies, and hast put them to shame that hated us. In God

we boast all the day long, and praise thy name for ever.

Selah. But thou hast cast off, and put us to shame; and

goest not forth with our armies. Thou makest us to turn

back from the enemy : and they which hate us spoil for

themselves. Thou hast given us like sheep appointed for

meat ; and hast scattered us among the heathen .”

And in the Apostle Paul's glowing description of faith :

“ And what shall I more say ? for the time would fail

me to tell ofGedeon, and of Barak , and of Samson , and of

Jephthae, of David, also , and Samuel,and of the prophets :

Who through faith subdued kingdoms, wrought righteous

ness, obtained promises, stopped the mouths of lions,

quenched the violence of fire, escaped the edge of the

sword, out of weakness were made strong, waxed valiant

in fight, turned to flight the armies of the aliens." — Heb .

11 : 32– 34.

It is thus demonstrated that the conduct of God, as the

Sovereign Ruler in His supernatural kingdom , is not con

trary to, but in accordance and concurrence with , His

natural and moral government of the world . It does not
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supersede, but is carried on through, the same laws and

instrumentalities, according to their nature, “ either neces

sarily, freely , or contingently ." * Human government

remains. The same rewards and retributions are em

ployed, and the same coexistence and coöperation of divine

and human agency mingle in mysterious union in weaving

the web of human destiny.

Of this kingdom the Gospel is the law ; the Bible , the

charter ; Christ, the King; weMinisters, ambassadors ; the

Church, the sanctuary ; Sabbaths, its days of convocation,

prayer and praise ; salvation , the object ; heaven , the goal ;

and the glory of God's grace and mercy, the final end .

Faith in Christis the condition of salvation ; the principle,

and itself the highest exhibition of obedience, the most

acceptable sacrifice to God ; because it honours His Son,

and is the fountain of willing service, the root of every

grace, the cementing hand between God and the soul, and

the inspirer of peace, and love, and confidence, and joyful

exultation in God .

The true believer is, therefore, the most diligentworker.

He feels that he can do nothing without God , but every

thing with Him . He prays, therefore, as if every thing

depended upon God, and works as if every thing depended

upon his own exertions— his own skill, and diligence, and

fortitude. In war, the Christian principle is embodied in

the laconic advice of one who was at once one of the great

est Generals and sincerest of Christians: “ Trust in Provi

dence, and keep your powder dry.” Faith is the parent

and nurse of courage, confidence and heroism . “ Add to

your faith ,” says the Apostle, “ valour - courage," as the

original means. And hence, history attests that, while a

religious faith has in all ages sustained heroic valour, and

that in proportion to its evangelical purity and power, it

* Confession of Faith .
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animates the soul to a dauntless intrepidity and daring

chivalry .

“ When Robert Bruce had marshalled his little army on

the field of Bannockburn, to strive for the independence

of Scotland, against the three-fold army of Edward of

England, the latter saw the Scottish ranks successively

kneeling upon the ground , and exclaimed, arrogantly :

“ They are dispirited ; they kneel ; they supplicate my royal

mercy.' ' No sire,' answered a wise and experienced noble

at his side : “ they kneel not to you, but to the majesty of

heaven. See, the holy man of God passes along their

ranks, and they kneel in order to receive by his hands the

benediction of God .' And soon the sceptered fool was

taught, by the terrible issue of the day, that the humility

of the pious Scots was not incompatible with a heroism

which swept his proud chivalry as chaff before the whirl

wind.”

“ On that Sabbath morning on which the battle of Lake

Champlain was fought, when Commodore Downie, of the

British squadron, was sailing down on the Americans, as

they lay in the bay of Plattsburg, he sent a man to the

mast-head to see what they were doing on Commodore

McDonough 's ship , the flag-ship of the little American

squadron . “ Ho! aloft,' said Downie, What are they

doing on that ship ?' Sir,' answered the lookout, they

are gathered about the main -mast, and they seem to be at

prayer.' " Ah !' said Commodore Downie, “that looks well

for them , but bad for us.' It was bad for the British Com

modore. For the very first shot from the American ship

was a chain -shot, which cut poor Downie in two, and

killed him in a moment. McDonough was a simple, hum

ble Christian , and a man of prayer, but brave as a lion in

the hour of battle. He died as he lived — a simple -hearted ,

earnest Christian .”

“ Yes,” to use the words of Professor Dabney, addressed

to the Eighteenth Virginia Regiment, “ the sense of God 's
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favour and trust in His omnipotent providence, are the true

basis of courage : and these are to be sought by sinners,

as we all are, only in the paths of repentance. The man

who has an approving conscience, who has God for his

friend , and heaven for his home, may be insensible to fear;

for death to him is no evil ; and death is the utmost that

human malice and power can inflict.

“ The man who cultivates the strongest sense of the

world to come is, in all ages, the best soldier. So true is

this, that even the military religions of Paganism were

found themost potent engines to raise men to an exaltation

of martial spirit. What made the old Scandinavian the

terror of the feudal ages ? He had been taught by his

religion , that if he died in his bed, his future state would

be obscure and ignoble ; but if in battle, with his face to

the foe, his immortality would be passed in the Walhalla

of the Heroes, in perpetual banquet with princes and con

querors. Mohammed taught the Arabs, that he who died

for the Koran was a martyr, who went straight to the bliss

of paradise. It was this which made the Saracens the

terror of Christendom . The Crusaders were authorized by

the Romish Church to believe that every one who fell

fighting for the Holy Sepulchre, should escape the pains of

purgatory, and go at once to the highest heavens. If, now ,

these superstitious dreams could inspire men with such

indifference to death , what should not be the heroism of the

enlightened Christian, who has attained the rational

evidence that God is his friend ; that heaven is his final

home; that his life is shielded by an infinite Providence,

which makes his injury or death impossible, until death is

his truest blessing, and that “all things must work together

for good to him ? Let facts answer this question . While

man is, unfortunately, every where a combative being, the

truest instances of martial heroism have ever been found

among enlightened Christians. Macaulay stated of Crom

well's famous Ironside Regiment, that not only was it
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never conquered in battle , but it never met the enemy,

whether impetuous Cavalier, or stead · Scot, or the boasted

chivalry of Spain , that it did not both defeat and crush the

body opposed to it. Cromwell's letters give us the origin

of this corps. He informed the Commonwealth generals,

that he found the Parliament's army too much composed

of scurvy materials, such as decayed serving-men and

tapsters. But I will go,' said he, and recruit among

the respectable land -owners, and godly people .' Such was

the material of his Ironsides ; respectable sons of the soil ;

sons of Christian households, reared in the fear of God ;

men who to strict discipline joined the fear of God ; and

who passed from the prayer-meeting to the field of battle ,

with their Bibles girt under their armour. And such is,

emphatically , the constitution of this regiment, drawn

from the flower of our section , the sturdy children of the

soil. May your sobriety, discipline, and elevated fear of

God, make the Eighteenth to be known hereafter as the

invincible Ironsides of this war !”

“ And yet there aremen, I fear, among us,who, because

they have experienced only good from the hand of God,

are skeptical of his practical concern in the fortunes ofmen .

Theirs is the sneering atheism which was implied in the

remark of General Charles Lee, upon the call of our great

Washington to fasting, humiliation and prayer, that our

fathers might seek the blessing of Divine Providence on

their cause. Thus sneered the cynical old unbeliever: ' I

have always observed that Divine Providence is on the side

ofthe strongest battalion ;' plainly implying that there was

no Providence behind those second causes through which He

ordinarily works. Now , Imightsafely propose to all such

shallow and senseless thinkers, to let the destinies of these

twomen, the carping ,malignant skeptic , and the Christian

statesman and devout believer, decide whether there is a

Providence who notes the sneers uttered against His

majesty, and is armed with the means of refuting and
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avenging them . I say, let the career of the two men de

cide which was the happier creed ? The unbeliever speedily

brought the dense cloud of disgrace, crime, and mortifica

tion over his fame, on the field of Monmouth ; sank into

obscurity and contempt, and spent themiserable remainder

of his age, deserted of God and man , in a misanthropic

solitude. But the man who knew how to honour and

acknowledge God in sincerity, was steadily raised by His

providence to themost enviable pinnacle of glory to which

uninspired mortal ever rose : First in war, first in peace,

and first in the hearts of his countrymen .

“ Away, then , with this unbelief which thrusts God out

of this world , as stupid as it is wicked. Let us humble

ourselves before that almighty and most present Power,

which ties our punishment to our sins as a people." *

* It is with gladness and gratitude, beyond utterance, says the North

Carolina Presbyterian of August 17th , that we have read the subjoined

letter, just received from one of the divisions of the army of the Potomac.

Its writer is an officer of Capt. Mallet's company, of the Third Regiment

North Carolina State troops, in campnear Acquia Creek , Virginia. "

is not, we believe, himself a member of the Church ; but our readers will

agree with us that he could not have written thus had he not felt a deep

interest in the subject of religion ; while his evident sympathy with the

soldiers of his command is most creditable to bim as an officer and a man .

May he, too, become a subject of that DivineGrace, of whose work in the

hearts of his fellow -soldiers he has hastened to record the earliest manifes

tations.

“ MONDAY MORNING, 41 o'clock , August 5th , 1861. - I witnessed , last

night, one of the most solemn and impressive scenes that I have ever

beheld .

" In the open air, with nothing over head but the foliage of the oak and

the broad canopy of the heavens, was assembled , just in front of my tent,

a large crowd of soldiers for divine worship . David Powell, Third Ser.

geant in my company, delivered a discourse, which , for simplicity , earnest.

ness, and appropriateness to the occasion, I have seldom heard excelled .

He spoke to them in that strain which seemed to reach the hearts of his

auditory ; and , when he had closed his remarks,he asked , while singing the

last hymn, all who were anxious about the salvation oftheir souls , and wbo

desired to be delivered from that thraldom of sin in which Satan bad

encompassed them , to remain upon their knees, and he would pray for

them . This was the most impressive scene of all - when , at the conclusion

of the singing, some fifteen or twenty of the soldiers (and I am glad to

say , many of them from my own company) were seen on bended knees, as

if in silent prayer to Almighty God for mercy and for a safe deliverance

from all the dangers and temptations that beset the soldier 's path . Then

were they prayed for by one of the professors of religion present, and I

firmly believe that the prayers reached the Throne of Grace, and were

acceptable. "
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Thehand of God in this victory, and His powerful prov

idence in shaping all man's ends, rough hewn and ordered

by his wisest skill, is manifest, both in the antecedent

events and in the battle itself. There is reason to believe

that the schemes of neither of the master-spirits that

planned the battle were consummated. The Duke of Wel

lington hasrecorded as his experience, that, however wisely

a Generalmay plan a battle , when once it commences, God

takes the controul of events into His own hands, and all

man 's foresight is baffled and set at naught by new and

unexpected exigencies. It was so here. McDowell, as he

reports, intended to have made but one attack , and to have

made that three days sooner. Beauregard intended, it

would seem , to attack , and not await an assault, and then

to draw them back within his entrenchments, and surround

and cut them off.

The accomplishment of McDowell's object was defeated

by waiting for Patterson's reinforcements, and the unin

tended battle and retreat of Bull's Run, on Thursday. Had

he been reinforced , and appeared at Manassas on Thursday,

or Friday, Beauregard would not have had one-half his

army _ would probably have been overwhelmed by an over

powering force. God , therefore, interposed to secure de

lay ; to delude Patterson into tardiness ; to give expedition

and success to Johnston 's retreat and conjunction at Ma

nassas; to bring into the field at successive periods of the

day Beauregard' s reinforcements, so as to give the appear

ance of fresh reserves and of illimitable numbers; to enable

Beauregard to delay the final onset and victory — which

was really secure at one o'clock - until he was fully pre

pared to realize all its benefits in a total rout, capture, and

spoils.

And who butGod caused such an unnecessary, inexcus

able, and total panic, rout, and abandonment of military

stores, to the value of somemillion and a-half of dollars ?

This is argued by all the Federal Generals and specta
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tors , including Dr. Russell, to have been entirely unneces

sary and unjustifiable by any thing that had occurred , and

is wholly inexplicable upon any of the numerous absurd

pretexts assigned for it, since , as our enemies declare, they

had, up till then, driven us back and beaten us at every

point, notknowing that this falling back of our forces was

a part of our strategy. We are, therefore, compelled to

recognize in this panic the consummation of all God's pre

vious providential preparations, aswhen of old he scattered

the Assyrians and Midianites, and to ascribe salvation and

triumphant victory to the Lord.

Let us accept this war as a just judgment upon our un

godly land ; as a call to repentance, faith, and prayer ; as a

test of religious principle and moral fortitude; as a devel

opement of Southern national unity ; as a baptism ofblood

for the consecration of this new Republic ; and as a means

of reformation of manners, and revival of religion .

Let us us recognize His providence and favorable good

ness in this victory. “ The horse is prepared against the

day of battle , but victory is of the Lord ” — (Prov. 28 : 31).

Let not our spirit be that of Julius Cæsar : “ I came, I saw ,

I conquered ;" but, in the spirit which led John Sobieski,

after his triumph over the Turks, to say , “ I came, I saw ,

God conquered .” “ Some trust in chariots, and some in

horses, but we will remember the name of the Lord our

God.” “ Our fathers trusted in Thee, and Thou didst de

liver them .” Let us say, with His people of old :

“ The Lord wrought a great victory that day."

“ Wherefore David blessed the Lord before all the con

gregation : and David said , Blessed be thou, Lord God of

Israel, our father, for ever and ever. Thine, O Lord , is the

greatness, and the power, and the glory, and the victory,

and the majesty : for all that is in the heaven and in the

earth is thine; thine is the kingdom , O Lord, and thou art

exalted as head above all. Both riches and honour come

of thee, and thou reignest over all ; and in thy hand is
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power and might ; and in thy hand it is to make great, and

to give strength unto all. Now , therefore , our God , we

thank thee, and praise thy glorious name.”

" O sing unto the Lord a new song: for he hath done

marvellous things : his right hand , and his holy arm , hath

gotten him the victory. The Lord hath made known his

salvation : his righteousness hath he openly shewed in the

sight of the heathen . He hath remembered his mercy and

his truth toward the house of Israel : all the ends of the

earth have seen the salvation of our God. Make a joyful

noise unto the Lord, all the earth : make a loud noise, and

rejoice, and sing praise. Sing unto the Lord with the harp ;

with the harp, and the voice of a psalm . With trumpets

and sound of cornet make a joyful noise before the Lord ,

the King . Let the sea roar, and the fulness thereof; the

world, and they that dwell therein . Let the floods clap their

hands : let the hills be joyful together before the Lord ;

for he cometh to judge the earth : with righteousness shall

he judge the world, and the people with equity .”

" Then sang Moses and the children of Israel this song

unto the Lord, and spake, saying, I will sing unto the Lord,

for he hath triumphed gloriously ; the horse and his rider

hath he thrown into the sea . The Lord ismy strength and

song, and he is becomemy salvation : he is myGod, and I

will prepare him an habitation ; my father's God, and I

will exalt him . The Lord is a man of war ; the Lord is his

name.” “ The enemy said , Iwill pursue, I will overtake,

I will dividethe spoil ;mylust shall be satisfied upon them ;

I will draw my sword ; mine hand shall destroy them .

Thou didst blow with thy wind, the sea covered them ; they

sank as lead in the mighty waters.” “ Sing ye to the Lord,

for he hath triumphed gloriously.”
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ARTICLE VI.

THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE PRESBYTE

RIAN CHURCH IN THE CONFEDERATE STATES

OF AMERICA .

As the ancient Israelite walked about Zion , beautiful

for situation, the joy of the whole earth — marked well her

bulwarks, and considered her palaces, that he might tell it

to the generations following — so , with conscious pride,we

have been accustomed to speak of the glory of our undi

vided Church, extending from the ice -fields on the North

to the orange-groves in the South, and reaching from the

Atlantic ocean to the Pacific, with Presbyteries and

Churches in all lands - insomuch that the peals of her

Sabbath morning bells, following the chariot wheels of the

sun , echoed around the whole earth ! Was it not a venial

weakness to boast of such a Church , which , like the oak ,

with centuries upon its boughs, had resisted many a storm ,

and stood proudly erect in defiance of the raging elements

of discord that had sundered nearly all other Churches in

the land ? But God , in His mysterious providence, had

decreed that we, too, should be divided in twain : not by

any discordant elements within our own bosom , nor by any

intrinsic defect of our ecclesiastical system or Church

polity, but by the parting asunder of the State , whose

inevitable separation our Church, no doubt, like the gird .

ing bands around the ship that Paul was in , retarded .

But, as the heaving earthquake snaps asunder rocks and

mountains, and even continents , so the resistless uphear

ings of the State, which has severed our majestic empire

into two, has carried with it all other interests, political,

commercial, social, educational, and religious: so that

the division of the great Presbyterian Church was abso

lutely unavoidable. The “ Spring resolutions," adopted
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by the Philadelphia Assembly, did not divide the Church. "

But, strange to tell, (and here we see the finger of God

manifestly,) those resolutions served , like President Lin

coln 's war proclamation, to make a unit of the South !

But for that action , there were many (and who could blame

them ?) that would still have been loath to take final leave

of a Church so dearly beloved ; some, who had kindred

and loved ones there ; some, who had often taken sweet

counsel with pious and congenial spirits there ; some, who

had sat at the feet of revered instructors there ; and some,

amongst whom we number ourselves,who felt proud at the

greatness and majesty of the wide-extended and undivided

Church ! Such would have been slow in taking the neces

sary steps to a separate organization : and with many a

pang, and many a bitter tear, they would have finally cut

the last connecting cord that bound them to the mother

Church . With their harps hung upon the willows, their

sad lament would have been : “ If I forget thee , O Jeru

salem , let my right hand forget her cunning — if I do not

remember thee, let my tongue cleave to the roof of my

mouth - if I prefer not Jerusalem above my chief joy."

But those “ Spring resolutions," so unnecessary in fact, so

much in defiance of all sound reason, so contrary to wise

policy, (according to man's wisdom ,) and in open violation

of the Constitution of the Church, God, as it would seem ,

permitted to be discussed with such an animus, and passed

by such a majority, for the sole purpose of making an

instantaneous unit of the Southern Churches ! So that,

without a murmuring word , a jarring sound, or a lingering

thought, the entire Confederate Church moved, simul

taneously , and with one accord, to the organization of a

new Assembly, and the fulfilment of a new destiny. Let

us “ stand still and consider the wonderful works of God !"

Never was there an Assembly looked forward to with

more intense interest than that which was recently organ

ized in the city of Augusta , Georgia , on Wednesday, the
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fourth day of December, 1861. For months previously, it

was the subject of thought, conversation , and newspaper

articles. Every ministerial delegate throughout the entire

Confederacy, extending from the borders of Maryland to

the remotest bounds of Texas and the Indian Territory,

was there. The deficiency,which was comparatively small,

was in the Eldership from the South-Western portions of

the Church . As an illustration of the unusual interest felt

in theassembling of this body, we would mention , amongst

other facts of similar significancy , that a Judge, of Ten

nessee, suspended his Courts in order that he might attend

the body as an Elder. Another distinguished Judge, of

Florida , obtained permission from the Legislature, as we

are informed, to postpone his Court, that he might take

his seat in the Assembly . And still another honorable

gentleman , of North Carolina, declined being a candidate

for a high and responsible post , to which he was certain to

have been elected, had he consented to let his name go

before the people, since the duties of that post would have

required him to be in the city of Richmond at the same

timethat the Assembly was organized at Augusta , and he

preferred taking a place in the courts at the Lord' s house ,

to a seat in the Electoral College at the Capitol.

There were but few young men in that body. The

average age of the Commissioners was over fifty years.

The Assembly was composed , for the most part, of those

who had, in some way, received the confidence of the

Church and of their fellow -men, such as Moderators of

former Assemblies, Presidents and Professors in Colleges ,

Teachers in Theological Seminaries, former Secretaries of

the Boards of the Church, authors, editors, and faithful

pastors, besides physicians, statesmen, judges, and jurists

of high distinction. There were, in the body, three former

Moderators of the old Assembly, viz : Dr. James H . Thorn

well, Dr. Aaron W . Leland, and Dr. Francis McFarland .

The Ruling Eldership was remarkable for its distinguished
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ability , and rendered important, nay, indispensable, ser

vices in the proceedings of the Assembly . Amongst this

portion of the membership, we can notforbear the mention

of the name of the venerable and honorable Chancellor

Job Johnston , now one of the Supreme Judges of the State

of South Carolina, to whose opinions on all subjects, but

especially those of parliamentary order, of charters, and

of all legal questions, the Assembly paid the most marked

respect; and those of Judge Wm. A . Forward , of Florida,

Judge J . G . Shepherd, of North Carolina, Judge J. T .

Swayne, of Tennessee, Hons. W . S . Mitchell, of Georgia ,

Wm . P . Webb, of Alabama, Thos. C . Perrin, and Wm. P .

Finley, of South Carolina, and Dr. J . H . Dickson, of

North Carolina. These Elders, and many others that we

might mention , were most valuable components of the

body. And it may not be improper to state, in this his

torical sketch , that, aside from the regularmembers of the

body, there were other distinguished Divines in attendance ,

as visitors, whose valuable counsel was not unappreciated

in the deliberations of the House . Indeed,we hesitate not

to say that, for wisdom , talent, learning, piety , and rich

experience, the Assembly, as a whole, was a most august

body of men, for which the Church might well be humbly

thankful. *

The style of the deliberations of such a bodymay be

easily inferred from its character. The business, which

* An esteemed brother of the Assembly took pains to ascertain the

various descent of the members of the body . His investigations resulted in

the discovery of the following facts, which , as a matter of curiosity , we

give, as follows, viz : There were in the body ninety -three members, fifty

three Teaching, and thirty- eight Ruling Elders. Of the latter, twenty

were Scotch -Irish, nine English, (not one Puritan ), six Scotch, and three

Huguenots. Of the fifty-five Preachers, twenty -eight were Scotch -Irish,

eighteen English , (nine Puritans ), five Scotch , two Huguenots, and two

German Reformed . Of the thirty -eight Ruling Elders, fifteen were far

mers (or planters), twelve lawyers, four merchants, three physicians, two

teachers, one mechanic, and one banker .
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extended through eleven days, was marked by earnest dis

cussion . Each member seemed to feel resting upon him a

solemn and weighty responsibility . There were no set

speeches. Truth, and only truth , was clearly the object of

every debater. Consequently, the remarks of members

were, for the most part, animated , short, and to the point.

The Moderator's work was comparatively easy. He rarely,

if ever, had occasion to call a member to order. No papers

were ruthlessly “ laid on the table,” in order to get rid of

them . The inexorable “ previous question ” was not passed

on a single occasion , nor was it called for more than once,

so far as we recollect, and then was not sustained by the

House; nor was there any " unfinished business” postponed

to the next Assembly. Although it would have been a

miracle if the delegates, coming up from twelve States and

territories, and from extremes nearly two thousand miles

apart, had all seen exactly eye to eye, in all things, yet the

proceedings were characterized by a most delightful, in

deed, wonderful, harmony. It was emphatically a feast of

love. How vividly did we realize the truth and the spirit

of that precious song of David : “ Behold, how good and

how pleasant it is for brethren to dwell together in unity !

It is like the precious ointment upon the head, that ran

down upon the beard, even Aaron 's beard, that went down

to the skirts of his garments. As the dew of Hermon , and

as the dew that descended upon the mountains of Zion ;

for there the Lord commandeth the blessing, even life for

ever more.”

At the appointed time, the Commissioners all being

assembled in the First Presbyterian Church, a marked and

deep solemnity visibly pervading the entire body, the Rev.

John W . Waddel, D . D ., of the Presbytery of Memphis ,

arose and said : “ It will not, I trust, be regarded as an

unwarrantable liberty in me, inasmuch as I have been one

of the Committee to receive the commissions of the Com

missioners appointed to the General Assembly of the
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Church in the Confederate States of America, to rise, for

the purpose of proposing a presiding officer for the Assem

bly, under the remarkable circumstances which have

assembled us together, and who shall assist in the per

manent organization of this Assembly. I nominate, there

fore, as a temporary presiding officer, Dr. Francis Mc

Farland, from the Synod of Virginia , Presbytery of Lex

ington - one every way suited to fill the high office — one

venerable and respected, both on account of his age, and

his long and valuable services to the Church."

The nomination was approved by acclamation, and Dr.

McFarland took the chair, and said ; “ I take the chair in

obedience to the expressed will of my brethren here

assembled . The subject which first occupies our attention

is the election of a brother to preach the opening Sermon .

It has been extensively circulated , as the wish of the

brethren , that the Rev. Dr. Palmer, of New Orleans,

should perform this duty, and though it has been stated

by the secular papers that I would do so, being the last

Moderator present, yet I do not think it at all obligatory

upon us to observe this rule ; nor do I wish for any thing

but that which is perfectly agreeable to you , as it is neces

sary for us all to proceed with harmony in our organ

ization . I therefore take the liberty to nominate Dr.

Palmer to preach the opening Sermon ."

The nomination was sustained unanimously by the

House. And, after the preliminary services, Dr. Palmer

arose in the pulpit, and said :

“ FATHERS AND BRETHREN : This Assembly is convened

under circumstances of unusual solemnity, and any one of

us might well shrink from the responsibility of uttering

the first words which are to be spoken here. I see before

me venerable men ,whom the Church ofGod has honoured

with the highest mark of her confidence - men venerable

for their wisdom , no less than for their age — who should ,

perhaps, as your organ, speak to -day in the hearing of the
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nation, and of the Church. But a providence, which I

have had no hand in shaping, seems to have devolved upon

me this duty , as delicate as it is solemn. It only remains

for me to bespeak your sympathy, and to implore the

Divine blessing upon what I may be able to say from the

concluding words of the first chapter of Ephesians: “ And

gave Him to be Head over all things to the Church ; which

is His body, the fullness of Him that filleth all in all.”

From these words, the gifted preacher delivered an able

and eloquent discourse on the Headship of Christ over the

Church . This Sermon the Assembly afterwards ordered

to be published in the Appendix to theMinutes.

The Assembly was then constituted, Dr. McFarland still

presiding. The roll of the Commissioners being announced

by Dr. Waddel, there were found to be present ninety

three members ; fifty-five of whom were Ministers, and

thirty -eight Elders. Had the roll been complete, there

would have been, in all, one hundred and ten members.

There were three nominations for the office of Moderator,

viz : the Rev. R . H . Morrison, D . D ., of North Carolina;

Rev. John N . Waddel, D . D ., of Tennessee ; and the Rev.

Benjamin M . Palmer, D . D ., of New Orleans. The Rev.

Dr.Morrison said : “ It would, indeed, give me pleasure to

fulfil any duty that this body might see fit to devolveupon

me, but I have been for years in bad health , and could not

discharge the duties of the office aright: I therefore hope

thatmy name will be withdrawn, inasmuch as there are

many men here who are much better qualified for the task

than I am .”

Dr. Waddel said : “ I hope that I, also , may be allowed

to withdraw my name, and I move that Dr. Palmer be

elected by acclamation .”

Dr. Palmer was then unanimously elected, and , after

being conducted to the Moderator's chair, by Drs. Thorn

well and Waddel - appointed for that purpose - before

taking his seat, he said : “ I should have a heart, brethren,
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hard to be moved , if I were not penetrated by a sense of

your kindness — a kindness twice manifested to me to -day.

Under other circumstances, I should ascend to the duties

of this Chair with extreme embarrassment, for I am bound

to say, that I have but a very slight acquaintance with par

liamentary rules and principles, with the forms of proceed

ing, even in our own Church . It will not surprise me if I

am compelled to throw myself upon the charity of my

brethren. It shall be my attempt to preside with firmness ,

kindness , and impartiality, and I shall throw myself upon

the kindness of this body for any errors I may commit. I

trust that we may enjoy, in an unusual degree, the out

pouring ofGod's Spirit, and that wemay labour with earn

estness to cause our Church to enter vigorously upon the

great work that God has set for it.”

The Assembly then proceeded to elect its officers, both

temporary and permanent. The Rev. D .McNeill Turner,

D . D ., of South Carolina, was chosen Temporary Clerk ;

the Rev. John W . Waddel, D . D ., of Tennessee, Stated

Clerk ; and the Rev . Joseph R . Wilson, D . D ., of Georgia ,

Permanent Clerk of the Assembly.

The body low being completely organized and equipped

for business , the first thing that came up was a paper intro

duced by Dr. Thornwell, who said : “ It seems to me that

now is as proper a time as we can select for a very solemn

act which we ought to perform . We begin our existence

now as an independent Presbyterian Church ; we now con

stitute a formal bond of union between all those Presby

teries and Synods formerly under the jurisdiction of the

Presbyterian Church of the United States of America,

within the limits of the Confederate States. Our Presby

teries have severally expressed their deference to that

system of faith and government held by that Church , and

our Synods have done the same. But I think that this

Assembly should adopt the Confession of Faith , the Cat

echisms, and the Forms of Discipline and Worship, and
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thus have a basis upon which we can proceed. I therefore

beg leave to offer the following resolutions;" which , after

some discussion, were slightly amended , and are as fol.

lows, viz :

Resolved , That the style and title of this Church shall be the

Presbyterian Church in the Confederate States of America .

Resolved, That this Assembly solemnly declare , in conformity with

the unanimous decisions of our Presbyteries, that the Confession of

Faith, the Larger and Shorter Catechisms, the Form ofGovernment,

the Book of Discipline, and the Directory for Worship ,which together

make up the Constitution of the Presbyterian Church in the United

States of America , are the Constitution of this Church , only substi

tuting the term “ Confederate ” States for “ United ” States.

The Moderator, in due time, announced the Committees

usually appointed on such occasions. But, in the present

instance,more than ordinary interest was felt in the Com

mittees, since their work was not simply to review what

had been done by the Assembly's Boards during the past

year, as heretofore ; but to remodel, reconstruct, and build

anew the various agencies by means of which the As

sembly was to prosecute its general schemes of benero

lence. This was especially true of what may be termed

the prime Committees, viz :

I. On Bills and Overtures — Of which the Rev. Francis

McFarland, D . D ., was the Chairman .

II. On Judicial Business - Rev . R . H . Morrison, D . D.,

Chairman .

III . On Theological Seminaries — Rev. Peyton Harrison ,

Chairman .

IV . On Foreign Missions — Rev. James B . Ramsay,

D . D ., Chairman.

V . On Domestic Missions— Rev. C . C . Jones, D . D.,

Chairman .

VI. On Education - Rev. Drury Lacy, D . D ., Chairman.

VII. On Publication - Rev. James A . Lyon, D . D.,

Chairman ,

es
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VIII. On Church Extension — Rev. R . W . Bailey, D . D .,

Chairman .

IX . On Systematic Benevolence - Rev. John B . Adger,

D . D ., Chairman .

X . On the Narrative of Religion - Rev. Aaron W .

Leland, D . D ., Chairman .

XI. On Foreign Correspondence - Rev. Theodoric Pryor,

D . D ., Chairman .

An animated and rather protracted debate sprung up, in

the early part of the second day's proceedings, relative to

the exact ecclesiastical status of the Presbytery of the

Potomac, of late in connexion with the Synod of Bal

timore . The Rev . Dr. John H . Bocock , and others ,

claimed that that Presbytery should be entered upon the

roll as belonging to the Synod of Baltimore , which still

holds its connexion with the old Assembly . They urged

that the Synod of Baltimore, although still in actual con

nexion with the Northern Assembly , was, nevertheless, in

sympathy and feeling with us, and that, no doubt, so soon

as Maryland was free to choose , she would join the Con

federacy ; and that the Synod of Baltimore, or, at all

events, a majority of its Presbyteries,would , in like manner,

declare for the Confederate Church . They feared that re

fusing to enroll the Synod of Baltimore might be con

strued as evidence of a want of due sympathy for the

brethren there, whilst enrolling it, would not only evince

our kindly feeling, but be prophetic of what would , in

due time, doubtless, take place. Whilst, on the other

hand, it was maintained that the Presbytery of the

Potomac, in seceding from the Northern Church, did ,

de facto, and of necessity , secede from the Synod of Bal

timore, which still adheres to that Church, as the less is

contained in the greater; and that, however much this

Assembly sympathizes with the brethren belonging to the

Synod of Baltimore , and looks forward with pleasure to
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the time when they should be component parts of our own

body, yet there was a manifest impropriety in enrolling

that Synod as belonging to us, when, in fact, it belonged

to the other body. “ Suppose,” said one of the speakers,

" that your Presbytery, instead of coming to us, had gone

to the Cumberland Presbyterians, the Baptists, the Meth

odists, or the Episcopalians, and should still claim their re

lation to theSynod of Baltimore, would it not be preposter

ous ? Now , I ask if coming to us is not precisely the same

thing ? Are we not just as separate from the old Assembly

as they are ? I do not see how it is possible to belong to

both Assemblies at the same time.” The matter was then

referred to the Committee on Bills and Overtures, who

reported a minute, which was adopted , and which was to

the effect that the Clerk, in making out the roll, should

enroll the Presbyteries of Winchester and of the Potomac,

not as belonging to the Synod of Baltimore, but as “ here

tofore in connexion with the Synod of Baltimore."

At an early stage of the proceedings of the body, Dr.

Thornwell offered the following resolution , which was

unanimously adopted, viz :

Resolved, That a Committee, consisting of one Minister and one

Elder from each of the Synods belonging to this Assembly, be

appointed to prepare an address to all the Churches of Jesus Christ

through the earth , setting forth the causes of our separation from the

Church in the United States, our attitude in relation to slavery , and a

general view of the policy which , as a Church, we intend to pursue.

In obedience to this resolution , theModerator appointed

the following members of the Assembly on said Com

mittee :

Ministers. — James H . Thornwell, D . D ., Theodoric Pryor,

D . D ., F . K . Nash, R . McInnis, C . C . Jones, D . D ., R . B.

White, D . D ., Professor W . D . Moore, James A . Gillespie,

John L . Boozer, R . W . Bailey, D . D .

Elders. - J . D . Armstrong, Charles Phillips, Joseph A .

Brooks, W . P . Finley, Samuel McCorkle , William P.
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Webb , William C . Black , T . L . Dunlap, and E . W .

Wright.

This Committee , some days after their appointment,

reported , through their Chairman ,the Rev. Dr. Thornwell,

“ An Address to the Churches,” etc., which was listened

to by the entire body, with evident and profound sensation ,

and was not only unanimously adopted, but, on motion of

A . W . Putnam , afterwards amended by William P . Webb,

the original document was ordered to “ be filed in the

archives of the Assembly , and that a paper be attached

thereto, to be signed by the Moderator and members of

this Assembly ” — which was in due form done.

“ This able and remarkably powerful address contained

a valuable exposition of the position of the Southern

Church , its reasons for secession from the Northern As

sembly, and its position, especially in regard to slavery.

But this argument is one which can not be condensed .

Every line is important, to show the connexion of the

argument - every word is full of meaning. We will not,

therefore, attempt to give a sketch of it.” The Assembly

ordered the Stated Clerk to print three thousand copies of

the Address for general circulation .

In themorning of the third day's proceedings, the Rev.

Dr. J. Leighton Wilson , Secretary of the Provisional Com

mittee of Foreign Missions , presented the Committee's

report of what they had done since the separation of the

Southern Presbyteries from the old Assembly. From this

report, it appears that, although " in relation to the Foreign

Missionary work , our people had neither the disposition

nor the facilities for further coöperation with their North

ern brethren , they were not unmindful, however, of their

obligations to the Great Head of the Church . They were

willing to sustain their full share of the common burthen ,

and, in the providence of God, this was assigned them , in

connexion with the care of the Indian Mission , and in the

support of such Missionaries, in the more remote field , as
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had gone from the South . At the same time, the Indian

Missions were cut off from all further connexion with the

Board at New York, and would have been entirely broken

up , if some speedy and suitable provision had not been

made for sustaining and carrying them on . The Com

mittee proposed nothing more than to sustain and take

the controul of these Missions, and, also , provide for the

support of the Missionaries above referred to , until such

timeas the Church should organize, and take the whole

matter into their own hands."

Dr. Wilson also made a report of his visit to the Indian

Missions. “ There are five large, and a few small tribes in

the Indian country, viz : the Choctaws, Cherokees, Creeks,

Seminoles, and Chickasaws, besides the Osages, Shawnees,

Camanches , etc., numbering in all about one hundred

thousand souls. Each particular tribe has a Chief and

Common Council, like the States. They were formerly

under the protectorate of the United States, but are now

about to form a compact with the Confederacy.” “ There

were eight boarding-schools, containing about five hundred

scholars — these schools being supported partly by the Mis

sionary Board , and partly by the Indian fund. To carry

on this Mission, about twenty thousand dollars will be

needed , and it is to be hoped that the Church will take

this subject into their earnest consideration . The con

dition of these Missions is very interesting, and certainly

improved . There are now over fourteen hundred communi

cants in the churches.”

It is with deep and pleasing interest we look forward to

the not very distant day when the Indian territory shall

become one of these Confederate States, and when the

red man shall legitimately claim his seat, not only in our

Presbyteries, Synods, and General Assemblies, but also in

our Legislative Halls and Senate Chambers. This desirable

consummation can be brought about only by evangelical

influences. The Gospel is the most efficient of all the
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forerunners of civilization. Hence, it is not only a dictate

of Christian charity, but of political wisdom , to give

liberally to the cause of Indian Missions. To evangelize

the red man on our Western border, and the black man in

themidst of us, seems, in the providence of God , to be the

peculiar mission and high privilege of the Confederate

Church and States. And if such be the fact, which we

doubt not, have we not reason to adore the goodness and

wisdom of the wonderful providence of God in the ex

traordinary trials through which the nation is now passing !

These missionary exercises, which were so encouraging

and gratifying to the Assembly ,were immediately followed

by others scarcely less interesting, viz : the address of the

Rev. Henry Quigg, Delegate from the Associate Reformed

Synod of the South, and the reply of the Moderator. The

eloquent and stirring discourse of the Delegate was listened

to by the House with thrilling interest. In the course of

his remarks the speaker, in presenting a summary view of

the extent and strength of the Synod which he represented ,

said : “ Wehave nine Presbyteries,and some seventy Min

isters , zealously engaged in the discharge of the duties of

their proper functions. Wehave upwards of one hundred

churches and five thousand communicants. Sabbath Schools

are established in connexion with nearly , if not quite, all

our churches ; and in those churches space is usually set

apart for the accommodation of our coloured fellow -men ,

whom God, in His providence, has placed under our pro

tection. Some of our Pastors have displayed a commend

able zeal in the in -gathering and instruction of this element

in our population. We have two institutions located in

South Carolina, one literary, the other theological, estab

lished and controlled by our Synod, and both manned by

faithful and efficient professors. Hitherto , these institu

tions have been prosperous, beyond the most sanguine

expectations of the founders ; indeed, under the smiles of

a fostering Providence, they have been as founts from
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whence streamshave issued to made glad the city of our

God. Wehave several probationers engaged in the work

of faith and labour of love through the vacancies and

sparsely settled sections of the South -Western States. Our

churches, it will be seen , are widely scattered over a broad

area — the field occupied being, I may say, coextensive with

the Southern States.” *

“ We can now sympathize with each other more fully

and freely, and feel the ties of love, religion, and patriotism

binding usmore closely in a common brotherhood. We

are one in blood ; one in the heritage of a glorious ances

try ; one in resistance to tyranny and error, whether ecele

siastical, or political, or both ; one in faith ; one in doctrine;

and substantially one in practice ; and hence, for the body

that I represent, and for myself, personally , I extend to you

the warmest greetings ofmy nature.

“ Nay, indulge me further : Since God, in His provi

dence, has severed the ties which bound you to the North ;

now that you are cut off from all external affiliation with

her, for substantially the same reason with ourselves ; since

we are both called to labour in the same field , and are both

fighting the battles of the Lord against infidelity , fanaticism ,

and tyranny; engaged in the same warfare, both with carnal

and spiritual weapons; both reduced to similar straits , and

drawn towards each other by the softening, conforming

influences emanating from a common adversity, and being

exercised by a sanctified affliction , and thereby drawn

nearer to the centre, Jesus, and nearer and nearer one

another ; may we not indulge the fond hope that the set

time to favour our beloved Zion has come, and that the King

and Head of the Church, who makes the wrath of man to

praise Him , and places wars and revolutions, and the coun

sels of rulers, and the debates of Senates, under tribute to

the advancement and exaltation of His kingdom , has de

termined that at this historic period, while the nation

stands amazed at the wonderful developements of Provi
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dence in obliterating past party asperities, and harmonizing

public sentiment, while our sympathies, our piety , and our

patriotism ,all burn and glow to a white heat, we should be

indissolubly welded together . As in Australia, Ireland, and

the British Provinces, may we not be united, as Presby

terians, in solid phalanx, and go forth with a momentum

commensurate with our numbers and resources, overturn

ing every obstacle that should oppose the progress of Mes

siah 's kingdom , conquering and to conquer — the last victory

eclipsing the first in the splendour of its achievement.

Could this object, to which earnest allusion has been

recently made by so many of your Church Sessions, Pres

byteries, and at least one Synod , be attained , on a satis

factory and an equitable basis, it would, indeed , be a

delightful consummation , and one, I believe, that, to the

hearts of many in the Church I represent, would send a

thrill of joy. These remarks, it will be understood, are

entirely unofficial. But, let me say, whether we are or

ganically united or no, let us at least be united in the bonds

of Christian affection ; and, while in separate spheres we

stand up manfully for Christ and His crown, let us, also ,

stand up to one another, hand to band, shoulder to shoul

der, and heart to heart.”

Dr. Palmer, the Moderator, replied :

- This Assembly extends to you , sir, and the Church

which you represent, a reciprocal and cordial greeting.

The Presbyterian Church has always had the strongest

attachment to that common standard of faith and order

to which you have alluded that system , in devotion to

which , and for the preservation of which , we have been

called to go through many trials, and sufferings, and afflic

tions. But along with this fervent attachment to the truth,

as set forth in our Constitution , we have ever desired to

cherish a large affection to all the branches of the Church

ofGod,and to none more cordially than to that which you

represent. You are of our family , and we of yours. We
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are sprung from a common ancestry ; we have the same

historic memories ; we have had the same conflicts for the

truth , and the Church ofGod. Wedwell in the same house,

and sit around the same board . We are bound together

by the strongest cords of affection and love. Every senti

ment expressed by you finds an echo in the breast of every

member here. What you have expressed as a wish , and

unofficially, may, I trust, turn out a prophecy . May we

see the purpose of God in all these political overturnings,

in bringing together, in one common body, those who have

been too long separated by differences which Christian

charity may enable us to overleap ; so that, with one heart

and one mind, wemay labour to increase the Redeemer's

kingdom . Bear with you, to the Church which you repre

sent, the cordial salutations of this Assembly.”

The venerable Dr. Francis McFarland, in a few pertinent

remarks, expressed , no doubt, the sentiment of every

member of the Assembly , when he said : “ I do trust that

the time is comingwhen we shall no longer be numerically

two bodies, for there are very few things which keep us

apart, and I know that there is a strong leaning, on both

sides, to union . Butwemust not be pressed together. Let

us rather be drawn by the cords of love. I, for one, thank

the brother for his kind address.”

The Rev. Dr. R . B . McMullen, the Chairman of a large

Committee, to whom was referred a paper offered by Judge

J . T . Swayne, for the closer union and communion of

Christians, presented , at a subsequent stage of the proceed

ings, a report, which, being amended, was adopted , and

from which the following extract is pertinent in this con

nexion :

To the Associate Reformed Synod of the South , who have

several times heretofore conferred with us, and who have 90

kindly and fraternally greeted us on the present occasion , the Assen

bly feels drawn with the strongest cords of brotherly love. Theirs

is a precious ancestry, who gave a poble testimony for the truth,

lifting up a glorious banner against error , and battling faithfully for
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Christ and His crown. Towards them our hearts go out in cordial

affection, and the Assembly feels that, in the present afflicting cir

cumstances that surround both denominations, no ordinary difficulties

should be allowed to keep them asunder. Both have the same faith

and polity ; the same heavenly Father, and precious Jesus, and Holy

Comforter ; with one heart, and one hope, bearing substantially the

same name, contending against the same enemy, and having the same

symbols. Why, then, should they compose two denominations?

In regard to psalmody, which separates us, this Assembly already

have fifty -two of the psalms used by the Associate Reformed Church

in our book of praise , and now propose that, when another edition is

published, which must of necessity be at an early day, they will pub

lish the entire one hundred and fifty psalms in the beginning of the

book , if that will be satisfactory to this sister Church. This will

bring both bodies nearer to the practice of the good old mother

Church of Scotland and Ireland , from which both Churches have

descended , as she uses the one hundred and fifty psalms, together

with paraphrases and hymns.

This Assembly now cordially greets her sister, and makes her this

offer of amity and union . And that the subject may be brought to

the consideration of the entire body as soon as practicable , the Stated

Clerk of this Assembly is hereby directed to forward a copy of this

paper to the Stated Clerk of each Presbytery of the Associate Re

formed Churoh , at an early day.

Wewould here conclude, in this historical review , all we

have to say on this very important subject of Christian

union and communion, by inserting the report of the Rev.

Dr. Theodoric Pryor, Chairman of the Committee on

Foreign Correspondence:

TheGeneral Assembly of the Presbyterian Church in the Confed

erate States of America, appreciating the precious import of that

memorable prayer, addressed by the adorable Redeemer to the Father ,

in full view of the agony, the Garden , and the Cross — “ That they

all may be one, as thou, Father, art in Me, and I in Thee, that they

may also be one in us, that the world may believe that Thou hast sent

Me” - and , impelled by a sincere desire to meet the full measure of

responsibility which devolves upon us, as a branch of Christ's visible

Church , in the accomplishment of this vastly important petition ,

would most earnestly endeavour to draw closer the bonds of Christian

intercourse and communion between all Churches, of like faith and

order with ourselves, in the Confederate States. This Assembly,

therefore, affectionately solicits fraternal correspondence with the fol

lowing Churches, to wit : The Associate Reformed Synod of the

South ; the United Synod of the Presbyterian Church ; the General

Assembly of the Cumberland Presbyterian Church ; the Congregation
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of Independent Presbyterians, and the German Reformed Church .

And in order to consummate this , our Christian purpose and desire,

the Assembly will, at its present session , appoint and commission dele

gates to the aforesaid Churches, with full power and authority to

arrange and adopt articles of permanent intercourse and correspond

ence; which articles, however , shall be submitted to the Assembly for

its ratification or rejection.

On motion to adopt the report, the Hon. Chancellor

Johnston moved that the “ Evangelical Lutheran Church

of South Carolina and adjacent States " be inserted in the

list of Churches to which this Assembly will send del

egates. This gave rise to a discussion on the true nature

of Christian communion . The views finally acquiesced in

by the body seemed to be those expressed by Dr. Thorn

well, as follows:

“ There are two kinds of communion . First, Christian

communion : communion between saints, and the com

munion of saints with Christ, their Master. This Church

has always acknowledged this sort of communion with

those who acknowledged Christ as their Lord and Master

as the Saviour of sinners, and one of the persons in the ado

rable Trinity . I am astonished to hear it intimated thatwe

hold at arms' length any who think thus of Jesus. I have

always admitted to the Lord 's Table, Methodists, Baptists

all who admit the doctrine of the Trinity - and, if that is

not Christian communion , I am utterly at a loss to conceive

what Christian communion is. Our Church does not pro

pose to take any new step on this subject, and if you pass

a law to that effect, you will seem to imply that heretofore

you have not admitted them .

“ Now , there is a second kind of communion — that is, in

the courts of the Church . These courts are not designed

to express love to the Master - our spiritual communion

and fellowship ; but these courts are intended for the gor

ernment of the Church ; as rulers, they meet together for

the purpose of deliberating and investigating the various

questions before them , and of deciding what is in accord
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ance with the word of God. Into this ecclesiastical com

munion , we invite those who sympathize with us in the

general measures for the advancement of the kingdom of

our Lord Jesus Christ ; those who agree with us as to the

great principles on which the Church should be admin

istered . It seems to me, therefore, preposterous to invite

into this communion those who differ from us toto cælo .

Christian communion is as broad and free in our Church

as any man on the face of the earth could desire it. But,

as far as ecclesiastical union is concerned , you defeat the

very object you have in view , as soon as you entertain a

number of heterogeneous faiths and orders. Again, there

is another important consideration for us. We are now

going forth , in our separate and independent organization ,

as a new Church. We are, so to speak , strangers, who

now first make their appearance . In our Address to the

Churches,wehavemade our bow , and invited ecclesiastical

communion with us of those of the same faith as ourselves.

The onus of accepting or rejecting rests with them . I think

we are perfectly right in taking the action of the last As

sembly as our precedent in regard to this matter. Our

disruption with that Assembly is not a disruption of our

ecclesiastical communion with those Churches ; and I sub

mit, that this is as far as we can go with any propriety .

It would not be consistent with our position to do any

thing more. Take up the subject where the last Assembly

left it, and follow it out, as our changed circumstances

permit. But let us not confound our ecclesiastical with

our Christian relations. It is only Presbyterians that we

can consistently invite to take part in our discussions and

deliberations ; and it would be an insult to invite any one

to take part with you, when they believed you to be un

scriptural in your views and doctrines.” The report was

adopted, without the amendment proposed by Chancellor

Johnston .
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It seems to us exceedingly desirable , at this peculiar

crisis in both our national and ecclesiastical history,when

old things are passing away ; when both Church and State

are, as it were, bursting their old shells, and casting them

off, in order that they may assume new ones, of larger

dimensions, and better suited to the progress of knowledge

and humanity ; and , on taking a new start in the career of

usefulness and high attainments, that all Christians of like

faith and practice should " close up,” to use the language of

the Rev. Dr. Foote , “ shoulder to shoulder, in an unbroken

column, in order that our charge upon the enemiesof truth

and righteousness, in every form and shape,may be irre

sistible !” Why should we stand upon technicalities or

punctilios ? Are not these trifles in comparison with union ,

which is strength ? And yet union , without implicit con

fidence, is union only in form — it is no union — it is worse

than no union ; instead of adding strength , it only becomes

an element of weakness. Let all true Presbyterians,there.

fore, become one body, but one in a way that will remove

all suspicion, and beget the most hearty confidence, with

outwhich the so- called union would be a curse, rather than

a blessing.

In obedience to the recommendation contained in the

report, the Assembly appointed the following Correspond

ing Delegates, viz :

To the Associate Reformed Synod of the South — The

Rev. David Wills, principal ; and the Rev. D . McNeill

Turner, D . D ., alternate .

To the United Synod of the Presbyterian Church - The

Rev. G . D . Armstrong, D . D ., principal ; and the Rer.

James A . Lyon, D . D ., alternate .

To the General Assembly of the Cumberland Presby

terian Church - The Rev. R . B . McMullen , D . D ., principal;

and the Rev. John Hunter, alternate.
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To the Convention of Independent Presbyterians — The

Rev. Wm . Banks, principal; and the Rev. A . A . James,

alternate.

To the German Reformed Church — The Rev. Dr. R . H .

Morrison, principal; and the Rev. D . A . Penick , alternate .

There were two days during the Sessions of the Assem

bly that were termed, par excellence, the “ Lawyers' days,"

as the subjects of discussion on those days were such as to

draw out the legal skill and learning of several of the

Ruling Elders in the body. And in nothing was the excel

lence of our Church polity, which provides for such an ele

ment in all our Church courts, more clearly demonstrated

than in the discussions that took place on the occasions

referred to . The one was, the debate that arose on the

offering of the following resolution by Rev. R . McInnis :

Resolved , That a Committee be appointed, and instructed to take

the proper steps to secure a legal title to all property within the Con

federate States to which , in their judgment,the Presbyterian Church

in these States possess an equitable claim .

The other was, the discussion that took place, in a subse

quent stage of the proceedings, on the adoption of the

report of the Committee on Charters. It was manifest to

every one, that the aid rendered, on these occasions, by the

legal gentlemen on the floor, was absolutely indispensable

to the successful action of the House. The truth is, that

although the Church is, and ought to be, entirely separate

from the world, yet, at the same time, it is conterminous

with the world ; and, accordingly ,the polity of our Church

admits into its officialmanagementmen who are acquainted ,

as it were, with the landmarks separating the Church from

the world.

The Church , being “ the body of Christ,” is the repre

sentative of Christ on the earth . And as Christ, whilst on

the earth , went about doing good , and preaching the Gos

pel, so the true mission of the organized Church in the
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world is to spread the Gospel, until the whole world is

evangelized. Consequently , the organized Church is not

simply a fold , into which the people of God are to be gath

ered, for their individual comfort and safety ; nor yet a

stronghold, a fortress, to which they may fly for protection;

but it is, also , and mainly, an aggressive agency — a bar

racks of soldiers, and of the munitions of war, from whose

gates invading armies are to issue, covered with the Gospel

panoply, and go forth , conquering and to conquer. " Ye

are the light of the world ;" " ye are the salt of the earth ;

a city set on a hill, that can not be hid ;" a light upon a

candle-stick , that “ giveth light to all that are in the

house ;" " leaven,” to diffuse itself throughout the whole

world. As the individual member of Christ's kingdom

can not fold his hands and sit still, no more can the Church .

The true mission, therefore, of the organized and visible

Church is, to go into all the world , and preach the Gospel

to every creature. Accordingly, the Assembly seemed to

regard the organization , and the setting in operation evan

gelical agencies for the diffusion of religious truth , and the

spread of the Gospel amongst men, as its great work.

The reconstruction of our Missionary and benevolent

schemes engaged the early and earnest attention of the

body. By common consent, the old system of “ Boards"

was abandoned . They never served any other purpose

than that of being a kind of “ upper room ” in the

Church — a sort of “ Moses' seat," to which , in some cases,

ambitious and vain men aspired , in order that their

names, with their titles, might be published , from year to

year, in the reports of the Boards, as the distinguished and

titled gentlemen of the Church ! They answered no good

end ,but were productive of evil. They were no honour,

and became a disgrace, to religion. The Assembly did not

discuss the propriety of readopting them . They were not

even mentioned, with the view of reconstructing them .

But it was, with entire unanimity, determined to prosecute
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the evangelical work of the Church in the simplest and

most effective manner possible . Therefore, as the Assem

bly could not, from the nature of the case, remain always

in session , nor meet oftener than once a year, to do its own

work , it was resolved to appoint, from year to year, small,

efficient “ Executive Committees ” (ad interim ) to represent

and to do the work of the Assembly - consisting of nine

ministers, or other members of the Church, besides a Sec

retary and Treasurer, all appointed annually by the Assem

bly. These Committees are to keep a faithful record of

all their transactions, which, together with a report of their

proceedings, they are to send up each year to the Assembly,

for its review and control, as in the case of the Synodical

records. The House was unanimous in the construction

of these Committees, but not entirely so in their location,

and in the manner in which their respective Secretaries

should be appointed . There wasno differenceofopinion as

to the location of the Executive Committees of Foreign and

Domestic Missions ; the seat of the former being Columbia ,

South Carolina, and the city of New Orleans that of the

latter. But there was a decided difference of opinion as

to the location of the Executive Committee of Publication .

Richmond, Virginia , and Nashville, Tennessee, were both

put in nomination. In favour of the former, the main con

siderations urged were : First, That from Richmond books

and other publications could be shipped by sea, to the

various centres of trade in the Confederacy, cheaper than

they could be forwarded by railroad ; and, secondly , that

Richmond , being an older place than Nashville, and sur

rounded by a denser Presbyterian population, there would

never be any difficulty in procuring an efficient and well

officered Committee at that place. In favour of Nashville,

it was urged : First, That the great design of publishing

religious books, and other publications, was, that they

might, in some degree, serve as a substitute for the living

ministry, and, therefore, this evangelical agency should be
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placed in the centre of the region where it was most

needed. Secondly, That the marine insurance, and the

greater length of time that would attend transportation by

sea , would balance the increased expense of forwarding by

rail. And, thirdly , and mainly, that Nashville was already

a great publishing mart ; that it was the seat of the Meth

odist Book Concern, South, and , also , the seat of the Bap

tist publishing operations; and that the experience of

different trades has long since decided , that it is to the

advantage of different crafts to be located in the same

immediate vicinity, so as to draw to the same common

centre common material, common skill, common capital,

labour, competition, etc., etc. But, notwithstanding these

potent reasons in favour of Nashville,the Assembly decided,

erroneously,we think , in favourof Richmond, by a majority

of sixteen votes. We still believe that it would be to the

interest of that exceedingly important and responsible arm

of the Church, to be yet located at Nashville. The Ex

ecutive Committee of Education , which , we think , should

be located at Richmond, was located at Memphis, Ten

nessee. And the work of Church extension was, for the

present, committed to the Executive Committee ofDomestic

Missions.

But the manner in which the Secretaries of these several

Committees should be appointed — whether by the Assem

bly , or the Committees themselves - gave occasion to one

of the warmest discussions had on the floor of the House.

The substance of what was said in favour of the former

method was embodied , for the most part, in the remarks

of the Rev. Dr. J. Leighton Wilson, who said : “ My con

victions of the importance of this officer being elected by

the Assembly, are very decided . I think , however, that

we are likely to get into a misapprehension of the whole

subject at the outset, by definitions. If properly stated ,

both Secretary and Treasurer would be members of the

Committee, and just as much parts of that Committee
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as any body else. I hold that there is not an office in the

whole Presbyterian Church more responsible or important

than the Secretaryship of these Committees — the respon

sibility of this office is almost too great to be laid on any

one man . I know its trials and responsibilities, and such

a work ought not to be committed to the hands of indi

viduals. This office is fully as important as that of a The

ological Professor in your Seminaries, and I ask you,would

you commit the election of this officer to a Committee ?

Why, then, the election of a man to fill this equally impor

tant office ? Besides, he ought to be called to this office

by the voice of this whole Church, and , unless so called , I

don't see how any one can take upon himself such an office.

And I would state here, that, after having filled this office

for seven or eight years, I came to the conclusion that I

could not fill it any longer , because I felt that it was the

duty of the Assembly to call me to it, and my duty not to

serve unless so called . I think that the voice of the whole

Church is necessary to call me to this very important

place."

On the other side, in favour of the Committees electing

their own officers, it was maintained : First, That, as the

Committee was the representative of the Assembly, in

fact, as it were a little Assembly (ad interim ), to transact

business in the name and behalf of the Assembly , whilst

that body was not, and could not be, in session ; that it

should have, for the time being , certain specified rights

and prerogatives of the larger body , at least so far as the

election of its own officers were concerned . This, in the

second place, would insure homogeneity to the Committee,

which was a very important consideration in the operations

of all executive bodies, since without this its parts would

only clog and embarrass one another. In the third place , it

would be an effectual safeguard against interruptions in

the operations of the Committee from one meeting of the

Assembly to the other, in case of the non-acceptance of
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the Secretary elect, or of his resignation , failure of health ,

death, or other cause, since the Committee could imme

diately fill the vacancy . There would be a reasonable

guarantee of permanency in the office so filled ; as local

considerations would induce the Assembly to appoint sub

stantially the same Committee from year to year ; and,

accordingly, in view of the position being permanent, the

best talent and ability available could be obtained by the

Committee to fill such vacancy , which might not be the

case, if the old Secretary was liable to be dropped , and

a new one elected in his place every year. The next

Assembly may be of a very different mind from this, and

they may come up with their favorite . A king may

arise that knows not Joseph - and a new Secretary may

be put in office . And so it may, and in all probability

will be, from year to year. This may lead to electioneering

and log-rolling at every meeting of the Assembly , which

will soon result in our best qualified men refusing to be

candidates for the office — all which would be, in a great

measure, avoided, by leaving the election to the Com

mittees. Again : there is almost a necessity, said the Rev.

Mr. Smylie , that the salary of the Secretary shall be fixed

by the Committee, and this gives the Committee a power .

equal to a veto power upon the Assembly . Why not,

then , make the Committee wholly responsible for the

Secretary ? Moreover, will it not be invidious to place

over the Committee an officer, not of their own choosing,

who shall be a kind of Archbishop over, but irresponsible to ,

them . Nay, will there not be a manifest awkwardness in the

working, wheel within wheel, of two separate and inde

pendent agencies, neither responsible to the other ? It will

not do to force a Secretary upon a Committee ; instead of

facilitating, they would only impede, the operations of one

another.

The Rev. R .McInnis " admitted that itmightbe a pleasant

thing to be elected by the whole Church, but that it would
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not be so pleasant for a brother nominated for the position

of Secretary to have his claims and qualifications can

vassed in open Assembly , and his defects or want of fitness

for the place published to the world . He thought that it

would be a very delicate thing, and that no one would feel

free to canvass the qualifications of a nominee. This might

be doneby the Committee, and they, feeling the impor

tance of an efficient Secretary, and being responsible to the

Assembly for their fidelity , would be far more likely to

make a wise and judicious choice ; and if they are to be

held , as they are, responsible to this body, they should

have the privilege of selecting this officer. The Assembly

might elect, as Secretary, a man of reputation , an able

preacher, and yet he might be totally unfit for the duties

of the office. It was not talents, but peculiar talents - a

fitness for the work to be done-- that was needed in a Sec

retary . The Assembly , he contended , could not judge of

this as well as the Committee. What could such a body

as this know , personally , of the qualifications of almostany

one nominated ? I need not answer. And, besides, there

should be harmony between the Committee and Secretary

in their feelings, views, and action. They must work cor

dially together. Yet this Assembly may not only elect an

inefficient Secretary , but one between whom and the Com

mittee there will be no harmony.”

The Assembly , nevertheless, decided , by a smallmajority ,

adversely to the Committees being allowed to choose their

own officers. The appointment, therefore , of the Secre

taries and Treasurers of the several Executive Committees

devolves, from year to year, upon the Assembly. Accord

ingly, they proceeded to elect the Rev. J. Leighton Wilson,

D . D ., Secretary of the Executive Committee of Foreign

Missions, the Rev. John Leyburn, D . D ., Secretary of the

Executive Committee of Domestic Missions, the Rev. John

H . Gray, D . D ., Secretary of Education , and Rev. Wm .

Brown, D . D ., of Publication - all able and efficient men ,
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every way qualified to discharge faithfully the delicate and

responsible duties committed to them .

The only other subject about which there was a decided

difference of opinion ,after discussion , related to the manner

in which the Church should prosecute its work of Do

mestic Missions, as set forth in the sixth article of the

report of the Standing Committee on that subject, of

which the Rev. Dr. C . C . Jones was the Chairman . The

debate was on the motion to strike out the article , which

reads as follows:

“ That Presbyteries be enjoined to raise funds, in the

manner most approved by them , for the support of Do

mestic Missions, and be recommended, in conducting the

work within their own bounds, to employ the agency of the

Assembly's Committee for the purpose.”

On this subject, there was more feeling evinced on the

part of the speakers than any other. Indeed, it was the

only debate in which there was any deep feeling man

ifested. The discussion was participated in by the Rev.

Messrs. Adger, Thornwell, DuBose , Bocock , McFarland,

Lacy, Moore, White, Welch , Pryor, Chapman , Gillespie,

McInnis, Houston , Lyon, Stewart, Phillips, Loughridge,

and others. The pivoton which the debate turned was, the

latter part of the article, viz : And that the Presbyteries

6 be recommended, in conducting the work within their

own bounds, to employ the agency of the Assembly's

Committee for the purpose.” In the course of the debate,

Dr. Adger offered the following substitute for the article

objected to, which was received with great favour by many,

although the Assembly never reached a decisive vote

upon it :

Whereas the work of Domestic Missions is a two- fold work , a work

within the bounds of our established Presbyteries, and a work also on

our frontiers, and in our feeble Presbyteries ; and whereas the former

ought to be conducted by every strong and able Presbytery for itself ,

it being their right and their duty to take care of themselves without
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burdening the Assembly 's Committee ; and whereas the other part of

the work of Domestic Missions must be devolved upon the central

agency, and carried on through that Committee, by the coöperation of

all the Presbyteries ; this Assembly does, therefore, enjoin upon all the

Presbyteries to aim , not only at overtaking their own destitutions, but

also at carrying forward the general and frontier work , by means of

the Committee now organized. There ought to be special and con

stant collections in every Presbytery in aid of this Committee' s work ,

as herein defined . They are charged with the care of all our Mis

sions on the frontier, and also with the duty of aiding all our weak

Presbyteries, by means of the contributions of the strong. And it is

whether dispensed by the Presbyteries themselves, or transmitted to

the Committee, together with its Missionary operations, be fully and

accurately reported by each Presbytery to the General Assembly ,

through this Committee, and that this report be made in time to be

incorporated in the Committee's Report.

In favour of the motion to strike out, and to adopt the

substitute, the substance of what was said was embraced

in Dr. Adger's remarks, as follows: “ There is a principle

endangered by this article of the Committee, which many

of us consider to be important, and for which we must be

allowed to contend. We think those Presbyteries which

are strong have not only the right, but it is their duty, to

manage for themselves the work of Domestic Missions in

their own bounds. At the same time, it is clearly their

duty to contribute for its support in the weaker Pres

byteries, and on the frontiers. We are very unwilling that

you should enjoin it upon the able Presbyteries to do their

own peculiar work through this central Committee ; but

we are equally anxious that you should enjoin upon those

strong Presbyteries to take up special and constant collec

tions for that Committee. We desire, not only that these

older Presbyteries should send the Committee their surplus

Domestic Missionary funds (as some of them have always

done), but that they should regularly and specifically con

tribute to the cause, as it is to be carried on upon the fron

tiers and in theweak Presbyteries, just as they contribute

for the cause of Foreign Missions. The true plan for
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making Domestic Missions important in the eyes of the

people is, to objectify it, holding it up before the Presby

teries as some thing outside of themselves, just aswedo the

work of Foreign Missions. Thus shall we call forth the

charity of the Church . But, on the other hand, there are

two objections to the old plan , of requiring the Presbyteries

to cultivate their own peculiar field through the agency of

this Committee. The one is, that it is bad policy, for

people will naturally take a greater interest in their own

work than in that of others ; and the other is, that it will

bring upon the Committee a vast amount of useless office

work , aboutmatters which each Presbytery is morefamiliar

with , and can manage better, than the Committee. Be

sides these things, it is well known that there was serious

opposition excited against the old Board, because it sought

to bring the Presbyteries under its power. It said hard

things of those who did not carry on their own home-work

through its agency. It endeavoured, at Lexington, to bare

the Assembly declare that every Church and Presbytery

must lose caste which would notuse the agency of the Board.

This caused ill feeling and opposition . The Presbyteries

thought the Board aimed to swallow them up , as the Gor

ernment at Washington is trying to swallow up the States.

Now , then , as we are beginning a new concern, is it wise

to load it down with old difficulties and causes of trouble ?

Ought we not rather to aim at setting it up free of all

causes of odium and prejudice ? I speak of these things as

a true and earnest friend of the cause of Domestic Missions

in every one of our Presbyteries, and in the whole frontier

country . Weall desire to do that which is best for the

cause; and, forone, I fear that ifwe adopt this sixth article

we shall do that cause much harm . Still further : it came

to be the settled conviction ofmany of the best and wisest

friends of the old Board (our respected brother, Dr. C . C.

Jones, once Secretary of the Board , included ), thatthere is

naturally a constant tendency in the churches and Presby
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teries which receive such aid to hang on too long in de

pendence upon the central Committee. Many churches,

Dr. Jones found, when he entered on the office of Secre

tary, had been sucking the paps of the old Board for twenty

years, and could not possibly be shaken off. Now , our

paper strikes at this evil. We desire to encourage self

reliance in the Presbyteries. It is the duty of every Pres

bytery, as it is of every church, to do its own work , if it

possibly can . And in no other way can the whole Church

ever be brought up to the right standard of action in this

matter, until the principle is adopted, and acted on, that

each Session and Presbytery must take care of its own

field , and must, also, send forth their energies to the weak

and the needy who are beyond.”

In opposition to striking out, it was argued that the

Church was a unit-- that the General Assembly , mutatis

mutandis, was only a big Presbytery , and that the Pres

bytery was a little General Assembly — that each one of the

several Executive Committees represented the Church

the whole Church — that they were, as it were, miniature

Assemblies (ad interim ), to do the work of the Assembly

proper ; and, that, therefore, the very genius and spirit of

our Church polity required unity of action in all our

schemes* — that, as the whole Church acted, at least, pro

* With reference to the genius and spirit of our polity , it may be ob

served that, undoubtedly , the principle pervades our whole Constitution ,

that the higher Courts are not to engage in doing any thing which the

Courts below can do as well. The higher Courts have, essentially, all the

powers which belong to any of the lower Courts; but the Constitution

provides that whatever the lower Courts can themselves do perfectly well,

shall be done by them , and that only that which they can not so well

attend to , shall devolve upon the Courts above. Thus, the Session takes

the oversight of tho affairs of its own church , and the Presbytery does not

meddle with those matters, except in the way of review . And thus the

Synod leaves each Presbytery to review the proceedings of its own Ses

sions, and to examine, license, ordain , judge, and depose its own Ministers,

and , also , to unite or divide congregations, at the request of the people,
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forma, through the Executive Committee of Foreign Mis

sions, and through the Executive Committee of Pub

lication, so, in likemanner, there was a consistency and a

beauty in carrying out the same principle through all our

benevolent enterprises and general schemes of Christian

charity — that there was a manifest incongruity in appoint

ing an Executive Committee to do a certain work , and then

enjoining it upon the Presbyteries to do the same work ,

wholly independent of the Committee. Moreover, even

suppose that the strong Presbyteries should do their own

work, in fact, there was no good reason why they should

not use the Committee as the channel of their operations,

which would require only the writing of a few letters , the

etc. ; the Synod does not review or control Sessions, except througb Pres

byteries. Just so the General Assembly reviews the records and proceed

ings of the Synods, and not , directly , of the Presbyteries, and takes the

oversight of what concerns thewhole Church. The principle is embodied

in the eighth paragraph of Section II, of the Book of Discipline, thus:

“ References are generally to be carried to the judicatory immediately

superior .” No burden shall be laid on the higher Court, which the Court

below it can as well bear.

The application is plain . When we come to equip the Church for her

work of propagating the faith , we must devolve upon the General Assem

bly , acting through its Executive Committee, the work of Foreign Mis

sions and of Publication ; because, clearly, no Presbytery or Synod could

so well undertake that work . Wemust, also, devolve upon the Assembly,

in some of their aspects, the work of Education and Domestic Missions :

so far , for example, as concerns the great South -West - the frontier field ,

which our Church must enter and cultivate for the Lord that is for the

General Assembly, just as necessarily as is Foreign Missions. And surely

that is a work large enough, and responsible enough, to rouse the energies

of any Committee that rightly conceives of it. So, also, the General

Assembly is the proper body to be an organ for communicating between all

the strong and all the weak Presbyteries. But,surely, on the other hand,

it is not in the spirit of the Constitution to impose on the Assembly,

through its Committee, the Domestic Missionary work within the bounds

of each particular Presbytery, wherever that Presbytery is able itseif to

carry it forward . If the domestic work in each Presbytery must be de

volved on the Assembly, shall thework, also, of each Session be devolved

upon it ? - Eds. S . P . R .
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filling up and signing of a few commissions, and the

making up of a brief report to be sent to the Assembly's

Committee once a year. This would accord, at least, with

our theory of unity , and present, every year, a succinct view

of the benevolent operations of the whole Church , for the

encouragement and gratification of all its members .

Mr. Stewart said : “ I see no reason why the Presbyteries

should object to communicating through the Committees.

I am deeply convinced that a fatal stroke will be given to

this Committee, if you allow this. It will make this Com

mittee a one-horse concern . But my principal objection is,

it dissolves the bond of union between the Presbyteries

and this Committee ; and this is vitalto the responsibility

and effectiveness of this scheme. As a friend of it, I do

protest, most earnestly , against this great discrimination

between it and the others."

Dr. White said : “ But if it goes to the ears of the Pres

byteries, that you have stricken out this resolution, four

fifths of the Presbyteries will begin this work for

themselves, and where will the funds come from to support

this Committee ? Then , how will this Committee act

efficiently, even on the frontiers of the Church ? The

Committee will become contemptible. But, if the Pres

byteries are allowed to sustain the work in their own

bounds, many churches, who might sustain themselves,

will be left to linger on the alms of the Church , because

the Presbyteries can 't refuse their aid when it is asked of

them , whereas the Committee would have no undue bias

in favour of them .”

Professor Phillips said : “ It is inconsistent to establish

an agency, and then decline to recommend it to the Pres

byteries. What the agency of this Committee is, has not

yet been settled . If a Presbytery is an established and rich

Presbytery, is it to be independent, while the weak Pres

byteries must work through the Committee ?”
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Dr. Thornwell said : “ I do not intend to detain the

Assembly long, but there are a few things which I feel

bound to utter. It is said this article leaves the Presby

teries as absolutely at liberty as before — it does not inter

fere with their rights, their present modes of operation

it leaves them just where they stand now . Then, what is

gained by the article ? If these rights are to be guaranteed

by the resolution, then let them be clearly acknowledged,

as in Dr. Adger's paper. You say, that to you, they are

clearly expressed in that article ; in other words, that you

will guarantee our rights, but yet you refuse to put them

down in black and white.

“ In this debate, two things that ought to be kept dis

tinct, are put together ; the grandeur of the Committee,

and the grandeur of the work . If, you say — if the Pres

byteries supply the destitutions in their own limits , it

detracts from the grandeur of the Committee ! Oh ! my

brethren, if the work be done, is not that all we have in

view ? It is our aim , not to promote the grandeur of the

Committee, but to promote the cause of God. It is our

aim to supply the waste places — to evangelize our own

destitutions — to build up the walls of Jerusalem — to carry

forward the glorious Gospel. Brethren seem frankly to

admit that, if the Presbyteries are allowed this privilege,

thework will be done, but the Committee's glory will suffer. I

care nothing for the glory of the Committee, as long as I

detract nothing from the glory of God, and the Church.

The course which these brethren pursue, is most extra

ordinary. They admit that the work will be done, and

done effectually . Is not the work the greatmatter ? Why,

then, scramble over the question how it is done ?

“ So much for the argument on the other side. They

talk about a liberty of the Presbyteries, which their zeal

for this article shows that they do not fairly and squarely

acknowledge ; because Dr. Adger's resolution adds nothing

to that liberty . We believe the resolution of the report
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takes something away, and if our brethren persist that it

takes away nothing, then why not remove the obnoxious

language ?

“ As to Dr. Adger’s paper, a single word. The work of

Domestic Missions is, clearly — first, a work falling on the

Presbyterieswithin their own bounds — and, secondly, a work

which transcends the power of feeble Presbyteries, and

which extends to our frontier. In this joint work , all

Presbyteries, whether old or young, rich or poor, should

put their shoulders to the wheel to carry it forward . We

do not give a single Presbytery the power of saying " I

will not aid .' This Committee shall be the organ of com

munication with the waste places, with the vacancies on

our frontier, and also between the strong and the weak

Presbyteries. Is not that work enough ? Must you allow

the Committee to go into an old Presbytery and say :

Here is A . B .,whom you have settled as a Pastor, with a

salary of so much , but we will not allow him to work,

unless you allow us to call your settled Pastor our Mis

sionary, so that the Assembly may know that he works

under our commission ;'thus, youmake him have a double

commission - from the Presbytery, as a Pastor, and from

the Committee, as a Missionary. Wewant no such com

plicated work, no such wheel within a wheel, as that.

“ We have thus far acted wisely , Moderator ; we have

acted judiciously, and so as to gain the commendation of

God and our Church, in the organization of every other

Committee. I want the Assembly to be unanimouson the

organization of this Committee, which is destined to

achieve the most important work . But, I do solemnly

assure brethren that, if they pass that resolution, they will

give a fatal blow to this Committee, at its very inception .

The Synods and Presbyteries will be alienated from it ; and

there are liberal churches, that have given with a princely

hand, that will be alienated from it. Is it wise, is it

judicious, at the inauguration of such a project, to put it in
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opposition to the feelings of any portion of our Church ?

If you do pass that resolution , you do violate the con

sciences of some in this Assembly , and the deep and

settled convictions of some of our largest ecclesiastical

bodies — of some of our Synods, as well as Presbyteries.

I beg you earnestly to consider before you do this.

“ Every thing here has been in such perfect harmony,we

have felt the presence of God so clearly, that, if the matter

is to be a disputed question , I had rather adjourn than to

press it now . Our Church, now , requires every shoulder

to be put to the wheel. Let us stand shoulder to shoulder.

Whatever divides us, let us give to the winds.”

Dr. White then spoke, to the effect that, as no principle

was involved in yielding what had been advocated by the

majority of the Assembly, that in order to secure harmony

in all our proceedings, he hoped that the objectionable

article would be stricken out, which was accordingly done;

after which , on motion of Judge Forward, the various

Presbyteries were ordered to send up to the Executive

Committee of Missions an annual report of their Mis

sionary operations within their respective bounds. Thus

ended one of the most earnest and exciting discussions had

on the floor of the Assembly .

After the complete organization ofthe several Executive

Committees , it still remained to devise some feasible plan

for their election by the Assembly . To accomplish this,

Dr. Thornwell offered the following resolution , viz :

Resolved , That the Chairmen of the Standing Committees ca

Foreign and Domestic Missions, Education , Publication , and Church

Extension , be appointed a Joint Committee, to report a scheme for

regulating the method of electing the Executive Committees.

In obedience to this resolution , the following standing

rules were reported and adopted, viz : -

I. “ The Assembly 's Standing Committees shall, on

making their respective reports, present nominations for
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the members and officers for their respective Executive

Committees for the ensuing year.

II. “ The presentation of their respective nominations

shall not preclude any additional nominations which the

Assembly may choose to make.

III. “ The election of said Committees shall not take

place until at least one day after the nominations are

made.

IV . “ In all cases, a majority of the voters of the Assem

bly shall be necessary to an election .”

The concluding part of the discussion , relative to Do

mestic Missions,was thrillingly interesting. The lastarticle

of the amended report of the Committee reads as follows :

IV . That the great field of Missionary operations among our colored

population falls more immediately under the care of the Committee

on Domestic Missions, and that Committee be urged to give it serious

and constant attention , and the Presbyteries to cooperate with the

Committee, in securing Pastors and Missionaries for this field .

The Rev . Dr. C . C . Jones, of Georgia , than whom no

Minister of the Assembly wielded a greater mioral influence,

or was more revered by that body, was requested , by the

unanimous voice of the Assembly, to deliver an address

on the religious instruction of the slaves, in which work he

himself had attained his eminent and deserved distinction.

Accordingly , the evening session of the sixth day was de

voted to the subject, when Dr. Jones delivered a faithful

and powerful address on this emphatically great subject.

6 These people," said he, “ were sent here from barbarism ,

from the kraals of Africa , to learn here a Saviour's love.

Thousands, in these past two hundred years, have reached

the Celestial City, to praise God for his wonderful prov

idences. These people have always been with us; they teach

us to walk , to talk ; they wait about us,and labour for us ;

they follow us through life ; they linger about us till death .

Are they not nigh unto us ? Are they the brutes that

perish ? Do we leave them to die unlamented ? Every
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body of them covers an immortal soul. They are bone of

our bone and flesh of our flesh . They are joint heirs with

us to immortality," etc . The Assembly , by resolution ,

requested Dr. Jones to prepare and publish the aforesaid

address, in the form of a tract, for general circulation .

There was no subject that seemed to excite a more

intense interest than thatof evangelizing and elevating the

black race in the midst of us. There was a deep and

abiding impression resting upon theminds of all the breth

ren, that one of the great ends, if not the great mission, to

be accomplished by our separate and independent exist

ence, both as a Church and a State , was the conservation

of negro slavery , and the more perfect developement and

elevation of the African race amongst us- a noble and phi

lanthropic consummation , which, owing to irremediable

obstacles, never could have been successfully accomplished

in our old relations, either of Church or State . But now ,

severed by the manifest interposition of the Almighty's

holy and wise providence, there is nothing to hinder us

from elevating negro slavery up to the Bible standard,

which , when done, we can defend it against the argument,

the sophistry , and the railing accusation of the whole

world ! Such was the interest felt on this, now the greatest

of all subjects, that a Select Committee was appointed to

elaborate and carefully prepare a manifesto, to be laid

before the next General Assembly, for their adoption , in

the form of a Pastoral Letter, on the subject of slavery ,

and the religious instruction of slaves, addressed to all the

Ministers and all the members of the Presbyterian Church

in the Confederate States of America.

The report on Systematic Benevolence, by Dr. Adger,

was able and comprehensive, setting forth, in a clear and

felicitous light, the true views on that great and important

subject - important on two accounts : first, as to its influ

ence upon the spread of the Gospel amongst men ; and,

secondly , in its bearing upon the personal piety and growth
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in grace of the individual Christian . Giving is a part of

worship - it is Faith acting. Works without prayer, is

Atheism ; and prayer without works, is presumption

prayer for the advancement of Christ's kingdom , without

giving, as the Lord has prospered us, or without exerting

ourselves to effect the object of our prayer, is mockery.

The Assembly ordered that the report should be printed

by the Publication Committee, for general circulation .

Dr. Leland, the Chairman of the Committee on the Nar

rative, presented to the Assembly a very instructive and

valuable paper ; which, in these times of darkness and trial,

in both Church and State, was exceedingly comforting,

and well calculated to revive and strengthen the drooping

hopes of the people ofGod.

The Rev..Peyton Harrison, Chairman of the Committee

on Theological Seminaries, reported the following, and it

was adopted, viz : “ The Synods of Virginia and North

Carolina request that the General Assembly of the Presby

terian Church in the Confederate States of America will

assumethe same review and control over the Union The

ological Seminary, in Virginia , which the General Assem

bly of the Presbyterian Church in the United States here

tofore exercised, according to the plan of the Seminary,

and that the Seminary shall be called The Union The

ological Seminary of the General Assembly of the Presby

terian Church in the Confederate States of America,'

and the Board of Directors shall report annually to the

Assembly.”

The following named gentlemen, in the several States,

were appointed Trustees of the General Assembly, viz :

In the State of Alabama - R . M . Patten and John Whiting.

In Georgia – James B . Walker. In South Carolina – T . C .

Perrin and Robert Adger. In North Carolina – J . H . Lind

say. In Virginia – S .McCorkle . In Mississippi — Thomas

Henderson. In Tennessee - D . M . Kennedy, William T .

Fleming, and W . S . Eakin . In Louisiana - B . M . Palmer ,

VOL. XIV., NO. IV . - 84
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M . Greenwood, William P . Campbell, and Joseph A .

Maybin .

The following RESOLUTIONS were , at different times,

passed by the Assembly, and became part of its regular

proceedings, viz :

1. By Dr. Thornwell : “ That it be submitted to the

Presbyteries, to make the following provisions in regard to

the Constitution . All changes in the Confession of Faith ,

or the Catechisms, in order to be valid , must be proposed

by three- fourths of one Assembly, and confirmed by three

fourths of the two succeeding Assemblies. And all

changes in the other books that make up the Constitution ,

must be proposed by two-thirds of one Assembly, and

ratified by a majority of the next Assembly .” This was

referred to the next Assembly .

2 . By Dr. Bailey : “ Thatthe General Assembly contem

plates, with the highest satisfaction, the proposed organ

ization of a National Bible Society for the Confederate

States of America , and for which a meeting or Convention

is proposed to be held in the city of Augusta , on the third

Wednesday of March next. And we take the present

suitable occasion to recommend that a work so important

may receive the hearty and liberal support of all our

people, Presbyteries and Churches.”

3 . By Dr. Bocock : “ That this General Assembly hear

tily approves of that clause in the Constitntion of the

Confederate States, which forbids the Congress to enact

any law in regard to a religious establishment, and that it

understands that prohibition equally to restrain the Exee

utive from preferring in the public service one branch of

the Church above another.”

4 . By Dr. Thornwell: “ That the Trustees of the Gen

eral Assembly , whenever funds, by way of gift, devise, or

bequest, cometo their hands, for either of the Assembly 's

established Committees, be directed to pay over said funds

to the Treasurer of the Executive Committee which is
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designated in the gift, devise, or bequest; and the release

of the Treasurer of said Executive Committee, to the

Treasurer of the Trustees, shall be sufficient to serve as a

discharge for the Trustees.”

The following Committees were appointed to act in the

interval, and to report to the nextGeneral Assembly, viz :

I. To memorialize Congress, in compliance with the fol

lowing resolution offered by the Rev. R . McInnis, viz :

“ That a Committee be appointed and instructed to take

the proper steps to secure a legal title to all property

within the Confederate States to which , in their judgment,

the Presbyterian Church in these States possess an

equitable claim .”

Wm . P . Webb, of Alabama, Thomas C. Perrin , and

Chancellor Job Johnston , of South Carolina, J. G . Shep

herd, of North Carolina, W . L . Mitchell, of Georgia, and

W . F . C . Gregory, of Virginia , were appointed that Com

mittee.

II. Four several Committees were appointed to secure

charters for the General Assembly in the States of

Louisiana, Tennessee, Mississippi and Virginia , viz : For

Tennessee - Alfred Robb, Jackson B . White, A . W . Put

nam , and B . M . Estes. For Louisiana – James N . Lee,

T . Allen Clarke, and B . M . Palmer. For Mississippi

J. W . C . Watson , Henry T. Ellett, J. W . Clapp, and T . J .

Wharton . For Virginia — W . F . C . Gregory, R . D .Mon

tague, A . D . Dickinson , and J . D . Armstrong.

III. On revision of the Book of Discipline, the Rev.

John S . Wilson, D . D ., offered the following paper, which

was adopted, viz :

Whereas it will now become necessary, in the altered relations of

our Church, to publish a new edition of the Confession of Faith ,

with such amendments as shall conform it to the style and title of the

Presbyterian Church of the Confederate States of America ; and

whereas necessity has already been felt for the revision of the Book

of Discipline, and it is highly proper that such revision should be

made before another edition of the book is printed ; therefore , be it
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Resolved , That a Committee be now appointed , to whom shall be

referred the work of revising the Book of Discipline and Form of

Government ; and that the said Committee be required to report at

the next session of the General Assembly .

Whereupon a Committee of nine was appointed , con

sisting of Drs. J. H . Thornwell, R . L . Dabney, B . M .

Smith , J. B . Adger , and E . T . Baird , Ministers ; with

Ruling Elders W . P . Webb, T . C . Perrin , W . L . Mitchell,

and Job Johnston . To this Committee, Judge Shepherd

was afterwards added, on motion of Dr. Thornwell.

IV . To prepare an address on the subject of slavery, and

the religious instruction of slaves, in the form of a Pastoral

Letter, addressed to all the Ministers and members of the

Presbyterian Church in the Confederate States of America ,

to be reported to the next General Assembly , for their

adoption. This Committee consists of Rev . James A .

Lyon, D . D ., Rev. Theodoric Pryor, D . D ., and Rev. C . C .

Jones, D . D .

V . On Psalmody. It was universally conceded that our

Church Psalmody stood greatly in need of revision — that

it could be much improved by a vigorous process of

lopping off, condensing, expunging, shortening, adding

some, and leaving out a great deal — at least one-half

changing antiquated phrases and forms of expression for

terms in common use, etc., etc. To perform this exceed

ingly delicate and important work , a Committee was

appointed, consisting of the Rev. B . M . Palmer, D . D .,

(appointed Chairman by the Assembly) — Rev. T . V . Moore,

D . D ., Rev. Thomas Smyth , D . D ., Rev. J . B . Stratton ,

D . D ., and Rev. John W . Pratt.

The work of the Assembly thus being complete , the Rer .

Dr. McMullen arose and said : “ Brethren, the Lord has

blessed us in an extraordinary degree. The unanimity

and cordiality with which every thing has been transacted,

seems to me very remarkable, and it would be to me very

gratifying if we could spend an hour this evening in devo
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tional exercises — it would be a delightful closing of this

Assembly.”

• The suggestion was adopted, and the Assembly came

together at half-past seven o'clock in the evening, and

spent a season in devotional exercises.

After which , Dr. Palmer, the Moderator, said : “ My

brethren, the fulness of this Assembly, drawn from all

parts of our extended Confederacy, during a season of ex

traordinary peril and darkness, is sufficient proof that all

our hearts were impressed with the importance of this con

vocation . The discussions through which we have passed

during the Sessions of this Assembly, have opened the

fundamental principles of our Government, and, to some

extent, of our Faith . And, that we have been able to set

this Church forward fully equipped, and , in doing so , to

uncover all those principles, and to do it almost without a

jar , is a sufficient proof that we have enjoyed the presence

of God's blessed Spirit. The fact, too, that we have been

led to open our hearts towards our brethren of the great

Presbyterian family, who are not gathered under the same

roof with ourselves - opening in the near future the pros

pect of reunion with those of like faith with ourselves — is

an additional proof that our hearts have been moved by

the Spirit of Grace. And now we are to part; and as we

extend the hand of parting, there will be scarcely an eye

that will notmoisten - scarcely a heart that will not throb .

Weare made to feel, as we return to our several homes,

that it has been, indeed, a privilege to come up here, as to

a Mount ofOrdinances. Our language willbe the language

of Peter on the Mount : Lord, it is good for us to be

here." "

Dr. Pryor — " I rise ,Moderator, to move that this Assem

bly be now dissolved. We part to meet no more in this world .

But it is pleasant to feel that there is a land where we shall

meet again ,
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" There, on a green and flowery mount,

Our happy souls shall meet,

And with transporting joy recount

The labours of our feet.”

The three hundred and forty -second hymn was then

sung, and, after a prayer and benediction by the Modera

tor, the Assembly was declared dissolved ; and another As

sembly , appointed in like manner, ordered to meet in the

city of Memphis, Tennessee , at eleven o'clock, A . M ., in

the First Presbyterian Church, on the first Thursday of

May, A . D . 1862.

P . S . — There was another very important subject that

engaged the attention , not of the Assembly , as such , but

of many of its leading members, which , though we could

not properly notice it in the review ofthe proceedings ofthe

Assembly, yet will not be out of place in a postscript. We

refer to the Educational Meeting, that took place on Friday

evening of the second week .

Many individuals have, for a long time past, felt that

our Church, which has hitherto been the standard -bearer

in the great work of education, in its highest forms, was

not keeping pace with the progress of science, and was not

maintaining her high position, as heretofore, as the chief

educator of the land . Not that she was actually falling

back from her old stand-point, but that she was standing

still,whilst science, and art, and knowledge, were going

forward ; and other denominations were, in a praiseworthy

manner, coming closeup in her rear, and bidding fair soon to

outstrip us, if we should not bestir ourselves, and start anew

in the career in which we have, in times past, gained 30

much distinction . Such thoughts kindled a fire that began

to burn in the breasts of some brethren in the South -West.

They began , after a while, modestly to communicate with

one another, and brought up their zeal on the subject to

the General Assembly. Accordingly , there was a little,
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timid meeting, of some half-dozen , held one night in the

study of the Rev. Joseph R . Wilson , D . D . The result

was, that a larger meeting, embracing some fifteen or more,

was held the next evening in the Lecture Room . And the

result of that was, the calling of a convention of all the

members, on the Friday evening mentioned, when the

whole subject was discussed by Drs. Waddel, Palmer,

Thornwell, Adger , Foote , and others, and an impulse given

to the cause, exceeding themost sanguine expectations of

its friends.

Every thing musthave a beginning . And a greatscheme

like this must creep before it walks. It can notbe accom

plished in a day , nor a year. But if a great Confederate

University , such as is contemplated , fully up to the age

and the progress of human knowledge, can be successfully

accomplished in the present generation of the Southern

Presbyterians, they will have done a great work , and

marked the age in which they lived . All that is wanting

to accomplish this grand enterprise, is sufficient interest

and confidence in the Church and the friends of education ,

after which there will be no lack ofmeans. To excite this

interest, and create this confidence, will require some time

and effort. This concentric wave, small in its beginning,

must roll out, and extend to our Synods, and Presbyteries,

and Sessions, and Pastors, and people ! All must become

interested. All must have faith and confidence in the

success of the noble scheme, and then the work will be

easy. Rich men are liberal when they believe their money

will not be thrown away on visionary schemes, but will

accomplish that for which it was given. Two millions

can be raised easier, with confidence, than twenty thousand

without it.

The following resolution was offered by Dr. Palmer, and

unanimously adopted by the meeting, over which the Hon .

Judge William A . Forward, of Florida, presided as Chair

man , viz :
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Resolved , That a Committee of ten be appointed , to draft a plan for

the establishment of an Institution of the highest order , within the

Confederate States ; which Committee shall report to a Convention of

the friends of Education, to be held at the city of Memphis , on the

day preceding the meeting of the next General Assembly.

In response to this resolution , the following Committee

was appointed by the Chair (Dr. Palmer nominating, and

Dr. Waddel seconding, the Chairman), viz : James A . Lyon ,

D . D ., B . M . Palmer, D . D ., J . H . Thornwell, D . D ., John

N . Waddel, D . D ., Theodoric Pryor, D . D ., R . B . White,

D . D ., Prof. W . D . Moore, Joseph R . Wilson , D . D ., R . B .

McMullen , D . D ., R . Hett Chapman, D . D .
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OUR FIFTEENTH VOLUME.

Our readers are, no doubt, fully awake to the grand and momentous

changes which have occurred in the circumstances of our country,

and, also, of our Church . The Editors of this Review feel their

increased responsibility in these new circumstances. They wish to

meet that responsibility . They enter hopefully on the fifteenth year

of their labours. Through the darkness which has been , and still is,

around us, by reason of the present cruel, unnatural, and wicked war,

they look forward to a brighter day. Weaspire to make this Review

a worthy representative of the Presbyterian Church in the Confed

erate States of America. And hence, anticipating confidently the

glorious future that is before our country and our Church ,we not

only purpose to continue the publication of our work, amidst all the

difficulties of the times, by which so many periodicals are forced to

suspend, but we propose a measure which must tend to its improve

ment. Hitherto, we have depended entirely upon the gratuitous kind .

ness of our brethren for contributions to our pages. With the next

volume, we shall begin to make some pecuniary compensation to all

our collaborators, and we will increase the rate of this compensation

as soon, and as much, as our future prosperity shall warrant. One of

the evidentadvantages of this , to our readers, will be that the Editors

will naturally feel more free to select, from all the MSS. offered to

them , only such as their readers would most desire to see.

Will not the Ministers, Elders, and members of our Church , aid

us, at the commencement of this fifteenth year, to increase the circu

lation and usefulness of this work ?

Wedo not send bills to our subscribers at this time, as we usually

have done in the last number of the volume. This is not because we

do not need themoney . Wedo need it,more than ever, our expenses

being greatly increased , as may be seen from the statement above.

But, knowing the difficulty of procuring money in some sections of

the country, we have felt unwilling to annoy with a dun, which must

be disregarded , from sheer necessity. We earnestly hope, however,

that all who know that they are in arrears will make immediate pay

ment, if possible ; and that payment in advance may be made, as far

as at all convenient.
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